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PREFACE

Tlriis volume covers ohronologically the defensive and offensive

operations of Filter Coramand or Air Defence Great Britain (as it became
knovm on the formation of the Allied Expeditionary Air Force to support
the Allied landings on the continent) by day and by night for the period
19A2 to the end of May 1944 - a few weeks before the beginning of the
flying bomb attacks on southern England,
dealt with in the following volirme of this narrative.
Great Britain had an important part to play in covering the landing
operations in June 1944 as well as in protecting the assembly for the
amphibious operation and its activities are described in the narrative
entitled ' The Liberation of Northwest Europe’ . The final chapter of
the present volume briefly notes the activities of Fighter Command other
than those relating to Operation Overlord and countermeasures against
the V weapons in the period June 1944 to May 1945.

By the beginning of 1942 the German brnbing offensive against^ Great
Britain had passed its peak and, in contradistinction, the R.A.F. bomb
ing offensive against German cities and industry had begun to gather
weight. Tire heaviest attacks against this country in the period under
consideration were in the nature of reprisal raids. First, there were
the Baedeker Raids against cities containing targets of no military
importance, then the daylight low level raids by low-flying aircraft
against towns on the south and east coasts, lYhen those failed, fighter
and high speed bombers were transferred to ’tip and run* raids by night
and, finally, the ’Little Blitz’ was launched against London early in
1944. All these atteiipts to shake British morade proved to be failures

and only reflected the decline of the German bomber arm. The eneny did
not persevere with air attacks against shipping, aerial minelaying and
air raids on ports vdaich mi^t have yielded profitable results and v/ith
the adoption of a policj'- of reprisals they were to a large extent
abandoned by the end of 1943.

The British air defences adequate to counter the enemy* s

bombing tactics and his measures for bomber support. Faster and better

armed night fighters such as the Mosquito were introduced to which were

fitted more efficient types of Air Interception equipment. The latter

were, on the whole, unaffected by the enemy*s attempts to jam or evade
them. The daylight raider, although causing negligible damage to the
war effort, was, nevertheless, a trial to the spirit of the civil popu
lation and was finally defeated ly a combination of improved early
warning equipment, a new deployment of ground defences and a satisfac
tory fighter (the l^hoon) able to operate effectively at lov/ levels.

Since the end of 1940 Fighter Command had striven to act offen

sively beyond the Cliannel and such efforts had acquired additional
importance with attempts to pin down a large eneiiy fighter force in the
vrest and so assist the Russian Armies. The R.A.F. had, in 1942, to
contend with a superior German fighter. Later the short range of the
British fighters became a handicap as the G.A.F. usually evaded battle
until the Allied fighters were at the limit of their endurance. But
in the raid on Diepjje in August 1 942 a major action was fought with the
G.A.P. in which Fighter Command revealed its superiority, although the
nuimber of aircraft actually destroyed proved to be not as high as the
numbers claiimed to liave been destroyed. The arrival of U.S, heavy day
bombers and accorapanying long-range fighters in Great Britain from 1942
onv/ards was a great asset to the offensive although the Mustang long-
range fighter was not available in sufficient numbers to be effective
until early 1944.

The fighter offensive did not achieve its purpose either in drawing
off German aircraft from other more important theatres of war or in the

destruction of eneny fighters and the effectiveness of the bombing of
industrial targets and airfields in the course of these operations vra.s

The latter operations are
Air Defence
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over-estimated. Too high a proportion of Allied pilots was lost in
relation to enemy fighter losses. But the offensive did provide
valuable experienoe for future operations over the continent and in
contrast to the R.A.P. the morale of the German fighter pilots declined,
due in no small measxire to the intemeoihe disputes within the G.A.P.
itself.

The G.A.P. for the greater part of this period retained no more

than a holding force in the West and while Allied preparations for
Operation Overlord compelled it to re-inforoe its bomber arm (shortly
to be expended in the raids on London in early 1944), yet this was
effective in so far as it contained a very large number of fighter
aircraft in this country that were urgently required in other theatres
of war, particularly the Mediterranean, It is this policy, above
anything else that when examined retrospectively, is open to question.
It woiild appear that this degree of over-insurance was insisted ipon by
the Air Officer Commanding-in-Ghief Pighter Conmand in order that he
might retain a force adequate in strength to meet all possible eventua
lities. In 1942 the key actions in the Air V/ar were fought in the
Mediterranean Theatre - over Malta and the Western Desert, Na oonpara-
ble air actions were fo\ight in the West, Yet a large force of
Spitfires was kept in Great Britain at a time when air commanders in the
Mediterranean Theatre were crying out for tiiem. One cf the chief
characteristics of an air force - flexibility - was thus forsaken. By
1943 the need for up-to-date fighter aircraft overseas was less acute

and, in the meantime, a high priority had been given to the task of
converting the Metropolitan Air Poroe into an offensive force - to

prepare the way for and to cover the re-entry into Eirrope,

By the end of 1943 air superiority over Great Britain had, by and
large, been achieved and was being extended over Prance and the Low

Countries. The full weight of Anglo-American air power was reailly
borne home to the enemy in the first five months of 1944 and the building
up of air superiority over the entire period under review was wie of the

principal reasons why the G.A.P. signally failed to oppose both the
Allied preparations for the landings in Eirrope and the assault itself.

The assumption of the offensive by the Allies caused an inevitable

diminution in the stature of Pighter Command and the extension of the

war to other theatres made it necessary to withdraw aircraft from the

home defences, Pighter Command from 1942 onwards tended to become a

reservoir for fighter aircraft for Russia, the Middle East and the Par
Eeist, At home it provided the nucleus of the Tactical Air Poroe (later
2nd T.A.P. ) which supported the landings on the continent. It also
provided the nuole\;is of the support group for R.A.P, Bomber Command

together with a number of officers experienced in intruder operations,
Pinally, the intricate system of control for the air support of
Operation Overlord was based on the system of fighter control brought to
perfection by Pighter Command, But even in the latter stages of the
v/ar the British Air Staff was unwilling to disperse the system for
fighter control and early warning which had been evolved over the past
fotir years.

The details of day and night fighter offensive operations in the

narrative have been, in the main, confined to appendices as they were
of such a repetitive character. Summaries of major raids against this
country together with British and German orders of battle will also be

found in the appendices, A list of the chief scuroes of the narrative

is given below but reference should be made here to the R.A.P, Signals
History Volume IV 'Radar and Raid Reporting', Volume V 'Pighter Control
and Interception' and Volume VEI 'Radio Countermeasures' which are an
indispensable adjunct to this volume. Pull use has been made of German

documents partioularly with reference to aircraft losses and to reports
of raids against this country.
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ILLUSTRA.TIONS

Pacing
Page

2,6Coinbat with Heinkel 111

46Pocke Wiolf 190

104.Oonibat of Spitfire V with Pooke WxiLf I90

Boston, flying above smoke screen at Dieppe, 19 August 1942

Typhoon..

Domier 217

120• •

120

194

.. 194Mosquito XII• •

256Spitfire IX

Mitohells bombing airfield, Brest/Guipavas, .

Mustang attacking transport targets and airfield,
north Prance

256

292

524Mustang III

324Pighter-bomber attack on V,1.train, 1.September.1944* •

All photographs have been supplied by the Imperial War
Museum.

Note.
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CHRDNOLOGY OF IMPORTANT EVENTS

1942

Comter Attack by Rommel’s forces in V/estem Desert

U.S, IVlilitaoiy Headquarters in England established
under General J, E, Chaney

21 Januaj:y

28 January

General Ira Baker designated Commander of
U.S.A.A.P. Bomber Force in Great Britain

31 January

11/12 Pebnary Escape of Sohamhorst, Gneisenau and Prinz Eugen
from Brest

22 February Advanced Detachment of VIIIth U.S, Air Force
arrived in Great Britain

27/28 February Operating Biting - combined operations raid on
German radar station at Bruneval

13 klaroh Air Staff authorised resumption of Circus
operations to haiiper build-up of G.A.P.

7/8 April

15 April

Peak of enemy air attacks on Malta

Establishment of Headquarters VIIIth U.S, Air Force
Bomber Command at High Wycombe, Bucks,

23/24 April

7-10 May

Start of Baedeker Raids with attack on Exeter,

Spitfire reinforcements for Malta arrived by
aircraft carrier

8/9 May

7 JtiLy

Conclusion of Baedeker raids with attack on Norwich

General Carl Spaatz appointed Commanding General
U.S.A.A.P. in Europe

28/29 - 30/31 July Raids on Birmingham

17 August First bombing operations by VIIIth U.S. Air Force
against Rouen railv/ay centre

19 August Operation Jubilee - Combined Operation against
Dieppe

Loss of No. 133 (Eagle) Squadron in offensive sweep
over northern France

26 September

23/24 October

31 October/
1 November

Ti;ighth Army offensive began at El Alamein

Day and night attack on Canterbury

8 November Allied forces landed in French North Africa under

command of Lieutenant-General D, Eisenhower

28 November Air Marshal T, L, Leigh Mallory succeeded
A.ir Marshal Sir Sholto Douglas as
Air Officer Oommanding-in-Chief Fighter Command.
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1543

17/18 January Eepriaal raid on London by 118 enomy aircsraft — six lost,

20 January Raid on London by fighters and fighter-bombers -
nine lost,

20/21 January First claim for enemy aircraft destroyed by night
fighter equipped with A,I, Mark 1/111,

21 January Casablanca Directive defining primary objectives of
Corobined Bomber Offensive issued.

27 January First U.S.A.A.F. raid on Germany. Emden and

Wilhelmshaven attacked by Fortresses and Liberators,

2 February Russian victory at Stalingrad

■R.A,F. Bomber Command began * Round the Clock* bombing.

Exercise Spartan - Test of Mobile Conposite Group.

Increased low level daylight attacks by fighter bombers
against south and south-east coasts began.

Formation of No, 83 (MobrMe) Con^osite Group.

Appointment of Colonel (later Generalmajor)
Dietrich Peltz to Angriffsfuehrer England.

First enemy fighter bomber raid by night on southern
England,

Dissolution of Army Co-operation Command and formation
of Tactical Air Force under Air Jiarshal J, H. D'Albiao -

operationally mder Fighter Command. No, 2 Groijg?
transferred to T.A.F, from R,A,F. Bomber Command.

25 February

4-12 March

11 March

19 March

20 March

16/17 A^pril

1 June

6 June End of low level daylight attacks against south and
south-east coasts.

10 June Pointblanlc Directive issued.

30 June Beginning of Serrate operations against German A,I,
fitted night fighter.

Virtual end of daylight air attacks on Great Britain,

Allied troops landed on Sicily.

Chief of Air Staff authorised use of Window.
No. 84 (Mobile) Composite Group formed.
No, 14 Group amalgainated with No, 13 Group.

Beginning of preparatory operations for Starkey (feint
attack on Boulogne - Le Touquet coastline).

Heavy attack by R,A,P, Bomber Command on Peenemunde
(experimental station for V weapons),

iiir Marshal Sir Trafford Leigh Mallory designated
Air Commander-aji-Chief for Operation Overlord,

First attack on suspected guided missile site at f/atten,
Pas de Calais.

9 July

10 July

15 July

16 August

20 Aug-ust

20 August

27 August
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1943 (Contd,)

9 Sej)tember

6/7 October

No enemy reaction.Operation Starkey.

Beginning of spasmodic night raids on London by
high-speed bombers.

Enemy used V7indow (Duppel) for first time in raid
on south-east England,

7/8 October

14 October Vlllth U.S, Air Force attack on Sob/yeinfurt:

heavy losses.

16 October Foimation of Ninth U.S, Air Force at Sumiingdale,
Berks,

5 November Intensive attacks by T.A.F, and Ninth U.S. Air Force
on Crossbow targets in northern France began.

Formation of Allied Expeditionary'- Air Force under
Air Marshal Sir Trafford Leigh Mallery.
Fighter Command redesignated Air Defence
Great Britain under Air Marshal R, M, Hill,

Placed vifith the 2nd T.A.F, (formerly T.A.F,) under
command of A.E.A.F,

15 No-vember

15 December Ninth U.S, Air Force came under control of

Headquarters A.E.A.F.

Formation of No. 85 (Base) Group at Uxbridge,
(Teiiporarily under operational control of
A.D.G.B. ).

17 December

1944-

21 January Air Marshal Sir A. Coningham assumed command of
2nd T.A.F.

21/22 January German air attacks on London recommenced

(447 aircraft - 4.3 lost).

2 February

23/24 February

Headquarters 2nd T.A.F, opened at Uxbridge,

Start of the ^Big V/eek’’ - attacks by day and night
heavy bombers against German aircraft industry.

R,A,F, Bomber Command began attacks against French
and German railway targets in preparations for
Operation Overlord,

France and Low oomtries gather weight.

Final raid on London.

Air operations against

6/7 March

I8/19 April

25/26 April-
29/30 May

1 May

4 June

6 June

12/13 June

Abortive attacks by G.A.F, on shipping concentra
tions on south coast.

A,I, Mark VIII released for \ase beyond Channel,

A,I, Mark X released for use beyond Channel,

Allied landings in Normandy.

First Flying Bombs landed in southern England.
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(Contd.)

27/28 June Last enemy intruder attack on British airfield until
March 1945.

27 August R»AoP* Bomber Command recommenced daylight attacks against
the Ridir with A.D, G.B. escort,

8 September First 7,2 Rockets fell on England.

Air Defence Great Britain redesignated Fighter Conniand,15 October

1945

27 March Last V,2 rocket fell on England,

Last flying bomb attack on England.

Last offensive operation by Fighter Command flown over
Kiel Bay,

29 March

4 May

8 May V.E. Day.
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CI-IAPTER 1

H-JTEC0UCTORr

At the close of 1941 j, Fighter Gatimand was able to look
The failure ofback upon the year v/ith some satisfaction,

the German air offensive by day in 1940 had been followed by
an equal, if less spectacular, failure in 194*1 to reduce
G-reat Britain by bombardment from the air by night, (1)
handi.cap under which Fighter Command had laboured in its
inability successfully to intercept the night bomber was
largely removed by the great impTOvement made in the field of
radar, ̂ vhich not only brought results in the number of enemy
aircraft shot down but removed the feeling of impotence which
ultimately might have impaired the efficiency of the Command,

The

1'Vhat was more satisfactory from the viewpoint of Fighter
Conmiand was the beginning of offensive operations and the
policy of carr3'’ing the fight to the enemy was adopted by the
development of fighter svreeps and circus operations,
consisted of a considerable force of fighter aircraft which
crossed the French coast and swept certain coastal areas of

Forth-west France ̂ vith the object of dravmng up enemy fighters
and engaging them at a tactical disadvantage,
of the German Air Force to be drawn into such engagements,
hovrever, necessitated the inclusion of bomber aircraft
(initially Blenheiias and later Stirlings and Hampdens) for the
dual purpose of attacking military'- objectives and inducing
Genaan fighters to engage in their defence.

With the German attack upon Russia, in June 1941, Fighter
Command's offensive operations became an integral part of the
policy for affording assistance to the Russians,
fying operations, it v/as considered possible to hold dovm in
Forth-vrest France a large enerny fighter force, which otherwise
could have been usefully employed on the Eastern Front and,
also, to force the v/'ithdrav/al of units from East to West to
strengthen the filter defences of North-west France,
policy, however, met vri.th little success and there is no
evidence that any units were withdrawni from the Russian Front
to counter the Pigliter Command offensive,
fighter Geschwader were certainly retained in Northern Tbrance
but it is in any event most unlikely that the enemy would have
entirely denuded Northern Fiance of first-line fighters,
least the threat of an offensive v/ould always have existed.
Moreover, British casualties v;ere much heavier than those of

the eneny, with the result that after August 1941, it was
decided to restrict the offensive and conserve aircraft for

operations during 1942.

These

The reluctance

intensi-

This

Two experienced

At

This decision was also connected wdth the entry of the
United States of America into the war in December 1941.
This meant the addition of a powerful ally but, at the same
time, resulted in a diminution in the supply of war material

both to this country and to Russia, so that the demands frcm
Russia for material aid became as pressing as did those from
the Middle and Far East theatres.

0) See R.A.P, Narrative'Air Defence of Great Britain'

yols. III and IV, .Unless othespwise indicated, this
introduction is extracted from these two volumes and

from a review of Fighter Command during 1941 in
A.H.B./II/73/1.
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Mthough the Fighter Gamnand offensive did not bring the

successes vhich had been hoped for, one aspect of the offensive
proved satisfactory. This W’-as the ’ Ghannel Stop' which was

designed to prevent the passage of enemy shipping through the

Straits of Dover or at least to make it an extremely hazardous

operation. Blenheim bombers were used at the beginning of

1 941 but the task was later undertaken by Pightei- Gommand using
Hurricane fightsr-baabers. Their efforts brought about a

substantial reduction in the volume of enen-cr shipping through
the Sti-aits.

Tlie threat of invasion and of a German return to an all-

out air offensive, however, made the year pidmarily one of
expansion and imprcvement of the air defence system and the

offensive role was still of secondary iumjortance.
1 941 the effort devoted by Fighter Coiimand to the defensi^'^e was

thus much greater than that devoted to the offensive and

approximately tivc thirds of the sorties flo\m during July, the
peak month of offensive opez-ations, were directly concerned with

the protection of shipping v/ithin forty miles of the British
coast.(1)

Throughout

The stor^r of Fighter Gommand in 1 941 , may thus be summar-

rised under three main headings

(a) The day and night defence of Great Britain against
air attack and possible invasion,

(b) 'idle day and night offensive against the enemy,
chiefly over occupied territory,

(o) The protection of convoys and shipj)ing.

At the beginning of 1942 Fighter Command's first-line
fighter strength stood at sixty-six day and twenty-five night
squadrons.

possible invasion was still of priinary importance,
less vital vras the defence of shipjping; and the development of

the fighter offensive in Surope los-d to be balanced against the
need for reinforcement in other war theatres.

The defence of the country from air attack and
Hardly

During 1941 Great Britain had acquired two ncTiV allies,
Russia and the United States, and one more enemy, Japan,
long Russian resistance would last was problematic and in the

Middle East the outcome of the struggle in the Western Desert
remained undecided.

Ho

Jtalta survived but only just, while the

w

effect of the entry of the United States into the \ta.r was as

In the Far East, Japan's initial success wasyet unfelt,

sv/ift and far-reaching and fe-f aircraft could be spa.red to help
to halt her advance,

which Fighter Caanand must be vie’ved at the beginning of 1942.
The Gomiand ‘I'-ra.s restricted in its operations to Western Europe
but by success or failure in the solution of its problems, it

could exert a strong influence upon the results of.operations
in several theatres of war.

This is the uncertain background against

(1) Fighter Command flew the follov/ing sorties by day
during 1941 ; -
Offensive

Defence of Shipping'
Other Defensive

27,995
51 ,194
47,914

Fighter Conmiancl

0. ii, S., App, ,
Jan.lS‘4^
A.H. 3./IIM/AZ/3A.

Total 127,105
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a-LAPrsR 2

THE AIR DEEENGE OP THE UNITED im'IGDOM IN 'IHE

EVENT OP nWASION

The Role of Pighter Command in an Invasion

Before describing the German air attacks on this country
during 19A-2 and Pighter Command's attempts to defeat them, it
is convenient to give an outline of the various plans, which

Pighter Command prepared^ to deal with a possible German
invasion of this country,
implemented but a short study of them achieves two objects.
It shows that, in spite of the beginning of offensive fighter
operations during the previous year and a slight improvement
in the general war situation, a good deal of time and energy
was still .devoted to the subject of invasion, during the first
half of 194-2,

it helps to form a lixik between the history of Pighter Command

during 194-0 - 194-1-and 194-2; it throv;-s into clearer relief the

chief responsibilities of the Command and shows how these were

beginning to change in 194-2,

Such plans were happily never

Secondly, from the broad strategical aspect.

On 30 July 194-0 the Air Staff issued a memorandum
detailing the roles of Pighter, Bomber and Coastal Commands in

the event of a German invasion of the United Kingdom,
remained in force throughout 1941 and 1942, and formed the

basis for all Air Porce anti-invasion planning.

It

Air Staff Memo

on Invasion,
30 July 1940
A,H,B, 111/16/37

The memorandum assumed that the enemy's first act would
be to attempt, at least in the assault area, to establish air

supremacy. This meant that a strong air offensive would be

launched against fighters in the air, fighter airfields, the

fighter control organisation and the aircraft industry and
would constitute the first phase of the invasion. The task
of Pighter Command would therefore be to meet and defeat the

attack on its own organisation and that on the aircraJ't
industry. Another preliminary stage might consist of heavy
air attacks on our naval forces and their bases, in which case
Pijghter Command would be instructed to deal with such attacks

as effectively as its resoiirces would all own

Ibid, Encl,IA,

Should the enemy undertaloe airborne operations, possibly
against Northern Scotland or Southern Ireland, or with a view
to seizing a port of disembarkation for a seaborne invasion,
the tasic oi' Pighter Command would be to destroy enemy tanlc-
carrying aircrai't, troop carriers, bombers and fighters in that
order of priority,
simultaneously with an airborne attack, the Air Officer
Commanding-in-Chief, Pighter Command w/as to be guided by the
principle that the protection of our naval forces at sea was

to rank equally with the destruction of airborne landings near
important ports,

precedence over the destruction of airborne landings, which
might be talcing place elsewhere,

A seaborne invasion would clearly consist of three
principal phases

If a seaborne expedition approached

Beth these latter tasks were to take

Ibid,

1, The concentration of shipping and troops at the
points of departure.

2. The voyage from the Continental coasts to our cwi.
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3. The establishment of bridgeheads in this country.

During the first phase Fighter Command would need to provide
protection within the limit of its range, for Bomber Command
aircraft attacking embarkation ports,
would continue to destroy any enemy aircraft approaching the
British coasts.

At the same time it

During the second phase its primary task would be to afford

protection to our naval forces in action against enemy warships
and transpoi'ts, and to protect our bombers vshich would be
attacking enemy ships.

During the third and vital phase, when the maximum German

effort would be expended to obtain local air superiority.
Fighter Command vrould direct its action against enemy aircraft
in the area,

Sion was to succeed the enemy would have to land and maintain
his seaborne expedition,
OYm naval forces had been neutralised and the order of priority
for the destruction of enemy aircraft was therefore to be;«

It was pointed out, however, that if the inva-

This could not be done unless our

(i)Ibid, Dive bombers operating against our naval forces

(ii) Tank-carrying aircraft

(iii) Troop-carrying aircraft

(iv) Bombers

(v) Fighters

It will be seen that Fighter Command was charged with the

responsibility of carrying out a great number of complex tasks.
Its ability to do sc in 1942 would have depended on a variety
of matters including the strength of the Command and its
reserves, the amount of warning of invasion and the state of
training which had been reached,
depended on the thoroughness and readiness of our anti-invasion
planning.

In particular, it would have

Planning diiring the Aut™n_of i.9ip1

By the end of July it was evident that the Germans
committed to a major campaign in Russia on a front of I5OO
miles with substantially the whole of their first-line forces
engaged,

that the Germans could breaic off the offensive, until either
they had made such territorial gains as would preclude further
counter—action by the Russian forces, or the Russian armies had
capitulated in the field. In view of Russian resistance, the
Chiefs of Staff on 31 July 1941 agreed with the Joint
Intelligence Committee, that an invasion could not be launched
before 1 September 1941 at the earliest and that in all prob
ability the respite would continue until the spring of 1942.
Planning v/as therefore directed towards the possibility of inva
sion in the spring and early summer of 1942.

In October 1941, the Director of Plans in conjunction with
the Assistant Chief of Air Staff (intelligence) Director of
Fighter Operations, and the Deputy Director of Plans, whilst
accepting the broad outlines of the Air Staff Memorandtun

described above, endeavoured to supplement the general plan by
an analysis of the possible development of the war situation for

were

From a military point of view, it was inconceivable

C.0.S.(41)
155 (0).
Defence Plans

of the U,K,

1939-1945.

A.H.B./IA/18,
Sect, 72,

A.M.File C.S,

2110, Enel, SA,
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the following six months and its effect upon the possibility
of invasion,

assess the probable scale of enemy air attack and therefore
the necessary strength of Fighter Command,

Four ijypotheaca were advanced in an attempt to

These v/ere;-Ibid.

(a) Complete German victory over Russia and a iiill scale
air attack on Great Britain as a preliminary to
invasion.

(b)A,H*File C,S,

2110, Enel 8A.
Stabilisation on the Russian front and a full scale

air attack on Great Britain as a preliminary to
invasion.

(c) Complete German victorjr over Russia and the main
German effort concentrated in the Mediterranean and

Middle East theatres.

(<i) Stabilisation on the Russian front and the main

German effort concentrated in the Mediterranean and

Middle East theatre,(1)

Under hypothesis (a) the minimum requirements of Fighter
Command were assessed to be:-

Night and Ancilla:^

1 ,A2A (89 Squadrons)
1,200 (85^)

2,624

Ibid, First Line

Reserves
548
135 (20?^)

Total 683

Of the eighty-nine day squadrons, twenty-three would be
needed for the protection of shipping around the coasts of the

British Isles and thirty-four would be needed to fight the
main fighter versus fighter contest, which was expected to
take place over South-east England, Twenty-three squadrons
would be needed foi- the defence of other important towns and
areas such as Scapa, Birmingham and Plymouth and nine would be

used to meet particular demands in hard pressed areas or if

Eire should be invaded. The high reserve figure >.4' eighty-
five per cent, was advanced, since it was assumed that Germany
would be prepareci to accept drastic losses to achieve her pur
pose, In this case, the battle for air superiority would
virtually be conwert^dL into one betvreen the reserve stocks of
aircraft. Under hypothesis (b) the strength needed for (a)
was considered equally necessary.

Under hypothesis (c) a reduction of sixteen squadrons
y/ou41 be acceptable, seven to be withdrawn from the defence of

important towns and areas and the nine squadrons, which would
be earmarked to meet diversions and the invasion of Eire,
This would dei^end, however, on our ability to rapidly form
replacement squadrons from reserves, should Germany later
deploy her full force against the British Isles,

A, M, File C.S,

2110, Enel, 8A.

(l) Wider these hypotheses the strength of the German Air Force llkelj'' to be
employed vas assessed as follovis:

Assumption Long Ranne Bomber Dive Single- Tv/ln- Amr,^ Coastal Total
Recce. Recce. Bombers Engined Engined Co-op

fj5h£er^ FlaM.S3:^

Ibid. (a) 14)0 430 350
320 200

450 350
360 180 170 3100
360 60 150 1900
335 60 155 1600

41502001000

(b) 1170 700
(0 470 200 70 590
(d) 370 410200 70
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Under hypothesis (d) a reduction of a further three
sq.uadrons would be accepted but a total of seventy day squadrons
was considei'ed to be the absolute minimum, so long as Germany

was in a position to bring an air threat to bear on this

country.

AaM.File C,S,

2110, Encl.SA,

To combat enemy night bombing of vital centre^s, twenty-
five specified night fighter squadrons were considered a rock-

bottom minimum, excluding five ’Turbinlite, Squadrons,
the scale of attack reach such proportions, that the night
squadrons were unable to deal mth it effectively, it might be
necessary to operate day fighters by night, notwithstanding the
difficulties this ;,nuld entail.

Should

The analysis thus envisaged a fighter force of eighty-nine
day, twenty-five night and five T\irbinlite squadrons,
January 194-2 Fighter Command had progressed some way towards

this target, having a front-line day strength of sixty-six
squadrons, in addition to twenty-five night squadrons, including
five Turbinlite squadrons,

eighty-nine days squadron strength, however, remained extremely
uncertain in view of the urgent demands from the Mediterranean,
the Far East and Russia.

TiVhether the Command would reach the21 A, Enel, 21 A.

Planning; _ January - May _1942

(i) Demng Committee Report; 4 January

Following upon the above appreciations, lon 10 November
1941, the Chiefs of Staff decided to set up a special inter

service committee, headed by Major General R,H, Dewing, Air

Vice-Marshal J,C, Slessor and Captain R,R, Stewart, to examine

from the German vievqpoint, the form and scale of an invasion of

Great Britain in the spring of 1942,
4 January 1942 and became the basis for anti-invasion discus

sion and planning throughout the first half of the year.
Although the report was based upon the possibility of invasion

on or about 1 April 1942, the Chiefs of Stai'f intended that it

should be reviewed every three or four months and so kept up to
date.

The report was issued on

c,o,s. 41(673),
14 Nov,

C.0,S.(41)
285(0), Dec,
1941. •

A,M,File

3,12563, Enel,
3A.

In the opinion of the Dewing Committee an invasion in the

spring was unlikely, since they did not think the German High
Coimnand would accept the very higii losses that seemed probable.
The Viee-Chiefs of Staff however thought that the Report had
underestimated the enormous risks and losses which the German

Command would be prepared to accept and they also criticised /  \

the ‘German' plan of a frontal attack through Kent and Sussexi^-'
Nevertheless the Report was regarded not so much as a guide on
vdiich our requirements of defence should be based, but rather

as a useful investigation, which had brought to light certain

questions requiring further attention.

C,0.S,(42)
84(0), 8 April,

IThilst not discountenancing the possibility of German land

ings in other parts of the British Isles, the Cormnittee thought
that South-east England was the area in which the main German

attack could be expected. Moreover, this area offered the best

a.h,b,/iV'18,
Sect, 103,

(1) The De'wing Coimnittee’s estimate of the probable form of
invasion v;as in fact almost identical v/ith the actual •

Gera:ian plan (Operation -Sea Lion),
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C.O.S,(ifl)
283(o).

c,o.s.(iirv)
(^-1) 5.

possibility for the German Air Force to secure the local air

superiority, v/hich would be essential for the launching of a

seaborne invasion,

all his reserve training units in the first-line, in which

case he might be able to dispose some 2,400 bombers and "I ,300
fighters, excluding reserves,(1) For airborne operations, it
was estimated that by April 1942 the enemy mi^t possess
nearly 2,000 Ju,52*s and 4,900 gliders,(2;
the maximum force likely to be employed but it seemed certain

that the enemy would use his maximum strength, even if this

meant dislocating his training organisation, in order that

the seaborne expedition miglit succeed in establishing a beach
head.

Great Britain against such a force would necessarily fall

upon Fighter Command, whose plans for deplojmient in invasion

must be briefly considered,

(ii) Deployment of Fighter Command

It was assumed, that the enemy would use

This was admittedly

A large share of the responsibility of the Defence of

C.0.S,(41)
283(o).

Having studied the Dewing Report, the Air Officer
Commanding-in-Chief of Fighter Command stated unequivocally
that 'the best y/ay of preventing an invasion or of defeating
it when it occurs is to maintain a strong Fighter Command...
The minimum strength required to ensure the defence of this

country against invasion is 75 Day Fighter Squadrons and 30
Night Filter Squadrons
strength in this country drop below the safety level,
January 1942 the actual strength of the Command was sixty-six
day and twenty-five night squadrons,
aircraft must be added the fighter aircraft which would be

available under the Banquet scheme,(3)

'tie must not let out fighter• • • •

In

To this total of 1,484

A, M, Pile

S.I2563,
Encl.SA,

A.H.B./1V18
Sect, 92 and

A,H.B./IIL/16/
21 A, End, 21 A.

Although in general the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief
agreed with the many points concerning the fighter defence,
which had been raised by the Dewing Committee, he criticised
the suggestion that particular- squadrons should be earmarked
for specific taslcs.
Committee had, for example, proposed special spuadrons should

be held in readiness both for attacking enemy fighters and lay
ing smoke screens,

wished to retain as much flexibility over his squadrons as

possible, so that the greatest strength could be diverted to

the area, v/hich was most seriously threatened,
between sciuadrons in Nos, 10 and 11 Groups and those in the

northern groups already existed and vyould be maintained, in

order that a high percentage of the Command's pilots would

have battle experience.

The Royal Air Force member of the

The Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief

Roulement

Note by A.V.N,
SlesEor on Dewing

Cormlttee Report, 12
Dec. 1941.

A.M,FIle 8,12563,
Enel, 8A,

(1) Long-^ge
feoKibers ~

Dive
Bombers

Single-

Engined

Tvdn-EnRlned

FightersC.0.S,(INV) (41) 5,
Appendl:s 'A*.

Total

Fighters

Initial

Equipment
Initial Reserve

Stored Reserve

1,94j
6

3,681
1,180
660

5,721

450 990 297
00 150 330 100

400 60100 300

2,944 1,620Total 457700

(2) Gliders: D.F.3,230 (type used In Crete) 4,000
Co, 2li2 (freight carrier) SOO
Heavy tanlc-carriers 100

C.0,s.(41)

283(0)

Total 4,900

(3) See below p, lo.
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Plans I'cr the evacuation of the fighter airfields near the
coast in Kent and Sussex had also been drawn up and it was
intended to. Implement these in gocd time before the invasion
took place. Thirteen of these airfields had already been

A,M.Pile

S,12563,Sncl. .
8A.

mined and alternative airfields either had been or were about
to be arranged.(l)

(iii) Use of Fighter Aircraft for Support ta sic s

I>uring February the Air StaiT considered the most
effective way in which the specialised four-cannon night
fighter squadrons could be used during
primary task would, of course, be the destruction by night of
enemy troop and taiilc-carrying aircrsi't and gliders,
seemed unlikely that the enemy would be able to maintain full
scale night attacks at the same time as the necessary daylight
ofx'ensive.

Theiran invasion.

But it

It was therefore decided to use the fc-ur Cannon

A.H.B,/ID/1 2/
117 passim.
AfllvI.File C.S,

12262, Enel.
20A.

night fighters for various support tasks, including daylight
attacks on enemy baerges, tank landing crai't and certain ground
tai’gets and on 8 March 1%2 the Deputy Chief of Air Staff
issued instructions and asked that training should begin
immediately, Twelve of the total of sixteen squadrons(2)
vrould remain at their present stations, while the remaining
four squadrons were to be deployed in probable invasion aneas

A,H,3./ID/1 2/
117.

,
as soon as an invasion appealed to be imminent,(3) Training in
low-flying tactics, array co-operation and recognition of ships
and gx'ound targets was arranged for all the sixteen squadrons
and it was estimated that they would reach an adequate opera
tional standard by 1 May 19l|-2,

Ibid,

c.o.s,(4i) 246
(o), 4 Nov,1941
A.M,Pile C,S.

On 4 November 1941 the Chief of Air StaiT had also asked
, that fifteen day squadrons should be exercised in support

^ ^ duties arid training had begun in December.C'^) Although in the
122o2, EncLIOA, first place this training was carried out as part cf the anti-

invasion planning, the Par Office was at the begiruiing of 1942
worried about the ability of the Royal Air Force to pi'ovide

(1) Mined AirfieId Proposed Alternative Airfield

MartleshaTi

Bradvrell

Scuthend

Gravesend

Manston

Hawkinge
Lympsne
Friston

Shoreham

Fcrd

Tangmere
V'/est liampnett
Merston

Great Sampford
Castle -Caiaps

Fairlop
Radlett

Stapleford
West Mailing
West Mailing
Redhill

Redhill

Boscombe Beam
Odiham

‘White Waltham

Farnborough

W,S.D, Outgoing
Bdimsies No, 11,
25 Jan, 1942.

*

*

❖

*=Not then available for Fighter Command but facilitie
to be requested,

(2) 14 Beaufighter Squadrons,

s were

1 Havoc Squadron (a/c armed with
12 machine guiis, not cannon) and 1 Mosquito ^uadron,

(3) Nos,29 and 219 Squadrons would be moved to Hunsdon and
Middle Wallop respectively while Nos, 85 and 157 were
already (l9 March 1942) based at Hunsdon and Debden
respectively,

(4) The Squadrons were Nos. 257, 8, 245,
697, 137, 253, 134, 611 and 603.

263, 402, 1,3, 32,

PC/S,21 275,
Enel, 94A,
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full assistance for a ground campaign in Europe, The
traiiiing in general army co-operation work - or direct support
as it was then becoming known - therefore continued thrcu^out
the year.CO

(iv) Pighter Command Memorandum on Roles of Fighter Units;

j April

Much of the discussion and planning -which took place in

the first three months of 1942 was summarised in  a memorandum

The Dispositions and Roles of Fighter Units Before and

During Invasion*, which was issued on 1 April, Apart from

the points Virhich have already been mentioned it stated that

Hurricane Turbinlite Satellite Squadrons would be withdrawn
from their Turbinlite Flights and would operate from Ko, 11
Group airfields on various support tasks. It stressed the

fact that the chief duty of the day squadrons would be the

protection of Naval units and the destruction of troop and

tanlc-carrying aircraft. In general, however, the Spitfires
of No, 11 Group's rearward airfields would be used for the

main air battle, which was expected to take place over South

east England, • Arrangements had been made to either use or

remove from the invasion area, certain non-operational flying
units such as Air/Sea Rescue units and target towing aircraft.

It was realised that in an invasion Fighter Command wrould

have few aircraft available for normal shipping protection,
and from 27 April, Coastal Command therefore undertook
responsibility for merchant shipping outside the ’battle
area'(2) phe protection of all Naval imits, except auxiliary
patrol crai't, would remain, however, the responsibility of

Fighter Command,

(v) Deployment of Anti-Aircraft Guns; March-April

The air defence plan against invasion required a consider
able revision of the distribution of anti-aircrai’t guns

throughout the country. From being widespread to meet the

German attacks of 1940 and 1941, they now needed to be con

centrated in the probable invasion area east of a.'line' from the

YiTash to Weymouth, In March therefore, the Air Officer
Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command in consultation with the

General Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Anti-Aircraft Command

prepared a plan known as the new Attic Scheme, in vdiich the

anti-aircraft resources of the country were redeployed.
Priority was to be given to the protection of the twenty-one
fighter airfields covering South-east England; and only
sli^tly less important vrauld be the thirty-one rearward air

fields west of the Wash-Yfeymouth line and south of a line from

the Wash to Bristol.(3) Special protection was also to be given
to the Fighter Command operational centres at Stanmore,
Uxbridge and Leighton Buzzard, Almost equally important was the

defence of radar centres, upon which Fighter Command relied

on

F.C, O.R,B.

Ann,, A-pril
1942, A.H.B./
IIM/A2/3A.

Ibid,

F.C.Op, Instruc
tion No, 14/
1942.

F.C,Op. Instruc
tion No, 15/
1942, A.D.G.B/
s.22953,
End, 73A,

a.h.b./iVi8>
Sect,93,

a,h,b./iV'18,
App, 25, 20 March
1942.

A.H.B./lV'l 8,
Sect.93.

(1) By 7 Kay 1912,57 flgliter squadrons had received training in Aniw Air Support
and 128 exerolssd had been carried out in Fighter Cornmand. For a full

account of the development of air support see R.A,F, Monograph: *Alr Support
in the Second Vforld War» (A.P.3255).

(2) The ‘battle area’ was defined as ‘the sea areas South of the line
Flamborough Head to the Helder and East of the line running from Ushant to
Scillles, thence North to point VJest of Hartland Point and Eastwards to
Hartland Point,‘

A,H,B,/IA/18, App,25, (3) The 21 vital coastal airfields were each to be equipped with 8 heavy and
16 light A.A, guns. The rearalnlng 31 were each to have 8 heavy and 8 light
A.A, guns. Six other airfields in Fighter eonniand were to be protected, so
that the total of 58 airfields represented approximately ICfo of the airfields
in Fighter Command,

Ibid, Enol.26A,

F*C,Op,Ir>st»No,

15/1912
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for early -warning of approaching enemy raids,
of eighty-five coastal and inland radar stations which Yfere

operating by August 1 94-1, twenty-one were regarded as vital for
The basic factor of the plan was

Out of a total

anti-invasion air defence,
thus the allocation of a suitable scale of anti-aircrai't

defence that would ensure the freedom of action to the fighter
sqxiadrons, on whose activities the success of the anti-invasion

plans Yfas largely based.

A.H,B,/IA/18,
App.25/

Other objectives which required additional defence were

to be allotted guns in the following order of priority; eight
Coastal and fourteen Bomber CoiriiTiand airfields, certain Naval
airfields aj.id ports. Home Forces coastal artillery, communica
tion centres in South-east England, and twenty-one industrial
areas.

C.0,S,(41) 439
482. H.P,

Bundle 42/2,3.

To meet all these requirements the 'absolute minimum

deadline' was consjdered in March to be 2,048 heavy (25 per
cent mobile) and 1,278 light anti-aircraft guns. This total
v/as available, -with the exception of 236 light anti-aircraft
guns and these were due -within the next few months. The

scheme involved the movement of 1,000 heavy and 8OO light
anti-aircraft guns, 30,000 persomiel, 23,000 tons of ammunition
and T/ould take about five weeks to complete. Since howe-^er,
it was assumed that at least one month* s warning of an impending
invasion could be given, most of the work need not be carried
out until the warning y/as received. In general, it was suf
ficient to prepare nev^ sites for the heavy static guns and to
earmark transport for gi-ving the required mobility to mobile
units.

C.0.S.(42) 134,
199, 3 April
1942,

C.0,S.(41),
272 Mtg
2 Aug. 1942.

• j

(vi) Revised Flan Banquet 27 May

Plan Banquet was the code name for a scheme to provide
reinforcements in an emergency for Bomber, Fighter, Coastal and
Army Co-operation Commands from Operational Training Units and
Flj'ing Training -Command, The plan was originally prepared in
June 1940 in order to provide Bomber Command with crews and
aircraft from Flying Training Command,
gradually expanded and Fighter Command planning began in
February 1941,

The scheme was

During I94I it was constantly revised and kept

A.M..FUa S.4789/I,
Encl.37A,

Adi lie S,4789/n,
EncliliSA..

up to date but in view of the revisions of the air defence plan
and the new resources that were available in 1942, the Air Staff
issued a new directive on the plan on 27 May 1942,

Adld^'lle S.4789/in,
ErKil,70A,

FC/S.290I2,
Encl.4A,

Tlie section dealing with Fighter Command - Banquet Fighter*
was divided into three parts and would have provided the fol
lowing reinforcements:-

Part A, Suitable aircraft and crews

from O.T.U’s in -lighter- Command
10 Spitfire Squadrons
6 Hurricane Squadrons

Ibid,
Enel.21B.

Part B Available creir personnel in
Flying Training Command, ex-
operational on types in current
use in Fighter Command

Spitfire 145
Hurricane 94

Twin Engine
Fighters 25

264

Part C, Suitable aircraft and remaining
creviTs in Plying Training Command

1  Spitfire Squadron

78 Defiants (all a/c
■with crews)
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On receipt of an executive code word, the Fighter 0«T,U’s and
Flying Training Command v/ould immediately despatch these air

craft and personnel to pre-arranged fighter airfields,(1)

Plan Banquet would thus have provided Figliter Command
with approximately 320 additional fighter aircraft and crews,
not including the extra 250 pilots from Flying Training

If the plan had operated smoothly. Fighter CommandGowmand*C,0,S,(A.A,)
1922,
23 Feb. 1942.

T/ould therefore have been able in an emergency to deploy some

1,800 first-line fighter aircraft and this strength w^ould Ini

all probability have given the Command a numerical superiority
over the German fighter force.

Risk of Invasion Fades; Jme-December 1942

Even during the spring of 1942, the threat of invasion
was never immediate, since it was estimated that if the cam

paign against Great Britain could be developed to full inten

sity the retaliatory forces held in this country would
suffice, and in July the Chiefs of Staff believed that the

danger, by the spring of 1943, would be neglible. By then
the combined British and American Air Force would be able to

drop 47}000 tons of bombs in seven days on the invasion ports
and troop concentrations. They believed that the effect of

such a weight of attack would be to make the ports inoperative
during that period and to destroy about 20 per cent of the

invasion craft. The strength of our light naval forces, too,
would have considerably increased omng to production and

American assistance.

J.P.(42)517,
21 Ka-y.,
J.I.C. (42)
62 (Pinal),

J.P.C.(42) 963,
2d Nov,

Finally, by December, the Cliiefs of Staff were agreed
that it was 'inconceivable that the Germans would be able to

attain the requisite degree of air superiority for an invasion

to be practicable before 1944, if ever,'(2) In July 1941 the
German Command had, in fact, postponed the invasion (Operation
Sea Lion) until the spring of 1942, on the assiimption that by
that time the Russian Ceunpaign would be completed, and the

project was not'seriously considered again.

General Summary and Conclusions

Y/ritten

Parliamentary
reply; 14
Oct, 1946,

The foregoing is, at best, little more than an outline of

the many proposals and countex^proposals put forward to combat

a possible invasion during 1942.
problem resulted in planning being frequently amended but at

no time during the year did the tlireat of invasion become
immediate.

Defence Services that they might expect ’from now on to

receive one month's warning from us of impending invasion’, and

at the beginning of 1942 the Joint. Intelligence Sub-Committee
concluded that 'some three months would elapse before any
operations agaiiist the British Isles could be developed to full

The uncertain nature of the

On 2nd August 1941 the Chiefs of Staff told theC.0.S.(41), 272
Mtg; 2 Aug.

(1) The code words were:-
Part A Executive BAN'^UET FIGHTERPlan Banquet

Directive, 27

May 1942, App.B.
PC/S,29012,
Encl.lllA.

A,M,Pile C,S,

13694, Enel.16A,

« appia;'

'BERTIE'

'CHARLIE'

(2) Plan Banquet was, however, not cancelled until 6 October
1943* The anti-invasion instructions regarding the use

of night fighters, reinforcement by Coastal Command and

other orders were cancelled a year later on 25 October 
'

1944.

IIB
M IIc
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intensity', even if Russia was defeated,
invasion planning during 1941 and the beginning of 1942 was
therefore never implemented.

Most of the anti-

Post war Icnowledge has resulted in some criticisn of

Fighter Command for a policy of over-insurance, but the
question of how far the invasion thi’eat was responsible - or
Y/as made to be responsible - for the maintenance of a stronger
Fighter Command than was in fact necessary, will be discussed
more fully in a later chapter,(l)

One aspect of the anti-invasion planning was, hovrever, to
lead to important developments,
fighter squadrons began training in Army Air S\xpport anti
invasion duties.

Commanding-in-Chief stated that he wished to extend this
training to all day squadrons in the Command,
to ensure that fifteen support trained squadrons Yvere alirmys
in the line, siiice it was impossible for the same squadrons to
be held permanently available.

In December 1941 fifteen day

On 27 February 1942 the Air Officer

This was partly

AeM.File CoS,

12262, Encl.lOA,

Ibid, End,
11 A,

But it v/as also due to the fact that direct experience in

using fighter aircraft for support tasks was lacking in the
United Kingdom at this time,
plea regarding the organisation that YYOuld be required for our
ovm invasion of the Continent,

In July the Air Staff issued a

This stimulated the groYTing

C.0.S.(42) 351.
R,A,F, Mono

graph, 'Air
Support in the
Second World

War*. Chap,3,

¥. S,D.Outgoing

Flimsies No,17,
11 Sept,1942,
App. *A*

interest Ythich Yvas being taken in Army Air Support and by
September all the day squadrons in the Command had received
some support training and forty squadrons had been trained in

control ly an Ai'my Air Support Control Unit,

This was the beginning of the isrmy Air Support organisa
tion T/ithin Fighter Coimnand which, together Yvith Army
Co-operation Command, was to form the foundations of a Tactical

Air Force,(2) The tactical role of Fighter Command
envisaged in the anti-invasion planning was thus subsequently
developed into an important pari: of the air organisation, which
Y/as to help to defeat Germany in Europe,(5)

, which was

(1) See below Chap, 9, page I43.
Formed 1 June 1943* CertaiIIG/55OO/I3,

Encls,32A

and 43A.

(2) n Arny Co-operation Mustang
squadrons Yvere attached to No, 10 Group, where, apart from
being trained, they took part in active fighter operations
in the summer and autumn of 1942, including Operation
Jubilee, The formation of the Tactical Air Force is

described in Chap, 14,

No account has been given of the anti-invasion planning
concerned with the ground defence of R,A,P, stations,
since the reader may be referred to R,A.F, Monograph:
'Ground Defence and the R.A,F. Regiment, 1939-1945,'

(3)
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CWrER 3

TPIS AIR DEFENCE OP THE UNITED KII'ra-D(M BI MY

Introduction

During 1941 there had been no resumption of large-scale
German air attacks by day on London or other large towns,

Instead the enemy long-range bomber force was employed in
pirate* raiding. The favourite objectives for such raids

were airfields and aircraft factories and, during the winter

of 1941, a nu7±ier of successful enemy loviT-level, daylight
attacks were carried out. These showed evidence of caref\il

planning and were normally carried out by aircraft operating
either singly or in pairs. They were, moreover, difficult to
Intercept and, although special measures v/ore taken to deal
with single raiders - such as the use of A,I, fighters by day
vrhen the weather was bad - the problem remained unsolved at

the end of the year.

t

PC/s.22254,
Sncls.lOA and

11A.

At the beginning of 1 941 the eneniy also launched a series

of fighter bomber low-level attacks against fighter airfields

in Kent, the principal targets being Mansion, Hawkinge and

L(ympne, Pighter sweeps were also resumed in February,
although on a much smaller scale than those which took place
in November 1940* These small-soale operations between
February and May 1941 gave Pighter Command no chance of using
the large wing formations, with which it had been intended to

repulse a strong daylight offensive and the problem of inter

ception was thus, as with the long-range bonibers, unsolved in

July, when botii the low-level attacks and fighter sweeps were
discontinued,

After July 1941 the German daylight offensive was chiefly
directed against shipping and during the second half of the

year, at least two thirds of all German offensive daylight
sorties recorded by the defences were devoted to operations
against shipping.

n.Q.p.G.
Form *Y*,

The total German daylight effort over the United Kingdom
fell steadily during the year and in December only thirteen

enemy aircraft were reported,
ished strength of the striking power of the German Air Force

in Western Europe, a large part of which had been withdravni to
the Russian Front,

This fall reflected the dimin-

The initiative in almost every branch of

A,M,Pamphlet
No,21id,Chaps,4
and 7

day operations thus passed from the Ltiftwaffe to the Royal Air
Force during the year.

On the other hand, the problem of intercepting the 'tip-
and-run* raider in bad weather was not yet solved and as if to

emphasise this, two enemy fighters appeared off the Sussex
coast on Christmas Day 1941 a^d opened fire on buildings at

Pairlight, near Hastings, Although a few Me,109’s were
reported over Kent and Sussex in Septeinber and November, the

P.C,I.S.

No,295.

(l) For a full account of the German daylight offensive dull
ing 1941 the reader is referred to R.A.F, Narrative;
'Air Defence of Great Britain,' Vol,IV,Part IH, from
which this summaiy is mainly extracted,

(2) The German fighter force in the West was fully occupied
in dealing with our own daylight offensive and German
fighters vrere, in fact, forbidden to fly over England,

A.D,I.(K)
Report No,

paras. 165
and 178,
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Fairlight attack was the real beginning of the low-level
fighter-bomber campaign of 1942, when the German figliter force
turned again to the offensive.

Period; January - M^ch 1942

Review of the Air Defences

On 7 December 1941 the total strength of Fighter Command,
including reserve ajjrcraft in store, was nearly 2,400
aircraft, 4^/ At the beginning of 1942, the seven operationalF.G.Order of

Battle 0,R.B

Apio,, Jan,
A.H,B./m/
A2/3A.
A.H.B./nL/t6/2lA,
Encl,21A.

A.M, File
C.S,8928.

FC/S.23836,
Encl.3A.

A,M.F119

S.3553,
Encl.92A.

• groups were organised in ninety-seven squadrons and eleven

special flights. Of these, sixty-six squadrons formed the
first line day fighter strength. Due to the despatch of
squadrons to ovez’^seas theatres, the nimiber of day squadrons
was the same as it had been in April 1941, although the night
fighter force had been considerably expanded, This was
substantially less than the force of eighty-nine day and thirty
night squadrons, which was the programme decided upon by the
Expansion and Re-Equipment Policy Committee on 21 August 1941,
Several squadrons, however, either were being or had already
been re-equipped. No. 56 (liirrioane IIB) Squadron, for
example, was rearmed with Typhoons during the first half of
Januaiy 192f2,

t

On 25 January the Vfer Cabinet Sub-Committee on the Air
Defence ®f Great Britain decided that Anti-Aircraft Command

could redxice its manpOT,ver by 50,000 men provided that A.T.S,

women coiold be employed on searchlight duties and that

increased Home Guard recruitment could be permitted,
meant that fewer heavy guns could be kept at iraniediate readi

ness and that the speed of reversion of light guns from for

ward sight to predictor control was reduced,
tee was satisfied ’that these disadvantages are operationally
acceptable, in view of the increasing scale of defence and of

the efficiency of the warning system now available.

This

But the Ocsnmitu

I

AfD.G.B,

(42) 1(Revise).

Ibid,Sect,2,

A similar cautious optimism was also the basis of the new

regulations for the flying of balloons issued by the Air

Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command on 31 Januaiy 1942,
The new policy, on the lines suggested by Air Marshal
Sir Leslie Gossage in October 1941, allowed the grounding of

inland barrages by day and by night, until the receipt of

enemy plots warranted their being raised to operational
heights. The coastal barrages were, hov/ever, to be retained

R.A.F. Monograph:
•The Balloon

Dofonoea,

1914-1945', P.490,

P.C./S.23836,
Encl.14D,

(1) Aircraft
Types

NuEbor of

Squadrons

13 )
1  ) 240
1  )

58 )
2  )

In Squadrons
Scnrlceablo Unserviceable No,4l Group Total

In

Hurricane II A/3
Airacobra

Typlmon
78 85 401

258 247 1,371Spitfire
VBilrlwind

94 231Deflmit

Boaufighter and )
Havoc )

7 110 27

 20 242 80 39270

496 2,3951,478 421Total 102

(2) See below Chap, 4., Six complete Hirricane squadrons
were sent to the Middle East in May 1941* These were

Nos,46, 213,229,264238 and 249 Squadrons.

A.M.File

C,S,8929

passim.
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at noniial heights, until improvements in coiimiunications and

the radar early warning sj^stem should justify close hauling.
Although these instructions, and the reductions in Anti-

Aircraft Command, reflected the increasing decline of the

German bomber arm, the Metropolitan Air I'oi-ce was still pre
occupied with defensive rather than with offensive operations,

(ii) Bnemy Operations and Interception Results

On 3 Jaixuary 1942 the number of German Axr
available for use agajjist the United Kingdom^
these, only 146 were serviceable,
western Europe together with the threat to conserve aircraft,
both for future operations and for the eastern front, was no

doubt the chief reason for the extremelj’’ slight enen\7 bombing
activity over this country during the first three months of

the year. Of the total number of 1,924 enemy daylight sorties

between 1 January and 31 March only 151> or less than eight
per cent of the total, were flown over the United Kingdom and

a substantial proportion of these were solely reconnaissance
flights. The major part of the enemy effort v/as directed
against shipping, However, the small force of 146 enemy
bombers more tlian justified its existence on military grounds.
It has already been noted that no less than 1,478 R.A.F,
fighter aircraft were maintained in Great Britain for defensive

purposes - a proportion of almost exactly ten to one. Now to

fly and tend these aircraft approximately 90,400 airorev/ and

ground staff were required. Next, to take into account the

static defences. The balloon barralje absorbed 60,743 officers
and men, Anti-Aircraft Ooniraand at the beginning of
January 1942 contained 1,920 heavy A.A. and 981 light A,A,

guns as vrell as 2,776 Lewis guns and 358 rocket projectors, all

these weapons being manned by 280,000 men and 170,000 A,T,S,
The manpower contained in full time civil defence cannot be
discounted. In the first half of 1942 civil defence absorbed

311,000 men and 80,000 women. Altogether some 1,400 aircraft,
6,000 guns and 600,000 men and women of the Army and R,A,P,
stood by to meet the tlueat of air attack and 391,000 men and

women were emxjloyed on full time civil defence duties.

Force bombers

was 274 and of
This lack of aj.rcraft in

P.O. Op,Inst,

No, 10/1942,
App,, Jan,
A.H.B./lIlv^A2/
3A.

Enemy Doc.
A.H.B,6

A,YiF.A.Report
B.C./G/10
A.H.B./IIB/
47/4.

Air Min.O.S.B,

Stats,

War Diary Gen,
Staff A.A.OekI,

Vol.XXXjJan.
1942.

W,D.(42)531,
26 Nov.1942,

During the period there were 14 bombing attacks, carried
out by single or pairs of raiders, on places as far apart as
Brixham and Shetland Isles, The heaviest attack took place
on 27 March when four enemj'’ aircraft bombed Torquay harbour

and sunk a small ship. There were also 31 machine gunning
attacks by fightei's and fighter bombers on tovms and villages
on the south coast. The raids, both by bombers and fighter
bombers, were usually carried out from a low altitude, often

in conditions of poor visibility. For example, at 134^ hours
on 23 January, a Ju,88 followed a Hudson to Wick aerodrome at

about 100 feet and dropped three bombs which damaged tTO air

craft on the ground. Ground anti-aircraft guns opened fire
but no claim was made. Visibility at the time was approxi
mately 400 yards.

Such raids were extremely difficult to intercept and only
six enemy aircraft vrere clalned as destroyed overland by day
during the whole period. Moreover the effort, which had to

be expended by Fighter Ooinmand in an attempt to intercept the

F.C. Form 'I*

O.R.B. Apps,
Jan, - Mar,

A.H.B./mi/A2/
3A.

FC/S.27900,
Enel, 96A

F.C. Fern tyi

0. R, B, App, ,

A.lUB./im/A2/3A.
JHn.

A.W.A, Report
BG /G/10.
A.H.B./IIB//+7/U,
Addendum, Table 2,

1^ i,e, based in France, the Low Countries and Norway.
2; See below Chap, 5j p. 69
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low-level ‘tip and run* raider, was out of all proportion to
the damage, which such raiders caused,
months of 1942, Fighter Coraniand flew 4,677 interception
patrols,

flown during the same period,
German ‘holding* csaxapaign in the West was therefore meeting
with some success.

In the first three

This was in addition to the 10,918 shipping patro

P»C. Form ‘Y*

O.R.B.Apps
Jan.,-4,Iarc

A2/3A.

ls
These figures show that the

The problem of intercepting the ‘tip and run* raider
essentially turned on the difficiilty of providing adequate
warning of its approach. The normal radar early warning
station was Imited by its ‘visual* range but at the beginning
of 1942, two other types of special low-looking stations were
being developed,

(ili) Development of G.H.L, and C.H.E.L. Stations(l)

The first C.H.L, station with a 200 feet tower was erected

at Humberstone towards the end of 1941» If this prototype
proved successful, it was proposed to erect other towers at

selected sites in areas where there had been a large amount of

low-level raiding. Work on the project was held up in
February, since it was thought that these towers might be a
danger to our own aircraft but in March the Deputy Chief of the
Air Staff authorised the continuance of the scheme as an

important part of our air defences.

A.«.rue £i.irfD9,
En(5l,30A.

R,A.F. Monogragii:
•Royal Air Force
Signals In the
Scooncl World War^,
Vol.iv,*Rader in
Raid Reporting*,
Chap,,15.

During 1941 the possibility of using the naval Type 271
radar equipment against the low-level raider was also explored
and the first station to develop this equipment for the

requirements of the So3ral Air Force was Ventnor, Isle of Wight
where experiments were begun in February 1942, These eseperi-
ments showed that an aircraft flying as low as fifty feet

could be tracked at ranges of between 50^45 miles. The sets

low-looking value was therefore quickly apparent and it was

decided to form a chain of centimetre C.H.E.L. stations, which

would be used jointly by all three Services for surface
watching.

I

The high frequency 1 (Veentimetre scanner thus seemed to

be the answer to the problem of providing early warning of

low-level attacks but many technical modifications and improve
ments were necessary before the cover provided could be con-

iderssidered satisfactory. Definite results against enemy ra

were not in fact obtained Tintil 1943i^^See Chap. 10.

Increase in Low Level Attacks; April-May 1942

(i) Enemy Offensive Fighter and Long-Range Bomber Operations

Although enemy fighters and fighter bombers had been
carrying out bombing and machine-gunning attacks on south

coast towns since the end of 1941, it was not until April that
these raids on fringe targets became a real menace. During
that month there were thirty-seven attacks. The aircraft

(l) Chain Home Low and Chain Home Extra Lov/ Stations,
use of C.H.L. stations for interception purposes is
described below Chap, 4, p, 45 a-t seq.

(2) See below p, 35 for further developments of C.H.E.L.
stations.

The

(55692)44 SECRET
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GERMAN OFFENSIVE SORTIES AGAINST THE UNITED KINGDOM

AND SHIPPING IN HOME WATERS DURING 1942
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PC/s.27900,
End. 96a,

P.O. Form *Y',
Vol.10.

employed were Me,109*s and they tisually operated in pairs at
extremely low altitudes. During J/iay the number of these

attacks increased still further and fifty seven raids were

carried out during the month. The most frequently attacked
towns were Deal, Dover, Folkestone, liastings, Brighton and
Poole,

Gon^ratively few key points were affected but a notice
able characteristic of the raids was the nuniber of incidents

involving railvfays, electricity and gas installations.v1)
A typical attack was that on Swanago and Poole Harbour, which

took place on 20 April.

At 0710 hours five enemy aircraft flying at under
1,000 feet and identified by the Royal Observer Corps as

Me,109*s appeared near St. Albans ifead, where they spread out
over Portland, Swanage, Poole and Bournemouth, Bombs were

dropped and a train machine-gunned at Swanage, killing three

people and injuring fourteen and some damage was done to

property. Bombs were also dropped in Poole Harbour. The

weather at the time was very bad with fog and the cloud base

at betvreon 600 to 1,000 feet. Interception under such condi
tions was obviously extremely difficult and the Duty Reporting
Officer at Fighter Command stated simply: ’Owing to bad

weather conditions, no aircraft were put up by the Command in
connection with these enemy aircraft’.

A.H,B./IIH1/69.

Ibid,

Ibid.

A.H.B./III^119/
1C, 10 April.

Some of the attacks showed evidence of careful planning,
as, for example, the two raids on Worth Matravers in Dorset,
Here there were four separate Telecommunications Research
Establishments and a radar station in a relatively small area

and, since there were no other objectives within many miles,
it WDXild appear that the attacks were made deliberately on

these targets. The first attack on 6 April was carried out

by three Me,109F’s, which approached from the coast at about

4C0 feet, dropped three 250kg, bombs and then machine-gunned
the site,

under very poor weather conditions,
cloud was at 500 feet and it was squally. The buildings were

camouflaged but the tall masts at the site were easily visible.

On the second occasion - 8 April - a similar raid was
carried out by tlu-ee more Me, 109F’3, but the weather was much
better. Fighter Command ordered up a total of eighteen air

craft but no interceptions were effected.

Another attack of this type was the raid on Cowes on
28 Api'il, Seven Me,109’s appeared at 0657 hours flying at

sea-level. Bombs were dropped at Cowes and Newport, includ

ing two unexploded bombs on the Messrs. Saunders Roe aircraft

factory. Extensive damage was also caused to the boat build

ing yard of Messrs, J, S, Y/hites, The enemy aircraft flew at
100 feet or less and had disappeared out to sea by 0715 hours.

The number of enemy overland long-range bomber attacks
decreased during April, no doubt as a result of the increase
in enemy night operations during the Baedeker raids,
4 April, howdver, three attacks of special interest were made
on the Gloster Aircraft Factory at Brockworth. The eneny

The raid took place at 1907 hours in daylight
The base of the 9/l0ths

On

Ibid,

F.C. Form ’I’,
Vol.10 and

FC/S.27900,
Enel,5A,

A.W.A.Pusport
bc/g/io,
A.H.B./IIB/
47/4

(1) During April, for example, there were seventeen fighter
attacks on gasworks.
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A»D.G.B./
5,22254,
Ericl.44A.

aircraft which operated on these raids belonged to K.G. 100 -
the pathfinder unit which had been responsible for fireraising
during the hea-vy night raids in 1940 and 1941,
little doubt that a radio beam was used, and a reconnaissance
aircraft had flown over precisely the same track on the previ
ous day.

There seems

The three attacks were all carried out by singleP.C. Pom »Y»,
Vol.10, aircraft betvreen 1630 and 1745 hours.

B./IUVA,H, Altogether fourteen bombs were dropped, including seven on
The damage caused was neglible and production119/10,

12 April.
the factory,

was not impeded but eighteen persons were killed, aaid 1ii.-4
injured.

through cloud, as although there was a layer of 6/l0tiis cloud
below 3,000 feet, there were gaps up to 5,000 and 15,000 feet,
the heights betvreen which the raiders were flying.

It was not discovered v/hether the aircraft bombed

P.O. Pom ‘y*,
Vol,10,

Pighter Command detailed twenty-six aircraft including
Two of thesefour A,I Beaufighters, to intercept the raid,

Beaufighters from No,604 Squadron detected and finally engaged
two of the enemy bombers, which were
and claimed to have damaged them, vw

inentified as He,Ill's,

A.B.G.B/
3,22254,
Encl,44A,

Since 14 Pebruary, the use of A,I night fighters by day
and ]md

The scheme
during the bad weather conditions had been authorised
been left to the discretion of Group Controllers,^^' '

was not strikingly successful, however, chiefly because the

number of A,I fighters which could be spared from night
operations amounted to only one aircraft and crew at immediate

readiness in each squadron with a further aircraft and crew at
one hour's readiness.

A.W.A, Report
BC/g/10.
A.H.B./IIB/

During May the number of enemy overland bomber sorties
rose to sixty-six but the majority of these were reconnaissance
flights, so that in spite of the relatively small bomb load, of

the Me,109, it was the ’tip and min' fighter-bomber attacks,
which were causing Pighter Command most concern.

The Problem of Interception

klA

The difficulties in intercepting low-level attacks,
particularly on coastal areas, were many and complex,
tilings were necessary however, before any real progress could
be made.

Three

These were;-
¥.S,D.

Outgoing
Plimsies

No. 17,
6 Sept, 1942.

(i) The development of a fighter aircraft with good low-
^titude performance,

(ii The development of a radar chain, capable of detect
ing aircraft approaching at sea-level,

(iii) An increase in the number of light anti-aircraft guns
on the South coast.

Enenw Doc,

(1) Geiman records, do not show any aircraft destroyed or

damaged on this date.
Interceptions by day in poor weather load been carried out

in 1941 using A.I and G.G.I but without much success.
Particular attention was given to the problem in

No. 10 Group.

Trans,

(2)
A. D.G.B/8,22254,
Enol,11A and

passim.
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The development of a low-lookin;> radar chain has already been

described; and the provision of anti-aircraft guns for the
South coast is dealt with in the next section of this narrative.

P.C.Order of

Battle,
7 May 192*2,
O.R.B., App.
May AJi.B./lIM/
A2/3A.

PC/S.28917,
Snals.17A
and 38B,

With regard to fighter aircraft, the Spitfire VB, with
which the majority of day fighter squadrons were equipped,
could seldom catch the Me,109P when the latter was escaping
at full speed. The answer to this problem therefore seemedto

be in the development of the Typhoon. This airci'aft was

originally designed for the interception of low and medi.um

altitude bombers. It possessed a high speed below 20,000
a good rate of climb to that height and heavy armament, ̂"'2
Some manoeuvrability had been sacrificed in order to achieve

this performance but it also possessed the added advantage of

being an extremely stable gun platform.

No* 56 Squadron was re-equipped with Typhoons during the
beginning of January, No. 266 Squadron during the beginning of
March ar.d No, 609 Squadron at the end of April, It was not
\mtil May, however, that these squadrons became operational.
They were then formed into a wing based at Duxford in

No, 12 Group,

At first they were chiefly employed on low-altitude anti

shipping sweeps along the enemy occupied coast line from

Walcheren to Cape Gris Nez, convoy patrolls and anti-
reconnaissance patrols off the Norfolk coast. The speed of

the Typhoon, however, obviously pointed to its being a suitable

aircraft to deal vd-th the ‘tip and run* fighter attacks on the

South coast. The Air Officer Commanding-in-Ohief therefore
proposed to send small detachments to foCT/ard airfields in

No, 11 Group, These woiild be of sufficient strength to enable

one section to be maintained at readiness during daylight hours

at each of two airfields. Accordingly on 31 May, four
aircraft of No, 56 Squadron were sent to Tangmere and four to
Manston*

feet.

Ibid Sncl.17A
and P,G,Orders

of Battle, Jan-
April,
O.R.B.Apps,
A.H.B./IEA/A2/
3A.

PC/S.28917,
Encl*17A,

Ibid, Sncl.lA,

Ibid, Encl,l*A,

When enemy aircraft flew any distance overland, the
chances of a successful interception were greatly increased.
On 23 May, seven enemy bombers made a scattered attack on

south Wales and south-west England, and operated over this
country for more than an hour. One of these was detected and

then identified as a He.lll by a Beaufighter of No,604 Squadron,
The enemy aircraft took violent evasive action and finally made
a steep dive from 6,000 feet and crashed near South Alvediston,

Chance interceptions also occurred, such as that by a

Spitfire of No, 91 Squadron on 6 April, This aircraft was

airborne for a weather test, when the pilot sightedtwo Me,109’s
about four miles south of Dungeness, The enemj’- aircraft tried

to gain cloud cover but the Spitfire jilot was able to get
astern of one of the raiders and fired a four second burst, as
it dived towards the sea from 800 feet. The aircraft crashed

in the sea. Such interceptions, hovrever were naturally
infrequent.

P.C.Porm *Y‘,
V0I.IO.

P,0, Perm ,
Vol.iO
and No. 91

Squadron
O.R.B. 1942

P.O. Porm *Y'

0.R»B. Apps,
A.H.B./lIt/[/A2/

Altogether during April and May Fighter Command flew 6,345
day interception sorties, not including the total of 7,701
flown in the defence of shipping. In the course of the

3A

(1) Either 4 x 20-m,m, cannons or 12 x 0,303 machine-giins,
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overland interception patrols, the
tion of only seven enemy aircraft_

(iii) Anti-Aircraft Defences

e
nd claimed the destruc-

^Cymma
A.W.A, Rs pcrt
BC/0/10,

Addendum,
Table 2,

One Tivay in which 'tip and run' raiders could be engaged
was by light anti-aircraft guns. However, in the spring of

1942 there were few guns available, the Bofors situation being
particulurly serious. On 15 December 1941 there were 1,080
Bofors guns deployed in the United Kingdom but, from December

to March, 242 of these were sent overseas, in addition to

current production, so that on 1 April only 848 remained.
Moreover, at the beginning of 1942 certain airfields in

Caithness, the Orkneys and Shetlands areas required re-

infonroing, the guns mainly being withdrawn from industrial
targets in inland areas and on the West coast.

Thus on 13 May the Air Officer Oommanding-in-Ghief was not

able to agree to the formation of two mobile Bofors batteries,
owing to a shortage of guns. This scheme was suggested by the
Air Officer Commanding of No, 11 Group and would have entailed

moving the batteries between Deal, Folkestone, Hastings,
Bexbill and Eastbourne, in order to give the enemy the impres
sion that the south coast was considerably more heavily
defended than it was.

By the middle of May, however, with the steadily rising
number of low-level fighter bomber attacks on the south coast,
the position had become serious enough to warrant  a redeployment
of guns, even at the risk of denuding important inland targets.
On 22 May, therefore, eleven to'.vns and ports on the South coast
were considerably re-inforced, largely
Clyde, the ilidlands and South Wales,

During April and May, Anti-Aircraft Conanand was even less

successful than Fighter Command, Only one enemy aircraft was

destroyed, when an Me*109 was shot down into the sea off
Newhaven on 20 May,

at the expense of the

A.E,B./liq/
119/1G,
6 May 1942,

pc/s,27900,
Encl.15A,

Ibid,
Enel,8 A,

P,G. O.H.B

App,D,5}
May,
A.H.B./IIM/
A2/3A,
Report on
Active Cps.
A, A. Conmand,
20 May 19^

• >

[1) German records of losses are arranged soil? at line day and
night-bomber losses are given as a single daily total.
Fighter losses also include aircraft destroyed by air
offensive patrols over enemy occupied territory. No
direct comparison with the A,W,A, figures is therefore
possible.

German Docu

ment A*H.B,6

Extra L,A,A.

Defence

Extra H.A.A,

Defence
(2) Forts or TownsP.C. O.R.B

App, D.5,
May,A,H,B «/
rD4/A2/3A.

• »

4NilFolkestone

Rye
Newhaven

Shoreham

Southampton
Cals hot

Beaulieu

Poole

Portland

Plymouth
Portsmouth

4Nil

88

16 12

1212
84
48
1212
88
?12

16 ?
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Gro\7th of the Enenijr I^w-]tevel Of fens J une~«August 1942

(i) Fighter Attaoks on the South Coast; Continiiing

Interception Difficulties.

During Jxine the number of enemy fighter attaoks on fringe
targets was considerably lower than that either for April or
llay. Thereafter the volume of these attacks steadily grew.
In July there were nineteen attacks and in August seventy-
seven, August was in fact the peak; month of the year in

terms of sorties and attaoks, although a greater bomib vraight
was dropped during October, What was equally disturbing for

Fighter Command was the increasing enemy use of the F.W. 190
as a fighter bomber. This aircraft made its first bombing
attack on 11 July in an unsuccessful attack on shipping off
Dartmouth and after this date rapidly began to take the place
of the Me,109, The following figures for fighter-bomber
sorties make this clear;-*

P0/S,27900,
Enel,96a,

A.W,A,Report
BC/g/10.
a.h,b./iib/
47/4,
F.C. Fora IY»

and Int. Summ
No,3U5
0,fl,B.,App,
July.
A.H.B./IIM/A2/3,

June

Me,109 23 12 19

Ibid and Apps.
June eind Aug, 68P.W.190 Nil 8

Coastal towns,communications and harbours were attacked but

the most tempting targets and the most frequently attacked
were the many plump gasometers which dotted the South coast.
The most heavily raided area vms the coast of Sussex, As

during the previous period there was evidence of careful target
planning. For example two F.W, 190*s attacked the radar
station at Ventnor on 21 July and a similar raid was made on

the radio station at Treleaver on 17 August,

Ibid

F.C.Form »Y»

O.R.B.Apps,
July and Aug,
A,H.B./lEj/
A2/3A.

A. W, A. Report
BC/G/10.
A,H.B./nB/i!j.7/if.
F.C. Int.Nbtes

and Appreciations
No,50 O.R,B.,^p„
Sept,
A.H.B./riM/A2/3A.

In addition to fighter-bomber raids, machine-gun attaoks
and fighter reconnaissance flights also increased and the total

number of enemy offensive fighter sorties during the three
months was 331•

the average number of aircraft in each patrol during the

period May to Septeniber was only three.

Eneny aircraft usually operated in pairs and

By August the difi'iculties of intercepting such attacks
had not lessened. Between April and August, it was estimated

that of the eneiiy aircraft approaching within sixty miles of

the coast and twenty miles inland, only thirteen per cent were

seen by intercepting fighters, seven per cent engaged and two
per cent destroyed or probably destroyed. Moreover, this

total, included enecy long-range bombers and anti-shipping
aircraft.

F»0, 0,R,B,

Report No,373.

F.G./S.29331,
Enel, 1A,

Ibid, End, 5A

Thei’e was some evidence that too many defending fighters
were being detailed to intercept low-level raiders, with the
result that G.C.I, Controllers were confused. From 9 July

therefore. No, 11 Group flew fewer interception patrols.
The results, however, were not encouraging and three weeks

later the Air Officer Gommanding-in-Chief decided that we were

perhaps operating too few fighters. On 11 Aug\ist  a report by
No, 11 Group somewhat clarified the situation. It contained
several reasons for the general failure to effect intercep**
tions, the chief of these being the fact that low-level attacks
were not plotted by the radar chain and that the first

Ibid, Ec1,6A,

Ibid, Bncl,9A,
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indications of such attacks normally came from Royal Observer

Corps posts. It also emphasised the point, vdiich has already
been made, that a fighter with a good low-altitude performance
was badly needed.

On 6 July, for example, two Spitfire VB^s intercepted and
chased an Me,109P for tvrenty miles without being able to over
take it, and the Spitfire VB was no match for the P,^7,150 at
low altitudes. No, 11 Group therefore asked permission to use
Mustangs from Army Co-operation Command and this was agi'eed to
by Eighter Command on 14 August, Two squadrons - Nos, 26 and
239 - of No, 35 ’Jlng were stationed at Gatwick and there were

to come under the operational control of the Kenli.ey Sector of
No, 11 Group, The area to be covered was the South coast,
particularly the stretch between Eastbourne and Shoreham,
The Mustangs were not to be used against eneiiy aircraft
operating above 10,000 feet.

P,C. Pom *T»,

0*RoB, ,App,
July.

A2/3A..
FC/S.29331,
Encl,5A,

Ibid,
End. 13 A,

Ibid,
End, I7A,

F.C.Fora

0, R. B., Apps,
June-Aug,
A.II,B./nM/A2/3A.

During the period June to August, Pighter Command flew
11,837 daylight interception patrols but did not,succeed in
definitely destroying a single low-level raider^^’^/
Anti-Aircx-aft Command fared no better, although  a Canadian
light anti-aircraft unit shot dovm one of two P.W. 190*s, which
attacked Eastbourne gasworks on 26 August,

(ii) Long Range Bomber Operations

Poid, August

During the period, enemy overland long-range bomber
ks also increased,C2; in June the number of enemy sorties

was actually slightly greater than the total for May,
bomb weight dropped,however, was less than one third the total
for May some ten tons as against thii’ty-five for May,
the low-level fighter attacks, the enemy effort reached its

peak during August,(3) although the heaviest daylight raid
during 1942 took place in October, The character of long-
range and reconnaissance bomber raids continued to reflect the

tactics of the fighter-attacks. Enemy aircraft usually
Do,217*3 or Ju,88*s operated singly or in pairs and approached
targets from very low altitudes, usually in poor weather
conditions.

The

As

The attack on the Lockheed I^draulic Bralce Go*s factory at

Leamington Spa on 13 June was typical of this type of raid.
The factory was then a bottleneck in the production of hydraulic
equipment for Halifax, Beaufighter, Mosquito and Hurricane
aircraft,

Bristol engined aircraft and was also the sole producer of

certain essential parts for motor torpedo boats, tanks and
other service vehicles,

therefore have been a serious blow to our war production.

It manufactured all the Avery couplings for all

The destruction of this factory would

A.H.B./Illi/I19/
10, 19 June,

At 1250 hours on 13 June a Do, 217 w^s detected off the

The weather was poor with rain and drizzle and much low

The enemy aircraft was

Ibid, 17 June and
F.C,Form «Y>

App„ June,
A,H.B./nM/A2/3A.

Wash,

cloud, sometimes below 1 ,000 feet.

0) During this period Air ViTarfare Analysis Section estimated
that 14 enemy aircraft were destroyed by day but this total

consists of long-range and reconnaissance bombers which
penetrated inland and anti-shipping aircraft.
Largely at the expense of the night effort, which corres
pondingly declined.
With 97 overland daylight sorties during the month.

A.W.A.Report
BC/G/10.

A.H.B./IIB/A7/4,
Addendum, Table 2,

Ibid.

A, vr. A, Report
BC/C/tO
A,H.B./nB/47/4

(55692)50
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tracked by sound by the Royal Observer Corps, and flew an

erratic course at 1,000 to 2,000 feet over Boston, Market

Deeping, Wittering, Coventry and Honiley. At’ 1308 hours the
raider orbitted Leamington aind from a height of 250 feet

dropped three high explosive bombs in the Lockhead factory
area. It then returned on a reciprocal course under cloud

cover and flew out over the Wash at 2,000 feet at 1338 hours.
Sixteen fighters were ordered up but failed to effect any
interceptions. Two A,I fighters were included in this force

but since neither possessed centimetre A,I,, no detections
were made because of the low-altitude of the enemy aircraft.

No serioiis damage was caused to the factory but it was clear

that the enemy both realised the Lockheed factory's importance
and could effectively map-read his way inland over considerable

Pour additional Before guns were immediately
allocated to the factory and were in position by 17 July and
the Air Ministry took immediate steps to find out from the

Supply Ministries, whether any other factories remained which

were bottlenecks and whose destruction would have important
effect on munitions output. The Chief of the Air Staff was

quite willing to allocate such factories increased light anti
aircraft defence, even at the expense of the protection of
Royal Air Force airfields.

distances

A.H.B,/lIIi/
119/1G,
20 June 1942.

Ibid, 24 June
and .

17 July 1942,/

Ibid,
24 June 1942.

During the second half of July, the number of these
attacks by single enemy aircraft again increased, These
included a second raid on the Lockheed factory at
Leamington Spa and four other attacks on key point factories

and assembly workshops as follows

Height from which attack
was carried out.

Date Factory

l6 July 400 feetLockheed Co, Leamington
Ford V/orks Dagenham

Messrs, Hoffman and

Marconi, Chelmsford
Short Bros, Swindon

Rolls Royoe, Derby

Ibid,
30 July 1942, 600 n

17
II

19

500
It

40027
tlIt 400II

A. W, A. Report
BC/18A and
P.C.Ponn ‘Y»

O.R.B, ,App.
July 1942,
A.H.B,/im/
A2/3A.
Ibid, August

On 27 July thirty enemy bombers operated over this country
without loss.

Further isolated attacks occurred during August but key
point factories were not involved. Moreover, the proportion
of eneny reconnaissance to baiibing sorties rose during the

month and on 19 August - the day of the Dieppe Raid - forty-
three enemy reconnaissances aircraft were reported overland.

The problem of intercepting these single enemy bombers
operating at low ailtitudes and in poor weather was as difficult
to solve as tliat connected with the fighter attacks on the

south coaist,

English coast at the Wash or South Lincolnshire and it was
Approximately half of the raiders crossed theIbid,

A,H.B./IIH/
119/10, 17 June

(1) The * erratic course* referred to by the Royal Observer
Corps could be accurately correlated with outstanding
ground features such as railway lines, rivers and large
towns,

(2) nie .Puelurer. der Seeluftstreit.kraefte command wets dissolved
in July and its forces were used in daylight bomibing over

A,M,Pamphlet
No,245, 0hap,4,
P.115.

(55692)51
England.
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thought that the enemy had discovered a weak link in the radar

chain. The Air Ministry therefore asked the Director of Radar

to increase the low coverage in this area. It is also equally
possible that this was simply the most convenient route to the

Midlands for enemy bcanhers based in the Low Countries, The

enemy must also have known that anti-aircraft defences were

thinly spaced in this area.

Towards the end of August and in addition to the raids
which have been mentioned, the German Air Force carried out

several single high-altitude bombing attacks on this country.
None of these had serious effects but the problem of high-
altitude interception now became a matter of some iirgency,

Eneny High-Altitude Raids 1942

(i) Planning a^ Exercises; September 1941-August 1942

The possibility of the enemy using high-altitude aircraft
had been realised in March 1941; when consideration was given
to the production of anti-aircraft guns capable of engaging
aircraft flying at heights above 40,000 feet. It was not,
however, until September 1941 that plans were dram up for the
practice interception of Fortresses of No, 90 Group, Bomber
Command by aircraft of No, 10 Group,

W.S,D.

Outgoing
Flimsies

16 July and
A.H.B,/lIIi/
119/10,
23 July

R,A,F.NarTatlvo:
•Hie Air Defence

of Gt, Britain*

Vol,IV, Part III,
para, 5h*

In November 1941 a more comprehensive scheme was evolved
to deal with high-altitude raiding, in which the greater part
of England and Wales was divided into four areas. These
roughly corresponded to the areas covered by Nos,9, 10, 11 and
12 Groups, Each area contained an ’Area Control* connected
with a ‘Central Control* to co-ordinate their activities.

This organisation was the first attempt to solve the peculiar
The chiefcontrol problem of high-altitude interception,

F,C,0,R,S,

Report No,448,

features of this were;

(a) Owing to the period of time required for our fighters
to reach the height of an approaching raider and owing to

the expected high speed of sub-stratosphere aircraft,
ambled when thedefending aircraft might have to be scr

raider was as far away as 150 miles,

(b) It might, therefore, be impossible to predict where
the raider would make landfall, or to which target it was

proceeding, until after the fighters were airborne,

(c) The fighters which were detailed to intercept, would

possibly have to deal with a raid 50-100 miles away from
their base,

(d) The heights at which the raider would be flying made
it unlikely that the Royal Observer Corps would be able to

give either timely or reliable Information,

It seemed necessary, therefore, that the defence system should

permit control of fighters over a large area, certainly larger

used to designate those raids(1) ‘Sub-stratosphere* was
either over Great Britain or within 15 miles of the coast,
in which enemy aircraft - flew at a height of more than

30,000 feet.

I
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than a fighter sector, and that accurate radar information
should he readily available.

Between March and June 1942 a series of exercises, known

as ^Quariy Exercises* took place above 35^000 feet with

Fortress aircraft representing an enen\7 raider. Prom these
it was deduced that the different conditions in the groups

made it undesirable to lay down a rigid, standardised intercep
tion system and it was, therefore, left to the indirt(^ual
groups to modify the suggested area control scheme.

At the same time it was necessary to improve our anti
aircraft defences. The 4,5" heavy anti-aircraft gun had a

maximum ceiling of 37>000 feet and an effective operational
ceiling of 30,000 - 32,000 feet. More than four hundred of

these guns were dispersed for the defence of vital areas,
seventy-one being deployed in the London area: these had a

maximum ceiling of it4,000 feet and an effective operational
ceiling of 38,000 feet. Action was also taken to re-line
4,5" guns to take a 3,7" shell. This gave them an operational
ceiling of 40,000-44,000 feet. One hundred of these guns
were expected by October 1942, A new 5,25" gpn was als» in

production a dual purpose weapon for both coastal and anti
aircraft use. In its anti-aircraft role, it was designed to

give an operational ceiling of 40,000-44,000 feet. Deliveries

of these guns vrere not, however expected before January 1943o
Even although new predictors were in production, accurate high-
altitude anti-aircraft fire was not expected. The barrage
was designed to be chiefly preventive, whilst the destruction
of enemy high-flying bombers would be the task of Fighter
Command,

a

,G,0p,
No.7/1942
0,B*B.App,
March,

A,H,B./IIM/A2/

Instr,

3A.

There seemed to be no basic difficulties with regard to

the coastal radar chain, -vdiich vras capable of detecting air

craft at sub-stratosphere heights, at the distance necessary
to enable intercepting fighters to reach the bomber’s altitude.
Experience in the early days of the chain had shown that gaps
existed in the coverage but these had been located and
corrected,

pursued to discover if similar gaps occurred at stratospheric
height but, in general, the coverage was found to be good.
There was, therefore, no reason to suppose that gaps vrould
occur in the G,G,I.coverage and this was found to be the case

during the ’Quarry Exercises,

(ii) Enemy Operations; August-December

Although a -very high-flying enemy aircraft was suspected
of having been over London in June, it was not lintil 24 August,
that three raiders were plotted at 30,000-35,000 feet,
first of these appeared over Oherbourg at 24,000 feet, made
landfall at the Needles at 1350 hours at 35,000 feet and seems

to have been on a reconnaissance flight,

Southampton, Portsmouth, Ohichester, Brighton, Eastbourne and
Dover and returned to the Calais area over Deal,

appeared a quarter of an hour after the first, inland near

Dieppe, from where it flew to Le Havre at 18,000 feet.
Climbing over the Channel to 30,000 feet, it made landfall at

This checking of the coastal coverage had been

I

The

It flew over

The second

F,C. O.R.S.

Report No, 448

F.C.Form *1*
O.R.B

August,
A.H.B./IIM/
A2/3A.

App,,♦ >

(1) For details regarding the signals side of interception
evolved at the various Groups, see F.G, O.R.S,
No,448, para,5,

Report
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Selsey at 1450 hours, continued inland to Aldershot, 'yfoking and
Byfleet, turning south from there to Horsham and finally left
the country over Brighton at 1521 hours. One bomb  - probably
a 50 kg, was dropped at Gamberley, The third raider appeared
near Rouen at 22,000 feet. It climbed over the Channel and
crossed St, Catherines Point at 1530 hours at 35>000 feet.

It then continued to Littlehampton, after dropping bombs at

Southampton, which caused slight damage, and finally returned
in the direction of Dieppe,

Ibid.

Fighter Command ordered up nineteen aircraft but no
interceptions were effected. The first two raiders were seen

by sectio^ of Nos, 308 and 309 (U.S.A.A.F, Pursuit)
SquadronsC'^) and were identified as Do,217a» It was
subsequently agreed, however, that they were Ju,86*s,

Prom this date until the end of the year (thirty-five such

raids were recorded, on fourteen of which bombs were dropped.
In addition to Southampton, Bristol, Cardiff, STn.ndon and
Colchester were also attacked.

F,C* 0,R,S,

Report No,448
App*B and
A.W.A.Report
BC/G/10.
a.h.b./iib/
47/4.

Despite the small number of positive recognitions, the
Ju,86P seems to have been the aircraft diiefly used for high-

altitude raiding, although towards the end of 1942, P.W,190*s
appeared more than once at heights above 30,000 feet,\ / This

aircraft was produced in two versions, the P—1 bomber and the

P-2 for high-altitude reconnaissance work,
engined monoplanes fitted with pressure cabins to accommodate
both the pilot and observer in the forward part of the fuselage*
The engines fitted were Junkers
turbo-supercharged diesels,
260 to 290 m,p,h, at 30,000 feet and a service ceiling at the

start of 36,000 to 39,000 feet and 42,000 feet at the finish
of a flight.

Both were twin-

Jumo 207A-I liquid-cooled,
which gave a maximum speed of

F.C.I.S.

No.353 P.O.
O.R.B

App, August
a.h.b./iim/
A2/3A.

A.H.B./ID/I2/6I.

• >

Neither model was fitted with armament or armour protec

tion, as these would have decreased the performance and they
were, therefore, vulnerable targets for a lightly armed fighter,
which could reach and maintain an altitude in the region of

42,000 feet. The striking power of the bomber version was
not gree,t (I6 x 50 kg, or 4 x 250kg. bombs), nor were its
attacks likely to achieve a high degree of accuracy, but
neither it nor the reconnaissance version could be ignored.
The Chief of the Air Staff was particularly concerned vri.th the

possibility of the eneny using the Ju,86P by night as a high
altitude radar jammer, thus making the interception of enemy
night bombers more difficult.

The Problem of Interception

At the end of January 19^(2 it was proposed to develop two

types of high-altitude aircraft - one which would operate up to
35,000 feet and another for operations between 30,000 and

(iii)
f.S.D.Outgoing
Flimsies No,11

12 Feb.1942.

Operating under No, 11 Group in the Tangmere Sector,
On 5 September a high-flying enemy aircraft was variously
identified by pilots of No,310 Squadron as a F.W,200, by
No,65 Squadron as a Ju,86 and by Nos, 302 and 124
Squadrons as an He,177.
The use of diesel engines, considerably reduced the risk
of fire from incendiary ammunition.

1

F.O.Form

O.R.B.,App
Sept,
a.h.b./iim/
A2/3A.

♦ 9

2

(3)

aEC^T(55692)54
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50,000 feet. Both these t3^es were to have pressurised cjabins

and it was hoped that the latter might be jet propelled. The

commencement of hi.gh altitude raids over this country, however,
found Fighter Command without a fighter aircraft capable of

engaging enemy airor.aft at the heights at which they were

operating.

Interceptions were initially attempted by Spitfire YB, VI
and IX’s but none of these aircraft could reach the requisite
heights,
altitude work,

with a pressure cabin and had a service ceiling of 38,000
which it could reach in a climbing time of thirty one minutes.

But this performance Y/-as still insufficient to give it an

advantage over the Ju,S6i, Bj'- August Fighter Comraand ;
possessed two and a half squadrons of Spitfire Vi’s
to. technicai reasons they vrere not operational, )

Only the Mark VI had been developed for high-
Powei-ed by a Merlin 47 engine, it was fitted

but owing

0, R, Da ,
App,, Feb,
App, A, 6,
A.H.B./III1/A2/3A

F.C• f

and

W.S.D.

OutEoing Flimsies
NoJ7j 6 Sept. 1942,

AcH.B,/ID/12/61,

FC/S,.e7320„
Encl.lIjA,
W.g.D. ^

Outgoing Flimsies
No.17,
14 Sept, .1542, a

As an immediate counter-measure to deal with the high-

altitude raids, on 26.August the Air Officer Commanding-in-
Chief allocated three Spitfire IX aircraft to No. 306 (Polish)
Squadron at Northolt.
to 1 propeller reduction gear; the armour plating was removed;
and the airframe was treated with a special surface finish.

Pilots had been selected and tested in a decompression chamber

and it was found that there was a reasonable chance of them

operating in non-pressurised cabins at heights up to 45,000
feet without any serious ill effects.

These aircraft -were fitted -with 0,477

Ibid,
6 Sept,1942,

This temporary high-altitude unit quickly met with some

Qri '12 September one of its aircraft flying at 38,000
F.C,Fom

O.R.B., App
Sept.
a,h.b./iim/
A2/3A,

•)
success,

feet sighted a Ju,86P over the Salisbuiy-Bath area.
Spitfire climbed to 41,000 feet but was still belov/ the enemy
aircraft.

Spitfire climbed again to 43,000 feet and carried out a stem
attack from about 200 yards range,
observed on the starboard main plane but the enemy aircraft

took violent evasive action and succeeded in escaping in the

Owing to the frosting up of

The

By means of jettisoning the extra petrol tank, th

Cannon strikes were

direction of the French coast,

e

the windscreen the Spitfire pilot had great difficulty in

keeping the enemy in sight during the engagement,
the only occasion during the year that an enemy high-sltitude
aircraft was damaged.

This was

It was obvious, however, tliat some permanent organisation
needed to be created for the special task of dealing with

high-altitude raids and on 14 September the Air Officer
Coimnanding—in-Chief requested that a High Altitude Interoej^
tion Unit be established at Northolt with six main aims in

view;

W,S.D,

Outgoing
Flimsies

No, 17,
14 Sept.1942,

(i) The interception of enemy aircraft at high altitudes,

(ii) Investigation of the requirements of fighting
tactics at high altitudes,

(iii) Development and exercise 6f ground control systems
for interception at high altitudes.

I

(1) Nos.124 and 616 Squadrons in the Debden Sector and No,91
Squadron in the Biggin Hill Sector,

SECRET(55692)55
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(iv) Specialised training of pilots for work at high
altitudes,

(v) Investigation of technical problems in maintenance of
high altitudes, aircraft and training of maintenance
personnel,

(vi) Selection and observation of pilots from physiological
and aspects.

I

At the same time production was being speeded up of the Spitfire
VII pov/ered by a Merlin 61 engine, equipped with  a pressi^e
cabin and with an estimated ceiling of 41,000 feet. Trials
were also carried out with a single-seater Mosquito aircraft,
provided with a pressure cabin and armed with 4 x 0,303
machine-guns,

A.H.B./II)/12/
61,

The High Altitude Plight, given de_facto recognition in
September, continued until November, ̂ en it was decked to
expand it into a full squadron as one of the ttoee high-
altitude squadrons scheduled to be formed in Fighter Command "by
April 1943^1; Accordingly in Janiiary 1943, the Plight was
•absorbed by No, 124 Squadron at No^h Weald, which was partly
re-equipped with Spitfire VII*s,^ '

Prom August to December 1942, Fighter Command flew 299
sorties against the forty-six high altitude raiders inhioh ope:^
ated over this ootmtry during this period. Only one enemy air
craft was damaged. The immediate advantages which high-
altitude raiding gave to the enemy were not great, althoT^

of enemy success might be claimed in that Fighter
Command was forced to direct a certain amount of effect and

equipment to high—altitude interception. But the threat of
more serious raiding always remained until our defences were

adequately equipped to deal with it. Moreover, for the second
time in the year the Geiman Air Force had produced an aircraft,
which temporarily at least, enjoyed an advantage over o^Ir

defending fighters.

Period} September - October 1942

(i) Eneny Offensive Fighter and Long-Range Bomber Operations

After the relat'ively large numbers of attacks and offensive

sorties, which the enemy flew during August, the nimiber dropped
considerably during September, The total number of enemy over
land daylight sorties - 164 - was in fact the lowest month^
total since April, In October, however, the eneny offensive
freshened and dturing the month enemy aircraft carried out over

two hundred sorties, in the course of which 126 tons of bombs

some measure

own

PC/S.27520,
Enol.lBA,

No.124 Sqdn.
0 ,R*B,

A,W,A,Raport
BC/G/10,
Addendum,
A.H.B./IIB/
47/4.

Ibid,

The A.O.C-in-0 pointed out that even if the high-altitude
raids ceased, the squadron would be usefully employed as

the top layer of fighter cover in Circus operations.
The empleyraent of Spitfire VII‘s raised a difficult
problem for the Group Controllers, If a raider at 30,300
feet tiomed out to be an P.W. 190, it^was, with its heavy
armament, an awkward opponent for a Spitfire VII carrying
cnly four maohine»guns, A Spitfire IX with full armament
was much more suitable for dealing with the P,7/.‘190 bu-b it
would stand little chance of intercepting the raider, if

the latter proved to be a Ju,86P,

SECRET

(1)

(2)W.S.D*

Outgoing
Flimsies

No.18,
22 Nov. 1942.
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were dropped. This was the highest monthly tonnage recorded

during the year, in spite of the fact that during Ootober the

number of cannon and machine gun attacks greatly increased.
IXiring the month only one third of the enemy offensive ,

fighters carried any bomb load.

Enemy fighter attacks on South coast targets continued
with Kent, instead of Sussex, becoming the area whichwaamnost
frequently raided, P,W, 190*s had now almost completely
replaced Me,109*s and on 24 September some twenty P,7/,190*s
attacked Hastings, The first plots were received at 1619
hours.,, the eneny crossed the coast at 1622 and by 1625 were
well out to sea again, having dropped their bombs and caused

considerable damage to property. The area had been oo'vered

during the afternoon by standing patrolsv'^) but the patrol
which was covering Hastings had landed at Biggin Hill and its

relief could not take off, owing to severe thunderstorms over
the airfield.

A,W.A,Report
BG/i8A,
A.H.B./IIB/
47/3.

P.G.Porm «Y‘

O.R.B, ,App• f
Oct.

A.H.B./IB-I/
A2/3A. The most serious attack during the period was the raid on

Ganterbury on 31 October, This vras a Saturday and the attack

took place soon after 1700 ho’urs during the most crowded
shopping period. Thirty Me,109's and P.W. 190*s crossed the
coast near Deal at 1703 hoirrs at heights betTOen zero and

3,000 feet. These aircraft were supported by a further thirty
Ms,109's and P.¥, 190’s which provided ’top cover' and flew at

heights, up to 10,000 feet. Approximately tvrenty bombs were

dropped on Ganterbury causing damage, casualties and fires at
the centre of the city.

Sixty-three fighters were ordered up in connection with

the raid and ten Spitfire VBs of No, 91 Squadron claimed five

P.W, 190's destroyed and four damaged for the loss of one

Spitfire. A Spitfire IX of No, 122 Squadron also shot down
an 190 into the sea near Deal,

The raid was followed by a night attack^^) and was the

Ibid.

heaviest daylight attack of the yeari^ Within its. limits, it
was a well planned and successful enemy venture.''-^/ But such
raids could obviously have little or no effect on our war econ

omy and the raid on Canterbury is important only because it

points so clearly to the inadequate striking power of the
Luftwaffe in the West at tlxls time.

This inadequacy is also represented by the enemy long-
range bcanber operations during the period. Various single
attacks were carried out and on 19 Ootober thirty-five enemy

aircraft dropped bombs at scattered places in East Anglia,

Ibid.

See below p, 30.
See below Chap,4, p, 62.
All the G.H.L. stations in the area - Dover, Poreness,
Fairlight and Truleigh Hill - were janmed during the raid,

Unfoiirunately this jamming, which begem at 1642 hours, was
not reported to the Group Controller until 1705 hours.
Jamming of our early warning system occurred spasmodically
during the year but in spite of reports from the
Middle' East that airborne jammers were being used, there is

no indication that such janmers were employed over this

country, Pof further details see R.A.P, Monograph;
'Royal Air Force Signals in the Second ?/orld War', Vol, IV,
Gha.p, 14.

1

2

PG/S. 30881,
Enols.lB and 44

3,

FC/S, 221024/11,
Enol.65A.
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A similar raid took place on yd-despread areas of Kent, Sussex,
Essex, Surrey and Hampshire on 26 October, These attacks, as
with the 'tip and run' tactics of the fighters and fighter-
bombers, caused Fighter Command to fly a large niimber of
defensive patrols but by the autumn the nximber of interceptions
effected began to show a modest increase.

(ii) Progress in Interception; Beginning of Standing Patrols

During September and October Fighter Command claimed the
destruction of twenty-four eneny aircraft, thirteen of which

were F,W, 190*s engaged on attacking south coast targets,U;
This was by no means a crippling loss for the enemy but it was
a definite improvement on the interception results for the

previous period. In addition to these losses due to fighters,
two F.W. 190*3 and two enemy long-range bombers were destroyed
by anti-aircraft fire,
inflicted on the enemy during October after several improve
ments had been carried out in the air defences of the South

coast,

ment of standing patrols.

The majority of these losses were

One of the most important of these was the commence-

F,C, Form *Y'

0,R.B,, Apps
Sept,and Oct,
a.h.b,/iim/
A2/3A and
A,W,A,Report
BC/g/10,
a,h.b,/iib/
47A.

•»

for which Typhoons were used have already
The results of these were, however.

The operatic
been describedi^)
disappointing and the Air Officer Commanding-in-Ohief felt that
the Duxford Typhoon Wing would be better employed against lov/^

Accordingly, on 19 September, the
Wing was broken upj Ho, 609 Squadron was to be based at , .

Biggin Hill with forward sections at coastal airfields;
No, 266 Squadron moved to Warmwell and No, 257 Squadron to
Exeter with a forward section at Bolthead, Moreover, in view

of the enemy's regularity in the time of delivering his attacks,
and owing to the relatively few offensive sorties which the
Command was carrying out at this time, the Air Officer
Oommanding-in-Chief inaugurated standing patrols from

Spitfire and Mustang standing patrols were also

ns

level south coast raiders.

22 September,

A.H.B./ID/
12/58,

FO/S.28917,
Enol,28A.

to be flown, the Spitfires operating between
St, Catherines Point and Selsey Bill and the Mustangs of Army

Co-operation Gonmand betvreen Brighton and Hastings,
upon the Typhoons that the Air Officer Oommanding-in-Chief

chiefly relied for improving results, since the Spitfire YB was
Four Spitfires

were in fact shot down by F.W. 190's during the period.

But it

was

match for the F.W. 190 at low altitudes.no

BetweenStanding patrols were not immediately effective,
22 September and 30 November only four out of 170 low-flying
enemy aircraft were claimed as destroyed or probably destroyed
and three of these were destroyed by anti-aircraft fire, ,
sole success of No, 11 Groups low standing patrols was that of

two Typhoons of No, 486 Squadron, which intercepted two
F.W, 190's off Hastings on 17 October, One of the F,W, 190's
was shot down in the sea.

The

F,C, O.R,S,

Report No,424.
A.H,B./H/
39/2

No,486 Sqdn.
O.R.B.

Two improvements in the Royal Observer Corps system of
■The first of these formed

Royal Observer Corps
reporting must also be mentioued,
a complement to the low standing patrols,
posts between the North Foreland and Lands End were issued with

F’.C.Fonii 'y
0.R.B.APPS.,
-Sept.'Oct, A,H.B./
IIK/A2/3A,

(1) The other aircraft claimed to have been destroyed were
eight Ju,88's and three Me,210's, During the two months
Fighter Command flew 7,555 '3ay interception sorties.
See above p, 18 et seq.
The Squadron was moved to Mans ton on 1 December 1942.

SECRET
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rockets. After 50 September, these were fired as soon as a

low flying enemy aircraft was seen and fixing was continued -

if possible in the direction of the raider - as long as the

ensny was on sight. It was hoped that any fighters in the

vicinity would see the rockets and therefore be able to effect

an interception without waiting for orders from their
Controllers,

E.C.0p,Inst,
No.42/1542,
OoR.B., App
Sept,
A.H.B./lBfl/A2/

« »

5A.

A week later on 5 October, a secorid scheme to speed up
the reporting of fighter bomber raids y!&s introduced. When

a Royal Observer Corps post saw a lov/ flying eneiqy aircraft,
it was instructed to pass the woi'd ‘RATS’ to the Centre before

passing any plot. The plotter at the Centre was then to

pass ‘RATS’ to the Controller, who in turn was immediately to

inform the Royal Observer Corps Teller at the Sector Head

quarters, Sector Controllers would have a map shovring the

positions of Royal Observer Corps posts in the sector, so that
the ‘RATS’ system would enable the Controller to ‘soramble*
aircraft before any precise plot was received,

(iii) Improvement of Anti-Aircraft Cun Defences

On 25 September the Air Officer Commanding—in-Ohief wrote
to the Chief of the Air Staff: ‘In my opinion this problem
(ioe, of preventing low-level enemy fighter attacks) is not so
much a fighter interception problem as an A,A, problem.’
Boring the spring and early summer there wais a serious short

age of light anti-aircraft guns deployed along the south

coast, in spite of the reinforcements which were delivered in
May, The situation, however, improved, during June and 104
guns were allocated to south coast towns from the cixrent
monthly production. Production was maintained during the

sunaner, so that by the end of September, 26? 40-mm Bofors
guns were deployed along the south coast. Moreover, 142
Bofors guns from the October production total of 217 were
allocated to south coast towns, An increase in the number

of light anti-aircraft guns was not, however, by itself
sufficient to counter low-flying enemy attacks.

P.C. Op.Inst,
No,46/1942.
O.R.B

Oct,

A.H.B,/IIM/A2/

App• > •)

5A.

Vf.SoD.

Outgoing
Flimsies

No,175
25 Sept.1942.

General Sir

F. A, Pile’s

Despatch,
London Gasette,
18 Deo. 19W.

F.C. 0oR*6,,
App,, Oct.
A.H.B./nM/A2/3A.

As in the case of fighter aircraft, the ivarning system
required to be speeded up and on 26 September instructions

issued to G.H.L. statioiis betTfsen North Foreland towere

F.C.Op,Inst.
No.41/1942,
O.R.B., App
Sept.
A^H.B./lHy/
A2/5A.

Ibid,
No. 45/1942

and

App. ’A’

• Marks Castle to inform the appropriate Gun Operations Room

ammediately any very low-flying aircraft were detected,
direction, size and speed of the eneny formation were also

passed in the usual manner as soon as they were estimated,
Perm^jssion was also granted on 50 September to twenty-three

defended areas on the south coast, such as Deal, Hastings/

The

gin

 >

St, Leonards and Brixhara, to fire at sight on any aircraft

approaching from seaward by daylight below 1,000 feet.v^)
In addition, orders were issued that every light anti-aircraft

(1) These;- Sandwich
Hastings
Brighton
Littlehampton
Selsey
Wareham

Torquay

Deal

Eastbourne

Worthing
Bognor
Bournemouth

Swanage

FC/S.27900
End, 61A

(2) Any Royal Air Force aircraft which crossed the coast at
this height or less because of an emergency was to
lower its undercarriage as a sign of distress.
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gun within five miles of the coast from the North Foreland to

Lands' End was to he constantly manned during daylight hours.

In spite of these in^rovements in the anti-aircraft
defences at the end of September, the results for the nine

weeks ending 31 Ootober were not encouraging* Only two

F,W, 190's were destroyed on the south ooast during the period.
In addition, a Ju,88 was destroyed over East Anglia and on
26 Ootober a Do.217 was shot down by the airfield defences at
Southend, ' /

General Sir

F.A. Pile's

Despatch
Lendon Gazette,
18 Dec.1947.

A, A. Report on
Active Ops.
and l^.C.Form
«Y« O.R.B.,Apps
Sept,“Oct,
A.H.B./IIM/A2/3A*

• •

A further point with regard to the anti-aircraft defences
must also be mentioned. On 1 Ootober a ma.jor rororganisation
of Anti-Aircraft Oomraand took place. The three Oprps and
twelve Divisions of the'Cqnmnd abolished and seyen. Anti-

Aircraft Groups were formed, whose boundaries ^nformed to
those of the Royal Air Force Fighter Groups, ^ .This change was
prcmioted by the desire to economise in manpower , the need
for fewer intermediate formations between Command ̂ adquarters
and units, and the necessity for still closer co-ordination
with the Royal Air Force Fighter Groups, The new organisation,
whereby one Anti-Aircraft Commander and his Staff were respons
ible for all the anti-aircraft defences in a Fighter Group area,
proved to be much more efficient than the old chain of command

and no ma^or difficulties were experienced during the
change-over,

(iv) Interception of Enemy Reconnaissance Aircraft

From March 1942 onwards, it was noticed that the activ
ities of enemy meteorological reconnaissance aircraft operating
in the Shetlands area were confined to a certain regularity.
The enemy aircraft normally left the area before dawn and apart
from the fact that they were frequently outside the range of the
G.C.I station at Russland, there were no A.I.Beaufighters
available. No uncontrolled interceptions were attempted.
The matter was raised several times in the course of the summer

and the Admiralty were becoming slightly uneasy at the way in
which these aircraft could penetrate our interception system and
reach the Atlantic.

FC/S. 21264,
Enel,102,

General Sir

F. A. Pile's
Despatch
London Gazette,
18 Dec.1947.

FC/S. 21264,
Encl.130A,

A.D.G.B/S.
22254,
Enol,38A and
39A.

Ibid.

Accordingly on 8 Ootober three Beaufighter Vi's of No, 125
Squadron equipped with A.I were attached to the Royal Air Force

Station at Sumburgh, Apart from the interception of eneny

FC/S.21264,
End, 102.

(1) The numbers of the new A.A.Groups were as follows;-

Oorresponding FighterHeadquartersA,A, Group
■oi

No. 1 A.A.Group
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6

London )

Uxbridge)
Bristol
Preston

Nottingham
Edinburgh

No, 11 Group
No, 10
No. 9
No, 12
No. 13 and 14 Groups

(excluding Orkney and Shetland
Defences)

No, 82 Group

(2) The manpower shortage was becoming serious and on
17 Ootober the A,0.0-in-0 compiled a list of economies to
be effected within Fighter Command.

II It

ItII II

IIII It

tln It

It II

tl II BelfastNo. 7
i

F.C,
App., Oct.
Letter to S.of S*
A.H.B./IIM/A2/3A.
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aircraft it was felt that the attachment would give the G-.C.I,
■Controllers in No^ 'IZi- Group area some expera.ence in handling
interceptions. On i7 Noven±»er a further tliree Eoaufighters
of Ho, 125 Squadron were sent to Peterhead for the same
purpose. The aircraft at Peterhead had no success hut
those at Sumburgh between 8 October and 10 November claimed to
have destroyed two Ju.88’s, probably destroyed an Ee,111 and
damaged tvro Ju,88's,

Ibid,
Enel,76a,

Ibid,
Enol,7QA.

The difficulty of intercepting enemy reconnaissance
aircraft, which often flew at heights above 20,000 feet and in
poor weather conditions, thus prevented Fighter Command from
seriously interfering with their activities. Such enemy
operations, however, did not meet nKDre than a limited defens
ive effort on the part of Fighter Command and the detachment
from No, 125 Squadron at Pateihead was therefore withdrawn on
13 December.

Ibid,
Bncl,88A.

November-Dee ember 1942

(i) Special Measures in Connection with Operation Torch

During November, the squadrons tliat vrere to take part in
Operation Torch - ‘blae liberation of North-¥est Africa - began
to assemble in the south and south-west of England,
meant that there was a large concentration of aircraft in
No, 10 Group’s area and this Groip therefore took special
measTxres to deal witli any possible cneiqy attacks during the
month.

Decrease in Enacp/ Attacks;

Tliis

FC/S. 3072)2,
Encl.33B.

From 1 November one section was maintained at standby al2
day at Warmwell and, when the weather was cloudy, two
Beaufighters from No.6C4 Squadron were brought to readiness.
In addition, airfields in the Group were reinforced with both
heavy and light anti-aircraft guns, which vre
skeleton crews throughout the daylight hoursr^_^ panned by

FC/S.30742,
Enclp25A,

Fighter Command, in co-operation with Bcmiber Oonocand and
the T/IIIth U,S, Air Force, also agreed to undertake large scale
air diversions, in the form of offensive operations against the
Continent, By this means it was hoped to prevent enen^y
attacks and at the same time contain the maximum ntimber of
German aircra-ft in northern France and the Low Countries, so
that they could not be used in the Mediterranean Theatre,

(ii) Eneny Operations

The expected enemy attacks during Noveniber did not take
pla.ee; indeed, there was a sloarp decrease in both the number
and weight of attacks during the month. Only one bombing
incident occurred between 6 November and 14- Deoeniber and the
total number of enemy aircraft which operated over tliis
country during November was only thii-'ty-seven - the lowest
monthly total of the yoar. This sudden ooXlapse of the day
light offensive against the United Kingdom had several causes.

Throughout 1942 the German Air Force was faced with a
shortage of manpower and in October it was decided to build up

A.W-A,Report
BO/g/10.
a.h,b,/iib/
4.7/4-.

Ibid,
Addendim,
Table 1.

A,M.Pamphlet
No ,243,
Chap,9,
p,201-4-.

FG/S.30742. (i) 112 H.A.A, and 132 Lt,A,A, gims W6??3 deployed amongst the
following aii’fields; Predannack, Portreath, Exeter,
St, Eval, Chivenor, Psrranporth, Davidstow Moor, Ibsley,
Stoney Cross, Hum and TrebeljKue.
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ground fighting divisions from the Air Poroe ClA^twaffe
PeMdiv^dionen) to a strength of at least 50,000 men. In
fact, by the spring of 1943, some 200,000 men were drafted to
the Pield Divisions from the Air Force. The production prob

lem was even more serious, largely due to the surprisingly low

level of German aircraft production between 1939 a-nd 1942.

More directly, the German air effort against this country was
certainly affected by the worsening situations, from the enen^jr
point of view, on the Eastern and African fronts.

During December there was a slight increase in the nuniber

of cannon and machine gun attacks by enemy fighters. Long-
range bombers also flew a total of twenty-four sorties during
the month but the raiding was widespread, and there was no

evidence of carefully planned attacks,

(iii) Improved Interception Results

By 3 December, No, 10 Group was operating two Typhoon
squadrons - No, 257 frcm bceter and No, 266 from Warmwellj
No, 11 Group ■vvas operating three — Nos, 486 (ENZAP,),
182 from Tangmere, Manston and Martlesham respectively.^"'''
These squadrons undertook two types of patrol against low-level

Standing patrols were maintained over the coast
during periods when Sector Control considered low-level attacks
to be most probable. The second method involved holding air
craft at immediate readiness to take off on instructions from
Sector Control,
one minute,

strength prevented the maintenance of oontinuoxis standing
patTOls along the whole coastline,however, and between
22 September and 31 December only sixty per cent of the enemy
raids risked interception by lew standing patrols in the No, 11
Group eirea.

Between 22 September and the end of November only one, out
of one hundred and seventy enemy low-flying raiders,
destroyed by aircraft on standing patrols,
however, interception results showed a marked improvement.
No, 11 Groups low standing patrols effected the interception of
nineteen of the ninety-six low-flying raiders, which operated
during the month and claimed the destruction of eleven of
these. Ten of these enemy aircraft were destroyed by Typhoons
and one by a Spitfire DC. Neither the Spitfire V^s and VI* s
nor the Mustangs had any success but it imist be remembered that

and
and

raiders.

Such aircraft were generally airborne within
Weather conditions and limitations of aircraft

was

During December,

A,Ti7.A,Keport
bc/g/10.
A.H.B./IIB/
47/4,
Addendiim,
Table 1,

P,G.Orders of
Battle O.R.B
App,, Deo.
A.H.B./IIM/
A2/3A.

P,C, O.R.S,
Report No.418.

•»

P.C. O.R.S.
Report No.424,
A.H.B./II/
39/2.

Ibid,

Ibid and
P.O, Form
O.R.B.jApp,,
Deo.

A.H.B./IIM/
A2/3A.

(1) In addition to these five, the other Typhoon Squadrons in
Fighter Command at 3 December 1942 were:-

,No.12 Group

No,247 (re-equipping)! No, 181
No, 58

i  No. 195
No. 183

j^Io.13 Group
No. 1
No. 197 (forming)

1  No, 9 G-roup

(forming)
(forming)

I

F.C. Order of
Battle,3 Dec,
O.R.B.jApp,,
Deo.
A.H.B./IIM/A2/

1

13A.
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the Typhoons flew a greater number of sorties, They
a-lso operating in eireas v/’horo lovT-flying attaolcs were most

frequento

were

In addition to these figures, three F,!/?, 190’s and two
JU,88*s were claimed to have been destroyed by figliters in

November; ar^ during Deoember two Do, 217’s v/ere shot down by
anti-aircraft destroyed during the two months is not high but
the rising interception rate in December showed that the

Typhoon standing patrols were meeting with limited success,

But xintil a really efficient early vyaming system ooiold be

operated, there seemed no definitive way of countering Icw-

Xevel raiders, ezce-pt at a prohibitive cost to the enei-gy and
resources of Fighter Command, At the close of the year
therefore low-level fighter attacks were still causing concern

but it was hoped that the new ver;/- low looking radar stations,
which had been developed during the year, would be c'ole to

defeat such attacks early in 1943*

(iv) Further Development of C,Hi,E.L, Stations

It will be remembered that in Mai^h the Deputy Chief of

the Air Staff authorised the oontinuanoe of the scheme of

placing C.H,L, Stations on high towers. The first of these
to become operational was Gresswell, which was oonmissioned in

November, However, in Daoeraber, v/ork was suspended on several
other sites arid at the same j:imo it was decided not to erect
any further 0,H,L, stations Tlris was because of the satis

factory development of high poivered C«H,E,L, stations, which

were also less susceptible to eneiry jamming.

R.A.P.Mano-

graph:
Jdjr Fores Sig
nals in the

Second World

War* ,Vol,IV,
'Radar in Rsdd

Reporbljig',
Chap, 15.

IRoyal

The success of the experiments carried out with the Naval

Type 271 equipment at Ventnor in Febr'.iary, led to the prepara^
tion of a plan in July, whereby modified Tj’-po 271 sets would
be used by all three services for surface—watching (ioO,
including low flying enemy aircraft). No, 60 Group was event
ually to talce over all Army surfacet-^wtohing stations in the

early warning Chain, Cn 25 August a programme was specified

A.M.Pile

C,S. 12788,
Enol.92B.

Ibid,
Ends 9 71A
and 92A, for the construction of si:d:y—three stations and by this date

installations were ccoaplete at sixteen.

(1) For taie month of Decom'cer these wers;-F.C. 0.R.S,

Report No,/j2i+,
A.a.B./II/39/2, -1t

Sp?.tsSpits,
V aiKl VI. j Typhoons I Mustangs |Totals ;IX

240 1738 i746588 164No, of sorties
I

324 27 Nil1Enemy aircraft seen

(2) During Decemher the results achieved by standing patrols compared veiy

favourably with those by.flgliter offensive operations,

\  1 e/a desto or probably destroyed per 124 sorties,
1 Fighter Command a/c lost In battle per 698 sorties,

1 e/a destroyed or probably destroyed per 164 sorties,
1 Fighter Command a/c lost In battle per 147 sorties.

(3) By December there were 122 C.H.L, stations, of which 78 mre manned by the
Royal Air Force,

Low Standing
Patrols

I
Fighter Redoes

and Sweeps

H.A,F, Signals

Monograph, Vo1,17,
Appo20.
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The centimetre Chain of C.H.E.L. stations did not operate

1 942 but by the end of the year experiments seemed to promise
that the stations would provide the answer to the problem of

intercepting low-level enerry attacks. This in fact proved to
be the case and, on 23 May 1943, l^yphoons of No.  1 Squadron
intercepted and destroyed an F,¥. 190 which had been detected

at a thirty mile range - eleven and a half minutes before it
reached the coast.

in

P.C. Pom

O.R.B

May 1943.
App•, •»

General Summary and Conclusions

It is jbnportant, when reviewing the course of Geman day
light air attacks on the United Kingdom during 1942, to keep
them in a true perspective. In the course of the year it was

estimated tliat the enemy flew only 1 ,548 overland sorties, of
which nearly half were offensive fighter sorties,
bomb weight dropped - 540 tons - was less than one fifth of the

any standards, this was an
he German

The total

total dropped ty night.. .
extremely modest total.'.”') The major part of t

A.W,A. Report
BC/18A.
A. H.B./118/47/3.

effort v/as in fact directed against shipping.(2)

During the year eneiqy long-range bombers carried out 149
attacks against vital targets, approximately fifty-two per
cent dropping their bombs on targets of military importance.
The aircraft used in these operations were for the most part
Do, 217's or Ju.88’s and the most favoured hei^t of attack was

under 1,000 feet.(3)

Eneiiy activity was slight in the first quarter of the year
but lo\f-level fighter and fighter-bomber attacks greatly
increased during April and May.
837 bombing, cannon and machine-gun incidents occurred in an

area approximately five miles inland from the coast between the
Gravesend area of Kent to Boscastle in Cornwall, including the

Isle of Wight and the Scilly Isles,
made against any particular key point or area, but although the
low—level raider was chiefly considered as a ’ nuisance' raider,
it is to the credit of the Geman Air Force that, on the

average, four out of every five fighter-bombers which dropped
bombs, did so on a recognisable military target,(4) The most
heavily attacked tovms by daylight, althou^ not the most

frequently raided, were Torquay and Paignton, closely follovired
by Canterbury, Hastings and Eastbourne. The most frequently
raided areas were Kent, Sussex, Dorset, Devon, Hampshire and

Cornwall, in that order.

During the year a total of

No concentration was

A.W.A. Report
BC/G/10.
A.H.B./IIB/41/4.

A.H,B./V1/18D,

A.V4A. Report

BC/O/10,
Addendum,
A.H.B./IIB/47/4.

Ibid. BC/18A,

A.H.B./nD/l6D.

(1) During the afternoon and night of 7/8 September 1940,
German bombers dropped over 67O tons of bombs on London,

(2) 7,684 sorties out of the total of 9,226 sorties.
(3) 62/0 of all attacks by long-range bombers were carried out

below this height.
(4) The followlne table shows the type of targets vdiloh were attacked:-

j  ! Under I 1,000- Over
I  I 1,000 ft.j 10,000 ft. 10,000 ft

1

’ Unknown
• 1

A.H.B./IIH1/69.

A.W.A.S. Estimates.

Report BC/G/10
hLB/47/4.
A,W.A. Report

BC/18A, Table 7.
A,H.D./IIB/47/3.

8 5i130 2Communications |
Gas Works i
Factories

R.A.F. Stations

Military and Naval Stations'
Airfields

I
se-k 342

4oi
31
27
5

t

TOTAL 290 10 7 2
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The difficulties in intercepting both these attacks on

the South coast and long-range bomber raids on isolated fac

tory and caurnunications targets have been described. To
combat the long-range bombers which frequently operated in

poor weather conditions, A.1.-equipped fighters were used but
with little.success, A.l. could not generally detect air

craft below 5,000 feet and too few fighters equipped with A.l.
could be spared from night work, (0 Eneny fighter banbers,
which normally remained overland for only a few minutes, were

even more difficult to deal with. In spite of considerable
re-inforoements of light anti-aircraft guns, anti-aircraft
results were disappointing. At the end of September the

Air Officer Conmanding-in-Chief instituted standing patrols
using [^yphoons and these enjoyed some measure of success,
particularly in Eeceriiber. This was, however, no doubt
partly due to the Typhoon’s performance, since at low alti

tudes the Spitfire V was outclassed by the P,W.190, which

almost replaced the Me.109 during the second half of the year.
The real need was for a very low looking radar early warning

system and at the end of the year such a system was being
developed.

The high-altitude raids in August and September raised
interception problems, which in some ways resembled those
connected with the low-level attacks. The damage which the

high-altitude raiders caused was not great but, temporarily.
Fighter Command lacked a fighter aircraft which had a suffi
ciently good high-altitude performance. There was, however,

iamediate threat that the eneny would increase the scale of

high-altitude raiding and in the meantime a High Altitude
P.light was formed in September to give special attention to
the problem. Production of the Spitfire VII was also
speeded up and it was hoped that this aircraft would be able
to deal effectively with the Ju.86P - the aircraft the eneny
chiefly used for high-altitude operations.

Enemy aircraft losses during the year are difficult to

assess \fith any accuracy. The Air Warfare Analysis Section
estimated that between 6? and 85 enemy aircraft were destroyed

overland by day ̂ d the lower figure probably forms a reason
able estimate.(2)

no

A.W.A. Report
BC/G/10,
A.H.B./IIB/47/il.

During the year Fighter Canmand flew 35,6A0 daylight
interception sorties.(3
of the national v>rar effort and must therefore be taken as an

indication of some success of the German * holding’ policy in
A_t the sam.e time it should not

This represented a substantial par

'Western Europe at this time,

t

be forgotten that the threat of large-scale daylight raiding
had decreased during the year,
due to the success of Allied operations in Russia and in the

Nevertheless, it seems reasonably certain to

This was, of course, largely

Medit erranean,

suggest that had the eneii^r reverted to heavy daylight raids,
his forces would have suffered serious losses.

(1)
(

See Chap. 4, p.
German bomber losses are only recorded in a block day and

night total,
ccsurse of anti-shipping operations,
losses include aircraft destroyed in combats with our
ovm fighters engaged on offensive operations.
This total does not includ.e 37,478 sorties devoted to

the protection of shipping.

44 et seq.

This also includes aircraft lost in the

German fighter

2)Enem^'-
Documents

A.H.B.6.

(3)
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Ov;ing to the despatch of squadrons and crews to overseas
theatresj the strength of Fighter Command fell slightly over

the year. (1) At the end of December 1942 the first line day-
fighter force consisted of 49 Spitfire and eight lyphoon
squadrons. The composition of the for^je, havever, was very
different. In January 1942 it included fifty-two Spitfire II

A/B or Vi/B squadrons; in December this total had fallen to
twenty-seven. At the beginning of the year there were no

long-range day squadrons in the Command: at the end there were

eleven. This change represented the growing ii]:g)ortance of

offensive filter operations, which are described elsewhere in
this narrative.

Letter from

A.O.C,“ln“C. to
U.S. of State

F.C., O.R.B
App,, Dec.
A.H.B./nM/A2/3A.

•t

There is no obvious break in the history of Fighter

Ca'nmand, from the point of viev; either of policy or operations,
at the end of 1942.

Air Officer Comraanding-in-Chief on 28 November when
Air liarshal T, L, Lei^i-i^Ialloiy took over the command from

Air Chief Marshal Sir Sholto Douglas,(2)

The Command, however, received a new

Throughout the year the threat of heavy daylight bombing
had greatly diminished; and this was paralleled by a similar

decline in eneny night attacks v/hich must non- be considered.

(1) During 1942, 1,320 operational pilots had been sent
overseas from operational squadrons (i.e, not including
those sent direct from O.T.Us.)
The fclloviring were Air Officers Commanding Groups for the

major part of 1942;

Letter A.0.C.-ln“C.
to U.S. of State

F.C., O.R,B., App.,
December.

A.H.B./IIM/A2/3A. (2)

9 Group A.V.M. ¥. A. McCloughzy
A.V.M. A. H. Orelebar

A.V.M, T. L. Leigh-ifellory
A.V.M, R. E. Saul
A.V.M, J. 0. Andrews

A.V.M. R. Collishaw.

No.
10

11

12

13
14
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CHAPTER L

TEIE AIR DEEEtJCE OP THE UEITED KINGDOM BY NIGHT

Introduction

(i) Review of Enemy Night Bombing during

The weight of bombs dropped on Great Britain by night
during the last five months of 194-0 was greater than the total

for the whole of 194-1. This fall during 194-1 was largely due
to two causes: first, the withdrawal of a substantial part of
the German long-range bomber force to the Russian front in July
and secondly, the enemy shift of attack from overland to ship
ping objectives.

After the German night attacks on London following the

Battle of Britain failed to produce critical results, a new

phase of night bcaribing opened dramatically with the heavy
attadc on Coventry on 14-/15 November 194D. Throughout the
next three months concentrated attacks were made against
provincial towns and cities, in which the pathfinding unit,
K.G.100, using a radio beam, played a special part, London

remained a secondary target but on 29/30 Dscember sustained a
heavy attack, during which large sections of the City were

destroyed by fire.

During the period February to May 1941 the enemy’s
strategy of blockade assumed increasing in^^ortance and forty-
eight of the sixty-one major raids virere made on ports. The

period is also noteworthy for two important ia^jrovements in

our night defences. First, our radio oomter-measures began
to achieve considerable success in severely restricting the

operations of K,G,100 and II/iC.G. 26, which was using the Benito
blind bombing eqiaipment. Even mors important was the intro
duction of radar A,I, and G,G,I,(2) The first versions of
A,I, sets wrere installed in January and by March the much more
efficient A,I, Mark IV was being fitted to Beaufighters.
Results immediately began to prove the superiority of radar
interception over other methods and in May enough evidence had

acoumxiiated to show that thjs twin-engined squadrons equipped
with Aol, made nearly double the number of contacts with
enemy aircraft in under half the number of sorties made by
single-engined ’Cat's eye' squadrons. A,I. fighters operating
mder G,C*I. control in fact revolutionised the technique of
our night fighting and became the most in^jortaht defence
against the night bomber, although measures continued to be
taken to improve the standards of visual interception using
searchlights.

P,C,Int,

Summ, 217,
Jan, 194-1.

No, 80 Wing
0, R, B,,
April 1941.

A.'W.A.S.

Estimates,

the middle of June a substantial part of the German
long-range bomber force was withdrawn to the Eastern Front and
most of the bomber units v:hioh remained in the Vfest came under

the control of Fliegerkorps IX, The enemy increased offensive
against shipping resulted in a fall in the number of overland
raids during the remainder of 1941 and from May to December

(1) Unless otherwise indicated, this simmary is extracted
from R,A,P. Narrative; 'The Air Defence of

Great Britain', Vol. Ill, Chaps. 5-7.
(2) Aircraf t Interception and Ground Controlled Interception,
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SitSrStiiJ latched only three major attacks against
in ’vhich low fl • attacks, however, continued and the way
^ .vhich low-flying enemy aircraft could avoid radar detection,
we?e nS''Sfrion°?'^‘ ! a although the enemy raids
ineJiJawfr ^ production, the

property, public services and

12 Mav^ ignored. In addition between
May and 31 December 1,585 persons were killed by bombs,

night-fighter force had been very
Branded. in November 1940 it amounted to eleven

19^ it totalled twenty-five
squadrons (including five Turbinlite squadrons).
dSinf greatly increased in size and

equipment (radar control for search-
thf v^LTi® brought into operation. Towards the end of
eff^??^ ®°^^® ^®^®Ploy™ent of searchlights was

P  remained the basis of searchlight
deployment for the rest of the war and must therefore be

Anti-

Ministry of
Home Security;
Report of

Damage to Key
Point Targets,
1941.

P.C., O.R.B
in September 1941 the General Officer Ctommanding, Anti-

Aircr^t gmmand submitted a new plan for the deployment of
sWd ^^® P^i^°ipie that searchlights

The deployment was
or^ngly put ̂ in hand and on 3 November Fighter Command

issued instructions concerning the new system.

• 9

App D.5.•»

Sept. 1941.

P.C, C^.Instr.
.90/1942.

PC/S.26110
No

and
pie layout of the searchlights was altered from

^P®^ ^ series of
zones or belts, which were designed to ensure that an enemy
aircraft fly^g to its objective ’rould be forced to crx^s^T

engaged by fighters. To give the
f  ̂^® ^-PP^^eh of an enemy aircraft,

90-c^ type sear^lights (210 million candle power) were spaced
r. ^ ̂®^^ approximately twelve miles deep
n?ib Belt* or 'Indicator Zone'. The object
of these li^ts was to show the position of the target to the
defending filter rather than to achieve direct
Contiguous Tidth the 'Indicator Zone'
'Killer Zone'.

an even

illumination,
was the 'Killer Belt' or

N.A.D. (41)
27.

„  . , i^is approximately twenty miles deep and
and was equipped with 150-cm. searchlights

(,510 mllion candle power) placed 6,000 yards apart.(2) Si
searchlights were eventually to be equipped with S.L.C. radar

The 'Indicator' and 'Killer' Zones together foimed
o  between thirty and forty miles deep
and_ fourteen miles broad; and the country vms divided into a
series of Fighter Boxes' around the various Gim Defended
Areas.

Ibid.

centre of each 'box' a stationary vertical search-
li|ht beam was exposed, around which the fighter pilot circled,
until he received information that a hostile aircraft was
entering his box'. This was signified by the code word

(1) Below_5,000 feet the 'echo' of the target was generally
lost in the returns from the sea.

(2) Many of the ideas seem to have been derived from the
German searchlight layout.

FC/S.23289,
End. 41B.
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•Trade' after which the Controller gave the height of the

raid as then known. The fighter then climibed or lost height
so that he was 2,000 feet above the raid height. He then

received the code word 'Smack' meaning 'Attack' followed by

the height of the raid as known at that moment. The fighter
then flew close to the orbit beam. The searchlight crew, on
the receipt of Smack, depressed their beam so that it pointed
in the direction of the raider. Interception was effected
by the pilot constantly directing his aircraft along this beam

towards the intersection of searchlight beams in the 'Indica

tor Zone'. If the fighter possessed A,I. and contact was

established, the searchlights could be doused on receipt of a
code word.

Assxmiing that the fighter had a command of speed of at

least twenty per cent over the enemy aircraft, it was esti

mated that it wo\iId close with the enemy before the latter

could leave the 'Killer Zone', Long chases were not desira

ble and unless action was imminent the fighter was not

allowed to pursue the enemy beyond the rear edge of the

'Killer Zone' (the 'Rubicon'). The enemy aircraft would
then be allocated to the fighter in the next 'box', while the

originail filter would return to its point of orbit.

If large scale raids prevented the Sector Controller
from allocating raiders to specific fighters on orbit, two

additional methods were to be used depending on whether the

night was dark or bright. On dark nights fighters, having
received the code word 'Crackers' were given permission to

engage any raiders in their 'box* ^ich were illuminated by
the searchlights, still, however, being restricted by the
rear boundary of the 'Killer Zone', On bright moonlight
nights 'Cat's eye' fighters, on receipt of the code word

'Free Lance' were freed from searchlight control, as it was

considered likely that they would meet with more success, and

were allowed to go forward to meet the incoming stream of

raiders and to follow them to the target area without restric

tion, Finally, in order that the operation of normal A,I,

fighters should proceed simultaneously with those operating
with searchlights, the former were limited to the area over
the sea or clear of the outer land boundaries of 'boxes'

bordering the coast.

Ibid.

It was hoped that the new searchlight layout would
greatly increase the co-operation between searchlights and

'Cat's eye' fighters and therefore the success of the latter

but the relatively small number of enemy night overland
attacks during 1942 and the steady replacement of single-
engined 'Cat's eye' squadrons by twin-engined A,I. squadrons,
meant that the system was never properly tested during the
year.

N.A.D. Papers
1942, Passim.

Reduced Enemy Activity; 1 January - ̂3 April 1 942

(i) Enemy Operations

The steady decline in the number and weight of ni^t
attacks at the end of 1941* owing to an increase in the enemy
anti-shipping offensive and the withdrawal of bomber units to

the Eastern Front, has already been described,
during the last three months of 1941 only eight attacks on

land targets were carried out and none of these was serious.

Nevertheless, it ’was estimated that the enemy maintained a

force of some 200 to 250 bomber aircraft in the West,

In fact

N.A.D.(42) 2,
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available for night operations against the United Kingdom,
Kiis was a reasonable estimation, as German records show that

the total bomber strength in the West (i,e, based in Prance,
the Low Countries and Norway), including long-range recon
naissance bombers, amoimted to 274 aircraft. However, in

January, due to training, re-equipping and other causes, only
146 of these aircraft were serviceable. The aircraft were

chiefly based on airfields in Holland and Belgim and little
use was made of the nearer bases in the Pas de Calais area,
perhaps because of our intruder activity.

Enemy Docu
ments,

A.H.B.6.

N.A.D.(42) 2,

The outstanding characteristic of the activity during the

beginning of the year was the enemy's obvious intention to
conserve aircraft. This was no doubt the reason for the fact

that over half the enemy sorties were flown by minelaying
aircraft. (1) Moreover, the remainder of the enemy effort was
directed against shipping targets, so that the effort against
land objectives was extremely small,(2)

On 10/11 January(3) some thirty enemy aircraft were
active over Merseyside. About half the nvraiber of these

aircraft laid mines and attacked shipping in Liverpool Bay,
while the remainder dropped bombs at scattered places in the
North and Midlands, The attack was delivered in two waves

and the second of these approached the Norfolk and
Lincolnshire coasts on a course, which was identical with that

of our returning bombers. The weather was extremely bad but

a Beaufighter of No, 456 Squadron from Valley siicceeded in

destroying one of the raiders. This Merseyside attack was

the only occasion during the period when enemy aircraft flew

any distance overland.

On 15/16 January several enemy aircraft dropped bombs at
various places on or near the coast between the Tees and the

Tyne, No attacks were recorded in February but small scale

raids took place on three nights in March. On 23/24 March an
attack on Y/eymouth and Portland was carried out shortly after

smset by twelve enemy bombers which were escorted by a number

of Me,109*s, The raid was intercepted by Spitfire VB's of

No, 118 Squadron and one Ju,88 was claimed as destroyed and

two damaged, Dover was also subjected to a small attack
later the same night, Y/eymouth and Portland were attacked
on the following two nights and on the second of these, Dover

was again raided. All these operations were, however,
carried out on a small scale and it was estimated that the

total number of enemy sorties during the month of March was

less than eighty.

Ibid,

F.C*, O.R.B.
Form «Y»

App,, Jan.
A.H.B./nM/A2/3A.

Ibid,

0.R.B

Fora ‘Y*

App,, March.
A.H.B./IIM/A2/3A,

F.C•» •»

Ibid,

N.A.D.(42) 2.

During the first half of April the only two overland
raids were an attack on Portland on 2/3 April and on the
Grimsby area on the 7/8th. Both were carried out by aircraft
which appeared either to have been searching for shipping
targets or to have been minelaying. On I6/17 April there
were scattered raids on places in Dorset and Hampsliire and on

the following ni^t, about forty enemy aircraft delivered a

F.C., O.R.B.,
Fora ‘Y*

App., Aia>ll,
A.II.B./nM/A2/3A.

(1) Prom the enemy's point of view, aerial minela3dng was
most economical.

(2) Prom 10 November 1941 - 3I March 1942, this'averaged only
(3% of the total enemy night effort,

(3) See Appendix No, 4 for summary of principal German night
attacks in 1942.

See below. Chap, 5*
N.A.D. (2f2) 2.
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poorly concentrated attack on Portsmouth and Southampton,
This was the. only overland activity during the period, apart
from occasional enemy reconnaissance sorties over the
Shetlands.

There was thus no indication of the much increased scale

of enemy attacks which hegan towards the end of April,
Before considering these, however, the strength and the tactics

used "by our night fighter force must he reviewed,

(ii) Progress of Night Fighting

At the beginning of January there were twenty-five
squadrons in the first line night-fighter force, T— _
included the Defiant Squadrons, and the Tijrhinlite flights.

The force was

This total

which were composed of Havocs and Hurricanes,

A,H,B./nL/l6/21A,
End, 21A.

therefore some five squadrons short of Target Force ‘E’ - the

plan which was agreed to by the Air liinistry in June 1941 and
which aimed to give Fighter Command a night-fighter strength
of twenty-five specialised squadrons, in addition to five
Turbinlite squadrons. Nevertheless, the force had been con

siderably expanded during 1941 as in April of that year, it
consisted of only sixteen night squadrons.

D. Ops, Bolder •
Target Force *E'.

and

rc/S.2l4279,
End. 28B.

FC/S.23836,
End. 3A,

At the beginning of 1942 re-eqdpment was proceeding
slowly, since, although twdn-engined aircraft were available
at Maintenance Units, it v/as not possible to deliver them to

shortages of certain vital items, such as
However, at the end of March

squadrons, owing to
■propellers and junction boxes,
the position improved and three Defiant squadrons were at that
time in the process of re-equipping -with Beaufighters and one
mth Mosqdtos, Moreover, a new Mosq-uito Squadron (No, 157)
had been formed in December 1 941. There thus remained three
Defiant squadrons to re-eqdp with twin-engined aircraft and
two new squadrons to form, in order to reach the twenty-five
specialised twin-engined night-fighter squadron Target, The

-equipment of the Defiant squadrons to either Bea-ufighters
or Mosqiiitos was also a matter of some urgency, since even the
Mark II version of the Defiant -was no match for the Ju,88 or
Do,217, either in speed or rate of climb.

re

A.M. File
S.72157,
Enel. 128A.

FC/S. 24279,
End, 82(A,

Ihjring the first three months of 1942 only eight enemy
This small total was

the comparatively small number
aircraft were destroyed by fighters,
the result of two main causes:
of enemy sorties and the fact that the majority of the enemy
activity took place over sea areas.(I) This meant that
interceptions were diffiedt to effect, since the range of
the G.C.I. Stations was only 35 to 43 miles. Experiments

therefore conducted in the use of two C.HoL. Stations,
These

were

Foreness and Happisburgh, for interception purposes,

N.A.D.(ZiE) 2.

stations had a range of 60 to 65 miles and by the end of March
the experiments justified the preparation of a further sixteen
stations for interception duties.

The enemy's defensive tactics consisted of flying an
erratic course at a low altitude and this also contributed to
the Controller's difficulties, since raiders operating belov;-
5,000 feet were generally too lov/ to be covered by the G.C.I.

It was therefore hoped that the lov/-looking
qimlities of the C.H.L, stations codd again be used.
stations.

(1) During the period 10 November 1941 - 31 March 1942,
9i^^^) of enemy activity was over the sea,

SECRET

N.A.D.(42) 2.
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A.M, Pile

CS,12638,
End. 3A.

In Jdy 1 941 , the C.H.L. station at Poreness was fitted
with a P.P.I. tiibe and successfully used for fighter control

and hy November 1941 five C.H.L. stations had "been so equipped.
At about 1900 and 2200 hours on 14 January, two A.I.
Beaufi^ters from Nos. 29 and 255 Squadrons each shot down a

Do.217. The enemy aircraft were svispected of minelaying in

the Thames Estiiary and the combats took place, under the

control of the C.H.L. station at Poreness, eighty miles north

east of the North Poreland and thirty miles off Ostend
respectively.

By the end of April eight C.H.L. stations were being used

for controlling interceptions and a further eleven were planned.
However in August, when the position was reviewed, it was
estimated that C.H.L. stations had been responsible for only
three night combats below 5»0CX) feet. Moreover, and apart
from the difficulties of staffing, the use of C.H.L. stations

for interception p-urposes meant sacrificing the primary duty
of the stations, which was continuous raid reporting. The

Air Officer Coramanding-in-Chief, therefore reduced the number

of stations, which co-uld be used for control as well as

reporting, from nineteen to nine.(l)

P.C. Porm »Y’

and

A.M. Pile

8.6848,
Ends. 82A

and 83A.

A.M. Pile

CS.12638,
Enel, 22A.

Apart from the difficulties of control, the problem of

A.I, contact remained, since even the Mark IV A.I, was not

normally effective below 5,000 feet. Moreover, the fitting
of new versions of A, I, which had better low altitude per
formances \ms well behind schedde. On 20 January only nine

aircraft were equipped v/ith Marks V or VI,(2) while two months
later the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief complained that

during this time he had only received eight Defiants and three

Beaufighters fully equipped with the new type of A, I.

end of March, hovrever. A,I, production increased somewhat,
although the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief was still worried

about the sIoy/ rate at which the new types of A,I. were being
fitted to aircraft at Maintenance Units,

At the

A.0.C.-in-C.
W.S.D.

Outgoing Faimsies,
20 Jan.ij2,

Ibid

17 Mar. 1942.
•,

Ibid

1 April 1942.
•»

During the period, the lethality of combats decreased
slightly, partly perhaps due to the increased armour, which

enemy bombers were carrying and partly to the enemy’s policy
of flying in a series of mild turns as a normal routine.
This had the effect of making every shot a deflection shot for

our fighters.

N.A.D.(42) 2,

(1) These were;-

No. 12

Group •

No. 13

Group
No, 14 I
Gi?oup

j  No. 10
Group

No, 11

Group

GoldsboroughPoreness Happisbur^ CocklawKite

Kingswear ; Beachy Head j Easington
; Swingate I

I

I
Royal Air PorcePor further details see R.A.P, Monograph;

Signals in the Second ?forld War', Vol, V, Part IV,
Chap. 12.

(2) Mark V: 5 Beaufighters in No. 219 Squadron.
Mark VI: 4 Defiants in No, 264 Squadron.

A.0.C.-ln-C.
W.S.D.

Outgoing Flimsies,
20 Jan, 19142.
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Interception "by Turbinlite aircraft belongs almost
entirely to 194-2 when the system became obsolescent, owing to
the rapidly improving methods of radar detection. The idea

of using an airborne searchli^t, which would enable a

satellite fighter to close with an enemy aircraft, was first

conceived in 1940. At that time the enemy was making heavy
attacks on this comtry and fighters were achieving little

success on dark nights. On 30 Jme 1941, the Director of

Operations (Home) decided to form ten flights of Turbinlite
aircraft, five to start forming in July, the remainder in

August.(l) The aircraft to be used for carrying the lights
were to be Havocs and modified Boston Ill's, the satellite
fighters being Defiants, 'sdiich were later replaced by
Hurricanes.

P.C., O.R.B
Oct. 1942.

PC/S.25116,
End, 1A,

•,

By November 1941, seven flights had been formed and by
the end of March, after the formation of two new flights and

the conversion of No, 93 Squadron to a Tiirbinlite Plight, the
ten flights had a total of sixty-eight aircraft,
these fliglits were equipped with Boston III, four with
Havoc II and three with Havoc I aircraft.

Three of

N.A.D.(42) 2.

PC/S.22104/11,
Enel. 13A.

On 12 Pebniary 1942 the Chief of Air Staff gave per
mission for the Plights to be used operationally, but only if
a scale of attack of the order of fifty aircraft or more should

develop against any vital point. Nine flights accordingly
provided aircraft at readiness every ni^t but no opportunity
arose to test the new' system during the first three months of

the year. Neither was there any occasion dtiring this time of

trying the new system of co-operation between searchlights and

single-engined aircraft.

N.A.D. (42) 2.

Intruder operations are described elsewhere in this
narrative,(2) but it is interesting to record that from
November 1941 to March 1942, they proved to be the most

successfiol form of night fighting,13)

The year thus opened quietly as far as operations were
Tire problem of intercepting the single raiderconcerned,

flying an erratic course at a low altitude appeared to depend
upon the introduction of new radar and other scientific equip
ment: that is, the progress of night fighting depended largely
upon technical progress,
solving the various teclinical problems, the period is largely
one of the re-equipment of squadrons and the formation of new

In addition to the emphasis on

ones.

FC/S.25116,
Enol, 1A.

(1) These v/ere:-

No. 1451 at Hunodon

" West Mailing
Wittering

" Colerne

Tangmere
High Eroall
Middle Wallop
Predannack

» Hlbaldstow

Aoiaington.

See below Part II Chap, 8, p, 135. .

Flight
1452 n

11«  1453
«  1454

n

It

1455 n itft

»  1456 tt»

1457It n (I

«  1458
"  1459
«  1460

ftn

II

tt ti

(a)
S,E. Fighter(3) T.E. FighterIntraderN.A.D.(42) 2.

72.6 251.1

1632.5
7Sorties per combat

Sorties per e/a destroyed
See also belovj, P^rt 11 Cl'.ap. 8,

150,670
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23 April - 9 May 191.2The Baedeker Raids:

(i) Introduction and Opening Attacks on Exeter
23/2U' ̂ d April' . “

Towards the end of April the scale of enemy overland
attacks v/sls rapidly increased and comparatively heavy, concen

trated raids were carried out against Exeter, Bath, York and
Norwich,

and non-industrial towns within fifty miles of the coast
of Baedeker raids I''J

These attacks on lightly defended cathedral cities

continued into May and were given the name

Until the late summer of 1 %1 , Luftlotte 3 had carried out

the soxmd strategical policy of concentrating its efforts
against the British seahome supply lines but subsequently the

German High Command decided that greater attention should be
given to industrial targets such as Birmin^am, Objections,
which were raised by Luftflotte 3 on the inadequacy of the

.forces at its disposal, were brushed aside but before the

necessary organisation was completed, the increasing effect of
Bomber Command* s raids bzeught about a second change of policy.
On 28/29 March 191.2 Bomber Command delivered a hea.vy and con
centrated attack against Luebeck and German public opinion,
led by Hitler and the Propaganda Ministry, demanded heavy
reprisals in the form of similar attacks on British cities.
Vergeltvm.gsangriffe (reprisal raids) were therefore given top
priority.

a.d.i,(k)
Report No.
12/191.6.

A.M, Pamphlet

No. 21.8,
Chap, 8,
p. 195.

• I nOT^ consider it absolutely essential that we continue
I also agree that not much

Like

•The Goebells

Diaries* edited

U P. Loohner

(London 191.8)
p. 138.

with our rigorous reprisal raids,
is to be accomplished with raids on munition centres,
the English we must attack centres of culture, especially
those which have only little anti-aircraft defences. Such
centres shoiild be attacked two or three times in succession
and levelled to the ground: then the English will no longer
find pleasure in trjdng to frighten us with their terror

There is no other way of bringing the English
They belong to a class of human beings with

attacks

to their senses,

wnom you can talk only after you have first knocked out their
teeth,'

The shrill, over-confident tones of Dr. (Joebbels could
not, however, alter the fact that at this time, the necessary
Luftwaffe bomber forces were not available in sufficient

strength to produce any result that would satisfy the demand

for an adequate reprisal. Nevertheless, preparations were

made to assemble as much strength as possible and the original

pathfinder force, K.G.100, was brought back to Prance and began
to practise pathfinder tactics, using radio navigational aids.

A.M. Pamphlet

No. 248,
Chap. 8,
p. 195.

In a speech on 26 April Hitler threatened the ' eradica
tion of all British cities one by one as a reprisal' for'

each R.A.P. attack.’ He spoke of taking Baedeker’s
guide and of striking each British city off the guidebook
as and when it was destroyed. However, the epithet
originally seems to have been coined by
Baron Braun von Stumm of the German Foreign Office Press

Department,
There is the further possibility that the German High
Command hoped that Bomber Command vrould divert its raiding
from vital targets and fritter away its strength on
eqiiivalent (German cities.

0)A. M, PamtW.et
No, 2US
Chap,8 p,196,
•The Ooebells
Diaries' edited
L. P. Lochner

(London 1Sli8)
p. 148.

(2)
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Altogether the total German homiber strength in the West at the
end of April had increased by more than fifty per cent, since

January. I "I )

The raids did not come as a complete surprise, as in
March the Air Ministry had thought that enemy reprisal attacks

for Bomber Command raids were probable and the Air Officer

Commanding-in-Chief had accordingly warned all the operational
gix>ups to maintain a high state of night readiness, (2)

The first attack took place on the night of 23/24 April
and consisted of a scattered raid on the Exmouth area. About

forty enemy aircraft were plotted in Lyme Bay and of these

some twenty-three crossed the coast between Weymouth and

Brixham, Bombs, including a large proportion of incendiaries,
vrere reported over a wide area of Somerset, Devon and Cornwall,

One stick was dropped on the western part of Exeter, Accord

ing to German sources, units of K.G.2, K.G.100 and Gruppe 106
took part in the raid. One Do.217 vreis destroyed over Exeter

by a Beaufighter of No, 604 Squadron, It appears, however,
that Exeter was the primary target, since on 24 April a German

reconnaissaince aircraft reported that little damage had been
done to Exeter, A second raid was therefore ordered for the

following night.

At about midnight 24/25 April, some twenty-five aircraft
attacked the city from heights between 5,000 and 15,000 feet.

They did not achieve a high degree of concentration and may
have been investigating the success likely to be expected from

attacking unprotected cities. Nevertheless, some 6,000 houses
in Exeter were either destroyed or damaged, the gas services
were seriously affected (although by the evening of the 27th
50 per cent of normal supplies were resmed) and troops
stationed in the vicinity were required to help the rescue
services. Police reinforcements were also intmduced and

seven Feeding Centres opened. Fighter Command flew ninety-
two interception sorties during the night but without success.

HS.D. Outgoing
Flimsies No, 12,
21 Mar. 19^42.

F.C. Form *Y',
Vol, 10.

A.W.A.S.

Report BC/1/i.

Enemy Documents
A.H.B.6.

F.C. Form «Y«,
Vol. 10.

A. D. I»(K.} Report
No, 100/19^.

F.C. Form ‘Y*,
Vol. 10.

A.H.B./n/70/23i4.
Home Security
Meekly Appreciation
No. 97.

F.C. Fom *yt,
Vol. 10.

(l) German Bombers based in France, the Low Countries and
Norway.

Enenu’- Documents
A.H.B.6.

Strength ServiceableI

146On 3 January 1942 274

On 30 April 1942 429 21L

(2) The strength of possible enemy attacks had also been
correctly estimated i.e, it was thought the maximum
number of possible sorties in one night against this
country, including sorties by Reserve Training Unit,
would be about 150; but that it was unlikely that more
than 80 aircraft would operate on any one night.

VAS.D. Outgoing
Flimsies No, 12,
21 Mar, 19i(2.
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(ii) Attacks on Bath, Norwich and York; 25/26 to 29/3O April

The third Baedeker attack was delivered against the Bath

and Bristol area on 25/26 April in two main waves,
hours the first of about fifty enemy aircraft crossed the
coast between Bridport and the Isle of Wight and flying
between 7»000 and 10,000 feet attacked two main concentration
areas, one in the Bristol, Bath and Severn Valley area, and
the other between Taunton and Yeovil,

second wave of some forty enemy aircraft using the same route,
again penetrated as far as Gloucester and Bath,
prisoner-of-war reports several crews from Gruppe 106 and

K.G.2 made double sorties, the total strength employed being
about fifty aircraft.

At 2150

At 0350 hours the

According to

Ibid.

A.D.I.(K.)
Report No,
100/
1942.

The scale of this enemy activity was the largest since
July 1941, Fighter Command flew 127 interception sorties and

claimed the destruction of three enemy aircraft:  a foiirth was

also destroyed by anti-aircraft fire off Portland,

F,C. Form 'Y»,
Vol. 10.

Home Security
Weekly Appre
ciation No.97*

A. H.B.At/70/234.

The attack on Bristol was hampered by the balloon barrage
but, in spite of this, public utilities were damaged and in
the Bedminster Division alone some 700 houses were damaged.
The greater concentration, however, was at Bath, which suffered

a low-level attack of some accturacy. Both the gas works and

the Regional Control Room were hit and the Central Telephone
Exchange was damaiged and had to be evacuated. Twenty-six
fires were reported and hits on the Tiverton Txmnel necessi
tated the closure of the line between Bath and Bristol, The

passenger station, the L.M.S. Goods Yard, twelve gas and eight
water mains were also seriously damaged, in addition to resi

dential property, particularly in the old part of the Town,
This was the heaviest of the Baedeker attacks and apart from

incendiaries, seventy-seven tons of high explosives were

dropped,(l)

On the following night, 26/27th, the enemy launched a
second attack on Bath and because of the slight anti-aircraft
fire expected to be encoiantered a number of relatively
inexperienced crews were employed. However, they found the

anti-aircraft defences on the alert. On the previous day the
defence of twenty-eight possible Baedeker target towns had

been put d,n hand and Bath was to be reinforced on 27 April, (2)

A.Y4A.S.

BC/14.

A. H.B./11/70/234.

A.H.B./IIH/II9/IC.

A.W.A. Report BC/18A.
A.K,B./IIB/47/3. The attacks on Norwich were, however, more concentrated.

Altogether 252 guns were to be withdrawn from north and

north-western areas for deployment further south. By
8 May, 228 of these were ready for action at the following
places:-

Aldershot 12
Andover

Ashford

Bath

Basingstoke 12
Cambridge
Canterbtary 12
Chelmsford 8

Colchester

Exeter

Guildford 12

Hayle

8Ipswich
Lincoln

Maidstone

Norwich

Penzance

Peterborough . 8
Salisbury
Tamton

Tunbridge Wells 8
Truro

Winchester

York

127
88

1212
8

8
12

8

8

812

11

6 8

A.H.B./nH/119/ci.
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About sixty enemy aircraft operated over south
western parts of the country dioring the night, of which some

thirty again concentrated on Bath, Two hospitals, four
churches and the G.T/V.R. station sioffered direct hits and

communications were disrupted. Moreover, the fire position
which did not at first present serioxis difficulties, was

aggravated by a high wind and low water pressure in one area,
A large ntimber of houses was involved and, including those

damaged dtiring the previous night, totalled 480 destroyed and

1796 unfit for habitation. However, the Rest Centre organi
sation worked smoothly and satisfactorily dealt with the

homeless, Fighter Command flew forty-five interception
sorties against the raiders and claimed one enemy aaroraft as

probably destroyed,

Bath was not ’really annihilated' as the Germans claimed
but considering the size of the town it suffered serious
damage. During the two nights 413 civilians were killed and

357 seriously injured. The bulk of the personnel in the

various A.R.P, services worked on a part-time basis and their

training was found to be well up to standard, although police
and troop reinforcements were required during the second
night. The major part of the damage was caused by fire and

it was estimated that approximately 4,400 incendiary bombs

were dropped dxiring the tw attacks. The system of fire

watching appears to have been Unsatisfactory and little
attempt was made by civilians (apart from those in the A.R.P.
organisation) to put out incendiaries which fell on private
property. It might, however, be remembered, as the writer

of the Air Warfare Analysis Section Report says, 'that in

Bath there are a great many houses occupied only by elderly,
rather rhexmiatic people'.

P,C. Pom 'Y',
Vol, 10.

A.H.B./11/70/234

P.C. Pom 'Y',
Vol. 10.

A.H.B./11G/II4

A.H.B./11HI/69.

A.W.A.S. Report on
Attach on Bath,
15 May I9I2.
A.H.B./11/70/231.

Ibid,

Ibid.

On 27 April it was plain that at least an attempt was
being made to implement part of Hitler's threat to wipe out
British cities in the Baedeker guide,
guessing for the defence services, as to which town was the
next to be attacked,

any way, but the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief asked all

his Group Commanders to see that a high standard of night
readiness was maintedned and that plenty of fighters were put
into the air at the first signs of an attack.

This meant a game of

Fighter Command was not redeployed in
A/M Douglas
Outgoing Flimsies,
27 April 1912,

On 27/28 April the offensive was sxvitched to the East
Of about forty-five enemy edrcraft which operated

during the night, some twenty-five concentrated on Norwich,

Aircraft from K.G.2 operated from Soesterberg in Holland,
while those from K.G.100 and Grupue IO6 came from
Dinard-Pleurtuit.

Coast.

Enemy crews were briefed to attack any

P.C. Pom 'Y',
Vol. 10.

A.n.I.{K.) Report
No. IOO/19I2.

large factories which were seen or, alternatively, the centre

of the city,
the west and noid^h-west of Norwich and extensive damage was

done to the poorer residential property,
attack varied from several thousand to a few hundred feet,
and shallow dive-bombing, low-level and machine-gm attacks
were carried out.

In fact, the concentration was made against

The height of

No, 12 Group put up fourteen aircraft in

A.W.A.S. BC/16.
A.H.B./IIM/A2/3A.

These sighted several Do,217*s.
P.C. Pom »Y’,
Vol. 10. layer patrols over Norwich,

three of which were attacked but without visible results.

Altogether Fighter Command flew ninety-five interception
sorties.

After an interval of one night, Norwich was again
The raid was bothattacked on the night of 29/30 April,

heavier and more concentrated than on the first occasion.
P.C. Pom 'Y',
Vol. 10.
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About forty-five enemy aircraft were engaged and both the

centre of the city and the St, Giles disti-ict suffered serious

damage.

The firewatching system broke down completely during the

second attack, chiefly because very large numbers of people
had trekked into the surrounding country after the first

ni^t's raid. It was estimated at the time that J,000 people
were made homeless and that out of the totad poptilation of

115»000, some 2(£),000 left the city. This mass and sudden

evacuation placed a considerable strain on the civil defence

authorities but there was no suggestion of panic. In fact,
the general morale of the city seems even to have been improved
by the raids.

Production was naturally affected but this was chiefly
due to the fact that factory workers spent several days
searching for relatives and arranging for them and their own

families to be billeted. Neither of the two large factories -

Messrs. Lawrence and Scotts and Boulton and Patil  - was damaged.

On the previous ni^t, 28/29 April, a force of between
thirty and forty enemy aircraft attacked York, (0 K.G.30 was
first over the target mth the object of raising fires.
Crews were given the railway station as their primary objec
tive and direct hits were obtained on it and the nearby loco

motive depot. There was also a good concentration of high
explosive and incendiary bombs on the northern and central

parts of the city. Between them Nos, 9» "IS and 13 Groups put
up 117 fighters. Three 'cat's eye' Hiirricanes of No. 253
Squadron claimed to have destroyed one Do,217 and two
He.m's, a Beaufighter of No. hOG Squadron claimed the
destruction of a Ju,88 and a Beaxafighter of No, 68 Squadron
claimed the destruction of a Do.217. According to enemy

records only one bomber was lost.

This night was the first occasion on which Tuirbinlite
tactics were practised operationally,(2)
of No. 14.59 Plight obtained a contact on an enemy aircraft,
which was 2,000 feet above it at a range of 10,000 feet, Ihe
Turbinlite aircraft closed and climbed 2,000 feet and obtained

a visual of the enemy at a range of about 4>000 feet, the

airspeed being about 220 m.p.h. The satellite Hurricane of

No, 253 Squadron went forivard and having a clear view of the

enemy at a range of about 2,000 feet, asked the Turbinlite
aircraft not to expose the light,
did not hear this request and exposed the light. The enemy
aircraft showed up clearly and was easily identified as a

Domier, probably a Do,217.
to twelve seconds, although it took violent evasive action by
executing a steep right hand turn on to a reciprocal course.
The Turbinlite finally lost it at about 6,000 feet. Although
the satellite pilot saw the enemy aircraft clearly in the beam

throughout the exposuire, he was unable to get into the firing
position, because he was just getting into position to attack
on his own vistial, when the light came on. He then found

A Tui'binlite Havoc

Unfortunately the latter

It was held in the beam for ten

A. H.B./11/70/234.

Ibid,

A.D.I. (;^) Report
No. 100M942.

P.C. Pom 'Y',
Vol. 10.

See App,No,2.

Report on Ops.
Turblnlltes

F.C. • O.RaB,,
APP. May.
A.H.B./IIM/A2/3A.

Ibid,

(1) The units involved were Gruppe IO6, K,G,2, K.G.lOO,
K.G.30 and K,G.77 from Gruppe 4.

(2) On two previous ni^ts, 14/l5 ard 26/27 April, Turbinlite
teams had flown interception patrols but in both ca.ses
the contacts which were made, faded before the range had

closed sufficiently to expose the light.

SECRET

A.D.I.{K.) Report
No, 100/1942.

F. C.. 0. R. B.,
App. May.
A.H,B,/IIM/A2/3A.
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himself slightly below and very close to the Havoc and woiild

therefore have had to cross over throvigh the beam in order to

attack, as the enemy had dived away to the right,
lite pilot could noi: therefore counter the enemy's violent

evasive tactics and did not open fire.

Altogether since the beginning of the Baedeker raids some
six hundred civilians had been killed and considerable damage

had been suffered by public utilities and jjrivate property.
This was achieved by the German Air Force for the loss of only
sixteen aircraft - thirteen destroyed by fighters and three by
anti-aircraft fire,

tion viras not great but had the raids continued on the same

scale for several weeks the effect might well have become much
more serious,

enemy offensive slackened and when the attack was renewed on

3/4 May* the target was Exeter,

(iii) Further Attacks;

The satel-

The immediate effect on our war produc-

After the second raid on Norwich, hov/ever, the

^0 April/1 May-8/9 May,

A.H.B./11/70/234.

Enemy Documents
A. H, B, 6, end
Night Int. Summ.
No. 7 E. 0., 0. R.B.,
App. May.
A.H.B./IIl-i/A2/3A.

There was a scattered raid on the Tyneside area on the

night of 30 April/1 May by some twenty-five aircraft but the
attack was not concentrated, and no serious damage was done.

During the night, however, a Turbinlite team recorded its

first success at 0142 hours, a Turbinlite Havoc of No. 1459
Flight left Hibaldston with a satellite Hurricane IIC of

No. 253 Squadron, Apart from a lO/lOth layer of low cloud,
the weather was excellent with clear moonlight. An enemy
aircraft was detected and viien the range had closed to 500

yards could easily be identified as a He.111, The Hurricane
pilot attacked from 100 yards before the Turbinlite was
switched on and the He.lll dived into the cloud after which a

fire was seen lighting up the cloud. Strikes had been
observed by both pilots and since the fire died down quickly,
it was assumed the enemy aircraf't had sunk in the sea. The

aircraft was claimed as destroyed. This was the first occa

sion on which a Turbinlite team shot down an enemy aircraft,
although the existence of the Turbinlite did not contribute in

any way to the destruction of the Heinkel,

On the nights l/2 and 2/3 Ma-j the country was completely
free from bombing but on 3/4 May Exeter sustained  a heavy
attack. This proved to be the last of the concentrated
Baedeker raids.

F.C. Form 'Y»,
Vol. 10.

O.R.B.

No, 253 Sqdn.
A.Ii.B./nM/E253/1.

F.C. Form 'Y',
Vol, 10.

At 0045 hours the first of approximately sixty enemy
aircraft appeared from the direction of Caen and Cherbourg,
Flying at heights varying from 9j000 to 20,000 feet, they
crossed the English coast at various points between Poole and

The weather was excel-Torquay and concentrated on Exeter,
lent, so that the raiders had little difficulty in finding the
city and delivering a sharp attack.(l)

Incendiary bombs were dropped during the first eight to

ten minutes and these were followed by high explosive, and
later a mixture of bombs. A certain amount of machine-

gunning and cannon-firing was also reported. Fighter Command

put up eighty-three aircraft to intercept the raiders with some

A. H.B./11/70/234
A.W,A.S. Report.

(1) The alert was soumded at 0145 and the all-clear at 0238,
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four Ju,88's and one Do,217 were claimed as destt̂ yed
success;

and one unidentified enemy aircraft as p2x>bably destroyed

By 9 May the Bomb Census staff had recorded the fall of

166 high explosive, thirty-seven unexploded and at least 5»000
incendiary bombs. Damage due to fires was serious and wide

spread, Several conflagrations occurred, and one in the

centre of the city extended over approximately sixteen acres.

Once a fire caught hold, it spread rapidly for several reasons.

First, the streets in the city were very narrow and even

High Street - the main through traffic artery - was only forty
to fifty feet wide. There were also very few squares, chvirch-

yards or open spaces. Secondly, many of the buildings were

constmcted of timber vd.th only a light stucco facade to

simulate stone. Moreover, since the city was the chief
shopping centre in Devon, most of the bixildings in the centre

contained combustible contents. Finally, a li^t wind from

the north-east was strong enough to spread the fires.

Ibid.

The total civilian casualties were 147 killed, 75
Casualtiesseriously injured and 419 slightly injured,

among the National Fire Service were surprisingly light and

consisted of only tvro men with legs fractured and two wi.th
fractured arms.

Ibid.

On the following night, 4/5 May, two waves of raiders,
totalling some seventy enemy aircraft, made a scattered attack
on the Cowes district of the Isle of Wight, A considerable
wai^t of high explosive bombs was dropped at Cowes but, in
spite of the large nvimber of aircraft, relatively few casual
ties were caused,

in the Baedeker period in two ways. First only a very small

proportion of incendiary bombs were dropped; and secondly
Cowes contained factories of great importance to the war

effort. Several of these were damaged and four workshops of

Messrs, Saunders Roe Ltd, were destroyed.

On the three ni^ts, 5/6 to 7/8 May, the total number of

enemy aircraft operating over the British Isles was only ei^t
and on the 7/8th two of these were destroyed. On the 8/9th,
however, a force of approximately fifty-five enemy aircraft

operated over the eastern parts of Suffolk and Norfolk, Some
fifteen attacked Norwich but on 1 May a mobile barrage of

forty balloons had been deployed in the city and this was

effective protection against the accurate, low-level bombing
•vdiich it had suffered in previous raids. In addition, three

decoy sites had been constructed in the neighbourhood. The
restilt of these two improvements in the city's defences was

that the majority of the bombs fell outside the city and only
slight damage was inflicted. Fighter Command despatched
thirty-seven aircraft on interception patrols and  a He,111 was
attacked by a Bea-ufighter of No, 409 Squadron but no claim was
made.

The attack differed from the other raids

F,C. Form 'Y',
Vol, 10.

A.H.B./IIH1/69.

F.C, Form *Y*,
Vol, 10.

A.W.A.S.

BC/14.
A.H.B./IIH/119/C1.

F.C. Form ’Y‘,
Vol. 10.

This was the last raid of the Baedeker period, although
isolated extensions of this type of attack took place at

Canterbury on 31 May/l June, 2/3 June and 31 October/
1 Novembei', (2)

(1) A Beaufighter of No, 30? Squadron destroyed two of the Ju.88's, one of vtilch
fell near Topsham Barraclcs, Exeter. According to German records eight
bombers failed to return.

(2) See below p. 62.
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(iv) Sirnimajry and Conclusions

During the Baedeker period it was estimated tliat the
enemy flew 716 sorties, against Fighter Command's 1,208 iaiter-

ception sorties. Enemy losses are difficult to assess.
Fighter Command claimed thirty-seven aircraft destroyed, ei^t
prohahly destroyed and twenty-eight damaged| in addition,
Anti-Aircraft Command claimed nine destroyed, one prohahly
destroyed and four damaged,
give a total of thirty-fo\xr aircraft destroyed and eight
damaged hy enemy action over the period. This total does not
include aircraft attacked idiile on the ground but includes

intruder action.(0 Four aircraft

Estimates from German sources

were
those lost by other

F.C., O.R.B
App. May.
A.H.B./IIM/;i2/3A.

• >

and

F.C. Form >Y«,
Vol. 10.

Night Int, Sunan.
No. 7 F.C., O.R.B.,
App, May.
A.H.B./IIM/A2/3A.

Eneiajf Documents
A,H.B.6. Trans.

also lost and two damaged due to operational flying accident

Taking the mean of these figures, it therefore seems likely
that between four and five per cent of the attacking enemy
force was destroyed.

s.

A.lthough such a loss was not prohibitive and for
force with adequate reserves might not even be considered

it represented a considerable strain on the
During the Baedeker

^rio^oth aircraft and crews from the Ergaenzungsgruppen
(Reserve Training Gruppen) were sent to reinforce
Luftflotte 3's long-range bomber and bomber-reconnaissance

This short term xjolicy of reinforcement was doubtless

an air

serioun,
Luftiyaffe's resources at the time.

units,

N.A.D.(A-2) 4.

brought about by the fact that all available trained reserves

required for the Eastern Front, both to resist the
Russian winter offensive and to prepare for the German offen

sive, which opened in June. The use of crews with little
experience over the United Kingdom, however, meant that losses

amongst the Ergaenzungsgruppen were heavy. For example, on

the niglit of "thelAth, during the attack on Exeter, five out
of the seven aircraft lost belonged to the Fourth G-ruppen;
and over the niiole period, sixteen out of the thirty-four
aircraft destroyed by enemy action, were Fourth Gruppen
aircraft. This ims a serious matter for the Luftwaffe, since

the loss of instructors further retarded the training pro

gramme which was already ivell behind schedule.

were

A.M. Pamphlet
No, 2t8, Chap, 8,
pp. ivt-s.

Eneny Documents
A.H.B.6, Trans.

A.H.B./IIG/114 and
A.M. Pamphlet
No. 243, Chap. 8,
p. 196.

The strain on enemy crews - particularly inexperienced
crews - was also considerable,

intruder activity, aircraft fx-equently made two sorties in one

night and one prisoner of war crew reported that they had
carried out seven raids in the course of six nights.

A-part from the effect of

More

A.D. I.(K,) Reports
No. 100/1942 and
No. 12/1946.

over, flying times were increased by the fact that the enemy
invariably operated from bases in Holland and north-west
Prance, instead of the nearer airfields in the Pas de Calais
area.(2)

N.A.D.(42) 4.

Great effoirbs were made to ensure secrecy and the move

ment of enemy aircraft before the raids, was undertaken at low

altitudes and in W/T silence,
also observed during the raids themselves,
ai.rcraft flew from Dinard to attack Norwich on 29/30 April,
they took a circuitous route over Prance to the Belgian coast.

This attention to security was
IWien the enemy

A,D. I.dC.) Reports
No. 100/1942 mid
No. 12/1946,

P.C. Pom 'Y',
Vol. 10.

It also includes daylight losses over in the U.K. but
during the Baedeker period only one enemy bomber was

This was a Ju.88

which was shot down on 25 April by a Hurricane of No, 43

Squadron.
Perhaps because of R.A.P, intruder activity.

claimed to have been destroyed by day.

(1)F.C. Form 'Y*,
Vol. 10.

N.A.D. (42) 2. (2)
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then flew northwards up the North Sea in order to disguise the
objective until the last 5)ossible moment and finally approached
the target from the north-east.

R,A.F. Monograph,
•Balloon Defences

1939-1945', ,
Section 27.

No new schemes of night fighting were introduced to combat

the Baedeker raiders. Apart, however, from the redeployment
of anti-aircraft gms, tliree mobile balloon barrages were
formed. The first of these was in operation over Norwich by
1 May and the remaining at Canterbury and at Salisbury were
operating before the end of the month. By moving these
barrages from place to place and by substituting dummy
barrages, consisting of 'L.Z.’ balloons filled with air for
real barrages, it was also hoped to create the impression on

the enemy that all the Baedeker Target Towns were adequately
protected.

F.c, Op. Instr.
No, 20/1942.
A.H.B./im/A2/3A

and

A.H.B./nH/119/lC.

FC/S.22104/II,
Enel, 24A.

The importance of the balloon barrage as an effective
means of defence against concentrated bombiijg is sometimes
overlooked. Of the thirty-seven towns most heavily attacked
during the year, tvrenty were protected by balloons. The
average raiding efficiencies(l) for these two classes of target
were 38 per cent against those protected and 65 per cent
against those unprotected by balloons. The lack of adequate
defences in and around the Baedeker towns was undoubtedly the
main reason for the high levels of raiding efficiencies during
the Baedeker raids, and the greatest single deterrent to con
centrated bombing appears to have been the presence of a
balloon barrage.

A.W.A. Report
BC/18A.

A.H.B./1IB/47/3.

The effects of the Baedeker raids on our war production
was very slight; nor was it prolonged. Considerable damage
was, however, inflicted upon residential and private property,
in addition to 975 civilians being killed and 87O seriously
injured. Had the raiding continued there is little doubt that
a severe strain would have been thrown on the local adminis

trating authorities. But by the spring of 1942, the German
Air Force in the west was no longer capable of sustaining a

prolonged offensive. Indeed the losses, both in crews and
aircraft, which it suffered dviring the Baedeker raids repre
sented a curtailment of its striking power which it could ill
afford.

A.H.B./1IHI/69.

Perhaps the most significant fact about the raids was that

the primary tasks of the majority of enemy units taking part

(1) The enemy's 'Raiding Efficiency' is defined as the
proportion of H,E. bombs dropped on land within 50 miles
of the target, which fall within the target areas. It

takes no accovint of wastage within the target area nor of

the total weight despatched and should not be confused
with the enemy's overall bombing efficiency. This is
defined as the ratio of the effective weight of bombs
which damaged vulnerable parts of the objective, to the

total weight of bombs despatched from enemy airfields.

Raiding efficiencies of SJfo and 91 were achieved
against Norwich on 27/28 April and 29/30 April, The
average efficiency of the nine attacks at the end of April
and the beginning of May was 74^0. For a specific
example of the efficiency of a balloon barrage see below
P. 175.

A,M,A. Report
BC/15.
A.H.B./irB/47/3.

Ibid,

BC/I8A.
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had previoTosly been attacks on shipping and minelaying, (0
Considering the Luftwaffe* s strength and equipment at the time,
this was a sound military policy. The attacks on non
industrial cathedral cities, however, were a thoTOUghly
uneconomical v/ay of applying the night bombing effort. They
illiistrated both the unsound basis on which German strategical

air planning was then based and once again emphasised the

defects of a system of Command, where political considerations
may be allowed to assume an overriding importance.

Small Scale Widespread Attacks; 9 May-27 July 1942

(i) Enemy Operations,

It is diffic\ilt to find any clear policy behind the
German night operations viiich took place between the close of
the Baedeker raids and the attacks on Birmingham at the end of

July, Although the enemy flew a relatively large nimiber of

sorties - including a substantial number against land targets
in the second half of June - few of the attacks were concen

trated, (2) The slight loss in war production was in fact
occasioned much more by the time lost by the necessity of

taking cover during air raid warnings, than by direct bomb

damage. On the v/hole, the enemy gave increased attention to

shipping, in the form of minelaying and spasmodic, and for
the most part ineffective, attacks on convoys.

During the two weeks follo\7ing the Baedeker redds enemy
activity fell to a low level, probably owing to the strain

•sdiich had been placed on aircrews during the Baedeker raids.

Apart from a scattered attack in the Hull area on 19/20 May
by some thirty aircraft, enemy operations consisted solely of
minelaying sorties off the East coast.

N.A.D.(42) 4.
and

P.C. Form ‘Y’,
Vol. 10.

On the nights of 31 May/1 June, 2/3 and 6/7 Jme,
Canterbury was attacked. On the first raid less than half
of the total of fifty enemy aircraft operating, actually
attacked the city, although the weather was good and the

distance from target to base short. This may have been
caused by the activities of our night fighters. Concentra
tions of both high explosive and incendiary bombs were good.
On 2 June, however, a balloon barrage was deployed over the

city and this had a notable reduction on the ’raiding effi-
2/3 June ?/hich fell from
The third attack on 6/7 Jme

ciency* of the second attac
86 per cent to 24 per cent,

A.W.A. Report BC/15.
A.H.B./nBA7/3.

was not serious. Both in intent and effect the raids vrere

similar to the Baedeker attacks but the damage was by no means

so severe. After the raid on 31 May/l Jtine, the Germaans
described Canterbiory ’ as a strong garrison town and of econo

mic importance as a grain marketing centre. This raid repays
Cologne three-fold. Canterbury burning everywhere.*
’Whether the Germans - particularly those living in Cologne -
believed statements such as this, is unfortunately not
recorded.

n

Ibid.

(1) During the Baedeker period 23 April-9 May, there was not

a single report of enemy minelaying.
During the period 9 May-27 July, it was estimated that
the total number of enemy sorties was 1,440,
sources are not available,

•Raiding Efficiency* is defined above p. 54.

German

N.A.D. (12) 1 and 7.
F.C. Form >Y*,
Yol. 10.

(2)

(3)
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Out of the total of eighty-five enemy aircraft operating
during the three nights night fighters claimed five destroyed,
three probably destroyed and t-wo damaged,
probably excessive, although on all three nights, night
filter activity seems to have had a marked effect on the

standard of bombing accuracy.

These claims were

Enemy Documents
A.H.B.6, Trans.

Apart from these attacks, during the period
2i!f May-17 June, the enemy appeared to be taking someirfiat half
hearted anti-invasion measures. Enemy minelaying aircraft

N.A.D. (A2) 4.

were reported either in the Thames Estuary or off the Sussex-

Hampshire coast on eight ni^ts and on fo\ar, shipping in

South-western Approaches was unsuccessfially attacked, (1)
24/25 May and 3/4 June the Poole Harboiur area was attacked but
the raids were not concentrated and the damage caused was not

serious,

‘starfish’) v/as lit on Brownsea Island and succeeded in
attracting no less than I8 tons, or nearly cne third, of the

total weight of high explosives dropped that night.

the

On

On the first occasion a decoy fire (known as a

Ibid,

A.W.A. Report
BC/15.
A.H.B./IIB/47/3,

During the second half of June, the enemy launched a

series of small attacks on land targets, chiefly those which

were situated near the coast. The attacks were curious, in

that they were extremely widespread and bombs fell at sijoh

widely dispersed places that it was difficult, except in one

case (the attack on Weston-super-4Jare on 28/29 June),
determine the enemy’s objective. The enemy also employed new

tactics. His aircraft approached the coast in a tightly
packed mass but spread out over a wide area on crossing the

coast. This was presumably an attempt to defeat our
G.C.I./A.I. method of interception by satirration and was
partially successful.

The raid on Weston-super-Mare on 28/29 June was carried
out by about forty enemy aircraft. The first of these crossed
the coast at Sidmouth at 0143 hours and the last departed at

0255 hours. The attack was thus concentrated, during which

thirty to forty heavy calibre high explosive bombs were dropped
and at least seventy fires were started. Only one of the

raiders was claimed to have been destroyed by a Beaufi^ter of

No, 307 Squadron,

to

N.A.D. (42) 4.

P.C. Form ’Y’,
Vol. 10.

The other attacks, lAhich caused little damage, were
carried out against the following areas

June 21/22.
24/25.
26/27.
27/28.
29/30.

July 1/2.

Southampton.
East Anglia and Midlands.
Norwich,

Axminster and Weston-super-Mare,
Tees-side and Midlands.

South Wales and South-West Eingland,

N.A.D. (Zf2) 4.

Out of a total number of 254 enemy sorties during the seven
raids. Fighter Command claimed to have destroyed thirteen
aircraft.

F.C. Form *Y’,
Vol. 10.

During Jiily the majority of the enemy effort was again
switched to the East coast. Small scale bombing attacks were

(1) Minelaying took place on 30/31 May, 6/7, 7/8, 8/9, IO/II,
13/14, 14/15 and 15/16 June; shipping attacks on
29/30 May, 13/14, 15/16, 16/17 and 17/18 June,

SKRET

F.C. Form ’Y*,
Vol. 10.
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carried out against Tyne and Tees-side on three nights (6/7,
East Anglia on four (11/12,
Enemy minelayers also operated

on several occasions both in the Thames Estuary and in the

outer Bristol Channel*

(ii) Improved Interception Results

During the’ period 9 May-27 July, Fighter Command claimed
the destruction of sixty-one enemy aircraft.(l)
itself is not remarkable but vdien the monthly totals are com

pared it vd.ll be seen that the night fighter force was meeting
ivith increasing success,
clear.

7/8 and 25/26 July) and against
21/22, 2^23 and 23/21^ July).

The claim in

The following table makes this

Ibid, and

N.A.D. (42) 4
and 7»

Percentage

1  of Enemy
i  Attacking
I  Force

‘  Destroyed

Total No, I Enemy Aircraft
Destroyed by
Fighters

Enemy
Sorties

4
1I

0.6N.A.D. (42)
2, 4 and 7,

318 2'  February
I  May 9-51
:  June 1-30

I  July 1-27

I
I

1.6580 9

760 24 3

6,42844^, i

It is Tjsnfortunately not possible to compare these claims with

figures from German sources. Even, however, if Fighter
Command’s claims were in excess of the aircraft actually

destrxjyed, it seems plain that in July, night fighters vrore

destroying a very much greater percentage of the enemy attack

ing force, than they had been, during the earlier part of the

year.

In theThe reason for this, steady increase was twofold,
first place, it was much easier to intercept enemy aircraft,
when they were making overland sorties at medium altitudes,
than virhen they were operating at low altitudes, some distance

out to sea. During the second quarter of 1942 the enemy made

approximately nine times the number of overland sorties as he

made in the first quarter of the year.(2) Moreover, ’cat's-
eye' fighters, using searchlight controlled methods of inter

ception, coiild be employed against overland raiders, in addi
tion to the G.C.I./A.I. fighters.

Secondly, A,I, supplies had improved and by the end of

June, one Beaxofighter squadron and two Mosquito squadrons were

equipped with A, I, Mark V,
A.I, Mark VII had been introduced into the night-fighter force

and by June four squadrons possessed one flight each of air

craft equipped with the new version,
of the Mark VII equipment was that it enabled interceptions to
be carried out at much lower altitudes than either the Mark V

or earlier versions.

Indeed, so successful was the G.C.I./A.I. method of
interception proving, that the Air Officer Commanding of

No, 11 Grcup foimd it necessary on 5 July to issue a reminder

In addition, the 10-centimetre

One of the advantages

W.3.D.

Outgoing Flimsies
Mo. 13.

N.A.D. (42) 4.

(1) This total and the totals which follow do not, of course,
include intruder claims or claims for aircraft probably

destroyed.
(2) 1268 (April-June) as against 143 (January-March),

SECRET

H.Q, F.C. Int.
Estimates.
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•Itof the value of searchlight methods of interception,

seems*, he said, 'that there is a tendency to treat this (i.e.
searchlight) method of interception as primarily for prac
tices, and there is a danger that as soon as enemy aircraft

approach, all efforts are concentrated on G.C.I. or C.H.L.
interceptions and the possibilities of Searchlight intercep
tions are overlooked.I

FC/S.23289,
Enel. 12/4A.

Thus by the middle of 1942 the night-fighter force was

exacting a steady and mounting toll of enemy raiders over this

country,

which the Luftwaffe was suffering on the Eastern Front but in

view of the lack of replacements, either in aircraft or air

crews, for the West, they ensured that a heavy and sustained
air offensive by the Luftwaffe against the United Kingdom
was, temporarily at least, out of the question,
preclude the possibility of occasional heavy raids against
this country and the effects of the three such raids on

Birmingham must now be considered.

These losses were not large compared with those.

This did not

27/28, 29/30 and_ 30/31 July 1 942The Raids on Eirmin^am;

In 1942 Birmingham dominated the country* s output of light
metal alloy products and non-ferrous metals, with special
extrusion plants and rolling mills,
try was also largely represented and manufactured products
included transport vehicles, complete aircraft, aircraft
components, armaments and ammunition and various semi-finished
products,
and was therefore from the German point of view a target of

major importance.

The machine tool indus-

It contained more than three hundred key points

On Goering's personal orders, and as a result of Bomber
Command's successf\il attack on Hamburg on 26/27 July, a raid
was carried out on 27/28 July, Originally only this raid was

planned but the enemy was stung into carrying out two further

attacks at short notice, after another severe raid on Hamburg
28/29 July, These took place on the nights 29/30 and

30/31 July, Evidence from crashed aircraft and prisoner of
war sources indicated that at least eleven Gruppen took part7

An interesting feature of the raids was the concentration of

enemy aircraft at a smaill number of bases for the commencement

of the sorties, IV/K.G,4, IV/K.G,40, III/K,G.53, IV/K,G,55
and I]/K.G,100 all started from Chartres; Gruppe IO6, which
had recently transferred from Dinard-Pleurtuit to Chateaudm,
joined III/k,G,26 at Rennes; while K,G.2 started from Deelen
and II/K,G,40 from Soesterberg, This enabled a pincer move
ment to be made on Birmingham, the aircraft from Chartres and

Rennes approaching the target from the west and those from

Deelen and Soesterberg from the east.

On 27/28 July, the aircraft from Prance skiirted Land's End
and flew northwards up St, George's Channel, finally turning
east over central Vfales, Those of III/k,G.26, for example,
hugged the Irish coast and pin-pointed their position by the
Tusker Rook, Blackwater and Arklow Light, Plying heists
varied and were left to the discretion of individual crews,
but the majority flew up the St, George's Channel at sea-level.

on

A.M. Pamphlet
Ho; 248, Chap. 8,
p. 196.

A,D. I.(K.) Report
No, 228/1942.

Ibid,

(1) These were:- II, III, IV/k.G.2, IV/K.G.4, III/K.G.26,
IV/K.G.40, III/K.G.53, IV/K.G.55, rv/K.G.77, IIA.G.IOO
and Gruppe IO6.

A.D.I.(K.} Report
Ho. 228/1942.
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Bombs were releasedclimbing to pa-ss over Central Wales,
from 8,000 to 10,000 feet (i,e. from above the balloon barrage)
and the retxim to base was made via the Norfolk coast at very-

low heights to avoid night fighters and heavy A.A, guns,
aircraft from Holland made landfall at the Wash, flew west

wards at 9j000 to 1 2,000 feet and ha-ving carried out their

bombing at that height, returned to base, by the same route at

about 2,000 feet.

TheIbid,

A.H.B./IIH1/11, The raid consisted mainly of an incendiary attack and
lasted over two heir's. Many fir'es were started and several

factories, including the Aero Works at Castle Bromwich, were

damaged. Nevertheless, the attack was not concentrated
either in time or place, and -widespread bombing also occurred

in East Anglia and in south and south-west England. Fighter
Command flew 168 interception sorties and out of the estimated

number of sixty enemy aircraft operating, claimed eight
destroyed, six probably destroyed and five damaged. Accord

ing to enemy records seven bombers failed to return.

A.H.3./IIH1/69.

F’.C. Form »Y»,
A.H.B./IIM/A2/3A.

The second raid on 29/30 July was the heaviest of the
stimated that over a hundred enemy aircraft

They used the same routes as on the first
three,

were employed,
raid but the concentration was better, althou^^ bombs were

also reported in Wales, Lancashire, the North Midlands,
East Anglia and London,
serious and 363 fires -were reported,
which were damaged included United Wire Works,
Metropolitan Carriage Y/brks, B.S.A. Small Arms, Wolseley Motors
and the Nechells Gas Yforks,

It wa;
1

In Birmingham the fire position was
Factories and works

There were also serious fires at

A.H.B./IIH1/69.

a.h.b./iih;/ii.

the Railway Station and the B.B.C. studio. During the course

of the two raids 198 civilians were killed and 480 seriously
injured. On 29/30th Pigliter Command,fleTir l63 interception
patrols and claimed three enemy aircraft destroyed, t-wo pro
bably destroyed and six damaged. Four enemy aircraft were

also claimed as destroyed by the guns of Anti-Aircraft
Command, Actual German losses appear to have been six
bombers.

F.c. Fora »y».

A.H.B,/IIM/A2/3A.

On the folloi-Tlng night, 30/31 July, a smaller force of
approximately fortjr-five enemy aircraft again launched an

attack on the Birmingham area,
was shortened, however, and the aircraft from the French
bases crossed the English coast between St, Alban’s Head and

Weymouth, -while the aircraft from Holland approached as before
over the Norfolk coast.

The approach to the target

The attack was to be devoted to

A,D,I.(K.) Report
Ho, 228/19i)2,

A.W.A.S. BC/16.
A.H.B./IIB/47/3.

indiscriminate bombing and of the ten tons of bombs dropped,
the majority fell outside the city in the Wolverhampton and
Walsall areas. Neither damage nor casualties were serious.

The total claims for the three raids were twenty-three
enemy aircraft destroyed (including six by anti-aircraft

), nine probably destroyed and fourteen damaged. Germguns an

documents give the losses for the period as twenty-oneEnein/ Documents
A. H« B, 6.

(1) The estimated number of enemy aircraft operating on

27/28 July corresponds very closely to estimates derived
from German sources, but the estimate of 100 aircraft on

29/30 July -would appear to be some-what high unless K.G,2
had an almost ^00fo serviceability rate of its initial
establishment on this raid,

available for this latter date.
German figures are not

Enemy Doraments
A.H.B.6, Trans.
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aircraft destroyed and three damaged, in addition to seven

destroyed and three damaged due to operational flying accidents.

At least ten per cent of the attacking force was therefore
destroyed "by night fighters. This was a satisfactory achieve

ment by Fighter Comiaand and may have been the decisive factor,
v/hich governed the cessation of large scale raids on this

country.

The raid on 29/30 July ■'ms the heaviest attack on this
country since the attack on Bath on 25/26 April, But the
raids on Birmin^am are of interest not primarily because of
the damage which they caused but because they represent the peak
of the German Air Force's capabilities at this time. As with
the Baedeker raids, crews from the Reserve Fourth Gruppen were
employed. IV/k.G.53» for example, detailed five of its nine
instructor crews to take part; two of these were lost, one on
27/28 and another on 30/31 July, As an example of how vinits
were pressed into service a prisoner related that on the night
of 29/30 July, Oberst Harlinghausen had planned a torpedo opera
tion for III/K.G,26, which had recently arrived from a torpedo
coiirse in Italy. When the Birmingham raid was ordered,
Harlinghausen telephoned Goering requesting permission to
continue with the torpedo operation, but permission was refused.
The Gruppe flew on the raid and lost foiir experienced crews,

Althou^ the raids were carried out in bright moonlight,
the standard of bombing accuracy was poor, so that in spite of
the number of enemy aircraft used, the damage was not severe.
Moreover, although the attacks v/ere primarily delivered against
military targets, it is impossible not to feel that, as in the
case of the Baedeker attacks, the strategical conception of air
warfare had once more become subordinated to political
expediency.

P.C. int. Sunm.
No, 31*8 F.C.,
O.R.B., App.,
July.
A,K.B./IIM/A2/3A.

A.D, I.(K.) Report
No. 228/191*2.

Ibid,

A.W.A.S. BC/16,
A. H.B./1 IB/47/3.

The Decline in Enemy Night Bombing; Ai^st-September 1942

(i) Enemy Operations;
Force.

Internal Problems in the German Air

In spite of the exaggerated accounts which Hitler's
Propaganda Ministry gave of the terrible destruction -vdiich the
Luftwaffe was bringing to one British city after another, it
was becoming increasingly obvious to the German High Command
that night bombing was neither preventing heavy and growing
Royal Air Force attacks on Germany nor seriously affecting
British war production,
were becoming increasingly costly.

Moreover, the enemy's night attacks

From June onwards, therefore, the number of overland day
sorties was constantly increased, largely at the expense of the
night effort.

A.W.A. Report
BC/16.
A. H.B./118/47/3.

I  No. of Ni^t
I  Sorties
:  (overland)

No. of Day
Sorties

(overland)
Total

overland 1
-  1

5304j0O 130June

July
' August

536383 153
6203W 279

During August a series of small scale attacks on the East
coast took place and bombs were dropped over widespread areas
causing little damage. On 20/21 August Portsmouth was bombed
by fifteen enemy aircraft with little effect. This attack may

P.C. Perm »Y»,
0. R« B. , App.,

A.H.B./IIM/A2/3A,
Aus.
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N.A.D. (42) 7. have been a resialt of the Dieppe Raid. The number of enemy

minelayers operating also fell from ninety-t!iree in July to
twenty-eight sorties in August, During September the total

number of enemy night overland sorties fell to 105, the
On the nights of 1/5 andlowest figure since February.

Ibid, and

F.C, Form »Y»,
O.R.B., App.,
Sept,
A.H.B./IIN/A2/3A,

8/9 September,, propaganda leaflets of the Dieppe raid were

dropped in the Portsmouth and Chichester areas and tvro small
raids were made, on districts in Cornwall on 224/25 and

25/26 September, J/Iinelaying sorties during the month fell

to a paltry eleven.

Ibid.

This sharp decline in enemy activity was a clear indi
cation of the failing strength and effectiveness of the

German night-bomber force. Losses of German bombers over

this country had steadily increased during the year and in

particular those suffered during the raids on Birmingham and
the Dieppe raid were serious,
training programme for bomber aircrew was becoming dis

organised.
Baedeker and Birmingham raids had caused, difficulties and in

the sumrfler of 1942, the problem was aggravated by a shortage
of aircraft fuel, which resulted in a curtailment of flying
hours in bomber training. By the end of the year these
factors together with the necessity of sending emergency
reinforcements in an attempt to relieve the encircled
Sixth Army at Stalingrad, brought about a critical situation

for the German bomber force, from which it never fully
recovered. In the late simamer of 1942, however, the most

noticeable effect was a serious drop in the operational
strengths of the bomber units based in the West,
average operational strength of K.G.2, for example, in

January was eighty-eight crews: in September it was twenty-
three. Moreover, any losses suffered were becoming
increasingly difficult to replace,

(ii) Interception Results; Reorganisation of Tvubinlite
Flights

During August and September night fighters destroyed
thirty enemy aircraft. This represented about three per
cent of the total enemy force operating against the United

Kingdom,
cent for July, may be explained by the greater number of

overland sorties during that month. Difficulties in inter

cepting the low-flying enemy bomber still existed, although
aircraft which were equipped v/ith A, I, Mark VII were meeting
with some success. For exaDiple, on 19/20 September, a

Beaufighter of No, 25 Squadron engaged and probably destroyed
, a Do, 217 100 miles east of the-Tyne. (I)

In addition to this, the

The use of Ergaengsgruppen crews during the

The

The fall, compared with the figure of over six per

A.M. Famphlet
No. 2li8f
Chap, 9,
pp. 204-5.

A.II. Pamphlet

No, 2UB, Chap. 8,
p. 196 and
N.A.D. (242) 7.

A.H.B./11G/1124.

N.A.D. (42) 7.

F.C. Form «Y',
O.R.B., App.,
Sept.
A.H.B./IIM/A2/3A.

The Turbinlite scheme continued to remain something of a

•white elephant’. On 15 July the Air Officer Commanding-in-
Chief reported to the War Cabinet that Turbinlite aircraft

meeting with little success in the face of the tacticswereFC/S.221024yiI, '
Enel. 52A. then being employed by the enemy and that no real opportunity

had occurred for assessing their true worth. He preposed,
therefore, that they should be given a further three months
trial before taking any decision as to their fiirther
employment.

Enenw Documents
A.H.B.6, Trans.

(1) Confirmed by .German records.
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A.M. File

C.S. 2110,
End, 56a and
N.A.D. (l^) 7.

On 1 September, however, the Turbinlite flights were
reformed into ten Turbinlite squadrons, composed of 6 plus 1
Boston Turbinlite aircraft and 6 plus 1 Hurricane IIC satellite

fighters.(l) This change was made necessary, since all but
three of the Hvirricane squadrons, vsdiich were previously
employed as satellite fighters, had been posted overseas. In

addition, it was thought that a closer degree of co-operation
might produce better results. Continued inactivity and lack

of success was reacting adversely on the Turbinlite crews, who
were beginning to lose faith in the Turbinlite scheme. Even

allowing for the much greater nuaber of A*I. sorties flown

(and hence detections) the following figures prove the marked
superiority of the A,I, Mark VII equipped over the Turbinlite
aircraft,

PC/s.27050,
Min. 97.

Eeriqd'
1 April-
30 Sept.

Com

bats
: Prob, I
Best, ii

Detec

tions
Visuals  DamagedDestroyed 1

A. I. Mark
ipc/s. 27050. 28 14215 95 59 11VII

Turbin-

lites 38 2511 1

In spite of the fact that where possible Turbinlite air

craft were given priority over A,I. fighters, the latter were

destro3ring more than five times the number of enemy aircraft

for an equivalent number of detections. Nevertheless, the

Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief was reluctant to disband the

new organisation, until the value of composite squadrons coiald
be tested.

Ibid,
Min. 98.

Thus by September, German night operations against the
United Kingdom had fallen to a low level; nor was there any
likelihood of stronger attacks being launched in the near
future. Prom the German point of view, the chief aim during
the remaining three months of 1 942 was to prevent the inciarring
of further losses.

A.H.B./1IG/IIU.

Fxnrther Reduced Activity; October-December 1 942

(i) Enemy Operationsand Interception Results

Enemy night activity against the United Kingdom dtiring the
last three months of 1 942 was on a smaller scale than at any
time since before the night attacks began in the autumn of

1 94G. During October and November only 199 enemy aircraft
were plotted within forty miles of the coast, excluding the

Shetlands area. Small scale raids were made on Tyneside and

on the East Midlands area; each on tvro occasions in October;
while on 31 October/l November Canterbury was again attacked.
During the idiole of November only two enemy sorties overland

were reported, and in December the number only rose to thirty-
two. There was also little enemy minelaying activity,
although the sixty-nine minelaying sorties in December repre
sented more than half the total enemy night effort during the
month.

12)

N.A.D. (42)12.

F.C. Form 'Y*,
O.R.B., App., Dec.
A.H.B./nM/A2/3A.

N.A.D. (43) 1.

Order of Battle,
3 Sept. 19142.

F.C. Form »Y»,
App., Dec.

A.H.B./niVA2/3A.

(55692)90

1) Nos, 550-539 Squadrons.
2) Tyneside on 1l/l2 and I6/17 October: East Midlands on

21/22 and 24/25 October.
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The raid on Canterhinry on 31 October/1 Nofveinber vras the
heaviest during the period and followed an afternoon attack

which has already been described.(1) The night attack opened
when foTxrteen enemy aircraft approached Canterbury from the

south-east at 2000 hours. In spite of the fact that the

balloon barrage was rising and had only reached about 1,000
feet, the raiders did not descend below 4j000 feet. The

attack was not pressed home and only two bombs fell within the

Borough boundary. At 0039 hours a second wave of twelve air

craft made a further attack, i^iiich was slightly more success

ful but on neither occasion was there any severe damage

caused. During the night Fighter Command flew 113 inter
ception patrols and three Beaufighters of No. 29 Squadron
destroyed fo\ar Do,217’s.

Altogether night fighters claimed the destruction of
seven enemy aircraft between October and December,
centimetre type of A,I, Mark VII continued to prove its

superiority over the earlier versions as these figures for
October and November show:-

The 10-

A.W.A, Report

A.K.B./IIB/47/3.

F.C. Fonn 'Y',
0.R.B
A.H.B

German Documents

A.H.B,6,

App,, Oct,
.7nfi/A2/3A and

N.A.D. (A2) 12.
I

;  i I Enemy
Visuals 'Combats | Aircraft

DestroyedI

Attempted i

Inter- j
coptions I

!

! A.I.

Contacts
T

!
^ A.I. Mks.

I  IV and V
I A.I. Mk.
'  VII

3 1445 151

68 51731

Trials with the new Mark VIII set had meanvdiile been satis

factory and it was hoped to equip two Beaufighter squadrons
vri-th this version in January 1943. Mosquitos equipped with

A.I. Mark VIII were also expected to be in •peration before

the end of February 1943.

The sharp decline in the proportion of enemy aircraft
destroyed in the last three months of the year -, seven out of

an estimated total of 385 enemy sorties - may be explained by

the relatively few number of enemy overland sorties. More

than seventy per cent of the total enemy night effort con

sisted of minelaying and anti-shipping sorties, Ytiich were
much more difficult to intercept than overland attacks.' The

poorer weather was also a hindrance to successful interception,

(ii) Failure_of Searchlight Aided Interception System

The interception method using searchlights and 'Fighter
Boxes', which was inaugurated in November 1941^ has already
been described.(2) It achieved little success throughout
the year. During the four months from July to October, for

example, 291 'boxes' were manned on thirty-five nights but

the result was only one enemy aircraft probably destroyed,
Ins'ufficient evidence made it difficult to assess with any

accuracy the causes of this failure but d-uring September and

October the system failed on approximately 80 per cent of the

occasions to give the fighter aircraft adequate indication of

the locality of the target, A further ten per cent of the

failures were prx)bably attributable to bad weather conditions.

Ibid.

PC/S. 22104/II,
Enel. 61A.

N.A.D.(42) 12.
and (43) 1.

F.C., O.R.S.,
Report No, 417.
A.H.D./II/39/2.

F. C. j 0. R. S.
Report No. 399.
A.H.B./II/39/2.

Ibid.

(1) See above Chap, 3> P* 29.
(2) See above p. 4-0.
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On the whole, the lack of success seemed to be due to purely
internal causes and not to the inexpertness of the personnel

It was not, however, due to a lack ofapplying the scheme,
S.L.C. equipment and the nunber of S.L.C. equipped searchlights
steadily increased throioghout the year. (1)

F.A.D. (42)
7 and 12.

The scheme was, nevertheless, not abandoned and in
Decariber a report by the Operational Research Section at

Fighter Command recommended that future searchlight intercep
tion operations should be recorded in a more complete and
standardised form. In this way, it was hoped that the causes

of failure could be discovered and rectified,

(iii) Simplification of the Night Air Defence System

At a meeting of the Night Air Defence Committee of the

War Cabinet on 17 December, the Prhne Minister decided that the

time had come to simplify the night air defence system and to

concentrate on those measures, which experience had shown to be
most effective,

and Albino schemes were abolished.

By October the technical advances which had been made in
A.I. methods of interception left the Turbinlite system with

few advantages,
agreed that it would be unwise to abandon the scheme prema
turely, but suggested that plans should be drawn up for using
the resources employed in the Turbinlite scheme, should it

eventually be decided to scrap the project.
17 October, it was decided to abolish the scheme and the ten

squadrons were officially disbanded on 25 January 1943. A
small unit equipped with Boston III Turbinlite aircraft and
satellite fighters was, however, retained at Heston for experi
mental purposes, in case a change in the tactical or technical
situation should make it necessary to re-establish the

Ttirbinlite squadrons.

The Air Officer Coramanding-in-Chief asked that six
Mosquito Intruder aircraft should be added to each of the ten

ex-Tiorbinlite squadrons, so that these could then be used for

manning the searchlight boxes in the event of heavy attacks on

this country or for offensive operations diiring periods of

enemy inactivity,
December,

On this date, therefore, both the Turbinlite

On 13 October the Night Air Defence Oommittee

Finally on

This was agreed to by the Air Ministry in

F.C. , O. R. S.J
Report No, 399.
A.H.B.yn/39/2.

FC/S.2210yiI,
Enel, 55A and
N.A.D. (/j2)
3rd Meeting,

N.A.D. (43) 1.
and

A.M. File

O.S. 2110,
Enel, 82A,

N.A.D. (2^2) 12.

PC/S.2210iJlI
Enol, 81A.

Albino was the code name given to a free balloon barrage
which was established in the London, Birmingham, Bristol,
Portsmouth, Liverpool and Hull areas on 10 September 1941 and
was ready to be launched with a favourable wind,(2) The scale
of enemy attacks, however, did not justify a release and by
October 1942 the rubber in most of the balloons had so deterio
rated that new balloons would have been required, if the scheme

N.A.D. (42) 9.

(1)
N.A.n. (Ij2)
7 and 12.

30 May i 1 September 1 December

j
j  No, of S.L.C,
j  Searchlights

Operationally j
Deployed ;  J,521

(2) A short history of the development of Albino is given at
FC/S.22104/11, Enel. 70A.

2,7152,172
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was to have been continued. Moreover, by this time the

training and equipment of the night-fighter squadrons enabled

them to operate successfully'’ in much poorer weather condi
tions than -was the case -viiien Albino was introdijced. At a

meeting of the Night Air Defence Committee on 17 Deoember 1 %2
the First Lord of the Admiralty urged the Albino should be
retained on a reduced scale as an alternative to our other

means of defence but the Prime Minister decided that Albino

had been given a fair trial and that the scheme was using too
much manpower. There was also the possibility that were

Albino used, it would cause more damage to our own aircraft

operating over enemy occupied territory than t© enemy bombing
or minelaying aircraft. Albino was therefore abolished on

22f December, Petard, the free barrage for use against enemy
minelaying aircraft in the Thames Estuaiy had already been
abolished t^vD months earlier. (0

N.A.D. (42)
4th Mee-ting.

N.A.D. (43) 1.
FO/S.2210yiI,
Enol, 66a,

N.A.D. (4S) 1
and

PC/S.2210yiI,
Enel, 81A.

By the end of 1942 the A.I./C.C.I. method of interception
was thoroughly pix)ven.
coming into service, were more efficient at low altitudes
than the earlier type and with a high standard of training of

the ni^t fighter crews and good co-operation -with ground
stations, interceptions could and were being effected some
distance out to sea.

’sdiich wereThe new versions of A.I•»

The success of radar interception
The problemtherefore allowed other methods to be dropped,

of identification, however, remained and throu^out the year
the Ni^t Air Defence and Interception Committees discussed
the possible air-to-air use of infra red lights and tele-

Trials with infra red equipment in October gavescopes,

N.A.D. Papers

passim.

Air Int, Comn.

28 Oct. 19/42.
A.H.3./II/69//46.

some promise of success and it was found that a night-fighter
could easily identify a friendly aircraft at a range of 4,500
to 5,000 feet. The infra red system was never operated,
however, as I.P.P. (identification Friend or Foe) Mark III
had been successfully developed by this time and  a start was

to be made equipping all day-filter aircraft on
1 February 1943*

R.A.F. >tonograph:
'Royal Air Force
Signals In The

Second VJorld War',
Vol. Y, Part 11,
Chap. 7.

General Summary and Conclusions

During 1942 it was estimated that German aircraft flew
2,369 night overland sorties against the United Kingdom and
on 158 nights dropped a total of 2,710 tons of bombs, April
was the month of the heaviest ni^tbombing -with 815 tons and

April and May together received approximately half the total

wei^t of bombs dropped by night during the year. When it is

remembered that the bomb weight dropped in one night on

Coventry on 1h/l5 November 1940 amounted to more than 500
tons, it will be seen that the night air offensive against the
United Kingdom in 1942 was of modest proportions. (2)

A.W.A. Report
BC/18A.
A.H.B./n3//47/3.

A.H.B./nH1/69.

The most frequently attacked town was Yarmouth but the

most heavily bombed were the Baedeker cities of Bath, Norwich,
Exeter and Canterbury,

diary and high explosive bombs, both in space and time, were

achieved in most of the Baedeker raids and damage, particu
larly to residential and private property, was in some cases

Considerable concentrations of inoen-
A.W.A. Report
BC/18A.
A.H.B./nB//47/3.

1) See below Chap, 5, p» 78 et seq.
2) During June. and July 1 942 R.A.F. Bomber Command dropped

more than 14>000 tons on German targets or more than
five times the tonnage dropped by the German Air Force
in the course of the ■whole year.

A.M. War Room
Manual of Bomber
Coramand Operations,
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severe. The effect on our war production or potential, how

ever, was negligible. Three raids were carried out against
Birmingham at the end of July, the first of these on the

27/28th being notable for the fact that this was the first
occasion on which more than a hundred enemy aircraft had flown

overland since July 1941.
Baedeker cities, ports and coastal towns were the main targets
for night attacks.

During the first and last three months of the year, the

major proportion of the enemy offensive was directed against
shipping, either in the form of direct attack or by minelaying,
but an assessment for the whole year shows that out of the

5,729 sorties flown, 43 per cent were against land targets,
32 per cent against shipping and 25 per cent were devoted to

minelaying.

During the coiarse of the year Fighter Command aircraft
flew over 16,000 night sorties.(I)
to assess with any accuracy,
advanced by Fighter Command:-

Apart from Birmingham and the

German losses are difficul

Ibid.

t

The following claims were

Probably
Damaged

8133124A.I. Fighters
'Cat's eye’ Fighters
Turbinlite and

Satellites

Intruders(2)

M.A.D. (/j2) 2, k,
7, 12 and
N.A.D. (/j3) 1.

1114 3

1

45743

137182 43

Enemy records give German Air Force losses as:-

Long Range and Reconnaissance Bomber Losses by Day and by
’Ni’^t'~a^gainst~Uhi'ted'Mngd6m~X^exclu<34ng losses against
shipping)

Enemy Documents
A* H« 3* 6*

Not due to Enemy Action

Destroyed Damaged
Due to Enemy Action
Destroyed Dainaged

8146 39205

Even although the German daylight bombing effort represented
only one seventh of the combined day and night total, Fighter
Command's claims of enemy

somewhat optimistic,(^)
approximately 150 enemy aircraft were destroyed.

Fighter Command's own losses amounted to forty aircraft
destroyed over Great Britain by night during the year.

Statistics, however, relating to sorties, bomb weights and

losses provide only one part of the picture of the night

aircraft destroyed would seem to be
But it seems reasonable to assume that

A.W.A.S. Estimates

A.H.B./IIB/47/3.

A.W.A.S. Survey
Ho. 1,233.
A.H.B./IIB/47/3.

(1) Intruder claims are included since they occur in the
German totals of losses.

(2) A.W.A.S. gives an estimate of' 178 enemy aircraft destroyed
by night, of v/hich 12*D were destroyed overland. (Report
published in March 1943)•

Report BC/G/10.
A.H.B./IIB/47/4
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Behind thedefences and German attacks during the year,
scattered and for the most part ineffective raiding by the
German Air Force, there lay the threat of heavier attacks.
And there is little doubt that if German arms had met with

success in Russia and the Mediterranean, air operations
against Great Britain would have been on a much greater scale.

The question of -vrfiether Pi^t Command followed  a policy of
over-insurance is considered elsewhere in this narrative;(1)
but it is perhaps worth remembering that the Allied victories
in Russia and in North Africa could not be foretold at the

beginning of the year.

The size of the night-fighter force fluctuated slightly
as squadrons were withdrawn from service overseas but remained

at about twenty-five squadrons throughout the year,
December, it consisted of twelve Beaufighter squadrons in the

line, two Beaufighter squadrons reforming, six Mosquito
squadrons and three single-engined squadrons eqiiipped with
either Hurricanes or Typhoons,
intruder squadrons equipped with Boston III's and Mosquitos.
Progress was made in the sphere of re-equipment rather than

expansion, the later marks of Beaiofighters and Mosqiiitos
taking the place of Beaufighter I's, Defiants and Boston Ill's.

By the end of the year, for example, there were no first line

Defiant sqioadrons, although six had existed in January.

In

In addition, there were two

FC/S. 22104/11,
Enel. 79A.

The A.I./G.C.I. method was easily the most successful
form of night defence. The Turbinlite system brought few

advantages to the interception problem and the scheme was

abandoned at the end of the year; and the 'cat's eye'
fighter, which in previous years had achieved limited success,
was overshadowed by the technicel improvements of A.I. inter

ception, vAiich no longer made the defending fighter dependent
upon bright moonlight or illumination by searchlights. More

over, A.I. Mark VII, which was first introduced into the

night-fighter force in the spring, had a much better low

altitude performance than the earlier versions and so helped
to solve the problem of intercepting enemy aircraft, which

operated at low altitudes some distance out to sea (i.e,
beyond the normal G.C.I. station's range),
were difficult to intercept but some success was achieved by
using C.H.L. stations with their greater range.

Throughout the ^/-ear the progress in night fighting
results was paralleled, apart from the 'Baedeker' and
Birmingham raids, by a steady decline in the strength and
effectiveness of German attacks. This decline was largely

caused by internal strains in the German Air Force, but even

if the enemy had been able to mount much stronger attacks,
there is no doubt that he would have suffered heavy casual

ties, For the raids on Birmingham showed that, even when

the enemy was operating in some strength overland. Fighter
Command was capable of destroying more than ten per cent of

the attacking force.

Such aircraft

I'or Fighter Command the year was thus largely one of
If there were noconsolidation and unremitting patrol work,

spectacular achievements. Fighter Command's success must be

measured not by the number of enemy aircraft destroyed, but

by the relatively few occasions on which British towns and
industries vrere troubled by nig;ht air attacks,
sxiccess was due in no small way to scientific progress, and

in particular, to the development and production of radar

interception equipment.

And this

(l) See below Chap. 9*
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ClifcFTI^R 5

TilE AIR DEEENCE OP SHIPPING IN HOME. WATERS

Introduction

The main burden of the defence of shipping was oi' coLirse,
bionie hj the Royal Navy arid Coastal Command,
1940^ however, Tighter Coiii.ri).and officially assumed respon
sibility l‘cr the air defence of siiipping vdthin forty miles
of the British coast.

In NovemberR,A,P, Nejrrative!

'The R,A,P„ in,
Maritime V'far,
Vol.Il, Chap,10,
and A„K,E,/ID/
12/145. The approaches to the four major ports of Plymouth,

Southampton, London and Hull lay within range of the German
Aj.r Force,

ports - their immobilisation and the concentration of shipping
on ports further removed from the German bomber airfields,
such as Liverpool and Glasgow - was impossible, since such
a concentration would have resulted in an intolerable strain

being placed upon the already overworked and overloaded,
interior road and rail transport system,
v/as therefore essential, although it was constantly
threatened by air attack,(I)

Hovirever, the only alternative to the use of these

Coastal shipping

Enemy aircraft and E-boats operating from French and
Dutch bases, constituted the main threat against such ship
ping and were engaged upon two distinct types of operations,
anti-shipping strikes and minelaying,
more daiigerous and were also more difficult to counter.

Closely supporting these tasks were the operations of recon
naissance aircraft, which reported the position of shipping
to enemy aircraft and ships.

Before, however, turning to the problems concerned with
the defence of shipping, which faced Fighter Command at the
beginning of 1942, the irrogress made during the previous year
may be briefly summarised, since it was during 1941 that
most of these problems arose.

The latter were the

The campaign against shipping in British Coastal waterL^^
began as a definite objective vh-th the creation of

Fliegerfuehrer Atlantik in March 1941.(3) Organisation of the
new Command, however, proceeded slowlj'- and by June, when
larger numbers of enemy aircraft became available, the
British defences were correspondingly stronger,
tne German High Command at that time, seemed to have no clear
conception of the uses to which its air forces in vTestern

Europe could be most profitably devoted and Harlinghausen
■jvas ordered to organise overland attacks as well as anti
shipping strikes.

Moreover,

The minelaying forces were operated

A,M, Pamphlet
No. 243, Chap,
4, p.108.

(1) Approximately 2,000 stdps_sailed between the Thames
Estuary and the Firth of Forth each month, carrying cargo
which, if it had been transferred overland, would,have
required some 12,000 goods trains.
For a full accouat, from which the following summary is
largely extracted,
'The R.A.F.

see the following R,A,F. Narratives:
in Maritime w'ar', Vols. 11 and III; and 'Air

FC/S.27587,
Enel. 7B.

(2)

Defence of Great Britain', Vol,IV,
The A, O.C, of the new Command was .Gen6£.2iJ5aj_or
Harlinghausen, who in 1939 was one of the pioneers of
shipping attack with bombs.

(3)A.M, Pamphlet
No. 248, Chap,
p.105.
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independently under Pliegerkorps IX, despite continued protests
from Pliegerfuehrer Atlantilc, that all anti-shipping operations
in Coastal waters should be under his control.

During January and Pe'bruary the German offensive against
coastal shipping steadily increased in v/eight and, during March,
resulted in the sinking of twenty-four ships and the damaging
of f;.rty-four,
about the month’s activities, since about one fifth of all the

attacks recorded y/ere delivered while fighters were close to

the ship which was attacked,
these unpleasant facts by devoting 1 sorties, or k-3 per
cent, of the total daylight defensive effort in April to the

direct protection of shipping.

There was, moreover, another disturbing feature

Fighter Command responded to

War Cabinet,
YJeekly Resume''

PG/vS, 23680,
Eiacl, <'+A.

This immediately^ brought about some improvement in the

rate of sinkings, but too maiy attacks were still being made

on ships which were actually being escorted or had filters
close at hand,

vessels T,7ith R/T sets to enable them to draw the attention of
patrolling fighters to the whereabouts of enemy aircraft but

progress v/as slow, and by June only five ships had been so
fitted.

It was therefore decided to equip escort

War Cabinet

Weekly Resume'

PG/S20330,
Ends,66b and
72A.

In July only one merchant vessel was sunlc in dayli^t but

this was chiefly because 86 per cent of the German operations
was by night, when, in fact, seven ships were sunk. These

night attacks proved difficult to counter, for althougli attempts
were made to give increased fighter protection to convoys after

dark it was found that the presence of a standing escort at
night conferred little real benefit and tended to confuse the

anti-aircraft defences of the convoy. Fighter Command there
fore recommended that figliter escorts should be vdthdrawn at

night and that the convoys should rely on their anti-aircraft
weapons and on the indirect protection given by night filters,
in their attempts to intercept the aircrai't responsible for the
attacks.

pc/s. 23680,
End, 39A.

Neither direct air protection, improved anti-aircraft
defences nor new methods of interception, however, provided a
complete answer to the problem and for the rest of the yeax-
night and duslc attacks, especially off the coasts of

Northumberland, Durham and East Anglia continued to cause
anxiety,

attack in daylight, under cover of weather conditions, which
frequently hampered fighters, together with the introduction of

the Do, 217 bomber and a tlireat of increased torpedo-bomber
activity all added to the difficulties of Pieter Command,

Furthermore, as winter approached, new methods of

During the year, nearly two thirds of all German
daylight sorties were despatched against shipping, )

offensive

Against
these, Fighter Command flew 535883 sorties which represented

This large
number of sorties devoted in the main to convoy patrols helped
to keep down shipping losses but in both time and materials it
was an expensive method of defence,
infEillible,

It was also far from

Twenty-six ships were suxilc by direct air attacks

R,A,P, Narra

tive ’The R.A, P. nearly half the total daylight defensive effort,
in Maritime

War', Vol>III,
App, XZXVI,

(1) The actual figure of 9,386 sorties is based on Fighter
Goimmand estimates, as Gterman records caruiot be broken
doTm sufficiently to give a more accurate assessment.
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in Home Waters during the second half of the year and while
this was a great improvement on the total for the first six

months - which was ninety-eight - the sinkings indicated that

the Germati shipping offensive was by no means defeated. ("1 )

Even more serious were the minelaying operations by
enemy aircraft and surface craft; between Julj’'..aild the end

of December forty-two ships T/ere sunk. Moreover, mining
sorties by eneny aircraft-were increasing and, during December

alone, seventeen ships totalling 5*3,065 gross tons were sunlc*

Ibid,

The Enemy An.ti-Shipping Offensive; January - March 1942

(i) Shipping Attacks and Allied Losses

At the beginning of 1942 the British and imericaiTi
supplies, which were being delivered to Russia by the Arctic

route began to assume a greater target importance for the

Germans than coastal shipping and the focus of their anti

shipping operations therefore began to
supply routes,w) Nevertheless, the anti-shipping units and
the minelaying force, which remained to operate against
Great Britain during 1942 amounted to a combined strength of

some 150 Ju 88's and Do, 217*s,
under Luftflotte 3, continued to operate minelaying aircraft

but v/as given the added tasks of shipping attack along the

East coast and daylight bombing over England,

shift to the Arctic

Pliegerkorps IX, operating

A,M, Pamphlet
No, 248, Chap,
4, p.109.

Ibid, p,1l6

Ibid, Pol 15

During January there was a slight decrease in the total
mmber of enemy attacks,
a substantial increase on that of the preceding months,
although the majority of attacks were still talcing place dur
ing the hours of twilight and darkness,
while fighters were in the vicinity, and two were delivered
while aircraft were actually patrolling the convoy or ship
concerned.

Activities by day, however, showed

Over half occurred

One attack was reported as being delivered by

Pc/s.25680.
A.H.E./'IIG/98,
Enel, 87A.

torpedo-carrying aircraft, which dropped bombs but no

toi’pedoes, and masters of merchant vessels also reported that

enemy seaplanes had alighted and taken off from the water in

the South-Western Approaches,
good during the month but the prevalence of cloud often
allov/ed hostile aircraft to evade the defending fighters.
Altogether three ships of 9,262 gross tons were sunk,
wras not an excessive rate of loss but mining also accounted

for a further eleven ships of 10,079 gross tons during the
month.

On the Yifhole the vrekther was

This

Poid.

Admiralty
Docuraent

DR. 1337.

Fighter Command flew 3,260 defensive shipping sorties
by day and 324 by night, during which claims were made for one

enemy aircral't destroyed and one damaged,
amounted to only one aircraft and this was not due to enemy
action.

Oirr own losses

(1) It must also be remembered that German anti-shipping
operations during the second half of 1941, averaged only
half the number of sorties that were despatched during
the first half of the year.
This total includes shipping
E-boats,

For figures of enemy anti-shipping effort see App, No.6,

sunk by mines laid by(2)

(3)
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During February, the enemy offensive both by day and by
night showed a substantial increase on that of the previous
four months. Moreover, the attacks were concentrated on the

East Coast, while in January the No,10 Group area was the most

heavily attacked. New tactics were also adopted in the ..

attacks, in that the enemy aircraf't v/orked in pairs,
first vrould appear out of machine-gun range and ■while the
attention of the anti-aircraft gunners was held by this decoy,
the second aircraft would make a gliding attack from the
opposite direction, only opening up its engines,
bombs were released,

■On five separate days during the first half of the month,
the enemy took advantage of low cloud cover to operate com
paratively large numbers of aircraft (betw'een fifteen and
thirty-five on each occasion) in quick succession,
attacks all took place between 1200 and l600 hours and vrere
delivered by units which normally acted as minelayers by
night.

The

when the

The

Pc/s,23680,
A.H,B,/lIG/98,
Enel, 89A,

AtThe largest of these attacks occurred on 2 February,
0930 aiid 1010 hours six enemy aircraft approached the East
Anglian coast from the direction of Holland and flying at
heights between 2,000 and 5,000 feet,
the coast between Cromer and Southwold but no convoys were

attacked, although a trawler was sunk off Cromer,
1240 and 1445 hours a second attack by tw'enty enemy aircraft
-vvas delivered against shipping off the East Anglian and
Lincolnshire coasts and a second trawler was sunk,
raiders also made brief landfalls at Lowestoft (1305 hours),
Skegness (1338 hours) and Southvyold (l359 hours) and bombs
were dropped at Southwold and Skegness causing some damage to
property.

They flew close to

Between

The

P,C. Form 'Y‘,
0,E,B

Feb. AcH.B,/
IiVa2/3A.

App.,»,

Two Spitfire VB's of No,19 Squadron took off from Ludham
at 1306 hours and were patrolling off Cromer belov/ cloud at
1,300 feet, when a Do, 217 was seen going north* This enemy
aircraft was chased by one of the Spitfires but escaped in
cloud. Soon after this, two more Do, 217*s were seen heading
north in line astern and after a ten minute chase in and out

of cloud, the pilot of one of the Spitfires was able to get in
a long burst of fire from 300 to 4-00 yards astern. No result
was seen from this attack but after a second astern attack

from 200 to 300 yards, the port engine of the enemy aircraft
caught fire. Two of the crew baled out and the aircraft was
last seen gliding through cloud.

No,19 Sqdn,
O.R.B. A,H.B./
ID//E19/2,

Ibid,

This was a typical day’s activity,
way in which the enemy attacked land targets, if no suitable
shipping objectives were found; and it shows the difficialty
of interception in poor weather conditions.

It illustrates the

During the month there was a notl.ceable change in enemy
reconnaissance tactics. Aircraft no longer flew up and down
the oonvoy lanes but instead appeared to prefer flying
parallel to and up to 100 miles from the coastline, with only
occasional deviations towards the convoy lanes.

'The enemy's increased effort did not, ho^wever, bring a
Mining wasAdmiralty

Document

Be. 1337.

corresponding increase in Allied shipping losses,
responsible for the loss of four ships totalling 12,323 gross
tons but only two ships totalling 3)700 gross tons were sunk
by direct air attack during February,
tory improvement and partly no doubt reflec^ted the increased

This was a satisfac-
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number of sorties flown by Fighter Command during the month -

4,246 by day and 4^+2 by night. Anti-aircraft defences aboard
ships were also strengthened and altogether seven enemy air
craft were claimed as destroyed, three probably destroyed and
thirteen damaged. During five weeks in February and ilarch

K,G.2, lost thirteen crews after scoring only slight successes.

A5H.B,/lIG/li4
P0IO, A,H,B,6,

During March, the enemy offensive gave signs of slack-
Although there was no appi-eciable drop in the numberFC/S.23680,

A„H,B,/IIG/98,
End, 9OA,

ening,

of attacks, the enemy changed the area of attacks from the
East to the South coast with comparatively poor results.
Only two ships totalling 884 gross tons were sunk,
there was a noticeable decrease in the use of twin-engined
bombers and instead extensive use was made cf Me,109 fighter-
bombers, which approached their targets at low-level in order
to avoid radar detection.

By day

FC/S,23555,
Endjs, 3A, 37A
aid 434.

A fu.rther indication cf the improving situation was given
by the fa.ct that in March 1941 No, 10 Group had increased its
anti-shipping patrols in the Irish Sea and St, George’s
Channel areas owing to greater enemy activity. In March 1942,
however, the navigational risks of night sailings by convoys
vrere coxisidered to be greater than the rislc of enemy daylight
attacks in these areas and were consequently cancelled.
Protection of shipping in the Bristol Channel east cf the

Hel\.aocl:light float (except dawn and dusk protection for
ships of categories I or II) was also abandoned during the
month.

pc/s,23680,
A,H,B,/IIG/98,
End, 90A,

Altogether Fighter Command flew 3,370 sorties by day
and 389 by night during March in the defence of shipping.
Fighter activity was, however, severely restricted by cloud.
Sixty-eight per cent of all the enemy attacks were carried out
under six to ten-tenths cloud cover and, although many con-
■uacts xfeve made, these resulted in few combats and only one
enemy aircraft was claimed as damaged. On the other hand,
ships’ guns claimed three enemy aircraft destroyed and one
probably destroyed.

Thus at the end of the first three months of the year the
German anti-shipping offensive ceased to be the serious men
ace it was during the spring and summer of 1941, Although
the German effort in Matrch had showed a comparative decrease,
the change in the situation also reflected the increased
anti-aircraft defences of conveys and the system of air
defence, vAiich Fighter Command was providing for shipcing in
Home Waters,

(ii) Enemy Minelaying Operations

During the first tixree months of the year the enemy air
forces available for rainelaying were estimated at I50 aircrauft,
comprised of 60 Do, 217’s and 30 Ju,88's operating from
Holland and 30 Ju,88's,20 He,111's and ten He, 115's from
Fi'ance, This was an over-estimation as German records show

FC», 0,R«B,, F,CaI,S,
No,322 AoH.B,/lIM/
A2/3A, App.P. A.K,
Pamphlet No,2t8,
Chap,4 P.116 & Enemy
Documents A,H,B,6, that at this time the combined strength of Pl_ieg,erfuhrer

Atlantik and EliegerkprpsIOC did not amount to more than I30
aircraft. Moreover, German serviceability rates frequently
dropped below fifty per cent during that period.

Nevertheless, vrith the sea and air forces at his disposal,
tie emien-y -yas cat^ying out asuccessful mining offensive.
December 1941 seventeen ships, totalling 58,065 gross tons,

During
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had been sunk by mines and for the first three months of 194-2
the sinkings continued at a relatively high rate,(l)

Total Gross Tonnage

10,679
7,242
12,528

No.#.... of _Ships_._Si^
11Mmiralty

Document

B a;. 1537.

January

February
March

2

4-

29,64.917TOTAL

These losses we.re more than double those which were due to

direct air attack.

With his limited resources, rainelaying provided the enemy
with the economical method of maintaining the offensive
against shipping in Allied Horae Waters. (2) vThether ships were
sunk or not, the effort which was required in both men and

equipment to combat this form of attack was considerable.
Moreover, shipping was forced to move in well defined lanes,
v/here it was more easily located and could be attacked both by
aircraft and E-boats, The main benefits, from the German

C.OoS, (41)
745#

point of views, which accrued from rainelaying were:-

(i)PC. Night Int.
Suram, No.4

A,H.B./II14/A2/
3A, App.A,

The forces needed to carry out such operations
vrere not large.

(ii) The aircraft employed were net subject t' anti-
aircrai't fire either from the coast or from shipping.

(iii) Interception by defending aircraft was not easy due
to the minelayers* erratic tracks.

(iv) Low-flying enabled aircraft to avoid radar detection.

(v) Great accuracy was not essential, so that inex
perienced crews could be employed, often under R/T
control of more experienced crews.

P.C,O.R,S. An analysis of enemy minelaying in the Thanes Estuary
during the period revealed the main l.ines along which opera
tions were carried o-ut,

the moon was either below the horizon or obscured by cloud.
It Yiras usual for the first raider to reach the taz’get area
about one hour after sunset, to be followed by others at short
intervals; concentration of aircraft was not aimed at.

most common height of approach was between 6,000  - 12,000 feet
and w'hen the target area was reached it was circled in an
anti-clockwise direction.

The nights preferred vrere those when

The

Report No, 337/
1942,

In January the main weight of operations was concentrated
against the Thames Estuary, especially the outer part as far as
Harwich, and on six nights 80 per emt of all sorties were
directed to this area,

took place in Liverpool Bay on 10 January, in combination with
bombing attacks on the Liverpool docks,
in which operations took place was the Tyne - Tees, vdiere
fifteen aircraft operated on 15 January.

One operation by twenty aircraft also

The only other area

A.M.Pile S.27I3,
End, I57A,

Ibid,

(1) These figures also include losses due to mines laid by
E-boats, which are considered below p, 80,

(2) During 1942, rainelaying operations represented
quarter of the enemy's total of night operations.

one
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In February the enemy shifted his forces to the Humber
area where minelaying occurred on four nights (16/17» 26/27>
27/28 and 28/1 March) comprising 66 per cent of the month's
operations. The Thames Estuary and the Tyne - Tees area were

also visited on one ni^t each by twenty-five and thirty air

craft respectively,

iXiring March, however, the Thames Estuary was again the

chief target area receiving two-thirds of the enemy sorties for

the month. The Humber and Tyne - Tees areas were also
visited,(1)

Ibid,
Encl,139A«

The problem of how to deal with aerial minelayers had,
of course, occurred during 194-1 and the mounting losses due to

enemy mines in the autumn of that year resulted in a special
meeting being held at the end of December,

Defensive Measures by Fighter Command

(^) Protection of Convoys

On 6 April 194-1, No, 11 Group had issued canpi'ehensive
instructions for the protection of shipping from air attack.

These were constantly revised and kept up to date vmtil
7 February 194-2, when a new instruction was issued which incoi^

porated various details which experience of convoy protection
patrols had brought to li^t d;xring the previous year.

Ibid, End,
I5OB.

IIGp, Op.Instr.
No,13, PC/
3,25310, iincl,
11A.
0.p,lnstr, No,66,
pc/s,25310,
End, 30A,

Constant twenty-four hour standing patrols, or even
constant patrols during the hours of dayli^t, were impossible
without devoting the major part of Fighter Canraand’s strength
solely to this task,
specified five categories of importance for the shipping which

required protection.

The Naval Authorities therefore

These were;-

pc/s,23328, *Units of exceptional value' such as a dam-Category I
aged capital ship or a merchant ship with irreplaceable
equipnent.

Category II 'Most important units' such as capital ships,
troop convoys or convoys of special importance.

Category III ^Important units* such as cruisers, routine
convoys or minesweepers engaged on work which could not

suffer interruption.

Category IV 'Valuable Units* such as group sailings,
minesweepers on routine work, destroyers or independently
routed merchant ships.

(1) The lack of distinction between the habits of minelayers
and long-range bombers on anti-shipping sorties, makes it

impossible to state explicity whether some of the air
craft suspected of minelaying were not in fact anti
shipping bombers, which failed to locate their target.
An added difficulty is the fact the combined operations of

mine-layers and bombers attacking coastal objectives took

place necessitating a fairly arbitrary distinction.

Unfortunately it has been found in5)ossible to check these
figures by reference to German records, the scanty nature of

which, in 194-2, militates against a presentation by type of
operation.
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'Minor units* such as minesweepers on pas-Gategory V

sage, motor launches or small craft.

Each Group was responsible for affording protection to

shipping on its coastal front but support could be obtained

from other Groups should the scale of enemy activity be so

great that the individual group could not meet the demands on
its aircraft or should weather conditions be such that the

operation of its own aircraft was impossible.

Pour degrees of protection w'ere provided

(a) Pieter Escort

(b) Pighter Patrols .

(c) Pighter Protection

(d) Pighter Cover

The degree of protection to be given was left to the
discretion of the Group Controller,
and II were normally granted Pighter Escorts, while no fighter
protection was normally given to units in Category V*

four degrees of protection were defined an follows;-

Ships in Categories I

The

PC/S. 25310,
End, 30A,

A specified number of aircraft, forPighter Escort,

example one section or one flight, was maintained in the

close vicinity of the convoy for a definite period.
Aircraft were on no account to leave the coiivoy in oder

The height of the escortto pursue an enemy aircraft,
was maintained at 3^000-5,000 feet and the aircraft were

forbidden to fly directly over the convoy in order to

avoid mistakes in identification by the ship's g’onners.
The escort terminated at dusk, the withdrav/al being
signalled to the convoy by the fighter leader approaching
from seaward at 5,000 feet and giving short flashes on

his landing lamps,

after this signal would then be fired upon as hostile.
Any aircraft approaching the convoy

Ibid, End,
32A,

Pighter PatroL A specified number of aircraft were main

tained in a shipping lane or focal area such as the
Thames Estuary, for the general protection of shipping.
No,11 Group, for example, provided patrols from the Barrow

Deep Lightship to the Sunk Lightship and occasionally
detailed a Wing to sweep from Sheppey to Southwold«(0
This gave additional protection to shipping in the area
and at the same time could be used for training purposes.
Aircraft engaged on Pighter Patrols were instructed to

avoid convoys at night for the reasons already given.

Pighter Protection, Aircraft were maintained at readiness

at forward airfields in the Sector, past which shipping
was proceeding,
uiscretioii. of the Group Controller,

The number of aircraft v/as left to the

Pighter Cover. No aircraft were detailed for special
protection but the Group Controller was informed of the

ships* positions should an attack develop in the area.

(1) The aircraft were drawn fron the North Weald, Hornchurch,
Biggin Hill and Northolt Sectors,
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Kl/S. 27222,

PC/S, 22,487,
End, 50A,

Contact between fighters and escort vessels was main
tained by V,H,P, R/T; and until the development of sufficient
C,H,L, low-looking radar equipment enabled reasonable warning
to be given of low-level raiders, the fighter was largely
dependent upon surface direction towards the enemy aircraft.

All these measures were designed for the close protection
of coastal convoys and they remained in force throughout
1942,

enemy long-range reconnaissance and weather aircraft,
aircraft noraially operated outside the range of single-engined
fighters, A Coastal Command Squadron (No, 248) of
Beaufighters was therefore moved to Bircham Nevrton and from 3I
January 1942 one section of two aircraft was usually held at
readiness under the orders of the Coltishall Sector Commander,

The exact number of aircraft and the degree of readiness
depended on the day to day situation and this was discussed
between the Headquarters of Nos, I6 and 12 Groups,

Further measures were, however, required to deal with
Such

No,12 Group
Op, Instr,
No, 33, k:/
S,26802,
End, 12A,

During the beginning of the year-, an officer from

Fighter Command Headquarters (^) made a tour of the various
naval bases where Convoy Conferences were held and gave a
series of lectures to the Masters of merchant vessels on the

Laterfighter defence system for the protection of convoys,

PC/S,27587,
Encl,3A,

in September Commander Paichmey R.N,R. reciprocated these

talks by giving lectures to Fighter Operational Training Units

on convoy work from the naval point of view,
series of lectures were important, in that they helped to

foster an atmosphere of co-operation between the fighter pilots
and the crews of merchant vessels.

Both these

Moreover, it was hoped

Ibid, End, 4A,

that by better flying discipline on the one hand and more

restraint in the use of anti-aircraft guns on the other, the

number of friendly aircraft which were fired on by Allied

ships would thereby be reduced.

Ibid, Encl,3B,

PG/S ,23680.
A.H.B./IIG/98,
End, 9OA,

By March the number of sinkings of ships in convoy had

been severely reduced and in that month not a single ^ip was
sunk in daylight. This was a satisfactory achievement but

both the Admiralty and Fighter Command were concerned by the
amount of shipping which was being sunk by mines,

(ii) Defence against Minelaying Aircraft

A, M. Pile

S,2713,
End, I5OB,

On 22 December 1941 a meeting was held at Fighter Command
Headquarters between representatives of the Admiralty and

Pieter, Anti-Aircraft and Balloon Commands,
against enemy minelayers were discussed and particular atten

tion was given to the Thames Estuary as the area to which the

majority of the German sorties v/ere directed.
Commanding-in-Chief Fighter Command pointed out that total

prevention could not be expected and the most that could be

done v/as to make minalaying comparatively unprofitable to the

This general conception of the problem was accepted

Various measure

The Air Officer

enemy,

s

Ibid,

and it was decided to institute certain measures in order to

implement the plan of campaign.

Fighter Command itself undertook to have the restrictions
on unseen fire relaxed as far as possible in the affected area

and to accelerate the provision of C,H,L, Stations, which

would offset the existing difficulty of tracking enemy aircraft

(1) S/L, A,L, Quance (Convoy Liaison Officer),
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flying belcjw 5,000 feet. No,11 Group also undertook to

arrange fighter areas clear of gun aones in the Thames Estuary
and to arrange ’fighter nights' in consultation with other
Commands, when the weather was suitable.

By 26 Pebruary 1942, a fair amount of progress was
iVrelve padc0.e steamers were being converted to

A.M. Pile

S.2713,
End, I56A,

reported,

’Eagle' ships, mounting the maximum ajnount of light anti
aircraft guns, a searchlight and radar,
been sunlc off Harwich and four new t3rpes were in the process of
being sited in Liverpool Bay,
redisposed twenty-four heavy anti-aircrai't guns in the North
Poreland area, sixteen in the Poulness area and the same
number at Clacton-on-Sea,

with S,L,C. were also allotted to these areas.

Bristol Channel, four 3.7" guns were sited with two S.L.C,
equipped searchlights on Platholme Islandj . and in the Humber,
two Bofors guns were sited at Spurn Head and sixteen at

Immingham and Kellingholme,
for the siting of four twenty-barrelled Naval U.P’s each at

Blythe, Sunderland, Hartlepool and Teesmouth,(l)

A Jilaunsell Port had

Anti-Aircraft Command had

Twenty-one searchlights equipped
In the

Arrangements were also in hand

This redisposition of anti-aircraft guns and searchlights
¥/as sufficiently comprehensive so long as the enemy aircrai’t
came -within range but more positive measures were needea if

the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief's intention to make mine

laying unprofitable was to be fulfilled, Pighter Command
therefore instituted a free balloon barrage xmder the code
name of Petard for intercepting minelayei-s, which were
operating at low altitudes in the Thames Estuary,

Petard became operational on 10 Pebruary and during
Pebruary and March seven deplojnnents were made, two of which,
on the nights of I8/I9 March and 3I Marc]g/l April, developed
into releases. On the first occasion, the fe’w enemy mine
layers made an unusual 'tip and run’ raid and it was doubtful
whether the barrage reached the area in time. On the second
occasion the barrage was released when 'Y' service information

indicated that minelaying in the Estuary was extremely prob
able; no enemy aircrai't, ho’wever, appeared, 'These were the
only nights during the year that releases took place. The
barrage v/as held at readiness for a further seven months but

on occasion y/hen the weather was favourable, there vrere either
too few minelayers to justify a release or the risk of damaging
Allied aircrai't was too great. Consequently on 28 October
Petard was abolished and the persozmel employed -were returned
to their parent \mits in Balloon Command, Pighter action
therefore remained the chief form of defence against mine
layers and the special tactics adopted by Nos, 11 and 12 Groups,
in whose areas the major portion of enemy minelaying operations
to k place, must be briefly described.

No, 11 Group, while still using A.,I. equipped aircraft to
intercept enemy minelayers in the Thames Estuary, also sent
fighter aircraft some distance out to sea under C,H.L. control

in order to intercept the enemy aircraft, while they
still flying a steady course at a reasonable height.(2)

■were

N.A.D. (42) 2,
1b April,

N.A.D. (42),
4, 7 and 12

A,M, Pile
S.2713,
Enel. 157A.

U,P, = ITnrotating Projectile = Rocket Projectile.
Pighters had been controlled by some C.H.L, Stations since
July 1941.
poses has already been described.

The use of such stations for interception pur
(R,A,F, Monograph:)

•Royal Air Force
Signals in the
Second Iforld War, •
Vol.V, Part IV.Ch^.

-
See above p, 43.,

12.
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The efficiency of intruder operations against the enemy bases

was also improved by co-operation with No,2 Group of Bomber

Command,

Soesterberg, Schipol and Leeuwarden whioh were out of reach of

No,11 Group's aircraft, which concentrated on Eindhoven and

Gilze-Rijen,

The latter Group's aircraft were able to reach

In order to combat enemy minelayers operating from
Elaraborough Head to Yarmouth up to a distance of fifty miles

out to seaj No,12 Group, from the beginning of 1942* instituted

two operations - Parchment and Subject - which were designed
to intercept enemy aircraft at ni^t en route to and from

their minelaying areas. The aircraft which operated from the

Schipol, Eindhoven and Gilze - Rijen areas usually approached
the target area at heights varying between 3*000 and 18,000
feet but when over the target area height was reduced to

1,000-3,000 feet. This made G,C,I, and C,H,L, control and

free lance A,I. patrols abortive.

No,12 .Gp, Op.
Instrs. Ncs, 32

and 35. A,M,

Pile S.2713,
Enel. 157B.

Operation Parchment was carried out by single-engined
fighters during the period of effective moonlight,(1) As soon
as the first enemy plots appeai'ed, travelling from Holland in

a north-westerly direction, Controllers at Coltishall, Digby
and Kirton ordered one pre-selected searchlight in each

sector, situated as near to the coast as possible, to be

exposed vertically. Each of the Controllers then ordered
five fighters to take off and orbit the searchlight beam at

consecutive height intervals of 500 to 1,000 feet, according
to the height at which the enemy aircraft were flying. The

aim of the Controllers was to allow the fighters to cut the

stream of enemy aircraft as nearly at right angles as possible,
when they were passing the individual fronts or to vector them,
through the middle of the target area, if the enemy aircraft

were circling their target.

Operation Subject was designed for the same ourpese as

Parchment but was to be used during the non-moon period,(2)
In this case Havoc aircraft, accompanied by single-engined
satellite fighters, intercepted enemy aircraft by means of

silhouette detection against the water. As soon as it became

appai'ent that enemy aircraft, would either pass across or

operate off the Group front, the Group Controller ordered
Y/ittering or Kirton to despatch a Subject circus to operate
in the area. The Circus consisted of three Havocs, each
accompanied by a satellite fighter. The Havocs were equipped
with a number of four-inch training flares to illuminate a
wide area, when the circus arrived above the enemy aircraft.
When the Havocs released the flares, the satellite fighters
broke formation and carried out a downward search. On com

pletion of the operation, the aircraft would either return
independently to base or be taken over by Sector Control for
further commitments.

Ibid,

PC/S.27224.

At best, however, these were but temporary expedients,
until such time as technical improvements in the sphere of
raid reporting should provide the necessary amount of warning

(1) Eight days before to five days after the full
inclusive. This was the 'fighter-night' period,

(2) Six days after the full moon to one day before the
first quarters inclusive, i,e. between the 'fighter-
nights' period.

moon
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to enable defending fighters to locate and destroy the eneniy at
night in all v/eather conditions,
of the aerial minelayer, was therefore largely the same problem
which faced the night defences in general and, like this, had
to wait upon technical developments.

(iii) Defence against E-Boats

The solution to the problem

The number of E-boats employed against shipping in Home

\Taters was rarely more than twenty but they were fairly actively
engaged,

pedoed and sank fourteen ships totalling 23,09A- gross tons.

Fifty-one raining operations were also carried out during this
period, in vrhich some 1 ,902 mines vrere laid.

Between December 1941 and October 1942, they tor-
Mrairalty N.IJ).
(15A. 257/48.

PC/S,25966,
Encl.lA.

In December 1941, No, 12 Group instituted Operation
Markanan, vdiich was the code name for the attack of E-boats

v/hich had damaged by surface vessels and were unable to

reach their bases under cover of dsu-kness. or undamaged E-boats

•which were returning to base in daylight, 0)
bombing such small targets was realised but it was hoped to
exploit their vulnerability to cannon-fire. For this purpose
it was intended to use both the single-engined cannon-fighters
of No,12 Group and the Beaufighters of No.l6 Group, Coastal
Command, In order to overcome the difficulties of navigation
of the fighter aircraft, the Beaufighters would lead the

fighters to the target area. If the exact position of the

E-boats T/as ixnkncwn or if Beaufighters were not available,
sweeps bj/- cannon-fighters over the Texel, Imuiden and the Hook
of Holland would be undertaken.

The difficulty of

Ibid,

By 19 February 1942, however, a fresh scheme was under
consideration by the Mmiralty, Coastal Command and Fighter
Command for the use of Yihitley aircraft equipped with Icng-
range A. S.'V, (2) in co-operation Tdth motor gunboats,
YYhitley was extremeljr -vulnerable to enemy fighters, hovrever,
and this, together v/ith continuing difficulties in locating
E-boats resulted in the scheme being allo’wed to lapsej v/here-
upon active counter-measures against E-boats became the special
concern of the Royal Na-vy,

TheIbid.

Between January 1942 and February 1945 Fighter Command
aircraft flev/ 115 sorties specifically against E-boats at sea
and made 53 attacks,
aircraft on other duties,

to either the boats or their personnel claimed and no E-boat
was lost.

Thirty-six attacks were also made by
On only five occasions was damage

P.C. Form

Admiralty N, IJ),
P,D.S.X257/48.

In a report in June 1942 the German Senior Officer E-boats

comi-aented for the first time on the presence of enemy air
forces,

compels E-boats to operate more and more during the hours of
darlcness'; and in a subsequent report in October; 'torpedo
attacks by E-boats cannot be carried out during the periods of
full moon in the Dover Strait, owing to the presence of enemy
night fighters equipped with radar,
it therefore appears that Fighter Comi-nand \?as at least curt
ailing E-boat activity.

IHe stated that the strength of the enemy air forces

I Prom these two remarks

Admiralty
N.I.D./F.D.S,
X.354/50.

Admiralty
N.I.D/F.D.S.
X.237/48.

(l) The main E-boau bases on the Continent were Ijmuiden,
Rotterdam, Ostend and Boulogne; Cherbourg was also occa
sionally used.

(2) Air to Surface Vessel i,e. Surface-sweeping radar,
SECRET(55692)108
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In proportion to their numbers E-boats were a serious
As with rainelaying aircraft, the answer to theirmenace*

activity lay in the developnent of technical equipment, which

could ensure adequate warning and accurate location,
indirectly, the growing strength of Fighter Command hampered
their operations by making reconnaissance extremely difficult

and therefore made anything but swift anti-shipping strikes

hazardous and unprofitable.

More

The Enemy Shift of Attack euid Consequent Failure of Anti-

Shipping Offensive: April - May 1942

During the first three months of 1942 the German anti
shipping offensive had succeeded in sinking twenty-four ships
totalling 43,495 gross tons,(l) This was less than half the
corresponding total for the last three months of 1941 and

represented a satisfactory achievement on the part of the

defences, since the overall (Jerman effort diiring both periods
remained about the same,

ships were being lost each week and each month Fighter
Command was flying more than 4,0DO sorties in the direct
defence of shipping.

Nevertheless, an average of two

R,A«F. Nar

rative : • The

R,A,F, in

Maritime Y/ar*,
Vol.3.

FC/S. 23680
A.H.B./IIG/98,
Ends, 91A &

During April and May, however, not a single ship was
lost by direct attack at sea and only eight vessels, totalling
10,074 gross tons, were sunk by mines. Moreover, the
number of^epemy daylight sorties was actually greater than
in March, This change in the situation was due in part to

32A,

the various defensive measures, which had been planned at the

beginning of the year and were now beginning to take effect.
In particular, the anti-aircraft defences of convoys were

much improved,
sive effort by Fighter Command,

resulted from a German change in strategy, Tvhich was
indirectly dictated by Royal Air Force bombing attacks on
Germany and the transfer of aircraft to the Eastern Front.

There had, however, been no increased defen-
The situation, in fact.

A.H.B./IIG/II4,
p,10.

By April the Germans had transferred a large proportion
of their anti-shipping units to the Arctic in an attempt to

halt the flow of war materials to Russia and operations in

British Home Waters were relegated to a minor categorj'' under

Generalmajor Kessler,(5) Kessler showed a sounder apprecia
tion of the importance of coastal shipping to the Allies
than did his superiors when he stated'in no other area is so

great a volume of essential sliipping moved with such
regularity and such concentration over suoh clearly defined
shipping lanes as in the coastal areas around Great Britain,,.,

I am convinced that the "Achilles heel" of the English is

their shipping and that only in this domain can a really
deadly blow be struck against them'. But these views, even
if they had been shared by the German High Command, could
never have bean implemented. The forces at Kessler’s disposal
were far too meagre to carry out an effective anti-dipping

A.D.I,(K)
Reoort No, I5/
1946.

A,H,B, 6 Trans
lation No.VIII

/37 Report to
Generaloberst

Jeschonnek

(chief of the
Luftwaffe

^neral Staff),

By aircraft, B and U Boats
The number of attacks in April, however, v/as only ten -
as against 31 in. March,

the lack of cloud cover for the enemy during April,
Generalmajor Harlinghausen was wounded during an attack
on an escort vessel in the Bristol Channel in October

1941,

Atlantik until Kessler was appointed on 6 January 1942,

This was no doubt partly due

His deputy held the post of Fliegerfeuhrer

A,H.B,/IIG/98,
Enel, 91 A, to

(3)A,M, Pamphlet
248, Chap, 4,
P.109,
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offensive,

trate on anti-shipping operations, there seems little doubt
that losses would have continued to be inflicted on Allied

Coastal shipping.

Nevertheless, had Kessler been allowed to conc

But this he was not allowed to do.

en-

The growing weight of the Bomber Command offensive against
Germany and particularly the Royal Air Force attacks on Lubeck

and Rostock brou^t about a change of German air strategy in

the West and Vergeltungsangriffe (reprisal raids) were given
top priority. This meant that Kessler's already limited
bomber force was diverted to overland night attacks against
towns and cities in the United Kingdom. Thus during the
period of Baedeker raiding Y/hich extended from 23 April to
9 May, the enemy night effort against shipping dropped very
considerably. A German official lecturer confidently - and

in the light of later events, somewhat ironically  - stated the
position, 'A fundamental change in the conduct of air war
took place from April 1942 when reprisals were called for as an
answer to enemy terror attacks against the Reich,' The war

against shipping was thus allowed to take second place after

the requirement for reprisals raiding had been met.

A.H,B./IIG/114,
pp. 10-11,

In an attempt to continue with anti-shipping attacks,
Jal’ue 2 and J^ue _3 (German Fighter Control Headquarters),
which commanded the fighter units approximately east and west
of the Seine respectively, established one Staffed from each

of their subordinate units and with these short day raids on
British shipping was continued.

A.D,I.(K),
Report No,12/
1946,

FC/S,23680
A.H.B,/IIG/98,
Ends, 9iA and

During the months of April and May, Fighter Command claim.ed
the destruction of nine anti-shipping aircraft, three probably
destroyed and seven damaged,
aircraft but only one of these was due to enemy action,
months represent the time of failure of the German anti

shipping offensive of the previous eighteen months,
illustrate the dwindling strength of the German Air Force in

the West and the thoroughly unsound strategical principles
upon idiich enemy air operations were based at this time.

Our own losses amounted to six

These

They also

92A,

The Enemy Anti-Shipping Offensive Fades Out; J-une - December 1942

(^) Operations; __June August

The majority of the attacks on shipping during June were
carried out by Me, 109 fighter-bombers and incidents occurred

exclusively in Nos, 10, 11 and 12 Group areas,
number of daylight attacks was only five and while seven attacks
were also carried out by night and by tvdlight, these resulted

in tiie loss of only one small ship of 345 gross tons.

The totalFC/S,23680,
A,H.B,/lIG/9a,
Enel. 94A,

July was the prelude to two months of greatly increased
enemy activity both by day and by night,
were used more extensively, although without success,
fighter-bomber f^rce was also more active and was responsible
for the sinlcing of two ships, totalling 1,460 gross tons in
No,10 Group area,
F,W.190's - normally operated in pairs or in fours and were
well camouflaged, so that when flying at sea level they were
difi'icult to detect, particularly in hazy weather,
on an early -warning system, however, remained the chief obstacle
for the patrolling fighters.(I)

Long-range bombers
The

The fighter-bombers - Me. 109's and

The lack

Ibid,
End, 95A.

(1) The problem of Intercepting lovrflying fighter attacks p/as considered above.
See. Chap. 3.
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During August the enemy anti--shipping effort reached its

peak, in terms of sorties, for the year. Fighter-bomber
attacks decreased but the return of II/K.G,26 from Norway to
Northr»west Prance allowed a considerable increase in the

long-range and reconnaissance bomber effort. Since June this

unit had been undergoing a torpedo conversion course and was

anaed with Ju,G3*s, On 3 August eight of its aircraft made a

night torpedo attack on a convoy off the Scilly Isles and

succeeded in damaging one ship. In Septeiiiber, however, the

Gruppe returned to Banak in Norway in order to operate
against Anglo-American convoys to Russia, The attack on

3 August was the first occasion during 1942, in which
torpedoes'.Dere used, as III/K,G,26 had been misused in a

although it wasseries of reprisal raids on Birmingham,

Ibid,
Enel. 984,

A^M, Pamphlet
248, Chap,4,
p,113.

KJ,Pom »Y'

0,R,B,p App,,
Aug,
A,H,B./II1V'A2/
3A.

specially trained for torpedo work,!”*)

The month, however, affords excellent evidence to show
how dangerous it is to think of offensive power siijp3^'- in
terms of sorties,

of 887 sorties during August, only eleven attacks were carried

outj and these were inaccurate, so that no ship was in fact
sunk.

Althou^ the enemy flew an estimated total

Indeed a curious fact about enemy anti-shipping
operations dijring the summer, was the way in wbich an increase

ill sorties was accompanied by a general decrease in the
number of attacks. The relevant statistics for May to August
make this plain.

No, of Sorties No, of Attacks
F,C,0,R,B,

App, D,5 Aug,
and P,G, Form

•Y' A,H,B,/Illv'/
AV3A.

648May
Jiine

July
August

30

589 12

828 24

387 11

The reason for this is not clear,

example, that the enemy reconnaissance effort was greatly
increased,

in the number of enemy anti-shipping crews, which failed to
find their objectives,
fact that the standard of training of aircrew engaged in anti

shipping operations was very poor at this time, (2) a substan
tial proportion of enemy day sorties also took place beyond
the range of Fi^^iter Command’s aircraft,(3)

It seems unlikely, for

The most probable explanation would seem to lie

This would agree with the knownA,M, Pamphlet
No,248,
Chap,4, p 1l6

Ydiatever the cause, there is no doubt that the enemy
anti-shipping offensive was achieving little success.
Fighter Command made no claims in August but the good defen

sive power of ships in convoy restilted in ships' guns claiming
seven enemy aircraft destroyed, one probably destroyed and two

damaged.

FC./S.23680
A,H.B,/IIG/98,
End, 98A.

(1) Torpedo development in the G,A.F, was extremely slow and
it was only in December 1941 that the G,A,F, was allowed
to organise its own torpedo force. By June, however,
the whole of l/K,G,26, equipped with 42 He.lll's, was
trained and II/K,G, 26 was undergoing a conversion course,
as mentioned above.

Largely because of the number of experienced crews, which
was lost during the Baedeker raids and other overland
bombing operations,

275 out of 649 eneny day sorties dviring August,

A,M, Pamphlet
No, 248,
Chap, 4, p,109.

(2)A. II, Panpniot Mo, 2A8,
Cliap.A, P,tt6
A.HtB./IIC/98, Enol.
98A,

(3)
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Enemy minelaying operations also dwindled rapidly over the

period* During June several areas were attacked which until

this time had remained free from mining in 1942* On the night
4/5 June, fifty enemy aircraft laid mines off Plamborou^^ Head,
combining the operation with raids on Yorkshire Coastal targets.
Six nights (7/8 - June) were also occupied with mine-
laying between the Solent and Beachy Head, As a result of

mining, four ships totalling 2,310 gross tons were sunk in

June, These were, however, the only losses due to mining
during the period. Prom the end of June the decline in mine

laying was most notable and only 121 sorties were flown during
July and August,

A.M.Pile

S.27I3,
Encl,l66A,

Admiralty
Document

BR.I357

During the whole three months, Pighter Command claimed
eight enemy aircraf‘t destroyed, two probably destroyed and six

damaged,
aircrai't destroyed, three probably destroyed and five damaged.
Our own losses amounted to ten aircraft but only three of these

were due to enemy action,

(ii) Operations; September - December

Over the same period ship's guns claimed ten enemy

During the autumn and closing months of 1942 the enemy
Afteroffensive against shipping gradually petered out,

September no night attacks were recorded and while sporadic
daylight attacks continued, these brought little success and

no ship was lost by direct attack at sea during the remainder

of the year,
tactics using cloud cover and in an attack on Dartmouth on 13

September sank three ships which were in harbour,
tactics were continued during the following month and on

16 October a number of barges v/ere sunk near the mouth of the
River Dart,

Pightei>-borabers continued with their tip and ru

The se

PC/S,23680
A.H,B./IIG/98,
End, 99A,

n

F.C. Porai 'Y* ,
O.R.B,, App
Sept. A.H.B./
IItVA2/3A
Ibid, Oct.

• »

During November, more enemy long-range bomber units were

v/ithdrawn to the Mediterranean and there were no fighter-bomber
attacks; and in December the sole enemy success was the sinking
of two ships and the daumaging of sixteen in Poole Harbour, all
but one being the result of aaa attack by a Do. 217 on I6
December under heavy cloud cover,
very poor on this day and the only aircraft which was detailed

to intercept this raid - a Mosquito of No, 264 Squadron was
unsuccessful.

’vKeather conditions were

Ibid,
Enel, 101A,

P.C O.R,B

App., Dec,
A.H,B./IIM/A^
3A. Porm 'Y'.

•) • >

Minelaying during the period was also at a much reduced
level and amounted to a total of only about one hundred sorties,
mostly off the East Coast, No ships were lost due to mines

during September but during the remaining three months five

small ships were sunk, totalling 2,673 gross tons, 0^

Ibid,

Mmiralty
Document

BR.I537.

In view of this decrease in enemy activity, Pighter Command

flew only half the number of defensive sorties which it had

maintained during the srjring and stammer.

Diaring the thi*ee months Pighter Command claimed three enemy
There wereaircrai't destroyed while ships* guns claimed one,

no claims for enemy aircrai't probably destroyed or damaged.
Our own losses amounted to four aircraft, two of which were due

to enemy action.

(0 Tbi'i total Includes E-boAt AttAclt6-
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Genoral Summaxy and CoiieluBlonB(‘*)

The German Air Force anti-shipping campaign of 1941-1942
was a failure. The German High Command had expected to end

the war in the West with the Battle of Britain, but with the

prolongation of that assault, followed by the improvisation of

the long-range bombing attacks and later the decision to

concentrate on British supply routes, the High Command had no

Icng-teimi policy. Consequently when heavy attacks could have

been made on British shipping, the necessary air forces were

not available; while after the attack on Russia on 14 Jxme
1941, the Eastern Front became an increasing drain on the

resources of the Luftwaffe,

A,M, Pamphlet
Ho,248, Chap,4,
P.116,

At no time during 1942, did the German offensive against
coastal shipping produce critical losses, in spite of the fact

that more thaia ei^ty per cent, of all enemy sorties during
the year were directed against shipping.

The most dangerous months from the Allied point of view,
were, January and February, when eighteen ships totalling
50,283 gross tons were sunk by direct air attack and by mines.
This was more than half the total for the whole year.
Various measures, however, were taken to increase the protec
tion of convoys and to limit the operations of enemy minelaying
aircraft and by March, Allied losses were considerably reduced
in spite of a slight increase in the number of enemy sorties.

During April, Allied losses fell still further, largely
owing to the diversion of a substantial part of the German

effort to overland reprisal raiding; and after this month

the German offensive gradually began to fade out.
the enemy effort reached its peak in terms of sorties flown
but there were few actual attacks and no losses were sustained

either through direct attack or mines.

Im August,

Towards the end of the year tip and run attacks by
fighter-bombers increased, no doubt as a result of the enemy's
declining bomber strength in the West;(2) but these toe met
with little success.

The difficulties of intercepting enemy aircraft at night
and in cloud over the United Kingdom have already been
considered.(3) Similar difficulties frequently occurred in the
case of anti-shipping aircraft and the lack of complete and

thoroughly efficient early warning and location system, meant

that Fighter Command was forced to fly a very large number of

protective patrols,(4) Estimates vary as to the exact number
of enemy sorties flown during the year but the total amounted

to approximately 7>000 to 8,000 sorties or less than one fifth

See Appendix No, 6,
Tlie success of fighter attacks on the south coast, must

also have given the enemy grounds for hoping that similar
success would be obtained if fighters were used against
shipping.
See above Chaps, 3 aiid 4,
During the year Fighter Command flew the following sorties

in the direct defence of shipping;- 38,022By Day

1

2,

3

F.C.Form 'I*,
0,R,B,, Apps,

4

By Night 2,709
40,731Total
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of the Fighter Command total. (“I ) Thus in addition to siixking
some 60,000 tons of shipping, the Gerinan anti-shipping offensi\e
caused Figliter Command to devote approximately forty per cent,
of its totfil flying effort throughout the year to the direct
defence of shipping. This-was the limited success of the German
offensive. It was, moreover, a campaign in which the enemy
sustained relatively li^t casualties. Here again, German and
British assessments do not agree and the German figures of
eighty-seven aircraft destroyed during the year is substantially
larger than the British claims of forty-seven aircraft
destroyed,(2)

F,C.Form ‘I*,
0,R,B

A.H,B,/ia/A^
Apps,* >

3A.

German

Documents

A,H,B.6.

Behind these partial successes, lay the much greater
advantages Tfdaich the enemy night have gained, haa he possessed
a really efficient organisation for co-ordinating and directing
anti-shipping operations. Fliegerfuhrer Atlantik never
received the unqualified support of the German High Command,
The training of new aircrew for anti-shipping operations was
also poor and the constant wastage of experienced crews by their
diversions to overlaiad bombing and reprisal raiding gravely
impaired the efficiency of the anti-shipping force.

A,M, Pamphlet
Ko,2A8, Chap,4,
p,1l6.

From the Allied point of view, the continued success of

This was strength-
armament and the number of

the convoy system has already been noted,
ened both by’- the increase in ships
protective fighter patrols and during the year only sixteen
per cent of the ships sunlc and fifteen per cent of those dan-
aged Yiere in convoy, Pigliter losses were also very small and
only seven aircraft irere destroyed by enemy action during 1942,

Vrliilst it may be admitted tiiat the number of enemy anti
shipping aircraft, which were destroyed during the year, was
not large, it should be remembered that the primary duty of
Fighter Command was to protect Allied shipping from air attack.
In ttie February Operational Instruction, vihich has already been
described, occurs the follov/ing passage:-FC./S,23310,

Encl.30A,

Ibid,
para, 4(iv)(a),

'Cases have occurred of Escorts being drawn off in pursuit
Care shouldof single enemy aircraft, apparently deliberately,

be taken to avoid falling into this trap, and an Escort Leader
must constantly bear in mind that_his_primary_^i^y is to
protect the convoy, axid he shquM no-t therefore, leave it unless
an enemy aircraft is actually engaged~'over~¥he'~convoy~~^d'~i^^̂
only necessary to leave -the vicinity of the convoy to_cpnciude'
the engagement,' (3) '

The success of Figliter Command therefore lay in the large
proportion of AJLlied shipping which reached port in safety and
in the iailure of the German Air Force to make any appreciable
difference to the amount of shipping maintained in British
coastal waters.

A.H.B.6. (1) German records cannot be broken down by type of operation.
The above estimate is by Fighter Command,
Twenty-seven destroyed by Fighter Command and twenty by
ships' guns. The discrepancy may be caused by the fact
that various German units normally employed on anti
shipping work were used for reprisal raiding and losses
sustained, during these overland attacks may be included
in the anti-shipping losses total.
Original underlining.

(2)

Enemy
Documents

A.H.B.6.

(3)
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CHAPTER 6

THE DAY FIGHTER OFPEMSIVE: JANUARY - JUNE

- The Day Offensive during 19Al( )Introduction

Apart from political aims, the object of the fighter
Eneno^ ground teirgets.offensive during 194'! was twofold,

ships and above all aircraft v,^re to be destroyed and it v/as

also hoped that by their destruction, the enemy would be

prevented from Tdthdrawing flying units from the West and

sending them to Russia,
intensive period of operations which began in July 1941.

This Ti-as the chief reason for the

It is clear, hovrever, from German records that the
offensive failed to bring about any substantial change in the

T\7o experienced single-engined
fighter Geschwader were certainly retained in northern France

and although it is possible that but for the offensive these

Geschwader might have been employed elsewhere, it is unlikely
that the enemy would have entirely denuded northern France of

first-line fighters,
would always have existed.

At least the threat of an offensive

Records of

6th Abteilung enemy's order of battle,
a.d.i.Ck)
Report No.
373/1945.
A.H,B,6.Trans.

By October 1941, the Air Staff decided that a
restriction in the scale of Fighter Command's operations was

necessary ovTing to the poorer weather and shorter days,
this time operations were unlikely to affect the situation in
the East.

By

Moreover, the grcniring demands from other theatres
of operations called for a conservation of fighter resources,
which \7ould not be possible if the scale of operations were

maintained at the level of the previous months.
circuses(2)

Occasional

were undertalcen to keep the enemj'' on the alert but
the main burden of the offensive was carried out by small

numbers of aircraft attacking shipping and fringe targets on

as wide a front as possible,

conserving aircraft vras stressed again in Noverriber, when the
Deputy Chief of Air Staff informed the Air Officer

Commanding-in-Chief Fighter Command that the War Cabinet was

intent upon building up a strong force by the spring of 1942
and that aircraft should not be hazarded more than necessary,
although vital operations were not to be abandoned.

This emphasis on the need for

FC/S.26678,
End. lA.

The entry of the United States into the war aggravated
this problem of aircraft shortages,
doubt that supplies from the United States would fall off

during the period when she was building up her o’.vn air forces.

At the same time. Fighter Gcmnand would have to provide air
craft for the Far East in addition to the Middle East,

was also the possibility that pressure might be exerted to

make good the shortage that Russia would also experience, by
drawing on the supplies that Great Britain possessed.
10 December 1941, the Deputy Chief of Air Staff, therefore,
told the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief: 'There is no

objection to large scale operations being undertalcen at long
intervals against objectives, the destruction or disorganisa
tion of T/hich is of major importance, for example, the bombing

There could be little

There

On

See Chap. 9.

Ibid, End. 8A.
and A.H.B./
1D3/592.

(l) For a full account see R.A.F. Narrative:
Defence of Great Britain', Vol.IV, from which this
summary is largely extracted.

(2) For a definition of various temns for offensive opera
tions see Appendix No. 9

SECRET
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of iiTiportai'it power stations with bombers escorted by iigliter
aircraft. We caiinot, however, afford the constant drain

v/hich is imposed by minor operations, ’which constitute no

more thmi a minor nuisance to the enen^y, ' fhe Air Officer

Gormaaaidiiig-in-Chief Informed the Air Officers Coimnanding of

Nos. 10, 11 and 12 Groups of' this policy of conservation on
15 November,

Access to German documents has shorn that our claims of

enemy aircraft destroyed during offensive operations vrere

often far in excess of the facts, Bor exainple, betwreen
12). June 1941 and the end of the year, we claimed the
destruction of 731 German fightei-s, whereas the actual number
destroyed, according to German i-ecords was only 135» iiore-

over, this result was obtained at a cost of 4II fighter
CoiTimand pilots, (1)
destroyed, we lost an average of two and a half pilots, 'Ihe

offensive proved - as experience at bunkark had suggested -

that it was possible f'or short-range fighters operating fi-om
the United Ifingdom to assert a tempoi'ary and local air
superiority over ports of northern Erance; and that it was

possible, at a sufficient cost in flying effor't and losses, to
reduce the strengbh of the opposing fighter force for a

liiiiited period, providing the existing ratio be'tween the re
sources of either side v;as maintained. But the opfciinistic
intension of inflicting considerable losses on the eneniy, by
forcing him to i'ight v/hen he would be at a tactical dis

advantage, -was in no way realised.

One aspect of the fic^iiter offensive, ho-vwever, which met
with liiiited success was the dianiiel Stop. During 'the first
naif of the year Blenheims of No, 2 Group v/ere used for anti
shipping operations in the Channel area but on 8 October I94I
tne resxaonsibility for the ffliannel Stop was trai:isferred iiom
Bomber to fighter Command. (2) fos, 402 and oO? Squadrons
T/ere equipped with the recently developed Hi.ur'ricane-bomb^rs
and these, together ’with other squadrons from No. 11 Gx-oup,
continued the offensive until the end of the year. Towards
'the end of I94I the number of enemy ships which attempted day
light passage through the Straits of Dover was extremely
small. It is difficult, however, to say ho’w far 'this was
due to our offensive naval and air opei’ations and hov’/ far

simply lio a lessening of enemj- roquiremen'bs.

The Situation in Januar:y 1942

Thus ibr every eneiiiy aircraft that we

BC/S.26678,
ihcl, 7A.

Ei'icny
Documents

A.ii.B,6.

FC/S.2i752,
£ncl. 126A. and

FC/S.23203,
End. 129A.

R.A,F« Narrative

'Tile R.A,F. In

Maritime War'

Vol,III, Clmp.t.

At the beginning of the year the orders relating to the
Indeed theconservation of aircraft v/ere still in force,

aii-ci’aft situation was growing worse,
10 January the wastage I'or Spitfires and Beaufighters was:-

During the week end!
A.H.B./

ID3/77IB,
Part I,
Enel. 2,

(1) Dui’ing the Battle of Eiritain, 10 July - 3I October I94O,
the number of pilots lost was 2^48.

Bi.'ora this date fighter Command assumed responsibility for
day operations in the area Ikaiston - Ostend - Dieppe -
Beachy Head,

responsible for anti-shipp:Lng operations (including
reconnaissance) between Ciierbourg and Texel. Tire change
was partly occasioned by 'bhe heavy losses sustained by
No,2 Group’s aircraft.
These fig
Iviinister.

belov/ in Cnapter 9 of this voluae.

Apart froiA bhis area, Bomber Command was

ures elicited a shai-p minute from the Prime
The subject of wastage, however, is dealt with

BG/S. 23203,
Enel.129A

and

lic/s. 24752
Enel. 473

(2)

(3)
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Destroyed

i.e. Cat. •E
TotalsDamaged'

1914Beaufighters

Spitfires

Moreover, these figures corresponded very closely
average weekly wastage for the previous two months,
lighter Command had, therefore, to be modest in planning
offensive operations and for the first tvTO and a half months

of the year. Rhubarbs formed the majority of our offensive
operations.

At the end of January the number of first line day
fighter squadrons, which vrere available for offensive opera
tions, was fifty-five. (1) Of this total, fifty-tliree were
equipped with Spitfire VB's but no long-range Spitfires of

any type were yet operating.(?) Moreover, not all these
squadrons had reached the same standard of training,
middle of January the only really well-trained Y/ings in

No.11 Group were those from Xenley and Northolt.
Biggin Hill V/ing was adequately trained but in the opinion of
the Air Officer Commanding the others were 'hardly fit for

serious operations. *

The force vz-as nevertheless quite capable for carr^ung
out the tasks allotted to it in January but this fact itself

caused a peculiar difficulty,

maintaining the morale of the fighter pilots
beginning to suffer from too much inactivity
because of this and partly owing to other reasons which vl.ll

be considered later, the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief
hoped to increase the number of offensive sorties without
contravening the Air Ministry directive. He was supported
in this view by the Air Officer Commanding No.11 Group, who

suggested that if the enemy failed to react to the fighter
feint sweei^s, that were taking place. Hurricane bombers
should be included in the force. This was tantamount to

calling for a revision of the v/'hole policy of offensive
operations but the policy of conservation wa.s in fact
continued until ilarch.

5

56 7115

to the

In the

The

This was the question of
ich was

Partly

F.C. Order of

Battle,
Jan. 1942.

A.H.B./
in5/A2/3A.

11G/500/13/
Ops, End. 9A,

PC/s.26678,
Ends. 18A

and 20.

1 January - 23 J^iarch 1942Operations:

(1) Nhubarbs

During the first quarter of the year. Rhubarbs formed
the major part of our offensive operations.(4)
small scale operations normally carried out by two or four

aircraft and consisted of cannon and machine-gun attacks on

trains, barges and factories in the coastal areas of Belgium

These were

See Appendix No.7.
With the exception of Nos.66 and 152 Sqdns.
(Spitfire IIA).
The problem was aggravated by a surplus of pilots in
Fighter Command at this time; it was also reflected in

the high accident rate in the Command at this time (See
Chap. 9).
Between 1 January and 23 March, Fighter Command carried
out 46 Hiubarbs, 17 Rodeos and 24 other offensive
operations. See Appendix No.10.

1

2

(3)
Outgoing
Flimsies No.llt
18 Jan.

(4)F.C. Form 'Y*
Vol. 9.
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The detailed planning of such opera-and northern France,

tions was usually the responsibility of the pilots concerned,
who selected the targets from a constantly amended list,
17 October 19^'! Fighter Command issued a memorandum on Rhubarb

patrols, the intention of which was 'to keep the enemy
defences in a high state of readiness and to interfere
materially ■ dth the working of his war machine,' Three main

classes of targets were described and appendices were given
Avith the positions of individual suitable tangets.
classes were the French electrical power system, the fuel
distribution system (both by canal and rail) and the alcohol-
fuel distillation plants,

the Intelligence Branch at Fighter Command was preparing
further and more detailed tanget dossiers and that these would
be issued direct to Stations,

On

The

The memorandum also stated that

PC/S,26289,
Enel. 6A,

Ibid,

Ibid,
Enel. 27A

On 11 November a further memorandum on offensive opera

tions policy was issued by Fighter Command. It added enen^r
military camps, airfields and radio stations to the above
list and stated the attacks on alcohol distillation plants

were to be given special priox’ity. The importance of these

plants lay in the fact that their products supplemented
Gemoan petrol supv)lies. Moreover, the large tanks presented
useful landmarks to pilots and helped them to deal iTith the

difficult problems of high-speed, low-level navigation both
en route and in the vicinity of the target. The distillation
season only lasts from December to February and during this

period distilleries were attacked on several occasions,

from the alcohol plants, the most frequently attacked targets
during the fii'st three months of ^^k2. were barges, locomotives
and trains. (“I)

Apart

Ibid,
End, 6A,
App. D.

Ibid,
Enel, 55A

F.C. Fora 'Y«,
Vol, 9 and
A.H.B./II/76/2.

P.C. Form 'Y'

Vol. 9.
Typical of these atta-cks was an operation -which took

place on 5 January. The cloud base over the United Kingdom
we.s at 2 to 3,000 feet lowering over France and. the Low

Countiles to betv/een '00 and 1,000 feet. There were shovrers
but outside these the visibility was moderate to good. At
1525 hours two Spitfire VB's of No.485 Squadron left Ifenley to
attack an alcohol distillery at Fontaine-le-Dun near Dieppe,
They crossed the Channel just above sea level and approached
the target from the south at 1,000 feet. They attacked the
tower of the distillery • hich was easily identified and an
adjoining section of the target believed to contain distilled
alcohol. Thin black smoke vms seen to issue from the latter

after it had been attacked. Hits v/ere also seen on store

houses. The attacks Tfere carried out almost from ground
level, after which the aircraft successfully returned to their
base.

PC/S.26289,
End. 68A,

Between 1 Januarj'’ and 23 iViarch sixty-five Rhubarb opera
tions were planned but of these nineteen - nearly 30 per cent -
were uncompleted,
weather conditionsa^aijdoned or cancelled owing to unsuitable

FC/fe.25904
End, 43^

(1) After the cessation of attacks on distilleries, the Enem^^
Target Information Committee agreed that locomotives and
transportation generally provided the most important
targets.
The weather was an important consideration,
too bad there was little chance of finding the target.
Clear wealher, on the other hand, was equally unsuitable
since cloud cover v/as essential if our aircraft was not to

be 'jumped on' by enemy fighters.

If it Viras(2)
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It is difficult to believe that Ehubarb operations

interfered v/lth the working of the enemy war machine to any
great extent. But it is possible that they achieved a

certain amount of nuisance value, as did the similar enemy
operations against south coast towns later in the year.
Furthermore they provided an economic method of continuing
the air offensive against the Continent during the 7n.nter

months. Out of the 110 completed Hhubarb sorties from

1 January to 25 iiarch, only seven of our aircraft vrere lost.Uj

(ii) Circuses and Other Offensive Sweeps

The policy of conserving fighter aircraft naturally
meant that Fighter Command could afford to operate very few
Circuses or other large scale offensive operations. In

fact, only four Circuses took place during the period and the
first of these was not carried out until 8 kiarch. However,
during February it was hoped to increase the size and depth
of penetration of offensive sweeps, largely in order to

perfect the training of the Wings in No,11 Group and in the

flanking Sectors. On 2 February the V/ar Cabinet also
decided that steps should be taken to bomb certain factories

in occupied France.

Ibid.

A,M.File

C.M.S.868.

F.C, Form ’Y'

Vol. 9.
The first Wo Circuses of the year took place on

8 inarch, the targets being Comines Power Station and
marshalling yards at Abbeville. The bomber force on each

occasion viras composed of six Bostons of Bomber Command,

craft of Fighter Command also took part in a Hamrod by twelve
Bostons against the Poissy aircraft factory near Paris later
in the same afternoon and flew one Rodeo and one Feint Sweep.

Altogether Fighter Command flew 369 sorties in the course of
these operations. An Me,109 and an F.V7.190 v/ere claimed (2)
as destro.yed for the loss of three Spitfires.

iiir-

Ibid. The remaining two Circuses took place on 9 2nd 13 March
against iiazingarbe Power Station and the marshalling yards at
Hazebrouck respectively. During these operations we lost ten

aircraft. Pilots claimed to have destroyed thirteen enemy
aircraft but none, of these is confimed by German records.

Ibid and Enemy
Documents

A.H.B.6.

In addition to the above operations. Fighter Command
carried out twelve Rodeos, two Ramrods and eight Feint Sweeps,
for the loss of seventeen aircraft,

offensive operations due to eneny a-ction betw^een 1 January and

23 March ajnounted to thirty-tT/o aircraft, although the overall
wastage in the Command v/as considerably greater,

(iii)

Our total losses on

The Raid on Bruneval (Operation Biting);
27/28 February

A.P.3231,
Part II,
Chap. 4,
pp.56 - 8.

Tovz-ards the end of 194-1, the Air Ministry received
information that the Germans had a new type of radar equip
ment, which was playing an important part in the control of
the enemy anti-aircraft defences situated at Bruneval
neajT Cap d' Antifer.. Counter measures to give adequate
protection to our aircraft vrere being investigated but these
were hampered by a lack of information about the apparatus.
It ■'.Tas therefore decided by the Chiefs of Staff Committee on

(1) Aircraft on Rhubarb patrols also claimed the destruction
of three enemy aircraft during this period.

(2) Both these claims are confirmed by German records.

F.C. Ibrm 'Y*,
Vol, 9.
Enemy Documents
4.H.B.6
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21 January to carry out a parachute attack in an attempt to

capture the apparatus. The troops so dropped were to he

evacuated by sea.

The operation was completely successful but since it v/as

not the especial concern of Fighter Commend, the reader is
referred elsewhere for a detailed account.(*)

Fighter Command's main task was to provide continuous
fighter escort for the returning naval vessels on the morning
of 28 February. Apart from a brief period at 0900 hours
when the weather vms bad at Tangmere, this was successfully
achieved betv/een 0710 - 1425 hours. The following forces

took part::

11G/S,500/70,
Enel, 2SA.

Nos,41 and 129 Squadrons
Nos.124 and 401 Squadrons
No.602 Squadron

Ibid and

Order of

Battle,
A.H.3/
IIly/A2/3A

Tangmere Ning.
Biggin Hill Wing.

(Kenley.

No.10 C-roup Ibsley. Nos.234 and 501 Squadrons,

No. 11

Group

In addition to these operations. Nos.23 and 41 Squadrons
flew reconnaissance sorties and Havocs and Bostons of No,23

Squadron carried out diversionary attacks on the airfield and

marshalling yards south of Le Havre during the period of the

main parachute attacks.

The R.A.F, Force Commander for the operation was Group

Captain Sir Nigel Norman, v/ho v/orked in association with the
Air Officer Cormnanding No.11 Group in planning fighter opera
tions,

(iv) The Cliannel Stop and Operations against Enemy Shipping

11G/S.500/70,
End, 37A,

the main seaboume trafficPursuing the policy of movin
through the Straits of Dover under cover of darkness, the

enemy operated hardly any shipping in the Straits during day
light in January,

FC/S.22179,
End, VfA.

FC. Form 'Y',
Vol. 9.

Two destroyers of the Beitzen class made the v/estward
passage on the night of 25/26 January and were attacked by
Hurricane-bombers of No.607 Squadron, which were used for the
first time by night under ground control from Swingate C.H.L,
Station, unfortunately without result,(2)
sorties by Hurricane-boitibers were also made on the night
27/28 January and 31 January/l February, again without results.

Aircraft of No,91 Squadron attacked a variety of smdl
craft during January, one of which was sunk on the 22nd,

During February the main event was the passage of the
enemy naval units from Brest and the attacks on these vessels

A total of ten

(1) R.A.F. Monograph: 'Airborne Forces', Part II Chap, 4,
PP. 56-8. (A.P.3231).
This technique was developed throughout 1941. By
1 Noveniber 1941 a- special detachment of six Beauforts from
No.217 Squadron (Coastal Command) vms established at
Ivlanston; but these aircraft were withdrawn by Coastal
Command on 29 January 1942 owing to the shortage of crews
trained in ground control and to the necessity for employ
ing all available Beaufort aircraft in their normal
torpedo-bomber role.

This was the French tug Luvois of 260 gross tons. The
loss is confirmed by Lloyd's records.

cc/s.7010/7/1,
End, 55A,

(2)

Ibid,
End. 84A,

(3)
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are described elsev/here in this narrative,("^ ) During the
first vreek in ibbruary a detachment of ELeet Air Arm SvYord-

fish arrived at iianston in order to fill the gap left by the
vri.thdra\val of the No.217 Squadron (Coastal Command) to its
parent units. The Swordfish under ground control carried
out successful reconnaissances on three nights, while
Hurricanes dropped flares on the night 11/12 February to
assist naval forces in the location of E-boats.

In spite of the restricted flying due to bad -weather,
aircraft of No.91 Squadron carried out seven attacks during
the month, one of 'which resulted in the sinlcing of the German
trawler John iviahn

12 February.(2)

During March five fair-sized vessels attempted or made
the passage of the Straits and one of these, the French
Jeanet Jacques of 3,493 gross tons, -Kras sunk by naval forces.
Poor visibility which prevailed generally at night severely
limited air action,

carried out by No.91 Squadron, one of which resulted in

setting fire to a minesweeper which was subsequently beached.

Apart from Channel Stop operations. Fighter Command
operated ten Roadsteads and four Fighter Roadsteads against
shipping targets off the eneny occupied coasts of France and
the Low Countries.

15 March although on six occasions the target T/as not found.

For the most part the targets consisted of small craft in

convoy or enemy E-boats on passage,
were claimed as damaged but none were sunlc for the loss of
seven of our aircraft.

of 292 gross tons near Dunkirk on

By day, however, foui' attacks vrere

These took place between 10 February and

Several enemy ships

PC/S.22179,
Enel, 48A.

In general therefore the period -was a quiet one, apart
from the movement of the German battlecruisers up the Cliannel.

This event concerned all three operational Home Cemmands and

may now be described.

The ifAssac-e of the German Main Naval Units up the English

Chann^ to Germany; 12 FebruaryT3)~

(i) Introduction and the Break-Out

The German battle cruisers Schamhorst and Gneisenau were

first located at Brest by air reconnaissance on 28 l/iarch I94I
and on A- June they were joined by the cruiser Prinz Eugen.
Bomber Command carried out a series of raids on the ships
throughout I94I and as early as 29 April 1941 a plan for deal
ing vdth a possible brealc up channel by the enemy ships v/as
concerted betTreen the Admiralty and the Air Ministr5'‘.
plan - Operation Fuller - -vas dra-mi up assuming that in all

probability the ships would attempt the passage of the Dover

Straits during the hours of dar-mess. The task of Fighter
Command was to protect aircraft of Bomber and Coastal Commands,
Yi'-hich would be attacking the enemy ships and a No, 11 Group
Operation Order to this effect ’.7as issued on 5 October 1941.

The

A.H.B./IIV7.
Report of
Board of

Enquiry p.1.
Ibid, P.2.

No.11 Gp.
Op. Order
No.127.

Until 1 February 1912 at least one of the three ships had
always remained in dock but on that date all three were out of

(1) See belov/- pp. 94-102,
(2) Confimed by Lloyd’s.
{3) For a fiai account see R.A.F. Narrative; ’The R.A.F. in

Maritime Far', Vol. Ill, Chap. 5,
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A.H.B./IIK/7. dock ond thought to be seaworthy. Photographic
reconnaissance on 29 and 31 January also revealed the arrival

in Brest of t\?o destroyers, five torpedo boats and eight mine
sweepers, so that a brealc out s.ppeared increasingly probable.
On 3 February a full appreciation of the situation was passed

to the Air Officers Cornmanding-in-Chief of Coastal, Bomber and
Fighter Commands by the Admiralty and it was decided to put
certain aspects of Operation Fuller into execution. This in

cluded extra reconnaissance patrols and mining by the Royal
Navy and Bomber Command, On L February Fighter Command
warned No,11 Group that the co-ordination of fighter action in

•Fuller ' vras the responsibility of No, 11 Group and that No, 10
Group would operate at their request. Finally on 11 February
afternoon reconnaissance showed that Soharnhorst had undocked,
after a short period in dock tuad that the number of destroyers
in the harbour had now risen to six.

The brealc out r/as actually planned to take place at 1950
hours on 11 February but a Bomber Command raid on this night
delayed the sailing until 2200 hours.(l) Ushant Island
however, rounded just after midnight, the Island of Alderney
was ijassed at 0530 hours and at dawm the first contingent of

sixteen enemy fighters took station over the enemy squadron.

Since the beginning of the month. Coastal Command had
maintained three night patrols in the area. These were;-

(1) The 'Stopper* patrol, off the entrance to Brest.

(2) The 'Line S.E,' patrol, betvreen Ushant and the
Isle de Brehat.

(3) The 'Ilabo' pa.trol, betr/een liavre and Boulogne.

The patrols were flown by Hudson aircraft, equipped with
A.S.V.(2) Unfortunately, on the night of 11/12 February, the
A.S.7, sets became unserviceable on two occasions. In

neither instance \-ra.s a relief aircraft ordered, pai’tly because
there v/as a shortage of cdrcraft and partly, because it was
considered that if the enemy ships were out, they would have
passed through the area.s of patrol before a relief aircraft

could be got on patrol, a comparison of the patrols with the

track of the enemy battle cruisers shows that, but for the
technical, failures, both the 'Stopper' and 'Line S.E.  ' patrols
should have had an excellent chance of picking up the German

sliips. In fact, one of the aii-craft on the 'Stopper' patrol
appears to have been rd-thin A.S.V, range of the ships between
0020 and 0028 hours,

factorily but no mention is made in the log of the aircraft of

any A.S.V, contact. The 'Kabo' patrol, on the other hand, had
no chance of success, since the German ships v/ere still some
way to the west at the time it viras scheduled for completion,

.( Sighting Reports

was,

The A.S.V, equipment v/as working satis-

A.H.B./IIK/7.

Ibid.

s. i5ac/of 155,
Encl.lOD,
Page 8.

By 0830 hours on 12 February the enemy ships had reached a
At aboutposition north of Le Havre unseen said unsuspected.

(1) References for the German account are No,6 Supplement to
A.dmiralty Battle Summary No,11, the Genoan P&/18547 and
the log of the Scternhorst.

(2) Radar equipment capable of detecting Ittrge surface vessels
at ranges up to 30 miles.
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this time the southern chain of early warning radar stations

began to register plots of enemy aircreift just to the north

of Le Havre, These were, in fact, the enemy fighters escort
ing the Brest group. They were noted bj'’ the Stanmore Filter
Room Controller between 0825 and 0900 hours and were reported
by him to No, 11 Group and. the Duty Air Commodore at Fighter
Command, It iTas thought that they denoted some enemy air sea

rescue operations.

FC/S,24043,
Ends, 92A
and 96F,

The usual early morning 'Jim Crovirs' took off from
Hawkinge at 0830 and 0835 hours,(1) The vresterly sortie
reported on landing the presence of two small ships off

Boulogne and one northbound off Berck, The easterly sortie

sighted eleven small vessels to the east of Ostend and six

more to the east of Zeebrugge, all westbound. These reports
reached No, 11 G-roup at 0950 and 1000 hours respectively and '

Roadsteads vrere prepared for attacking shixoping south of

Boulogne and off Ostend,

Ibid,
Enel, 960,

Also at 1000 hours, the Filter Room, informed the Duty Air
Commodore that the enemy aircraft were obviously orbiting a

particular area and that this area apiaeared to be moving in a
north-easterly direction at between 20 and 25 Icnots,
result of these suspicious plots Fighter Command ordered No,11
G-roup to send out another reconnaissance and at 1035 this

sighted vrhat seemed to be twenty to thirty small vessels in

convoy escorted by five sloops or destroyers in a position
twelve to fifteen miles west of Le Touquet and steering north
east.

As a

A little to the north-westward of this convoy vrere t’wo

groups of E-boats steering east and one of the E-boats was

laying a smoke screen,
landed bad: at Haivkinge at 1050 hours and the report was

immediately made to No. 11 Group and the Vice-Admiral, Dover.
The x)reviously planned Roadstead operations were cancelled and
a layer Roadstead was prepared to attack the convoy,(2)

The t\70 reconnaissance aircraft

Ibid,
Ends. 92A,
96F and 102A.

Meanv/^hile the Filter Room at Fighter Ccm.'and reported
that strong enemy jamming of our radar stations in Kent iiad
been taking place from 0930 hours onwards. The Duty Air

Commodore spoke to No. 11 Group about this aaid asked for extra

reconnaissance, if the weather periiiitted.

At 1052 hours the R.A.F, Liaison Officer at the Head

quarters of Vice-Admiral Dover reported to No.11 Group that

their C.K.L, stations had been plotting intermittent surface
vessel indications since 1016 hours some twenty-five miles
west of the mouth of the Somme, These plots v/^ere no’w becoming
continuous having advanced to an area off Le Touquet and
indicated the presence of two fairly large ships.

•Jim Crows' irere standa-rd reconnaissi.nces carried out by
Spitfires of No.91 Sqdn, in the Sea area between Ostende
and the mouth of the Somme.

'Roadsteads' 'wa.s largely based on these reconnaissances.
The pilots v-ere under standing order not to break F/T or
H/T silence.
During the detailed interrogation of the t'wo
reconnaissance pilots alter the rush report was

despatched, the pilot of the second aircraft said one of
the ships in convoy appeai'ed to him to have tripod masts

and a high superstructure,
possible identity of this ship v/as still proceeding when

the definite sighting rer^ort from Group Cax)tain Beamish
was received.

The planning of

Discussion as to the

(1)

(2)
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Entirely unconnected mth all these purely anti-shipping
measures, a section of tivo Spitfires took off from Kenley at
lOlO hours on a normal offensive svreep over the Channel
against any enemy aircraft v/hich might be operating. The
aircraft vrere piloted by Group Capta.in P, V. Beamish and

Wing Commander R. P. Boyd, special permission having been
obtained by these tno officers to carry out the operation in

weather conditions which they considered to be too bad for

inexperienced and younger pilots. They proceeded out over

Dungeness to’-vards the French coast and, when about ten miles

frcm it, sighted two Me,109's flying south-westTOrds. Chase
Viras given at full throttle and very soon afterv^-ards at

1040 hours, a naval force was seen underneath the aircraft.
This consisted of two large v/arships, recognised as battle

cruisers, surrounded by about twelve destroyers with an outer

ring of E-boats, all steering up the French coast between
Berck and Le Touquet, The Spitfires vrere immediately
attacked by nine to twelve Me,109's but, after a melee, the

Spitfires broke away and made for base. They landed at

Kenley at 1109 hours and reported the details to No,11 Group,
who logged the time of receipt as 1125 hours. The infonna-
tion v;as immediately passed to Fighter Command and Vice-

Admiral Dover. The Roadstead operation was cancelled and

all fighter squadrons brought to readiness for a major opera
tion. TiTithin the next fifteen minutes all the air and naval

authorities had been informed.

Ibid,
End. 96G.

Board of

Enquiry
Evidence

PP.1-4.
A.E.B./llV
and F.C.

Form *Y*,
V0I.9.

(iii) The 3\yordfi3h Attack

On the morning of 12 February, the strength of No,11
Group in day fighter squadrons consisted of twenty-one Spit
fire and four Hurricane squadrons,

tion Fuller, No. 11 Group v/as reinforced by Nos.10 and 12

Groups, so that the total number of squadrons engaged in the
battle was thirty-four.(1)

As arranged under Opera-

A.H.B. /IIV7
Report p.13.
and

A,H.B./ll/52/
9470, Minute,
24 Feb.

At 1130 hours Fighter Command and No,11 Group were asked

for a strong fighter escort to accompany an attack by six
Swordfish of Coastal Command v/hich had been set in motion by
Vice-Admiral Dover as soon a.s the presence of major enemy
naval units was confirmed. No.11 Group agreed to provide two

squadrons (Nos,64 ajad 4II) to attack the escort vessels in
advance of the Swordfish and a further tiaree (Nos. 72, 124 and
401) to go out -with the Swordfish as escort against enemy
fighters.

Ibid,
Report p,6.

The rendezvous was fixed for Mansion at 1225 hours.

This gave the fighter squadrons very little time for brief

ing, take-off and the flight to ii/ianston and it becaine
apparent that the squadrons could not get to the rendezvous on
time.

Lieutenant Commander E, Esmonds, leader of the Swordfish
flights, at ifenston and informed him that the fighters would

The Controller at Hornchurch therefore rang up

(1) No,11 Group was reinforced directly as follows
(a) 3 Spitfire Sqdns. (Nos.118, 234 and 501) from
No, 10 Group to i7est .Mailing,
(b) 2 Spitfire Sqdns, (Nos.412 and 609) from No.12
Group to Biggin Hill.

No. 12 Group participated dix’ectly in the battle in
addition to reinforcements sent to No.11 Group, with:-
3 Spitfire Sqdns, (Nos,19, 616 snd 266)
1  IVhirlwind Sqdn. (No.1375.

A.H.B./II/52/
9470, Mnute,
24 Feb,
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smonde replied that he could not delay his
and v/hen the first fighters arrived over

be late. E

departure (■•)
Manston at 1228, the Swordfish ijumediately set course for
the target.

CC/S. 15155,
Enel. 6D.
A.H.B./IIK/7
pp. 185-191
and 360-564,
Report pp. b-7
and

P.C. Form 'Y*
Vol. 9.

These ten Spitfires of No,72 Squadron maintained
contact with the Swordfish until sighting the enemy ships at
1240 hours,
and F.¥,190's and in the ensuing fight claimed the
destruction of three P.W,190's,
80 m,p.h. Swordfish with Spitfires flying at 250 m,p,h,
proved a difficult one.
Spitfires vrere necessarily manoeuvring over a wide area and
the effective camouflage of the Swordfish, conbined with the
poor visibility made it hard to keep close contact.
Although the Spitfires engaged the ehemy vigorously, it is
olear that all the Swordfish were heavily attacked by enemy
fighters before they reached the enengr ships.

They were then heavily attacked by Me,109's

The task of escorting the

Y/hen engaging enemy fighters, the

Lieutenant Commander Esmonde, although his aircraft was
badly damaged, passed over the destroyer screen in face of
heavy fire but was shot down before completing his attack,
The other two aircraft in his flight released their torpedoes
but both aircraft were shot down in the sea immediately
aftervrards. Seme members of the orevf were ultimately picked

Of the second Swordfish flight, nothing is known after
they were last seen crossing the eneiiQr destroyer screen and
flying steadily towards the German ships.

up.

There were no

survivors.

The remaining two squadrons of the Biggin Hill lYing -
Nos. 124 and 401 - although they missed the rendezvous at
idanston, proceeded to the target and vrere in the vicinity of
the German battle cruisers at the time of the Swordfish
attack,
of which they claimed to have destroyed two,
was also lost,
the Swordfish, they contributed to the latter's protection to
the best of their ability.

Nos.64 and 4II Squadrons v/ere delayed in take-off from
Fairlop by poor weather conditions and did not reach Manston
until after the avordfish had left. They then proceeded
over to the French coast but failed to locate the Gernian

force and were not engaged,

(iv) Operations by Hurricanes and Hurricane-bombers

Vdiilst the S\7ordfish attack was in progress, the Air
Officer Commanding-in-Chief Fighter Command was in contact
with Bomber and Coastal Commands, in order to find out Avhen
their main attacks were to be expected. During the earlier
discussions betv/een the three Commands regarding Operation
Fuller, it had been agreed that close escort for bombers and
torpedo bonbers would be impracticable in the circumstances
and that fighter support -would take the form of fighter
cover. An exception to this arrangement had, hov/ever,
already been made for the avordfish attack, \Thich ^vas
settled betr/een the naval authorities at Dover and No, 11
Group.

They were immediately engaged with enemy fighters.
One Spitfire

Thus, although their presence was unknoYwi to

Ibid.

Ibid.

A.H.B./IIV7,
Report p, 13,

(1) Othervd.se the Germ£n ships would steam outside the range
of the Swordfish.

(2) Lieut. Commander Esmonde was posthumously awarded the
V.C.
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After consultation with Bomber and Coastal Commands, it

was clear that the main attacks by these Comnands could not be

expected before 1400 hours. The Mr Officer Commanding-in-
Chief accordingly decided to conserve his main fighter force

for employment later in the day. He considered, hov/ever,
that everything possible should be done to attack the enemy
escort vessels around the battle cruisers, with a view to

reducing their flak power before the arrival of the bomber air
craft. Pour strike forces of Hurricanes were therefore

despatched.

At 1240 hours ten Hurricane-bombers of No.60? Sq^uadron
left Manston. After failing to find the enemy force, they
returned to Boulogne v/here they attacked and damaged four small
ships. Half an hour later eight cannon Hurricanes of
No.3 Squadron escorted by twelve Spitfires of No.313 Squadron
left to attack E-boats, They encountered light enemy forces

betv;een Gravelines and Dunkirk which they attacked, receiving
heavy return fire.

At 1340 hours eleven cannon Hurricanes of No,1 Squadron
escorted by tvrelve Spitfires of No.129 Squadron left Tangraere
to deliver further attacks on E-boats, Both E-boats end

destroyers were found north-v;est of Dover and these were
attacked.

pc/s.24043,
Ends, 95A
and 96b,

A.H.B./IIP/7
Report p, 13
and P,C,

Form 'X',
Vol. 9.

Finally at 1420 hours, eight Hurricane-bombers of No,607
launched their second attack in two hours. They were escorted

by Nos,32 (Hurricane) and 41 (Spitfire) Squadrons, On its v/ay
to the target, the formation was attacked by two large groups
of enemy fighters. As a result of these engagements the
Hurricane-bombers became separated from the escort. Hov/ever,
they continued on their course and after a further heavy
fighter attack, the main enemy force was sighted. Attacks
were made on the escort vessels and one of some 6OO tons was

sunk.

Ibid.

Ibid, From these four operations, six Hurricanes and three Spit
fires failed to return, although one pilot was saved. On the
last, three enemy fighters v/ere claimed as destroyed, Miether
these attacks contributed in any way to the Bomber and Coastal

Command raids later in the day, is not knovm. It is certain,
however, that, as in the Swordfish operation, the attacks were
pressed home under difficult conditions and in the fa.ce of

strong enemy flaJc and air opposition,

(v) Fighter Cover for Bomber and Coastal Command Attacks

Vi'hilst these operations were proceeding, the Mr Officer
Commanding-in-Chief Fighter Command learnt that the first
attack by Beaufort aircraft of Coastal Command was to be
launched from Ivlanston at 1345 hours. To cover this attack the

Kenley Wing('l) was ordered to proceed to 1/Ianston and thence to
the target area. Owing to a variety of troubles, including
the change over from bonib to torpedo racks, the Beauforts were
late at the rendezvous at Ifenston and the fighters were there
fore ordered to proceed to the target area maintaining high
cover. They found the eneny battle cruisers and attacked the

escort vessels with their cannon. Numerous enemy fighters were
also seen and combats ensued, in which four eneny aircraft \r3re
claimed as destroyed.

Report p. 14.

CC/5.15155,
Enel. 16C,

(1) 3 Spitfire Sqdns. Nos.452, 485 and 602.P.C. Form 'Y*,
Vol. 9.
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Fighter cover was also provided for tvro naval opera
tions - the attacks by motor torpedo boats from Dover and

Ramsgate and by the six destroyers stationed at Harwich.
For the first, cover was provided by the Northolt ?/ing from
1230 hours orayards. The task of covex-ing the destroyer
attack was entrusted to ten Vdiirlvdnds of No, 137 Squadron,

The squadron set off in three flights between I3IO and 1429
hours but none of them found the destroyers. This appears
to have been due to the destroyers' alteration of course at

13‘18 hours, v/hen they were forced to cross the main mine

barrier, in order not to miss intercepting the enemy ships.
Not far from the German force, the V.'hirlwinds were engaged by
twenty lyle,109's and four of our aircraft were shot dov/n.

The most intense effort of Fighter Command during the
day, however, was launched bety/een I405 1305 hours to
cover the torpedo and bomber attacks expected to go out

during this period. Apart from the Beaufort operation
already mentioned, the two main attacks during this time
were the main Coastal Command attack by twenty torpedo
Beauforts and Hudsons and the first v/ave of Bomber Command's

raid by seventy-three Wellingtons, Blenheims, Ivlanchesters and
Hampdens. Fifteen fighter squadrons were despatched as
f ollov/s:-

(a) The North Weald Wing (Nos.121, 223 and 403
Squadrons) left at 1405 hours and encountered some
fifty enemj'- fighters over the target area, one of which
was claimed as destroyed,

(b) The Debden Wing (Nos.65 and 111 Squadrons) left at
1409 hours and in conibat with enemy fighters over
Dunkirk, claimed two as destroyed,

(c) The Biggin Hill Wing (Nos.72, 124 and 401
Squadrons), making its second sortie of the day, left
at 1Z,45 hours. A number of enemy fighters were
enga.ged but no claims were made,

(d) The Hornchurch Wing (Nos,64 and 411 Squadrons),
^so making its second sortie for the day, was rein
forced by Nos.412 and 609 Squadrons from No.12 Group.
No contact was made with the enemy,

(e) Nos,118, 234 and 501 Squadrons from No,10 Group
left T/est Mailing between 1415 and l^iij-O hours. The

enemy ships were found after a search and in combats,
two Me,109*3 were claimed as destroyed for the loss of
three of our cam aircraft.

The second and third v.'aves of the Bomber Command attack

consisting of 134 and 35 aircraft respectively were in the

target area between 1600 and 1815 hours. Only fifty-four
aircraft found the enemy force and the loss of fifteen of

these was a heavy price to pay for no firm claim of hits on

any of the major units. No.12 Group provided three
Squadrons - Nos.19, 266 and 616 Squadrons - to cover the
withdrawal of the bombers. They patrolled on a line some

sixty miles east of the Norfolk coast but saw no enemy
fighters.

Ibid.

Ibid.

Low cloud conditions interfered seriously with fighter
tactics and few cojabats had decisive results. The general

effect however, vras that enemy fighters were unable to any
great degree to molest our bombers and torpedo bombers. 

‘

aircraft which were lost were nearly all shot do\m by enemy
flaJc.

The
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(vi) dose of the General Narra.tive and Conclusions

At 1257 hours just before the enemy force commenced to
get outside the effective range of the Dover O.H.L. Station,
the Admiralty asked Coastal Command for shadcn^/ing aircraft on
the highest priority. Tvvo Beaufighters and txro y.'hitleys
fitted vdth A.S.V, vrere accordingly despatched between I510 and
2307 hours and from their position reports, it appeared that
the enemy had split into two forces. In fact the Schamhorst
exploded a ground mine at 1A31 hours and although not
seriously damaged she began to drop astern of the Gneisenau.C'^)
The G-neisenau also suffered slight damage from a mine at
1955 hours,

A final effort to damage the ships was made at 2300 hours
\vhen eleven Hampdens and nine Ivlanchesters of No.5 Group took
off to lay magnetic mines on the enemy's routs. Thirteen
mines v/ere successfully laid in the Elbe estuary but neither
the Gneisenau nor the Frinz Eu.^en encountered them.

The earlier position reports came too late to be of any
value to our attacking forces and indeed by reason of naviga
tional uncertainty in the poor weather conditions proved
what confusing. Hccr/ever, taken in conjunction with D/P bear
ings of German W/T signals obtained by the Admiralty from
2230 hours onwards, it seemed that the Geman force in two
portions reached the Heligoland Bight just before dawn on the
13 February and that is in fact what happened.

Public opinion in England viras shocked by this successful
and apparently unharmed challenge to our control of the narro;/
waters and a Board of Enquiry was set up by the Prime Minister
under the chairmanship of Mr. Justice A. T, Bucloiill.(2) The
Board considered the adequacy of the patrols outside Brest and
remarked that in vie\7 of the known gap in 'Stopper' and the
break down of A.S.V, on 'Line S.E,' it would have been prudent
to order a relief for 'Line S.E. ' and to carry out some kind of
davm reconnaissance further dovm the Channel,
remain valid, although the Board a.ssumed that the enemy force
had escaped before 'Stopper' was properly established;
it now appears from Germarr records that the enemj^ rounded
Ushant v/hile 'Stopper' was being patrolled.

Attention ms also dravm to the lack of intelligence
liaison, -whereby the significance of the early radar°plots and
the strong jamming interference v/as not immediately linlced up
vd-th the possible escape of the enemy squadron.

The Board considered that the previous plans for the
attack were adequate, although the early co-ordination of such

some-

These remarks

whereas

A.H.B./IIV3I,
End. 16A.

No. 16 Gp.
O.R.B.

A.H.B./IIK/7,
Report p. 15.

Ibid,
PP. 16-17.

Ibid,
PP. 17-20

bcu-rs '■ '■ ■
At 2134/^the Sohamhorst exploded a second mine,
steering gear and port engine were seriously damaged and
brought the ship to a standstill. However, she finally
got under way and managed to reach y/ilhelmshaven at
0900 hours on 13 Pebrua.ry,

reached the River Elbe at 0700 hours
13 February. On the night of 27/28 February the Gneisenau
’was put out of action for many months, after an attack by
Bomber Comraand while in iuLel Harbour,
the mr again.
Assisted by Vice Admiral Sir T. H. Binney and Air Chief
Marshal Sir E, R, Ludlow-Hewdtt.

The

Both the Gneisenan and
on

She did not enter

(1)

(2)
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attacks inevitably suffered from the late hour of
discovery of the enemy's advanced position.

In their conclusions, the Board expressed the view that
it was doubtful whether the forces employed were sufficient
to cripple the battle cruisers even if their movement out of
Brest had been known as soon as they came out,
leading to this view ¥fas given by the Assistant Chief of the

Naval Staff, in which he said that the Admiralty were not
expecting great results from the bombing attacks owing to
the poor weather and the high speed of the target.("I) In
deed the Admiralty ha.d never believed that these three ships
could be sunk Virhile negotiating the Channel route. The

Board did, however, draw attention to the desirability of a
higher standard of training in torpedo attack.

From the point of view of fighter opei-ations,^ the
weather wa.s extremely poor throughout the day.
Captain Beamish first sighted the enemy ships, the cloud

base was betvreen 1,500 and 2,000 feet and by 1600 hours it
lov/ered to about 400 feet. There was also a strong wind.
There could therefore be no decisive fighter versus fighter
contest over the enemy force.

Evidence

Vdien Group

Ibid,
pp. 21-23.

A.H.B./IIK/7,
Evidence

P. 11.

The total number of fighter aircraft despatched in
connection v/ith the enemy ships ̂ '.fas 416 of which seventeen
were lost. One hundred and tw-o made attacks on various

P.C. Form 'Y*,
Vol. 9.

els, in the course of vMch they claimed to have
Sixteen enemy

enemy ve
sunk one 600 ton vessel and one E-boat.

ss

fighters vrere claimed as destroyed.

During the operations two incidents occurred, vdiere
Coastal Command formation leaders were led to expect fighter

escort, which did not in fact materialise; and it became
the especial concern of Fighter Command to analyse what had

happened and to prevent a recurrence of such mistakes,
the first case involving No,86 Squa.dron, it was found that
when the squadron had arrived at the rendezvous, the target
had already been more than 200 miles away - that is, outside

effective fighter range. Moreover, the available fighters
had alrea.dy been used to provide escorts for the destroyer
attack.

In

A.K.B./II/52/
9470,
30 March,

The second incident, involving Nos.500 and 407
Squadrons of Hudsons, v/as proved to have been caused by the
failure of No,16 Group to inform the squadrons that no

direct escort woLdd take place but that fighter wings would

be operating in the target area at the time the attack was
due to be delivered.

Commands a.s to the precise meaning of fighter ’escort ’ and

fighter ’cover', together with other instances T/here the co
operation between the operational home commands vras in need

of improvement, led directly to the issue of a combined
Bomber, Fighter and Coastal Command Operational Instruction

9 April.(2)

This confusion between the two

on

Ibid.

P.C. Op,
Instr.

No.13/1942.
Necessarilj'', the operations against the German forces

12 February were the primary responsibility of the Royal
Navy and Coastal Command. Filter Command’s contribution
to those operations was in the main carried out to the best

of its ability. The mistalces ’which occurred v/ere chiefly

on

1) Approximately 27 knots,
2) Considered below p. 108.
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due to the speed vd-th vdiich operations had to he organised.
Indeed it was this pressing time factor which, more than any
other, caused difficulties and confusion in the execution of a

task, which under any conditions, v/ould ha.ve been a most
formidable one. To say that the German ships were lucky to

malce good their passage to Germany would be an overstatement:
the operation was carefully planned by the enemy,(1) Yet it
remains true that several disadvantages and mishaps, each one

of no great importance, COTiibined on 12 February to provide our
attacking forces v/ith serious difficulties. Moreover, it
must be remembered (and the German Naval Staff took this view)
that although the enemy achieved his tactical object, the
operation vras in one sense a strategic defeat for him. For

by taking refuge in north German ports, the German ships
abandoned their position on the flank of British sea
communications.

The Change in Offensive Policy: 13 IfcJrch

A.H.B./IIE/7,
Report p, 22,

(i) Intelligence on German FighterStrength and Decision to
Recommence Glrcuses

F.C. Int,

Summ, No,314,
Pt, II.

In the middle of February it became kno’ivn, that there had
been a. redistribution of Gemum fighters in the West,
involving a reduction of forty single-engined fighters in the
Brest and Paa de Calais areas. These moves vrere apparently
made to increase the enemy fighter strength in Norway and

Denmark, where a considerable bomber force was a.ssembled to
attack our north-bound convoys. It was estimated that the

total number of German single-engined fighters in the West at

this time was 305 - 310, with a. fui-ther 70 in Reserve Training
Units, Intelligence reports at the end of February referred

to further reductions taking place in the fighter strength in
the Bordeaux/Cherbourg and Pas de Calais areas,(2)
estimate of German fighter strength, hov/ever, remained betvreen
305 and 330 aircraft throughout larch. At the end of that

month there were reports of some fighter reinforcements
arriving in the Cherbourg and Le Havre areas but it vras
claimed that the use of He.113's in first-line units in the

Brest area pointed to strained enemy fighter resources,

German records shov/- that these estimates were

substantially correct. The actual figures v/ere as follows:

German Fighters Available to Oppose R.A.F.

Fighter Operations over France and the Low Countries(-5)

Our

Ibid, No.316,
Pt. II.

Ibid, No.321,
Pt. III.

Enemy
DocuDients

A.H.B.6.

Establishment Strength Serviceable

7 February
(Reserves
7 March
(Reserves

384 251)345
80 82)114
344 311 225
80 98)118

(1) It Is probable, for example, that the operation vas deliberately timed to
take advantage of the warm front which the German meteorological  organisation
would have been able to predict, at least Immediately before the sailing.
The War Cabinet Joint Intelligence Sub-committee estimated on
23 February 191*2 that unless the situation on the Russian front changed, the
strength of the German Air Force on the Western Front was unlikely to exceed
1,000 aircraft of all types.
These figures are probably slightly too high, as certain Geschwader of J.G.I.
were stationed In Germany, Certain of the units In these‘totali were also
re-equlpplng with F.W,190»s although they remained operational and so have
been Included,

(2)

(3)
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On 6 March a meeting -was held hy the Chief of Air Staff

to consider the possible mys of preventing the recovery of
the Luft-vvaffe from its estimated v/eakness. He had a.lready
asked the Rrime IHnister to authorise the resumption of

Circus operations but he also vd-shed to consider the
possibilities of the daylight bombing of Germany,
Intelligence estimated that the German Air Force was wealc,
especially in fighter aircraft, but that the position was

To prevent this increase in power, and itsimproving,

consequent effect on the Eastern Front, it was necessary to

increase the wastage on the German Air Force, and it was
estimated that an additional loss of one hundred fighters a

month might achieve this object.

The Air Officer Gommanding-in-Chief Bomber Command
doubted v/hether his Command v/ould be able to stand the losses

likely to be incurred by daylight bombing and pointed out

tha.t the result would jjrobably mean a diversion from the

night effort. The Air Officer Coramanding-in-Ghief Fighter
Command, hov/ever, thought that the required wastage could
best be a.chieved by a return to the circus type of operation,
although he emphasised the limitations of his fighter force

to provide cover for the bombers at the required radius.
With the long-range .tonics in use at that time, it was only
possible to operate fighters as far as the mouth of the

Scheldt, the Cherbourg peninsular and Brest.

The possibilities of daylight bombing were, in fact,
left in abeyance but on 8 J/iarch the Prime Mnister replied to
the Chief of Air Staff’s minute;

Ibid.

'You are terribly short of Fighter aircraft and no one

can tell ho'w heavy the calls may be in the future.
However, it pays us to lose plane for plane, and if you
consider circus losses will come within that standard

it would be worth ’while.

an absolute guarantee'.
I Icnow that you cannot give

C.A.S, Folder.

A.H.B./lD3/59a

FC/S.26678,
Enel. 32A,

On 13 March the Air Staff, therefore, decided to recommence
daylight circus operations over France, the primary aim being
to hold and destroy as much as possible of the enemy's
fighter strength on the Western Front. The circus opera
tions vrere to be backed up by fighter sweeps but in order to

meet the pressing demands for aircraft from overseas, it

would still be necessary to avoid heavy wastage. This
chiefly occurred at the limit of the fighter's range. The

three groups concerned - Nos.10, 11 and 12 - were informed
of these decisions on 17 ilarch. The planning for the
operations v;as to be undertaken by the Air Officers
Commanding of Nos,2 and 11 Groups in collaboration. Wings
from Nos. 10 and 12 Groups were also to talce part in circuses

by 3rrangem.ent with the Air Officer Commanding of No, 11
Group,

Selection of Targets

Ibid,
End. 4AA.

Evidence during the summer offensive of 1941 QJid opera
tions during the beginning of 19^-i-2 showed that the Germans

would only put up fighters in the defence of important tar

gets on the continent,

insufficient importance to warrant German fighter protection.
Fighter Command operations v/ould be largely abortive, since
the weight of bombs carried v<ras not heavy enough to inflict
any great amount of damage,
our offensive was to destroy enemy fighters.

Should the targets selected be of

In any case the primary aim of
The problem
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to be solved was therefore the selection of targets, v/ithin
the range of our fighters, 'which the Germans would consider

worth defending. For the Spitfire VB, Hurricane and Tjrphoon
this range - i.e. maximum radius of action - was about
150 miles.

Op, Instr, NO,
33 P.C, O.R,B

APP., MOV. 19Z|2,
A.H.B./IIM/A2/3A.
See Map N0,4,

PC/s.25904,
Enel, 47A.

pc/s.26678,
Enel. 51B.

•»

Targets were selected by the Air Ministiy mainly for
their economic importance and priority was to be given to the

main electric power stations.(1)
factory targets were specified.(2)
viras governed by the geographical position of the target in
relation to built-up areas, since it was hoped that our attacks

would cause as few casualties among friendly civilian popula
tions as possible,

listed, of which forty-one were in Prance, twelve in Belgium
and five in Holland,

Secondly, six industrial
In some cases the choice

A total of fifijr-eight targets was

With regard to the electrical targets, it v/as stressed
that from the economic point of view continuous attacks on

powrer stations v^'ould. have a greater effect than attacks on

any other objectives,
successful attacks on power stations \vas increased, the effect

in disrupting supplies over a vd.de area was increased at a

very much greater rate.

For .PJiubarb operations, the Air Ivlinistry in consultation
with the Ivlinistry of Economic Warfare, decided that the main

types of targets would continue to be transportation
objectives, including traffic on rivers and canals,
chief aim of these operations was the destruction of locomo
tives and interference with fuel distribution,

svdtching and transformer stations were listed as secondary
objectives and gas plants and gasholders were also included,(3)
In addition to these targets it \vas also decided that the list

of targets for circuses could be used as alternatives during
Ehuborb operations.

This was because as the number of

The

Electricity,

Ibid.

pc/s.26678,
End. 45A,

Operations end Policy; 24 kiarch - 51 fey 1942

(i) 'Circuses *. 'Eamrons * and Offensive Sweeps

The new offensive opened on 24 March with a large scale
Oircus operation against Gomines Power Station and the

marshalling yards at Abbeville,
operations - including two more Circuses and two Ramrods -

Further offensive

P.C. Porai 'Y»
Vol. 9.

FC/S,22678,
Old. 4(A.

(1) These v/ere situated at: Pont a Vendin, comines, Lablusslere, Mazlngarbe,
Sequedln, Lomme, Beuvry, Bully and Choeques,

(2) Industrial Targets

lype of Factory

Steel and engineering

Name of Owners Position I
;  Flves-LlileIbid. Lille

Loco, and vagon oonstmictlon | Chemln de Fer du Nord
Ch

Lille

emical Etabs-Kuhlmann Karnes
♦

Artificial slllc and weaving La Sole Artlflclelle
i  de Calais

Calais

Airframe Avlons Potez Meaulte

Shipbuilding Ateliers et Chantlers

de la Seine Maritime
Le Trait

(3) A special paper on gas plants and gasholders was Issued by the Air Ministry
on 19 Mai'ch.

showed that large explosions as a result of fighter attacks were very
unlikely and In any case would only occur some time after the aircraft had
left the target area.

It gave the positions of 39 such plants In Northern France and
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were conducted on each remaining day of the month, except on
the 30th when the vreather v/as bad.
attacks we claimed to have destroyed twenty-six enemy air

craft, at a cost of eighteen of our ov/n aircraft,
balance was slightly in our favour and on 1 April the Chief
of Air Staff was able to' inform the R-ime Minister that

during Mbnch we had destroyed fifty-five enemy aircraft
while losing thirty-four of our OT/n. In fact, the correct
total of enemy aircraft destroyed was only tv/elve.

In the course of these

The

C.A.S. Folder

A.H.B./ID3/592.
Enemy
Domjments

A,H.B.6.

During the first half of April the offensive was
vigorously maintained and on one day - the 15th - Fighter
Command flew 552 sorties in Wo Circuses against Cherbourg
docks and Desvres airfield,

energetically, as had been hoped but they were also meeting
In the first tiro weeks of April we lost

The Germans reacted

with some success,

F.C. Form •?',
Vol. 10,

forty aircraft, for the claimed destruction of only twenty-
In fact we lost four times as manythree enemy aircraft.Enemy

Document s

A.H.B.6.
aircrs.ft as the enemy, as German records shovr only eleven

aircraft as being lost during those Wo weeks,
that the enemy was fighting fiercely and crews reported in

creased willingness to 'mix it' on the pant of the enerry
pilots.

It was clear

IIG/5OO/13/
Ops,
Enel. 37A,

On 13 April the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief
decided that, v/hile there vms no question of diminishing the

scale of our offensive, the problem should be approached
'with a certain amount of caution and cunning',
fore instructed the Air Officer Commanding of No.11 Group:

'(a) To pick targets right on the coast, and not try
to penetrate,

(b) To carry out a propox’tion of
without bombers at all, since the Hun fwas) apparently
ready to react even though no bomhiers (were) present,

(c) To employ large numbers of squadrons vfith a view
to out-numbering the liun. '

Nevertheless, end in spite of the Wax Cabinet's
sanction for 'disproportionate losses on isolated occasions'.
Fighter Command could not continue to suffer heavy losses for

an indefinite period,

thought that the enemy vrere talcing advantage of the compara
tive lull on the Eastern Front in an attempt to frighten us

off our offensive policy by intensive operations in the West.

It seemed probable tha.t these exertions could only be main

tained for a few weeks and the Air Officer Commanding-in-
Chief therefore decided to step up, rather than reduce, the
scale of Fighter Command's operations,
hoped to call the enemysbluff.

He there-

operations

The Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief

In this way he

Ibid,

A.M. File

CMS.868
8 April

IIG/5OO/I3/
Ops, End.
37A.

The Air Ministry estimated that a total of 200 enemy
day-fighter casualties per month from all causes on the

Western Front would resul-t in a decline of the enemy's
strength and that 250 would necessitate reinforcement in the

West at the expense of the single-engined fighter force in
P.ussia., In order to ensure that the fighter wastage in the

Ibid,
Enel. Z|.5B.

West was not less than 250 a month, it was necessary to in
flict half these losses in battle.

On 21+ A.pril the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief there
fore instructed his Group Commanders to inaugurate Super
Circus opera.tions. This entailed an average of six bomber
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Ibid. sorties a day by the Boston and Blenheim squadrons of No,2
Group, Offensive operations in No,11 Group were to be main
tained at their current level, until the opening of the
German spring offensive in Russia, which the Intelligence
Branch estimated would tajce place before the end of May,
After this, the aim would be to Increase the scale of opera
tions by fifty per cent.

In order to provide a force adequate for these opera
tions, No,11 Group was to be reinforced by the addition of
one Spitfire squadron to each Sector, thereby raising the
total number of Spitfire squadrons available in No,11 Group
for offensive operations to thirty.("I)
to be completed by 15 J/Jay,

l^hilst it was hoped that this intensification of

offensive v/ould reduce our losses proportionately, it v/as
clear that they meant a heavier numerical wastage. Moreover,
the rising overseas commitments were causing Air Marshal
Douglas great concern. The merits and importance of these
commitments need not be discussed here(2) i^ut the Air Officer
Commanding-in-Chief felt that he v/as being asked to carry out
two different policies at the sajne time. 'On the one hand',
he wrote to the Vice Chief of Air Staff 'I am being urged to
push ahead with offensive operations with a view to wearing
down the Germxai fighter force in the best so as to help the
Russians. On the other hand, you keep ̂ whittling av/ay at ny
first line strength and reserves, the inevitable result of
which \idll be that I shall not be able to maintain the desired
offensive. You cannot have it both \7a.ys.
have a directive to sit on the defensive and conserve air
craft, or else jrou must give me an adequate first line
strength plus the necessary reser'/es to support an offensive
policy. '

iii’ter several discussions i^dth the Air Ministry, the
Deputy Chief of Air Staff informed Air Marshal Dougl
30th April that the intensification of the day fight
offensive was to be given first priority. This in no way
solved the problem of maintaining the strength of the fighter
force but for a time 'the matter ’.vas allovred to rest.

^Meanvz-hile during the second half of April our losses
continued to mount. This was in spite of our using large
numbers of aircraft and not attacking targets which required
deep penetration. From 16 to 30 April, we lost sixty-four
aircraft for the claimed destruction of foi^’ty—four enemy air—

Only ten were in fact destroyed. During these weeks
Fighter Command carried out nineteen Circuses, eleven Ranu'ods
and nineteen Rodeos or other offensive sweeps. On the 30th

The reinforcement was

our

Either I must

as on

er

craft.

W.S.D. Out

going Flimsies
No.13,
19 April 1942.

FC/S.26678,
Enel. 57A.

F.C. Form 'Y',
Vol. 10.

Enemj'- Documents
A.H.B.6.

FC/S.28146,
End, 38A,

(1) Squadron No, Prom To

412 (R.C.A.P.)
;  133

i  331 (Nor)
!  164
I  154
i

402 (R.C.A.P.)
131

Digby
Idrton

Skeabrae

Peterhead
Duxford

Martiesham

Biggin Kill
North Weald
Skeabrae

Harrowbeer or

Church Stanton

Kenley
Merston

Fairwood

KLanbedr
-J

(2) They are considered below in Gha.p. 9,
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the Command flew a total of 733 sorties against Hushing
harbour and Lannion airfield.

PC/S.28146,
Enel, 40A,

A Fighter Command Intelligence analysis of operations
during both March and April showed that our offensive opera
tions during April caused the enemy single-engined fighters
to increase their daily average number of sorties to
220 compared with 55 a- day in March. In spite of this, on

only eight days in April did the enemy use some aircraft for

more than one sortie a day. The report also showed that

Circus and Ramrod operations produced a greater enemy \mstage
than Rodeos or sweeps and seemed to indicate that freq.uent
four Tsring operations were more effective and less costly than
a smaller number of larger operations.

During l&a.y our losses vrere less severe than in April but
the total of sixty-one aircraft lost for the claimed
destruction of forty-five enemy aircraft showed that we were

still suffering larger casualties than the enemy. However,
in spite of the fa-ct that opera.tions took place on every day,
except tvfo, betvreen 16 and 31 the losses for the period
were less than at any time since I.ferch. ¥e lost twenty-five
aircraft for the claimed destruction of twenty-seven. These

figures more nearly approached the one-for-one sanction of
the Prime Ministervw but they in no way realised the aims of

the Air Officer Commanding-in-Ghief's original directive in
March when he emphasised ’that the losses sustained by our
fighters (should) not normally (be) greater than those in
flicted on the enemy. ' Nor was this small improvement in
the situation permanent; the losses in the first half of
June were so serious as to lead to modifications in our

whole offensive policy,

(ii) Rhubarbs

Yihen reviewing the situation in the middle of April,
Air Iflo-rshal Douglas stressed the importance of keeping the
enemy fighter force continually on the alert. Herein lay
the imiDortance of Rhubcurbs and other small scale operations.
Moreover, by this time, we could appreciate more exactly what
effect such attacks could have, from the enemy low-level
fighter offensive against the South Coast.(2)

Throughout the period March to May the targets for
Rhubarb operations remained, as before, cMefly transporta
tion objectives. During i/larch Fighter Command asked to be
allowed to include enemy radar and radio beam stations in
the list of Rhubarb targets. This permission was refused on
22 April, since the Air Ministry felt that few advantages
would be gained from a widespread offensive a';ainst these

stations. If, however, such attacks were withheld, until
they could be used in support of a single important operation,
great advantages might accrue.

Operations during March and the first part of April
showed that aircralt on Rhubarbs were being lost oving to
poor planning and general bad flying discipline.
Air Ivlarshal Douglas therefore issued instructions on
12 April, that such tempting targets as water towers and

Ibid,

P.C. Fom ’Y’,
Vol. 10.

PC/s.26678,
Enel, V+A.

11G-/500/l3/0ps,
End. 37A.

PC/S.26289,
End. 84A..
A.M, File

C.S.11377,
Enel. 13A.

Ibid,
Enel. 15A.

FC/S.26289,
End. 75A,

A.H.B./II/73/1. (1) Although they hardly justified the bold claim by the
D.D.P. Ops. on 11 May that 'vre can cla.im to be achieving

aim within the limitations imposed by the ViTarour

Cabinet,

(2) See above .Part I, Chap. 3. passim.
SECRET(55692)157
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Ibid,
Enol. 92A.

vdndmills were not to be attacked. And on 21 May he
repeated the order to avoid causing French civilian casualties
v/herever possible,
to be attacked.

By May the ntmiber of orders and instructions with regard
to Ehuberb operations had become so numerous that the original
Operation Instruction was difficult to follow.
Instruction v/as therefore issued by No. 11 Group on 25 May,
vdrich included all the amendments up to that date,
principles were stated but a section on tactics yras included,
which contained a summary of the various points which had
been gathered from the experience of operational pilots.
Significantly, it contained a list of targets "which vrere not
to be attacked, including lighthouses and chateaux,

(iii) Operations against Enemy Shipping

Operations against the German battle cruiser squadron
which made the passage of the Dover Straits on 12 February
showed that the stcxndard of co-operation between Fighter,
Bomber and Coastal Comman.ds was by no means perfect,
particular, confusion arose on that occasion as to the precise
meaning and difference betv/een fighter 'escort' and fighter
'cover',

In pa.rticular, passenger trains were not

A nevf

No new

In

ADGB/S,28847,
End, 3A,

F.C.Op,
Instr,

No,13/1942,
A,M, File

0,3.11246,
End. 6A,

On 9 April the three Commands issued a joint Operational
Instmaction,

main fighter groups for escort and direct attack were as
follows

The areas of responsibility dlooated to the

(l) No,10 Group. The English Gliannel vrest of 1o y/est

(Pte, de Barfleur inclusive)

(2) No,11 Group, The Channel, Dover Straits and North
Sea between 1° West and Ostend.

(5) No.12 Group. The North Sea east of No.12 Group
land area and the coastal waters

between Texel and Ostend,

The primary role of fighter in anti-shipping operations
to afford aircraft of Coastal and Boiriber Commands the maximum
freedom of action in their attacks. Requests for fighter co
operation for daylight strikes v:as to be made direct between
Coastal, Bomber and Fighter Command Groups and strikes were to
be co-ordinated to obtain the majcimum benefit from the fighter
effort available.

The area in which Fighter Command was to ce.rry out day
light reconnaissance vlthout special request, was the coastal
water between Ostend and the mouth of the Somme,
pennitting, these patrols were to be carried out at about two-
hourly intervals,

flown by Hurricane-bombers in good weather, were to be carried
out by Coastal Command aircraft.

Standard definitions to describe the various components
of a large fighter force were also given and the following
terms were defined.

was

Weather

Night reconnaissances other than those

Ibid,
App. 'A'.
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Escort

Escort Cover

Target Support
Free Lance

Porivard Support
Sear Support
Diversion

Feint

See App,
No. 9.

I

Moreover, it v/as fimiLy stated that vrhen 'escort' was to he
provided, a definite time to set course from a. specific
departure point (Rendezvous) must he agreed and that in no
circumstances wixs the striking force to orhit the departure
point after the agreed time of departure.
Command could not provide the escort at the o-greed time and

place, the fighter group was to inform the group controlling
the striking force, at least ten minutes before the
estimated time of departure. The striking force could then

he informed and instructed whether or not to proceed without

the fighters.

Only one large, vessel was detected maJcing the passage of

the Dover Straits during April. Air reconnaissance shovred

it to he an amed merchant vessel hut, owing to had weather,
no air action was possible. As during the first three
months of the year, movements of enemy small craft were
mainly restricted to the hours of darkness. Aircraft of

No.91 Squadron detected targets hj'’ day on six occasions and

though damage wa.s claimed, there v/as no verification of this.

If Fighter

pc/s.22179,
End. 5OA.

During May, however, nine vessels over 1,000 gross tons

passed through the Straits, which was the largest nuniber
since September 1941. These included a strongly escorted
westbound raider (on the
and several Sperrbrechers

night 12/13 May),
Bad vreather a.gain prevented

er

air action, so that although there was a full moon at the

beginning euid at the end of the month, no attacks were
carried out by Fighter Command aircraft in the area. ^

a sizeable tanic

The Vice-Admiral Dover v;as concerned at this increase in

the amount of enemy shipi^ing passing through the Straits at

night and after consultation with the Air Officer Ccaurcanding-
in-Chief of Fighter Command, new instructions were issued on
16 May in an attempt to curb this menace.
No.11 Group at this time included:-

(a) No.174 Squadron.
Hurricane-bombers with bombs and two with flares to

operate from lianston during the non Fighter Night
period; and four Hurricane-bombers v/-ith bombs during
the Fighter Night period,

(b) No.52 Squadron.
Hurricane IIC aircraft at

Hornchurch control,

(c) No.418 Squadron.
Boston III aircraft at Bradvrell, fitted with 250 lb.
bombs,

employed if a. suitable target offered itself, and they
were a3.so used for intruder operations.

The forces under

The squadron was to provide two

The squadron was to provide two
bst Mailing to opera.te under

The squadron was to provide one

These aircraft were, however, only to be

FC/S.20787,
Enel. I25A.

Op. Inst.
No.76.

(1) Araied merchant ships, often equipped v/ith heavy anti
aircraft s.rmament.
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As before, the C.H.L, Station at Swingate wa.s to be used
for the control of aircraft intei-cepting sliipping. (0
inforaiation from the Vice-Admiral Dover the Controller at

No. 11 Group would decide vfhether or not a target was suitable
for air attack. If the attack v/as to be made, the
Controller would pass full details of the forces to be used
to the Hornchurch Sector Controller who would arrange for
the briefing of pilots and for making the necessary a-rrange-
ments with the Controller at Swingate.

On
Ibid.

Apart from these arrangements for night operations,
between 24 ̂ larch and 31 Ivlay Fighter Command carried out three
Roadsteads and six Fighter Roadsteads against shipping in the
Cliannel and off the Belgian and Dutch coasts with varying
claims for damages. On two of these occasions, hovirever, the
shipping was not located.

The Situation in June I942

(_i} The Course of the Offensive

By the beginning of June it was obvious that the fighter
offensive was not justifying the hopes, or even the expecta
tions, which had been placed on it in llf’nch. Our losses

were considerable and, what was more important, at all times
greater than those we v/ere inflicting on the enemy. There
were several reasons for this.

Perhaps the most important of these was the manked
superiority of the P.W.I90 over the Spitfire VB, with v/hich
the majority of Fighter Command's squadrons were still
equipped. The F.Y.I90 had a better rate of climb, was faster
and was almost as manoeuvrable as the Spitfire VB, Moreover,
it v/as much more heavily armed, being equipped with four
20-mm. cannons and two machine guns.

The enemy had also greatly improved his control and warn
ing system since the early spring and ha.d adopted new tfictics.
Instead of climbing out to interceiDt our raids before they
reached the coast, enemy fighters were content to gain height
in back areas and then move to a superior ts-ctical position -
i.e. up sun and with superior height - from which they could
intercept Vidthout hes-vy losses. To counter this, vre vrere
forced to reduce the depth of our penetration and finally had
to content ourselves \Trith attacking targets along the enemy
occupied coastline. This we did by mailing rendezvous at very
low a].titudes and approaching the enemy coast at sea level -
i.e, 'under' the enemy radar cover. Formations would then

clinb rapidly and reach the coast at between 10,000 and
15,000 feet. In this v/ay it was possible to attack coastal
objectives vri.th little or no interference from enemy fighters.
Any attempt to penetrate, however, was met in strength by
enemy fighters, which were usually in a very favourable
tactical position.

IIG/500/13/Ops,
End. 7IB and

FC/S.28978
Enel. 26b.

IIG/500/13/Ops,
Enel. 71B.

In addition to the enemy's general tactical and teclmical
(in the P.W.190) superiority, the enemy fighter force had also
been reinforced,

line fighters in the Vfest was 217;
On 4 April the nuiriber of serviceable first

a month later it was 263,

Enemy Documents
A.H.B.6,

PC/S.20789
Enel. I25A.

(1) &dngate was one of the main reporting stations in the
radar chain but when it was used for controlling anti
shipping aircraft, the Army C.D./C.H.L. Station'at
Lydden Spout assumed Svringate's duties.
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All these factors combined to produce the
relatively heavy losses^ v/hich we suffered in the first
fortnight in June. During this period, we lost forty-two
aircr.aft, for the claimed destruction of only twenty-two
enemy aircraft. And German records novir show that the

actucd. totoj. of enemy losses was even lower, amounting to
only seven aircraft. Moreover, this was a. rising loss rate
as the follomng figures slicwi’-;

P.C. Form 'Y*

Vol. 10.

Enemy . .
Documents

A.H.B.6.

R.A.F. Loss per one enemy air-
craft claimed de?.+-'oved

1-15 April
16-30 "
1-15 ML-.y
16-31 ''
1-15 June

1.A5

1.74

1.7
1.08

1.9

In the face of the general shortage of fighter air
craft, together v.dth the fact that there ’was no evidence of
the Gerraojis having transferred fighters from the Western to
the Eastern Front, it was clea.r that our offensive policy
needed modifying,

(ii) Modificfdipns _to Offensive Policy'; 13 June

On 13 June the Assistant Chief of Air Staff (Operations)
informed Air Marshal Douglas that the course of the offensive
since March had been reviewed and that it had been found that
'the balance of casualties (was) turning against
The Assistant Chief of Air Staff therefore asked that the
day offensive should be adjusted in the light of the follow
ing four pidnciples:

'(a) Typhoons should be employed in day offensive
operations as soon as they are available in sufficient
numbers and trained operationally, with a viev/ to
determining the extent to which they wdll assist in
restoring technical baliince.

(b) Fighter co-operation in combined operations such
as the protection of day bomber formations, or the air
defence of surface forces engaging in raids, should be
wholehearted said thorough,

^c) Deep penetration in circus owra-ticiis should be
avoided except in respect of bombing; ta.rgets, the
damage or destruction of which vdll"justify an adverse
casualty balance in the fighter forces involved,

(d) Fightei' sweeps designed to bring the enemy
fighters into the air should be planned and conducted
vdth restraint, and should aim at meeting the enemy in
combat under favourable conditions,

conditions are likely to become adverse in any

particular operation, combat should if practicable be
avoided. '

t  1
us.

If the tactical

»

FC/S.26678,
Enel. 74^'4

Ibid.

It was nevertheless of vital importance that our
pressure on the enemy should not be weoicened to an extent

v/-hich would allow him to reduce the size of his fighter force

(1) This was, in fact, an understatement,
losses were constantly higher than those of the enemy.

SECRET
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on the .Western Front, If Intelligence thought tha.t this
was happening or that the German fighter force was becoming
dangerously weak, then it might be necessa.ry to intensify our
operations once again. Air Marshal Douglas informed his
Group Commanders of these decisions on 17 June,

Ibid,
End, 80A,

It will be remembered that two months previously  - on
13 April - Air Marshal Douglas had already viewed the situa
tion with concern and had ordered the Air Officer Commanding
of Wo,11 Group to select targets 'right on the coa.st, '

Nevertheless at that time the policy both at the Air Mnistrj
and PUghter Cammand had been to intensify operations,
new decisions in June, however, clearly showed the necessity
for restraint - at least until the Spitfire IX and the Typhoon
could be used to nullify the superiority of the F.’7.190,
Moreover, the phrase
ened to an extent which

of our offensive should be somey/hat~diminished.

The

our pressure...... should not be wetdc-

strongly implied that the scale

In fact,

IIG/9OO/13/
Ops,
End.37A,

during July Fighter Command flew approximately hdf the
number of offensive sorties which were, canried out in June,

(iii)_ Operations during June

F.C, Form 'Y',
Vol, 10,

During June Fighter Comiaond flevr more sorties than in

, Vw This was the result of the Air Officer Gommanding-
The month's

May
in Chief's Super Circus directive on 2A April,
operations included tvrenty Circuses, seventeen of which were
carried out in the first ten days of the month. On 1 and 2
June no less than five Circuses took ]?lace against Bruges,
Dieppe and Flushing docks, the Calais silk factory and a Camp
in the Haut Foret D'Eu, Our losses on these tv/o days were
twenty aircraft for the claimed destruction of five enemy air-
craft* The Debden WirLg(2) suffered particularly severely;
on 1 June, when acting as target support for the attack on
Bruges docks, it lost nine out of the forty-six Spitfire VB's
which vrere engaged in a battle Y/ith a.bout the same number of
F.¥.190’s.

Ibid,

Such losses occurred when the enemy was in a superior
tactical position and possessed a. temporary numerical parity
or superiority. This was evidence - if such T,vere needed - to

shov/- the skill vath which the Germans vrere countering our
operations, since they normally flew less thfm one quarter the
number of our sorties. On 26 June, for example, we flevY
301 sorties consisting of a Circus against the docks at
Le Havre and two Roadstead operations. The enemy only flew
thirty-five sorties but succeeded in destroying tY/o of our air
craft. We claimed to have destroyed one enemy aircraft.

Losses during Rodeos and other offensive sv/eeps were
generally much less than during Circuses and Ramrod and
altogether a total of twenty-four such operations in vau-ying
strength were carried out during the month,(3)

F.C. Fora 'Y',
vols. 9-10.

(1) Although not as many as during April
March

April
2083

The figures are as follows
sorties

7651 ■'
5341 1
5895 "

(2) The Wing was composed of Nus,65, 71, 111 and 350 Squadrons,
(3) Fighter protection was given to the withdrawing convoy of Operation Bristle

(a combined raid on the French coast between Boulogne and Le Touquet) on
4 ^ne by the following squadrons; Nos.4l, 91, 131, 133, 340, 40I, 485 and602, Unfortunately No,4l Squadron failed to locate the convey on time,when It was attacked by 6 Me.109's which caused three fatal casualties,

A Similar raid (Operation Abercrombie) was carried out on 21/22 April
but the weather was too bad for flying.

May
June

11G/S,500/84/Ops,
Enel, 21A and
passim.

110/500/77/Ops,
Enel. 13A.
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Movements of large vessels in the Cliannel area showed
some reduction from those of the previous month end only two
vessels of importance, one a tanlcei’ and the other a 390-foot
Sperrbrecher, made the passage of the Straits,
eastbound from Boulogne to Dunlcirk and as usual sealed at
night.
and a hit was claimed on the tanlcer.
hea.vily escorted and in spite of an air diversion by No. 11
Group aircraft, the navej. forces were unable to launch a
torpedo attack.

It. was more evident that the enemy had in’croduced
Dunkirk as a regular x^ort of call, owing to tlie shorter
nights and to avoid the risk of daylight air a.ttacks.
must have resulted in some inconvenience to shipiang, since
it necessitated follovdng narrovz-er and shalloij'er channels
than those fui'ther seaward off Dunkirk, vmich had been used
pi-’eviously by vessels proceeding between Flushing end
Boulogne.

Both vfere

Both vessels were attacked by light naval forces
The Sjjerrbrecher was

This

FC/S,22179,
Enel. 52A.

Aircraft had few daylight opportunities during the
month but fighters managed to maJee fifteen a.ttack3 on enemy
small craft vri.th varying, unconfirmed claims for damage.
Hurricane-bombers of Ra.l?!!- Squadron also made tvro attacks by
night during the moonlight period. One of these was on the
night of 28/29 June against a 330-foct Sperrbrecher and was
a-warded an assessment of seriously damaged, w) CUTincr to
enemy jamming of the C.H.L. Stations, the aircrai’t co'ELd not
be used under ground control.

(  us i ons

P.C. Form ,'Y'

Vol. 10.

The situation in the middle of 19^i^ was thus one of
virtuaJ. stalemate. Fighter Command had the advantage
numbers but the balance was redressed in favour of the enemy
by the superiority of the F.W.I90 aircraft. Until the
Typhoon and the Spitfire IX could take part in operations
Fighter Command vans faced vfith two alternatives. 

^

either maintain the offensive at the level of the

JT*

01

It could

previous

few months and accept the possibility of comparatively heavy
losses as the price of holding the enemy fighter force;
could reduce the scale of the offensive, engaging in combat
only T*en its foimations possessed some tactical''’advantage.
In either case it was unlikely that the chief aim of the°
offensive

or i

- to destroy German fighters - vrould be effectively

t

realised.

rlnat then had the offensive achieved during the first six
months of 1542? In one limited field it appeared to have
achieved some success. Diiring the course of Rhubarb opera
tions live trains or locomotives had been destroyed cuid
eighteen stopx>ed or dojnaged. (2) This was not a very
impressive totaJ. but, since Germany ha,d to provide locomo
tives for 17,500 miles of track in Russia the German trans
port system was under considerable strain.(3)
seemed that the destruction or even damage to locomotives was
causing the enemy some concern.

It therefore

ADGB/S.288Z^7,
End. I6A.

There is no confimation of this assessment.
A further 66 had been destroyed or dama.ged by night.
Cax^tured Russian locomotives could not be used on the
German gauge tracks.
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More generally, the difficulty for the enercy in providing
aircraft for North Africa, the restrictions imposed on opera-"'’
tional flying in South Russia, the comparative inactivity on
the Western Front cjid the decision to quintuplicate fighter
production in the aircraft factory at Vienna-Neustadt, all
seemed to point to a serious le.ck of fighter reserves in the
German Air Force,

On 6 July the Director of Operational Intelligence >
Air Mnistry wrote confidently: 'There is no doubt that
Fighter Command's offensive during the past few months has
contributed substantially to the present saitisfa-ctory situa
tion. ' But the mrage of a defeated and critically vrealceued
German fighter force which had draii’rn our offensive policy to
wards it during the spring end early suiimer, was evidently
still in view, as the Director of Intelligence ended:
'further intensive operations would be likely to cause the
Gearmans most serious emba,rrassment. '

■t the

I-IG/5OO/13/
Ops,
End, 7OB.

Ibid.

Enemy
Documents
A.H.B.6. and
F.C. Fom 'Y',
Yds. 9-10.

We now laiOTir from Genaan records that against our claims
of 197 enemy fighters destroyed during March,
June, the enemy in fact only lost fifty-eight -
latter tota]. includes all Geraian fighters lost over the
Western Front due to enemj?- action,(l) During these four
months, Fighter Command lost 259 aircraft in the course of
offensive operations.
Prime minister's original

April, Mr.y and
■  and this

Thus, far from the terms of the
.  'one-for-one ' directive being

complied vlth, T/e were, in fact, losing more then four times
the nuiiiber of aircraft that the enemy v/ere. Even on the
ba.sis of claims, our losses were consistently more than three
times as heavy as the enemy's. Moreover, there is no
evidence of the Germ'^n fighter force in the West being rein
forced, apart from the reinforcing which took place at the end
of January before our offensive began.

It is clear, therefore, that by the middle of 1942
neither of the aims of the offensive - the wearing dovn of
the German fighter force, with the consequent necessity of the
enemy Y/ithdi-awing units from the Russian Front  - ha.d been
achieved or vrere even in the process of being achieved,
addition to this, our operational wastage wras over half that
of the Battle of Britoln, at a time when other theatres of
vrcir, in particular the Mldclle East, were critically short of
fighter aircraft.

In

(1) Including enemy fighters lost over the United Itingdom,
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CHAPTER 7

THE D^^ raaiTER OEEENSIVE; JULY DECEIvffiER

Operations and Policy; July - August 1942

(i) Reduced Sc^e of the_ Offensive

We have seen that by the end of June, the day offensive
had reached a somewhat critical state and our general offensive
policy
seemed to be able to go neither forward nor backward but was
'stuck fast’.

like the character in Ibsen’s ’’When We Dead Awaken’ -

Operational losses, however, dictated a certain
slackening in the scale of the offensive and during July,
Pigliter Command flew little more than half the sorties it had
carried out in June, Nevertheless, there was no question of
a major re-orientalion of policy, although by the middle of

the year the confidence of the early spring had largely dis
appeared,

to the Air Officer Commanding of No,11 Group on 10 July, ’that
our fighter offensive is having an appreciable effect and that
tlae losses we have sustairied have not been fruitless,

not propose to change your present "directive" but the
Director of Intelligence’s views( w
of keeping up a reasonable scale of offensive effort v^hen the
fine weather returns. ’

’Intelligence shows'. Air Marshal Douglas wrote

I do

do point to the necessity

PC/S.26678,
Encl,91A.

During June losses on Circus and Ramrod operations were

much heavier than those on Ehubaibs and offensive sweeps.
July therefore Pighter Command operated only four Circuses and

two Ramrods, In spite of this, our otierational Josses during
the month amounted to sljxty-two aircraft,(2) against the
claimed destruction of twenty-nine enemy aircraft.(3)

In

P.C. Porm ’Y’,
Vol.11.

Pc/s.26678,
Eacl.96A.

On 24 July, the Intelligence Branch at Pi^iter Commend
issued a detailed report on the effect of attacks on railways
and other transport targets on the enemy transport system.
This showed that the system was under considerable strain in

enemy occupied territory and consequently, on 9 August, the
Command issued a revised target directive,
were to be attacked by day, whenever they could be clearly
identified, and permission was also given to attack all trains
by night.(4) It was perhaps fortunate that the aim of
Rhubarb operations could be more clearly defined at this time,
since, with the partial cessation of Circuses and Ramrods,
their impo3?tance in the general plan of the offensive was
increased.

Goods trainsIbid,
Encl.105A.

In connection with Rhubarb operations, it was also agreed
on 21 August that so called Mass Rhubarbs, involving I50 - 200
aircraft, vrere too expensive in casualties and that in future

ADGB/S.28847,
Encl,39A.

See above Chap, 6, p. 114.
28 of these rrere lost on the last two days of the month.
Actual Geiman losses were sixteen aircraft.

Goods trains formed SOji' - 90^ of rail traffic by ni^t in
Prance,

normally allowed to travel during curfew hours, it was

thought that the number of Prenchmen on night passenger
trains would be small.

Moreover, since Prench civiliains were not

(1
2

A.n.B.6.

PC/S.26678,
End. 105A,

3

4,
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the old form of ©peraticn, carr
aircraft, should be re-adoptedL

out by two or at most four

One important improvement in the situation during July was
the increased supply of Spitfire IX's - aircraft which were
capable of fighting the P.W,190 on approximately equal terms.
On the 1st of the month only eight had been delivered to
squadrons. At the end of the month, however, supplies had

W,?5.D, Outgoing
Flimsies No,16
1 July 19ii2 and
26 July \shZ and
FoC, Orders of

fiattle, July-August,

al.lowed three squadrons to be equipped and by the end of August
this number rose to five.

During August our losses showed a satisfacto2:y fall from
the previous month. They totalled thirty-four (excluding those
on Operation Jubilee) against the claimed destruction of
thirteen enemy aircraft. Moreover, the number of sorties
flovm was slightly greater than the number during July and we
also operated ten Circuses. Nevertheless, it will be seen that
our own losses were still consistently higher than those of the
enemy. The improvement was in fact only relative and it cannot

be said that the general offensive situation was any more
favourable. The damage we were inflicting on French factories
could not have vitally affected the Geimsm war effort. At the

same time the enemy was given the opportunity to engage our
aircraft on the most favourable terms t® himself; and this
opportunity was not being lost.

The most important event during August was, of cwprse, the
combined raid on Dieppe, which t»ok place on the 19th.'. 2) On
9 August, however, ant^ther event occurred which is of some
historical importance. On this day, twelve Spitfire VD's of
the IT. S.A.A. P, *s 31st Pursuit Group took part in a Peint Rodeo
in the Channel. This was the first occasion on which United

States forces v/ere engaged in the offensive, although two of
their aircraft had carried out a defensive patrol on the
pi’evious evening.(3) On 8 August, a Joint American/British
Directive en Day Bomber Operations involving fighter aircraft
was issued. This defined the responsibilities of the British
and American bomber forces and also stated that it was hoped to
develop the day offensive in three phases. During the first
of these, American day bomber forces under British fighter pro
tection, re-inforced by American fighter forces, were to attack
suitable objectives within the radius of action of the British

fighter cover.

(ii) Ihe (^a^e^ Stop and Operations against Enemy Shipping

Over sixty operations against enemy shipping in the Channel
or the North Sea took place during July and August but on more
tlian half of these occasions no shipping was located. (4)

A.H.B./IIF/A2/
^ A

’Y»P.C. Porm

Vol.11.

A.lvl, Pile

o.s. 16536,
Encl.5B.

P.C, Porm *Y',
Vol.H.

(1) It was on a Mass Rhubarb on I5 July that Wing Commander
Pinucane was lost.

See below pp, 117-126.
Appendix No,11 gives a brief outline of Anglo-American air

planning during the first part of the year and explains why
the first fighter units in the United Kingdom were equipped
with Spitfires,
Roadsteads and Pighter Roadsteads; July - August

.Pm Night

(2)
(3)

(4)
P.C, Porm 'T',
Vol.11. Total No. of Ops,

No, on which target not found
2638
1327
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The difficulties in finding shipping by niglit, even when the
fighter was ground controlled, can readily be imagined,
day, the problem was not much easier, since it entailed
accurate navigation, ever the sea - a type of operation for

which the average figjater pilot was neither properly trained
nor equipped.
Fighter Roadsteads were not meeting with muc±i success.

By

For this eind other reasons therefore the

FC/3o22179,
Encl.pSA and

F.C., O.R.B.

In the Channel Stop area (Ostend - Dover - Beachy Head “

Dieppe) a total of 7^2 sorties vrere flown during the period by
aircraft under Fighter Command control, in tho course of which
four aircraft were lost. On four moonlight nights Hurricane-July-August.

A.H.B./lI!^y
A2/3A.

bombers of No.174 Squadron found and attacked various light
surface craft under the control of Swingate C.H.L, Station.
ResifLts of these attacks were difficult to observe but post
war records do not substantiate any of the claims that were
made.

At the beginning of July, under the threat of a i^s'miption
of enemy-E-boat activity, the Admiralty agreed to place some
Albacores of the Eleet Air Ann on trial in the Channel to

supplement, particularly on dark nights, the effort of the
Hurricane-bombers.

but on 31 August the Admiralty gave permission for the
Albacores to be used in their secondary role for general
shipping strikes and some three weeks later provided twelve
more Albacores for this task,

Baid on Dieppe (Operation Jubilee); 1 ̂  August 1942

( i)— Iptipduction anH Out^ Plan

When reviewing the history of Fighter Command during 1942,
it should be borne in mind that plans were constantly being
discussed for a landing operation or operations on the
Continent,

invited the Air Officer Commanding-in-Ciiief Fighter Command
•to prepare a brief appreciation with the object of diverting
the Geman Air Force from the Russian Front, ’

In fact, the E-boat menace quickly faded

Thus in March the Chiefs of Staff Committee

CC/S.15213,
Exicl,117A,

Ibid,
Enel, 129 A.

Ibid,
Encl,132A.

JP( 42) 274(3)
2nd Revised

Draft.

(42)65(0) £
(42)77(0),

aCOS nd

COS

27 Mar. 1942.

Ttie question of an attack on Dieppe vras first raised in
April and on the 25th of that month, the proposed operation vvas
given the code name Rutter, Planning continued during the
next two months but owing to long periods of bad weather the
operation was finally cancelled on 7 July, The next most
favourable time for cairrying out an attack on '
occur imtil August and the Combined iCommanders
decided to launch the operation in that month, the code name
being changed from Rutter to Jubilee,

fieppe would not^) therefore

A.H.B./lIHiyi/2.

TIJ^/1 IG/3/3
The Combined

Plan,

31 July 1942.

The i-uid was planned with the primary purpose of capturing
the town of Dieppe by assault and occupying it for a limited
period. Military tasks included the destruction of local

defences, power stations and dock installations, the capture
of prisoners and the destruction of airfield installations in

(1) The Commanders
Chief of Combined Operations; Vice Admiral Lord
Mountbatten.

Naval Forces; Captain J, Hughes Hallet,
Military Forces: Major General J. H, Roberts,
Air Forces: Air Marshal T, L. Leigh-Mallory.

were;-
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It was also intended to capture andthe vicinity of the town,
remove G-ertnan invasion barges and other craft in the harbour,

A subsidiary intention of the raid was to test the Semaia

reaction to such a landing and to test the defences at a point
on the French coast within 'bhe area in which effective air

cover could be provided by Fighter Command,

A»H.E,/lIIi2|yi/2 By August the plan was complete. Its chief elements
were four flanking attacks to be followed by the main assault

on Dieppe, The landings were to take place on eight beaches -

tliree east of Dieppe at Bemeval, Belleville sior Mei- and Puits;
three T:est of Dieppe at Pourville, Varengeville and a beach a

quarter of a mile east of the River Saane; v/hile the main
attack was to be launched on two beaches at Dieppe itself.

The object of the two outer flanking attacks was to capture and
destroy batteries near Bemeval and Yarengeville, The
destruction of these batteries was considered essential, if a

naval force was to be maintained off Dieppe, Of the two inner

flanking attacks, that to the east, to be delivered at Puits,
was designed to capture another heavy battery and to attack the

headland above Dieppe from the rear. The troops carrying out

the landing at Pourvllle were to capture the fortified position
known as Les Quatre Vents Farm and to take in the rear the west

headland overlooking Dieppe, Otlier troops were to pass up
the valley of the Scie and capture the airfieD.d at St, Aubin
and the Headquarters of the German division in that area at

Arques la Eataille. The troops landing at the main beaches

opposite Dieppe itself were to assist in the capture of the two

headlands, capture the town and hold the harbour to enable the
Naval 'Gutting Out' party to remove the barges and other craft

ttiat migiit be found there. The troops on the main beaches

were to be supported by tanks. In al.l cases, the attacks
were to be masked by smoke screens laid by air or naval craft,
or both, and carried by naval and air bombardment,

(ii) Air Planning and Method of Operational Control

Fighter cover and general protection of the expedition
against air attacks was to be provided throughout the hours of

daylight but it was expected that the greatest danger from the

air would occur during the landing and the withdrawal. The

Combined Commanders therefore decided that the strength of the

fighter cover should vary from two to six squadrons during the
different phases of the operation with such reinforcements as

should prove necessary.

Bombing and low-flying fighter attacks on selected targets
were to be made in direct support of the assault, occupation
and withdrawal, and smoke-laying aircralt were to be used to

nautralise the defences, both in accordance with the prearranged
plan and as the situation demanded, at the request of the
Military Force Commander, Day bomber squadrons were also to

be used to attack both pre-anranged and requested targets.

Tactical reconnaissance was to be made over the area,
including the lines of approach of enemy reinforcements and

Coastal Command A. S,V. sweeps were to be maintained throughout
the night before the assault. Fighter reconnaissance patrols
against surface vessels were also to be maintained throughout
daylight hours.

It had been agreed between the three Force Commanders not

to carry out any preliminary air bombardment on Dieppe, in

order not to jeopardise the chances of tactical surprise.

Ibid,

Ibid and

ilG/3,500/98/
Ops, Encl.yA.

Ibid.
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A bombing attack was, however, planned against the enmy air
field at Abbeville-Drucat, with the object of interfering with

enemy figniter operations,
the main withdrawal from the beaches as it was considered that

this wotdd be the time when the enerniy fighters from the

Abbeville area v/ould be making their greatest effort.

This attack was to coincide with

Intelligence reports upon which the Force Commanders
were at this trime largely dependent estimated that the German

Air Force had about 2d0 front line slxigle-enginsd fighte^
aircraft disposed betvTeen Brest and Tssel as follc’^ss-i 1;

r»

A.HeB./lIj/6l/l
and .

11G/S,500/93/
Ops, Encl,2f4A,

Holland

Pas de Calais

Brest to Fecamp

40
125

95

The bomber force in the West was estimated at 120 long-range
bombers mainly disposed at the Dutdi bases of Eindhoven,
Soesterberg, Gilze-Rijen and Deelen, with a further 100 at

Beativais, Creil Chateaudun, Chartres and Rennes, It was con

sidered unlikely that the enemy would be able to bring his
fighters from as far west as Brest or as far north as Holland

early in the operation. Hae fighter forces therefore likely
to be encountered at the beginning of the operation yrere 50
from the Abbeville area, 50 from the Beaumont-le-Eoger area

and 20 from the Cherbourg area, together with a possible 30
and 45 frcan St. Omer and Courtrai respectively as reinforce
ments.

Foid, Air Marshal Leigh Mallory
disposal seventy squadrons,(2
was as folloY/-s;-

', the Air Commander had at his
The composition of this force

Fighter 48 squadrons ̂ itfires
[I^phoonstt3

fi6Close support Hurricanes

n
Army Co-operation 4 Mustangs

Blenheims (2), Bostons' anoke ’ 3

Figliter bomber n Hurricanes2

Bomber n2 Bostons

Intruder «2 Bostons

Allied and Dominion squadrons were well represented,
included five Polish, t'fro Czech, one Belgian, one French, two
Norwegian, nine Canadian, one New Zealand and three United

States squa(?rons.

They

The assembly of these forces involved internal moves of

squadrons within No, 11 Gr-oup and the reinforcement of the

Enemy Documents (l) The actual strength at the time was 35^ but of this number
only 255 aircraft were serviceable. The bomber strength
wan 175 long-range and 45 reconnaissance bombers,

(2) Not including Coastal Command and Air/Sea Rescue units.
A complete Order of Battle is given at Appendix No.14,

A.H.E.6.
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Group by fifteen squadrons from outside. These movements
were all carried out on 14 and 15 August,

Control of all the air forces engaged was exercised direct

by the Air Force Commander from Operational Headquarters at
Uxbridge, Aircraft were despatched on instructions issued

from No, 11 Group Operations Room through the normal Group to
Sector, Sector to Squadron dispersal points channels. The

Military and Naval Sbrce Commanders afloat were able to ask at
any time for special air support from bombers or fighters by
means of the W/t link provided bebiveen Portsmouth and the
Headquarters ships and a listening watch njaintained at No, 11

Group Headquarters. The lowest squadron of the figiiter cover

operated on No, 11 Group Guard No, 11 Prequerxoy, so that the

Fighter Controller in either of the Headquarters ships could

commimicate virith the squadrons of the fighter cover. All out

going close support fighter aircraft called the Headquarters
ship by V,H,F, R/T, when approaching the enemy coast, Hie
Figjiter Controller could then at the request of either of the

Force Commanders redirect fighters to attack any suitable
alternative target that the situation demanded.

Units engaged on tactical reconnaissance were employed
well beyond the area of fighter cover and consequently suffex-ed

a high casualty rate during the operation. The coast roads

leading to Dieppe were reconnoitred every half hour and those
from Amiens, Rouen, Yvetot and Le Havre - from which rein

forcements might be expected - every hour. The aircraft
operated from Gatwick, flying to Dieppe via Beachy Head,
They contacted the Headquarters ship by R/T both on arrival
and after completing their missions. They then returned to

Gatwick and passed their information to the Air Force Commander

by telephone. In fact, the only movement of note that they
reported was that of five light tanks approaching Dieppe at
1210 hours.

Ibid and

Tuf.1/11 G/3/3.

11G/S,500/98/
Ops, Encl,44Ae

(1)

The expedition sailed from the Portsmouth area at
2000 hours on 18 Aiigust and by 0300 hours on 19 August the

first landing craft were being lowered from the parent ships
off :

route

the initial bombardment of objectives was carried out as

arranged.

Seppe, Despite a chance contact with enemy ships en2) the force arrived at Dieppe approximately on time a

11G/S,500/98/
Ops, End,444.

nd

During the period 0445 "to 0550 hours, escort was given to

smoke carrying aircraft of Bomber and Army Co-operation
Commands, which laid a smoke screen over the headland to the

east of Dieppe harbour. Four Boston Ill’s of Nos,418 and
605 Squadrons engaged each of the two gun batteries to the

south of Dieppe with bombs and machine-gun fire. Hurricane-
bombers of Nos, 174 and 175 Sqxiadrons follav^ed up these attacks

with others on heavy gim emplacements in the target area with

good results. Other Hurricane cannon fighters of Nos, 3, 32,
43, 245 and 253 Squadrons made a successful attack on build

ings and machine gun emplacements at the Dieppe beaches, in

A,H.B./IIM/B11/
2A.

Fo C, 0, R, B,

Form ’Y’,
A,H.B./lBi/A2/
.5A.

Ibid.

(i) A detail led report of tiio operation oan tio found in A,H»B./nH/(/1/2 **
C,B,0i(24t •hie Dieppe Raid*. Ttw piirposo of this nenmtl'ife Is to recount

the part played in the qjeratlon by Fighter Ccraiand^
(2) The oneijy dhlps wore detected by radar stations on the South Coast and warning

signals had boon sent outo It is not considered that the element of surprise

was lost by this encounter (See Stacey, 'Gan, Army 1939^5', PP* 65-66).
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direct support of the forces which were going ashore, ('l)
Spitfires of Wos*65 and 111 Squadrons provided further cover
for the disembarking troops. Very little opposition was

encountered from the enemy air forces at this time, but a

Ju,88 attacking a destroyer was shot doym off Dieppe at about
0530 hours. Aircraft of Nos,59 and 502 Squadrons (Coastal
Command) maintained A, S,7, search patrols, as planned,
throughout the hours of darkness on the flanks of the expedi
tion during the passage but no sightings were made,

■  During the period O55O to 0730 hours our troops were
consolidating their positions and air cover 'was provided for

them against moderate enemy fighter opposition, the number of
enemy aircraft patrolling the position at any one time being
estimated at one squadron. By O64O hours the Western Commando

force was successful in overcoming the battery position at
'Hess* near Varengeville, The final assault on this
position was assisted by twelve Spitfires of No.129 Squadron,
which attacked the battery with cannon and machine-gun fire as

a preliminary to an assavilt b5'' tiie ground forces. The

observation post of this battery had previously been disabled
by two Spitfires of the same squadron at first light. On
the eastern flank, the attack on the beach at Puits had
failed and with it the atten^t to silence the guns on the
headland east of Dieppe, On the main beaches the tanks were

held up, owing to tiie failure of the Engineers to blast a
way through the promenade wall. In view of these difficul
ties, a further smoke screen was called for on the eastern

headland but no aircraft were immediately ready for this
task, Bostons of Bomber Command were despatched to bomb
gun positions south of Dieppe between O605 and O6I5 hours aoid
f^urther support vfas also requested to deal with gun emplace
ments east of the town. The later operations, however, were
cancelled, when at O74O hours, it was learned that a success
ful landing had been made on the beac±i at Puits, The smoke

squadrons, which were on their wa.y to attack the eastern
headland, were also recalled.

P*C.. Form *T*,
Vol.11.

A.H,B./
IIfi/B1l/2A.

At the beginning of the withdrawail period - 0730 to IO5O
hours - the right wing of the landing force was making some
progress but the centre was still held up. At 0752 hours
twenty-four Hurricanes of Nos,3 and 43 Squadrons vrere despatched
to deal with 'E* boats that were reported to be proceeding
south from Boulogne, in view of the danger which these craft
could be to the withdrawal from the beaches.

By 0830 hours the situation had deteriorated on the
western flank and strong opposition was coming from the
western headland,

bombers of No,175 Squadron and eight Hurricane cannon fighters
of No,253 Squadron escorted by eleven Spitfires of Ho,41
Sqviadron and twelve Spitfires of No,412 Squadron attacked the
fortified headlands with good resvilts.

To deal Y/-ith tliis situation ten Hurricane

At the same time the enemy air opposition increased
considerably, twenty to thirty fighters being seen continuously
in the area until 1000 hours when enemy bombers appeared, at
first escorted by fighters. To achieve this the enemy

(1) Ttie first news of the landing was brought to the H, Q.
in England by a pigeon,
immediately shot down,
the flak at about 50 m.p.h,

SECRET

Two were released but one w

Daily Telegraph,
9 January 1943. as

'fne second flew safely through
It was named 'Beachcomber*.
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eri:^loyed a considerable number of bombers from airfields in

Holland, in addition to a small number from Beauvais,
of this increase in the scale of enemy activity, and in order

to cover the re-embarkation scheduled to take place between 1030

and 1100 hours, the strength of fighter cover over Dieppe was
increased from tiiree to six squadrons and at times to nine

squadrons.

In face

11G-/3,5C^0/98/ Meanwhile the situation in the several areas had continued

to deteriorate a:id the time scheduled for the evacuation was

deferred from 1030 hoiurs to 1100 hourso

re-embarkation, the 'smoke* aircraft were ordered to be prepared
to operate between 1100 and 1130 hours over the central beach
heads .

In preparation for -iiie
Cps, Encl^IjlfA,

At 1039 hours a request was made for maximirm fighter sui^port
against machine-gun positions on both headlands east and west

of the town and four close support squadrons with two squadrons
of fighters as cover, took off. Meanwhile enemy bombers were

concentrating on the landing craft and shipping but they were
heavily attacked by the increased number of filters acting as
fighter cover, who claimed thirteen Do,217 and Ju«88's destroyed
during the withdrawal period.

Ibid,

During the evacuation, the enemy batteries on the east and

west headlands continued to give much trouble to our forces

with their undiminished shelling of the beaches and in several,
areas the situation was critical,

¥/ere made by the Force Commander for bombing and close support
attacks on the enemy gun positions and also for smoke screens.

By far tiie brightest side of the operations at this period
v/as the successful prearranged attack by twenty-four Fortresses

escorted by Nos>64, 401 and 6l1 Spitfire IX squadrons on the

enemy filter airfield at Abbeville - Drucat,
of high explosives were dropped, together with incendiaries,
and accuirate bombing of the dispersal areas and the runways
was achieved,

fighter oi'ganisation which was operatiiig from the base and

denied the use of the airfield to the enemy for about tvro hours

at a time wirien the air battles were api^roaching the most crucial

period.

Constant and urgent demands

About 23 tons

This action caused much confusion to the enemy
Luftflotte 3

H.Q. 7th Appr,
of Dieppe
Landing
a.h.e.6.

The attack on Abbeville was followed by a diversionary
feint carried out by a Typhoon Wing (Nos,56, 266 and 609
Squadrons) escorting nine Defiants towards Ostend at 1115 hours
in an attempt to draw off enemy filters in that direction and

away from Dieppej no enemy reaction however was experienced,

Meanv/hile the withdrawal from the beaches was proceeding
and the scale of enemy activity had increased. His form of

attack had also been changed and to meet this nery/ situation

squadrons of Spitfire IX's were added to the fighter cover at

23,000 feet. No,64 Squadron being airborne for this purpose at
1155 hours, Ihe enemy was also employing Do,217's and Ju,88'3
against the ships and the fighter patrols found themselves in

constant action against these aircraft and against enemy
fighters. At midday the Hurricane bombers attacked the east
and west headlands - Nos,3, 32 amd 43 Squadrons were anployed,
escorted by Nos,129 and 118 (Spitfire) Squadrons, This was
closely followed by an attack on the same target by Bostons of

Nos,107 and 88 Squadrons escorted by Nos,309 and 131 Squadrons,

F,G, Form 'Y',
Vol.11.
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At 1220 hours evacuation from the main beachheads was

still being delayed by the east and west headland batteries,
and at 1255 hours, No,175 Squadron with No,245 Squadron
(close support) were airborne to attack the western headland;
No,253 Squadron T/-as also airborne at the same time to attack

the eastern headland T^'ith No,41 Squadron to attack as general
covero At the same time a report was received that the

enemy were moving tanks along the Dieppe *- Rouen road and
No,130 Squadron made rendezvous with six Bostons to attack

this objective. Bombs were dropped on the coast and the
bombers were escorted safely back to base.

The scale of fighter cover provided continued to
increase with squadrons from Northolt, Biggin Hill and Debden
becoming airborne between 1249 and 1329 hours, by which time
the final embarkation was taking place. At I4OO hours ten
aircraft of No,174 Squadron escorted by No,87 Squadron
carried out an attack on the westein headland but without

visible results, the twelve Hurricanes of No,87 Squadron
attacking lorries and gunposts. This was followed by an
attack on the eastern headland by Nos,3 and 43 Squadrons
with No,412 Sq’aadron as escort.

By 1410 hours the withdrawing forces were clear of the
enemy coasts and in addition to fighter cover for the
retiring convoy, smoke laying sorties were flown by five
Bostons escorted by No,66 Squadron off Dieppe, Piglriter cover
from this time onwards was devoted almost entirely to patrol
of the returning ships and the close support squadrons were
no longer needed, Ihe strength of the cover was maintained
at five squadrons for the larger portion of the return passage,
'jdie Typhoon Wing assisted the Spitfires in the interception of
enemy bombers approaching for an attack from the direction of
Holland aiid also between I7OO and I815 hours caorried out
uneventful sweep of the coast bety/een Boulogne and Gris Nez,

Prom 1545 hours onwards the weather deteriorated rapidly
and the enemy took advantage of the increasing cloud cover to
send out single bombers to attack the shipping as it neared
the English coast. A few E. 190*s were also employed for the
same purpose. Air operations closed with a patrol by No,133
Squadron from 2005 to 2045 homs which proved uneventful,

{iv) Enemy Operations

Prom information obtained from prisoners of war it would
seem that the enemy were not forewarned of the expedition to
Dieppe, although the marked lack of indecision ’A^ich
characterised the German operations would seem to indicate
that a plan of operations to meet such an emergency was in
existence.

an

Ibid,

11G/S,500/98/
Ops, Encl.2i4A,

A.D. I.(e)
Report No.271/
1942.

The estimated number of enemy bomber sorties during the
operation was 125. All the serviceable aircraft of the
long-range bomber units based in Prance and the Low Countries

took part, with the exception of the P.f.200 unit based at
Bordeaux, They were not actively engaged over the scene of
the operation until 1000 hours but from then onwards an

average of about twenty bombers made continued harassing
attacks, chiefly against the shipping off Dieppe, Pormations
varied in size from three to twelve aircraft. They were not
provided specifically with fighter escort but the eneigy
fighters in the arfea provided local protection as far as
possible. This activity lasted until approximately I500hours,

SECRET(55692)153
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after -wiiich the enemy employed a total of thirty bomher aircraft

operating singly at a rate of four aircraft per hour in attacks

from cloud cover on the returning ships, the deterioration in

the weather during the afternoon greatly assisting these opera
tions.

Enemy fighters flev; approximately 600 sorties during the

They were di-av/n chiefly from I and II/J, G, 2 and J. G. 26day.

which occupied the sectors Abbeville, Beaumont le Roger and
Courtrai. Aparb fx'om the fighter-bombers, the fighters con
centrated their attention chiefly against our aircraft and did

not pay much attention to the troops on land.

The four periods of most intensive activity were as
follows:

0830 - 0930 hours, when the Abbeville and St, Omer air^
craft were operating up to forty aircraft.

0930 - 1130 hours, when strong cover was being provided
for the bombers,

estimated that there were in the region of 100 fighters
in the air.

At one time during this period, it was

1200 - 1300 hours, when cover up to fifty fighters was

again provided for the bombers.

1415 -* 1500 hours, when special attention was given to

intercepting our own attacks.

By 1750 hours fighter activity had practically ceased, with the

exception of a few fighter-bomber sorties against our shipping.

and Conclusions

IIG/S.5OO/98/
Ops, Encl.29A.

During the course of the operation Royal Air Pore
.A, P, aircraft flew a total of 2,6l4 sorties.v'')

e emd

They
claimed to have destroyed 43 bombers and 49 fighters; probably
destroyed 10 bombers aiid 29 fighters; and damaged 56 bombers
and 84 fighters. This total enemy casualty list of 92 air
craft destroyed, 39 probably destroyed and 140 damaged was,
however, a considerable exaggeration, German records give tlie
figures of 25 bombers destroyed and 16 damaged; and 23
fighters destroyed and eight damaged. Once again, therefore,
our claims v/ere greatly overassessed.

The total cost to the Royal Air Porce was IO6 aircraft, of

which 88 were fighters, 10 Army Co-operation tactical reconnaiss
ance aircraft and eight bomber and smoke laying aircraft. The

number of pilots killed or missing numbered 71 • O'ir losses were

therefore more than three times as heavy as tiie enemy’s.

A.H.E./IIH4/
1/2.

German

Docments

A.I1.B.6.

A.H.E./im4/
1/2.

Naval and military losses were equally and disproportionately
The naval casualties were 33O officers and men killed

H,M.S. Berkeley was sunk and thirty-one landing
heavy,
or wounded.

A.H.B./IIHV (1) Comprising; Fighter Command 2,399 sorties
Army Co-op, Tao/R, 72
No,2 Group
Smoke laying a/c
Coastal Command

U.S.il.A.P.
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craft lost,

officers and men.
The military casualties totalled 3^423

Twenty-eight Churchill tanks and
Compared with these

Ihirty-seven prisoners

thirteen other vehicles were lost,

figures, enemy losses were light,
were brought hack to England and it was estimated that
casualties inflicted on the enemy during the fighting totalled
about five hundred. A fair amount of damage was done to
property at Dieppe and Pourville by the Army and by Naval
bombaj?dment and some small enerry vessels off Dieppe vfere
sunk.

It nmy be seen at once from the above figures that the
raid was far from being the success that had been anticipated.
Indeed, the ground operation was largely a failure,
were several reasons for this.

There

Tactical surprise was achieved but it appears that the
enemy were under a general stand-to order at ihe time, Tlie
actual landings were carried out as planned but thereafter
progress ?;as very slow owing to oiir forces not being able to

silence the gun batteries, v/hich overlooked the main beaches.
Moreover, oixr failure to land tanks on the beaches as

planned, made it impossible to reach the chief objectives,
before it was necessary to retire to the beaches for re

embarkation. High level bombing of the target before the
landings was not carried out, since it was thought that this
woxild compromise any changes of a surprise attack and that
damage caused by bombing would make the operation of tanks in
the streets of Dieppe a difficult undertaking. In fact,
the enemy anti-tank obstructions were as difficult to over

come as any debris from bombing raids might have proved.

Prom the air point of view, however, the operation T/as
more successful. Our losses were certainly heavy, although
they ware in fact not proportionately heavier than those
sustained during our general offensive operations over the

previous few months. Throughout the day, however, the co
operation between the air, ground and naval forces was of an
extremely high quality and at 095^ hours the Military and
Naval Force Commanders signalled the Air Force Commander:
’Air co-operation faultless’.

Although the bombing of the gun positions overlooking
Dieppe failed to put these out of action, the attacks by
cannon Hurricanes against the defences along the main front of
Dieppe were of the utmost value and would have proved of even
greater use, had the landing forces been able to exploit them
without delay. Similar attacks during the final stages of the
withdra’wal were also very successfxil.

The general air cover for the expedition worked well.^"'^
Only one of cur ships was lost owing to enemy air action and
this was due to an enemy aircraft jettisoning its bombs, vdien
being attacked by one of our fighters. The communications
system also proved successful and signals were promptly and
cleanly received at the Headquarters of No,11 Group, In
addition, the Control organisation established in the Head
quarters ships worked with great efficiency.

11G/S.500/98/
Ops, Encl,44A.

11G/S. 500/98/
Ops, Er^cl.AAA.

(1) This was acknowledged by the enemy.
No,VIl/l09, page 9, Section 4(b),

See A,H,B,6 Torans,
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The experience at Dieppe nevertheless siiggested various
improvements, that could he made for future combined operations.
Eor example, it was found that fighters in loose formation were

much more easily able to protect an anchorage, than those

operating in larger - i.e, in squadron - formations. It was

also found that it was essential always to have fighters
patrolling up sun of the convoy or anchorage. Operations by
s smoke laying aircraft were very successful and more of such

aircraft would ba,ve been most useful. Perhaps the least
satisfactory paid of the air opex-ations was tiae amount of fire
directed by friendly gun crews against their CYnx aircraft.
Indeed the general standard of aircraft recognition was found
to be very poor, not only amongst gun crews but also Fighter
Controllers,

th

11G/S.500/98/1,
E:xclo5A,

Ibid,

iict/s, 500/98/1,
Enci, 3<A»

There remains the impor-cant question; what effect did the

day’s operations have on the German Air Force, Was the object
of the Chiefs of Staff's original directive in March ~ 'the
diverting of the German Air Force from the Russian Front' >- in

any way adxieved? The enemy was certainly forced to make use
of all the operational tmits within immediate range but he was
not compelled to bring in any units from outside France and the

Low Countries, 1st alone from Russia, Do,217 losses were made

good by the immediate despatch of t'/^enty-seven aircraft from

Luftflotte 5*s aircraPt forwarding centre. With regard to
fighters, the situation was temporarily more serious. In

order to replace lost F.W. 190's, the last ei^teen aircraft

were released from the forwarding centre at Welveghem. By
the evening of 19 August, only JOf of approximately 250 fighter
aircraft available in the morning, were still serviceable.
But by the next morning, as a result of repairs carried out and

replacements brought up during the night, the serviceability
total had risen to 194 aircraft. The sitixation for the enemy
vYas never therefore really critical, although the Luftflotte

report ends; 'If the operation had been extended over several
days, the operational strengths of fighter and bomber foima-

tions would have been reduced considerably, as there were no
further Luftflotte reserves available.'

cos( 42)77(0),
27 Mar.1942.

BVjLarge-Scale
LeJiding Op,at
Dieppe,
App.28.8.42.
Luftflqtte^JHQ.
A.H.B.6, Trans.
No.VIl/109.

2;id

Poid,

It vrould be impossible to say that such a complex and

large scale operation as Jubilee was simply a failure, .  It is
clear that the objects which were achieved were expensive both
in men and material. Whether the experience that was gained
at Dieppe could have been learnt from combined operations in
tile Mediterranean is perhaps doubtful and it seems probable
tliat some sort of dress rehearsal for a full-scale cross-

Oixannel invasion was essential,

to justify our heavy losses.
In tliis case, it is possible

From the point of view of Fighter Command, it might even

Although it was not faced by
a numerically equal enemy fighter force, the Command had shoivn

that it could provide effective daylight cover for naval and
military forces over seventy miles away from the English coast.
In the light of larger scale operations later in the war, this
point may not appear of great importamce,
fact could not be taken for granted; nor could any invasion
plans be prepared without such an assumption.

be said Jubilee was a success.

But in 1942 sucli a
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September - October 1942The Offensive Slackens

(i) Dec:rease in Nmiber of Offensive Operations

Geiman records show that throughout the summer and early
autumn of 1942 tlie strength of the German Fighter Force in the

West (i#e, France and the Low Countries) was steadily
The following totals refer to first lineincreased,

strengths on the 10th of each month:-

Ser/iceableStrengthEnemy Documents
A.I1.B. 6o 254332June

July
August
September

In pairticular, it will be noticed that the force was
considerably reinforced at the end of August, Dais was

probably an indirect result of the Dieppe Eaid, y/hich had
shown the necessity of maintaining a relatively strong
fighter force in the West. Apart from this, however, it
cannot be claimed that the reinforcements were proof of the

efficacy of our offensive. There is, at any rate, no
evidence from German records on this point.

277339
283356
326457

Meanwhile the aircraft position in Fighter Command
continued to be satisfactory and on 30 September the
strength of most units in aircraft was still above their
Initial Establishment,

either the increase or maintenance of the number of Fighter

Command’s offensive operations and sorties,
was a sharp decrease between August and September,
A'ugust the number of offensive sorties undertaken was 4,188
(excluding those in connection with Operation Jubilee);
during September this total was cut almost by half to 2,137;
and in October it was 2,888,^^)

However, this did not resTOlt in

In fact, theire
During

A.M, File

C. S, 2110,
Encl,62A.

The precise reasons for this sudden cut in the offensive
are somewiiat difficult to discover. There were no new

instructions on offensive policy issued either to or by the
Air Officer Commanding-in—Chief and there does not seem to

have been any essential change in policy either at the

Air Ministry or at Fighter Command. However, the
unmistakeable note of caution in Air Marshal Douglas's letter

to the Air Officer Commanding of No, 11 Group on 10 Julyi^j
cannot have been disregaiHed. Moreover, the continuing
losses during July and August, including those sustained in

the coiirse of Operation Jubilee must have dictated a less bold
The lack of Spitfire IX squadrons in the

Command was also doubtless a subsidiary factor. The supply
of these aircraft had improved during August and September but

by the end of October there were still only eight out of a .

total Spitfire force of forty-nine squadrons so equipped.

offensive policy.

Sorties flown by U.S.A.A.F. fighter units included in

these totals were: August 278; September 268 and
October 270,

See above p.115.
Owing to prepaurations for Operation Torch there was also

a general shortage of fighter aircraft at this time,
number of aircraft in squadrons was satisfactory but
Fighter Coimnand was rationed to 200 Spitfires a montii in

September, This meant reducing flying hours to avoid
wastage.

Th

(1)

(2)
(3)A.H.B./II/

73/1.
e
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Quite apart from, and additional to, these distinct causes, was
the fact that, largely owing to the weather, the scale of

offensive operations was natvirally decreased as the s’mimer came
to an end,

(ii) Operations

In spite of the decrease in the number of offensive sorties

flown during September and. October, the number of Circuses
carried out each month did not vary greatly. In August there
neve ten} while during September there were also ten an.! in
October eight. However, the nuniber of sorties flown in connec
tion with each Circus v/as less. The most frequently attacked
target were the docks at Le Havre and various Gherman fighter
airfields in northern France.

Our losses during the two months were forty-nine aircraft,
for the claimed destruction of fourteen enemy aircraft. For
once, however, German records give a higher loss than our claims -
twenty-seven aircraft - so that some of our claims of 'probably
destroyed’ must be included in the total. Nevertheless, in
proportion to the number of offensive sorties flown, oui- losses
were no lighter than those incurred during Jixly and August,

0.ne particularly unfortunate incident occurred during the
Circus against Morlaix airfield on 26 September,
fact the first phases of Operation Crucible, although this latter
operation was cancelled. The Circus was to consist of an attack
on Morlaix airfield by twenty-four United States Army Air Force
Fortresses, escorted by three Spitfire Squadrons  - Nos, 64, 133
(Sagle) and 401 (H,C.A.F. ) Squadrons,
cal and other defects, only fourteen Fortresses took off,
place of rendeavous was to be over Start Point and the E.T.A,
over the target at I645 hours. In fact, the fighters never
contacted the bombers and at I65O hours were plotted some thirty
miles south of the target, “
return and this order was acloaovdedged by the Wing Leader, At
the same time, however, the Wing Leader reported seeing the
Portresses to the south of him and turned to investigate.

The plots then faded until I716 hours, vdien the fighters
and bombers again appeared together on the plot at about the
place as they had disappeared. It was at this stage that the
fighters began to peel off due to shortage of petrol.

What happened was that the Fortresses did not turn round
until twenty minutes after they acknowledged their recall signal
and thus went about a hundred miles south of Morlaix airfield.
As a result of this, cur filters ran short of petrol and this
led to the loss of one complete squadron - No,133 (Eagle),
other two squadrons also lost three aircraft, the total loss
therefore being twelve aircraft missing and three crash landing
in this country.

The whole Incident was investigated by Fighter Command and
the American Vlllth Air Force, when the three chief causes of

the complicated orders issued by
No,10 Group, whereby it was hoped to bring about  a meeting
between the Fortresses and their filter escort in mid Charnel;

erroneous wind vector used by the Portress navigators(O; and

This was in

Owing to various mechani-
The

They were therefore ordered to

same

The

the disaster were said to be;

an

A,H.B,/ll/73/l.

Foanii *y‘,
Vcls.11-12.

F. C.

A.H.B./II/32/
12447 26 Sept,
1942.

Ibid, 27 Sept,
1942.

Ibid,

Ibid,
9 Oct. 1542.

(1) This was, of course, a matter for the American authorities. It seems curious,
however, that none of the Fortress navigators ‘found' a wind of their own during
the night; or If they did, that they did not use It,
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a failure to arrange for a Joint "briefing for the fighter
and bomber leaders.

In order to guard against a recurrence of such an
incident, on 1 November No, 11 G-roup issued a revised Tactical

Memorandum on ’Offensive Operations by Eighters', In this it

was clearly stated that if owing to weather or other unfore

seen circumstances operations did not go according to plan
'fightei’s should not go more than 5 minutes beyond their

E. ToA, over target or patrol line’. Before this, on
1 October, a special Operational Instruction Tfas issued by
Fighter Command to the same effect.

FC/s.23198
Tac,MemeNo,14,
Encl.75A.

11G/S,-,500/13
F, C.On.Instr,

No.2df7i942,
End, 21 A,

On 27 September a revised memorandum on Ehubarbs was
also issued. This aga3n emphasised the importance of
careful planning and suggested a suitable carrot; ’Go to
your Intelligence Officer about 10,30.hrs, so that you are
in line for the eleven o'clock coffee and biscuits which

all 1,0,'s invariably have
primary object of attack 'should be and always has been to

destroy enemy aircraft in the air*,

(iii)^ The__Cha^el ̂ ojg and Operations against Enemy
dipping

» It also stressed that the• • • •

A. M, Pile

c. S.2351
F, C, Tao,Mem,

No.21,
EnGl,54A,

The control of the heterogeneous force for the destruc
tion of enemy shipping in the Channel area appears to have

got out of hand b3?- the early autumn and on 19 October a

meeting vras arranged between the representatives of the

Commander-in-Chief, Portsmouth, Fleet Air Arm, Fighter and
Coastal Commands, Erie outcome of this was a temporary

CC/S.15213,
Encls.142A

and 147A. agreement that the Fleet Air Arm Albacores vrould only be

used for attacks on light surface craft in mid Channel or

near the English coast,

by No,11 Group at the request of the Commander-in-chief,
Portsmouth,

Sucli attacks would be controlled

All other requests for attacks on important
shipping units would be made to Coastal Command,

The Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief Coastal Comipand
was, however, strongly in favour of Coastal Command assuming
complete responsibility for all shipping attacks and a further

meeting was convened on 30 October, The Air Officer

Commanding Filter Command pointed out that anti-shipping
operations in the Channel were related to Fighter Command's
other night activities, that Coastal Command possessed no
G. C. I, Station in the area and ttiat the risk of Figlriter
Command intercepting their own aircra-ft vrould be very
considerable in such a congested airea, unless they were all

under the same control. He submitted that the system then

in use of Coastal Command using Fighter Command's various
facilities on the whole worked Tvell and should be allowed to

continue. This is, in fact, what happened, although the

discussion was prolonged and was not finally settled until

Januaiy 1943,

Ibid,
Encl,149A and

FC/S,20789,
Enel,1346,

F,C. Foiin 'Y',
Vol.10-11.

Enemy shipping movements in the Channel were few. On
the night of 25/26 September four Hurricane-bombers of
No,174 Squadron attacked a westbound coaster and claimed
damage. Daylight opportunities were even more rare, although
Spitfires of Nos,331 and 121 Squadrons attacked and damnged
a small vessel off Ostend on 18 September. Altogether 175
sorties were flown during the month for the loss of two
aircraft.
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During October targets were even more scarce,
moonlight sweeps by Hurricane-bombers of No, 174 Squadron and

the da-tvn sweeps by Fnirlwind bombers of No. 137 Squadron were
uneventful.

month for the loss of one aircraft.

Both th

A total of 208 sorties were flov/n during the

e

Apart from these Channel Stop operations Fighter Command
operated thirteen Roadstead and twenty-two Fighter Roadstead

operations against shipping targets but on twenty^one of these

occasions tiie target was not located.

Ibid,

Altogether therefore the period cannot be said to have
been very successful, although the targets vrere not peiHaps of
great importance. For the most part they consisted of mine
sweepers, small flak ships and E-boats on passage,

(iv) Radar Control of Offensive Operations

In May the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief had stressed the
need for taking 'advantage of the opportunities in which our
aircraft are in a superior tactical position to the enemy and
for the Operations Control Staff to know with accuracy the
dispositions of the opposing forces'. The close control of
fighter aircraft over enemy occupied territory was not
immediately envisaged but it was hoped to examine and develop
the possibilities of doing so. Such an undertaking also
corresponded with the Prime Minister's instruction in April that
bffensive radio equipment must take precedence over defensive
equixment'.

• • ••

AJi.B./lIK/24/
209.

During the spring Fighter Command's growing offensive -

and its growing total of losses - had again anpliasised this
need for fighter control beyond the range of normal G, C.I,
Cover,

The basic requirement was a radar station, which could
give a position and height of aircraft at or above 10,000 feet
at distances of at least ninety miles from the English coast.
The tracking of six separate formations simultaneously was also
required,

height console was erected at Appledore in Rent by the Tele
communications Research Establishment*

To these ends a modified Type 8 G, C,I. set without
AaM. File

S,5249,
Encl.5A,

By June the station was working. It gave a range of II5
miles and could detect a single aircraft anywhere between
Le Havre and the Dutch Islands, At first, owing to lack of
height information, Appledore v/as used simply for plotting to
No. 11 Group Operations Room by a neff and rapid method, the
movement of offensive sweeps. By the end of October, however,
height finding equipment and an operations room had been
provided at the station and a G, C, I, controller Iriad arrived t«

take charge of fighter directing,

Appledore did not affect the conduct of operations
during 1942 but the possibilities of such a range of cover
were clearly very great. Moreover, by the end of the year
most of the experimental work had been completed, and direct
radar control of offensive operations could be carried out.

Oper^ions; November - December I942

During October the Prime Minister gave instructions tlnat
large scale air diversions should be undertaken during the
opening period of Operation Torch, in Older to contain the

SECRET

FC/S.30742,
Encl,14A..
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German Air Forces which were not in the North African

theatre,

tiierefore issued instructions on 19 October to his

groups to intensify their offensive operations during
the month of November,

made this impossible, the scale of Rhubarb operations
was to be ccjrrespondingly increased,
what, in fact, happened.

The Air Officer Gommanding-in-Ghief

If poor v^-eather conditions

And this is

Ibid,
Encl,25A,

P.C, Form »X%
Vol,12.

During the month onl.y 'bhrcc Circuses were
carried out, one against the locomotive works at
Lille on 8 Nov other and t\TO against the Havre docks
on 9 and IS November,

Rhubarbs, hoTi-ever, was operated, chiefly against
transportation targets,
times the number of Rhubarbs c

month since May, except Avigust
twenty-five locomotives or trains vrei-e attacked
durfuig the month, as a result of which sixty-one were
either destroyed, stopped or seriously damaged.
This was in accordance with the Rhubarb target policy
at the time, for at a meeting of the German Bombing
Target Committee on 6 November, it was decided that
the attack of locomotives should be treated on the

highest priority,
20 November - the same Committee agreed that the French
alcohol distilleries and gasholders and gasplants in
all the occupied countries were not to be attacked,
since the destruction or damage to these targets was
much more likely to interfere with the needs of the
local civil popixlations than with those of the German
occupying forces.

A total of eiglity-seven

This was more than three

airried out in any one
, V ‘ One hundred and

Later in the montii - on

A,H,B./ll/72/9,
Nov»Summ,

A,H.B./II/76/2
and FC/So25904,
End ,75 A,

PC/s,25904,
Enclc73A,

Ibid,
End, 744.

A, M. Pile

03,11377,
Enci,39A.

P,C. Form »y*,
Vol.12,

Apart from these operations,- Fighter Command also
flew five Ramrods and twenty^eight Rodeos or other
offensive sweeps during the tvfo months,
totalled twenty-six aircraft, for the claimed destruc
tion of nine enemy aircraft,(2} pn spite of a
moderately successful month, however, it may be noted
that the number of offensive sorties carried out was

actually slightly less than in either October or
December,(3) This was owing to the fact that compared
to Circus operations. Rhubarbs vrere much more
economical in respect of the number of aircraft
sorties.

Our losses

Ibid. During December Fighter Command carried out foiir
Circuses, forty-seven Rhubarbs and forty-five Rodeos or
other offensive sweeps. As in November the chief targets

(1) The actual number carried out was as follows:-

Konth No, of Rhubarbs

23May

19June

July
August
September
October

German records admit the loss of fourteen aircraft during November, so
that some of our claims for aircraft 'probably destrcyed* may be realised.
The totals are: Oct, 2,888 offensive sorties

Nov, 2,61*8
Dec, 2,800

19
47
7
29

tt n

(2)Enemy Documents

F.C. Form tyi,
Vol.12.

(3)
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were tugs, barges, locc5motives and other transjiortation objec
tives,

of twelve enemy aircraft and for once this latter total agrees
with German records.

We lost twenty-two aircraft for the claimed destruction

Y^ith regard to operations against shipping, the Channel
area again remained quiet and there were no attficks of any
importance carried out during the tvTO months,
poor dxiring most of tlie period and so hindered air operations.
Altogether 278 sorbies v.rsre flovm in corinection with the

Channel Stop for the loss of six aircraft,
these operations, Fighter Command carried but twenty-two
Roadsteads or Fighter Roadsteads but on fourteen of these

occasions no shipping was seen.

The weather wa

In addition to

roid.

s

In so far as operations were concerned the year thus
Indeed in some ways the situation in December

Although there were no
ended quietly,
was similar to that in January,
standing instructions on the conservation of aircraft at the

end of the year, it was imperative that aircraft should not be
wasted. Rhubarb and other small scale operations were there
fore carried out in px’eference to Circuses and multi-squadron

The pilot situation on the otiier hand was more thanmee-ps,File

CS.2110,
Encle78A«

satisfactory and, by the end of December, Fighter Command was

accumulating a considerable surplus.

General Simamary and Conclusions

In a draft narrative of this tj'pe, it would be impossible
to answer dogmatically the many questions that arise in connec

tion with the fighter offensive. Nor, perhaps, would it even

be desirable to do so. Like his colleagues in other fields,
the air historian is always tempted to look forward to a

•never-never land' in time, iidien all the relevant facts will be
available for his study. And in military history this land

is perhaps even more removed from practice, than in the

political or literary spheres* YYhat may be done, however, is

to ask the relevant questions, to state the important themes.

With regard to the day offensive during 1942, these
questions resolve themselves into two of great importance.
First: was our offensive policy on the whole the result of an

accurate diagnosis of the situation, so far as it could be

Tonderstood at the time? And secondly:, what vrere the effects

of our policy on the German fighter force in the West?

The precise effects on the enemy fighter force are difficult

to determine. The enemy lost 198 aircraft duiring the year in
tlie course of opposing cur offensive operations, including
Operation Jubilee and this cannot be considered a high loss

rate, even aliliough the German filter force was nmerically
much weaker than Fighter Command, Moreover, there is no

evidence that the enemy was forced to move fighters from the

Russian Front to the West. It is true, of course, that
certain enemy units were reinforced during the sunmer from

reserves within Germany, But it would be difficult to say
that such reinforcements were the direct result of our offen

sive. They were more likely to be the enemy answer to a

strong Fighter Command, rather tiian to the way in which the

Command's squadrons virere being operated. Nevertheless the
enemy as much as the Allies, desperately required aircraft in

the Mediterranean theatre (apart from Russia) and it is possible
that enemy reinforcements for the Middle East suffered in
consequence.

F.C. Ihrm »y',
¥01,9-12,

Enemy Documents
A.H.B.6.
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With regsird to the offensive itself, it is quite clear
that the aim of economically d estroying enemy fighters was

never realised* During only one raonth, March, were our

losses lighter than those of the enemy. On the average during
the year, we lost more than two and three quarter times the

number of aircraft that the enemy did*(l) The actual total of
Allied losses was 466 aircraft*

P*C* Form

Vols. 9-12,

In respect of claims made for enemy aircraft destroyed
an interesting point arises, A3.though these were exaggerated,
so that we claimed on the average nearly double the number of

enemy aircraft which were in fact destroyed and this does

not include claims for aircraft ‘probably destroyed* - the
larger the claims were, the less accurate they have proved to
be. Thus, duriiig April, we claimed sixty-seven aircraft
destroyed, when the actxial total was twenty-one. With smaller

totals, however, our claims were frequently quite accurate.
Nor is the reason for this difficult to guess. With large
scale operations consisting of many squadrons engaged simul

taneously, the chances of two claims being made for the

destruction of one enemy aircraft, were naturally increased.
Moreover, the difficulties for the Intelligence Officers in

sorting out such claims were also cori'espondingly enlarged.

Hie question of estimating the number of enemy aircraft,
destroyed was and remains a complex one. Such inaccuracies
as occurred during 1942 may be compared, for example, to the

similar exaggerations which took place during the fighter
offensive in 1941 and during the Battle of Britain, It may
perhaps be noted, however, that on both these occasions there

was no evidence of conscious exaggeration on tlie part of the

pilots concerned. Indeed, it was frequently impossible for

a pilot 'vTho was activeljr engaged at the time, to verify a
claim which he was to present, in all good faith, to his

Intelligence Officer. The problem, nevertheless remains
important, since the study of claims represents one way of
estimating the strength of an enemy force.

R.A,P. Narra

tives; ‘Air-
Defence of

Great Britain’,
VolsoII and IV.

Throughout 1942 Fighter Command did not possess in
sufficient numbers an aircraft which had an equal performance
to the F.Vf, 190, with which at the end of the year Ihe

majority of German first-line Geschwader were equipped. In

December, however, Fighter Command possessed ten Spitfire 3IX

and eiglit Typhoon squadrons. Another improvement in our

tactical strength which was taking place, was the increase in

the number of Itmg-range Spitfire VB or VC Squadrons, At the

end of April only one squadron was operating but by December
the number had risen to eleven.

Order of Battle

F. G. O.R,B,

App.Dec.
A.H.B./IIM/
A2/3A.

F,C. Form ‘Y*,
Vols.9-12,

Altogether during the year, aircraft of Fighter Command
flew more than 40,000 sorties in the course of carrying out

offensive operations,(2) This represented approximately
third of the total daylight effort,
could have been employed with more advantage in other theatres

of operations is again a difficult poroblem to decide,
clear that the Air Officer Commanding-in-Ghief Fighter Command

one

Whether these aircraft

It is

(1) This refers only to operational losses on both sides,
(2) Filter Command escorted the following number of bomber

sorties during the year;-
R,A,F, Bomber Command 1,474 sorties Losses; 20 aircraft

Totals 2,790 sorties Losses; 45 aircraft
SECRET

11 ItU.S.A.A.F. It
25.

A,TI.B./II/
73/1.
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vfSiS quite within the limits of his directive - to protect the
United Kingdom from air attack - in seeking to build up and
maintain the strength of the Command,
remembered that in May, v^hen the military situation in the

Middle Bast was critical, the V^estem Desert Air Force
possessed only t?»'o flights of Spitfires, while Fighter Command

In view of the unlikeliness of

But it should also be

had fifty^nins squadrons,

AoH^B./lIJ-!/
■5 63/271 (d),
27 May 1942.

2F(42)317
and J1C(42)
62 (Final)

strong air attacks being launched against the United Kingdom -
or if they were, of adequate warning being received - it
therefore appears that our fighter resoui’ces were not evenly
balanced, (w

There remains one furtlier point which should be mentioned.
Until 1942 Fighter Command was primarily a defensive force.
This role began to change with the beginning of offensive
operations during 1941. In 1942, however, the Comaiand flew
more offensive soxlies than either interception or shipping
protection patrols. It was becoming in fact an offensive force
and the experience which was gained ir. the conduct of offensive
operations during the year cannot but have improved the
efficiency of the Tactical Air Force, which was formed on
1 Jrme 1943. In this way at least, therefore, the day offen
sive during 1942 was to exercise a beneficiary effect on the
conduct of future fighter operatitns during the war.

(1) There is no direct evidence that fighters were specific
ally kept in the United Kingdom for the purpose of building
up a Tactical Air Force, althougli this responsibility
must have influenced policy at tlie time. Moreover, it
should be remembered that , at the beginning of the yeauc
Operation Round Up, the liberation of North West Europe,
was still being considered,
greater detail in Chap.9,

This matter is discussed in
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CHAI^TSR 8

INTRUDER OPERA.TIONS BY NIGHT

Introduction^^)

Intruder operations by Piglriter Command were begun by
No, 23 Squadron in late 1940.
12 December 1940, it was stated that the aim of the opera
tions was *to augment the effoid; of No. 2 Group, by utilising
Blenlaein fighter aircraft to attack enemy bombers in the

vicinity of their aerodromes, and to attack with machine-gun
fire aircraft and personnel on the ground’.
Havoc fighters were used to extend the range of operations,
which continued throughout the year using these aircraft,
Defiants and Hurricanes were also employed but, ovd.ng to

limited endurance, co-uld not remain long over their
objectives.

In an instruction issued on

In April 1 941

Br./S.220Q8,
Enel, 12A.

During the period between the close of the Battle of
Britain and the end of 1941, intruder operations were carried

out on 145 nights and 573 sorties were flown - 502 of them by
the squadron regularly engaged on this task (No. 23).
Sighting of aircraft, knoim or believed to be hostile, was

reported on 60 nights and altogether the niunber reported as
seen in the air or on the ground amotinted to about 36O,
No, 23 Squadron claimed the destruction of fourteen and the

'irregular' squadrons of H-urricanes and Defiants of seven,
German records show that the destruction of at least six and

possibly as many as nineteen bombers can be attributed to the
activities of intruder aircraft,

on airfields TOre also recorded,

such operations frequently caused the enemy to divert his
returning aircraft to airfields other than their bases and

that his accident rate increased in consequence.
No, 23 Squadron lost eight aircraft on operations, six of
them during the first four months of the year,
amounted to only two aircraft.

Nearly 3OO bombing attacks
There is evidence that

Other losses

Records of

Gth Abteilung

A.H.B.6,

The. rate of destruction of enemy aircraft was therefore
high in comparison with that achieved in ot’ner fighter
operations and in proportion to the number of sorties flov/n.
It was also satisfactory in proportion to the nvmiber of our
ovm aircraft lost.

Towards the end of the year the intruder effort steadily
decreased and in November and December it averaged less than

one sortie a night. This was owing to a parallel fall in

the German night offensive against the United ICingdom, which
provided fewer targets for intruder aircraft. The weather
was also poor during these two months.

Throughout 1941 the planning and execution of Intruder
A moreoperations was carried out by the various groups,

centralised arrangement was advocated on several occasions
but at the end of the jesr, the problem remained unsolved.

(1 ) Unless otherv/ise indicated this summary is extracted
from R.A.P', Narrative: 'Air Defence of Great Britain',
Volume IV, Part
enemy shipping have already been described above in
Chapters 6 and 7,

Offensive night operations against
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January-fcarch 1 942

At the heginning of January the intruder force consisted
of two squadrons; No. 2,3 equipped with Havoc I's and
Boston Ill's stationed at Ford and No. 3 fd.th Hurricane IIC's
at Hunsdon in the Tanginere and North h’eald Sectors resiDec-
tively. A total of only 115 sorties was carried out during
the first three months of the year. But the effort was
steadily increasing and more than half of these sorties, and
.50 out of the 76 attacks, took place during March. Moreover,
the results achieved between November 1941 and March 1SU2 lent
weight to the Air Officer Oommanding-in-Chief's belief that
intruder operations were a most successful form of night
defence.

(i)i
H.A.D, (i|2) 2,
A=0.C,-ln“C's.

Progress Report.

.Intruder T, S_. _ Pig_ht_e_r S.?...Jighter

Sortie s per combat

j Sorties per e/a dest.
72.6
150.6

7 251.1

1,632.570

It is intei-esting to distinguish between the results of
the Havoc I and Boston Ill's, and the long-range Hurricanes.
The^forTner carried out 126 sorties and had sixteen combats,
claiming one enemy aircraft destroyed and four damaged,
latter only made fourteen sorties but had four combats, all of
which brought a result - i.e. one enemy aircraft destroyed,
'two probably destrojred and one damaged.
Commanding-in-Chief thought that the success of the Hurricanes
was due primarily to the fact that ttiey carried cannons,
whereas both the Havoc I and Boston Ill's were still only
armed v/ith machine-guns.

So long as eneny night activity was chiefly directed
against shipping, it seemed that Intruder operations were the
most profitable form of night fighting and the Air Officer
Commanding-in-Chief was therefore anxious to form  a third
intruder squadz'on, which he hoped to equip with Mosquitos.
The range of these aircraft would bring the enemy O.T.U's.
vdthin striking distance and they also possessed  a much
heavier scale of armament, with four cannons, four machine-
guns and four' 250 lb. bombs.

The

The Air Officer

FC/s.22iot/n,
Enel. 13A.

N.A.D. (42) 2.

During January intruder activity was almost entirely
devoted to the bombing and patrolling of eneny airfields, the
chief targets being the airfields at Lille, Laon and
Dinard-Pleurtuit, Typical of these operations was an attack
on Dinard-Pleurtuit airfield on 28/29 January.
No. 23 Squadron took off from Tangmere at 2310 hours and
crossed the French coast near St. Lo at a height of 3,000 feet.
It then proceeded over St, Michael's Bay to just north of
Dinard. The airfield was found without difficulty and one
instantaneous and three delayed action 250 lb. bombs were
dropped along the airfield perimeter.

A Havoc of

Light flalc was experi

F.C. Form 'Y',
0. R. B., App. ,
Jan,

A.H.B./nM/A2/3A.

enced from the northern end of the airfield but the Havoc
' returned safely to its base at 0135 hours.

(1) It should, hov/ever, be remembered that the purely defen
sive fighter aircraft was dej)endent for results on the
scale of eneny activity, whereas the intruder could create
its ovm scale of activity to a certain extent.
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Di,u'ing Pebrmry and March continued attention was given
to enemy airfields hut attacks were also carried out on

maxshalling yards, oil refineries and transport targets, A

successf'ul attack, for example, was carried out h,y tv/o Havocs

of No, 23 Squadron on the marshalling yards south of Le Havre

in connection with Operation Biting, the raid on Brimeval on

26/27 February, In fact, with the low scale of enemy night
effort against the United Kingdom, the intruder force was

turning to the offensive in a more general way and enem3r
bombers ceased to be chief targets. Operations Yieve much

more economical in aircraft than similar operations by day
and during the three months, no intruder aircraft were lost,
for the claimed total of three enemy aircraft destro3;-ed and

three damaged.

Ibid., Feb, and
110/s.500/70,
Enol, 37A.

The Beak of the Offensive; April-July 1942

(i/ Operations

Between April and July the intruder effort was greatly
increased. This was partly owing to the increased number, of

enemy night operations during the Baedeker raids in April and
May, partly to the improved size and efficiency of the

intr\ider force and partly to the weather. During June -

the peak month - the force flew 336 sorties aaid cairried out

169 attacks. For the loss of nine aircraft, we claimed to

have destroyed fifteen enemy aircraft and damaged ten.
Moreover, intruder operations still proved to be the most

economical method of destroying enemy aircraft by night,
BetT/een 1 April and 15 Jvine, intruder aircraft claimed to

have destroyed 25 enemy aircraft in the course of flying 532
sorties, while a total of 2,561 A,I,, Gat's Eye and
Turbinlite sorties resulted in the claimed destruction of

only 45. Intruder aircraft v/ere therefore destro,7ing
approximately four times the number of enemj'' aircraft for an

equivalent number of sorties.

F.G. Form 'Y',
Vols. 10-11.

N.A.D. (242) 4.

The dual nature of intruder operations also became more

apparent diiring the second half of the year. In addition to

attacking enemy aircraft and airfields, marshalling yards
were attacked on twenty-one occasions and locomotives and

power stations on sixteen. The long-range Hurricanes of

Nos, 1 and 3 Squadrons, which carried no bombs, executed
seventy-five successful cannon attacks on locomotives during
the period. The success of the Hurricanes on such opera
tions seems to have been largely due to their good manoeu

vrability but their activities were restricted to tlie nearer

enemy bases by their limited fuel capacity and the difficiILty
of navigating accurately over long distances by night. For

this type of attack, long-range Boston Ill's with cannon
armament and Mosquitos were reqbdred.

Ibid.

In the middle of July, Group Captain B. E, Embry asked
the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief whether one flight of

No, 151 (Mosquito) Squadron might be used for intruder duties;
the other flight would remain for night A,I, tasks. There

were, however, several practical difficulties. In order to

ensure the security of the A,I, equipnBnt, it vrould have been

necessary to remove the wiring as well as the apparatus
itself. This could have been effected in a few days but the

aircraft could not have been re-wired quickly. Moreover,
the high standard of training of Radio Observers (A,I, air
borne operators) was essential for an efficient A.I, force
and this standard would clearly suffer, if part of the

FO/S.27I42,
Min. 55.
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Finally, itsquadron was to be employed on intruder work,
wo'old have been necessary to increase the establishment of

aircraft, in order to keep the squadron at operational strength
for the two roles and further aircraft vrere not readily availa

ble. For these reasons, the. Air Officer Gommanding-in-Ghief
Ibid. ,
Enel. 70A.

therefore turned down Group Gaptain Embry's proposal on

3 August.

The matter is interesting because it raised the various
problems in connection v/ith the operation of dual purpose
squadrons,

solve, and the Air Officer Gonananding-in-Ghilef *s decision

pointed once move to the fact that, in tlie middle of 19^^2, the
threat of large scale enemy night attacks had still to be
considered.

It shovrad that in practice these T/ere difficult to

(ii) Progress in Re-equipment and Re-organisation

The supply of cannon-equipped Boston Ill's v^as considera
bly behind schedule. By 22 June, NOv 418 Squadron had
received only six and No. 23 Squadron only four aircraft.
Nevertheless, by the end of the period the situation was much

improved. During the first week in July, the veteran intruder

Squadron - No. 23 - was re-equiipped with Mosquitos; and by the
end of the month a new Squadron had been formed and armed with

Boston III's.(l) At the same time No, 11 Group asked that the
Mosquitos should be fitted with Gee,(2) since accurate naviga
tion to enemy bases and the ability to stay in the vicinity of
an airfield, when located, v/as most important. Moreover, long-
range intruder aircraft were nov/ taking part in the Bomber

Command offensive and during the attacks on Cologne and the

Ruhr, intruder aircraft were operated against eneny airfields

in the path of the main bomber streams. The importance of

accurate navigation therefore affected our own bombers as well

as the intruder aircraft themselves. The Air Ministry agreed
to the proposal, although Fighter Command did not receive its
first allotment of Gee sets until December,

O.R.B.,
Appa, June,
A.H.B./IIM/A2/3A.

F.C

Ibid July.• >

FC/S.27I42,
Enel, 32A,

N.A,D. (42) 4.

N.A.D. (42) 12.

Another improvement during the period was a re-organisation
It will be remembered thatof the intruder control system,

this matter was discussed during 1941 but no conclusion was
reached,

to the right enemy bases at the right time, the Air Officer

Commanding-in-Ghief gave instructions that a separate Intruder

Operations Room v/as to be established at No, 11 Group,
organisation was destined to exist for only a short tiine but in

the meanwliile it greatly improved the efficiency of the force.
One of the chief advantages of the nev/ system v/as that it

provided a centre for the study and filtering of 'Y* Service
and other relevant information,

put forward in March, the Air Officer Commanding of No. 11 Group
considered that the Group Controllers and Duty Air Commodores
were by no means overworked and could therefore direct intruder

oi^erations in addition to their other duties,
Coramanding-in-Chief, ho?/ever, was concerned about the situation,
if large scale eneny attacks were to develop in the futvire,
The new Operations Room was therefore established on a trial

basis and was v/orking by the end of July,

In order to ensure that our aircraft vrere directed

This

V/hen the project was first

The Air Officer

N.A.D; (42) 4

W.S.D. Outgoing
FlliBGles Mo. 12,
12 and 26 March.

f1) No, 605 Squadron.
(2) A radar fixing device.
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Decline of the Offensive: August-December 1 %2

(i)_ Operations and Policy

P.G. Form 'Y',
Vols. 11-12.

Diuring the second half of the year the nvimber of opera
tions carried out steadily diminished. (l) This v/as ovd-ng to
the small scale of enemy activity and to the weather. To

give pilots experience, however, the long-range aircraft were

sent deep into central Prance to operate against the enemj'-
night tradning centres and during Decemher intruder aircraft

operated over Ivielun, Chateaudun and Orleans on more than one
occasion.

rc/s.22ioWii,
Encla GlA end
M.A.D, (i)2) 7.

F.C, Pom 'Y',
Vol, 12.

Compared to the successes earlier in tlie year the results

were disappointing. Between August and December, we claimed

the destruction of only two enemy aircraft, although we

claimed to have damaged fifty-four. Our own losses amounted
to fourteen aircraft. The reasons for this are not clear,
althoiigh it is apparent that poor v/eather hindered successful

combats. Moreover, the number of attacks on transport and

objectives other than enemy aircraft vrere proportionately
Increased,

OK'ing to the continued lack of suitable aircraft targets
within the range of the majority of the intruder squadrons,
the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief gave instructions in

December that offensive night patrols should be carried out
wlienever conditions were suitable,
consist of:-

(i) Attacks on enemy night fighters, during large-scale
operations by Bomber Command,

(ii) Yisits to enemy night flying areas v/ith tlie object
of Interrupting training, and if possible destroying
training aircraft.

(iii)
tion targets,

(iv) In combination with one or more of the above,
leaflet raids over populated areas of enemy occupied
territory.(2)

Operations T/ere to

Gannon and machine-gun attacks on eneny transporta-

M.A.D. ikZ) 12 and

PC/S.22104/11,
Enel. 73A.

The Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief also decided that during
periods of enemy inactivity the intruder force should carry
out offensive patrols over enemy territory by day as well as
night. Should the enemy recommence large-scale attacks on
the United Itingdom, the force would revert to its original
role,

N.A.D. (42) 12.

F.C O.R,B.

A.H.B./IIM/A2/3 and
W.S.D. Outgoing
Flimsies Ho. 17.

With regard to aircraft, the most important requirement
This type had proved its worth onwas still Mosquitos,

operations but the number of aircraft available vra.s extremely
limited. On 12 September, the reserves behind

(1) The sortie totals

September October November December
286' I47;

(2) For this last task, called 'Nickelling', Boston III
aircraft were to be used and special instructions were
issued on 15 November.

were;-

92 9893
F.C. Op. Instr.
Ho. 52/1942
A,H.3./nH//i2/3A.
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No. 23 Squadron - the squadron equipped with Mosquitos -
amounted to onl3'- sixteen aircraft.. As an interim measure, on
4 October, Coastal CoErinand a.greed to make some of its
Beaufighters occasionally available for intruder work.(0
similar i-equest that the long-range Boston III*  s of No. 2 Group
should be used for intruder operations was, however, turned
down by the Air Officer Oornmanding-in-Chief Bomber Command on
the grounds that these aircraft were alread3^ fully occupied in
cai'rying out Circuses, attacks on shipping and other offensive
tasks by day,,

A

FC/S. 30632,
Enel. 8A.

BC/S. 27600/2
Ends. 27A and
281.

Ibid.,
End. 6B.

By the middle of September, the int.ruder force stood at
three squadrons - Nos. 23 (Mosquito), 418 and 6O5 (Bostons).
There were also the single-engined night fighters, which
ordered from thne to time by Fighter Command,
stiffened at the beginning of December by the decision to
employ the Oyphoons of No. 6O9 Squadron for part-time intruder
work. During the week of tlie full moon, two aircraft were to
be at readiness at ifenston for operations in the area
k'alcheren - Lille - Arras - iimiens.
aircraft was to atteck enemy aircraft and airfields but rail
ways \/ere given as alteamative targets,
dai'flaged and halted, the idiots vfere to return and report the
position to No. 137 Squadron,
approval, this squadron'vrould then send a Whirlibomber to
attack the stationary train vdth bombs.

were

This force was

The chief task of these

If a train v;-as

Subject to the Controller’s

FC/S.31 066,
End, 6A.

Thus by the end. of the year the night offensive, although
si'nall in comparison with daylight operations, was becoming a
carefully planned, economic vrej of using at least a part of the
night-fighter force. During Deceiaber Fighter Command received
small allotments of Gee and Monica,(2) and v/as looking forward
to the arrival of the Mosquito 71, the first deliveries of
which were expected in January 1943? Moreover, the hopes of
extending and enlarging the intruder offensive were quiclcly
realised in the New Year and. on tavo occasions during February ,
intruder aircraft penetrated North Germany, some of them
reaching as far as Oldenburg, Osnabruck and Dortmund,

(ii) Ilirther Re-organisation of Control gsrstem

N.A.D. (42) 12.

N.A.D.. (43) 1.

See Part IV,
Chap, 16,

BC/S.27600/2,
End. U.

On 1 7 August a meeting was he.i.d at Fighter Command to
reconsider the question of a central Intruder Operations Room.
Fne centre then in existence at No. 11 Group suffered from
several defects. Co-ordination between this Operations Room
and No. 2 Group, Bomber Command, was satisfactory, because of
the necessarjv liaison between these formations in connection
with daylight Circuses. Go-operation, however, with other
groups was liable to break down and in fact had done

occasions. Moreover, this situation would worsen if,
seemed probable, both Coastal and Army Go-operation Coinraands
began to carry out re,gular intruder work. In addition,
No. 11 Group did not get a complete picture of all aircraft
movements.

so on

as

Ibid.,
End. 5A.

It was therefore agreed that a ne^v central control for all

intruder operations should be established at Headquarters,

Fcy's. 24470,
End. 67A.

(1) Coastal Command had already given authority for
their aircraft to operate near the bases of eneiiy mine
laying aircraft as early as 27 August 1941.

(2) A bacta/ard looking A,I. device to give warning of approach
ing enemy aircraft fram the rear.

SECRET
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Fighter Ccrmiand, It was also decided that Nos. 10, 11 and
12 Groups should provide a definite allotment of aircraft for
intruder work as ordered by Fighter Command and that all such
aircraft should be directly under the control of the Intruder
Controller. Orders to this effect were issued to the groups

Ibid., Enel. 6B.
F.C. Op. Instr.
No. 38/l9ij2. and
FC/S.29594, Win. ko. on 13 September and the new Operations Room took over intruder

control from No. 11 Group on I5 September.

There seems, hwvever, to have been some doubt as to the
exact responsibilities of the various controllers and command
ers and on 5 Decetaber further detailed instructions on these
points were issued.

F. C., 0. R. B.,
Appo, Dao,
App, A.1,
A. H.B./n«/A2/3A.

SuHsnaiy and Conclusions

F. C. , Oo R« S.
Report No. hZ9, During the year intruder aircraft flew 1,613 sorties, of

which 1 ,222 were against eneiBy airfields,
were devoted to the bombing of enemy airfields, 264 to attacks
on other ground targets and 63 to leaflet dropping. Forty-
eight eneriiy aircraft were claimed as destroyed, eight as
probably destroyed and forty-five as damaged, for the loss of
thirty-six of our own airoraf t. ('I)
satisfactory/ loss rate than that suffered by the day offensive
force, although it is important to remember triat in terras of
sorties, the day offensive was more tlian ti.venty-five times the
sise of the offensive by night.

The aircraft available to Fighter Command for intruder
operations were not numerous. The backbone of the force were

23 and 2f1 8 (R. C.A.F.) Squadrons. At the beginning of
the year No. 23 Squadron vras equipped with havoc I's but was
re-equipping v>rith Boston Ill's;
with Boston III* s.

re-equipped with Mosquitos and the Boston III* s wei'e used to

form No, 6O5 Squadron. In addition, the Hurricane night
squadrons in Nos. 10 and 11 Groups supplied up to  a total of
six aircraft a night and further aircraft were drawn from

No. 2 Group (Bomber Command), Coastal and Anry Co-operation
Commands when available.

Sixty-four sorties

This was a much more

Noo^ •

No. 418 Squadron was equipped
By 9 July, No, 23 Squadron had been

0.R.3

App., Julj'’
Orders of Battle,
9 and I6 July and
App, August.
A.H.B./nM/A2/3A.

F.C•> • >

Approximately'' per cent of the enemy aircraft operating
against the United Kingdom did so from airfields to which
intruders were sent and I4 per cent of these were seen by our
intruder aircraft. With regard to the number of combats, the
following table shcavs an interestinp; comparison of the
lethality (per centage of combats during which an eneiiqy
aircraft was destroyed or probably destroyed) of the
aircraft used for intruder operations:-

No, pf Combats

various

Aircraft .Armament Lethality {%)

F.C., O.R.S.
Report No, hZS,

8 M.G.'s

8 H.G. ‘s

(4 Cannons)
(4 l-kG.'s)

4 Cannons

(4 Cannons)
(4 M.G. »s)

Ibid. Havoc I

Boston III.

6 17

9

Modified

Boston III.
3 33

Hurrlcaiie 81 53

Mosquito 5511

(1) It Is not possible to break down the losses of German aircraft due to Intruder
action from enemy docuiaents. The figures of sorties, losses etc. In O.R,S,
Report quoted (published In March 19ii3) vary only slightly from the totals
presented by the A.0.C.-ln-C. to the Night Air Defence Committee of the
War Cabinet.
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It illustrates the poor results obtained by aircraft mounting
only inachine-guns, the continuing success of the Harricane(0
and the potential value of the Mosquito.

The number of aircraft lost also shavs an interesting
comparison by types

Sorties Wo. a/c Missing Sorties per a/o Missing

206 2 103

Aircra.ft

Havoc 1

636Boston III 19 33

581Hurricane 12 47

Mosquito 153 513

The comparative immunity of the Havoc is perhaps explained by
the relatively few sorties during -vdiich combats took place with
this aircraft. The Ilxrricane, havever, which was frequently
engaged, lias a noticeably high sortie/loss rate.

The cliaracter of offensive night operations changed during
i'.diereas initially the intruder force had beenthe year,

directed against the enemy bomber, it developed until it was
generally disorganising enei^^r night flying facilities and
attacking lan.d targets deep in central France,
operation for which the force was employed - the destruction
of eneny night fighters operating in the path of our bombers -
was perhaps the most indicative of its future role.

One type of

The effects of intinder activity on the German Air Force
are not precisely Icnown but prisoner of war reports at the time
shov/ed that such activity caused the diversion of returning
bombers either to waiting areas or alternative airfields, the
adoption of special landing procedures and the use of illumi
nated decoys and durniy airfields,
forced to operate with restricted facilities and at a higher
than normal nervous tension,

measure the effect of such tension but it seems likely that it
impaired the efficiency of the enemy bomber force in some
degree at least,

result of intruders, the enemy accident rate was increased.

Enem®.’- crews were therefore

Again it is impossible to

It is probable, for exunple, tliat as a

A.D. I.(K,) Report
No. 328/l9ij2.

(1 ) The Huri’icane* s efficienqy declined twards the end of
1942, since the'German bombers, such as the Do.21 7, vrere
becoming too fast fox’ it.
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CHAPTER 9

THE EPFEOTS OiM PICHEER GpI#ipD OP
OVERSEAS DE4A1TDS FOR AIRCMPT'AED'AIRCR®/

Introduction

Although the threat to the safely of the British Isles
had receded with the German invasion' of Russia, there were no
grounds for considering it as no longer possible in 1942.
The only real guarantee that it would not succeed, if under
taken, was the maintenance in Great Britain of a fighter force
of sufficient strength to counter any attacks of the G.A.P.,
should it be brought back to the West from the Russian front.

To acconplish this successfully it was necessary to build up
Fighter CoiTmand both in numbers and in quality. During 1942
numerical superiority was achieved but the technical superi
ority of German aii'craft, especially of the F.W. 190, indicated
that the whole prograime vra.s far from completion. As the

year progressed it v/as found that the strength of Filter
Command was sufficient to hold off the assault of the German

banbers on vital points although a counter to tire isolated
type of lov^-level raiding was slc^v to develop. In this

respect the year was very satisfactory but against this it

was necessary to balance the calls for fighter aircraft and

pilots from other theatres of operations that often went
unanOTered.

The entry of the United States into the war was very
welcome when seen from a long term viewpoint but initially it
was as much a handicap as an accession of strength. The

supplies of war material that, until Pearl Harbour, had come
to this country from United States factories, were now
diverted to the building up of its own forces. Together
with the diminution of supplies came the task of defending
our possessions in the Far East against the Jajjanese.
Although the Allies decided to fight no more them  a holding
campaign in the Par East until Germany had been disposed of,
such a campaign could not be won -vri-thout suitable supplies of
aircraft and equipment which, until the United States pro
duction really came into operation, would have to come from
British wa.r production. More importamt in the immediate
future was the situation in the Middle East where the shuttle

cock war in the Western Desert was approaching the decisive
stage. The initial successes achieved by our forces were

swiftly follovred by equally swift defeats and, by July 1942,
the British forces were endeavouring to stabilise their
positions at the El Alamein Line, Closely linked to this

phase of the struggle was the defence of the Island of Malta
against German air bambardment (for the enemy was endeavouring
to remove this constriction point on his supply lines) and
which in the event v/as to prove of paramount irmportance to the

outcome of the struggle in the Western Desert and provided the

first sign that the tide had turned in favour of the Allies.

Ha.d the result of the desert campaign been reversed there can
be little doubt but that the outcame of the war could have

been substantially different or at least been considerably
prolonged.

Once again, the need wa.s for fighter aircraft, not only
in numbers but in performance, to combat with the aircraft
flovm in the caimpaign by the G.A.F.
be met from the common pool from which Fighter Command itself

was depending for its strength.

Such demands could only

The problem was whether to
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suioply the MidcLLe East and the other theatres of operations
with aircraft at the expense of the expansion of Fighter
Coimand or to relegate these other theatres to a minor category
and concentrate solely upon the force in Europe until the day
shcxild come when the coup degrace should be administered to

Germany in Europe; or’, thirdly, whether a compromise between
the two should be undertaken, namely to supply the Middle East
and the other tneatres to the utmost without allaving this

supply to impair the build-up of the figliter forces in Britain.
The first vras impossible from the strategical long-term concep
tion of hcrw the \ra.r was to be vron; the second was equal.ly
impossible without sacrificing the actuaJLities of the situation

to the hypothesis of future victory; the third alternative was

thus the only one that avoided the dangers of the first two

courses, to supply the active theatres to the limit of Fighter
Command* s resources vhLthout compr'oraising Fighter CoEmamd* s

position. The fulfilment of this policy became a perpetual,
tug-of-wrar beWeen Fighter Comiiand and the overseas theatres.
Tl-ie difficulty of the situation was recognised on all sides

but where the dividing line should fall between the needs of

the home forces for the implementation of a long term policy
of the needs of ocmmands engaged in actual conflict with the

enemy became a thorny problem.

Requirements for Aircraft from Fighter Command in_1942

Although on 4 August 1941 the Air Officer Commanding-in-
Chief Middle East, Sir Arthur Tedder, assured the Air Staff at
a conference in London tlmt he wa.s satisfied with the fla-/ of

aircraft to the Middle East and estimated that he would have

made up his deficiencies in pilots within the foilcaring two
months, by October the planning of a new offensive in the

Western Desert (Crusader) produced an imperative demand foi’
further re-inforcements. Investigations during that month
into the state of squadrons in the Desert Air Force revealed a

serious shortage both in aircrew and aircraft. Meanwhile, on
5 October, the Chief of Air Staff had informed the
Coramander-in-Chief Fighter Comnand, Air Marshal Douglas, that
he had no alternative but to readjust the balance in favour of
the Middle East, in accordance vdth strategic needs, even
though demands from Russia on the Middle East were likely to
bring Fighter Coitmand dam to a dangerously lav level. To

offset tills danger it was necessary for Fighter Command to save

as much as possible in the way of aircraft vjastage and to

reduce the average, requirements of each squadron for replace
ments from four to three aircraft per month. The flow of
aircraft from G-reat Britain to the Middle East from the week

ending 5 October to 2 January 1942 included no Spitfires; 257
Hurricanes were sent to the Middle East via Takoradi or by
direct convey and 46 Beaufighters flew to Malta from
Great Britain. At the beginning of 1 942 Fighter Command had

in the first line a total of 63 day-fighter squadrons of which
51 were Spitfire squadrons, including 43 Spitfire VB squadrons,
and there were 29 night fighter squadrons including Turbinlites

and Intruders operational.

At a meeting held by the Vice Chief of Air Staff on
6 January 1942, the main lines along which the resources of
Fi^iter Conimand should be employed in 1 942 were laid down.
V/ith regard to the Far East it -wsis decided to signal the

Chief of Air Staff then in Washington to ascertain hav many of
the fighter .squadrons considered necessary for the defence of

Burma and Singapore could be provided by the U.S.A. The

provision of the necessary squadrons would greatly reduce the

A.H.b./id/5/5(i3.

A,M. Pile

C.S. 2110/Pt. II,
Enel, 1A.

A.H.B./ID3/676(A).

A,H.B./IIH/120/C.
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othen'iTLse difficult problem of inaintaining 14 fighter
squadrons in this theatre,

be solved in conjunction with the .hnericains and vrould largely
depend upon the forces wMch our Allies could muster.

This, hwrever, was a mattei’ to

The more iirmediate decisions that were taken were as
follows:-

(a) The flovir of tropical!sed Spitfires to the Middle
East vra.s to be increased as soon as possible from 20 to
70 per month,

(b) Steps were to be taken inmediately to explore the
possibilities of sending Spitfires via Takoradi.

(c) The flow of Rirricanes to the Par East 'was to be
correspondingly increased from 50 to 100 per month as
supplies of this type were released from the Middle East
by the substitution of Spitfires for the Hurricane
squadrons there,

(d) This would eventually permit the re-equipment of
squa.drons in India with Hurricanes, some of which might
have to be transferred to Burma to meet the deficiency of
two squadrons in the target of six squadrons set by the
British Chiefs of Staff,

(e) Tliese decisions would result in a mixed fighter
pattern which would possibly reduce flexibility in the
Middle East but a certain number of Hurricane squadrons
in the Middle East v/ould be retained and which would be

interchangeable with those in India, Burma and the
Par East,

date to form Kittyhawk squadrons in India and Burma
which could be reinforced from those in the Middle East

if necessary.

The needs of Army Co-operation Command would have to be

met by the use of Mustangs for re-equipment, whilst the forma
tion of additional squadrons in Pighter Command would proceed
as folloiYs:

(a) Pour rlurricane squadrons vrere to be held to meet
overseas requirements of v/hich two Hurricane baiiber

squadrons were to be held available for this purpose.
No. 79 Squadron was to be re-equipped at once with
Hurricanes fram the small resources throughout the
Command,

in February from whatever resources were still available,

(b) One Norv'iregian squadron Y/as to be formed at once,

(c) Ileplaceraents to meet the demands from these new
squadrons to offset wastage would have to be balanced
against the reserve of 50 per cent of Initial Establish
ment laid do'wn by the Chief of Air Staff.

At the same time the policy would be continued to maintain
the strength of Pighter Command at a level of 75 hay squadrons
including a minimum of 10 Hurricane squadrons and Turbinlite
satellites despite the demands from overseas,
supplies to xiussia it was decided that in view of the strong
political repercussions that would occur if supplies were
reduced, to continue mth the task of supplying the Russians

In addition, it might be possible at a later

One more Piurricane squadron would be formed

As for the
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with aircraft j hut should the needs of Fighter Command reach

the stage that the threat from the enerr^y was proving too much

for the squadrons at the disposal of the Gomiiiander-in-Chief,
then there would be no alternative but to reduce the amount of

supplies being sent to tb.e Soviet Union,

(i) The Call on Hrrrl canes

The year had hardly started when Air Marslial Douglas began
his campaign to save Fighter Canmand fran becoming the ever
open reservoir upon vriiich any and every theatre of v/ar could

draw with impunity. On the same day as the above meeting he
expressed to the Air Staff his concern at the drain on his

I'Airricane squadrons. No. 79 Squadron was earmarked for over
seas service and its machines were thus thro'/m up for disposal.
He informed the Air Ministry that he wished to form another
Hurricane squadron with these aircraft in order to ensure

against the loss of yet another Hurricane squadron at some
future date. The Air Staff did not viev/ his proposal with
great enthusiasm and informed the Commander-in-Chief that two■ .
more Hurricane squadrons would be required for service abroadi ‘ '
Air Marshal Douglas immediately put fonmrd another proposal
that he should form three new squadrons from the aircraft
thro’.vn up by the squadrons proceeding overseas. This would
have brought the number of Hurricane squadrons to one in excess
of the stipulated number of 12 squadrons, one of v/hich he vrould
convert to Spitfires.(2) The emphasis that Air Marshal Douglas
placed, on the retention of the liirricane squadrons was due to
the fact that the liirricane, although practically obsolete from
the fighter point of view, was engaged upon three important
roles at this time. Ttvo squadrons converted to fighter
bombers were engaged upon the task of attacking Geirman vessels
in the Straits of Dover(3) and contributed towards the policy
of denying to the enemy the use of these waters. The other
ten squadrons were engaged upon two particular tasks; they
operated, as satellites to the Turbinlite Havocs that formed
part of the night defence system(4) and were also training with
the Amy in the close support role designed to take a leading
part in the repelling of an invasion force and ultimately in
the return to the offensive in land operations. Later in the
year a Hurricane squadron was used in an Intruder role.(5)

The need for Hirricane bombers brought fresh requests from
Fighter Command to the Air Ministry, With the intensification
of Circus operations, these aircraft were required to supple
ment the effort of No. 2 Group which was engaged when possible
in loroviding the sting to the offensive operations. Vfastage
meant either a reduction in the scale of operations or an
increase in the supply of aircraft. By August the Air Staff
decided that every available Hurricane would have to be sent
overseas but the question of the supply of Hurricanes to over
seas theatres was ceasing to be such a vexing problem because
the arrival of the I^rhoon and the re-equipment of the Huiuricane
squadrons with this aircraft relieved the pressure on the
derimoids for’ liurrioanes. (6)

FC/S.21 572,
6 Jan. 1942.

Ibid,,
20 Feb. 1942.

W. S. D.
Outgoing-
Flimsies
Fold. No. 14.

Toid.,
Fold. No. 16.

(1) Nos, 607 (Hurrlcaine bomber) and 615 Sqiiadrons,
(2) The Canadians were pressing for the conversion of No, 102 Squadron from

Hurricanes to Spitfires and Air Marshal Douglas was arulous to accede to this
request.

(3) Knom as Cliannel Stop - see Chaps, 6 and 7,
(h) See above, Chap, 1, page 11 et seq,
(5) See Chap. 8, page 135 et seq.
(6) By December the only Independent squadrons left were Nos. 3 and I8I in addition

to the Channel Stop squadrons, Nos. 171 and 175,
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(ii) The Call for Beaufighters

The deniands inade upon Fighter Gamnand for Beaufighter
aircraft presented Air Marshal Douglas with the second of the
supply problems. These squadrons constituted the spearhead
of the night defence force. In the case of the night fighter
pilots required the added difficulty arose that the night
fighter pilot was a specialist, highly trained after a long
course and was very difficult to replace, unlike the supply of
the normal pilots of which there vras an abundance. By
6 March he learned that eight t\'d.n-engin3 sqjuadrons were
expected to come into operation in the Middle East during the
year and he calculated tha.t Fighter Command w'ould have to

supply in the region of I40 pilots plus wastage to fill them,
the wastage anounting to approxiiiiately 1 06 pilots, assuming
that one new squadron was formed in each month from May to
October. As night-fighter squadrons on the average possessed
24 pilots, his estimate ivas that Fighter Command would have to

s’J-PPly ail average of 28 crew's a month. This was a great
increase on the original figure of eight pilots per month set

by the Air Ministry in January for the months up to April.
Tlie main problem was hchv to find this number of pilots. (1)
The Air Staff suggested that the training of pilots might be
accelerated by increasing the strength of the O.T.Us. in

Beaufighter aircraft. Air Marshal Douglas refused to enter

tain this idea until the needs of front line squadrons had

been met. As a temporajry measure the Command was supplied
with some Bisley training aircraft. The pilots had to be

found, hcwever, and they had to have experience in the hand

ling of Beaufighter aircraft which precluded the use of pilots
straight from the O.T.Us. Air Marshal Douglas finally agreed
to provide them from his own squadrons so long as he was

allowed to proceed with the re-equipment of his Defiant
squadrons either with Mosquitos or Beaufighters, the end

of April the re-equipment of the Defiant squadrons was under
way and by the beginning of June all Defiants had been with-

dravm fran the front line. At the same time.
Air Iiiarshal Douglas pressed on with the re-equipment of his ,
Beaufighter squadrons with later marks \iath the result that,
by the end of the year, the Mosquito and the Beaufigliter
Mark VI formed the core of the night-filter force.

FC/S. 27467,
6 Mar. 1942.

(iii)__Th^_Call_ for i^itfires

In comparison -with the minor irritation caused by the

problems of Ikirrioane and Beaufighter supplies, the demands
upon the Command for the supply of Spitfires assumed the
proportions of a major conflict,
of the fighter force and to have it skimmed off to supply the
Middle East and Malta was extremely distasteful to the

Gommander-in-Cliief who -ras not averse to informing the

Air lylinistry of the gravity of the course of action that they
were contemplating,
of Spitfires \ras in the vicinity of 25O to 27O machines.
Prom this number the vz-ithdrav/al of 20 per month for the
Middle East was not a great burden but when the Air Ministry
decided to put up the monthly demands to JO it evoked an

Tne Spitfire was the cream

In January 1 942, the monthly production

(1) The number of '’■ieaufighter pilots in Fighter Conimnd at
this time vfas 131 and to take awaqr for overseas service
42 per month seemed suicidal to the Ccanraander-in-Chief
(W.S.D, Outgoing Flimsies Fold. No. 11).
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W.S.D. S,53,
End, 8i^.

i)iii'iediate protest from Air Marshal Douglas. He gave it as
hj.s opinion on 7 January that 50 Spitfires to be sent
per month was quite sufficient and that to send 70 per month
v/ould place Fighter Command in the awkward position of not
being able to meet its civm requirements as vrell as those of the
Havy.

overseas

Meanwhile, the position in the Middle East was becoming
increasingly critical. 3y late January the Germans began
rapidly to reverse the favourable situation created by the
British Amy in the Western Desert and in the following two
months the air offensive against Malta reached its peak.
The position was aggravated by the fact that the fighter
strength in the Middle East vra.s depleted because of the neces
sity to send reinforcements to the Par East where the
Japanese were rapidly gaining ground on all fronts,
plaints from Air Vice-fershal Llcyd, the Air Officer Commanding
iJialta, and Sir Arthur Tedder at Cairo about the inadequate
mmbers, of modern fighters began to arrive at the Air Ministry.
On 4 March operations in the Western Desert, it was stated,
vrere governed firstly by the greatly reduced operational
strength of fighter squadrons at the front and, secondly, by
the technical superiority of the Me.109P aiit of all proportion
to its numbers. T\vo weeks later. Air Vice-Marshal Lloyd was
asking for Spitfires, declaring that his ‘attenuated fighter
force' while fighting gallantly could not resist for much
longer. On 2+ klarch, Air Marshal Tedder sent a signal to the
Chief of Air Staff requesting that Spitfires should be sent out
to Malta.

Com-

The Chief of Air Staff replied by proposing that

A,H.B./nJi/i83/
271(C).

A.H.B./nJ5/lOl/4B,
Enel, G6A.

larger number could be sent by flying the aircraft from
carriers than by despatcliing them via Takoradi, assuming that
by April, 32 Spitfires could be flown in while little more than
six would be expected by way of Takoradi.(1)

a

A. H.B./1 ik/38/3,
Enel, 2it6A,

MearMhile, six squadrons of Spitfires were assigned for
overseas to leave before the middle of April, and Fighter
Conmand vms confronted with the task of building up the Command
to the 75 squadrons stipulated as the minimum for the defence
of Great Britain. On 9 April, Air Miarshad Douglas returned
to the attack, pointing out to the Air Ministiy that in view
of the ejcpeoted long range offensive operations in co-operation
•v/ith Bomber Conniand, Pieter Command had practically none of
the long range Spitfire VC’s -vALth v/hich to carry out their part
of the operations,

the ts^’•o squadrons authorised for this purpose as far back as
Pebruarjr, ’•diereas it had been hoped that five squadrons of this
t3rpe would be operating by the spring. It had been brought
to his notice that the production of these aircraft was being
diverted overseas and he asked tliat either production should

Only 13 aircraft had been received towards

A.M. File

C.S. 2110/Pt. II,
Enol. 31A,

F.C. ,
Entry,
9 April 1942.

O.E.B.

(1) For fuller treatment of the supplies of aircraft to Malta
see R.A.F. Narrative: 'The Middle East Campaigns',
Vol. 11. Tlie first batch of Spitfires did not arrive in
Malta until 7 klarch (but by I5 April operations had been
so intensive that there v;ere only three Spitfires
viceable but on 9 hlay 60 Spitfires were flown in from
aircraft carriers) and by 27 May there was no more than
half a Spitfire squadron in the Western Desert
(A.H.B./IU5/I 01/4B, Enel. 107A, and A.H.B./IIJI/I 83/
271(D), Signal Tedder to C.A. S. , I7 14ay 1942).
A very thin trickle of Spitfires (six for June) began to
arrive in the Middle East at the end of Mlay, via Takoradi.

ser-
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be speeded up or that the supplies being sent overseas should

(l^ July, hoiirever, the question had become less
acute as the operations with the long range fighter escort
projected by Bomber Coianand were abandoned.)
than a week elapsed before Air Matrslial Douglas was writing to
the Vice Chief of Air Staff, Air Marshal Freeman, complaining
tliat it would be impossible to keep up the offensive if his

strength in aircraft was constantly being whittled away.
Either he must be allovred to retain the aircraft necessaiy to
maintain the fighter offensive or he mst be allcaved to follow
a policy of conservation if the demands from the 1-tiddle East
continued to be met.

Air Staff of yielding to the piece-meal demands of the
Middle East and India instead of making decisions along the
lines of a broad policy for the allotment of aircraft between
the various theatres and sticking to it.

be reduced.

Little more

He roundly accused the Vice Chief of

W.S.D.

Outgoing
Flimsies

Fold. Wo. 13,
19 April 1942.

Disquiet about the situation continued to be felt

The superiority of the F.iT.190throughout April and May.
created a technical problem which called for the employment
of a covering layer of high performance fighters to give
protection to the,Spitfire VB squadrons when they operated
over France and although it was felt that the Ministry of
Aircraft Production had fallen behind in the struggle for
technical superiority, the efforts of the Air Staff to get
better types of Spitfires and Typhoons into service augured
well for the eventual outcome of this struggle.

FC/S.22754,
9 April 1 942.

The question of the production of the right type of
aircraft was raised again on I3 June, when it came to the
notice of the Conmander-in-Chief, Fighter CoraiTiand, that the
Supermarine Company \rs.s giving priority to the manufacture of
the Spitfire VII (with pi'essurised cabin) over the manufacture
of the ̂ itfire VIII.

come out in sm.all numbers during the autumn while the
Spitfire VIII would not be off the production lines by the end
of the year. Aparb from the uselessness of bothering at this
tijne with the bombing potentialities of the high altitude
raider. Air Marshal Douglas pointed out to the Air Staff that
the morale of his fighter pilots v/ould decline if they were
to continue to fight against an enemy equipped with a superior
aircraft,

from the Supermarine Company came the further intelligence
that it was devoting a large portion of its production of
Spitfire spares for a *pack up’ to overseas theatres,
inevitable result would be that there would be a continuation

of the shortage of spare parts in Fighter Command,
instances, while not exacerbating the situation betivaen
Fighter Command and the Middle East, show that on occasion the
harmony of the various fighting arms was conspicuous by its
absence.

In consequence the Spitfire VII would

JIard on the heels of this piece of information

The

These two

W.S.D.

Outgoing
Flimsies

Fold. Wo. 15,
13 June 1942.

W.S.D. S.80,
12 June 1942.

A firm declaration of intention was communicated to
Air Marshal Douglas by the Assistant Chief of Air Staff
3 August 1942. , Pie st3.ted that the Middle East commitments
could not for the present be modified,
tained and with the reduction in the Kittyhawk flow sPiortly
to be expected it was essential to keep Air MarsPial Tedder
supplied with Spitfires. He hoped that the American commit
ments (40 per month) would die out before November. Any
shortage in the supply of aircraft would have to be borne by
Filter Command,

from August Fighter Coraoand would have to accept  a ration of

on

Malta Piad to be mai

'The Chief of Air Staff s decision was tha

n-

File

C.S. 2110/Pt. Il,
Enel. Zj8A.

t
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225 Spitfires per month. ("I)
the Spitfire resources the five squadrons which v/ere due to
form for the kv&'y Support Group before November should not be
created de novo but should be met by the transfer of five
Spitf.ire squadrons from Fighter Command vriiich would be
re-equipped with O^hoons, at the rate of one in-August,
September, t\':o in October and one in November,

In the seven months since Januar^r^ 1 ̂ 565 Spitfires had
been drawn, an avernge of 233 per month, s. number which was
sufficient to support all the Spitfire squeArons
The Air Ministry policy at this period was to build up
of fighter aircraft for landing operations on the Continent
v/-hich might be undertaken in the future (Round Up) although
this meant the withholding of the Spitfire IX’s for the moment.
Air Marslial Douglas was of the opinion that if operations did
not increase to any degree he would be able to maintain his 59
Spitfire squadrons with the ration of 225 aircraft wdthout

Moreover he felt that there was no necessity for
the re-equipment of five of these squadrons ’/ri-th 'I^phoons for
transfer to the Aniy- Air Support Group, He suggested that
instead of the proposed re-equipment five new squadrons should
be formed with Typhoons for this purpose. Cn the question of
the retention of Spitfire IX’s for building up a possible
invasion force Air Marshal Douglas once more took issue with
the Air Staff,

as many squadrons as possible re-equip;ped mth this machine so
as to improve efficiency in opei-ations and to give a much
needed fillip to the pilots of No, 11 Group,
in the long run the result vj'ould be fewer casualties and
lower expenditure of Spitfires,
pit into the front line until the winter months when the slack

ening off in activity would enable the required reserve to be
built up.

As a further measure to husband

one in

in the Cciriicand
a reserv

difficulty.

He stated that it was vitally important to get

He asserted that

a

The Spitfire IX should not be

.
e

FC/S. 23836,
Enel. 23A,
il Aug. 1912.

Only one week elapsed before Air Marshal Douglas was
informed that the number of squadrons required for the
North Africa landings (Torch) v/ould be 1 9 and they were to be
sent abroad by November. At the same tine he learned tliat his
three Eagle squadrons manned by American volunteers were to be
transferred to the U.S.A.A.P.(2) Moreover, it seemed that his
strength would be further depleted by the formation of an
Array Air Support Group vd.thin the Army Co-operation Command to
which he was requested to transfer his two V/hirlwind bomber

squadrons. As the nero/ Group was to possess ten squadrons of
fighters it meant tliat the Command’s sources of supply would be
taxed to the utmost. He did not object to the forming of
these new squadrons providing that they remained in Fighter
Command. It seemed unlikely that Continental operations would
be taking lAace in the near future and it seemed to be the

best policy to avoid a situation v^here these squadrons would
suffer from lack of action by giving them in Fighter Command
intensive training in the Amy air support role and, in addi
tion, a modicum of training in fighter duties wliich would fit
them to reinforce the orthodox fighter squadrons should an
emergency arise. If this plan was unacceptable to the Air
Staff he requested that he should be allowed to keep his two

Ibid

Enel. 29A.
• 9

(1 ) The front line strength of Pigjiter Coranand in the last
week of August was 6A Spitfire squadrons, including 56
Spitfire VB and VC, 6 Typhoon and 10 Hirricane squadrons.

(2) Nos, 71, 121 and 133 Squadrons.
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V.Qiirl-v/ind squadrons and that fresh ones should be formed to

fulfil the demands of the air support role,
were adopted and the Arqy Oo-operation squadrons were set to

learn fighter tactics while certain fighter squadrons were to
train in the work of close support.

His suggestionsFighter Cmd.
Trg. Staff
Inst. Ko.

35742,
Dec. 1942.

The tension befe/een Air Marshal Douglas and his suxseriors
increased at the end of August over the reinforcement of the

Middle East Air Force v/-ith Spitfire IX’s.
was anxious to get as many as possible of these aircraft into

No. 11 G-roup whereas the Middle East was getting the tr'opica-
lised Spitfire VIII wliich seemed to him a much raore suitable

aircraft than the untropicalised Spitfire IX.
of Air Staff replied on 2 September \vith some heat, pointing
out that Fighter Gamiaand should not insist on having all tiie
best performance aircraft niien ’the principal burden is being
carried by another Cominand' .

in the saae vein on the follaf/ing day, recalling that the
Vice Chief of Air Staff had said on another occasion that

' Figliter Command is not fighting whereas the Middle East
Canmand is’ and contended that Filter Command was up against
the pick of the German fighter force, both in regard to air
craft and pilots,
F.N. 190’s to be fought.
Command having the sole right to the production of the best
aircraft he considered that at least his Command should have

the first call upon them and he supported his claim vri.th the
follovn.ng exarrples:-

(a) the casualties that Fighter Coinnand inflicted upon
the enemy month by month;

(b) the losses that Fighter Command suffered daily in
pilots;

(c) the landing at Dieppe during which Fighter Coimiand
acquitted itself with distinction.

As already seen he

The Vice Chief

Hie Goirimander-in-Chief replied

In no other theatre were there any
I'Vhile not insisting on Fighter

FC/S.26673,
22 Aug. 1942.

Ibid

2 Sept. 1942.
• 9

V/.S.D.

Outgoing
Flimsies Fold.

No. 17,
3 Sept. 1942.

He concluded: ’As I Iiave said before, I think you take
Fighter Ccaiimand too much for granted.’

These exchanges irere sjTiiptamatic of the larger issue at
stake and the pull between the long term and tJ-ie short term
plans of ha,- a vra.r -vrould be won.
not maintain that the ultiniate return to the Continent should

be the reason for the total neglect of the campaigns in the
Middle East, nor did the Air Staff consider that the war

could be won by concentrating entirely on the Middle East
theatre,

be supported and at the same time that the build up for

Continental operations had to be maintained, but where the
division beteeen the ininediate needs of the Middle East and

the ultimate needs of Fighter Conmand as part of the libera
ting forces lay occasioned the friction that emerged from the
correspondence between 'the Coumander-in-Chief Fighter
Cominand and the Air Staff.

Air I'iarshal Douglas did

Doth realised that the Middle East campaign had to

A.M. File

C.S. 211Q/
Pt. II,
End. 57A,
5 Sept. 1942.

W.S.D./S.19,
End, 27A,
2 Nov. ‘iSkZ,

In Sexitember the issue of Spitfire V’s to Fighter
COTiinand was restricted to 200 aircraft in September, 1 80 in
October, 1 60 in November and I60 in Decaiiber,
the event, because of the red.uction in the scale of air opera
tions v/ith the onset of the winter months, sufficient for tlie
needs of Fighter Command, especially when it was found that
the Americans were not dramng from the ration of AO aircraft
allocated to them.

This proved i

The year closed with the Air Staff

n
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concentrating on the task of winning the battles in the
Mediterranean area and the diversion of almost the whole of the
Spitfire productj on to the Middle East resulted in Fighter
Oornmand being unable to maintain the Spitfire IX squadrons with
these aircraft.(1) There was no alternative but to replace
Spitfire XX* s with Spitfire ¥' s when replacements were
sary but the Gommander-in-Chief P'ighter Command impressed upon
the Air Officer Coninanding No. 11 Group that this state of
affairs would only be of a temporary nature and that the
squadrons would be re-equipped with the Spitfire IX in the
spring of 1943.

The gravity of the problem decreased sanewhat after the

advance from El Alamcin and the successful landing in North
Africa but before lea'.TLng Fighter Command to take up his
appointment as Air Officer Comananding-in-Chief R.A.P. Middle
East, Air Marshal Douglas put before the Assistant Chief of
Air Staff his vie\^''s on v/’hat wculd be needed to make Fighter
Command a well balanced operational force in 1943.
little doubt that the Spitfire V v/ill be found quite inadequate
as regards perfornance both at hane and overseas by the spring
of next year,
eliminate the Spitfire V from the production line by April 1943
and that the whole of the Spitfire production should then be

devoted to Spitfires VII, VIII and IX, particularly the latter.
I consider that the miniim-uu requirements for Fighter Command
are that all squadrons in No. 11 Group and in the Middle Vfallop
sector of No. 1 0 Group should be equipped v/ith the Spitfire IX
before 1 April 1943, i.e. a- total of 25 Spitfire IX squadrons'.

Plis successor Air Marslial Sir Trafford Leigh-dXalloiy
found himself much more in syrnijathy -with the Air Staff’s point
of vlevj- and on 6 December agreed to the transfer of one of his
best intruder squadrons (No. 23 Squadron) to Malta with the

provision that it ̂ ould not be struck off the strength of
Fighter CoiTmand. (2)

Sumary

neces-

* I have

I suggest that every effort should be made to

W,S.D.

Ovrtgolng nimsles
Fo1q« No, 18,
25 Nov, 19/(2.

Fighter Citd, O.R.B.,
26 Nov, 19/(2.
A.H.3./nN/A2/3.

A.H.B./nK/2/(yi87,

It has been seen tliat supplies to the Middle East took
first priority but those in coinmand in that theatre of opera
tions could have been pardoned if thqj'- had pointed out that the

crucial period had been during the time before the break

through at El Alahiein and. that the campaign could iiave been
lost by folloiAang a policy of too little and too late,
victory was won by the Allied forces the pros and cons of the
situation have become largely academic but in fairness to
Air Marshal Douglas the point must be made that his conception
of how the war would, be won in the European field was proved to
be accurate and that the coup de_grace would have to be
administered from this country,
necessary to have corniolete air superiority over western Europe
and as far as could be seen at the time tlris was actually in

process of being achieved, while at the sai.ae time the produc
tion of war material \-ra.s able to go forvirard without

As the

To accomplish this it was

(1) Prom June to December 1942, 238 Spitfires and 555
Rirricanes were received in Egypt by the E.A.P. through
Takoradi and 1 61 Spitfires were despatched by sea fran the
U.K. of which 157 went to Malta (A.H.B./ID3/676(c)).
This squadron returned to Great Britain on the advent of

Operation Overlord (See this Narrative Part IV, Chap. I6,
Page 316).

(2)
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interruption from enerny air attack. liiere can be little

daibt of the desire of the Cormiander-in-Chief Fighter Coninand
to assist the Middle East force as far as possible "with air
craft and pilots but until the mounting of Operation Torch and
the relegation of the return to the Continent to the second

categor;}’- for the time being, he was faced with the possibility
of having to provide air cover for large scale Continental
operations which, if undertaken, would have requizad the
maximum force at his disposal and the best of his aircraft to
counter the superiority that the German aircraft possessed in
the technical sphere. The inab.ility of the Chiefs of Staff
to state the precise time when it was e>:pected to make the bid
for victory across the Chamrel left Air ilarshal Douglas on the
horns of a dilemma, confronted mth demands for aircraft from

Sides which he could not meet without seriously under
mining the strength of his ovm cominand. The tendenoy to
regard. Fighter Corrmiand as a raaid-of-all-work and as an
inexliaustible reservoir of pilots and aircraft v/’as strong and
it is only possible now with post-war wisdom to see that the
Middle East battles could have been lost for the lack of
modem aircraft and first-rate pilots;
possessive attitude of Fighter Comnand is understandable when
vievred against the constant shifting of policy and the need to
meet each situation as it arose on the part of the Air Staff.

The Demand for Fighter Pilots

all

at the same time the

The shortage of aircrew resembled in mary ways the defi
ciencies in aircraft. On 20 October 1941 the Vice Chief of
Air Staff reported to-the Chief of Air Staff that the R.A.F.
in the Middle East was 150 pilots below establishment. A
week later Air i^Iarshal Tedder asked that 30 experienced pilots
be sent out immediately to stiffen the Air Force in the
V'estem Desert. These demands were impelled by preparationsa.h.b./id;5/5(b).

for the nei'/ offensive in the desert - Operation Crusader.
From then oro/ards requests for aircrew came frequently.
Constant calls from overseas seemed to be unreasonable to the
Coimiander-in-Chief Fighter Conmiand and drew protests from him.
It v/as not so much a question of quantity, however, but of
quality. At the beginning of 1 942 the pilot position in
Fighter Comiiand from the quantitative point of view was quite
satisfactory, indeed a ̂
become an embarrassinent.

with pilots who were coming straight from O.T.Us. in such
numoers that the CoiTimander-in-Chief was forced to suggest to
the Air Staff that a large portion of them would have to be
posted overseas.

plethora of pilots seeraed likely to
j  Fighter Command was overstocked

Tne day squadrons averaged 28 pilots each,
a figure that could not greatly be exceeded without cutting
da-.m on the amount of flying that each man undertook and
v/ithout v^hich efficiency would be impaired. The maxiimim that
a squadron could absorb vmthout losing its efficiency was 30
pilots. The real shortage was of experienced pilots and it
was over this question that the Ccmmander-in-Chief was parti
cularly susceptible. He stated in January that the overseas
theatres would have to take pilots straight from the O.T.Us.
as it was impossible to transfer from the Coitmand any more of
his experienced personnel. The point of view put forz-^ard. by
the overseas theatres was that their losses in battle had to
be replaced quickly by men who could go straight on to opera
tional flying and that they had no time to spare for training
and nursing green pilots.

W.S.D.

Oitgolng Flinsles
FoXrt, Nos. 11, 18,
21, Jan. 1942.

On 26 January Air Ivlarshal Douglas wrote to the Air Member
for Personnel, Air Marshal Bablngton, complaining that he
sending specialists to the Middle East for a temporary period

SECRET
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and that they were not being returned tc him, the result being
that he was loth to send his experts out to the Middle East
because it .meant that they were virtually lost to the command.
Watching the exodus of his seasoned pilots abroad the
Goramander-in-Chief Fighter Command became anxious,
he sent a personal signal to the Air Officer Commanding-in-
Ghief Middle East saying: '
pilots a month during March and April,
aru^icus to help you in eve.Ty possible v;ay, I should like
e.ssuranoe that these large numbers are I’eally required in year
cojmmand since I hear rumours of fighter pilots kicking their
heels for months at a time with no aircraft to fly,*
Air Marshal Tedder's rejoinder was prompt and emphatic;
thanks to pilots sent to him by Fighter Coraiiiand he had b
able to maintain a reserve of pilots that had proved invalua
ble to him.

In March

We are sending you 200 fighter
"ffliile I aixi most

that

een

Ibid.

26 Jan. 1942.

Ibid
• j

Fold. No. 12,
25 Mar. 1942.

With the air struggle over Malta reaching a critical
phase, the Chief of Air Staff wrote to Air iVIarshal Douglas on
29 March that as new pilots were thravn straight into action
on arrival in Malta, it was imperative that they should be
experienced to make up for the (?isadvantage of not having
previously worked together as a team. But with the opening
of the large scale fighter offensive across the Cliannel in
March the need for experienced pilots in the Command was unde3>-
lined and the demands from overseas theatres became the more

unwelcome. To malce up for the superiority of the P.W.190 it

\ms essential that only the best pilots should be employed to

match skill against technical supeiuority. With the possibi
lity of large-scale operations being carried on throughout the
summer the drain on his experienced pilots became the second

of Air Marshal Douglas's major problems. On 2 April he

pointed out to the Air Staff that in March nearly 3OO opera-
tion-al pilots had been sent overseas and approximately 180 non-
operational pilots. 'Hie output of the O.T.Us. was in the

region of 270 pilots per month thus causing considerable
expenditure of Fighter Command reseiwes. He requested that
this demand should be reduced in order that some reserves

might be built up.

On 6 May it was brought to the notice of
Air Marstial Douglas ’ey a member of Fighter Conmand Operational
Research Section tiiat Malta was smocked up with pilots vdio
vrere without aircraft to fly. It was estin^-ted that there

were I50 Spitfire pilots at Malta to a wasting strength of 60
aircraft. Aii’ Marshal Douglas immediately put in  a request
to the Chief of Air Staff that 75 of these pilots should be
flovm back to Great Britain. Within a week the information

was forthcoming that all but 86 of these pilots had been sent
on to the Middle East. The possibility of getting them back
to Fighter Garamand was thus very faint. But in view of these
transfers the quota for the Middle East was reduced for the

time being from 100 to 50 per month. In addition, Fighter
Command requested the Air Ministry that instructions should be
issued that in future all surplus pilots in Malta vrere to be
returned to Great Britain and not sent on to the Middle East.

Unless this was done it seemed that experienced Spitfire
pilots would continue to be despatched indefinitely from Malta

to the Middle East. As it was the Middle East was receiving
55 experienced pilots each month from Fighter Command and 2^-5
pilots from the O.T.Us. Formerly the Middle East received
90 per cent of pilots from the O.T.Us. and 10 per cent of
experienced personnel. The Chief of Air Staff replied on

19 May that he had instructed the Air Officer Commanding Malta
to return all x^ilots surplus to requirements and that they were

A.H.B./ID8/A0OA
(Ft. I).

0, R. B.,
2 April 19242.
A.i:.B./IIM/A2/3.

F.C•>

W.S.D./S.72,
6 Flay 1 942.

Ibid

12 May 1942.
• j

Ibid

14 May 1942.
•}
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to be returned in the Iii6.sons then operating on  a shuttle

service betiveen iialta and Gibraltar. A further signal was
sent on 2]+ llay iDointing out that Malta had nearly 200 Spitfire
pilots and that they niust return surplus airorevir. The
Chief of Air Staff further instructed that reinforcements

from Fighter Gorimand to the Middle East via Takoradi must

take into account pilots from Fighter Command flovm into
Malta in carrier operations.

Meanwhile, Air.Marshad. Douglas on 21 May protested that
in the pi-evious twelve months 2,000 fighter pilots had been

nt to the Middle East and Malta including the pilots of 17
complete squadrons which had gone to the Middle East. This
represented nearly 1 00 per cent of Fighter Command's opera
tional strength. The Air Member for Personnel pointed out,
however, that many of this number were sent to the Par East

and India while some ^00 \«/ere sent direct from Fighter
O.T.Us. and could not be regarded as an actual drain on
Fighter Command squadrons. According to the latest informa
tion from the Middle East the pilot situation on 15 May was
as Dollars :-

O Oi
ScW.S,D.

CuLgolng F.llirnles

Fold. Mo, 11,
21 Msy 1912.

A.H.3./ID/5/5(C).

903 (including 94 pilots for
squadrons not yet formed)

Establishment

Strength 1 ,C48

Su.rplus 145

En route 250

There was, therefore, a surplus of 395 assuining the safe
arrival of those en route, and Air fershal Babington did not
consider that the pilot situation in the Middle East was

serious in vieir of the fact that Fighter Gomiiiand had a sur
plus of approximately 4OO pilots. By then the Air Officer
Commanding-in-Ghief Middle East had stated that no fighter
pilots would be required in June and the position would be
reviewed in the follaring month.

f.EQ!4...t4e Middle East on Qua^ty_of Reinforcements
fTOn Fighter Congnand ’ ~ ”

Co-incidental with the question of the supply of pilots
to overseas theatres \ms the problem of the quality of the
pilots being sent. As early as I4 February 1942 Fighter
Goraiaand had received complaints that the pilots sent overseas
had not been of the best quality and undoubtedly there
good cause for complaint. In this respect the Commander-
in-Chief Fighter Command was up against the personal element
which, although in theory should not have been allowed to

operate, in fact, could not be eradicated. Squadron
Commanders \:ere naturalljr loth to lose the best men in their
units and the nuinbers involved were too great for the
Commander-in-Chief personally to examine all names that were
submitted, for overseas posting. The result was that inevi
tably with the sprinkling of first-class men there was a
large proportion of second-raters. Indeed, the suggestion
was made from the Middle East that Fighter Command had taken
the opportunity to discard all the misfits that were not

wanted in the Comaand. In a letter to his Group Commanders
on 1 9 February Air Marshal Douglas impressed upon them the
necessity of examining all pilots that were da/m for overseas

posting and ensuring that the Middle East allegations that
they were receiving the thrav-outs of the Cormiand did not
indeed take place. At the same time Air Marshal Douglas did

so

was

Y4S.D./S.87,
End. 1A.

Ibid

Enel. 2A.
• ?
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not allovf the Middle East charge to go unchallenged and made a
counter-charge inipijring tliat the overseas theatres did not make
the best of some veiy good material that had been sent out to
them and stressed the looint that the deriiands from all sides for

first-class fighter pilots was such as to defy satisfaction.
He asked that it should be impressed upon the Middle East that

they would have to fight their battles with the average type
of pilot tiiat was supplied to Fighter Command and tliat a supply
of super men could not be expected,
of inter-Comiiiand relationships v/as smoothed over for a while

by the blaine being attached to the methods by which the pilots
had been transferi'ed to the Near and Far East,

This temporary straining

Ibid

End. 3A.
»f

Ibid,,
Enel. 5A.

Peace was restored but temporarily, however.
Air Ifershal Tedder sent a signal to the Chief of Air Staff

complaining that the quality”- of the recent Spitfire pilots was
very low.

seven out of the t^renty-three pilots had, had no operational
experience at adl and a fur-bher four had had less than 25 hours
experience on Spitfires,
the tvrenty-tliree pilots had never fired their guns.
Vice Chief of Air- Staff took up the matter with the Coramander-

in-Chief Fighter Command pointing out that the squadrons that
had been sent to the Middle East vrere not all that could have

No. 601 Squadron had not been operational since
October 19^ and did not equip with Spitfires until March 1942;
this left the Squadron Commander with very little time to give
his pilots operational expe.r'ience on this type of aircraft.

No, 605 Squadron had been out of the line since December 1941
and had subsequently been milked of its best pilots with the

result that when it v/as called upon for overseas service it

had only five .pilots ivith operational experience.
Air Marshal Douglas replied that he was in no vray surprised at
the limitations of the pilots sent overseas as they merely
reflected the state to vdiich Fighter ConiiTiand liad fallen due to

the expenditure of its experienced personnel,
to impress upon the Middle East that the tour expired personnel
which they seemed unwilling to repatriate should be sent back

to hnprove the standard of training and operational skill in

the squadrons, U) Not\'.dthstanding the spirited nature of his
replies Air Marslml Douglas took a ijersonal interest in the

pilots sent out after this and did his best to comply with the
demands from the Middle East and the instructions of the Air

Staff.

On 25 April

In No. 601 Squadron, which had recently arrived,

In. No. 603 Squadron, twelve out of
The

been desired.

The remedy was

Ibid

Enel, J3.
•}

Ibid

End. 7A.
♦ 5

Ibid

Enel. GA,
•»

The controversy did not end there and the next incident
was a complaint from Malta on 26 Ilay of the quality of pilots
tlaat were being sent to them, stressing the point that the air

battles were such that they had no time to devote to the
Ibid

End. 93.
•)

(1) The A.O.C.-i.n-0. Middle East took the vierv; that pilots in
Malta should complete an operational tour and not expect
to be sent back after a brief tour of duty there, which
cut right across Fighter Gomi'iiand* s views,
hard air fighting over Malta at this time, the operational
tour in I&lta was restricted to a period ranging beWeen
three and six months according to the intensity of the

battle and on the strength of this the A.O,C,-in-C.
Fighter Command was pranised. that pilots should be
returned to him, it being presumed that most of them had

already almost completed their operational tour in Fighter
Conmand.

24 August 1942.

During the

This order 'vi.'as, however, rescinded on
(A.H.B./lDiy400(A)).
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training of pilots and that trained and experienced pilots
were essential,

’uneconomical to keep on piling experienced operational
pilots into Kalta over and above the number required to

operate the available aircraft, particularly in view of the

shortage of experienced pilots in this Command at the present
time avlng to the constent drain of these pilots during the
past year to the Middle East and Malta.'

further cOTiiplaints from the Air Officer Commanding Malta
about the standard, of training, instructions were issued by
the Air Staff concerning the fiiture contingents of Spitfire
pilots to Malta,

aircraft carrier and completing the subsequent flight;
further, that because of the difficulties in carrying out
training at Malta and the shortage of petrol, fifty per cent
of pilots should liave had operational flying experience in
front line squadrons; their number was also to include six
flight commanders or capable formation leaders,
eiqpsrienced wing comiianders were sent out on request,
the saine time Air Mice-MarsJrial Park, the new Air Officer
Ccmmanding Malta was infonaed demi-officially that he could
not expect' to go on receiving first-class pilots, and he was
urged to fo everything possible to prevent the situation,
which by then had become much more favourable, from deterio
rating again,

discord that had already been created betv/een home and
seas GCiiniands.

Air Marshal Douglas retorted that it was

On 24 July, upon

They should be capable of flying off an

Later, two
At

The Air Staff was worried at the amount of
over-

A.n.B./TIJ5/101/4tC)
Po. II,
EnJl. 100A,

Never'fcheless, complaints were still received at home.
On 12 August the Secretary of State for Air himself inter
vened personally, after a letter received from Lord Cranbome,
Secretarj^ of State for the Colonies, who had just arrived
back from a visit to Malta, and informed Fighter Command that
although he was quite aware of the strain which the supply of
expei-uenoed pilots \/as putting upon the Command, there could
be no equivocation in this respect and that at all costs
Malta must be reinforced viith fully qualified aircrew.
Commandei’-in-Chief Fighter Command had a riposte readj^' with a
special signal, ’.'/hich he had received from Malta, via the
Chief of Air Staff, on 13 August thanking him for ’the twelve
proinising young fomtiation leaders, who were in time for
grand party.’

The

a

H.S.D./S.87,
Enel. 13A.

Ibid.,
Ends. I4A-I5A.

At the same time further representations by the
Cca:inander-in-Chief Baaber Coiimand were made about the
topic,

resolved liarmoniously and with fairness to all concerned.
Small concessions had so far failed to bring about any deci
sive settlement.

Group Captain Pearce, Deputy Director of Postings, to go to
the Middle East and to investigate thoroughly on the spot
the position both in regard, to aircraft and pilots,
juncture Rommel’s fonmra. columns had tlirust towards

Alam el Haifa where a significant engagement in which the
E.A.F. played an important part vms fought, and shortly
aftemmrds the preparations for the battle of El Alamein got

•  under way. it was therefore probably a relief to all sides
when Group Captain Pearce reported to the Air Staff that
there was no evidence to shovf that the Middle East Command
had sought or retained more aircraft or pilots than were
needed for the vital part it had to play in the great land
engagements it was called uijon to support.

same

Action was imperative if the situation wa.s to be

The Air Staff therefore chose

At thi

A.M. File

C.S. 14187.

s
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A.H,B,/IIJ5/101/4(C},
Ersolo 103A,

As far as Malta was concerned, by the end of August the
situation v/as far more favourable, local air superiority had
been regained and even siiiall offensive, operations were being
carried out (the eneny, too, had been exjjeriencing a lack of
fighter reinforcements;.

Sumnary

A.D. i.dc.) Rspt.
No, 375/1945,
Para. 235.

die pros and cons of the question are weighty on both
sides and the difficulties of lighter Comnand were almost iden
tical in this respect with those encountered over the supply of
aircraft to the overseas theatres,

pilots but of pilots tl:iat could take part v/'ithout training in
the battles that wei-e in process of being fought.
Command had agreed to strip itself of all the operational
pilots that it possessed there could have been little chance of

maintaining the offensive over Vifestem j.i)urope and no chance at

all of x^roviding the covering for a continental operation with

pilots straight from the O.f.Us. v/ho would be up against an

enemy superior in the technical field and probably with more

operational experience,
a struggle be-ti/een an iminediate engagement and an ultimate aim
but complicated vfith the additional factor of human nature

vfhich saw in the Middle East an excellent dumping ground for
the undesirables and the squai'e pegs.

The shortage was not of

If Fighter

As Vidth the supply of aircraft it was

Criticism of parochialism and petty po\rer politics comes

easj'' but the real diaagreement was over differing conceptions
of how the enemy would ultimately be overcame; whether a

thousand sorties flca-m immediately in the Middle 'East were
more valuable than one hundred thousand in the future over

north-west Europe,
struck and by good fortune this balance was found \'vithin the

pawers of the various Commands,

little at the necessitx'' to straddle the requirements of several

theatres of wai- but \ms of sufficiently good quality to stand

the strain.

The balance between the two had to be

The macliinery creaked a

Demands from Russia

t/hile in no way approaching the Middle East and the Far

East the question of supplies to Russia gave Fighter Command

food for thought. .Mot unnaturally the calls from British
Forces received attention before those of the hard-pressed
Soviet Union j^-et at the same time v/ith the restriction, tempo
rarily, of supplies from the United States of America it was

expedient from the political as v/ell as from the military angle
to aid the Russians to the greatest possible extent. This was

by no means an easy matter as the demands from the Russians

were frequentl,y out of ail proportion to reality and, although
the situation was handled with the utmost delicacy, at times
there appeared a strong undercurrent of hostility which was

reflected in the correspondence betvreen the Home Government and

those engaged in negotiations with the Russian authorities. ("1 )

The first contact of jlritish personnel with the Russians
took place in 194-1 when No. 15I V/ing \ms sent to Russia to
supervise the erection of Hurricane aircraft and the training

(1) For a well \/ritten and informative account of the
co-operation bettreen the Western powers and the
Soviet Union, see 'Anglo-Soviet Air Co-operation in the

Second World War* (A.H.B./lIQ/l/ys).
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of the Russian pilots who would be flying them,
tl'iat the unit mthdrew in November 1 941 , after  a sta^'- of
about three months, relations with the Russians were extremely
cordial and it seemed that there was a good possibility that
these relations would be the prelude to close co-operation
betiveen the two countries,

this counta:^’- and America is not within the limits of the

present volume but is worthy of a brief outline in so far as

the demands for supplies of aircraft affected the strength of
Pigliter Gcmmand,
bles which chs.racterised the question of supplies to the
Middle East and Malta the problems attendant upon the supply
of airci''aft to Russia were dealt with on a much higher plane,
the x-esult being that the demands were put to Fighter Command
and the Supply Ministries Virithout the opportunity being; pro
vided to question the v/isdom of the course of action being
adopted.

§HPP.lZ.,.?f„.,,I4ijnri_Ganes _ajid_&pi to Russia;
October 1 941 -,Tune 1 942 ■

By the time

The subsequent effort made by

In canpariscn with the inter-Comnand squab-

Tlie protocol finally signed on 1 October 1 941 included
agreement to supply the Russians with 400 aircraft oer

month from 1 October 1941 to 30 June 1942,
be made up of 200 fighters monthly from Great Britain and 100
fighters and 100 bombers from the United States,
guard included in the protocol was that if the war situation
should alter the necessary adjustments could be made,
Russians were informed that in the earlier months the supply
would consist almost entirely of fiirricanes Virith a few
Spitfires vriiich would increase possibly to 1 00 per month by
March 1942. As far as the R.A.,F. was concerned this commit
ment amounted to supplying 200 fighters per month together
mth annunition, spares and equipment. The majority would
be Hurricanes at first but would include 20 Spitfires each
month as soon as possible building up to a target of 1 00 per
month. The technical personnel to assist in the erection
and maintenance of the aircraft would be supplied by the
Royal A.ir Force. This 'was the part that was successfully
dealt with by No. I5I V/ing in Russia and with the mthdrawal
of this unit it seemed likely that a similar type of
co-operation would take place in 1942. One further opera
tion in the sphere^of co-operation took place in 1942
(Operation S\'/allow') but it wias obvious that the policy of the
Russians to keep the .Allies at more than arm's length was to
be applied vigorously. The Mission in Moscow w&s given the
minimum of facilities and it was soon obvious that the
Russians wanted the Allied help to be limited to supplies of
aircraft and to a Second Front in ifestem Europe, their
panacea for all the ills of the war and the only wa^'" in which
the V'/este.rn pwrers could, give the right amount of assistance
to the Soviet Union. Tliroughout .April and IVIay the burden of
supplying the Russians with the promised aircraft fell largely
upon Great Britain. The ccaimitment fo.r ApinLl w^as 192
Hurricane Mark II/A or IIB and 8 Airacobras and for May 200
Airacobras or Hirricane m’s or IIB's. As only about 25 to
30 Airacobras seemed likely to be available the number would
then be made up with Hurricanes.

an

The total was to

One safe-

The

A. H. 3./10/12/2:09,
10 Oct. 1941.

(4^...Rj^posaj, to Form Air Force in Southern ̂ ^sia

Notwithstanding the frigid amity that existed, the
Prime Minister, in iiarch 1942, put forward the proposal to
aid the Russian effort by the establishment of an Air Force
in the south of Russia vdiich, in co-operation with the
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Americans, would strengthen the Russian air po\'/er generally,
guard the oil reserves of Persia, establish the feeling of
mutual effort in a comnon struggle as well as getting to grips
I'/ith the G.A.P, in this area. The force envisaged was eight
short range fighter squadrons, one long range fighter squadron,
three light bomber squadrons, two mediuin bomber squadrons, one
U.S. heavj'- bombardment group and, possibly later, *one general
reconnaissance squadron. The Chief of Air Staff was much in
favour of this proposal and in a letter to the Prime Minister
expressed his \'lews on the subject,
sent he wanted it to be a highly trained and efficient force
and not the scrapings of the Middle East, He proposed to
take the personnel of six Spitfire squadrons fram Fighter
Command (1 60 flying personnel and 700 ground staff) and sliip
them to Basra, He was reluctant to equip them with Spitfires
as Fighter Command itself was living on its Spitfire spares and
it was thought unlikely that the Spitfire would stand up to
the conditions that would be encountered in Russia. (Subse
quent information received from the British erection unit in
Russia would seem to indicate that the hazards to the

If this force should be

compara

A.H.B./ID/12/309,
17 Mar, \9hZ.

tively fragile construction of Spitfires were the v/eather and
the natural conditions together with the Russians' unique
methods of 'ham fisted' maintenance). The Chief of Air Staff
proposed to equip the force vd.th either Kittyhawks or
Hurricanes supplied by the Middle East, to be compensated by
the establishment of additional Spitfires to the Middle East
in April and May. He was afraid, however, that any reduction
in the strength of the Middle East would be viewed with extreme
disfavour by the Chiefs of Staff,
that the Allies should maintain an Air Force in south Russia

had been received by J-'Iarslial Stalin v/ith pleasure as, at this
time, there seemed a very distinct possibility that the Germans
would break through on the southern front, but this initial
enthusiasm soon cooled and the Mission in Moscav signalled the
Air Ministry that supplies of aircraft should be restricted to
the July, August and September deliveries. Later it was
found that the Russians were eager to avoid any discussion of
the topic and endeavoured to change the agreement to one for
the supply of aircraft alone.

At first the suggestion

A,H.B,/nH/2,

Ibid

19 Mar. 1942.
• f

(iii) Transfer of Free French Squadron to Russia

The friction that existed between the Allied representa
tives and the Russian authorities in no way diminished with
the progress of the year,
large increase in the amount of spares and were unwilling or
unable to understand that the British Forces were themselves

hard pressed for the same spares,
in the use of spare parts and refused to present wastage
figures and would not allo'.'.'- the Mission to visit operational
and maintenance establishments.

The Russians were pressing for a

They were most profligate

The problem of the relationship with the Russians was
brought nearer horae to Fighter Ccraraand at the beginning of
I4ay 19A2 when the question of a French request to transfer a
Free French squadron to l^ussia arose,
endeavoured to side-track the request as Air Marshal Douglas
was so short of experienced personnel and the French pilots
were araong the best of his ore'frs and he felt that they would
be better employed in the fighter offensive over Europe than
flying v/ith the Russians,
matter before the Secretary of State for Air but the request
for the transfer had been in for a considerable time and there

was little desire to antagonise the Free French at this time.

The Chief of Air Staff

The Chief of Air Staff put the

A.H.B./nH/i65/4,
5 May
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A caiipromise was reached by which the French reduced the
nuraber of pilots that would be required for the establishment
of the unit.

(iY}..Pespatch 9f_ Spitfires ,t^^

By September the Russians were beginning to complain
tlaat the tiir-ricane was out of date and the Mission in Moscow
was expecting that there \rould soon he demands for
modem fighter.

Organisation decided that 1 50 non-tropicalised Spitfires were
to be sent to Russia by way of Basra Vvliere they would be
erected and then ihissian pilots would fly them" to Russia.
By 3 -November, 49 of these aircraft had been despatched and
it was intended that the remainder would be under way by the
end of the month.

a more

In October the L'j.rectcr-General of

A.H.B./ID/12/309,
15 S£p% l9/j2.

Ibid.,
17 Oct. 1942.

On 11 October, M. Mlaisty, Russian Ambassador in London,
had raised the question whether the Air Ministry was prepared
to make any Hurricanes available for despatch via the
Persian Gulf and whether it would be possible to fly
IJurricanes from the Shetlands to landing grounds in the north
of liissia. At the twenty-first meeting of the Allied
Supplies Executive, the Under Secretary of State for Air,
Captain Balfour, explained that the unfulfilled commitment of
Great Britain up to the end of December would amount to 949
machines including the 4OO due for November and Decanber.
Of these, 429 Airacobras were due to be delivered direct from
the United States, leaving a balance of 520 for which
Great Britain was responsible. The Air Ministry was prepared
to make 25O Hurricanes available for despatch via Basra if the
necessary shipping could be found by the Ministry of War
Transport, To fly the aircraft across Africa was impossible
MTithout blocking the supply route to the Middle East. The
Ministry of War Transport stated that the shipping for the
transpori: of the aircraft to tlie Persian Gulf was just not
available but expressed the hope that ultimately the supply
of aircraft Virould reach Russia by Alaska.

Ibid.,
3 Nov. 1942.

To forestall possible complaints from the Middle East
the Chief of Air Staff sent a pressing telegram to
Air Marshal Tedder explaining that the Government had agreed
to the despatch of I50 Spitfires via the Persian Gulf to
Russia when the relationship between the two countries had
become strained and intimated that they had been sent rather
as a sop to the Russians, He asked for the co-operation of
the Middle East to see that they were despatched to the
Russians as soon as possible. Tliey were not tropicalised
Spitfires and iTOuld not affect therefore the supplies of
Spitfires that he himself required.

Ibid

18 Nov. 1942.
• 9

Summary

By the end of the year there seemed to be little fervour
remaining for co-operation with the Russians,
aircraft continued to be sent, although with the increase in
the production of the American factories, the strain on the
supply of aircraft from Great Britain became progressively
less,

lihelj'- that any measure of true co-operation between Russia
and the Western powers would be achieved, the Russians main
taining a constant frigidity whicli was to degenerate in the
post-war era into the pei-iod of the ’ cold war' .

Supplies of

At no time during the following years dj.d it seem
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The effect upon Pightex’ Command of the demands for the
supply of aircraft to Itissxa is not as obvious as the demands

received from the lliddle East but undoubtedly the task of
Fighter Oomiaand would have been made much easier had not the

source of supply been alreadj'- tapped. At the same time, the
demand for fighter aircraft for the role of protecting the

northern conveys which vrere delivering the weapons of war to

Russia at heay^ cost was also a further drain upon the supplies
of fighters. ("I i The result ̂ vas that although the supply of
aircraft for liissia was dealt with at the political level

rather than at the Command level it undoubtedly tended to

aggravate the struggle befe/een Fighter Command and the over
seas commands.

Effect of a high Accident Rate on Fighter Command

A graving accident rate in the Command added to the
embarrassment it was suffering through the shortages of air

craft and pilots,

standard of training among the pilots coming into the Command,
a poor standard of flying discipline among them, and a lack of

exi^erienced squadron and flight commanders who could exercise

strict authority and see tliat flying discipline was at all

times insisted upon.
Prime Minister concern and had long been the subject of study
and discussion between the Comrnander-in-Chief and the

Chief of Air Staff,

were adopted which in the end succeeded in reducing the acci

dent rate to more acceptable proportions.

The main causes of accidents were a lav

This state of affairs had caused the

Slavly, step by step, various measures

W.S.D./S.59,
30 Jan. 19A2

In the first place, Advanced Plying Units were set up to
enable pilots to acquire a profounder technical knavledge of

their business than hitherto, and the amount of flying carried

out at the Plying Training Schools was increased,
steps in the right direction but there was still room for

improvement at the Fighter Operational Training Units,
the difficulty arose in a shortage of suitable instructors.
The majority of instructors at the Operational Training Units

were pilots with experience in operational flying, but more

instructors were required with experience of the Central
Plying School methods who could eradicate the faults the pupils
developed when they converted to Service type machines.
Between October 1941 and January 1942 alone, Fighter Coinmand

lost 148 experienced operatio.nal pilots to Plying Training
Command, receiving about a dozen instructors in exchange, and

though the Air Member for Training had agreed that at least

half the ex-operational instructors should undergo training at
the Central Plying School, only I3 had in fact been trained so

far, against the 22 a month who were necessary to meet
requirements.

Casualties had to be taken into account, while a large
nuinber of fully fledged section, flight and squadron commanders

had gone overseas, and as this process was bound to continue

for sane time, it was not easj?- to find a means of filling the
gaps and acquiring fresh instructors,
have not reached the bottom of the well’ wrote the Cannander-

in-Chief, Fighter CaiTnand, to the Chief of Air Staff,

These were

Here

' I am not sure if we

Ibid.

(1) These fighters were to be released fran mercliant ships.
For a full account of the P.Q. convoys and the supply of

war material to Russia, see R.A.P. Narrative:
E.A.P. in Maritime Mar’ , Vol. 3.

’The
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indicating; at the sarae time that he v;as busy striving to

devise means for reducing the T/jastage of aircraft and pilots
through bad flying accidentO •

W.S.D.

Outgoing
Flimsies

Fold. No. 11 ,
21+ Feb. 1942.

In February he addressed a memorandum to his Group
Comnanders quoting statistics which sho\-/ed that little or no

improvement in the accident rate had taken place,
was that all should concentrate upon the reduction of

’avoidable' accidents, such as occurred thi'ough faulty
cockpit drill or tlirough errors comrr.it u::
ercphasised tliat our commitments

the Far East and Foussia, in addition to the need for main
taining an adequate force for the defence of this country/ made

it inperative that unnecessary airora.ft wastage should be pre
vented at all costs.

The point

:d while taxyj.ng,
r- sujjplying the ii-ddle Ea.st,

He

lie instructed tlrat there should be a

thorough investigation into all accidents so as to determine

their cause, and that particular attention should be devoted

to an improvement in flying discipline and in the flying
control system at each station.

No miracles could be expected and the high rate of
accidents persisted in defiance of slLI attempts to cut them
dcp.-m. A few vree’cs later, the Chief of the Air Staff sent fW.S.D./S,595

5 tiarch 1942.
or

the Commander-in-Ohief.

accident rate in Fighter Comnand and to intensify still fur
ther the efforts to chock it.

Prime llinister remained perturbed by the statistics he had
scrutinised and had requested the Chief of the Air Staff to
imke even more profound investigations into their causes.

Once more it was to discuss the

The fact was that the

The Goramander-in-Ghief summarised his reasons for the

large number of accidents and at the ssaiie time conducted a

lively defence on behalf of his fighter pilots. He opposed
any restriction of flying hours. 'I have' he said, 'some
4,000 pilots flying some 2,500 aircraft. The great majority
of them are high-spirited young men v,rho are quite inexperi
enced as aviators. (As you kn^ow, a large proportion of ny
experienced pilots have been sent overseas or have left the

CoGniand for other reasons, for instance joining Flying
Training Gcmriand.) These young men can only becoime
experienced operational pilots by flying. It is, in ny
opinion, of the utmost importance that Fighter Comimand should
press on intensively with training in the air, so as to extend
their experience and enliance the standard of skill of fighter
pilots individually and of fighter squadrons as units'.

There was no doubt in Air Marshal Douglas' s.mind that
disproportionate casualties would be suffei-ed by his conmand
in operations against the eneiTy if more training was not done.
He felt also that the CojBmand would soon become incapable of
supplying i^ilots to the overseas theatres of war. Moreover,
he foresav/ a grievous setback to morale if pilots had to sit
about on airfields with nothing to do. He was convinced that
all this vrould lead to an increase in accidents rather than

to a decrease.

Ibid.

V/hat were the other reasons for accidents?

as foIIctvs:-
They were

({) the light construction of fighter aircraft;

(ii) an increasing amount of night flying by day
fighters;
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(iii) the need for operating in vanter conditions when
airfield surfaces were frequently treacherous and badly
affected;

(iv) the siiiallnoss of airfields. In February, 36O
accidents (M per cent), 147 occurred on landing, and a
further 1 8 on taking off. * Hie biggest single step which
the Priine Minister could take to reduce our accident rate’

said the CoOTaander-in-Chief, ’would be to tell the depart
ments concerned to allot to the Air itinistiy a larger
supply of materials and a much larger amount of labour,
sufficient in fact to enable us to extend our runv/ays up

to 2,000 yards (where this is possible) within the next
three months, or at the very latest before the next winter
sets in.’

(v) the difficulties of filling gaps with men of adequate
experience which were created by the despatch of squadron
and flight commanders overseas. This process had to
continue. There was no remedy for it and it had to be

accepted.

’You cannot make an omelette without breaking eggs, and you
cannot make a Fighter Coranand without breaking some aircraft’

concluded the Commander-in-Ghief, ’but I do hope that neither

the Prime Minister nor yourself think that we take all this

quite light-heartedly, and are doing nothing to make things
better.'

Up to April an analysis of accidents for six months
revealed that of a total of 344 mishaps, the majority were
related to airfield conditions,

table given belovir;

136 or 39.5 per cent vrere taxying accidents, indicating
the necessity for Ti/ider perimeter tracks.

This is clearly shown in t

C.-in-C. F.C.

Outgoing
Flimsies

Fold. Wo. 13,
14 April 1942.

he

41 or 11.9 per cent were due to aircraft swinging off
runways on land-ing.

05 or 24.2 per cent were due to aircraft overshooting.

29 or 8.4 per cent were due to undershooting.

43 or 12,5 per cent were due to bad surfaces.

The case for the improvement in airfields had been made, and
everyiAere work was put in hand to effect alterations. 3y
November' this weakness had largely been eradicated. Together
with measures to iuprove and ticly up the flying control system
and to improve the standards of radar and maintenance, both on

stations and at radar units, the achievement of better condi

tions at airfields gradualiy helped Fighter Caramnd to master

the high incidence of accidents. At this stage the Gaumander-

in-Chief Fighter Oommand was able to write to the Chief of
Air Staff vath a certain satisfaction. Of the October ration

of Spitfires, 180 aircraft in all, only 126 had been dravm.
This he attributed largely to the greatly reduced rate of acci

dents that liad enabled this econary to be made.

V'/.S.D./S.19.

Conclusion

To what extent was Fighter Command affected by the draviring
It has

been shcam in an earlier chapter that a fighter offensive which
See pp. 113-114 pilots and aircraft to other theatres of amr?
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began in l^farch 1942 had to be soft-pedalled by June because

Pightex' Coinmand was not capable of meeting the enemy on terms
which vxould ensure that his losses would be greater than those

Later in the year R.A.P. intelligenceof Fighter Coimuand.
believed that German fighter reserves were low due to lo

inflicted on the v/estem front('l) but Fighter Command’s recent
losses and its a^im weakness in reserves and the quality of
aircraft iriqeosed a cautious policy.

esss

The situation was aggra
vated by a high rate of accidents bringing about additional
losses in air-craft and pilots at a tia:e when they could ill be
sustained.

Secondly, ho\”r far was Fighter Command justified in
attempting to retain fighter aircraft and eKperienced aircrew?

As sham alread^^ the Spitfires and lyphcons of that time were
inferior to the -Drinoipal enemy fighter in the west - the
F.L-.190. It v/as implicit that in order to maintain an

aggressive spirit in the Command the latest types of fighter
aircraft must be available together with a core of experienced
fonnation leaders (Fighter Coimiiand was the operational train
ing ground for fighter pilots before they went overseas).
Looking at the problem from the point of view of strategy
there was the possibility of Sledgehammer (limited landings on
the continent) to be followed by Round Up (a major assault
across the Cb*annel), the cover of \vhiGh would be the chief
responsibility of Fighter Command; that eventuality existed
until the genesis of Operation Torch when cross-channel
operations were no longer likely to be carried out in the
immediate future,

of reinforcement from the eastern front, it could well be
argued that hostile air attack on a fairly large scale
al'/rays a possibility especia-lly in the shape of reprisals
brought on by the increased weight of attack by R.A.F. Bomber
Command.

Finally, ■fea.kino; into account the chances

was

In the same context all possibility of invasion
could not yet be discounted.
Great Britain from air attack was perhaps taken too much for
granted.

The comparative immunity of

The case for the R.A.F. in the Middle East was tiiat it
lacked adequate numbers of modem fighters at a time v/hen the
situation in the Western Desert was critical and v^rhen the fate
of LiaAta lay in the balance,
pilots may on occasion have been hasty or over-emphatic but
undoubtedl3'- the proportion of Spitfires in the Middle East
ccanpared with the nuinber contained in the first line strength
of Fighter Command in early 1 942 s^wung too far in favour of
the latter.
Germans ifho iaoved their air formations about freely and
i"/ithout hesitation.
R.A.F. Middle East’s complaints about the quality of pilots;
the air battles of 1942, as far as the R.A.F. was concerned,
were (v;ith the exception of the Dieppe Raid) fought in the
Middle East and there vrere no opport’anities for training
inexperienced aircrew in that theatre.

The demands for aircraft or

A lesson might have been learned from the

There was undoubtedly much force in the

%inpathy for the Fighter Coimand point of view diminishes
when, looking at the situation retrospectively, it is realised
hw much the effects of the fighter offensive over France and
the Low Countries were exaggerated at the time. During 1942

(1) Unfortunately, no German records are to hand which could
thra/ light on this subject; only figures of front line
strength are available.
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Fighter Coranand lost more than two and three quarter times the
number of aircraft lost by the eneiry. In all the G.A.F. lost

some 200 operational fighter aircraft in 1942 - a modest total

which hardly justified the retention of nearly 60 operational
Spitfire squadrons in Great Britain up to October 1942, It

may be said in mitigation that Fighter Command could not be
exipected to knov;- accurately the number of casualties inflicted,
but, on the other hand, its knowledge of German air strength in
the vrest was usually fairly close to. the mark and it should
have concluded that there was small likelihood of  a major air
attack on Groat Britain being launched without due warning.

Inevitably blame tends to be directed at a level higher
than CoraiTiand headquarters. An Air Officer Coriimanding-in-
Chief is justified in retaining adequate rese^rves to cover all
eventualities and the ’human element’ whicn desires to retain

the pick of aircraft and aircrew cannot be ignored. It was
for the Chiefs of Staff to define strategy, the air implica
tions and apportioning of air forces being worked out by the
Chief of Air Staff and his advisers. But the indecision found

here reflected the guiding strategy of the war at that time.
For the first seven months of 19A2 was a period of indecision

and of conflict of opinion betvreen the Allies; there was the

Ihissians’ insistence on a second front; the Americans’
unvallingness to participate in a Mediterranean campaign and

the British reluctance to risk a major cross oliannel assault;
these factors clas.hed until the decision was made at the end

of July to launch an offensive in North Africa. Thus it was
natural for the air caananders in Great Britain and in Malta

and the Mddle East, each to demand first priority, therelpy
engendering bad feeling between commands. But without a firm

policy from above assigning the correct proportion of strength
for each theatre, this was unavoidable. At the same time the
success of Japanese arms in kla.laya and Burma caused valuable

reserves in the Kiddle East to be withdrawn.

Early in 1943 the situation in the Middle East, with the

German reverses in the Western Desert leading to the evacuation

of the enemy from North Africa, was greatly eased. After the

Casablanca Conference, the forces for the re-entry to the

Continent took sliape; for the R.A.F, this led to the formation

of a Tactical Air Force in Great Britain, Eleven long-ranged
Spitfire V and. ten Spitfire IX squadrons were available as a

spearhead to the daylight fighter offensive in 1945> inadequate
in range though they were, but capable of deading with a

declining G.A.F. The combined bomber offensive was growing in
strength. Numerous modern fighter aircraft were arriving in

the Middle East by normal channels. Altogether there was very
much less justification for the withdrawal of air forces from
Great Britain to overseas Commands,
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CHAPIER 10

.INI^OpUCTORY

The British and the American Chiefs of Staff were unable
to agree upon a common policy in the preliminary discussions
over graiid strategy for 191i-3o The Americans vrere, in the
first place, divided aaong themselves over the priority of the
Pacific and European theatres of war.
faction v/bich 7/antsd to concej:iti’o.te
the Pacif:

There was a strong
on finishing the war in

before dealing' mth the task of liberating German

A,H.B,/ID3/
1540c..

occupied Europe, The Americans, secondly, balieven that, as
far as Germany was concerned, all their resoui-ces in that
theatre should be put into an attack across the Channel.
The great movement of troops, aircraft and other military
equipment across the Atlantic (Bolero) to Great Britain
g<-.t ting under way aid they did not relish the idea of
American troops being held idle in the United Kingdom.
Mediterranean front v/ould become

was

The

,  , a secondary issue apart
irom developing noz*th Africa as a base for heavy bombers to
attack the Rumanian oilfields and other targets in southern
Europe,

The British Chiefs of Staff, on the other hand,
eager to exploit Opera.ticn Torch, and when the enemy had been
driven out of north Africa they wanted laiidings to be made on
Sicily, Sardinia and eventually an invasion of Italy which
would knock that country out of the war and open up the
Mediterranean to Allied shipping,
European theatre Bolero would continue as far as
tent with operations in the Mediterranean aiid every advantage
would be taken of a weakening in enemy resistance by landings
on the continent and probing raids. The main offensive in
the west, they visualised, for the time being would talce the
torra of a combined bomber offensive •which would culminate in
a great bomber force of 4^000 to 6,00-) heavy bombers to be
ready by 'the summer of 1944.
of attrition was to be pursued.

were

At the same time in the

was consis-

In short, in the west a policy

Operations in Burma and the Pacii'ic were to talce second
place to operations in Europe,
would become unbeatable if she

The^y believed 'bhat Gerinajiy
was allovred breathing space to

recuperate, whereas it would be possible to remain on the
defensive in the Par East and to hold Japan vathout her
becoming much stronger. The maximum ajiiount of help was to
be aifoi'ded to Russia by coxicexiti-ating on the war against
Germany for Russia was a .nore valuable ally than China.
The bulk of the British forces were already deployed against
Germaxiy; there was insufficient shii.>ping to talce troops to
the Par East and, moreover, the British war economy was then
stretched t • its utmost.

The Priine Minister was nevertheless anxious that the
num number of troops should be deployed against Germany

in the west_in the summer of 1943. He had also promised
Marshal Stalin that a landing would be made cn the continent
that year. ^ The Br..tish Chiefs of Staff had to convince him
that, even it operations in the Mediterranean were success
fully concluded by mid-summer of 1943, there would be ixisuf
ficient troops and landing craft to launch an effective attack
across the Chaimel in August or September, Preparations for
such an offensive ■vii''ould mean a relaxation of pressure
Germi^ v/hich was exactly what she needed. The German
garrisoii in Praxice had been increased to some 40 divisions

maxi;

on
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and there would be only some 25 British and American divisions

available to oppose them,

to rely on the strategic bomber offensive and the economic
blockade iji the west.

It was better for the time being

At the momentous conference held by the Prime Minister
and the President of the U,S.A, and the Combined Chiefs of

Staff at Casablanca (Symbol) in January 19-^3^ these plans were
discussed at length,
centrating all resources against Germany,
decisions for the T/ar against Germany and Italy were, agreed
upon,

menace.

The British v/on their argument for con-
The following

Pull measures were to be taken to defeat the U-boat

The combined bomber offensive was to be intensified

with the object of 'the progressive destruction and disloca

tion of the German military industrial and economic system,
and the undermining of the morale of the German people to a

point where their capacity for armed resistance is fatally
weakened', Sicily was to be invaded in July and heavy
bombers based in North Ai’rica were to support operations in
the Mediterranean, The Bolero targeb was set at 15 U,S,

938^000 U.S, troops including 172,000 airmen, were
Amphibious

divisions;
to be brought to Great Britain by the end of 1943*
operations froi the United Kingdom were to be restricted to

raids designed to provoke air battles and the possible seizure

of a bridgehead across the Channel,
not take place until the early summer of 1944,

A major landing would

In April 1943 planning for cross channel operations
received fresh impetus with the appointment of a Chief of

Staff to the Supreme Allied Commander (Designate) known as
COSSAC,

Supreme Commander, when appointed, was to be responsible to

the Combined Chiefs of Staff for planning and executing
operations to liberate north west Europe,
appointment, COSSAC was responsible for carrying out the

planning duties of the Supreme Commander,
direct to the Britisli Chiefs of Staff with whom were

dated the commander of European Theatre of Operations, U, S,
Army (ETOUSA) , acting as the representative of the U,S, Chiefs
of Staff in the United Kingdom,

He vms Lieutenant General E,E, Morgan, The

Pending his

He was to report
asso-

COSSAC was to plan for the following operations;

(i) An operation in 1943 on the largest scale that
resources permitted with the object of testing the
degree of resistance,
a situation which would lead to

This might find or produce

(ii) A return to the continent v/ith German resistance

disintegrating. Plans (known as Rankin) were to
be prepared to undertake this operation from that
moment onwards v^rith whatever forces might be avail
able at the time.

(iii) An invasioii of the continent in 19'^f4,

The last named was, of course, the most important opera
tion and the draft plan, known as Overlord, was drawn up in
time for the conference between the Prime Minister and the

President and the Combined Chiefs of Staff held at Ottawa iii

August 1943 (Quadrant) where it met with their approval.
Planning for Overlord and Rankin was carried out by a joint
plaining staff at NorfolJc House, London, The R,A,P,
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coiaponent consisted of staff officers of the Allied Air

Commander-in-Chief (Designate) and until the formation of the
AJ-lied Expeditionary Air Force they represented the Air

Commander-in-Chief,

Expeditionary Air Force they were to be absorbed in its

headquarters.

On the formation of the Allied

The primary role of Fighter Command in 19^3 was, as
before, the defence of the British Isles but it was now

recognised that any attempt at invasion could be discounted
and the resumption of heavy air attacks against towns and

industrial centres was improbable particularly as the combined

bomber offensive against Germany, nightly and daily, became

more effective. The only danger, that in the event was

over-estimated, lay in reprisal raids against lightly defended

towns. Secondly, it was to continue and intensify the
fighter offensive, principally with the object of supporting
and providing diversions for the daylight bombing raids of the

Vlllth Air Force against German targets. Thirdly, it would

support any large scale amphibious raid across the Channel,
the chief aim of the Air Force being to provoke the G,A,F,

into fighting a major air battle. Finally, it was to
organise and assist in the development and training of a

Tactical Air Force, which together with Fighter Command, would

cover and support the eventual landings on the Continent,

The number of day fighter squadrons under Fighter Command,
which included the Tactical Air Force, rose to its peak in
August - 83 squadrons, including 48 Spitfire and 18 Typhoon
squadrons,

defensive purposes,
the Metropolitan Air Force and that of overseas commands
could now no longer be questioned,
war against Germany was to be fought from the British Isles -

the launching of Operation Overlord in the Spring of 1944,

They could be used either for offensive or
The disparity between the strength of

The next round in the

The formation of a Tactical Air Fjrce had followed upon
the testing of a composite air support group containing
fighters, fighter bombers and light bombers, drawing heavily
for this purpose up n the experience gained in air to ground
operations in the Western Desert and Worth Africa, The

Tactical Air Force was formed in June and took its place
besides Filter Command in continuing the filter offensive
in addition to training in the air support role. In November

the Allied Expeditionary Air Force was 1‘ormed which included

the American Tactical Air Force to be used to support the

U,S, armies, the whole being under the command of the former

Air Officer Corananding-in-Chief Fighter Command, Air Marshal

Sir Trafford Leigh Mallory, Filter Command which had been

pruned of the bulk of its day and night fighter squadrons was

included in A,E,A,F,, being known as Air Defence Great Britain,
It was responsible for the defence of the United Kingdom and,
in particular, for the safeguarding from air attack of the

land and sea forces assembling in southern England,

The year 1943 witnessed a swing in the favour of the
Three months afterAllies in their struggle against Germany,

the British victory at El Alanein the Russians won a great
victory at Stalingrad at the end of January,
battles were also fought around Rostov and Kharkov but the

Russians had not yet gathered strength for the offensives
that were to drive the Germans across the Oder and out of the

Balkans in 194k/l945,
continued to maJce progress in north Africa and in May the

Important

The British and American forces
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The invasion of SicilyGermans were finally evicted,
(Operation Husky) was launched in the second week of July and
landings on the toe of Italy and at Salerno began in September,

In the vrest the effects of the Combined Bomber Offensive

began to be felt in Germany, , American bombers and fighters
began to arrive in strength in G-reat Britain and this gave an
added sting to daylight offensive operations from the
United Kingdom which were a minor but important adjunct to the

bombing offensive against Germany,
Pointblank directive placed the German fighter industry and

the G,A,P, as top priority but daylight bombing could not

properly exercise an influence until long range fighters began
operating esirly in 1944.
the ensuing two parts of this narrative air operations in

support of Operation Overlord (landings on the coast of
Normandy) were the prime consideration.

In June 1943 the

In the last five months covered in
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CHAPTER 11

THE AIR DEEENCE OP THE UNITED KINGDOM BY DAY

Introduction

The enemy's daylight fighter-bomber offensive against
this country ifliiich had slackened in intensity since the end

of October 1942 flared up again in March 1943 with a series of

attacks against south and south-east coastal towns,
these raids had not succeeded in inflicting any serious damage
on targets of military importance nor retarded the war effort

of the country, they constituted a serious threat to the

morale of the civil population, and the Air StaPf continued to

search for an effective antidote against the low level raider.

After June, daylight attacks against the British Isles were

reduced to a negligible number; large scale enemy air opera
tions by day against this covintry virtually ceased until the

attacks by pilotless aircraft which began shortly after the

Allied landings in Normandy in June 1944*

¥/hile

Formation of Angriffsfuehrer England

There was a difference of opinion between the Intelligence
Staff at Fighter Command and the Joint Intelligence Committee

regarding the potential strength of the German fighter-bomber
force,

fighters could be converted to fighter bombers at short notice

A,H,B,/lIS/l10/ and they calculated that from January to March a force of 130 -
14/54, Min, No

According to the former a large number of orthodox

150 potential fighter bombers would be available for attacks
on this country rising to 180 - 200 in the summer,
they thought it unlikely that more than a small proportion of

these aircraft would be used at any one time,
increased enemy strength in the summer would be absorbed in a

defensive capacity because of the R.A.P, cross channel fighter
offensive.

However,

Further, the

17.

The estimate of the Joint Intelligence Committee was that

there would be about 400 single-engined filters in the west
throu^out 1943,

ground-strafers together would average, they calculated,
between five and ten sorties per 24 hours with a maximum
intensive scale of attack lasting up to three days at the
maximum of 30 to 40 sorties,

conclusive evidence to show that a proportion of the fighter
force was being trained in an unorthodox role,
offensive sorties were a normal feature in the employment of,
G,A,P, single-engined fighters on all fronts.

The ineptitude of the German night-bomber crews in their
operations against England had brought on them the extreme
displeasure of Hitler and Goering and an attempt was made in
March 1943 to put more vigour and efficiency into the bombing
offensive, such as it was, by creating a new staff known as
Angriffsfuehrer England (England Attack Command) which was to
control the bombers and the bombing operations of
Fliegerkorps IX (the bomber formation within Luftflotte 3)»
The Commander, appointed on 20 March, was Colonel Peltz
(shortly to be promoted to Major General), a thrusting young
.officer who had taken part in all the major actions of the war
to that date and who had held since the end of 1942 a staff

appointment concerned with the inspection of bombers and the
organization of the bomber arm,

interrupt the daylight fighter-bomber offensive against

The scale of attack by fighter bombers and

They believed there was no

Occasional

These changes did not

'Rise and Fall

of the G.A.F, '

A,M, Pamphlet
No.248, p.198.
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southern England which, as will be seen> was to continue until
the early summer, when mounting casualties caused it to be
called off. It is worthwhile noting that GallandA,D.I.(K)

Kept,373/1945,
paras.222-227.

(General der Jagdflieger) strongly disapproved of the usurpa
tion of the fighter arm by bomber pilots and tactics.

During 1942 the tip and run raids had been carried out
first by Me ,109's and when, in the summer of 1942 these attacks
assumed larger proportions, the two fighter groups in Prance
(j.G’s 2 and 26) formed two special fighter-bomber staffeln
which, by January 1943, vrere equipped with P.Y/.190's. They
were able to put about 20 aircraft in the air for these attacks.
Early that year a special fighter-bomber unit equipped with
P,Vir.190*s called Schnellkanpf Gruppe (SK.G 10) was formed with
the object of supplementing the anti-shipping forces,
the mounting scale of the Allied air ofl'ensive on the U-boat
bases on the i/estern French coast as well as the widespread
bombing activity over the rest of northern Prance, the fighters
of J.G's 2 and 26 could no longer be spared for offensive
purposes, and SK.G 10 was therefore brought to the iimiens
to engage in low level attacks on England,
a strength of ~lS P.¥. 190‘'s out of which 50 were serviceable.

On a number of occasions fighter bombers when engaged in
attacking an important target such as London were escorted by
fighters, the ratio of fighter escort to fighter bombers being
6  ; 4 and the whole flight was carried out at low level to
avoid radar detection.

Except for occasional penetrations at very great heights,
long range bombers were but rarely used and were reserved for
ni^t operations against targets in this country.

Air-Ground Defences

VYith

area

On 10 June it had

(^) Dispositions of Eight
Attacks

Command against Low Level Airer

The Typhoon was believed to be the best fighter aircraft
for intercepting the low level raider but it had not yet
proved altogether successful in this role and was undergoing
teething troubles with its Sabre engine. Five Typhoon
squadrons, Nos«257 end 266 of No.10 Group based at Exeter and
¥arrawellj Nos,486 (RNZAP), 1 and 609 Squadrons of No. 11 Group
based at Tangmere, Lympne, and Mansion respectively, maintained
standing patrols or held aircraft at immediate readiness,
small number of Spitfire squadrons were held in readiness.
Six Spitfire IX squadrons of No, 11 Group (Nos. 401, 122, 611,
340, 331 and 332) located at Kenley, Pairlop, Biggin Hill and
North Weald were at one time or another employed against low
level raiders. No. 91 Squadron (No. 11 Group) at Hawkinge
equippea with Spitfires XII was available to deal with long
range bombers attacking by day or for the protection of Channel
shipping. Certain Spitfire VB squadrons flew oa interception
patrols from time to time.

A
Fighter Cmd,
Orders of

Battle A.H.B./
idv'a^4a.

Reduction of Anti Aircraft Command

It is appropriate before dealing with the ground defences
against daylight raids to discuss the changes in A.A. Command
in the period under review. The severe shortage of manpower
which was being experienced by this country made reductions in
the strength of A.A. Command imperative, A very large number
of men were required in the Army for impending operations on

A.H.B,/lD7/257
(C).
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the continent while the growing superiority of the Allied Air

Forces and the arrival of U,S, Army personnel with their own

A,A, equipment made the retention of quantities of A.A.

batteries and searchli^ts superfluous,
decided that in 19A-3 A,A, Command should be reduced by

26,250 men and that the maximum strength of the Command should

not exceed 180,000 men and 77>000 women. They believed that

vri-th the improved system cf radar location, A.I, equipment,
increased fighter strength and the employment of auxiliaries
such as the Home Guard for manning gun sites there would be
no deterioration in the defence of Great Britain.

The Chiefs of Staff

The strength of A.A, Command on 1 March 1943 was as
There were, 288 heavy anti-aircraft batteries withN,A.D.(43) 4,

8 June 1943.

follows,

2,075 guns, 157 light anti-aircraft batteries with 1,453
40-millimetre guns and 105 20-milliraetre guns manned together
with 344 40-millimetre and 837 20-milliraetre guns\1^ deployed
on the south and south-east coasts against the tip and run

raids. There were 175 seairchlight batteries in operation.

The General Staff urged further reductions in A,A.
defences in the summer of 1943 asked the Commander-in-
Chief Fighter Command and the General Officer Commanding-in-
Chief A,A,Command to consider reductions of either 20,000 or

There were wide tracts of the country •v\^ich, in50,000 men,

A.H.B./ID7/237
(C).

view of the decline of the enemy’s long range bomber force,
were unlikely to experience heavy air attacks again,
aircraft defences might safely be removed from north and west

of a datum line St, David’s Head - Bletchley - Goole - Falkirk,

There was, inevitably, much discussion over the best way in
which to achieve these economies, the Array, for instance,
intimating that a large proportion of the cuts should be met

3' y December prelim-

Anti-

at. the expense of the R.A.F, Regiment,
inary cuts of 17,’500 men were recommended by an inter-service
committee set lip by the Chiefs of Staff entailing a reduction

of 22 searchlight batteries, 18 light anti-aircraft and 15
heavy aiiti-aircraft batteries together with a reduction of

500 balloons and 9,000 personnel from Balloon Command,

Ibid.

C.0.S.(43) 307.

Both the Commander of Fighter Command (or Air Defence
Great Britain as it was then called) and the General Officer

Commanding-in-Chief A. A, .Command resisted these proposals,
taking the point of viev/ that the increased enemy bomber

strength on the Western Front, the increased possibilities of

jamming radar location equipment, the threat of *V‘ Weapons
and the redeployment of anti-aircraft batteries for Operation
Overlord did not permit any reduction for the time being.
Their argument did not convince eitherthe Air or the General

Staff who considered that the danger of enemy air attack
(by piloted aircraft at least) was exaggerated and early in
1944 the Chiefs of Staff ordered the cut of 17,500 men to take

place,

attacks were to cause a drastic redeployment of A,A,Command
and this is dealt with in another narrative.

However, very, soon afterwards the flying bomb

■  Ibid

C.0.S.(43) 790
(0), 26 Dec,1943

See this Narra

tive Vol, VII.

A.H.B./IIS/IIO/
14/7, Enel. 7A.

As there was then little likelihood of an invasion of the

British Isles a review was made of existing airfield defences

early in 1943.
permanent ground defences were no longer necessary and that a

The War Office and Air Ministry agreed that

(1) Including 158 20-millimetre guns and Beaverettes of the

R.A.F, Regiment,
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greater economy in manpov/er would be possible if 5>500 men of

the R.A.P. Regiment vrere to assume responsibility for the

defence of Air Ministry vulnerable points. This figure would
save 2,000 men of the number then employed on this, task by the
Home Forces* The R.A,P, Regiment was to take over respon
sibility for the defence of certain airfields.

Air Ministry stated that, although a review of the number of

airfields requiring A,A, defence had not yet been completed by
the Commander-in-Chief Fighter Command, the R.A.F, Regiment was
ready to assume responsibility for manning 500 Bofors guns on
airfields.

On 3 April the

The Army estimated that 1,000 personnel of A,A,
Command would be saved in this way.

Light Anti Aircraft Gun Defences against low level Raiders

A.H,B,/ID/1^ The Air Staff were convinced that the most effective

answer to the tip and nan raider was to increase the light
anti-aircraft defences especially as there was a reserve supply
of A,A, vreapons which was no longer required for the defence
of airfields,

millimetre Hispano gun was better than the Bofors,
tions were issued to hasten the delivei’y of suitable 20-
millimetre mountings of which there was a shortage in A,A,
Command and additional .303 light machine gun detachments were
to be moved into the'south coast area. The R,A,F, Regiment
was to provide 200 static single mountings which vrere to be
withdrawn if-om airfield defence. Two hundred twin ,303 K guns
mounted on Beaverettes (armoured vehicles used on airfields
for defence against ground attack) were to be employed pro
visionally to supplement the light anti aircraft defences.

For this purpose the lighter and handier 20-
Instruc-

187.

Ibid, On 1 January 1943 the strength of AO-milliraetre anti-
aircrai't guns along the south coast stood at 594 and on 12 March
there v/ere 588,
were 88 in January had been increased to I60 Oerlikons and
Hispaaios in March,

The 20-millimetre Oerlikons of which there

A total of 1,612 ,303 light machine guns,
none of which had existed previously, were adued by 12 Mai’oh,

Balloon Barrages

F,C 0,R,B At the beginning of January 1943 the Air Officer Commanding-
in—Chief Fighter Command proposed that a valuable deterrent
to the low level raids might be found in the combination of a
barrage of light Mark VI balloons with light ariti aircraft
guns. The balloons were to be operated by the gunners,
wanted to try out his idea at Eastbourne and -Uarti louth,
ballons were only to fly in bad weather and he thought they
iiiight help to restrict the area over which fighter patrols
would have to operate in low visibility.

The Air Stafl' did not approve of the scheme for the fol
lowing four reasons. It took an hour to raise' or lower the
balloons; during this time at least a quarter of the guns
would not be manned. This might happen several times a day
if the weather changed. It was doubtful in the number of
balloons which could be handled by the available gunners would
cover the area in sufficient density,
a serious menace to friendly aircraft operating in low vis
ibility conditions at the time when enemy raids were most
frequent,^ Finally the balloons could not be flown in winds
over 40 miles per hour, not azi unusual occurrence on the
English south coast.

He

The

The balloons would be

•» • >

App, F>
Jan, 1943 in

a,h.b./iiVa^
U.

A,H,B,/ID/12/
187.
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Added to these tactical objections were three disadvan-
The existence of balloons attages of a political nature,

any south coast town would lead to an immediate demand for

balloon protection at places not so we 11 protected, and to which
the enemy might well turn his attention,

shown that once balloons had been deployed it was net easy to
remove them,

failure, it woo.ld not be easy to explain the withdrawal of

the barrages,
bad weather, occasions would arise v\hen they were grounded
during a raid which would merely provide criticism.
Air Staff ruled that the experiment with the Mark VI balloons
should be confined to the naval centre at Dartmouth where

Experience had

If the Dartmouth and Eastbourne project was a

Since the balloons were only to be flown in

The

there would be no recriminations with the civil authorities.

Ibid, In fact the experiment at Dartmouth proved that it was

impractical for local A,i^ units to man both balloons and

Whereupon Air Marshal Leigh Mallory suggested that
They would

guns,

the former task might be given to the Home Guard,
be entrusted with the manning of barrages protecting 24- coastal
towns. But he had not anticipated difficulties in balloon

It transpired that there was a shortage of cottonproduction,

for balloons and the new requirements would necessarily lead

to a reduction in the balloon barrages guarding more important
areas,

administrative complications attending the formation of a new

civilian organization such as the provision of R.A.P, instruc
tors for training personnel and the requirement of accommoda

tion for manning personnel while the arming of balloons also
presented an awkward problem.

There were also the interminable but unavoidable

On 3 July the Assistant Chief of Air Staff (Operations)
informed Air Marshal Leigh Mallory that his balloon bai’rage
project must be abandoned,

not going to be deterred by the barrage but vrould climb at
the last moment to attack,

gunners in preparing to engage hostile aircraft would be small.
It was improbable that the scheme could be restricted to 24-

towns along the south coast, as had. been proposed, because
the enemy had already turned his attention to east coast tovms.

As he saw it, enemy aircraft were

The extra time gained by A,A,

Ibid,

Provision of extra R,D,F, Cover

During the period Pebruary-March 194-3 because of the lack
of warning of the low level raider's approach certain urgent
measures were taken to increase R.D,P. cover for the southern

coast of England, Eight special R.D,P, (centimetre) equip
ments were to be installed in addition to stations already
existing. They were to be of the Type 273» Mark V Admiralty
pattern, of which six were in operation by the end of March,
At that date the range of centimetre stations were limited

to 30 miles thus making it impossible to plot all aircraft.
At the end of February the Admiralty agreed to put three

Type 273 Mark V stations at the disposal of the R,A,P,, to be
sited on existing C,H, or C,H,L, stations at the R,A,P.'s
discretion, and in addition they promised that any information
on very low flying aircraft obtained bj them at their new

station at Capel (then undergoing test)
the disposal of the Air Ministry,
War Office agreed that all Coast Defence Mark IV stations from

Dengie (Thames Estuary) to Start Point should be iised primarily
for aircraft detection during daylight. Two centimetre
height (C,M,H,) Mark I stati. fis which had been intended for

should be placed at
Both the Admiralty and the

R,A.P, Signals
History, Vol,
IV, Chap. 15,
P. 239.
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use by the Admiralty in Orkney were diverted instead to the. .

south coast to help to strengthen existing R.D.I’, defences,^ '

A.H.B./ID/I V Information from the new R.D.P, stations was to be passed

directly to sectors and Fighter Command issued instructions to

the R.D.P, posts concerning the arcs which they should sweep
in order to provide the best possible cover,
that by 1 March the number of centimetre stations engaged in

aircrai't watching would be increased from four to 20; by
1 April to 2A; thereafter it was hoped to increase the number

by one every 1A days to a total of AO,

It was expected

187.

Enemy Operations and Results of_Interceptions, January to

June 19Aj.

(i) January to February; The Raid on London

The enemy's tactics in low level raids were designed to

exploit any wealcness in the British defences. They usually
took the following i'orra. The raiders, each armed with one

500-pound bomb, approached the coast at sea level, so as to

evade R.D.P, detection, at high speed (usually 5A0 miles per
hoxur). Climbing rapidly to bombing height they dived down out
of the sun onto the target, normally a coastal town which

enabled aircraft to escape ciuickly after the attack. The

choice of targets was largely hidiscriraino.te which made it

difficult to concentrate anti-aircraft gun defences or to

anticipate potential targets of the raiders. At their
briefing enemy pilots were often told to attack anything and

every thing liable to frighten the British public. Trains,
motor buses, pedestrians, gatherings of people, herds of sheep
and cattle were recoimnended as suitable targets. During
January and February there was a tendency to attack targets
associated with communications. Investigations into enemy air

A,¥/,A. Rept, No, operations over Great Britain at this time showed that, per ton
B.C, 18, of bombs, the daylight raids were more efficient and more menac-
A,H,B,/IIB/47/3» ingj because of greater powers of discrimination, than night

raids. But because of the limited total load that could be

carried by day, either tlirougl:i having to employ fighter bombers
or to await suitable weather conditions for long range bombers,
that threat v/as unlikely to become dangerous.

A.D.I.fK)
No. 75/1543,

Rept,

P.5.

Interception of the fighter banbers was very difficult
(apart from the lack of early warning, already noted) because
of their high speed and the difficulties of sighting very low

level aircraft from an interceptor flying above them,
enemy also made extensive use of cloud particularly in deep
penetration raids by Do,217's,
been taken to counter the tip and run raids,
of low-flying aircraf't had been given absolute priority by the
Royal Observer Corps posts,
the code word *Rats' enabled the report to pass through the
Royal Observer Corps posts to the sector controller with the

utmost speed,

raiders which acted as a guide to patrolling fighters and

indicated t- other fighters to 'stand by' on certain airfields.

The

Five important measures had
The reporting

On spotting a low level raider

These posts also fired rockets on sighting

Standing paurols of ten 'Typhoons were maintained during
the hours of dayliglit in the following areas:

(1) For further details see R.A.F. Signals History Volume IV,
Chap, 15.
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(i) Selsey Bill to St. Catherine's Point.

(ii) Over the sea west of Beachy Head.

(iii) Over the sea west of Bungeness.

(iv) Prom Start Point tbo Exmouth.

A standing patrol was maintained betv/een the North and
South Foreland at first light.(l) In addition it has been
sH vn that the light A. A. defences of the south coast had been
considerably strengthened.

The heaviest attack in January took place against London
on the 20th and was the daylight counterpart of the series of
reprisal attacks for R.A.P. Bomber Command raids on Berlin

which had begun on the night of I7/I8 January,
planned to divert the British filter defences by staging
filter demonstrations off the Kent and Sussex coasts and over
the Isle of Y/ight.
escorted by single-engined filters crossed the coast at about
1223 hours between Rye and Beachy Head and flew towards London
at zero height in time to catch the lunch time crowds,

balloon barrage was caught unawares, as part of it had been
grounded just before the raid in order that the calibration of

radar gun-laying equipnent could take place, and part of it
was flying at 500 feet (calibration could not be carried out
accurately if the balloons were flying at a height of over

500 feet within a radius of 15,000 yards of the radar gunlaying
equipment because of the confusion of 'echoes'),
sounded the warning after the first bombs had fallen because

the Air Raid Warning Officer had been late in getting in touch
Probably not more than about twelve

The enemy

Twenty-eight P.W.I90 fighter bombers

The

The sirens

with Scotland Yard,

P.G, Pom 'Y'

20. Jan, 1943
and

A.W.A, Rept,
No.B,C,l8.

A.H.B./IIBA7/
3.

Enemy Doc,
A,H,B,6, Trans,
No. 172.5.

aircrai't penetrated into the London area but eight industrial
key points and five railway key points were attacked with
503 and 250-kilogram bombs at Lewisham, Poplar, Deptford,
Bermondsey and Greenwich. The only serious damage was caused
at a warehouse in the Surrey Ganraercial Docks which caught
fire. The bombs caused numerous casualties to the people in
the streets. Ten grounded barrage balloons were also shot
up. About 200 Spitfires and Typhoons were put up in connec
tion with the main radd and diversions and they met with
considerable success for three fighter bombers and six fighters
were shot down (five of them by Typhoons), A Spitfire and
its pilot were lost.

The tardiness of the ground defences which had given rise
to some uneasiness anong the civil population led the Secretary
of State for Air to call for an enquiry. The London balloon
barrage ijiiiich had hitherto been considered as Second Line^2)

PG./S.32I85. (1) By mid-April Fighter GoiiiiTiand decided to reduce operational
hours on the Typho n as it was difficult to obtain spare
parts for it,

tions on the south coast, had been increased, making it
less imperative for patrols to operate,
Gontrollei-s were instructed to work on the principle that
patrols were to fly at irregular intervals 'wiien the
weather was most suitable for tip and run raids or at
other times when the enemy was expected,
Y/hen there was no enemy air activity 'Second Line' bal

loons were either close hauled or flown at a height not
exceeding 500 feet.

By then the low looking R.D.P. installa-

Group

(2)
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was conseciuently reclassified as Front Line together with the

balloons at the important industrial centres of Yeovil,
V/eybridge and Langley, It was considered that the extensive
enemy Jamming of R.D.P, before the raid should have been

brought to the notice of the officer-in-charge of the balloons
and made him cut short the exercise. The Commander-in-Chief

Fighter ConuTiand therefore decided that Air Raid Warning and
Balloon Control Ofi'icers should be notified immediately on the
Jamming of the eai'ly warning system, A new table of heights
for calibration tests was also issued. It was difficult to

find means of improving the system of warning by siren. There
were 447 sirens in London and to operate them from one control
had been found dangerous as the system viras apt to get out of
order. 'The instructions issued to Air Raid Warning Officers
in December 1942 stressing the need for over rather than for
under insirrance in deciding vdiether or not to sound the alarm
were again emphasised.

A further failing arising from the raid was that discre
pancies had been discovered between the plots recorded on the
Fighter Command Headquarters operations table and those
recorded by the Royal Observer Corps,
splitting of the raids viien they crossed the coast and made
discrepancy between Headquarters Fighter Command’s and No, 11
Group’s operations table, ^
fact, tracked them accurately,
aware of a v/eakness in the warning ^stem when there were
multiple raids and had provided for it with an elaborate scheme
known as the Inland Reporting System but the plan was too
extravagant in respect of manpower and equipnent
An alternative scheme was then being worked out.

Other sharp attacks by fighter bombers in January took
place on the 28th and 30th when Bexhill and Margate
attacked by some eight fighter bombers. At Bexhill the gas
works was damaged and a fire was started in the retort house,
interrupting the gas supply to Eastings,

Excluding the attack on London on 20 January there were
26 low level raids that month of which 85 per cent were not
intercepted and 15 per cent were intercepted. Approximately
78 enemy aircraft took part in the low level raids; four were
claimed to have been shot down by fighter aircraft; three were
claimed destroyed by A.A, Command and one was claimed destroyed
due to other causes.

This was caused by the
a

The Royal Observer Corps had, in
The Air Ministry had been

resources.

were

P.C.Form ‘Y»

and H.S.W.R.

Weekly Aporeo,
(A.H.B./IIHI/13)
and Enemy Doc,
A,H.B.6, Trans,
A.H.B/II/7V5.

A,H.B./ll/7^5. In February 18 tip and run raids were made and six of them
representing 33 per cent were intercepted. Four enemy air
craft were claimed to have been destroyed, two by Typhoons and
two by anti-aircraf't fire;
been probably destroyed, also by A.A. fire. On 9 February
extensive attacks vrere made over East Anglia and the southern
countie s.

one aircraft was claimed to have

Bombs were dropped at two points in outer London

F.C.Forra ’Y‘

and IIHl/13,

,
seven in Sussex, four in east Suffolk, two in Hampshire and one
each in Kent and Surrey,
and the total number of casualties amounted to 19 killed and
35 seriously injured.

The damage done was not substantial

A.H.B./IIH1/13
F,C,Form ’Y’

and Enemy Doc,
A,H,B,6,Trans.
No. 172.5,

On the next day in cloudy weather about 30 aircraft
including Do,217’s made nuisance attacks on the south coast,
some aircraft penetrating as far inland as Newbury and Reading,
both of which, together with Chichester, suffered the heaviest
dmage; there were altogether 77 fatal and 123 serious casual
ties incurred on that day. No interceptions were male.
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(ii) March: Increase in Enemy Low Level Raids

A, 17, A, Rept,

No. BC/18
A.H.B./IIBA7/3w
Enemy Doc.
A.H.B,6 Trans,
No. 172.5

A.H.B./IIH1/15.

During the first two weeks of March the enemy increased
his fighter-bomber attacks* On the 12th a surprise low level

attack was made on London at 0730 hours when there was much

haze on low ground. According to German records 110 aircraft

■were involved, including 19 Jabos (fighter bombers) 16
fighters as close fighter escort and 75 P,W,190 and Me,109
fighters. On the same day 24 fighter bombers were despatched
against the south coast. About 16 aircraft reached London
and dropped H.E, bombs. Pilots reported 'Hea'vy pedestrian
and bus traffic; slight defence. Good results against
houses and living targets,^ No key points were affected.
About 20 enemy fighters patrolled the Thames estuary and a
further 20 flew off the Belgian and French coasts as rear
cover.

F.G. Form 'I*
12 Mar. 1943.

A force of 70 i'ighters wont up to intercept the enemy.
The honours of the day went to No, 331 (Noiwregian) Squadron
(Spitfire IX) -which had been instructed to cut off t^wo forma
tions of enemy aircraft reported to be approaching Chelmsford
and Hornchurch, At Maldon one formation passed under the
Spitfires and as the latter turned in pursuit, the second
foraation was spotted 1,000 yards away to starboard. The
Spitfires split up to attack each group of enemy aircraft and
as they did so a third formation, also of 12 aircraft, was
seen approaching over the sea from the north. Each group of
enemy aircraft was eventually engaged and the claims were fi-w
destroyed, one probably destroyed and four damaged.

A,W.A, Rept,
No. BC/18,
A.H.B./IIB/47/3W

In the London area the balloon barrage was again ordered
up too late to be effective and was flying at 1,500 feet to
5,000 feet just at the time bombs were being dropped,
enemy aircraft penetrated the barrage area but all the bombs
were dropped outside it.

Two

On 7 March 18 Jabos flew to attack Eastbourne,
v/as the first of a series of minor day 'blitzes* by filter
bombers on south and east coast towns.

This

As usual they crossed
the Channel at zero feet and arrived over the target area at
1252 hours,
used by R.A.F. personnel and the railway line to Hampden
Park,
seriously injured,
intercept but did not contact the raiders.

Property was severely damaged, including a hotel

Fourteen civilians were reported killed and 23
Two Spitfires and two Typhoons flew to

F.C. Form ’T‘
and A,H,B,/
IIHI/13.

F.C,Porm 'Y'. A heavier attack was made on the 11th - on this occasion
against Hastings, Some 27 aircraft appeared over the coast
at Rye at 1530 hours. Several aircraft dropped bombs at
Pett Level just east of Hastings and the remainder of the
force proceeded to drop 22 H,E. bombs on the latter place.
Meanwhile at about 1536 hours a rear support force appeared
about -three miles south of Dungeness to operate close inshore
from Dmigeness to Hastings at zero feet. Rear cover appeared
to be provided by three aircraft vAxloh flew off the Le Touquet
area at about 1544 hours. All enemy aircraft concerned in
the raids had returned to the Somme area by I600 hours.
Standing patrols operating betv/een Beachy Head and Dungeness
were detailed to intercept the raiders; two Typhoons -were
ordered to s-weep the Le Toiaquet area and all available air
craft of Nos. 64 and 403 Spitfire IX, Nos. 5O8 and 91
Spitfire V and No, 609 Typhoon Squadrons were ordered up to
engage the raiders. The enemy was chased as far as the
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French coast hut no claims were made,

two filter aircraft.

A,A, Command claimed

At 100A hours on 24 March bombs, dropped by 1? Jabos,
fell on the erecting and motor maintenance ^ips of Ashford

Junction, one of the most important railway works in
southern England, Tv/o engines were wrecked and three damaged.
Damage was also done to an empty passenger train and 12 trucks,
stores, offices and shops; points and crossings at the entrance

to the locomotive yard were blown out. Production in Ashford

was seriously affected and the raid was altogether one of the

most effective in the series of fighter-bomber attacks. As
usual the raiders crossed the Channel at zero feet. The low

looking Type 14 set at Oapel gave ly-j miles wraming of the
raids and enabled 16 fighters to take off and the air raid
warning was sounded in time to save many lives in Ashford,
One P,¥,190 was hit by A.A, fire, after it had dropped its
bombs, and crashed in Ashford, A Spitfire and pilot ware
reported missing.

Enemy Doc,
A,H,B,6 Trans,
No. 172,5

K,P,I,D, Damage
Appreciation
Repts, Vol, 14,

PC/S.32729,
Enel, 7B.

Counter measures against the tip and run raider proceeded
Type 13^ Mark 1 stations became

Fairlight near Hastings and at North Foreland,
ultimately to replace all Type 13 stations,

came into service atBeachyHead and Capel, The low powered
surface watching C,D, sets between North Foreland and Start

Point had been giving priority to air reporting by day since
the end of February, Of these stations Beachy Head gave
warning of approaching raiders on tv7o occasions, but the
remainder had been of little use, A Type 13 set was to be
installed in the Isle of Sheppey which would cover the
Thames Estuary, Aiother gap was in the Brighton-Worthing
area where on 29 March four aircraft approached and bombed
Britton and Hove but it was expected that the Beachy Head
and Truleigh Hill stations would soon cover this area.

satisfactorily in March,
• perational at T
Type 14 stations

Type 14 stations soon proved their worth. An outstanding
example was on 13 March when the Yentnor station gave 40 miles
warning on two F,W,'s 190 as a result of which both were

destroyed by Typhoons of No.266 Squadron, The only drawback
on the new radar equipnent was that it was liable to be
distorted by reflections off the surface of a rough sea: for
exmple, on 1 April three P.W,. 190*s reached Ventnor without
being detected at all, that station being ineffective up to
range of 25 miles.

a

Ibid. Standing patrols of Typhoons were maintained along the
south coast some three miles from shore vrtien weather permitted.
They were controlled from a forward station at which informa
tion from one or two Type 13 or Type 14 stations was received,
Forwai’d stations used for such control were the C,H,L, stations
at Foreness, Swingate, Beachy Head and Kingswear and the G.C,I,
station at Black Gang which possessed unusual low looking
characteristics,

aircraft were operating was able to pass to the pilots the
first reports from R,0,G, sources of undetected enemy aircraft
which had penetrated the R,D,P. network.

The A.A, defences were strengthened in accordance with
Seventy-two 20-millimetre guns

The controller of the sector in vdiich these

decisions already mentioned.

Ibid,

(1) The Type 14 was in fact the Naval Type 277 set.
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had been inovea to the coast from R.A,F, airfields and 116 were

to be in position by 9 April. In process of deployment were

24-0 U.P, (Unrotating Projectiles) single projectors Type ’J
and *D’, one hundred and thirty-four 40-niillimetre guns for
heavy A,A, gun sites and one hundred and twenty 40-millimetre
guns to be used as A,A, weapons by Coast Artillery personnel,

(iii) April to J\me; Switch of Attacks to East Anglia and
End of Low Level Raids.

f

Ibid, Enel, 17A
and A.H.B,/II/
12/5.

There was a lull in low level raids against southern
England in April when only 50 (27 according to German records)
aircraft crossed the English coastline - the smallest total
since November 1942, Of this number seven were claimed to

have been destroyed by fighters and A.A, guns, roughly one

out of every five raiders. Not more than five attacks were

made in the first nine days of the month and they were
directed against coastal targets in Kent, Sussex and the
Isle of Wight, This tiny effort was all the more surprising
as Fighter Command had anticipated that the enemy would
intensify rather than reduce his fighter-bomber effort. Two

explanations were preferred. One, that during the second
week of April the enemy was husbanding his resources for the

moonlight medium altitude fight ear-bomber attack which came

on 16/17 April and that during the third and fourth weeks he
was recovering from the losses incurred on that night.
Second, that the substantial losses to aircraft during the

first three months of the year had forced him to modify his

plans, compelling him to extend his genereil policy of conser

vation of aircraft to fighter bombers, Pigliter Command
remained on the alert for renewed activity in the future.
The heaviest attack was on 3 April against Eastbourne, Some

16 aircraft crossed the coast at Beachy Head flying at zero
feet at 1445 hours. Twenty-eight filters were airborne in
connection with the raid but because of hazy weather no inter
ceptions were made.

See Chap, 12,
P.195

PC/S.52729,
Enel, 17A,

Two more Type 14 stations were opened at Start Point and

A new system for warningThe Verne (Portland) in April,
light anti-aircraft guns by passing messages to A.A, troop
headquarters direct from the R.D.P, operations rooms was

introduced at Beachy Head and was subsequently extended to

Dover, Yentnor, Start Point and the Verne area.
Aircraft Conmiand was responsible for all equipnent used on

this system and it claimed on 3 April to have destroyed at

least one enemy aircraft and possibly a further two during an
attack on Eastbourne,(l) The effectiveness of low looking
R.D.P, was demonstrated on 29 April ifliien two tip and run
raiders approaching the south coast were intercepted and
destroyed by two Typhoons of No, 486 Squadron which were at
’stand by' at Tangraere and were not airborne when the track
of the enemy was first read.

Anti-

One hundred and sixteen 20-millimetre guns from R.A.P,
airfields were now in position and A.A, Command were deploying
40-millimetre guns on searchlight posts (initially there was
one to every six searchlight sites between the Y/ash and
Exraouth).
with one Bofors gun;
ment.

Ultimately each alternate site was to be equipped
584 guns were required for full deploy-

Trouble Was experienced with the mounting of the

(1) Three fighters were destroyed over the U,K, according to
German documents (A,H,B,6),
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20-min gxin then being issued to A,A. Command*
being made with an all round traverse and the guns were to be

modified as soon as possible.

Experiments were

The lull did not last long and the offensive was resumed
in the second week in May, this time against towns on the
east coast, Yarmouth was the first to suffer attack followed

by Lowestoft but south coast towns, including Folkestone,
Brighton and Bournemouth, continued to be attacked* Twelve

specific attacks were made in seven days by forces of 12 to 30
fighter bombers (average 20), The attacks took a familiar
form; aircraft flew over the sea Just above the vmves and

bombed at roof-top level. Ten attacks were made in good
weather conditions vrith sunshine and seven in bad weather with

varying amounts of low cloud, or in evening li^t. In most
of the attacks made in sunlight enemy aircraft approached the
target area across the sun and then turned down sun. Pull
use was made of natural features in the terrain lirfien approach
ing a target, e.g. by flying along valleys and so unsighting
Royal Observer Corps, and A, A, guns posts. Attacks on the
East Anglian coast in May took place between 0700 and 0900
hours and betv/een 1900 and 2000 hours, those on the south coast
between 1200 and 1500 hours with the exception of one at
2200 hours.

A,W,A, Rept,
No. BC/20
A.H.B./lI^47/3

On the whole the attacks were accurate and extensive

damage was caused at Lowestoft, Bournemouth and Brighton,
Compared with the German night bombing operations at the
time the daylight raids were 70 pGr cent more accurate.
Conversely, the British early warning system was becoming more
efficient. The most outstanding success was on the evening oPC/S.32729.

Encl.28B.
f

25 May when the Type 1A station at Capel picked up 12 (there
was a force cf 19 according to German records) enemy aircraft
as they left Cap Gris Nez en route for Folkestone, Seven
Spitfires XII of No, 91 Squadron which were about to land
after a patrol were at once informed. The Spitfires sighted
the enemy aircraft off Polkstone at about 2135 hours -srfiereupon
the P,\7,,190’s Jettisoned their bombs and turned tail. The
Spitfires gave chase and claimed to have destroyed five air
craft (the Germans recorded two aircraft lost). Only one
bomb fell harmlessly in the bathing pool at Folkestone,
attack on Hastings on 23 May raiders were plotted at 30 miles
range and four Typhoons intercepted and shot dowia an P.W.190
into the sea.

In an

P.C. Form 'Y'

25 May 1943.

Ibid,
23 May 1943

The other occasion when fighters intercepted enemy air
craft before they dropped their bombs was on 11 May in an
attack on Great Yarmouth, The force split up on making land
fall, one section attacking the town while the other made for
targets near Vanterton. An anti-shipping patrol of four
Mustangs of No, 613 Squadron, Army Co-operation Command, was
cros^ng the coast at the time en route to the Texel area and
intercepted the force before it bombed,
clahned as destroyed by air action and one by anti-aircraft
fire.

One aircraft was

A,V/,A, Rept,
No, BC/20.
A.H.B./IIB/47A

The enemy suffered his heaviest loss that month on 30 May
when nine fighters were lost in raids on Torquay, Printon
and Walton, Torquay suffered the most damage but five air
craft were claimed to have been destroyed, one by filters and the

remainder by anti-aircraft fire. This was about 23 per cent
of the raiding force. In the case of the East Anglian targets,
Colchester, the main target, was not bombed. Here no

Enemy Doc, AJi,B,6
Trans, No. 172,5 and
A,W,A. Rept. No. BC/
20. A,H.B./IIB/47/3.
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interceptions were made by fUghter aircraft but four aircraft

were claimed destroyed by A,A, fire,
the evening.

The raid took place in

The anti-aircraft defences were at their most effective

in May and claimed to have destroyed 25 enemy aircraft,
were in action against all enemy raiders except those which

attacked the Southwold area on 15 May which were out of

range,

brought into acticn on account of insufficient warning being
received and because the enemy aircraft were flying too low.

The

On several occasions only light machine guns could b

Ibid,

y

e

Out of 17 raids in April and May public alerts preceded
the bombs by one tc ei^t minutes in eight raids, accompanied
the bombs in two raids, followed the bombs by one to three

minutes in five raids and failed to sound in two raids.

These latter occasions were the raids cn Polkestoie (9 April) made
in bad weather conditions and on Priiaton and b'alton (30 May),
Though receiving no preliminary warning A,A, gun fire claimed

to have destroyed one of the four aircraft attacking
Polkestone and four of the 22 aircraft raiding Walton and
Printon, On the whole the warning area appeared to be more

Ibid,

efficient on the south ooast than in East Anglia,
five cases of the warning following the bombs ivere in the lat

ter area.

All the

PC/s,32729,
End, 38b,

The first week of June saw the end of the tip and run
raiders. The Isle of Wight, Margate and Eastbourne were

attacked, the latter twice. There was no radar station in

the Margate area tc plot the raid as it came in towards the

coast on 1 June but a single long rang6 plot reported some

minutes earlier by the Type 11 station at Capel gave an

indication of possible trouble and the controllers concerned

were warned. Two typhoons of No, 609 Squadron on patrol
claimed to have destroyed five enemy aircraft between them

and A,A, destroyed one, Beachy Head 'i^e 1A set gave 19
miles warning of the raid on Eastbourne on 4 June in which one

hostile aircrai't was claimed destroyed by fighters. The

final raid on 6 June was detected by Pairlight Type 13 station
at 29 miles range, as it approached from the south instead
of the usual direct route from the south west. One P,W,190

was destroyed by Spitfires XII of No, 91 Squadron.

After 6 June a substantial part of the specialist
fighter-bomber force was withdrawn because of the \mfavourable
developments for the Axis powers in the Mediterranean theatre,
following upoii the Allied conquest of Tunisia,

Enemy Doc,
A,H,B,6, Trans,

PC/s,32729. The switch of fighter-bomber attacks to the East Coast
compelled the Cormaander-in-Chief, Pighter Command, to

strengthen the R,D,P, defences against very low flying air
craft in that area,

from the Kingswear area in Devon and the North Foreland to

Hopton,
ments(1/
stations on the east coast which would give a useful degree
of low flying cover,
operati nal on 23 June, follawed by Thorpeness and V/interton

in July, Bard Hill in August and Benacre in September,
Type 13 station was to be installed at Warden Point on the

Isle of Sheppey to give cover to the Thames estuary area.

Two Type 13 stations were transferred

It was also decided to install high powered equip-
at six existing Army CD. No, 1 Mark VI tm I

Tower

Hopton was the first station to becom

A

e

(1) Naval Type 277.
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Activity on the east coast did not prevent R.D.P, cover
on the south coast from being improved,
were installed on all the approaches to Plymouth and others

were to be installed at ■'.('orth Matravers, Kingsdown and
Penolver.

I^pe 14- stations

The reinforcement of A,A, defences in south and south
eastern coastal areas continued and engaged a force of about
37>000 personnel including those charged with the maintenance
of balloon barrages. In May the A,A, gun defences in these
areas were as followsi

308Heavy A,A, guns
AO-mm
20-mm

Multiple A,A, L,M,Gs
P,A,C, Rockets

ti If

II

862
301

1,119
336

A mobile reserve of some 72 guns was being built up from
This reserve could either be

superimposed on existing defences or deployed quickly in any
area which was undefended. It was increased in August and
September largely by R,A,P, Regiment resources.

airfield defence resources.

After the raids on the East Coast began a mobile Crittal
balloon barrage was moved to Yarmouth and Lowestoft,
in position by 13 May but no further attacks were made on the
towns,

(Ay) ..,Long Range Bomber Attacks and High Altitude Raids;
March to June

It was

P,C 0,R, S,
Rept, Nos,
A88, 499,

•) The only long range bomber penetration in daylight was in
the early hours of 8 May when some six Ju,88's operated in
poor weather over Kent, Sussex, Essex and Suffolk causing no
significant damage,
destroyed by Fighter Command,

Two Ju,88’s were claimed to have been

There was a steady increase in high altitude raids during
the period March to May (36 in March, 59 in April and 70 in
May) in which no bombs were dropped,
aircraft did not penetrate beyond the coast; the general
tendency was for Group controllers not to talce action except
in the oase of raids which showed signs of approaching the
coast.

The majority of these

In June the total decreased to 38, This was due to
the fact that no high altitude raid penetrated more than ten
miles inland and there were only four enemy sorties in coastal
areas.

A,H,B,/II/7V5. Luring the period mid-March to mid-June only three hostile
aircraft engaged in high altitude raids were destroyed and two
damaged.
The two main reasons for failure were, firstly, inadequate
fighter performance and, secondly, evasive action by the enemy
or because hostile aircraft dived away before interception was
possible,
by intercepting British R.T. transmissions.

The task of high level interception at this time was
carried out by Spitfire VII’S of No, 124 Squadron  - the only
squadron available with Spitfires of this t3rpe,
these aircraft was slow because any increase had to be met at
the expense of the Spitfire VIII and IX programmes,
I’egard to the second failure, investigations to reduce

There were 38 failures to obtain decisive results.

It was obvious that the enemy was avoiding combat

Efoduction of

With
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interception of R,T, transmissions were carried out by
Fighter Command, However, in the second half of 1945 the
enemy ceased his activities in this type of operation,

Stunrflary of Interception Results against Low Level
Raids; January to June,

For the first two months of 1943 low level fighter-
bomber attacks, altogether greater in number than in the last
two months of 1942, do not call for comment apart from the
surprise attack on London on 20 January, Weather conditions
made interceptions difficult. In March a fresh wave of

attacks began but this was accompanied by a corresponding
improvement in interception. Of the 15 tip and run raids
that month eight (53 per cent) were intercepted. Twenty out
of 146 enemy aircrai't (l 3 per cent) were claimed as destroyed,
13 by fighters and seven by A.A. gun fire. For the remainder
of the period the improvement in the number of interceptions
was maintained, aided by the installation of low-looking radar
equiiment. Altogether in the first half of 1943j 48 aircraft
were claimed to have been destroyed by fighters('l) and 43 by
A,A. fire,
causes,

the time when the enemy fighter-bomber activity was most
intense thus Justil^ing the increase in light A,A, defences in
coastal areas.

Two aircraft were destroyed through unknown
Over half of the A,A, guns claims were in May at

F,C 0,R,S,

Rept. No. 516
A.H.B./II/39/2.

• > The low level raids yielded the following data about the
First, attacks usually took place on

it was observed that whenever

methods of the enemy,
days "vWien there was low cloud;
possible the enemy approached dovm sun; thirdly, triienever a
large scale reprisal attack took place, such as the raid on
London on 20 January, attempts to jam early warning radar
stations were made (though there was also evidence that
r.'ldespread jamming often occurred mthout a raid); finally,
fighter bombers vrere reluctant to attack targets defended by
balloons,

low level raids, until the end of April small formations of
one to eight took part with occasionally a large diffused
force of up to 30 aircraft,

formations of ten to 25 aircraft were employed.

In regard to the numbers of attacking aircraft in

From early May onwards large

,pf ̂.Enemy Ejghter Bomber Forces in _the_West and
British Filter Defences; ^ly_to December 1943»

In the early summer one Gruppe of SK.GIO (the F.W, I90
fighter-bomber imit) was transferred to the Mediterranean
theatre, leaving one Gruppe in the west on 10 November which
contained 36 aircraft (27 serviceable),
unit was not sought after by German pilots because of the

A.D,I.(K)Rept, high number of casualties it had suffered while on operations
373/1945(G-alland over southern England, After July its activities were con-
Interrog.Para, fined to night operations. There was a small force of

•  1^ Me,410's (11 serviceable on 10 November) which were occa
sionally used for daylight operations. The Dornier and
Juifcers bombers were not usually employed in dayli^t

Enemy Doc,
A,H. 3,6/Trans. Appointment to this

operations.

(1) Approximately 60 per cent of the claims were made by
Typhoons and 40 per cent by Spitfires,
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Pieter Cmd,
O.R.B. App,D,5,
19 July 1945.
a,h.b./id^/aV

Fighter Command was becoming increasingly pre-occupied
with preparations for Operation Overlord, but at the same time

it was necessary to retain a force to meet possible attack by
tip and run raiders or by long-range bombers. The Air Officer

Commanding No. 11 Group therefore continued to be responsible
for the air defence of southeast England, Pour Typhoon
fighter squadrons (Nos, 486, 1, 56, 198) based at Tangmere,
lympne, Manston and Bradwell Bay respectively, were to intercept
tip and run raiders. Nos, 41 and 91 Spitfire XII Squadrons at
Biggin Hill and Martlesham were to provide general defence

against long-range bombers, fighter bombers, shipping protec
tion, cover for air sea rescue, etc. No,124 Spitfire VII
Squadron (Northolt) was reserved for defence against high
altitude attacks.

U,

The Air Officer Commanding No,11 Group was also authorised
to hold at his disposal and at a suitable state of readiness
such squadrons of Nos,83 and 84 Groups as he considered were
necessary to meet any actual or potential air tlireat against
south-east England,
No, 83 and ten fighter squadrons in No, 84 Group available for
this purpose,

^Sqejay:_Qperations; July to December 1943 - End of Daylight
Bombing Raids on United Kingdom

There were elevan fighter squadrons in

There were two final, insignificant low level raids in the
first week of July, both of which were in East Anglia, '  Only
four aircraft v/ere involved and one was destroyed from unknown
causes. On 9 July eight Do,217’s operated over Sussex, Kent

A.H.B./II/72/5,

P.C O.R,S.

Rept, No, 499.
. j

and Surrey and bombing and machine gun attacks were made at
scattered points,

made on 8 May, bombers operating at O/8OOO feet and they flew
in conditions of rain and low cloud,

range bomber attack in daylight of any consequence against
Great Britain,

The attack was very similar to the raid

It was the last long

A.H.B./IIHI/I3, There followed a period of one hundred days in which no
bombing incidents occurred in daylight over this country,
ended on I7 October when three Me, 410*s dropped bombs on the
Isle of Wight and Eastbourne causing little harm,
only two further occasions when bombs were dropped overland in
1943.
Sandwich and Deal,

course inflicting no damage on 2 December,
60 reconnaissance flights were made in daylight during the last
six months of the year.

Retrospect of Enemy Daylight Activity over Great Britain in 1943

In January and February day bombing continued on approxi
mately the same scale as in 1942 and railways appeared to be
the principal objective claiming about 25 tons of bombs,
attacks were made both by long range and filter bombers,
heaviest activity was on 9 and 10 February against targets in
southern England with 15 and 12 long range bomber sorties
respectively. On 7 March the final series to tip and mn
raids on south and south-east coast towns began and continued
until 6 June, The coastal area of south-east England extend
ing from Eastbourne to Gravesend was the most heavily attacked.
It received nearly half of the total weight of bombs dropped
by day. The Felixstowe-Lowestoft-Yarmouth area was the second

most severely attacked. Eastbourne was the most heavily
raided town v/ith seven attacks and nearly 33 tons of bombs.

It

There were

On 28 November bombs from a Ju,88 fell harmlessly at
Two Ju, I88's dropped bombs on Lewes race

No more than about

Such

The

A,W,A. Rept No,

IIB/47/3)*^d*'^
A.H,B./IIH1/13
Supp, to
Appreciation
No. 190.

B.C.
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Next was Hastings raided five times with tons, Torquay
and Paignton were attacked three times (12 tons). In
East Anglia Great Yarmouth received the greatest tonnage
(10 tons). The most effective damage caused by filter
bombers was to the Southern Railway Tforks at Ashford on

24 March,

The fighter bomber or fast two seater bomber such as the

Me,410 was the enemy’s principal offensive weapon against
It had the advaiitage of being able to

However, the
this country in 1943*
evade intercepting fighters and A,A, gunfire,
limitation to the bomb load carried by the small bomber and

its inability to carry incendiaries was a great handicap and,
on the whole, the threat to British industries and key points
was greater at night when long range bombers achieved one of
their rare concentrations.

Despite the difficulty of giving warning to the defences
in these attacks by fast fighter bombers flying at zero feet,
the enemy’s casualty rate soon rose and the tip and run raids
were abandoned. In this typeA,H,B,/IIG/114,

p.13. of operation, consisting of bombing and strafing, bomber units

suffered in attacks on densely populated built-up areas
comparatively heavy losses,
tc be abandoned because of ■'/reather conditions,
banber attacks which had been c arriedout from spring 1942 to
May 1943 on targets in south and south-east England and on
shipping along these coasts had also proved too costly in
relation to the results achieved.

IAs a German account related;

A great number of operations had
Pighter-

Therefore nuisance raids

were carried out thereafter by night only by the two new
hif^-speed Gruppen, one being equipped with P,W,190’s and che
other with Me,410’s,’ Of the I61 daylight attacks in the
year, only ten occurred during the last six months.

Below is a table wliich shows the enemy’s dayli^t effort,
claimed casualties by fighter and anti-aircraft guns and bomb
tonnages in 1943,

A.W.A, Kept No,
B,C,/28, Feb, 194*,
A,H.B./IIBA7/3,

E/A Overland i Casualties to Overland A/CMonth Total weight of
Attack (Tonnes)X

L,R,B, R'coe F,B, Total L,R.B, R'cce F,B. Total

16 146 165
8

67,97
68,58
54,50
14,00
87,10
32,42

Jan, 3 1 19 20
28 1I  Feb, i

I  Mar,
!  Apr,
j  May
I  June
:  July
I  Aug,
i  Sept

Oct,
Nov,
Dec,

23 132 1 2 3
38 146 184 I

36 6
20 20

26 42 1 5
232 264 I

8
7 25 2 37 39

312 12 1295 i
14 4  28 I10 2 5.712 1 5
17 17 ' 2 2

25 25 2 2
63 3 2,052 2

1 ,201
2 1 3 1 1 2,00

67 187 95 111 334,53i  Year 728 982 7 9

Once again it is difficult to assess the real number of
enemy aircraft losses as the available Germaii records are
not divided into day and night operations while the division
of fighter losses into 'Over United Kingdom' and ’Over Prance
and Low Countries’ cauiot be guaraiiteed and inust be accepted
with reserve,
bombers were destroyed in action in 1943,
daylight effort amounted tc little more than ten per cent of
the night efx'ort it is reasonable to assume that the British
estimates was fairly close to the mark.

German records state that 283 day and night
As the German

There is no doubt
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that the improvement in the number of aircrai’t destroyed was
largely due to the low looking radar equipment coming into
action in the spring.

Enemy Daylight Recomaissance; ^aj^-uary to June 1944

No bombs were drop^ped by day overland in the whole of
1944, daylight activity being confined almost entirely to
reconnaissance flights, V/ith the prospect of Allied landings
on the north-west European coastline drawing nearer every day
as the months went by, the enemy's desire for information of
the dispositions of Allied landing craft, troop concentrations
and other invasion activities must have been acute. Yet such

was Allied air superiority that Gherman daylight air reconnais
sances over Great Britain were meagre in the extreme and not

more than 32 overland reconnaissance flights were recorded in
the first six months of the year thou^ undoubtedly a number df
sorties were flown over coastal waters. It was evident from

prisoner of war interrogations that daylight reconnaissance had
been proved very dangerous and difficult for some time but

obviously ni^t reconnaissance was at its best a poor substitute
for dayli^t observation, (1)

A.H,B,/IIH1/13.

In January enemy reconnaissances over this country were

recorded on only two days of the month,
aircraft were plotted in February and in Msurch reconnaissances
were limited to the North Sea, the Falmouth area and north of
the Shetlands.

No reconnaissance

According to records of Luftwaffe 3 353 sorties
were flown in the first quarter of 1944 at the expiense of 17
aircraft and 86 supporting fighters,
photographic reconnaissances were flown over the English South

coast for the first time since August 1943.
enemy displayed an interest in the increased shipping activity
round the south coast by flying over the Isle of Wi^t and the

Plymouth area.

The enemy claimed that

In April the

Frcm 26 to 30 April and from 1 to 9 May recon

Enemy Doc,
A,H,B,6, Trans,
No, 172.7, P.3.

naissance patrols were flown daily over the south and southwest

coasts but only two made landfall over Plymouth and near
Falmouth, As May drew to its close and the Allied air offen
sive against targets in France and other occupied countries
reached its climax, German reconnaissances continued to be flown

over the Shetlands and Orkneys, Scapa Plow in particular;
sorties over the English Channel were rare,
that one of the main objects of the night attacks on the

Plymouth, Y/eymouth, Portsmouth and Brighton areas in May was
in fact, reconnaissance, the bombers being used as cover for

reconnoitering aircraft.

It is possible

Prom about 20 April until D Day Air Defence of Great Britain

maintained daily standing Spitfire patrols ranging in strength
from six to 40 aircraft over the vulnerable assembly areas of
the British and American invasion fleets such as the

Isle of YYight, Lyme Bay, Portland, Falmouth and the Lizard
area,

known as Exercise Pabius held on the Dorset coast in May,
But these activities were uneventiiil.

Cover was also provided for the final invasion manoeuvre

A.D,G,B, Form

Y', April-June
1944.

t

It remains a fact that the great armada was collected at

the ports, embarked and marshalled at sea and eventually
launched to attack - an operation extending
out any interference from the sea or air,

over a week - with-

(1) In August 1945 one enemy reconnaissance aircraft (an Me,109) was destroyed over
the Solent by heavy A.A, guns at 34,000 feet,

(2) The only recorded overland activity In daylight In the first week In June was a
reconnaissance sortie over the Margate area on the afternoon on 7 Jmne,
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CflAPTER 12

TEIE AIR UERENCE OF HiE UNITED KINGDOM BY NIGffl?

Introduction

It will be recalled that during the last three months of

1942, enemy night air activity had been at its lowest scale

since intensive ni^t raids began in the autumn of 1940.
The last attack of any wei^t had been the bombing of
Canterbury following upon a dayli^t raid on 31 October/
1 November* Previous to that, in July 1942, a series of

fairly heavy attacks (for that period) were delivered against
the Birmingham area* During 1943 the enemy night effort
against Great Britain, apart from a couple of raids against
London early in the year, continued to be slight* The
principal targets were towns on or near the south-east and

north-ea^t coasts and only a few shallow penetrations were

made inland* It was not until late January 1944 that a

series of sharp attacks, greatly in excess of anything since

May 1941, began on London. This chapter will deal with enemy
overland night raids and British coxmtermeasures euid inter

ception from January 1943 to the end of Jvine 1944> when,
apart from some desultory intruder activity in March 1945>
attacks by piloted German aircraft against Great Britain
ceased*

R^ds on London and Coastal Toras^; _ 1 /2 January to 12/13
July 1943

(i) Comparison of German Bomber and British Fighter Strengths -

Enemy Doc.
A.H.B.4*

Trans,

On 10 Jan\iary 1943 there were 122 long range bombers in

Luftflotte 3 of vdiich 67 were serviceable. They consisted
of Do*217's from I and II KG*2; Ju,88’s from I/BG.6 and
F.W.200»s from III/KG*40*(1) By June KG.6 (74 Ju.88*s) was
tinder orders to move to Istres where it was to operate under
Luftflotte 2 on the Mediterranean Front*

were I60 long range bombers of which 123 were serviceable*
In addition, the F.iff. I90 fighter bombers of SK.G 10 were
available for night operations, of which 50 were serviceable
out of 76*

On 10 June there

R.A.F. Intelligence estimated that during the winter
months the enemy would have available a force of 150 to 200 '

long range bombers in the west and that they would be able to

make a sustained effort of I5 to 20 aircraft per 24 hours

against this country. During the summer months the total

number of bombers might be increased to 200 capable of a

sustained effort of 30 aircraft per 24 hours* The
increasingly effective bombing of Germany gave rise to fears
that the Germans wotild retaliate with heavy raids on the
capital and elsewhere, aind the Prime Minister stated on

16 March that the air defences should be brought to the
highest state of efficiency.

A.H.B./IIS/IIO/
1 A/54,
Encl*12B*

N*A.D*(43)1,
Para,7.

However, the delay of the enemy in preducing more up to

date types of bombers made large scale reprisal raids out of

the question. The bombers then in the line varied little

(1) The P.W.200's (strength 19j Serviceable 7) were usually
reserved for attacks on shipping*
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from those employed in 1940 and 1941 and, moreover, the dis
persal of aircrews to other fronts and the casualties that had

been siiffered in the past two years had brought about a
serious deterioration in the quality of bomber crews, A
policy of reprisal raids against Britain had been promoted,
as already seen, by Hitler and Goering from the latter half
of 1942 onwards,

problems of an air force to say nothing of air strategy merely
made them increasingly irritated by the performance of the
long range bomber force in the west. They interpreted
Fliegerkorps IX*s attacks on ports and shipping and minelaying
operations (in fact the only practicable policy to follow) as
a sign of cowardice and accused Luftflotte 3 of not daring to
fly inland oyer Britain, Their dissatisfaction had led to
the regrouping of the bomber force in the west under
Angriffsfuehrer England,

But their failure to grasp the technical
Enemy Doo,
A,H,B« 6 Trans,
Nos, VIl/153,
pp,10-11, and
VII/134,
pp.16-17, 21-22

See Chap, 11,
P. 171.

The idea of Angriffsfuehrer England seems to have
emanated from Gtoering and his circle, and Peltz, to whom a

number of qualities had been ascribed, was no more than a

protege”! Pixim the start his position was anomslous and was
doomed to failure because as General Koller (at this time
Chief of §taff to Li^tflotte 3 and later to be Chief of the
Geimian Air Staff) bitterly wrote after the
Major Peltz was ”0.G, Attacks on Britain" and A,0, Bombers at

one and the same time. He was personally subordinate to

Goering but was responsible to the Chief of Air Staff as far
as his work was concerned. He had a battle H,Q, in Prance,
a Command H.Q, at Eangsdorf and he had to go to Berlin once a
week for an over-all situation conference. Besides this he

generally had to pay a weekly visit to Goering who was at

Berchtesgaden, Nuremburg or Karinhall; he also had to go once
a week to East Prussia to see the Chief of Air Staff and to

Lirftflotte .3 in Paris, Consequently Peltz was travelling all
the time and did not xindertake the command of either of his

posts,
in which the Gommahdez^in-Chief of the Luftwaffe and his

circle organised things, where single individuals were
encouraged to build their empires’.

war; ’General

,A11 this is a classical example of the absurd way

Meanwhile the new Commander-in-Chief Fighter Command, Air

Marshal Leigh Mallory, had begun to moild his night-filter
force into a more aggressive shape. The ten Turbinlite
squadrons were disbanded on 25 January, The two intruder
squadrons were to discard their Bostons and re-equip with

Mosquito VI fighter bombers as soon as possible. The night
offensive was to be increased by ten new flights of
Mosquitos II which were to be attached to A.I, Mosquito
Squadrons, This was to be done by cutting
night-fighter squadrons from 22 to 20,0) He also established
at Drem No, 1692 Radio Development Plight vihose immediate task
was to test a homing device to enable night fighters to

establish contact with Geiman A,I, - equipped fighters, known

as Serrate. These changes will be discussed in more detail

in the chapter on night offensive operations.

down the A,I,

A.H.B./ID8/
406a.

N.A.D.(43)1,3,
9 Progress
Repts, by
A,0,C,-in-C,

F.Cmd, on Night

See ̂ is Narr,
Part IV,
Chap,l6,

(l) In fact, at the end of February, there were only 19 A,I,
squadipns (one of which, No, 219 Beaufighter Squadron,
was earmarked for overseas service), Air Marshal Leigh
Mallory considered that 20 squadrons should be the
absolute minimum in the eventuality of heavy enemy night
raids.
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The formation of the new ranger flights proceeded slowly
but by the end of May seven squadrons had been equipped.
The effect of these measures was to increase not only the

offensive power, but the flexibility of the night-fighter
foi*ce as the Mosquitos II could be used as intruders/
rangers by day or by night and also as night fighters for

manning the searchlight boxes,
attempting to jam the night defence organisation, the
intruders were tho\ight to be the best form of defence.
These re-adjustments were also economicsil and made available

some 2,300 men and 92 aircraft.

The order of battle for operational night-fighter
squadixjns at three dates during this period was as follows:

In the event of the enemy

.(1
F. Cmd Order of

Battle in 0,R.B.

App. C.
A.H.B./IIM/A2/

)

7 Jan. 1943 4 Mar. 1943 3 Jxme 1943
4ft.. No. I.E.No, I.E.No. I.E,

38483Beaufighter I
Beaufighter II
Beairfighter VI
Mosquito II
Mosquito XII
Hurricane/
Boston

Intruder

Mosquito II
Intruder

Turbinlite

90 25
16161 1

6 96 112112 77
6 96 8 170 7 112

322

16162 32 1 1

161

6o10

362 326TOTAL 30 390 20 20

.. , I. F. F. and Searchlight-aided
Interceptions

In this jiiase of the German night bombing offensive
against Great Britain the bombers flew in low and took
strong evasive action against the R.A.P. night fighters.
The experimental A. I. Mark VIIIA of vdiicdi 500 hand-made sets
were made, was introduced to counter the low-flying night
bomber and its place was shortly to be taken by the A,I,

which most of

The first
Mark VIII, then in course of production, wi^.
the night-fighter force was to be equipped.^
A.I. Mark VIIIA sets were fitted in Beaufighters of the

Fighter Interception Unit and Of No. 219 Beaufighter Squadron
early in 1943. The first cladm for A, I. Mark VIIIA wan

made on 20/21 January #ien a Beaufighter of the Fighter
Interception Unit shot down a Do.217. This was followed up
with a finrther claim on 3 February by No. 219 Squadron. In

both cases the combats took place shortly after the delivery
of the aircraft and the interceptions were made against
violently evading targets at low heights - types of inter
ception which could not have been possible with the old forms

of A, I. equipment. In March five claims for aircraft
destroyed were made with A. I. Mark VIIIA and three probables
and these successes continued to be maintained. By the end

of May 1943 five Beaufighter Squadrons had been equipped with

N.A.D.(43)1,
paras. 16-27.

(l) For strength of A.A. defences see Chap.11 p.172.
location of night fighter squadrons see Appendix No.l6.

(2) See R.A.F, Signals History, Vol. V, Chap. 10.

For
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A,I. Mark VIIIA.(^) Meanwhile Beaufighters with the A.I. Mark
VII equipments were despatched to the Mediterranean theatre and
interceptions with that type of A.I. did not occur after
Msirch.

The I.P.P’s I and II had also become obsolescent inainly
because the number of wavebands on which they were required
to work had steadily increased. These developments have
been described elsewhere,v2) Suffice it to state that by the
end of August all the night-fighter squadarons had been
fitted with Mark III& I, P, P, and facilities for interrogation,
Mark IIIG I.P.P, was also installed in about one third of the

day^fighter aircraft} the remainder were equipped later in the

The fitting of G,C,I, stations with Mark III I.P.P,
The total number of

autumn,

intenrogators proceeded satisfactorily,

N.A.D.(43)9,
paras,16-24,

radar stations thus equipped by the end of the simmer were;

O.H, Stations 39

C,H,L, Stations 49

G,C,I, Stations 11

In addition experiments were in progress with airborne
interrogator/responsers fitted on night fighters with the
object of avoiding the possibility of intercepting
bombers fitted with I.P.P, Mark III,(3)

friendly

See Part I,
Chap, 4,
p,40 and p,63.

An account has already been given of the procedure for

searchli^t-aided interceptions and it was seen that the

results in 1942 were unsatisfactory, partly, because the

searchlights were unable to give night fighters adequate
indication of the locality of the target and, partly, because

of the lack of enemy overland night activity. During 1942/
1943 a new procedure for searchlight-aided interceptions was

tried out, known as Gauntlet, This was designed to speed up
seairchlight-aided interceptions whilst retaining more control

of fighters than under Crackers (the procedure used for high
density raids on dark nights). In addition to the beam
around which the night fighter circled and which x-emained in a

vertical position throughout the raid, a second beam was

exposed at an angle of 30° pointing towards the approaching
raiders, enabling the night fighter to judge more or less

accurately its sphere of influence. Pilots were to report
searchlight intersections to the Controller; the latter
summed up the tactical situation at the time and decided
whether or not to allow the pilot to investigate. If the

fighter did not make A.I. contact, or in the case of non-A,I,
equipped fighters, failed to see the target, the pilot was
recalled to his orbit after four minutes. On return he

reported to the Controller who gave him a height at which to
circle.

Control of

Night Pieter
A/c 18 Nov,
1942 (copy) in
A,H,B,/IIM/AI6/
IE, App, E,

A.D.G.B. O.R,S.

Rept, No, 3 in
A.H,B,/IIM/A2/
4A., Deo. 1943.

The infrequency of large scale deep penetrations over
Great Britain by night during 1943 and the evasive action of

enemy bombers afforded few opportunities for searchlight-
aided fighters and over one third of attempted interceptions
were abandoned as the ’enemy* turned out to be a friendly
aircraft. However, it appeared that, of the two procedures.

1) They were Nos, 68, 219, 125, 29, 604 Squadrons,
2) See E,A,P. Signals History, Vol. V, Chap, 7»
3) See R,A,P, Signals Histoiy, Chapter 7> page 94»
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On an average, betwen March
and September I943j( it took eleven attempts to produce one

combat under Smack procedvii*e whereas 96 attempts were necessary
under Gauntlet. In this period six aircraft were claimed to

have been destroyed or probably destroyed vinder the two

• ̂ w It was quite evident that searchli^t-aided

Sinack was the more efficient.

procedures
interceptions coiild never be as successful as G, C, I. controlled

interceptions but a number of opportunities for the former

method occurred in the raids on London early in 1944 and will

be discussed later in,this chapter.See p. 217.

F, Qnd. Op.
Inst. N0.35/
1943.
A.H.B./IIHI/
64(B).

With the construction of Fixed I^pe G,C,I. stations
during 1943 it was possible to control searclilight-aided
interceptions as well as G.C,1,/A.I, interceptions from a
G,C»I. station (hitherto each G.C.I. had only been able to
control a single fighter at a time and the Sector Operations
Room was responsible for the control of searchlight-aided
interceptions and the pool of fighters from which the various
G,C,I.s within a sector were served),
to co-ordinate properly G.G.I./A.I. and searchlight-aided
interceptions.

This made it possible

li) Searchlights and'Balloons

N,A,D.(43)1,
paras447-54 and

N.A.D.(43)3,
paras,57-61.

A cut of 20,000 personnel was made in Balloon Command
during the spring of 1943. It was, however, possible to
retain the barrages at. London, Plymouth, Falmouth and
Yeovil. Ohe total cut came to 624 balloons. Mobile
balloon banages continued to operate at Norwich, Chelmsford,
Canterbury and Salisb^^Iy but on 15 May, the barrage at the
latter place was moved to Swindon for a period of two and a
half weeks and then to Great Yarmouth and Lowestoft as a

oounteimeasure to the persistent enemy low level daylight
attacks whidi were being made on the East Anglian coast.
For similar reasons the Newcastle balloon barrage was
extended to include Sunderland.

N.A.D.(43)3,
paras, 47-48.

The area covered by searchlights was also reduced, from
Northern Ireland, Scotland and parts of Wales including
Milford Haven,

the limit of reduction had now been reached because it only
led to difficulties in training night fighters and providing

Searchlights and A,A,

Air Marshal Leigh Mallory considered ihat

homing facilities for night bombers,
guns were withdrawn from a large nxmaber of airfields, leaving
only nine important coastal night-fighter airfields with full
scale ground defences.

(iv)^ Enemy Operations; I/2 January to 31 March/l April^^^

The only raid of importance in Janiiary took place on the
17/18th. . It was a reprisal for an R.A,F, Bomber Command raid
on Berlin on the previous night,
despatched against the capital in two waves,
phase, beginning at approximately 2030 hours and lasting for
two hours, 60 bombers crossed the coast between Dungeness and
Beachy Head and spread over Kent, Surrey and Sussex,
target area was 'W.S.W. of the big bend in the Thames*.

A force of II8 bombers was

In the first

The

Enemy Doc.
A.H.B.6 Trans,

No.172.5 and

A,W,A, Rept.
No.BC/l8, 14ay
, TO. 4-5.

A,H.B. Aib/47/3.
1943

(1) Searchli^ts may have acted as a deterrent to fighter
bombers operating at night and on one occasion an F.W. 190
was homed to Manston by searchlights and landed intact.

(2) See App, No, 22 for details of all important night raids
on Great Britain in 1943,
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During the same period ten bombers made a diversionaiy attack
on Portland and 34 aircraft dropped mines in the Thames and
Humber estuaries. In the second phase of attack, beginning at
0400 hours which lasted an hour, a further 58 bombers were des
patched to attack ’targets between Albert Bridge Battersea to
Belmont Works’ but although weather favoured the second wave of
raidejTs with a smaller amount of cloud and improved visibility,
only about I5 aircraft reached the target area. One prisoner
of war from a shot-down aircraft said that he believed that a

ntmiber of aircrews were deceived by searchlights far south of
London and dropped their bombs in open country. Others
stated that they had jettisoned or released their bombs at

random within the target area. Most of the bombs (amounting
to 43 tons) in the London area fell in the eastern and south
eastern suburbs and bomb plots showed that the enemy was vinable
to bomb any specific target.

Fighter Qnd.
Form ’Y’.

Fighter Command flew 119 interception sorties and Beau-
fighters of No. 29 Squadron and a Mosquito of No. 85 Squadron
shot down four Ju.88’s and a Do.217» 4 Ju,88 and  a Do.217 also
failed to reach base. All these aircraft were in the second

attack and Geiroan records confirm the claims. It was the

first time that S,L,C, (radar controlled) searchlights were
really tested in action and four of the enemy were claimed to
have been destroyed with their aid. The aircraft were shot down

either through searchlights illuminating the target enabling
night fighters to attack it or by providing indicatinns to a

ni^t filter which obtained A, I. contact and homed on the
enemy. Damage in London was■ neither substantied nor of
military importsince and there were no more than 78 fatal
casualties. It was indicative of the enemy's inability to
concentrate that the spill-over amounted to 68 incidents out
side London,

N.A.D.(43) 1,
para, 36.
Nonthly sumnu of
Saarciillght Actlvl ty
for Jan, 1943
App.Dt2 In A.H.B./
IIM/A21/4A Feb,l943.

A.H.B./IIHI/I3.

A,W,A, Rept,
No. BC/18,
pp. 5-6.

In Februaiy the principal targets were Plymouth, bombed on
the 13/l4th and Swansea on the 16/I7th,
the most effective,
raid in the first qixarter of 1943, a raiding efficiency of 5I
per cent being achieved.^"'/ The main attack developed between
2210 hours arid 2230 hours in moonli^t. The balloon barrage
was ordered to fly at 6,500 feet at 2157 hours. The enemy
claimed that it did not deter the raiders but there are no

reports of aircraft penetrating beyond it,
shot doTivn by Beaufighters of No, 125 Squadron with A. I, Mark IV
over the Bristol 'Glrannel.(2)

The latter attack was

It was, in fact, the most accurate ni^t

Four bombers were

There was a noticeable increase in night activity in
March, possibly as a result of more favourable weather and by
way of reprisal for R.A.F, raids on Geimany, A total of 131
tons fell on this oountiy. All but three of the targets,
London, Norwich and Edinburgh, were coastal towns. They were
Southampton, Hull, Newcastle, Sunderland, Grimsby and
Hartlepool, But thou^ it was on a larger scale than in
previous months, the enemy’s effort was singularly unsuccess
ful.

The heaviest attack was on London on 3/4 March; another
reprisal for a British raid on Berlin two nights before,
was even less successful than the attack of 17/I8 Jaiauary,

It
A,W,A, Rept,
No, BG/18.
A.H.B.IIB/47/3.

(1) ‘Raiding efflolenoyi Is the proportion of the total weight of bombs dropped
within a radius of 5# miles of the target which fell within the target area,

(2) According to German records four bombers were lost.
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According to the German accovint ^117 aircraft (took part) in
attack on London, target area West South West of bend in
Thames, Three waves from 2029 to 0504 hours. r

Enemy Doc.
Trans,

No,172,5. For second and third waves

Weathe

unfavourable became worse,

strong night filter activity back to French coast
Six bombers lost.* It was estimated that only about 15

In the first wave most

of the bombs fell in Essex and in the second the spill was
widely scattered over south east England and East Anglia,

aircraft reached the London area.

A,H.B./lIHl/3. The chief feature of the raid was the renewed use of the

S,D,2 anti-personnel bomb now fitted with a hype3>*sensitive
fuse -vriaich rendered detonation possible for an indefinite
period afterwards. Apart from this the raid is memorable
for the tragic incident at Bethnal Green tube shelter where

the fall of a woman on the steps leading down to the shelter,
encumbered by a baby and a bundle, precipitated that of

those behind her as they pressed forward and 178 people died
from suffocation.

Enemy Doc,
A,H,B,6 Trans,

No.172,5 and

A,W,A. Rept,
No, BC/18 p.6,

■ A.H.B./IIB/
47/3.

The other attacks in the month were remarkable only for

their ineptitude. In particular the raid on Southampton
when, according to the enemy report, 'ground mist made
attack difficult,

attacked,'

east of Southampton and none in the town itself. According
to a captured enemy aircrew it was intended to attack the

town from the north-west, crossing the coast at Selsey Bill
and flying round north of Portsmouth and Southampton,
presiffiiably with the object of avoiding the defences on the

direct route up the Solent and Southampton Water, Tracks
plotted by Fighter Command showed most of the enemy aircraft
crossing the coast east of Selsey Bill and instead of flying
north-west to Southampton a nimiber became lost in the

Midhurst area. The first two enemy aircraft crossed the
coast east of Beachy Head and it is interesting to note that
Hanlemere is in approximately the same position relative to
Beachy Head as is Southampton to Selsey Bill, Flares and
incendiary bombs dropped by these two aircraft in  t he
Haslemere area may have misled those that followed into

dropping, their bombs there. Prisoners of war reported
spotting a number of decoy fires. As there was no decoy
activity that night it seems probable that they were, in
fact, bombs. Three bombers were shot down.

Alternative targets at Portsmouth
Most of the bombs dropped about 30 miles north-

Ibid, Other lansuccessfUl attacks were directed against Grimsby
(15/16 March), Edinburgh (24/25 March), and Norwich
(28/29 March). The nearest bomb to Grimsby fell six miles
away. The attack on Edinburgh was made in foggy weather and
Geman reports state that out of 35 bombers only 14 reached
the target area. Bombs were dropped by D/R methods but none
fell on Edinburgh, Eight aircraft were destroyed, one by
filters and two by A.A, fire, while the remainder lost them
selves and crashed on the moors. In the attack directed on

Norwich no bombs fell in the target area and 13 tons were
scattered over Eant Anglia within a distance of 50 miles of
the target.

(v) Eneiny Operations 1/2 April 13/l^ July

In April the F.W,190 fighter bomber made its first
appearance in night raids over south-east England and parti
cularly over the London area, forces operating on three nights
during the moon period,
jettisonable petrol tanks and one 5OO kg, or one 250 kg, bomb,

SECRET

The aircraft carried two exti^

N.A.D.(43) 3
paras, 709 and

A,W,A, Rept,
No. BG/19 p.3.
A.H.B./IIB/47/3.
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the Somme area and made theirThey operated from a "base ̂
sorties under E/T control,!*^)
following tactics{ they climbed over their bases to a height
of approximately 10,000 feet and then proceed^ towards
Calais climbing until a height of 20,000 feet was reached.
Prom there they were given a vector by R/T and they maintained
height until the target had been reached and bombed. They
then made for the Channel, being homed by R/T to one of the
number of airfields in northern Prance, On other occasions

The filter bombers adopted the

the pilot got a visual fix when long range bombers were used

as pathfinders, the fighter bomber attacking #ien  a fire had
been raised.

The high speed and violent evasive action of the P,W.190
made interception difficult. Moreover, the use of Mark VIII

A, I, was forbidden over the Channel and although there were

standing patrols under the G,C,I, stations at Wartling and

Sandwich, north-east and south-east of Cap Griz Nez, it gave
little time for interception* It was proposed to employ
Mosquito intruders over the enemy airfields so as to catch

aircraft before they attacked. Over land there were A,I,/
searchli^t-aided fighters manning forward, orbit beacons and

further inland the normal systan of searchlight box intercep
tions, Searchlights were directly concerned in the destruc

tion of at least two enemy aircraft and later captured aircrews

admitted being confused by searchlight activity. Prom
16/17 April, the date of the first fighter-bomber raid by night,
until 19/20, June A,I, contacts were obtained on no less than
50 per cent of some 110 fighter bombers, while fighters
claimed to have destroyed seven and A. A, fire one, and six,
which either lost themselves or ran out of fuel, landed in

England, Total enemy casualties represented about 12 per
cent of the aircraft involved in the raids.

A,H.B./ID/12/58.

London was the target butThe first raid was a fiasco,

only about half the force (23 aircraft) reached south-east
England and such was the pilots^ standard of navigation that

only two bombs fell in the London Civil Defence region.
Three aircraft landed at West Mailing because of fuel shortage

A fourthand in the belief that they were over Prance,

Enemy Doc,
A,H.B,6, Trans.

No.172.5.

crashed elsewhere in Kent, Two others were also lost,

resiilt from the night attacks was that the daylight tip and run
raids were suspended in April - an indication of the enemy’s
limited resources.

One

Long range bomber activity decreased in April (although
small scale long range bomber attacks were not supplanted by
the fighter bombers) tlrie only attacks of any significance being

against Chelmsford (I4/15 April) and Aberdeen (21/22 April),
the latter place being raided by aircraft based on Stavanger,
About ten tons of bombs were dropped in the Chelmsford
borou^. Two wheat stacks were fired by incendiary bombs
early in the raid about five miles south-east of Harwich and
attracted some I5 tons of bombs. The HoffYnan Ball-Bearing
Works at Chelmsford, one of the enemy’s main objectives, was

contrary to enemy reports, not seriously damaged.

one

A.W.A.

No. BC/19,
pp,4-5.
A.H.B./IIB/
47/3.

Rept,

A.H.B./IIBI/I3.

The raid on Aberdeen was more effective than any night
This

A.W,A, Report
No. BC/19,
pp.4-5 A,H.E./
IIB/47/3.

attack experienced since the beginning of the year,
may be explained by the fact that it was carried out at dusk

in half light, from low level initially, and in the absence of

(1.) This made them more vulnerable to Jamming and consequent Interception by
night fighters.
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Weather condi-

Out of a force of 29 aircraft at
a balloon barrage or heavy A,A, defences,
tions were also good,
least six bombed from under 500 feet and the remainder from

3^000 feet to 10,000 feet,
spite of German claims no bombs were dropped in the harbour

Bie main weight of the attack (39 tons) was on the
northern and west part of the town and direct hits were

scored on the Gordon Barracks just to the north of the city
boundary.

No losses were suffered. In

area.

In May the following towns were raided, Norwich,
Cardiff and Sunderland (the latter being raided
The heaviest damage was caused to Sunderland

A, W, A, Bept,
Nos, BC/19 and
Bq/28 in
a,h.b,/iibA7/3
and A,H,B,/
IIH1/13.

Chelmsford,
twice, ) ^ ^
which the Germans had persistently attempted to destroy for

the past eighteen months, yet the latest attacks were the

only ones in which the weight of bombs dropped on the town
exceeded five tons,

on Sunderland, including those in South Shields, were 85
people killed and 15 missing, believed killed,
houses were damaged or slightly damaged.

Fatal casiialties in the second attack

About 5000

Towns raided in June were Plymouth, Grimsby (raided
twice) and Hull: I67 tons of bombs were aimed at them, of
which 57 tons fell on the target and 91 tons on the target or
on land within 50 miles. The dropping of flares preceded
the attacks. As in April and May, fighter bombers were
active over London and the south-eastern counties by night
dinring the period near full moon. Twenty—one bombs were

dropped on London on seven nights.

The attack on Grimsby on 12/13 July was notable for the
dropping of some six tons of S,D,2 (Butterfly) anti-personnel
bombs which fell along with incendiaries and H,E. Presimiably
the enemy’s intention was to hinder fire fighters after the

raid and so encourage widespread conflagration. If this was

so, his purpose failed completely. While one serious and

four medium fires were started, no anti-personnel bombs fell

in tiae immediate vicinity of any of them and consequently had

little.effect on the efficiency of the fire fighting
services. Their main effect was felt after the raid was

over. Fifty-seven persons were killed, mostly among the

civilian population, and the bombs continued to be a nuisance
and a menace for a week after the raid. The Luftwaffe did

not exploit these tactics as it logically should have done,
with the exception of an attack on Lincoln on I7/I8 Aixgust
Tfiiaen a mixed load of S.D. 2 and small incendiaries were

dropped, (That attack was a complete failure).

A.W'.A, Rept.
No.BC/22.
A.H.B./IIB/
47/3.

Ibid, The attack on Grimsby was the most acciorate night attack

If Cleethorpes is included as part of theof the year,
target area, a raiding efficiency of 99 per cent was
achieved. All bombs which fell in the target area were

within two miles of the central aiming point, the dock area.

Nevertheless, no serious damage was done to the docks, apart
from a number of fires,

in proportion and the railway system was temporarily dis
organised.

The raid should be compared with one on Hull two weeks later

when no bombs were dropped within eigjht miles of the town.

Residential property suffered more

The enemy was unable to maintain such accuracy.

(1) See App, No,22 for details of major raids.
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Enemy Path-finditig Teohnique

A.W.A. Rept.
No. H3/19, p.1

p.13.

During April and Ivlay there began to emerge tlie first
indications of a pathfinder technique iiwolving more careful
fouteing of the bomber force and an attempt at more accurate
marking of the target area Iqy leading aircraft using flares and
incendiary bombs,
ible for pathfinding tasks and according to the enemy ' such
aids made it possible to concentrate attacks to a greater
extent and made operations less dependent on •weather and moon-
li^t’.

A special Gruppe (j/K,Gr,66) was respons-

Annex to A.W.A.

Rept. No,
BC/24,
12 Oct. 1943.
A.H. B./11:^47/3.

After a short time it was possible ■with experience gained
in raids combined with interrogation of captured aircrew to
establish the procedure followed by the enemy in pathfinder
technique,
convenient point on the coast, viiiich v,ras usually identified
by a high-powered visual beacon and then flew over the sea on
a set course, keeping at a low altitude, probably be'tvyeen I50
to 450 feet,
they reached a given turning point, usually 60 to 100 kilo
metres from the English coast. This point was marked by a
special aircraft known as a "Wendepunkt-Markierer* (Turning
point marker), manned by an experienced crew which flew to the
spot, ahead of the main force and circled, dropping a series
of flares so that the sea was illuminated for about 20 minutes.
The aircraft carried 18 or 20 L.C. 50 parachute flares, all of
one colour, usually red, ^vhite, green or yellow,
the turning points were marked by 'See Lux* sea rescue flares
which burned on the surface of the water but these only
burned for a comparatively short time; they burned red-white-
red or white-red-white.

The bombers flew from their airfields to a

They continued at this course and height until

Sometimes

Navigational aids -were often used by
the turning point marker aircraft and possibly b&' the main
bomber force,
task it returned to base.

Once the marker aircraft had completed its

When the aircraft of 'the main attacking force reached
their turning point, they took up course for 'the target,
climbing as quickly as possible to a height of 9,000 to
12,0CXD feet. Meanwhile one aircraft known as the 'Zielfinder*
or target pin-pointing aircraft, flew on ahead to -the target.
It was usually flown Ty a crew with a very experienced navi
gator and was often piloted by the Gruppenkoinmandeur or one of
the Staffelkapitans. This aircraf't flew •withou’t navigational
aids. The task of the 'Zielfinder' aircraft was to reach the
target about ten minutes before the main force and to release
flares to indicate the targets position. Coloured flares
were used, the colour being varied from operation to operation.
The task of marking the target was continued by three o'ther
aircraft vdiich flew a few minutes ahead of the main force.
The first of these was known as Zielmarkierer (Target Marker)
and was timed to arrive immediately the flares were released
by the Zielfinder. The Zielmarkierer dro'pped a full load of
incendiaries to light up the target. The remaining two
aircraft were called 'Beleuchter' (Target Illirniinators); they
arrived next on the scene and dropped a further succession of
flares for the benefit of the main farce.

Pathfinder tactics were first employed on an extensive
scale in the raid on Cardiff on I7/I8 May and from then om/ards,
vintil early July, the efficiency of raiding improved, although
it, was to fail badly in attacks later in the year.
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Infiltration of Enenw Aircraft during Bomber OoimnaAid

Operations

iipart from the enemy's use of pathfinding technique,
some of the improvement in bombing during June and July was
due to the fact that enemy bombers were meeting little
opposition on their way to the target area as thej' were

infiltrating into the stream of Bomber Command aircrs.ft
returning from the continent and were thus undetected by
R.D.P.

on the two previous nights eneir^'' bombers had crossed the

English coast -without being plotted and all had got may
safely. The defences again failed to detect the eneiry
until just before they crossed the coastline on 13/14 Jul3?
when attacking Hull.
Staff to the Director of Fighter Operations was; '¥fe have
been sending out bombers for nearly fcyur years nowJ What

is the matter?' The increasing number of Allied aircraft
in the air at night made the task of detecting the sneaking
raiders still more urgent and Sir Charles Portal wanted to

know how the scientists were going to tackle it.

On 23 June -the Chief of Air Staff complained that

The comment of the Chief of Air

A.H.B./ID/1^
58.

A quick solution was not forthcoming,
evidence of any deterioration in -the performance of the

radar chain but it was at the same time impossible to
identi

ones.C

There v/as

a  handful of hostile aircraft among so many fr

no

iendly
The problem of identification had been occupj'-ing

the attention of both the technical and operational staffs
for some years, and in neither cases were they hopeful of

finding a complete answer. In -the blitzes of 1940/1941
when the number of eneiiy aircraft visible on the radar tube
was great, a system of area reporting had to be adopted.
When the tube was saturated -the station reported the
bo-undaries of the area and the number of aircraft in it.

At that time there were often a number of friendly aircraft
among a mass of hostile aircraft. Now the position Yiras

reversed but the problem was essentially the same and in
such circumstances individual tracking and very acciu*ate
filtering were impossible.

Ibid. It was possible, however, to improve tlie warning system.
Firstly, the I.F. F. Mark III was to be modified in order to
gi-ve it greater mobility to read on individual aircraft.
Second, an attenpt was made to improve ground detection. A
protot3^e Mark III I.F.F. system v/as installed at the G.L.
Royal Observer Corps post at Lexden near Colchester. It
was to provide a coastal band of narrow vertical radar cover

in the hope that each aircraft crossing it could be observed
and reported if not showing I.F.F. Miile not materially
increasing the warning given, it could assist in identifying
hostile aircraft mingling wi-th the British bomber stream.

(1) Identification of enemy bwnbers entering the country with returning
British bombers was made more difficult by the change over from Mark II
I.F.F, to Mark III I.F.F. The latter had a different form of presentation
from the Mark ll. In the Mark III display aircraft responses and I.F.F,
responses were on different traces and had to be correlated. No direction
Information was obtained from the I.F.F. responses. Thus If an enemy air
craft and a friendly aircreift were flying at the same range, It was not easy
to decide vdilch was the one showing I.F.F. When numbers of aircraft were
Involved this difficulty was accentuated.
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Thirdly, Holler Blind meohanism was Installed in C.H.
stations to enable them to track an individual aircraft. This

was a mechanical device by means of -which one observer could

make pencil marks opposite echoes (showing on the C.R. tube)
on a moving paper roll. this means a single observer
could semi-automatic ally track a number of aircraft, and,
though the tracks mi^t cross and re-cross, could more easily
retain identification and continuity of the several tracks.

•  Eiy mid-August eight stations had been fitted and the remainder

were being supplied at the rate of three per vreek.

Finally it was decided to Td.den the circulation of 'Y'

information. All *Y’ information was immediately passed
direct to the Filter Room Controller to be used by him for
identifying aircraft. Air Raid Warning Officers at all
Groups were to take every advantage of s\ich information.
A provisional instruction v^as also issued under which Wo. 11

Group Filter Room Controller was to pass to the Duty Air Raid
Warning Officer the estimated landfalls of eneny tracks which
had faded because of known limitations of the radar system,
and when evidence was available to indicate that the aircraft

was likely to approach this country. The Air Raid V/aming
Officer was authorised at his own discretion to give warning
of an approaching raid. This procedvire was to be extended
to all Groups if it proved successful.

Summary of Period l/2 January to 13/14 July

A.W.A, Rept. Wo
BC/28, Pteb.
1944., Tables
1-2 in A.H.B./
11^47/3.

During this period in which the enemy made some 60 attacks
against this country, there were only tv/o in which forces of

more than 50 aircraft approached anyv'-here near the target (in
this case London). London received the largest number of
attacks but only two of these raids were made by long range
bombers, the remainder being fighter-bomber ni^t raids. The
following table shows those targets which were the most

heavily attacked (i.e. attacks in which ten or more aircraft
were involved.)

^mb Tonnage
Wo. of. Attacks Aimed at TargetTarget

See App. Wo. 22 236.5
186

56London

Sunderland

Hull

Grimsby
Aberdeen

Chelmsford

Pl5miouth
Cardiff

Swansea

Worwich

3
2 130
2 101 49

361 57
1 58.5 39
2 25190

26.42 105
1 92 20

6.41 27
1563 3.7

The most aocvirate attacks were made in May, Jmie and
early Julyj this is accountable to better weather conditions
and the use of pathfinder technique. The follcwing table
shows the most effective attacks against towns in Great Britain;

Targetfiatg Raiding Efficiency

A.V/.A. Rept.
Wo. BO/28,
Pfeb. 1944,
Table 5.

A.H. B./II^
47/3.

8^
(99^ if Cleethorpes

is included)
12/13 July

23/24 June
15/16 May)
25/24 May)
21/22 April

Grimsby

ir/oHull

Sunderland 64^

66/0Aberdeen
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During the first six months of the year approximatelj'’
911 overland enemy long range bomber sorties, 145 fighter
bomber and 9 reconnaissance sorties, making a total of
1,065 overland night sorties, vrere flcuvn. : _
claimed to have destroyed 65|- enemy aircraft, probably
destroyed 11 and damaged 20 in defensive operations,
these 34^ were destroyed with the A.I. Mark VIII, 11 by
A. I. Mark VII, seven by A. I. Mark V and 10 by A. I. Mark IV.
Only tv7o were claimed to have been desla^oyed "bj Catseye
fighters. The majority of the A, I, interceptions were
made under G.C.I. control;
under control of C.H.L.

That the enemy had a high respect for the British night
fighters and R.D. P. system was proved by his resorting
increasingly to evasive action during this period.
Bombers vfere being fitted with baclcvTard looking A. I. and
measures were taken to increase their speed,
aircrevif declared that it was a regular practice to take
evasive action against night fighters \7ithin 50 iTiiles of the
coast,

were insufficient to evade British fighters and ground
control and they were instructed to alter course by as much
as 45° to 50° periodically every 30 seconds to a mijiute.
Aircraft were also continually to dive and climb as height
change was reported to be most effective against ground
R.D.P.

and began to climb and take evasive action when reaching the
convoy lanes about 50 miles ofT the coast,

evasive action which added to the difficulties of navigation
was the reason why so many alu-cralt got lost and failed to
reach their objective, particularly when inexperienced
were employed.

Tighter Command

Of

second most successful were thos

Captured

Crews were warned that even 30° changes of course

At night enemy aircraft crossed the sea at lav/ level

Such violent

crews

Ibid,
Table 1.

F* Ond, O.R.S.
Repts, on
•Fighter Inter
ception System
and Ops.t 1943.
A.H.B./nM/A2AA,

e

A.T/. A. Rept.
No. BG/18,
May 1943, p.4.
A.H.B./li:^47/3.

Long Range Bomber Penetrations.__ _ Intruder

Attacks on Eastern England: 1V14 July_152^3 J;p_ 21/22
J anuary 1944

-(j/,,. Bomber Tbrce and British Night Air Defences

In the Ifediterranean theatre during this period the
eneny expended his air power in a desperate effort to drive
the Allies iiito the sea at Sicily and later on the Italian
beaches. Aircraft from the eastern and western fronts were
drawn south for this purpose. The Mediterranean theatre
became the graveyard of the Luftwaffe during the period
194V"1543 because of the heavy casualties in aircrevT and air-

That campaign interfered with all its plans for
recovery and expansion and vitally handioapioed it in the two
tasks which confronted it in 1943/1944- - the defence of
German xndustry from heavy air attack and the defence of the
Western Wall against an Allied invasion. Prom the beginning
of 1943 there was a serious deterioration in the quality of
aircrew which has already been noted in eneiiy air operations
over England,

By the autumn of 1943 the Germans realised that to keep
a l^ge air force in the Mediterranean area was of no value,
-^lied intentions in the west were dail;^/ t)ecoming

Colonel Peltz had by then been promoted to
Major General and Fliegerkorps IX was reinforced by long
range bomber units from Italy. Several of these iinits had
been transferred from Thance to Italy in the early summer.
These changes, due to the vacillating policy adopted by the

SECRET
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ominous.

A.M, Pamphlet
No. 248,
Chap. 11, p.270
et seq.
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German High Command, did not lead to any intensification in the

bombing offensive against Great Britain as yet.

On 10 November there were 302 long range
Fliegerkoirps IX of which 145 were serviceable,
the latter were Do. 217's.

T/ere serviceable, the Ju. 188 made its first appearance.
Ju,188 had better flying qualities than the Ju.88 and was
faster, roomier and had a better rate of climb. It was

easier in take off, steadier in flight at slow speeds and had
a lower landing speed than the Ju,88. One of its advantages
was that inexperienced pilots were able to fly it with a war
load. It was employed mainly in the specialist pathfinder
uxxit. Another aircraft which was yet to make its first
fli^t over England was the He. 177 (strength 40 s 11 service
able), SKG. 10, the fighter bomber xmit, remained in the
west (strength 28: 15 serviceable).

ibers in
1 Nearly ~f0

The

Enemy Doc.
A.H.B.6 Trans..

of
Apart from the Me. 410, of which 11

At the beginning of September the order of battle for
night-fighter squadrons in Fighter Oommand was as follows;

.-?ZEe__qf.
Aircraft; -No. I.E.

Beaufighter VI 7 112 2 Sqns. A. I. Mk,V;
ff

4 VIII;
1 Serrate

6Mosquito II

Mosquito XII

Intruders

(Mosquito VI)

96 6 Sqns. A. I. Mk.V

60 II
4 11 II

4 VIII

2 32

TOTAL 19 300

During the summer No, 219 Beaufighter and No. 256 Mosquito
Squadrons v/ere transferred to the Mediterranean theatre.

The ranger flights, which had been formed in the spring
and were re-equipping with Mosquitos VT, iivere to be transferred
to No. 2 Group of the Tactical Faroe and were to be used for
the time being on bombqr support operations. The development
of Serrate operations will .be discussed in the chapter on ni^t
offensive operations,

(iv) Delays in the development of A.I. Mark X (SOR.720).
Searchlight Defences

N.A.D.43(9),
16 Sept. 1943,
paras. 12-14.

Improvements on the A. I. Mark VIIIA equipment had gone
forward since the beginning of the year and a modified set
known as the A. I. Mark VTII was ready by the
proved its worth in September and October when the destruction
of every enemy aircraft over Great Britain dturing that period
by Fighter Command was accomplished with its aid, the
early spring of 1944 ten night-fighter squadrons had been
equipped with A. I. Ivlark VIII.

Itsummer.

The 1^-metre equipment continued

(1) The following long range banter formations ware based In the west on that date
KG«s 2, 6, AO, 66 and 100.

(2) This bonber was a failure and Goering expressed his disgust over It In no
uncertain terms (see A,H,B,6 Milch Documents, Vol, 62. 'Goerlng's address to
the aircraft Industry 13 Sept. 19A2«, A description of the development and
structure of the He.177 will be found In A.D.l.(K) Reports A87/19A3 and
70/194*.).
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to be used in certain squadrons as late as December 1943
when three enei^y aircraft were destroyed on one night out of

four bombers intercepted ty this equipment.

But new developments in air warfare that summer
made the introduction of more efficient types of A. I.
equipment imperative, Ii,A,P, Bomber Command was
eager to use Window to confuse the German radar

defences. It was obvious that the eneiry would
retaliate with the same teclinique as soon as they
discovered its potentialities and the British Chiefs
of Staff were reluctant to authorise the emplojonent of

Window over enemy territory until adequate coiontermeasures
were available should it be turned against the British night
air defences. Secondly, it had become necessary to comiter
the tail warning device with v/hich German high speed
bombers were being equipped. The possibility of the
eneny's use of Window v/as the more impcjrtant and absorbing
problem.

The new A. I. Mark IX, the successcr to the Mark VIII,
was intended to be proof against Window and a new G.C.I.
equipment called the Type 21 set which was able to operate
in conditions of YifindavT was to be introduced at the same time

as the new A.I. ) As it was believed that the new equipment
would be available by the end of the year the Chiefs of Staff

authorised the use of Window on 15 July 1943 and Window was

used operationally for the first time on 22)/25 July.

Tlie development of the new radar equipments proved
lengthier than had been anticipated,(2) Experiments with the
A. I. Mark IX were abandoned at an early stage when it became
clear that its evolution to the operational stage would be
too slow to be of any use in operations in the immediate
future. Instead an Anerican A. I. of similar pattern - the

N.A.D.(43) 3,
Jime 1943,
paras. 28-29, SCR.720 was adopted and when modified by British scientists

became known as the A. I. Mark X.

evasive action could be followed more easily with A. I.
Mark X than with other forms of A. I. and difficult contacts
obtained from G-.C.I. control or contacts obtained while on

free lance patrol could readily be followed as the t3q)e of
display provided enabled the observer to see the bearing of
the target as well as its course.

It was found that violent

In the second week of

August the Air Staff ordered 100 sets of A.I. Mark X to be

fitted in the Mosquito XVII and the Prime Minister was

assijred that they would be ready by the end of the year.
A.H.B./ID4/ '
38IA, Mins, of
Mtgs. 19 Aug.
1943 and
22 Deo. 1943.

But defects in the A. I. Mark X equipment caused  a delay
in the delivery of the Mosquito XVII to Air Defence Great
Britain and by the end of December not one of the hundred
Mosquitos (supposed to be able to carry out iiterceptions in
the face of interference from Window) had arrived,
squadron wras expected to be fully equipped be? January 1944 and
the remainder by the end of April but doubts as to the

efficacy of A, I. liark X were being expressed,
time Air Defence Great Britain was deficient of tvro Mosquito
(A.I. Mark VIIl) squadrons (only six had so far been fitted).

One

At the same

(1 ) The first six sets were to be ready for January 1944.
(2) See R.A.P. Signals History, Volume V, Chapter 10 for

technical details.
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Meanwhile a new type of Mosquito - the Mark Xix('*) - had "been
evolved able to carry both A.I. ’s Mark VIII. and X., which was to
fill the gap until the faster Mosquito XXX began production in
May 1944-.
Mosquitos XIX ordered would be wired for A. I. Mark VIII until

the A. I. Mark X had been finally proved,
made in the event of A. I. .Mark X proving a failiare to wire a

further 100 to 150 Mosquitos XIX for A. I. Mark VIII.

It T/as decided that the first fifty out of the I70

Provision was also

the end of December the position in regard to A. I,
equipped fighters was as follows; five Beaufighter squadrons
were equipped with A,I. Mark VIIIA, six out of twelve Mosquito
squadrons were fitted with A.I. Mark VIII and the remainder
Y/ith A, I. Mark IV or V.

N.A.D. (44) 1,
para.

A further reduction in the area covered ty searchlights
Searchlight belts were reduced

to a YYidth of 28 miles with detachments at 6,000 yards spacing.
Economy measures enabled a greater concentration of searoh-

li^ts to be provided in East iinglia and the southern counties.
Ely the end of the year the searchlight belt extended along the
coast from Plymouth to Scarborough to an average depth of 28
miles inland.

v/as made in the summer months.

All inner belts had been abolished but in south

east England the layout covered all No. 11 Gk-oup area and the

spacing of the London belt was thickened to 5,500 yards as
opposed to 6,000 yards elsewhere.

(iii) Enemy Air Operations; JuJy to 6/7 October.
Growth in Intruder Activity

Night raids Ty long range bombers nov/ grew spasmodic and
operations by high speed bomters became more prevalent. The
aircraft usually employed was the Me. 410, a ferin-engined
bomber with a crew of tavo, an improved version of the l,fe.2ia
Its maximum speed was 380 miles per hour and it had a radius of
action of 400 miles and an extreme range of 1,350 miles. It
carried two 500 kg. bombs.

The only raid of any size in the second half of July was on
A.W. A. Rept, Hull on the 2^/26th but no bombs dropped anywhere near the
No. BO/22, p, 1, target area, Eneny raiders dropped bombs on nine nights during
A.H. B./IIB/ August but with the exception of three nights, the scale of
47/5* activity was small, consisting of a few intruder sorties by

high speed bombers. On 11/12 August the main concentration was
on Plymouth (the most aooixrate. attack of the month with a
raiding efficiency of 62 per cent) and on the I5/I6 around
Portsmouth, On the 17/l8th the enemy claimed Lincoln and the
Midlands as their target but in fact scattered over 30 tons of
bombs round the coastline from the East Riding of Yorkshire to
Brighton. The nearest bombs to Lincoln \Tere dropped at
Woodhall Spa, about 15 miles to the east,
small target near Hull but no bombs fell anywhere that could
strictly be called the Midlands, Eleven bombers v/ere lost ty
the enemy out of 88 despatched, the principal agents of destruc
tion being the Beaufighters of Nos, 68. and 604 Squadrons,

A nev/ feature of enemy air operations which began in
August was the nxxmber of attacks on airfields in East Anglia
and eastern England in general by intruders, usually Me, 410

There was another

A.W,A. Rept.
No. B0/C^12,
Deo. 1943*

A
s

.H. B./1IB/47/3.
(1) This Mosquito replaced the Mosquito XIV which could only cany A,I. Mark VIII

(at that stage Mosquito Squadrons were equipped with Marks XII/XIII and Mai'k II;
the Mosquito XIII v<as due to stop production In January 1944).
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(although Ju.88’s and P.W.190‘s were also reported); the
threat ¥iras sufficient to warrant the reinforcement of

No. 12 Group Isy a detachment of the latest type of Mosquito •
the Mark XII equipped virith A. I. Mk.VIII. Intnider activity
continued on a small scale throughout the latter part of the

year. In August eleven per cent and in September tiventy
per cent of enemy aircraft flying over-land by night
attacked airfields and R.A.P. stations. Biy the end of

September nineteen attacks had been made on airfields. In

October U.S.A.A.P. bases in East Anglia were attacked.
Attacks T/ere usually made at low level by single aircraft,
a favourite weapon being the S.D.2 anti-personnel bomb,
Etom August to October 2,Zi£4 of these bombs totalling 4.97
tomes were dropped in 28 attacks. Attacks were either made

in the very early hours of the morning or fairly late at

night. There w&s little time to give any warning of the

presence of hostile aircraft. Of the 59 attacks from
September to October 33 were made with no moon. The
majority of these were from loT/ level in conditions varying
from 0 to 10/l0th cloud. Mediimi and high level attacks
were made when there v/as no cloud, ("I) With the moon less
than half full, the majority of attacks (including all the
low level attacks) were made in cloudless conditions. With
the moon between half and full most of the attacks were made

in moderate amounts of cloud. Damage was of a minor
character. In only ten out of 59 attacks v/ere airfields
rendered temporarily unserviceable; nine of these were due,
wholly or partly, to the presence of imexploded anti
personnel bombs.

Pieter Cmd.
O.R.B., Entry,
6 Oct. 1943.

A.Y4A. Rept.
No, BO/g/12,
Deo. 1943.

A.H.B./II^47/
3.

Interception and the number of enemy aircraft destroyed
increased in the early autumn. Out of 34 bombers which
failed to return to their bases in August nine v/ere shot
down on the 23/24th. On that night 'ten fast bombers*
operated against airfields in Cambridgeshire, Pive aircraft
were claimed by Mosquitos (A. I, Mark VIIIA) of Nos, 29 and 85
Squadrons for the loss of no pilots or aircraft. One of the
pilots ViTas Wing Commander J. Cunnin^am of No, 85 Squadron
who claimed his eighteenth victory. The highest nmiber of
aircraft shot dovni on any one night in September was on the
15/16th when seven Ju. 188*s were lost in an attack on the
London area. Three aircraft were claimed by night fighters.
One Mosquito was shot dov/n off Poreness and another crashed
near Ashford in Kent - but the crew of the latter were

saved. Claims were made again by No. 85 Squadron and by
No. 488 Squadron. Average enemy losses per night during
the period October to November were 1.3,

Eneny Doc.
A.H. B.6.

Trans. No, 172-5.

P.C. Porm 'Y

and Sqdn.
O.R.Bs.

A.V4A. Rept.
No. BC/24.
A.H. B./IIB/47/3.

September was the quietest month, in so far as enemj?
over-land bombing was concerned, since November 1942.
Approximately 42 metric tons of bombs were dropped on nine

ni^ts nearly half of which was dropped
15/16th on London. No concentrated area bombing was
attempted. The remainder of the raids were against
East Anglia or south east England,

in tlie attack of the

(1) It should be added that clear moonless nights were
prevalent between 22 September and 5 October when about
one half of the total number of attacks occurred.
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(iv) Enemy Operations; 6/7 Goto ter 1943 _to_ 21/22 January
^asmodio Raids or^ LoMon. _ Dropptog of Duppel

Beginning on the night of 6/7 October the London area
again became a target for attack by small forces of fighter
bombers and Me.410's.

continued uiitil late January,
trated or heavy bombing over London and heavy attacks such as
they were, were confined to Ihe coastal areas on the eastern
and southern coasts,

was raided on 33 nights.
October when 28 metric tons of bombs were dropped,
of any impcrt was inflicted throughout the period.

Spasmodic attacks of this nature
There was no attempt at ooncen-

Erom 6/7 October to 21/22 January London
The heaviest attacks were in

No damage

4.744. Repts.
BC/25-29.
4.H.B./II]/47/
3.

In October the main raids vrere on the 7/8th against
London and Norwich, on the 2o/21st against Hull and on tlie
23/24th against Great Yarmouth. Out of a total v/eight of
approximately 111 tonnes presumably intended for these towns,
only eight and a quarter tonnes fell within their boundaries -

eight tonnes in London and a quarter of a tonne in Yarmouth.
The raid on the ̂ /Qth. was the occasion for the enemy's first
use of Window (knov/n as Duppel) in support of an air attack on
this country. V/hile at first it was somewhat puzzling to a
number of staff, unaware of the new technique, operating G.C.I,
and C.H.L. stations and to night fighter crev/s, who attacked
sptirious ’echoes', it was not wholly successful, especially
when personnel who already possessed some knowledge of Window
in respect of Bomber Command operations \vere. confronted r/ith
its effects on their ovm. equipment. Measures were taken to
make those likely to be concerned acquainted v/ith the purpose
and effects of Window. Captured enemy aircrew when interro

4.W.4, Rept.
No. BO/25 p.1.
4.H.B./II^47/
3.

4.H. B./i:i/39/2
E.C. O.R.B.

Rept. No. 512.

gated did not appear to have much faith in such counter measures
against the British R.D.P. and admitted to taking violent
evasive action in spite of them,
enemy's casualty rate was in any way affected by the emplo^mient
of y/indcw.

It is unliJoely that the

Window continued to be used in' anall quantities
for the remainder of the year.

The enemy also began to use coloured flares extensively on
night operations either to route the main bomber force to and

from the target area, or to mark the target, or to mark liie
area in wliioh V/indow had been dropped. 4t the same time,
flares were dropped over London and the Home Comities without
any apparent relation to the bombing and for a long time
mystified investigators. The reason for this activity v/as that
the enemy v/as experimenting with new aids for bombing and navi
gation. The specialist pathfinder unit, KG. 66, mentioned
earlier in this chapter, busied itself with these operations in
anticipation of the new series of reprisal raids against London
then being planned.

The spurt of effort in October was not maintained and

there was a decline in enemy air activity over England in
November and December; raiders flew overland on not more than
20 nights, making scattered and ineffective attacks. Two
exceptions were the raids on Ipswich (3/4 November) and
Plymouth (I5/I6 November),
high explosive and four and a half tons of incendiary bombs fell
on Ipswich - about 40 per cent of the total iveight of attack.
The spill v/as mainly to the north and north-east of the town.
Damage ty fire ooouirred to a factory at Bramford north of
Ipswich and H.E. bombs blocked both railway lines to the north.
But there was no damage to military targets.

4bout eleven and a half tons of

R.4,P, Signals
History,
Vol.Ill,
Ch. 5, p»50.

4.74 4. Repts,
Nos. BC/26-27
4.H.B./IIB/47/
3.
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5brty-six aircraft took off to bomb Plymouth on 15/"16
November but only half reached the target area. As usual

bombers took considerable evasive action and made rapid

changes in height. The defences were on the alert,
balloon barrage flew at 4,600 feet for the greater part of
the attack. A smoke screen was in operation in the dock

area and effectively covered vulnerable targets. Only one

H.E. bomb fell in the dockyard.

The

Ibid.

There wes no attempt at a concentrated night attack on

any English town in December or early January.Addendiom to

A.W.A. Rept.
BG/g/12,
Jime 1944-.

A.H. B./lI^47/4

Intruder activity in November and December was slight
compared to the three previous months,
attacked R. A. P. stations,

in December mainly on the ni^t of the 10/l 1 th.
bearing factory at Chelmsford was, in fact, the primary
target that night,
from developing and 'emergency targets', presumably air
fields, were attacked,
making landfall Window was dropped out to sea roughly
parallel with the coast from Orfordness to the Thames Estuary.
The TJ. S.A. A.P. airfield at Gosfield in East Anglia v/as

singled out for attack ly as many as ten to twelve aircraft
v/hich dropped nearly 17 metric tons of bombs,
probably the heaviest attack on any airfield since that on

Exeter airfield on 1l/l2 May 1941.

Only 23 aircraft
Of tliese 19 sorties were flcftTO

A ball-

Bad weather prevented the main attack

Pour aircraft vjere lost. Before

It v/as

Only three da^’s before

A.W.A. Rept.
No. BC/27
A.H.B,/lIB/47/3
and Enemy Doc,
A.H.B,6 Trans,
No.172-5.

General J. L. Devers of the U. S. Army had opened this air
field and had made a speech warning the enemy of the growing
strength of the American bomber offensive against Germany.

Summary of Period I3/14 July 1945 to 21/22 January J 91^

After tlie raids on Hull and Grimsby in early July the
character of night bombing changed fron one of occasional
raids ly heavy bombers to sporadic attacks by higlv speed
bombers such as the P.W. I90 fighter bomber and the ]Vfe.4lO;
targets v/ere found in southern and south-eastern coastal
towns rather than in the north-east,

defences were clearly more than a match for the enemy for
although the Do. 217 was better equipped v/ith defensive
armament than other German bombers, it could not, because of
its greater weight, easily evade ni^t fighters once they had
marked it down,

the latter part of 1943 v/ere attacks by intruder aircraft
airfields in the Midlands and East Anglia in retaliation for
thn iixjreasingly powerful combined bomber offensive and,
secondly, renewed attacks on London by fighter bombers in
the autumn accompanied by the dropping of Duppel or V/indow.

The British night air

The two features of eneny night attacks in
on

Prom July to December 1943, the enemy flew some 818 long
range bomber, I65 fighter bomber, and
overland sorties - a total of 990 night sorties and 791.79
tons of bombs. The R.A.P. claimed to have destroyed 66-^,
probably destroyed seven and damaged I3. Of these, 61-^ were
claimed to have been destroyed ̂ /ith A. I. Mark VIIIA/Mark VIII,
fovir with A. I. Mark V and one with A. I. Mark IV. The first

success with A. I. Mark VIII v/as on 15 September when No. AB8
Squadron shot down a Do. 217.

seven reconnaissance

Once again the majority of

A,W.A. Rept.
No. BO/28,
Tables 1-2.

A.H.B./II^47/3.

interceptions were made under G.C.I. control.

Command claimed 20^ aircraft destroyed, three probably
destroyed and eight damaged. According to German records,
aircraft lost on raids in Great Britain amounted to I60 while

Anti-AircraftF.Cmd.O. R.S. Repts.

•Fighter Interception
System and Ops.'
1943.
A.H.B./A2/4A.
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44 v/ere damaged. ̂ 0 During this period tliere was no enemy day
light activity over England and these figures can he assigned to
night operations without reservation.

Enemy Doc.
a.h.b.6
Trans,

The evasive tactics of the enemy during 1943 imposed con
siderable strain on the night-fighter crev/s. (2)
time the latter were affected by a number of other factorsj a
large number of experienced aircrew v/ere despatched overseas
(for example, between November 1942 and the end of March 1943
191 night-fighter crews were posted away fi*om the Command);
many experienced G.O.I. controllers and R.D.P. personnel
also withdrawn; the period marked the transition fccm
Beaufighters to Mosquitos and witnessed the introduction of a
new lype of A. I. equipment;
operations, to be described in a later chapter, requiring
assiduous training also preoccupied a number of night-fighter
squadrons.

Bombing of London by Piloted Aircraft 21/22 Jaiiuary
to 19/20 April 1944

PorCes Available and Hew Mavigational Aids

were

a nviraber of specialised offensive

A.H. B./ID/1^
58.

See Chap,16.

Enemy Doc.
a.h.b.6,
Trans.

Angriffsfuehrer England had been substantially reinforced
by bomber units from Italy in the autumn and early winter of
1943 in anticipation of the forthcoming raids on London,
the beginning of January, however. Allied aircraft had been
operating in strength over Italy preparing the vfSQ!- far the
Allied seaborne assault at Anzio and Hettuno which took place

R.A.P* 22 January. Between that date, the day after the first of the
narrative: new series of attacks against London, and the end of January,
•Italian 55 long range bombers of Luftflotte 3 y/ere transferred to the
Campaign, Mediterranean Theatre; some of the “bombers which had operated
1943—1945 against London were attacking Allied shipping off Anzio on the
Vol.I, Chap. 7> nights of 23 and 24 January.
P.24S.

Sinc

o

e

n

On 20 January the following formations were based on tlie
See App, Ho. 18. Western Pront:

Stab I, II, III v/KG. 2
Stab I, II, III /KG, 6, ̂

II /kg.3o(^)

Part of I /kg. 40
Stab I, II /kg. 54

VkG.66
Stab VKG.76(^)

VKG.100 (less 3rd
StaffsIn)

VSKG.10

They contributed a total strength of 524 bombers of all types of
which 462 were serviceable. The farce was composed mainly of

"^QS's and Do. 217 *3. Also included in the total were
46 He,177's the new four-engined bomber capable of carrying a
heavier bomb load than the Junkers and Dorniers, and 27 Me.^^10's
and 25 P.W. 190*3 which, as alread3;' has been seen, were also
employed in night operations.

(1) This figure does not include aircraft lost in attacks against
shipping,
Por an iiateresting description of night-fighter tactics at
this time'see Appendix Ho,26.
40 aircraft transferred to the Mediterraiiean Theatre
between 22 and 31 January.
15 aircraft transferred to the Mediterranean Theatre
betvreen 22 and 31 January.

(2)

(3)

(4)
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1V'15, End. hA
J.I.G.(43)515
(0 ) PiJial
20 Dec. 1943-

N.A.D.(44)
1 St Mtg
para,6,

•»

R.A.P. Intelligence had estimated that if, at the
■beginning of 1944, the eneniy should contemplate making
heavier attacks on Great Britain, he would have at his
disposal some 500 'bombers,
decreasing scale would be; maximum effort 300 to 350 sorties,
intensive effcsrt, 175 to 200 sorties for not more than two
or three ni^ts;
sorties per night.
January that a num'ber of bombers had 'been transferred to
the Italian firont and the estimate of the enen^^^'s liirely
effort was accordingly reduced 'br^'^ some 50 sorties.

Potential nightly effort in

sustained effort between 50 and 75
It was learned correctly at the end of

It was presumed, firstly, that the G. A.P. r/ould operate
largely at night and that its lack of experience in night
raiding would result in a failure to concentrate and to
press home attacks; and, secondly, that like Bomber Gonmand,
it vrauld concentrate its attacks into a short period of time
diuring any one night rather than spread the effort over a
longer period of the night as in 1940/1941.
probable target would "be London, firstly in retaliation for
the recent bombing of Berlin and, secondly, "because the
imexperience of the bomber crev/s precluded attacks on indus
trial targets in the Midlands or northern England.

The most

A.H.B./II^
IIO/1VI5,
End. 4A.

Events "bore out the main points in this forecast,
effect, the force at Major General Pelts's disposal was by
no means as formidable as its ncunbers might suggest.
Rarthermore Pelts recognised that British industrial produc
tion and Allied invasion preparations in general v/ere
unlikeLy to "be retarded bg/ the raids but he hoped that the
pathfinding technique which had 'been evolved during i943
would help to overcome the shortcomings of the operational
efficiency of his bomber crews and that with such  a large
target as London, they could not avoid inflicting some damage
or affecting morale,
been devised with which it was hoped that the pathfinders
v/ould be able to mark their, target accurately,
as Egon and was somewhat similar to Oboe in function,
aircraft were fitted v/±th a high powered I.P.P. equipment

which responded to signals from tlie Prey a or Mammut
radar stations in the Pas de Galais.

In

A neYif radio aid to navigation had

It was known

Egon

At the same time

instructions were passed to the bom'bers b3’ radio telephony.
Great feiith was placed in the Fuge 29A but it proved to be
without justification.
Knickebein^ a well established method, occasionally Benito,
a German version of Gee called Hyperbel and Sonne.
and Hyperbel were the only bvo aids which v/ere capable of
high accuracy over London, if unjamaned.
demonstrate that the pathfinders were quite incapable of
benefiting from the devices put at their disposal and even the
most successful sbymarking, assisted by the Egon Procedure,
could have been improved upon by a good crew using visual
means,

pathfinder aircraft must go most of the credit for the German's
particularly tinsuccessful bombiig d-uring 1944'.

Other navigational aids used were

Benito

The raids were to

As the Air Warfare Analysis Section noted; 'to theA.Y/.A. S. Kept,
Ho.BG/35, p.3.
A.H. b./ii:^47/3.

The procedure of target marking for the first raids on
The bombers were guided toLondon in 1944 was as follows,

the target area either by a run-up line marked on the ground
"by incendiary bombs or by a line of approach denoted by
skymarker flares,
■bombs, skyraarker flares, or a combination of both,
direction of attack for the main force was up or domi wind.
Groimd markers v/ere used in conditions of good visibility and
skymarkers (or a combiiation of both) in cloud of up to 6/l0ths.

The target itself v^as marked by iicendiary/-
The
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Measiires adopted by the eneiry to confuse the British
The low level

approach flight across the Channel which had become famliar
in 1943 was modified,

before reaching the English coast, the object being to avoid
interception while making a steep climb and to prevent overmuch
evasive action.

fi*iendly aircraft activity and detection v:as made more diffi~

cult by a liberal use of Duppel which jammed the standard type
of G.C.X. and C.H.L.

fly faster than the Mosquito also took part in night raids.
Finally, most of the long range bombers were fitted with a

backward looking A.I. called Weptun Gerat or Fu Ge 216. (1)
The British countermeasures against all these devices ■will be
related in due course.

defences T/ere more varied than was his wont.

Aircraft began to gain height sometime

Landfall was often made imder cover of

High speed, bombers which vrere able to

(ii) British Hight Fighter Squadrons available and prep_ar_a-
.  , tions made by A.D.G. B. for -tte ̂  even-^ali-ty _of ^lass Raids

The oi^er of battle fear -the night-fighter squadrons of
Air Defence Great Britain at the start of the German raids on
London in 194it- was as follows;

A.D.G. B. Orders
of Battle,
Jan. 1944-.
A.H. B./II1/A2/ Aircraft Type of A. I.
5A.

5 Mosquito XI]/XIII Squadrons
2 Mosquito XI]/XVII ''
5 Beaufighter VI "
2 Intruder Mosquito VI "
4 Mosquito II '•

Mark VIII
Mark X
Mark VIII

(2)

(3)Mark V

The Ivbsquito night-fighter squadrons of Wo. 11 Group x/eve
responsible for most of the interceptions and were disposed
thus; Wo,29 Squadron at Ford, Wos. 85 and S6 Squadrons at
Y/est Mailing, Wo. 4B8 Squadron at Eradwell Bay and Wo. 410
Squadron' at Castle Gamps, Wos. 418 and 605 Intruder Squadrons
based at Ford and Bradyirell Bay were used far pursuing the
bombers to their bases. . Other night-fighter squadrons were
drawn into the battle,' especially when the enemy extended his
attacks to Hull, Bristol and ports on the south coast.
Wos. 456, 151, '157 Mosquito and 406 Beaufighter Squadrons in
Wo. 10 Group and Wos. 68, 409, 604 Eeaufighter and 25 and 264
Mosquito Squadrons in Wo. 12 Group took part as did Wo. 30?
Mosquito Squadron in Wo. 13 Group.

Air Defence Great Britain was not caught napping by the
advent of the mass raids on London. On the contrary, it was
well aware that there had been a considerable increase in the
potential scale of bomber attack upon Great Britain,
late in 1942 the operations staff at Fighter Oommand had been
■working on the problem of engaging enemy raids oonoen^fcrated
in time and space. The existing night defence organisation
had been planned to deal with enemy bombers approaching the
com'itry from different directions and in streams of compara
tively thin density. Plans were therefore made v/hereby it
would be possible to bring a large number of night-fighter

Since
Fighter Cmd.
O.R.B.,
App. A1,
Feh. 1943.
A.H.B./IEV
A2/5A.

(1) British Gee was also used, as a captured British Gee set was recovered from a
crashed JU,188 on 2k February, For further details about Oennan navigational
aids the reader should consult R.A.F. Signals History Vol.vil, Chao.S,

(2) But only one Squadron was fully equipped,
squadron were re-equlpplng with nark X.

(3) Including one squadron used for Instep operations.

One Beaufighter and one Mosquito
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airareift into action against an imminent enemy mass bombing
raid,

although large numbers of aircraft could be brought to the

scene of operations, the number of controlled interceptions
which could be undertaken bg'' the G.G.I. *s and searchli^ts
would be insufficient to give an adequate number of inter-,

ceptions and combats.

There were three methods “by which it might be possible
to inflict casualties on the enemy under mass raid conditions.

First, the highest niomber of interceptions would be obtained
by twin-engined A. I* fighters operating on free-lance patrols
across the path of the enemy bombers, both overland, and
oversea.

T/ere to be despatched to patrol enemy bases and engage eneny
aircraft on their return. Thirdly, the maxijnura nvimber of

single-engined aircraft were to be used during moonlight
periods for a 'Tighter Night' over the target.v'’ Wight
fighter squadrons were exercised along these lines dviring
1943 in collaboration with R. A.F. Bomber Command, but as yet,
an opportunity to try out these tactics against the enemy
had not arisen.

The problem v/as not an easy one to solve, for

Secondly, the maximum number of intruder aircraft

A.M. File

G.M.S. 402,
Ends. 73A - 86a
and Minute

No. 86.

Investigations were also made into the possibility of

using flares dropped from aircraft as an aid to night inter

ception,
to intercept R.A.P. Bomber Command aircraft over Germany.
It was considered, however, that there v/as no conclusive
evidence to show that illumination by flares of bomber
aircraft w&s of substantial assistance to filters Yd.thout
other aids.

The G.A.F. had used them a good deal in its attemp

’Pereas the German radar screen was a consider

t

able distance from the main objectives of R.A.P. Bomber
Command, the British defensive perimeter, on the other hand,
was only a short distance from major targets in England and
there would not be time for flares to be dropped on a large
scale for the pinrpose of illimiinating eneny bombers.
Moreover, at least four squadrons of bomber type aircraft
v/ould be required to carry the flares, to climb to not less
than 25,000 feet where they v/ould be above the boraber streams,
and to maintain a cruising speed of about 240 miles per hour.
Aircraft capable of such perfomance and able to carry a load
of flares did not exist.

Air Defence Great Britain believed that flares might be

used in smaller numbers to indicate the path of a mass bomber
raid and they might assist free-lance A, I. night fighters
outside the searchlight belt or over the belt itself in
cloudy vreather v/hen searchlights were unable to operate.
Trials v/ere carried out in March 1944 with flares fired from

rocket projectors but, as in the case of earlier experiments
in 194'!, they vrere unsuccessful and the project was abandoned.

Sir Roderic Hill, Air Marshal Commanding Air Defence
Great Britain v/as more concerned with developing counter
measures against the enemy's possible jammiiig of the V.H.P./
IV^T procedure, for successful night interception was dependent

(1) A detailed description of these methods Virill be found
in Fighter Command Operational Instruction No. 9/I943
entitled 'En^loyment of Night Fighter Aircraft in the
event of a mans raid by enemy bombers' (Fighter Gmd
O.R.B., App. A.I. Feb. 1943 (A.H.B./inf/A2/4A)).
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upon good I^T Gonmmioation 'between ground and air. He there
fore decided to press his demands for an alternative system to
Vt which would be impervious to enemy jamming ("I) and to bring
the Mark X A.I,-equipped aircraft (there r/as only one squadron
completely fitted) with the Type 21 G.O.Is. into operation
quickly as possible.

As for the ground defences, at the outset of the raids
there were 2,412 heavy A.A. guns, 1,104 light A.A. guns,
which just over 500 of both types v/ere sited in the London
areaj 5,3'12 searchlights and 1,200 balloons, of \7hich 520 T/ere
defending the London area.

as

of

A.H.B./I.D.7/
237(0).

(iii) The Opening of the Attack.

There is little reason to doubt that the raids

launched on Hitler’s orders and, as foreseen, v/ere intended to
be a measure of reprisal against the recent heavy night attacks
on the German capital and to stimulate flagging morale on the
home front.

were

Aircrews taking part were roused Tdth a speech
A.M. Pamphlet
No.248,
Chap. 13,
pp.321-322.
A.D.I. (K)Rept.
No. 48/1944.

made by Pelts at Chateaudvtn. Bad weather caused the raids,
planned for Christmas 1943, to be postponed until 21/22
January. The bom'bers had previously been well dispersed and
were quickly concentrated before the raids began. Attacks
were to be made with mass formations of two hundred to three

hundred aircraft because it was believed that only by this
method v/ould ’a tolerable ratio of losses to results ... be

achieved’. The strength of the enemy effort on that night
v/as greatly'underestimated because of the disturbing effect of
Window on the G.C.Is. while many aircraft failed to press home
their attack or else dropped the:
German secret reports are correct

mbs into the sea. But if

447 aircraft took off, at

Enemy Doc.
A.H. B.6 Trans.

No.172.7.

least, to bomb London - the strongest force despatched against
this country since mid-1941.
Fliegerkorps IX. with the exception of I/KG.40, took part.
The bulk of the force consisted of Ju’s 88, but Ju’s 188,
Do’s 217, Mb’s 410, P.W’s 190 and He’s 177 also flew; for the
last named, it was their first sortie over Great Britain.

All the bomber unit s in

Ibid and

A.W.A.S. Kept.
No. BC/29.
A.H.B./II^47/3.

The attack v/as made in tvro waves. A number of crews had

to fly two sorties. The first, in viiich 227 aircraft were
despatched, lasted from 2040 to 2233 hours. The leading air
craft crossed the coast of Beachy Head flying at  a height of
10,000 feet, fpllovred by the remainder v/hich made landfall
between the • Isle of Wight and North Foreland. After crossing
the coast they fanned out over south-east England at heights of
seven to 22,000 feet. Contrary to the enemy’s belief, the
bombing Was wildly inaccurate in spite of the use of naviga-, .
tional aids and the dropping of flares over the target area.(^'

(1) This was known by the code name Beechnut and was a system of sending and
receiving Intelligence by means of a series of Impulses, modulating the carrier
frequency of an existing radio link such as V.HJ*. with a probable life of six
months before the enemy could effectively jam It, in September igljJ It had
been decided-to adopt It for use by fighter and tactical reconnaissance aircraft
of the Tactical Air Force. (A.H.B./IIK/85y88B Encl^U),

(2) Information on Oerman figures for the raids has been drawn from 'Ablauf des
Kriegos von 1-1-4(t ~ 31-3-44' originated by 'Chef Oenst. 8 Abtellung Az,
NR 4)9/33.‘ (A.H.B.6. Trans. No, 172.7),

(3) According to the Oerman report 'the smallness of the Pathfinder Force
Jeopardised the success of the attack'. In later attacks the pathfinder force
was greater and 'correspondingly more effective'. Enemy Doc,A.H.B.6, Trans,
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One concentration of bombs fell 14 miles north-west of

Beachy Head and another on the eastern edge of the London

Civil Defence Region,
should have been dropped so far ar/ay from the target area in

conditions of good visibility but the most likely explanation
is that many of the bomber crews were inexperienced and once

embarrassed by the defences dropped their bombs and turned
tail,

bombs east of London.

It is hard to discover why bombs

Haystack fires almost certainly diverted some of the

The second wave of 220 aircraft crossed the coast between

Selsey Bill and North Ibreland at 0415 hours,
weather conditions had deteriorated this attack was slightly
more successful than the first,

the Charing Gross area were believed to be the principal
targets. A few incendiaries fell in Westminster but only
after the marker flares in that area had burned out.

both phases only 37 tons fell in the Central London area and
300 or more tons were scattered over the coixntryside.

Although

Government buildings and

In

The defences were seriously handicapped, firstly
because of the enemy's extensive use of Window, secondly
because friendly bombers were retvrrnmg from northern Plrance

and finally because of a Bulls eye^"^) exercise which was in
progress over southern England, They gave, nevertheless, a

good account of themselves. Air Defence Great Britain flew

96 sorties and together with the anti-aircraft guns claimed
to have destroyed 16 enemy bombers. Searchlights were
invaluable in assisting fighters to shoot down several of

the enemy. Smack and Gauntlet procedures were used,
fact German operational losses through Allied action amounted

to 25 bombers; eighteen bombers were destroyed for reasons

other than that of Allied defensive action. Altogether it

was a substantial loss for one operation. In none of the

subsequent raids on London v/ere so many aircraft despatched
in one night nor were such heavy losses experienced.

Apart from the heavy casualties the raid had disclosed
the inability of the enemy's groimd organisation to direct

and service large bomber fcrmations after such a long period
of inaction and the next eight days were spent in overhauling
the airfield control system. On 29/3O January 285 aircraft
were despatched against London but the attack was again a

failure in spite of pathfiiders using Egon and Benito aids.

The only serious damage v/as caused ly a fire at the Surrey
Commercial Docks. Again only about 37 tons fell in the

tar^t area and most of the bombs fell east of London in
Essex and Kent, Eleven bombers were shot dovm and seven iwre

were destroyed on operations but not due to Allied aotion.A2j
It is interesting to note that in both raids the highest
proportion of losses were suffered Ty the Junkers 88 while
the fast bombers such as the Me.410 rarely fell victim.

In

A. D. G. B.

Tbrm 'Y'.

A.H.B./IIJ4/
A2/5A.
N.A,D.(hJ+)l, ■
para, 11.

Enemy Doc.
A.H.B.6 Trans.

No. 172.7 and
A.VAA, S. Rept.
No. BC/29 In
A.H. B./II^47/
3.

The German propaganda system made great capital out of

the January attacks and claimed that immense devastation had
been caused in London, Erom a perusal of G.A.P. reports it
appears that the German Air Staff for some weeks really
believed that their pathfinding technique was producing good
results.

(1) Training exercise for R,A. P. Bomber Command in collabora
tion with A.D. G. B. ; ■

(2) See App, No. 23 fof' details of all major raids on Great
Britain in 1944.
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(iv) Intensification of Attacks in February - Changes in
Fathf inding Technique and IVew Navigat ional Aids

There wereIn Efetruary the teitpo of bombing increased,
seven major attacks in which the eneny despatched 1,38? air

craft against the capital,
together with 4,325 incendiary bombs and S60 grovind markers
and flares,

to return, these being mainly Ju's 88.
attacks of the month from the 18/l9th onwards there v/as a
slight iiiprovement in accuracy but the staiidard still fell

short of that achieved in April and May 194'!.

A total of 838 tons was droppe

Losses continued to be heavy, 67 aircraft fai

Eneny Doc.
A.H.B.6

Trans. No. 172.7, d

ling
In the last five

A.W. A. S. Rept.
No. BC/30,
pp, 3-4.
A.E.E./111/
47/3.

In its initial form the pathfinding procedure, as
described earlier* involved a very intricate use of skymarker
flares and ground markers (or incendiary bombs) which could
only have been possible with the aid of the most precise bombing
and navigation instruments and with immaculate timing,
Egon procedure had so far proved a failure and it was decided

to simplify it by scrapping the original intricate sk3^ pattern
in favour of a coiicentration of flares, all of the same colour

over the target area,
either txu'ning points for the bombing run or defined iiie wind

ward edge of the general, target area.

But the

Differently coloured flares denoted

It was possible that, again like Bcmber Command,  a Master

Bomber was used on occasion to monitor the dropping of flares

and bombsj a few tracks were seen which mi^t have fitted
such an airoraf-b but no instructions were heard on I^^T.

The first attack on London in Nebcruary was on the 3/4th
in which 240 aircraft took part,
most of the bombs falling east of London,
were so inept in marking the target that no concentration was

achieved. The German report comments with respect on Air

Defence Great Britain’s activity that night (81 fighters were
airborne). Thirteen bombers were lost on the raid, fighters
and A. A. claiming ten destroyed or possibly destroyed. Another

five aircraft were destroyed throu^ otlier causes,
big attack on London (230 aircraft) was on 13/14 February, and
was again highly inaccurate. The attack developed over
Olaoton and in the Shoreham district of Kent despite favourable

weather conditions. The eneny believed that ’air and gro-und
marker flares dropped acocrding to the ’Y’ and Truhe systems(1)
fell slightly east of the target area. It may be assumed that

effective results from the bombing were obtained in the central

London area*. In fact, only about four tons of bombs out of
at least I70 fell on the target.

After these dismal failures the raids on I8/I9 and 20/21
February were surprisingly accurate and achieved raiding
efficienciss of 73*70 per cent aixl 73.43 per cent respectively.
They were the most successful of the series of raids in early
1944. In the raid on the 18/I9th, 480 fires were repoi*ted in
London and railway communications were dislocated,
later rail transport was again interrupted,
fell between the Horse Guards Parade and Dawning Street and a
number of Go\rernment buildings in that district were affected

by blast. The target for that nigjht was an area of approxima
tely three and a half square miles south-east of Waterloo

Tlie raid was not a success.
The pathfinders

The next

Two nights
A stick of bombs

Enemy Doc,
A,H.B,6 Trans,

No.172-7 and,
A.W. A. S.Rept,
No.BC/30.
A.H.B./1IB/47/
3..

A.D. G. B.

FORHJ 'Y*.

A.Y/.A. S. Rept.
No. BC/35,
Table 5,
A.H. B./lI^
47/3.

A.W.A. S. Rept.
No. BC/30.
A.H.B./ir^/
47/3.
A.H. B./IIHI/I3.
Ibid.

(1) *Y« Cerat was the airborne reoelvsr used In Benito and Truhe was a long range
It waspulse navigational system similar to the American Loran a^stem.

Infrequently used.
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station ’opposite to the main area of government buildings’.
The chief concentration fell approximately five miles to the
v/est south west,

these two raids and approximately 272 tons of bombs fell in
central London,

amounted to seven bombers,

to base.

Altogether 400 aircraft v/ere despatched o

Losses over Great Britain in the two raids

Aaother ei^t failed to return

A.W.A.S. Rent.

No. BC/30.
a.h.b./ii:q/
47/3.
Enenqy Doc.
A.H.B.6 Trans.

No. 172.7.

n

The raiders returned again that week on the 22/23rd and
23/24th; 346 aircraft took part. But they were unable to
maintain the standard of accuracy achieved earlier in the

week. On the 2^23rd a concentrated attack was made in the
Stadnes area, the outcome of faulty placing of flares. On

the next ni^t no concentration was reported and bombs fell
haphazardly from south London to the coast. The heaviest
damage was inflicted in the Chelsea, Battersea and Fulham

boroughs. In the first named a block of flats was destroyed
with heavy casualties. Eleven eneny bombers were destroyed

The last attack of the
about

in the coiurse of the two raids,

month on 2Z)/25 February was made by I70 aircraft;

Ibid.

A.H,B./IIH1/13.

69 per cent of the total v/ei^t of bombs fell in London.
Lambeth, Acton and Wandsworth reported the greatest damage
but there were no serious incidents. The G. A.F. lost eig

Enemy Doc.
A.H.B.6.

Trans. No.

172.7

A.H.B./IIHI/I3.

N.A.D.(44)
2nd Meeting,
para. 1.

ht

Conditions on that night favoured the search-aircraft,

lights and several bombers were destroyed by fighters with
their aid.

(v) The Final Raids on London in March and April

TheIn March the raids on London began to peter out.
strength of the bomber force used for attacks on England was

now reduced to 384 aircraft of which 299 were serviceable on

29 Tfetruary. There had been heavy losses and further bomber
formations had been diverted to the Mediterranean theatre.

Enemy Doc.
A.H.B.6 Trans.

No. 172.7.

Although there was an improvement in the concentration of

marker flares over London compared with the last tivo heavy
attacks in February there was no corresponding improvement
in the efficiency of the bombing.
14/15th was upset by poor weather and the operations
planned for SKG. 10 and half of KG. 5I were cancelled.

The raid on the

The

markers were lost in cloud and the bombs were not concentrated

It was believed that the strenuous evasiveon the target,
action taken by the enemy affected their gyro-controlled
instruments and made navigation extra difficult,
of this the G.A.F. persisted in believing that most of the
bombs had found their mark.

In spit

The most serious repercussio

N.A.D.(2i4)
3rd Meeting,
para. 6.

e

n
from this raid was the destruction of one million radioIbid and

N.A.D.(ii4) 8,
31 Mar. 1944.

valves stored at Wembley.
Army general purpose Tif.T. communication sets,
why such a large number of valves had been stored in so

vulnerable an area v/as stated bj'’ the Ministry of Supply to
be due to lack of storage space and to a temporary rise in
holdings just at the time of the raid,
of which eleven were accounted for by fighters or A. A. guns,
were lost.

They were intended for use in
The reason

Seventeen bombers.

Searchli^ts again aided interception.
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Enemy Doc,
A,h,B.6 Trans.

Enemy Doc,
A.H.B.6 Trans, and
A.W.A.S. Rapt,
No. BC/31.
A.H.B./IIB/47/3.

v/estminster Abbey -was -the parget i^or HUt- aircraft on
21/22 March,
minor fires,

raid the capital,
but according to the G-.A.IP. 'the bombs were well concentrated
on the central part of tae city',
down and three more failed to return to base.

Many incendiary bombs were dropped causing 247
On 24/25 March 143 aircraii: v/ere despatched to

Most of the damage -was in the Orop'don are
I

Thirteen bombers were sho

a

t

Enemy Doc,
A.H.B.6, Trans,

No. 172.7.

The G.A-.P. also claimed that 'in addition to the

concentrated attacks on London, on seven nights a total of

116 aircraft carried out nuisance raids against the capital'.
All these operations had a negligible effect on the life of

the country.

On 18/15 April after a lapse of over tlrree weeks Pelta
directed his final ma^or attack oh London, The target was the

dock area around Tower Bridge and the route flown by the 125
aircraft v/as similar to that prescribed for the raids on
14/15 and 21/22 March. The aircraft came in from the north
east via turning points on the North Sea, east of Newmarket,
to the target area and home by Dimichurch and Boulogne, The

bombing was' confined to north-east London with rougl'ily Imlf

the total weight of boohs spilled outside Greater London,
No bombs were dropped within five miles of Tower Bridge,
Eleven bombers were destroyed, A minor raid on the next

night brougiit the bombing of London by piloted aircraft to an

inglorious close,

(vi) Attacks on Hull and Bristol

Enemy Doc.
A.ii.B.6. Trans,

No. 172 o
•

Vhiile the raids on London were in 'progress attacks were

attempted on Hull and Bristol during March by forces of 131
and 139 aircraft respectively. Both attacks -v/ere con^lete
failures due to faulty skymarking assisted by decoy action.
In the attack on Hixll on 19/20 March the German report stated
that the reason for failure was the loss of phe first marker

aircraft which resulted in the target being marked five

minutes too late while the jamming of the radio navigational
aids further complicated matters. It was also probable tliat

■wrong estimation of v/ind w'as an aolditional reason for failxrre
for the skymarkers were cropped south of Hpill and blown fpirther
south by the wind. All bombs fell south of the Humber in
Lincolnshire. Decoy action and fires or burning incendiaries
on the ground assisted in diverting the attack, involving
92 tons of bombs, away from Hull,

The raid on Bristol on 27/26 March was also a failure, no
bombs falling in the target area despite German claims that:
'v.'ell placed markers renewed when necessary made it possible for
the bombs to be concentrated effectively in the target area'.
The main concentration of bombs, in facp, occurred south of
'Neston-Super-Mare while the main concentration of flares fell as
far awa^r as the Portland-Y/eymouth area, v/here groxqps of red
flares were rene'wed for periods of 45 to 60 minutes. It was
possible that these flares and others near Plymouth were
intended to divert attention from the Bristol area. The decoy
at Bleadon south of \;eston-Super-Mare undoubtedly contributed to
the failure of this attack.

Enemy Doc,
A.h.B.6 Trans,
No. 172.7

and

A.'.mA.S. Rept,
No. BC/31.
I.XI.B./IIB/47/3

On the 19/20th nineEnemy Doc,
A.H. B.6. Trans.
No. 172.7 and
A.D.G.B.
Norm 'Y'.

The enemy did not escape lightly,
aircraft were lost in action the highest proportion being

On the 27/28th eight bombers were shot
Aircraft of No, 10 Gropp

claimed by fighters,
dovm by Mosquitos and A.A. fire,
were responsible for over half of the interceptions.
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Pe^foJ^nance of A. I, Equipment and Searclilight-controlled

Interceptions _in__Sai^ a^,ainst London

The delays in the arrival of A. I. JIark X have already
heen described and since the equipment was more complicated
than the A. I. Mark \/III at least 20 hours fljring were required

for an aircrew to become proficient in its use.
Squadron wras the farthest advanced in re~equipping with
A. I. Mark X in January and No, 25 Squadron was partially
equipped,
in February and after the comparatively heavy raids in that
month the Air Staff decided to re-equip a fifth squadron
(No, 125) v/ith A. I. Mark X as rapidly as possible,
squadrons v/ere to have Mosquitos XVII.

No. 85

Nos, 456 and 125 Squadrons began to re-equip early

All five

See p, 201
et,seq.

N.A.D. (44) 1,
paras. 24 - 26.

A. H. 3./I3/
76/4S(B).

Mearoirhile the Mosquitos XIX, intended to be a stop gap
lantil the arrival of the Mosquitos XCi and able to carry either
A. I. Mark VIII or Mark X, were due to be issued to squadrons
beginning in April, Tney were, however, diverted to No, 100
(Bomber Support) Group of Bomber Commandv’iv', as there liad
been of late very heavy bomber casualties, together T\rith

Nos, 85 and 157 Mosquito squadrons, about which more vcUl

be related in the appropriate ciiapter. By the end of March

95 Mosquitos XvII ha.d been delivered to the squa.drons,
with the removal of the Mosq.uitos XIX to No, 100 Group there

T/as nothing in reserve for the replacement of these
Mosquitos, This hiatus, which coincided with the heavy raids

London, continued until the arrival of the Mosquitos XXX

in the early summer.

But

on

See p. 203.

A.H.B./II/76/
48(B;.

A.H. B./II3/
110/5/126,
Enel. 12A.

See Chap, 16.

After a poor start probably accountable to cloudy vireather
and Duppel, the number of interceptions increased and the

improvement was maintained until the end of the raids.
Pending the arrival of A. I. Mark X, A. I. Mark VIII v/as the most
successful A.I. equipment and with its assistance 37 bombers

claimed to have been shot dam in February and March,were

A.D.G.B.

u.R.S. Repts,
Nos. 45 and 55,
1944. Security prevented A. I. Mark V'lII from being used over the

Cliannel until 1 May and this undoubtedly saved a number of^ ^
homing enemy bombers from destruction. The A.. I. Mark X quickly
shoT/ed its superiority and by the end of March 23 bombers vrere
claimed to have been destroyed with its aid, 17 of them in
March,

ability to work through Duppel there was in the beginning little
choose between A. I. Mark VIII and the Mark X, as it was

found that the former was also able, on occasion, vo operate in

Although it had increased range and better cover and

to

Duppel.

controlNight fighters operating under G.C.I. and C.h.n.
continued to account for the highest ntunber of interceptions.
In February, for example, to this fom of control was attributed
the destruction of 18 German bombers, the total being increased
to 28 in Marcli,

of atteiipts tlian hitherto (568) were made to intercept enem;\-
raiders with the assistance of searclrlights and. searchlight

But from February to /pril a greater nvanber

Ibid.

(l) The Mosquito XVII was considered to be unsuitable for

bomber support operations as it could not be fitted with

wing tanks and its Merlin 21 engines were unacceptable
to Bomber Command,
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orbits were manned on every night that the enemy crossed the
coast,

aircraft.

SearclxLiglit-aided 5’reelance and S.L.C. Carpet were used,
the three months 1 l-g- aircraft were claimed to have been destrqyed
or probably destroyed under Sraadlc and Gauntlet and eight
destroyed or probably destroyed under Crackers, searchlight-
aided freelance and other searciilight-controlled operations.
Five aircraft were also claimed as destroyed under Smack and
Gauntlet in the raid on 21/22 January,
q,uantities of R'indov: had fallen control of aircrai’t engaged on
searchlight aided interceptions reverted from the fixed G.C.I,

to the Sector Operations Room but on the whole seaxciiliglats were

little affected by 'Window,

(viii) Countermeasures against Enemy'Jindov.', A.I4 Equipment
and Navigational Aids

The majority of attempts v/ere iinade by A, I.-eq,uipped
All procedures, Smack, Gauntlet, Crackers,

In

In areas where large

Before summarising the results of the 'Little Blitz
account must be given of the countermeasures talcen against the
various devices employed by the enemy to assist his bombing.

In general, the early warning

am

First of all Duppel or liiiindow,
given by the British radar chain was nat affected tythe dropping
of Window but as an area became affected by Window, G.C.I.

stations operating in the IpO and 50 centimetre bands fo\md it

increasingly difficult to resolve aircraft from WixicLo'if responses.

Only one of the six Type 21 G.C.I. pts which were to liave been
available by the beginning of 1944, was Im action in January
at Sandwich and then only v/ith the plan position ecxuipment and

not with the height finding a.pparat\is.
control interceptions in an area impregnated by Yiindow by virtue
of its narrow beam althougli exercises over south-east England'

Window'- sho¥/ed tliat even the

It proved able to

virith aircraft dropping SO-cen-bimetre

N.A.D.(44)
1st Mtg.,
para. 2,

Type 21 set was not iiiTOune.^^'' By the ledt week of February the
G.O.I, station at W’artling had been equipped v/-ith a Type 21 set
with plan position equipment only,
major raid in January and February and in the latter month was

probably responsible I’or 15,5 per cent of the failures in

interception,
one raid it yms effectively dispersed by high winds,
e'nd of February the G. G.I. stations were no longer being s\'-raj'nped
by Windo'w,
operational with both plan position and height finding equipment
at Sandv/ich, ’Wartling, Trimley Heath, Sopley, Neo.tishead and

hope Cove, all in south and southeast England,
only 7.9 per cent of mhe failures to intercept enemy raiders
could be attributed to 'window,

and south-^restern England were to be ready by the end of April,
They v/ere never required to go into action,
series of raids from January to I/iarch Type 21 sets were

responsible for the destruction or probable destruction of

R'indcftw vifas used in every

It 'v/as not alv/ays successful; for example on
By the

At the end of JIarch six Type 21 sets were

As a result

Six further stations in southern

Altogether in the

A.'K.3./in/
76/48(B),

O.'R.S.

A.D.G.B,

Rept, No, 59.

(1) Due to difficulties in the experimental development of the

equipment and to sub contractors falling behind schedule
in production,
meantime made the Installations which were available in

Iviarch much more valuable operationally than those which

should liave been provided by 1 January 194^)-,
(N.A.D.(44j 1st }/Ieeting para,2j;.

Exercises with 'iiYindow were held on 2, 9 and 15 Ivlarcli,

howevex’, improvements in the set in the

(2j
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N.A.D.(Z,4j1,
paras. 21-22,

12 enerny aircraft,
able to work through Windov/,
of considerable density to affect all searchlights in a given
area and if a. fe\. remained free to operate, it wa.s possible to
engage enemy aircraft with them.

General Sir Frederick Pile requested tliat 1,000 sets of

3.L.G. iiark 9^, a powerful centimetric equipment,
should be delivered at an early date,
the Ministry of Supply tliat it vrould be impossible to issue

them before Ivlarch 1945 as their production would affec

output of radar equipment needed for offensive use,

Ea.d8r controlled searclilights rrere also
It required evenly laid Ilindo^T

Nevertheless

But he was informed by

t the

N.A.D.(4!f)
1st Meeting
para. 7 and
3rd Meeting
para. 2
N.A.D.(44)4,
R,A.F. Signals

History, Vol.VII,
Chap,5 and
A.H.B./II/76/48(B).

Secondly, the measures tal?.en to jam Neotun Gerat and the
The Neptun Gerat ims first noted in a crashed

enemy aircraft in October 1943 and in November a receiver in

good condition was recovered from the wreckage of  a Ju,88,
The Americans load produced, a transmitter knovm as Dinali

capable of jamming Neptmo, but it was in urgent demand for

the combined bomber offensive which load the liighest priority
and in any case the Air Staff's scientific advisers believed

that a more efficient equipment could be loroduped in a shorter
time with a modified form of A.S.V, ivlark T.H.E.

was instructed to develop and produce six ground jammers which
were to be installed on G-.C.I. sites in southeast England,

As a teii^orary measure, pending the arrivad of these jammers,
eleven Light Warning sets in southeast England were adapted to
intercept Neptun signals; they yrere in action by the end of

February, The whole scheme viras knovm by the code name

Meerscha.um and vms controlled by the Filter Officer at

Headquarters, A.D. G-.B. The ground jammers were completed by
the end of May 19^4, By this time Neptun was rarely used.
Prisoners of v/ar stated tiiat radar indications from other

bombers in the same stream so confused aircrevv tiiat tliey

preferred to rely on visiial ivamings, Meerscha.un in' its

final form was, for this reason, never used operationally.
Trials with the airborne jammer were inconclusive.

Egon Procedure,

N.A.D. (44)
1st Meeting
para. 4.

to interrupt the V.H.F. I(/T control ofIbid and

N.A.D. Cttee

Loose Papers
(D.D.Ops,)
(unindexed).

A jammer used
fighter bombers(4) was adapted and brought into action against
long range bombers receiving radio directions in the target
area under the Egon procedure. The transmitter used was sited

at Alexandra Palace, London, G-erraen aircrew capti-ired later
confirmed its effectiveness and the subsequent adoption by the
enemy alternative channels of communication provided conclusive

evidence. Interference v/ith the ranging system of Egon v/as
a problem less easy to solve,
measvire to turn the liandrel sets

in the Dover area for Bomber Command, inland, whereby it was
possible to jam the Freya early warning stations in the Pas de

Calais which were operating the Egon sjrstem, Thear control
was also vested in Headquarters A.ir Defence Great Britain

working in close collaboration v/ith No. SO ■7ing. The enemy
Freyas were jammed by tiandrel though not very effectively.
Measures, involving elaborate experimenting, 'were taken to
jam the FuGe 25A (the airborne receiver for Egon) itself as v/ell

It was decided as an iiterim
, (5) which had been installed

(l) 50 iiand made sets were to be ready by the end of that
s-ummer,

(2) Anti-surface vessel,
(3) Telecommunications Research Establishment,
(4) Known as Cigarette,
(5) R.A.F. jarmaer against enemy early warning system.
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as the Ereya as it was then feared tijat the enemy would use the
procedure to bomb Allied beacliiieads on the Continent and

headq.uarters,

capacity was short lived and by jviay 1944 liad ceased completely,

(ix) Modification of Mosquito to intercept the East German
Bomber

In the event, its employnent in an ofx’ensive

N.A.D. (44Ki),
para. 13.

Thirdly, there was the problem of interceytiji,£;, the German
high speed bomber such as the Me. 410, The margin of speed
between the latter and the Mosquito v.^as too small and v/hile
Air Cliief Marshal Leigh Mallory had been demanding tlia.t
Mosquitos be fitted with more powerful engines since the summer
of 1943, the problem in the spring of 1944 was to produce
stop gap until the arrival of the Mosquito XAX. Tests were

No. 85 Sq.uadron carried out in January 1944 by a Mosquito of No,. 85 Squadron
O.H.B.,
Jan. 1944

a

fitted with a special apparatus for injecting nitrous oxide
(N20; into the air intaJce, thereby increasing the speed of the
aircraft by 40 miles per hour. An operational trials proved
to be satisfactory, A.ir Chief Marshal Leigh Mallory v/as given
permission to order fifty sets of N20 equipment to be
manufactured with all haste for use in Nos. 96 end 410
Squadrons. These two squacirons were equipped with Mosquitos
XIII and A. I. Mark l/III. It was unfortimate tiiat the N20

N.A.D.(44)
1st Mtg

para.8.
•I

A. h. 3./IIS/
110/5/126,
Encls,7A, 12A, equipment could not, for structural reasons, be fitted in the

Mosqpito XvII.

March and, in fact, 45 aircraft liad been installed by tliat date
and the remaining five sets were held in reserve.

The sets were to be ready by the end of

A.D.G.B

O.R.B.,
App. D5,
April 1944.
A.ii.B./lB'/
i2/5A.

•) N20 equipment was ordered for the Mosquitos XIX which were
As the Mosquitos lOCXeventually diverted to Bomber Command,

were expected shortly, tlie Mosquitos XII of No, 85 GroT-ip, the
night fighter component of 2nd. T.A.E
Air Defence Great Britain, vrere fitted with N20 instead.

then under command of• f

Summary of the Final Raids on London

The raids on London between 21/22 January and 19/20 April
were, without doubt, an utter failure. They failed in their

primary object to affect the morale of the civil population to
any degree and Britishpra.r production clid not suffer any
appreciable setback. ̂ "I
quarter of 1944 amounted to 1,349 fatal and 2,613 serious.
Approximately 2,800 sorties were flovm in raids on London and
in the period about 2,600 metric tons of bombs were dropped, in
addition to some 9,600 incendiaries, mostly intended for the

capital. Bombs of up to 2,500 Kg v/ere used. In contrast to

■the nigiit raids of 1940/194I attacks were concentrated in the
shortest possible tine, A complicated system of flares which
was subject to constant variations placed the success of the
raids wholly in the hands of the pathfinders, the only crews to
be'equipped with bombsights. The remainder of the bomber crews
follov/ed sheeplice and bombed on the fla.X’es, The d-enerioration
of the navigation and operational, ability of the German bomber
crews stands out clearly when the raids of 1944- are compared

Civilian casualties dm-'lng the I'irst

A.n.B./lIHl
/13
Review of

Enemy Air
A,ttacks on
Gt. Britain
p.7 and Enemy
Docs A.H.3.6
Trans,
Nos. 172.7
and 172.9.

(1) Nor were the ports, (Bristol, Liverpool, Southampton, the
Clyde) being used by U.S. forces to unload troovjs and equipment
for Overlord in any way affected,
height of the attacks on Ijondon 115,703 tons were unloaded at
Bristol alone and in April 97,373 B’.S. trooTis were disembarked
on Clydeside. (Effect of Air Power on Mil., Cps. by
General Omar* Bradley, Chap, II, p. 19, A.,ii.B,/lIs/loVl).

In I'ebruary during the
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The bombs dropped on London in earlywith those of 1941«

1944 represented 41 per cent of the total v;eight directed
against the city whereas in the tw raids on 16/17 April and
10/l1 ilay 1941 at least 65 per cent of the total weight of
attack was estimated to have fallen in London,

effective raids on London were on 18/19 and 20/21 February
when approximately 145 and 127 metric tons of bombs fell in
the London area.

The two most

The aircraft losses were disastrous for the German

bomber arm for during the period of heavy raids on London from

21/22 January to 18/19 April 139 bombers were destroyed by
the British defences and 59 others failed to return to base

through other causes. This was over six per cent of the

total number of aircraft despatched. Air Defence^Great Britain
claimed to have destroyed or possibly destroyed 91j aircraft

and A,A. Command 53-j raiders. The .British air and ground
defences had thus been able to inflict a higher rate of

casual it ies on the enemy bomber force tiian the German night
defences coiild inflict on R.A.P. Bomber Command

s-long flights over Europe en route to targets in
In this ma-uner the Germsai bomber force in the

dixring ip
Germany,

Enemy Doc,
A.fl, B.6,

Trans, VIl/l35.

A, D. G. B.

O.R.S. Repts.
Nos, 45, 55
and A.D.G.B,

Form 'Y».,

V/'est, instead of being retained for attacking the Allied
invasion forces, was frittered awa^''. The bomber force was

also required on the Mediterranean and Eastern Theatres of
A number of bombers for Luftflotte 3 Lad to beWar,

transferred to the Mediterranean inimediately after the

start of the raids on London virhere they took part in anti-

shipping attadcs over Anaio, and in the \'icinity of Algiers
and Bougie, Large scale bomiLing operations were in progress
against the Russian armies in the Ukraine at the same time.

The G.A.F. was experiencing losses in other Y/ays.
As a result of the large number of inem
the accident rate v/as abnormally high,^ ^ Secondly, the

Allied air offensive against airfields in northern^France and
the Lo'W Countries was becoming increasingly effective.
In the first six months of 1944, 148 German bombers were

destroyed and 120 damaged on the ground by Allied bombs or
aircraft fire. On. 10 April the strength of bombers
Luftflotte 3 was 286 aircraft, of which 217 were serviceable
but by the same date in May the strength had fallen to 213
aircraft of which 146 were serviceable, Meaiwhile the
combined bomber offensive against Germany had brought about

a radical change in the enemy's air policy, namely the decision
to concentrate on fighter production to the exclusion of the

long range bombers. It was to lead to the virtual
elimination of the German bomber force, such bomber aircraft

as still were produced (for exaJiple the Ju,88) being req.uired
and still further expansion of the

erienced aircrews

xn

largely for the maintenance

A.M. Pamphlet
No, 248,
Chap. 13,
p. 322.

night-fighter defences.

See A.C.M. Sir Eoderio Hill's Ttespatch on Air Oxxerations
by A.D.G.B. and Fighter Command in connect ion with the
German Flying Bomb and Rocket Offensives 1944/1945*
Pt. I, para. 15. r, n n •
During February 1944 alone the Luftwaffe as a whole los-c

1,300 aircraft in flying accidents. The principal cause
(33.1 per cent j of these accidents v/as attributed to
errors in landing, (Enemy Doc. A.i.'i,B,6 Trans No, 172,7)«

(1)

(2j
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itt&dc3 „on Ports aaid, ,.^lipp.feS.„CpJicentrat ip in Southern Enpiland
20/21 April to 2o730 M&y l9i+4

A.W.A.S.

Rept. No,
BC/32.
A.H.]yiry
47/3.

In the last week of Apr:ll the eneniy abandoned his raids on
London and turned his attention to those coastal areas which had

become the base for the Allied cross-cliaainel assault. The
abortive attacks on iiristol and Hull at the end of kCarch liad at

last convinced the Geiroan Air Staff tliat the performance of their
pathfinders Y/as extremely erratic and General Pelts insisted tiiat

a reconnaissance aircraft must photograph target ma.rkers on all
raids over England. Photographic flash bombs Yvere reported on
a number of occasions in areas where flares and bombs were being
dropped.

Hull; YYas the first target in the new series of raids - a

tovm which the G.A*E. liad alvtrays experienced difficulty in

finding. The final raid on 20/21 April was no exception for
not a single bomb fell anywhere near the town. A force of 130

aircraft took part, of v/hich probably :j.e^s tl^an lialf reached
the English coast. The German report 1

goes on to state that:
observation had showed tlmt the target v/as marked correctly at

Crews YiTho had flovm several sorties against
British

I

the right time.
Hiill confirmed the great success of the raid*.
observers Ijelieved tliat there were two reasons for its failure;
first tiie virrong estimation of wind strength by the target
markers and, second, the blind reliance of the main force ore\Ys

on the accuracy of the pathfinders.
Vifere lost.

11170 of the enemy bombers

Ibid. Bristol, another target which the G.A.E, liad found difficult

to hit, YVas on 23/24 April again the objective for a force of
117 bombers, none of YYhich approached even its vicinitj?-,
south coast towns of Poole and Bournemouth, neai’ly 60 miles
distant, insteexi. received the attack,
of the patlh'inders navigational aids by British count exmeasures
Y/as the cause of this -ross error and fresh markers follcYvirig upon
the first Yvave reneYYed the fleires YYhich had already been dropped
in the YYrong place*.'. . Even so, it is difficYdt to belie ve tloat
all the bomber crews thought that they Yvere over the rigiit

It was yet another example of the implicit re'liance

Tile

The successful ,)ainming

target,

of bomber crews on tlie pathfinders.

Ibid, In the last week of April the G.A..S'. attempted to drlsrupt
the- considerable shipping activity in ports on the south coast.

On the 25/26th all available bombers of PLi®g®fiV91PS._.IX were
thrown into tYvo attacks on shipping off Portsmouth,
raid broke down because of iioor visibility and the successful

jamming of German navigational aids,
scattered over the Isle of Wi^giit and from Portsmouth to Selsey
Bill.

The first

A few bombs 'were

In the second raid jpatih'inders, unable to use their
radar, found their way to the target by d/R but they arrived late
and the bombs, dropped in dense cloud, did not find their mark.
The Portsmouth area Yvas attacked on the following four nights
and mines were also laid in the approaches to the harb;jur.
HoYvever, the damage and nuisance effects Yvere negligible.
There were other difficulties Yvhich beset the bomber force.

On the 26/27th two Gesohwaders, due to attack Portsmouth, were

(1) Enemy reports of raids against England in April are drawn
from *Tatigkeits-Erfahr-und Monatsberj.chte der Luftfl.3,

...Einh^iten fur . Monat April 1544“'' Ca. h;!.''6 ''i'r ̂ sV'’
No. 172.9)
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prevented from taking off ty R.A. P. ■bombers flying over their
base to attack transportation targets in northern Prance.

The climax of the attacks on the south coast came on
29/30 April v/hen 100 aircraft flew to Pljrmouth to bomb the
battleship King George Y and a cmaiser.
achieved some notoriety because it was the first time that
the P.C. 1,400 kg (Pritz-X) radio-<;ontroiled bomb vras used
against shipping in home v/aters.
invented in 1942 was fitted vifith a special tail unit containing
a radio control mechanism and could 'be guided by the
observer in the bomber making the attack,
height for dropping the P.X. "bomb was 12,000 feet,
to give the bomb sufficient veloci'ty aid also to give the
■bomb-aimer time to apply corrections,
made at a height varying 'betvreen 12,000 and 19,000 feet.
The bomb was photographed once during its fall and again at
the time of impact. Twelve Do. 217's of II]/KG. 100 each
carried one bomb to Plymouth. ^ ‘ > The marking of the target
by the pathfinder force again miscarried and together with
the presence of mist and smoke over the target led to an
abortive attack.

P.X. bomb subsequently crashed in the vicinity of the target
area,

place against Great Britain.

The attack

The bomb which had been

The minimum
This v/as

Ifiost attacks vi/ere

One of the Dcarniers which carried an

No further operations with missiles of this type took

Ibid and Enemy-
Doc. A.H.B. 6
Trans. No,
299.2.

In May the eneiiQ^ made a final attempt to improve his
bombing teclmique but to no effect,
incendiary bombs and marker flares were no longer dropped in
order that the bomber crews would treat any fires on the
ground as decoys and so disregard them,
marker flares were also abandoned.

After a raid on Bristo

Turning point and
Apart from tlie use of

A.¥.A.S.
Rept, No.
BG/33
A.H.B./IIB/
47/3.

l

Window German aircraft equipped v/ith jammers loiov/n as
Kettenhund also began to operate against the British radar

They carried the jamming apparatus ¥/ith their
usual 'bomb load and ivere briefed to fly on the fringe of the
'bom'ber stream.

screen.

The raid on Bristol on May was again devoid of any
Only three tons of bombs fell in Bristol and

85 tons v/ere scattered between this town and Southampton aaid
Portsmouth; the nearest flares to Bristol were (dropped
40 miles aviTay.
large raid that month was on Pcmrtsmouth on 15/16 May 'but in
spite of the absence of flares, naval decoy fires diverted a
propcmrtion of the bomb load away from the port.
22/23 May and 29/30 May Portsmouth, Weymouth, Torquay and
Palmouth were raided.

success.

Pourteen bombers were lost. The only other

Be-tv/een

Extravagant claims were made for
nearly all the attacks 'but apart xlrorn some oil storage tanks
set alight at Palmouth, the damage inflicted in all four
attacks was negligible.

Attacks on Airfields and_Intruder Operations 21/22 January to
'W31 May^l944 '■

Addendum to

A.W.A. S. Rept,
BC/g/12.
Jime 1944
A.H.B./1IB/
47/4.

The large scale raids on London from January to March
T/ere accompanied by minor attacks on R.A.P. airfields either
T/ith the object of T/eakening the defences or as  a secondary
target for enemy aircraft xinable to reach London, It is

Cl) By the sxuiuner of 19l0 this unit had been trained for operations with F.X.
bombs and between Julj’- and September 19^3 attacks were made against shipping
In a number of Mediterranean ports. The Italian battleship Roraa_was sunk and
two American cruisers and one British warship (H.M.S. WarsplteT was severely
damaged by F.X. bombs, ni/KG,100 withdrew from the Italian campaign In
October and until the attack on Plymouth had taken no further part In opera
tions. (Enemy Doc. A.H.B. 6 Trans).
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significant that nearly all the attacks on airfields diiring
these months were on fighter stations or their associated dimrniy
flarepaths.
intruder activity against Bomher Command aircraft and, in
addition to the bombing of airfields, a large number of machine
gun and cannon fire attacks were made either against adrfields
or against friendly aircraft about to land.

In April and May there was a revival of purely

Attacks were

usually made by solitary Me.AiO’s or Ju.88‘s but on occasion

were made ly two or three aircraft and more rarely by as many
as seven or eight bombers.

Erom January to May 1944, 82 aircraft dropped 46 tons of
bombs on airfields, 33 aircraft dropped 42 tais on dumiry air
fields and six aircraft discharged seven tons of bombs on six
miscellaneous R.A. F. stations. The most intensive activity
was in April when 35 aircraft bombed airfields. Over the whole
period nine airfields were made temporarily unserviceable but
the damage was very slight. Twenty-five British aircraft were
destroyed, of which 13 v/ere iia Aprils and 56 were damaged.

In the last week of May the night-fighter strength in
Air Defence Great Britain v/as as follows. There were two

Beaufighter VI Squadrons virhioh .were due to re-equip with
Mosquitos XVIl/xiX and Mosquitos XXX respectively. Apart from
the two Mosquito VI Intruder squadrons, the remainder of the
night-fighter force was composed of nine IVbsquito XIl/XIII and
four Mosquito XVII squadrons, ofjwhich two were shortly to be
re-equipped with Ifosquitos XXX. It should be noted here that
in the first week of May Nos. 85 and 157 Mosquito Squadrons were
transferred to No. 100 (Bomber Support) Group Bomber Command.
Both squadrons vrere equipped or re-equipping with Mosquitos
XVII.

A.D. G. B.

Order of Battle

25 May 1944.
A.H.B./IB^
A2/5A,

See Part IV,
Chap. 16.

Final Ni^t Raids against Great Britain m June 19^4

These were largely a continuation of the intruder activity
already described and three tons of bombs were dropped on
airfields in East inglia. About 36 aircraft flev/ overland.
One airfield tenporarily became unserviceable and three others
v/ere slightly damaged. No attem^Dt was made to attack or
reconnoitre troop and shipping concentrations immediately prior
to or dxu’ing the landing in Normandy. An attack by fighter
bombers on Seething and Bungay airfields on 27/28 June T/as the
final night raid on Great Britain with the exception of
small scale intruder operations against Bomber Command air
fields in March 1945* On 12/13 June the first flying bombs
were launched against southern England. It now remained to
be seen whether the *V’ weapons would be more successful than
the piloted bomber had been in attempting to break the spirit
of the civilian population.

Svunmary and Conclusion

so!ne

A.W.A.S.

Rept. No.
Bc/34.
A.H.B./IIB/
47/3.

See this

Narrative

Part IV,
Chap, 17.

A.W.A.S.
During 1943 it was estimated that the enemy flew 2,055

overland night scrties against Great Britain and dropped on
British soil a total of 1,985 tons of bombs in 133 nights
v/hich was less than tte total loa^
Command in a single heavy raid, vl

dropped by R.A.F. Bomber
Their greatest effort wa

Rept, Nos,

BC/28 and
BC/35
A.H.B,/IIB/
47/3.

s

(1) Altogether In day and night attacks the O.A.F. dropped 2,320 tons of bombs In
1943. As an example of Its decline It Is Interesting to compare this total
wltti the 55,500 tons dropped during the twelve month period July 191*0 to June
191*1. In sharp contrast to the German effort, the weight of R.A.F. Bomber
Command attacks on Germany had risen from 15,150 tons during the same twelve
months to 136,000 tons In 191*3,
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in March vfhen 408 tons of bomhs v/ere discharged mcstly on

southeast England. Raiding activity v/as also high in ilay
and October. In the first six months of 1544, 2,890 sorties

were flovm and 5,177 tons of bombs were discharged in 77
nights:
made up of small incendiary bombs,
bombs recorded in the whole of 1943 had been exceeded by
mid-March 1944. The heaviest raids occurred in Ttebruary
with 1,200 tons intended for London; second v/as March ivith
826 tons.

approximately 39 psi* cent of the total bombload, was
The total weight of

In 1943 the greatest vreight of bombs fell in the London
Next in order came Hull, Grimsby, Aberdeen, Cardiffarea,

and Chelmsford. About one third of the bombs dropped ty

night fell in East Anglia in the area bomded by Southend on

Sea, Cambridge and Cromer. In 1944 London received almost

one third of the total tonnage of bombs dropped by piloted
aircraft. After London the most heavily attacked towns were

Portsmouth and Gosport (but not more than 36 tons fell on

the target), (k*avesend and Southend. It is demonstrative
of the enemy's failure during 1944 that Portsmouth alone of

his chief coastal targets appear in this list. The most

heavily bombed region was southeast England because of the

raids on London. South and southwest England came next with

the raids on Portsmouth, Plymouth and Bristol. It is sig
nificant that in all the enerpy raids in 1943/1944 targets
were chosen in coastal areas or in places which called for

only a short approach overland, thus showing the eneny's
respect for the efficient earlj’’ v/arning system and for the

alertness of the British fighter defences. The use of the

high speed bomber for night as well ais for day operations
was another token of respect.

See Map
No. 6

In this period Fighter Command, later Air Defence Great
Britain, flew a total of 2,678 sorties in response to enemy
aircraft,

sorties such as shipping patrols and sorties flown to

investigate unidentified air activity,
claims made by Fighter Command/Air Defence Great Britain and
Anti-Aircraft Command for enemy aircraft flying against
overland and coastal targets v/ere as follows;

This figxure does not include the numerous routine

In 1943 alone the

Destroyed ProbaWy Destroyed pam.^ed

Fighter Command/
A.D.G.B.

F. Cmd. O.R.S.

Repts. 'Fighter
Interception
System and
Operations',
1943
A.H.B./IB/
AZ/kk.

18 34133

46A. A. Command 7 23

179 25 57

Of this total, which does not include homing bombers destroyed
by intruders, I3I enemy aircraft were claimed to have been

destroyed by A.I. night fighters, including 97 by means of

the Mark Till, while only two were claimed to have been shot

down by Catseye fighters.
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Enemy records which unfortiuiately are not hroken down
into day and night operations assign the follav;-ing losses of
bomber aircraft while flying into operations ̂
Britain, excluding air attacks on shipping, )

ainst Qceat

Enemy Doc,
A,H.B.6

Trans,

No,

Due to Allied Action Not due to Allied Action

Destroyed' Damaged Destroyed Damaged

283 50 72 86

It is probable that approximately 100 enemy aircraft
destroyed during daylight attacks. Fighter Command probably
accoinited for approximately 100 German bombers in night
operations.

From January to June 19Z)4 Air Defence Great Britain flew

2,312 sorties to intercept enemy aircraft and its claims,
again not including those of intruders were;

were

A.D.G.B, 0,R,S,

Repts, Fighter
Interception
System and
Operations,
19^^

Destroyed Erobably Destroyed Damaged

11,5 f 21 30
70k 4 20

A.D.G. B.

A. A. Command

216 25 50

Of the total number claimed destroyed, aircraft equipped v/ith
A.I. Mark VIII accounted for 95^ destroyed and 12 probably
destroyed and those with A, I. Mark X 51 destroyed and nine

One aircraft was claimed destroyed by a
According to the reocsrds of Luftflotte_3

operational losses suffered on the Western Front during” the
period January to -May I^Vf-.were;

Due to Allied Action

probably destroyed,
Catseye fighter.

Not due to Allied ActionEneny Doc.
A.H.B.6.

Trans.

No.VI]/l35.
Damaged

120

In addition to these totals, as already mentioned, 148 bomber
aircraft were destroyed and 120 damaged on the groxmd as a
result of Allied air action.

281 36 196

The discrepancy between British and German figures is
perhaps due to the fact that tliere is no distinction in the
German figures for 1944 bet-^reen aircraft lost on overland raids
^ minelaying and anti-shipping expeditions. At any rate it
is certain that the British night defences destroyed over 200
of the enemy's long range bomber fcsroe - a heavy loss v/hich
the enemy could ill afford to sustain on the eve of the

The large number of air
craft destroyed or damaged by accident and not through
Allied action is characteristic of the G.A.F. at this time
with its high propcjrtion of inexperienced aircrews.

Allied landings on the continent.

Fighter Command/A.D.G. B. lost 16 fighters in night
interceptions in 1943 and 23 were damaged;
the first

the figuresFighter
Command,
Form »y‘.

for
six months of 1944 were eight and three respectively.

(1) In attacks against shipping 90 enemy bombers were lost
and 16 damaged; 21 were destroyed and 12 damaged
through causes other than Allied action.
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The raids on London in the spring of 1944 were the last

large scale offensive operations of the G. A. P. against Great

Britain. Apart from their nuisance value and some "benefit
for propaganda purposes the eneipy had derived little of

military advantage from night raids in 1943/1944. It had
squandered its most experienced aircre?ws in "battles on the
Russian and Mediterranean fronts.

Great Britain could only "be accomplished with a steady flow

of trained reinforcements. EUel shortages in Germany were

also "becoming a serious factor in air operations and in

training. the spring of 1944 the decision wras taken to

concentrate all resources on the production of fighter air
craft for the defence of the Reich and it somaded the death

knell of the German "bom"ber arm. The German Air Staff had

throughout this period shown itself una"ble to define a clear

bombing policy. The Achilles heel of Great Britain was its

sea communications; it might have been possible to sever

these arteries with combined attacks by aircraft and U-boats.

The air attack of targets most essential to this country was,
nevertheless, abandoned in favour of the 'nuisance* raid, the
war on morale; sound strategy was sacrificed for political
expediency.

Good progress had been made "ty Tighter Command during
these eighteen months with new aircraft and A. I. equipment.
The Beaufighter v/as largely replaced by lie Ifosquito night
fighter. But the most modern version of Mosquito able to

carry the latest t3rpe of A. I. was, as has "been seen, slow in

reaching squadrons. During the critical period from
January 1944 to the end of April when enemy night raids vrere

heavier than they had "been at any tine since May 1941 there

were only five squadrons of Mosquitos XVTI able to carry A. I.
Mark X and the Mosquitos XIX, originally intended for defen

sive purposes and to provide replacements for the Mark XV"II,
were sv/'itched to Bom"ber Command.

The sustained bombing of

mid 1943 the A. I. i'lark VII was being superseded "by
the Mark VIII which proved itself to be more efficient in

intercepting violently evading bombers
was in general use by the end of that year,
the first squadrons with the still more highly developed A.I.

Mark X, baced on an American model and supposed to "be immune

against Window, were in action,
tions were made with the aid of radar controlled searchlights
when weatlier and moonlight were favourable, the A. I./G.C.I.
aided interception continued to "be the most successful in

destroying enemy aircraft,
defences with Duppel v/ere not, on the whole, successful and

their employment of special navigational aids and tail
warning devices was offset by the inexperience of the bomber

crews as well as the development of successful radio
countermeasures in Great Britain.

The A. I. ilark VTIIA« •

IVhile a number of intercep-

German attempts to swamp the

,
By January 1944

During the period under review Fighter Command
succeeded adanirably in combining a defensive v/ith an offensive

role with the minimum number of night fighter squadrons -

usually not more than nineteen,
course, the primary one; it was always considered a
possibility, especially ty mem"bers of the War Cabinet whose

responsibility was home security, that the eneiry would
retaliate for the destruction inflicted on German cities "ty
R.A.P. Bomber Command,

importance when large naval and military farces began to
assemble for Operation Ovei^lord.

The defensive role was, of

And this task acquired additional

In connection with this
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role airorew had to become proficient with new types of air
craft and A. I. equipment. At the same time night-fighter
squadrons were training for or carrying out offensive
operations such as ranger patrols by day and by night, support
ing the operations of Coastal Command over the Bay of Biscay,
and supporting the night raids of Bomber Command attacking
enemy night fighters or raiding night fighter bases on the
continent. Apart fran these activities the Command continued
to provide experienced aircrew and ground personnel for over
seas theatres of war. Siiially, six highly skilled night-

• fighter squadrons in the Command were transferred to Bomber
Command in the period. Yet at no time were the night air
defences weakened because of these extraneous <3ommitraents.

(55692)260 ^SECRST
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Cii^EE 13

TI-IB AIR BEEENCE OF SHIPPING IN HOME WATERS

Introduction

The threat of air attack against British coastwise
shipping had greatly diminished during 1942 as air and
radio counter-measures against this form of a.ttack became
more proficient and as the G.A.E, was diverted to other
theatres of wa.r. The peak of sinlcings by direct air attack
and by mines was reached in January and February 1942; by
the end of the year, although minelaying sorties by aircraft
were still being flo'.ra in some strength, direct air attacks
on merchant or naval shipping were few and far between.

The anti-shipping offensive of the G.A.F. had raa’ely
received more than perfunctoiy support from the German ■]j.gh
Command and it has already been shown how German air opera
tions in the west were increasingly confined to reprisal
raids a.gainst English tovms.
prey upon shipping in the Channel and off the coast of east
and south-east England. During the eighteen months under
review the production of these craft vras increased and opera
tions intensified. The a.ttack and destruction of enemy
E-Boats was, of course, primarily the responsibility of the
Royal Navy but there were not always enough naval craft a.vail-
able for this purpose and in the course of operations from
1940 to 1942 it had been discovered tha.t aircraft
valuable deterrent to E-Boats,

In this cha.pter the part played by Fighter Command in
the defence of Allied shipping from attack by E-Boats and
from direct attack by air mli be summarised briefly.
A more^comprehensive account of the E.A.F.
fare will be found in the R.A.F, narrative bearing that ncrnie.
Volume III, Gha-pter XIV and Volume IV, Chapter XVI.
Defence a.gainst E-boats

Meanwhile TP Bo-ats continued to

were a

in maritime T/ar-

See Ib-rt I,
Chap. 5.

Ibid.

In the late summer of 1942 the Admiralty placed under
the opera.tional control of Fighter Goimand some
Mark 11 - fitted Albacores of the Fleet Air Arm Swordf

FC/S.29500,
End. 18A, ish

of the Fleet Air Arm were already operating under the control
of Coo.std ComniLind. During the ?d.nter 19^/1943 the air war
against E-boats was largely maintained by these Albacores and
Swordfish.
E-boats

Altogether in 19-:-2, 180 direct air attacks on
at sea. had been made, but as yet not a single enemy

vessel had been sunk.
E-boats had been confined to the dark hours, a factor vmich
determined the type of aircraft which could most effectively
be used against them.

Nevertheless the activities of the

The requirements of such drcraft

Adm./T.S.D./
P.D.S./X.237
P. 207.

A.H.B./III^67/

Ends. 6A-7A.
563,

were that it should be comparatively sXow (a fast aircraft wa.s
unsuitable for low altitude flights over the sea. at night), it
should have a good view ahead and below, |)ossess reasonable
endurance and bonh capacity and,it should be fitted with radar.

(1) On 7 January 1943 the following squadrons of the Fleet
Air Arm were ope.rating mider the control of Fighter
Command: Nos.800, 804 (Sea Hurricanes) operating from
Grim.setter and Ouston; Nos,841, 823 (iCLbacores) opera
ting from Manston mid Nos.884 and 886 (Serfires and
Rilmars respectively) operating from Turniiouse.

SECRET(55692)261
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The Albacore and Swordfish were the only operationoj. aircraft
which, in any way, fulfilled these requirements.

No.12 Group continued during 1943 to despatch aircraft
under Operation fciarksman - the attack of E-boats -•Thich had
been damaged by surface vessels and were unable to reach base

under cover of darkness or undamaged E-boats which were
returning to base in broad daylight.(I)

A.H.E./IIH/
240/10/11.

A.M. Pile

CS/12,415/1,
Enel. I9A. .

pc/s.29500,
Ends. 109A,
115A, 128A
and 131 A.

The Admiralty had only tempora.rily loaned their aircraft
to the R.A.P. for shorebased operations and by the summer of
'I943| as nev/- carriers were being commissioned, were demanding

It was important that operations againsttheir return.

E-boats should be intensified and for this air support
essential. On 20 August it was agreed that a composite
squadron (No.413 R.C.A.P.) should be formed for air opera
tions against E-boats consisting of one flight of Tfellingtons
XIII equipped with A.S.V. J/Iark II and V.H.P. vdiich was to

be employed in a reconnaissance role and one flight of eight
Albacores of N0.84I Squadron to carry out strikes on E-boats
under control of Pighter Command,
operate as a whole in November 1943, although the Albacores
had been operating vdthout a break throughout that year.
The Albacores of N0.84I Squadron
Exeter.(2)

was

No,415 Squadron began to

were based at Tangmere and

After a lull during the summer months the E-boats resumed
their offensive on south coast convoys in the autumn of 192f3,
The Admiralty, on being pressed, increased the establishment
of Albacores to 15. On 2 December 1943, N0.415 Squadron
(establishment 12 Wellingtons and 12 Albacores) took over the
whole of the anti-E-boat comnd.tment from No.82f.1 Squadron,

(i) Air Operations against E-boats January to May 1943

The maximum number of E-boO-ts ever available for the
attack of Allied shipping was 20; the force was only brought
to full strength when the season and weather vrere propitious
for Allied amphibious operations against the continent,
already stated E-boats operated from Ijmuiden, Ostend,
Boulogne and occasionally Cherbourg. Their dual function
was either to malce direct attacks on shipping ̂ dth torpedoes
or to lay mines in well-frequented shipping lanes.

Prom January to May 1924-3 E-boats carrying torpedoes made
■154 (70) sorties and E-Boat minelayers made 92 (222) sorties.
Tiie share of Pighter Comnand in anti-E-boat operations
amounted to 318 sorties, of which 46 adreraft actually
attacked a target.(3) Included in this total were 19 attacks
made by aircraft not specifically engaged on anti-E-boat
operadions. The only E-boad (S,75) confirmed suife by air
attack in this period was by Spitfires of No.118 Squadron.
Oprating under Operation Mnrksman, on 5 I^larch, they attacked
vdth cannon fire E-boats v/hicli had been molesting a convoy off

A.H.B./IIK/67/
563.

Adm./T.S.D./
P.D.S./X.237,
p. 210.

Pighter
Command,
Porm 'y*.

Ibid.

(1) Operation Marksman was cancelled by No.16 Group Coastal
Command on I4 January 1942(-.
For the development of tactics agadnst E-boats see E.A.P.
Nojrrative; 'The R.A.P. in Maritime War', Volume IV,
Chapter XVI.
See App. No.25 for figures relating to air defence of
shipping.

(2)

(3)
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the East Coast, During the full moon periods Tifhirlmnds
and Typhoon bombers of Fighter Command went into action
against E~and R-Bot'.ts virhenever the weather v^as favourable

but no claims they made were allowed. Although only one E-
boat hcid been sunk a,t sea in this period, the Senior Officer
S-boats was disturbed over the effect that air attacks were

having on E-boa.t operations. He bemoaned the lack of air

support for his craft which ivas not forthcoming and the fact
tliat darkness and bad visibility no longer concealed the E-
boats as Allied aircraft used radar to locate them. In the
first five months of 1943 E-boats sank two merchant ships
(6,600 gross tons) and four small Naval vessels (3,203
tons),

(ii^ Air Operations, e.gainst E-Boats June to Deceni)er 1943

In the short summer nights from June to August only
occasional sorties were made by E-boats and those were con
fined to the central Channel axea. For the most pant these
craft v^ere engc.ged on laying mines. Attacks by Fighter
Command ’-‘/hirlwinds supi^orted by Spitfires continued. On
11 August Miirlv/inds of No,263 Squadron attacked and sunk
v/ith bombs E-boa.t S.121 in a strike against naval craft in
L'Abervrach Harbour in Brittany.

In September the number of sorties (118) flo'.'m by
Fighter Command against E-boats v/as the highest for the
and resulted in 14 altacks. There were also 21 chance
encounters with E-boats. But no claims for serious damage
could be confirmed. Albacores of No.841 Squadron were also
active in the first week of September. October passed
uneventfully v/ith only one vessel of the Royal Navy
(235 tons) sunk in home waters by E-boa.t attack.
November E-boats sank four merchant ships (8,538 gross tons).
It was the first time any merchant ships had been sunlc for
seven months. Bad weather forbade torpedo attanks on
Allied shipping for the remainder of the year. There were
no R.A.F. attacks on E-boa-ts in December but 123 sorties
against E-boats were flov.n.

gross

year

In

Adm./T.S.D./
F.D.S.

X.237/48.

R.A.F.

Narrative;

'R.A.F. in

liaritime War',
Vol. IV,
Chap. XVI,
App. XXIV.

Adra./T.S.D./F.D.S,
X.2J7/48.

Fighcer Coranand,
Form 'Y*

Fighter

Command,
Form 'Y'.

'R.A.F, in

liaritime War',
Vol. IV,
Chap. XVI,
App. XXIV.

Fighter
Command,
Form 'Y*.

•R.A.F. In
Maricime War

Vol. IV,
Chap. XVI,
App. XXIV.
Ibid.

A total of 513 sorties were flo^vn by Fighter Command/
A.D.G-.B, in connection v,lth anti-E-boait operations from June
to December 1943 of vvhich 53 aircraft attacked. The E-boat
effort amounted to 112 (78) toroedo sorties and 148 (794)
minelaying sorties. They sanl< 8,538 gross tons of merchant
shipping and four navel vessels (1,183 gross tons). In
1943 Fighter Command accounted for one of the two E-boats
sunk by direct air attack, Ti/zo were sunk in bombing raids,
one by Fighter Command and the other by the Vlllth U.S.
Bomber Command in a raid on flel.

(iii) Air Operations against E-Boats, January to May 194!f

In January and February of 19A'4 E-boats continued to
harass English shipping. They sanlc in January 6,420 gross
tons of merchant shipping and two minesweepers (1,090 gross
tons). Bad weather impeded air opera.tions. On
20/21 January two Beaufighters of N0.406 Squadron attacked
group of three E-boats in Lyme Bay but did not inflict
serious damage,
activity:

any
In March there ̂ vas a lull in E-boat

no ship was molested £md no mines v/ere laid.

a.d.g.b.
Form 'Y'

a

From April to May minela.ying increa.sed, especially off the
south coast but direct attacks on shipping were rare.
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In the first five months of 1944 S-boats sonic

8,505 gross tons of merchant shipping and four ships of the
Royal Navy (2058 gross tons). In addition, tiro U.S. L.S.T.s
engaged in an invasion exercise off the Dorset coast ’.vere
sunk by an E-boat, Air Defence Great Britain did not claim

any of the seven E-boa.ts sunk by air and sea forces,
one was sunk at sea by air attack (by Fleet Air Arm S'vordfish
under control of Headquarters Coastal Command) and two were
sunk in Ijmuiden harbour by the U.S. IXth Bomber Conimand,

Only

‘R.A.P, in

i'flaritime 7fer',
Vol. IV,
Chap. XVI,
App. XXIV.

Summary

Fighter Command had, in eighteen months, sunk tv;o E-
boats, one by cannon fire and one by bombs,
for all the air forces enga.ged upon the hunting of E-boats
were three E-boats destroyed a.t sea by direct air attack and
five in port during air raids,
destroyed either by surface forces, by mines or as a result of
accident. E-boats were as difficult to sinlc a.s they had been
prior to 1943 but the great improvement in low-looking radio
location made it easier for aircraft to seek out and attack
them,

that Allied air superiority made E-boat operations extremely
hazardous and they felt acutely the lack of supoort from the
G.A.F. -

heaviest since E-boat operations began in 1940.

Air Attack on Allied Shipping - German Air Forces Available

The sum total

Seven other E-boa.ts v/ere

There is authoritative evidence from the Gernum side

The losses suffered by E-boats in 1943 v/ere the

'R.A.P, in
1/Iaritime Far',

Vol. IV,
Chap, XVI,
Part II.

At the beginning of 1943 the G.A.F, specialist anti
shipping force stood at the lowest level of strength and
efficiency which had j^et been reached. Fliegerkorps Atlantic,
for example, in February 1943 could only boo.st a strength of
68 fighter, reconnaissance and bomber aircra.ft, of which
/(if. were serviceable. Fliegerkorps IX added a further I76 air
craft (111 serviceable) of which only 98 v/ere bombers
(64 serviceable). It has already been seen tha.t some German
torpedo-bomber units had been transferred to Norway for auction
against Allied convoys to and from Russia while others were
despatched to the Mediterranean theatre of operations. The
remaining boiiber units in the vrest vrere expended on reprisal
raids against British cities. ,As a result iVLlied shipping in
coastal waters becsjne virtually immune from direct air attack
and comparatively free from the hazards of aerial mines.

Proposals by the German Navy to intensify minelaylng
operations in the summer of 1943 to offset the pancity of
sinkings by U-boats were grudgingly accepted by the German Air
Staff and in September 1943 a directive was issued to
ITLiegerfuhrer Atlantic containing detailed orders for the
attack of merchant shipping in the Atlo.ntic in co-operation
with the Comiiander-in-Ghief U-boat Fleet, Of even greater
importance was the enemy's need to prepaj^e against an imminent
invasion of western Europe. It has been shovm how
Fliegerkorps IX under General Peltz v/as reinforced by bomber
units from ftc^y in the second half of 194
important measures were taken as a precaution a.galnst Allied
landings. First, the anti-shipping force was expanded and
new weapons, such as the FX radio-controlled bomb,
introduced. It was hoped that by June 194j. there Y/ould be a
balanced force of some five Gi^ppen of torpedo-bombers and a
similar number of units with radio-controlled missiles. In

the ea.rly months of 1944 the ground and command organization
’was overhauled in anticipation of Allied landings. Finally,
in mid-March 1944 the G.A.F. anti-shipping command was

Tv/o otherf.

vrere

A.H.B.6
Trans,

No.VIl/17.
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absorbed into Fliewerkorps X wtiich had recently returned
from the Iviediterranean theatre to north-west Europe,
A^Dril 1911- the German anti-shipiDing force numbered approxi
mately 200 to 250 aircraft, about one half of the total
force originaGly planned for anti-invasion operations,

(_i)_ Jieduction of Fighter Protection for Allied Shipinng

Jfeasures were taken to reduce the number of Fighter
Command aircraft required to cover convoys in the Channel,
From 15 July 1943 three degrees of cover for shipping were
authorised:

(i) Fighter Escort,
by flying in the vicinity of the shipping to be
protected.

By

Aircraft giving direct protect

11G/S,500/5/
Ops,,
End, 44A,

ion

(ii) Fighter Cover. Aircraft on defensive pa-trols or
defensive sw'eeps maintaining air superiority over a
given area.

(iii) Fighter Yfetch. Aircraft at readiness on the

ground, able to take off inmediately on warning- of
attack or on a call for help being received.

After 10 Jtme 1943 it was no longer necessary to maintain
fighter cover over shipping passing through the Straits of
Dover because of the aba.ndonment by the enemy of direct air
attacks on shipping and because of the improved lo\7 looking
R.D.F, cover in that area. Convoys vrere to be protected
instead by aircraft in the Fighter Watch cattegory, i.e, at
rea.diness on the ground.

Night sorties over friendly shipping were drastically
cut dcw'n; this viS'iS not so much due to the reduced threat of
air attack but because it -ims difficult for ship’s A.A. gun
defences to distinguish 'bet-'^een hostile and friendly air-

Pighter aircra.ft, hovrever, -were on the ’qui vive' at
dusk as this v^as a favourite time for the attentions of
hostile bombers.

G.A.F. Anti-Shipping Activity and_Co)mterneasu bjjr
Bighter Command^ January -to June 1943

The G.A.P. despatched in this period.2,505 aircraft to
attack or reconnoitre Allied shipping at sea by day;
484 aircr.aft were despatched in the hours of darkness;
of this total 17 aircraft attacked by day and three by night.
There were nine attacks on merchant ships betiveen liarch and
June v^-hich were the only air attacks on shipping in the year.
All of them vrere abortive. The tot’Ol number of Gezman air
craft levying mines in home waters was estmnated to be 398.
According to the War Diary of S.K.L., there were 753 night
sorties, including those which were abortive. Mnelaying
took place on the east and south-ea.st coa.st, including the
Thamies and Kumber estuaries and the Great Yarmouth and Dover

areas. The peak of activity was reached in April v/hen
229 sorties vrere flo-’.m mainly over the Thames estuary. Hov/-
ever, there ivas no significant increase in Allied shipping
losses in home v/aters recorded a,t this time.

Fighter Command's contribution to the protection of
shipping came to 6,386 sorties by day and ten by night.
Fighter Command, together T.dth Coastal Command, claimed to
have destroyed four enemy aircraft and possibly destroyed

craft.

out

H.Q. P.C.
Operational
Instruction

No.61/1942.
A.H.B./llV
A2/3A.

'R.A.F, in

Maritime Wa.r*,
Vol. IV,
Chap. XVI,
App. XXV.

Enemy Doc.
A.H.B, 6
Trans.

Fighter Cmd.
Form 'Y'.
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three. Ships’ guns cledmed to ha.ve destroyed 13 aircraft
and possibly destroyed t\vo. According to German records,
40 aircraft v/ere destroyed by Allied action in attacks on

shipping, while ten edrcraft were lost through causes other
than by Allied action.

Enemy Doc,
A.H.B,6
Trans,

There are three points worthy of note appertaining to

these activities. First, there was a considerable increase
in enemy day and night reconnaissance in Ma.rch, Second,
minelaying which increased in April took place mainly on the

east coast but the effort declined by June. Finally, from

April onwards the number of sorties flown by Fighter Command

for the protection of shipping was substantially reduced,

(ij-i) G.A.F. Anti-shippinfl: Activity and Countermea.sures by
Fighter Commnd. July to December 1943

The G.A.F, despatched an estimated total of 2,633 air
craft to reconnoitre and attack shipping at sea by day and
598 by night,
a ship - but without success,
layers wa.s 425 but according to the S.K.L, Diary, 292.
greatest activity v/as in September (236 sorties) over the
Fnames estuary and in the vicinity of the Isle of Tight.
Fighter Command/Air Defence Great Britain flew 2,053 sorties
against the G.A.F. anti-shipping effort by day and 12 sorties

by night. One aircraft was lost through enemy action. No

claims v/ere made by British aircraft for the destruction of

enemy raiders but ships’ guns claimed five aircraft destroyed
and two possibly destroyed. Enemy records assign 50 air
craft to destruction by iHied air or gunnery action and

11 vrere lost through other causes.

(ix)- G.A.F. Anti-shipping Activity and Countermeasures by
Air Defence Great Britain, January to Ifey

During the first quarter of there was an increase
in eneiiy reconnaissance but no attempts were made to attack

Allied shipping. Nor did a single Allied ship strike a mine
in this quarter. This state of affairs continued right
through to the end of the period. It was not until the end

of April that shipping concentrations for Operation Overlord
\7ere attacked and those a.tta.cks were frustraled by British
radio countermeasures. In the five-month period the G.A.F, .
flev/- 2,328 sorties by day and 220 sorties by night mainly in
shipping reconnaissance; 145 aircraft laid mines. Air
Defence Great Britain flevi 1,589 sorties by day end eight by
night, losing two aircraft by enemy action. Fighter and
Coastal Conariands claimed to have destroyed five enemy air

craft and ships’ guns destroyed or possibly destroyed seven

end a half. In this period also, Air Defence Great Britain
flew 6,380 special defensive sorties on behelf of forces
engaged on pre-Overlord exercises,

pjpnclusiqn

The story of the air defence of shipping in home waters
in 1943/1944 is the story of the ascendency of Britisli air
power which by the end of 1943, had been extended well over
the fringes of German-occupied Europe. Enough has been said
already of the enemy's failure to get irind of information
about the timing and strength of Allied aircraft on the
Continent, The German High Command derived little benefit
from an increased reconnaissance effort over home v/aters in

the early spring of 1944 and this was perhaps sufficient to
justify the inordinately large effort of Air Defence Great
Britain exjjended in purely defensive operations.

SECRET

Only one of these aircralt actually attacked
The estimated number of raine-

The

E.A.F. Narra

tive 'E.A.P,
in jVIaritime

War*, Vol. IV,
App, XXV,

Fighter Cmd.
Form 'y*.

Enemy Doc,
A.H.B.6
Trans,

E.A.F, Narra

tive 'R.A.P,
in I'.'iaritirae

War', Vol. IV,
Chap. XVI,
Pau-t II.

Ibid,
App. 25.

Form »y»

See App,
No.25.
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GERMAN OFFENSIVE SORTIES AGAINST THE UNITED KINGDOM

AND SHIPPING IN HOME WATERS JANUARY 1943 - JUNE 1944.
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CI^]SR 14

PJ^pEGMIZATION OF THE I\j[ETROPOLITM AIR FORCE

PgR_CROSS CIRiNNEL OPERATIONS

Introduction

It is intended to shov/ in this chapter firstly how the
air support group v/hich was designed to cover the landings
the continent in the early summer of 194if- developed from, and
was nourished by, R.A.P, Fighter Command, and, secondly, how
it was found necesseny to convince the General Staff that the
need for r/inning air superiority was more impoi'tant than the
development of a specialised Army support group under Army
control. The delegation of responsibility for the planning
of cross-channel operations, the development of Army Co
operation Command into a Tactical Air Force, "
mobile composite groups and the forma.tion of the Allied
Expeditionary Air Force v/ill be traced rdthout going into
close detadl. The planning for Overlord (the landings on
the continent in 194^-) and the part played by A.E.A.P^ does
not concern this narrative and the reorder who v/ishes to
pursue the story from that angle will find that the R.A.P.
Narrative ’The Liberation of North Rest Europe’ Volumes I
and II and the E.A.P, Monogra.ph on Air Support v/ill provide
the necessa.ry information.

Planning for Cross Channel Operations, in 1942

In April of 1942 the British and American governments
decided that landings on the continent known as Round Up
should take place in 1943. During the spring and early
summer tentative planning began in London for a return to
the continent and discussions took place among the Chiefs of
Staff Committee as to vrhat form an air support group for the
landings should take. By June, General Eisenhower,
accompanied by a small staff, had arilved in London to re
present American participation in the planning of opera
tions. But by the end of July, the Combined Chiefs of
Staff had agreed that landings should be made in north-Tirest
Africa (Torch), thus postponing the Round Up operation -
apart from Sledgehammer, a return to the continent in the
face of German resistance disintegratin
less desirable to launch some kind of attack on the continent

in order to relieve pressure on the Russian front, and also
to gain experience in amphibious operations, and to test the
defences of the Western Wall. These proposals became
crptallised in the Dieppe Raid (Operation Jubilee) of
which an account has been related in an earlier chapter.

on

the formation of

It vras neverthe-

See Part II,
Chap. 7.

A.H.B./IIS/
110/14/5,
End, 3A..

On 8 April 1942 the British Chiefs of Staff delegated to
the Commander-in-Chief Home Forces, General
Sir Bernard Paget, the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief
Fighter Command, Air 15krshal Sir Sholto Douglas and the Chief
of Combined Operations, Admiral Lord Louis Aountbatten the
responsibility for planning Round Up,
Staff was to be available for close consultation.

The Chief of Naval

During
Ibid,
Enel, 7Ad ' ■

May the Joint Planning Staff submitted a paper ’which dealt
with the command and planning of operations on the continent
to the Chiefs of Staff,

paper, that Sir Sholto Douglas, supported by the Chief of
Air Staff, Sir Charles Portal, propiosed that Fighter Command
as a whole should be the basis for the for'mation of an Air

It was during discussion of that
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Striking Force for continental operations. This organiza
tion having won air superioilty, without v/hich a landing would
be impossible, would spread across the Channel on to captured
airfields and advanced landing grounds when a firm foothold
had been gained in Prance. It vrould be impossible to divest
the Camrnander-in-Cliief Fighter Comnaand of the responsibility
for the defence of the United ICLngdom, especially for southern
England avhich would become a vast concentration area for

troops, equipment and aircraft, and for the southern ports
whence the troops would debouch across the Channel, 7/hen the

Air Striking Force moved over, a subordinate commander vrould
assume responsibility for purely defensive operations over
Great Britain, This proposition v/as to be the core of Air
Staff thinking throughout the prickly disputes v/ith the
General Staff over the Army Support Group, or Tactical Air
Force as it was to become knovirn, in the summer of 1943.

At the end of Ms.y 1942 the British Chiefs of Staff reached
three important conclusions. The primary role of the land and
air forces in Great Britain should be to prepare for the
offensive against occupied Europe. Agreement v/as to be
reached with the American Chiefs of Staff on a system of
command and the creation of a new Air Striking Command under a
British Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief was to be considered
by the Air Staff.

The general idea of Round Up, as then conceived, wa.s tliat
there should be simultaneous assaults on the Pas de Calais and

on both sides of the Seine estuary, the capture of ports and
airfields being the principal objectives. It wa.s clear that
the location of the assault areas must to a large extent be
dictated by the range of fighter cover which v/ould maintain
air superiority above them. For this reason the T?a.s de Calais
was a highly suitable anea.

On 22 August Sir Charles Portal stated that Torch
rendered Round Up impracticable in 1943 and that as far as
operations in Europe were concerned, they would have to remain
on the defensive except for air operations (i.e. the strategic
boniber offensive) and the naval blockade. There could only be
landings in the face of a general deterioration of the strength
of the enemy.

Creation of an Air Support Group -

(i) Formation of Amy Co-operation Command

Before dealing vd.th the controversy over an air striking
force, it is essential to review briefly earlier developments
in air support. After the faJLl of IVance in June 19Zi.O it was
clear that, vfhile the R.A.F. had effectively performed tasks
against overvyhelming odds, the co-operation betv/een air and
ground forces left much to be desired. The German technique
of close support of their armoured divisions by tactical
bombers had won respect both with the Array and ̂ vith the
general public. There was a feeling of resentment on the part
of the Army, which was evident, even at the Chiefs of Staff
Comnattee level, that the R.A.F. had somehow ‘let doTO* the
ground forces, merely because few aircraft had been available
for close support or had been employed to greater profit
(according to the R.A.F.) else^vhere.

Ibid.

A,H.B./IIS/
110/14/4,
Ends, 14A-
15A and

A.H.B./IIS/
110/14/5,
Enel, 13A.

A.M. .File
S.6461.

During the summer and autumn of 1940 the formation of an
Army support group was a bone of contention between the two
staffs. There were two reasons for the creation of this
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force. It \vas necessary, firstly, to ‘build a cohesive air-
ground force as part of the defence against invasion of the

British Isles, at that time imminent; secondly, it v/as
important that the training of air forces, which would be

required for future continental operations, should go for
ward together vith the training of the Armies being
assenibled in England. The General Staff \yanted an Amy Co
operation Command comparable in status to the other R.A.F,
home commands vith an air officer in command whose chief of

staff would be an Amy officer, together with a staff vz-hich
would be composed of Army and R.A.P. officers in roughly
equal proportions. This force vvould specialize in training
with the ground forces and would have no extraneous
responsibilities,

The Air Staff, on the other hand, wrere convinced that
the vanning of air superiority was the essential pre
requisite for successful land operations and that no army
could take the field anywhere with success except under
conditions of relative air superiority. Until that was
achieved they could not afford to divert the bulk of their

forces to other purposes. They believed that in the event

of an invasion of the British Isles, the main support could
be provided by Bomber, Fighter and Coastal Commands acting in
their ovm spheres.

Ibid. Army Co-operation Command was fomed on 17 November 1940
under Air Marshal Sir Arthur Barratt who had conmanded the

British Air Forces in Prance,

compromise between the opposing ideas of the General and Air

On the one hand a specifically Anry-Air Force, like
the Fleet Air Am, had not been created and, on the other
hand, a formation was available for viforking out  a system of
close support in the light of experience learned in the
Battle of France.

Nos.70 and 71 Groups,

training, in particular for the Army Co-operation schools,
the Central Landing Establishment, the Air Observation Post
Flight and the Anti-Aircraft and Searchlight Co-operation
Units,

the Army Co-operation squadrons in Great Britain and was
under the operational control of G.H.Q, Home Forces.
Air Officer Cammanding-in-Chief Amy Co-operation Command was
held responsible for advising the Air Staff on all Army-Air
Co-operation methods; he was to supervise all air training
in co-operation vdth the Amy and he was instructed to
develop the tactics and techiiiques of Army Co-operation with
special regard to close support.

As the threat of invasion receded and the offensive

power of the Jietropolitan Air Force increased, the Amy Co
operation Y/ings, equipped with Spitfire and Mustang
squadrons, todc their share in offensive operations such as

rhubarbs, nickelling and reconnaissance tasks, over northern
Prance.

It was on the whole a useful

Staffs,

It v/as composed of two new fomations,
,  No.70 Group ?/as responsible for

No.71 Group was operational and consisted of all

The

See Chap, 2.
p. 8 and
R.A.F. Mono

graph; ’Air
St^jport in

World 'War II',
Chap, 5.

Meanwhile Fighter Command had already begun training in
an Amy support role, in connection with anti-invasion tasks,
and by September 1942 all the day-fighter squadrons had
received some air support training and 40 squadrons had been
trained with an Amy Mr Smvioort Control (A.A.S.C.).
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(ii) Controversy betvreen the General Staff and the Air Stai*f
over the Formation of an Air Support Group 21

July L?4^rl__Pebruary_ 1 “

It has already been observed that when landings on the
continent began, the Metropolitan Air Force would be engaged
in Army support on the ividest scale,
for the system of command and the composition of the R.A.F. in
Round Up was modelled to a close degree upon the German system
of the Luftflotte, comprising a number of Fliegerkorps with
fighters, light bombers, close support and reconnaissance air
craft all under centralised control. It had four important
characteristics. It was to be flexible, so that the force
could be switched from one part of the front to the other;
speed in executing close support tasks was essential; the
selection of objectives for attack and the weight of attack
was to be in the hands of the array commander; the co-ordina
tion of all air operations ?/as to be the responsibility of an

Fighter Command as it was then, was

In July 1942 the plan

air force commander,

i

A.Ii.B./lD3/
1745B.

nadequately prepared for this role.

There v/ere to be two Tactical Air Forces '(Luftflotte) in
support of the assault under an Air Commander-in-®ief ~ him
self under the orders of a Supreme Allied Commander. The
Eastern Air Force was to support the British field force and
the Western or American Air Force was to support the American
armies.(w The Eastern Air Force was to be based on the
static, highly organized communication system of No.11 Group
which controlled fighter operations over south-east England.
It was to be organised in three groups (fliegerkorps) based on
the Kenley, Biggin Hill and Hornchurch sectors. A light
bomber group, and strategic amd tactical reconnaissance units
were to be attached. The Western Air Force of similar com

position would occupy No.10 Group area and the Tangmere sector.
Bomber Command, and on occasion U.S. heavy bomber formations
vrere to come under direct operational control of the Air
Officer Commanding-in-Ghief, He v/ould also control the air

defences of Great Britain, but Nos,9, 12, I3, I4 and 82
Fighter Groups would be under a deputy for ordinary air defence
operations. Both these Groups and the fighter squadrons of
the Eastern Air Force were to remain as part of Fighter
Command. • The governing principle was, as suggested by
Sir Sholto Douglas, that this organization should project it
self over the continent. In the initial stages squadrons
would be based in England, using advanced landing grounds in
France, Servicing Commandos would maintain and service all
types of aircraft, eanh commando being operationally controlled
by an advanced headquarters. Groups and their headquarters
would eventually be based on the continent.

The operational control of support and reconnaissance
units was organized on the follc^ving lines. The Army
commander vrauld obtain all air support through the Army Support
Wing (the old Anry Co-operation Wing) wMch v/ould exercise
control over fighter, light bomber, army support and recon
naissance aircraft. This control would be exercised through
the Army Air Support Control suitably extended. Each Group
would correspond approximately vdth a Corps (at first) and

(1) Their nomenclature was influenced by the supposition that
in an assault across the Channel the British would be

the left and the Americans on the right.
on
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later with an Army area, the Group Commander worlcing on the
same level as the Army Commander. The Air Support ¥ing
Headquarters v/ould, in effect, become the advanced head
quarters of the Group concerned, and would control opera
tions of all supporting squadrons,
place in such a flexible organization for an Air Component
headquarters but liaison and co-ordination of Air Support
Wings would be the responsibility of an Air adviser of suit
able rank attached to G.H.Q,

There vrould be no

Ibid. The Chief of Air Staff proposed the four follorang
The provision of necessary equipment and training

No.2

measures,

of personnel, for mobile operations was to go ahead;
Group squadrons were to be trained in appropriate sectors of
No.11 Group; 12 airny air support squadrons vrere to be
formed in No. 11 Group; no Aray-Air Support Group was to be
formed as yet, but an air officer, responsible for super
vision of training in Army Air support, both for support
squadrons and for other types of aircraft that would
ultimately be included in the Eastern Air Force, was to be
appointed at once.

Ibid. The old argument betv/een the General Staff and the Air
Staff over the organization for Army—Air Support flared up

The General Staff made three criticisms of the hlv
The latter's proposals were too narrov/ and

again.

Staffs views,

based on one particulair operation and the organization v/as
therefore too static; second, the R.A.P. commander of the
army air support organization, together v/ith his head
quarters staff vfas not in direct contact with G.H.Q. during
all stages of the operation; There was no E.A.P. Conmand
T/hose sole task v/as the study of Army requirements and the
supervision and organization of training in Army Air support.
The General Staff put forward four proposals: the immediate
formation of an Ari^y Air Support Group initially to consist of
12 squadrons; No.2 Group was to be built up to 20 squadrons
and to be made available for training and operations with the
Army; at least 15 fighter squadrons were to remain under
Fighter Command, but were to be specially trained in Army sup
port work; the fom’ation of an R.a.P. headquarters which
would eventually proceed overseas with G.H.Q. and v/hich T/ould
have supreme control over all Air Forces allotted either
temporarily or permanently in the field. This organization
was to be analagous to the Western Desert Air Force.

Ibid. The Chief of Air Staff replied that the Round Up
organisation would have to be postponed because of Torch and
the unlikelihood of continental operations in 194-3.
threat of large scale enen^r air action against Great Britain
was still present and 17 out of 75 fighter squadrons were due
to be despatched to North Africa;
get back to the minimum strength of 75 day fighter squadrons
for Fighter Command until the spring of 19A3. He coaid not,
therefore, complete the fomnation of the 12 Anny Support
squadrons (six Typhoon, two Hurricane Bomber and  A Hurricane
IID (Tank Buster))
tv;o Typhoon bomber squadrons at once and one a month from
November onwards,

organization for the Amy Support squadrons should be agreed
upon in the light of these conditions,
alternatives: the first being that either they shoald be
formed in iirmy Co-operation Command, in which case they v/ould
specialize exclusively in Army co-operation and when landings
became imminent, they would be absorbed into three composite

The

it would be impossible to

The best he could do was to forso soon.

It was most important that the best

He nroposed tvro

m
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groups of the E.A.F. Alternatively, the squadrons might be
formed within the corpus of Fighter Command to be trained by a
special Air Officer from Fighter Ccmmand in Army support work.
But in addition to their specialized training they were to re
tain certain Fighter Coinmand responsibilities; they would take
part in 'Channel Stop' operations and normal fighter defence
duties, \’?hen Fighter Command had been built up to its
former strength of 75 squadrons by the end of the sumjKier of
1943 these latter conditions could be waived. The Chief of
Air Staff made it quite clear that the second alternative was
the one T/hich he preferred.

Sir Alan Brooke*s view of the Chief of Air Staff's
proposals \vas that the Army Support Group v/ould be tied too
closely to air defence duties; that the air commander instead

of concentrating on the problems of the battlefield, would
always be looking over his shoulder to the defence of southern
England, It v/as not surprising that he chose the first
alternative presented by Sir Charles Portal, lie was also
incensed because he held that it was he and not the Chief of

Air Staff who should indicate what squadrons vrere desirable
for an amy support role and what type of aimraft v/as most
suitable. He disagreed flatly v/ith the system of command
proposed by the Air Staff, that the Commander of the Amy
Support group should go to G,H,Q, as the Commander-in-Ghief
Expeditionary Air Force, Such strongly divergent views
brought on a deadlock.

On 5 October the Prime Mnister presided over a
Chiefs of Staff meeting to thrash out these differences of
opinion. He held that there were three phases in the problem
and if each was solved separately, vrarking from the third
backwards to the first, a solution would be found rdthout too
much heart burning. The three phases were:

(i) Training in Army Co-operation before continental
operations took place.

Ibid,

Ibid,

(ii) The move across the Channel,

(iii) The establishment of a front in France,

He instructed that agreement should be reached on the third
phase and that the principles of air support in the vrestem

so successful should be ajjplied to
In the meantime the 12 Army Support

squadrons should begin to form in Army Co-operation Command
the tvi^o staffs had reached agreement on this point.

It was not difficult to reach agreement over this phase.
But cross-channel operations differed from desert warfare in

desert which had proved
European conditions,('^)

as

Ibid.

(1) There were seven characteristics of the Desert Air Force.
(1) The sole responsibility of the Desert Air Force
Commander was the support of the Eighth Army,
organization v^as capable of expansion. (3)
(4) It was a composite force.

(2) The
It v/as mobil

(5) The Mr Officer
e.

Commanding controlled all Mr Forces employed in support
of land forces, (6) There was centralised control of
light bombers and fighter groups, (7) Control of air
support was exercised from a joint advanced air and
ground H.Q,
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two respects. First, the heavy bombers of the British and
American Strategic Air Forces vfould be involved, and,
second, there v/ould be a Supreme Commander vriLth an Air
Commander-in-Chief under him responsible for strategic and
tactical operations,
provoke much controversy in the future,
agreed that each Army would have a mobile composite group
working mth it and that the characteristics of the support
group would be the same as those of the Desert Air Force,

These two distinctions vrere to

Meanwhile it was

Ibid. The Chief of Air Staff considered that the second or

transitional stage was the most complex and important.
vfas convenient to split this phase into tviTo stages; first,
the initial assault in which No.11 Group and the three
sectors Tfould be responsible for controlling air operations

.  across the channel and, second, the transitional stage in
which Groups would move across the Channel equipped \7ith

their orm mobile oijerations rooms, R.D.F, stations and
signals and an advanced headquarters which would be set up
alongside the advanced Array headquarters.

It

The Chief of the Imperial General Staff revived his old

criticisms of the organization. However, both he and
Sir Charles Portal agreed that the mobile field organization
should be tested under realistic conditions at this juncture

and, when' perfected, should be applied to the conditions of
Ihase II, An opportunity was provided in the G.H.Q,
Exercise Spartan v/hich was to be held in February and early
Iferch 19A-3. The Commander-in-Ghief Fighter Command took

the matter a stage further ’.vhen he proposed that the mobile

composite group (to be knoTm. as *Z* Group) formed for Spar
tan should be retained on a mobile basis for training on

conclusion of the exercise. It would be based on advanced

landing grounds in southern England and squadrons were to be

attached to it in turn, so as to ensure that the maximum
number would receive array support training, A bomber 'V'/ing,
designed to give No.2 Group experience of their tasks on the

battlefield, Tifas also to be included in the organization,

(_iii} Exercise Spartan, 1 February - 12 March 19A3

Exercise Spartan was held in tvfo parts. During the
first ten days of February the preparation of appreciations
by the two opposing commanders took place and the exercise
with troops was held from A to 12 March. Briefly, the situa

tion, not unlike that wiiich had appertained in North Africa,
was that British forces located on the continent had landed in

semi-hostile Southland (approximately southern England,
bounded roughly by■the line of the-Thames to the north, to the
Severn estuary on the west and the environs of London to the
eaat) and after overcoming slight opposition had foi-mied a
limited bridgehead. Eastland representing German occupied
territory comprised East Anglia, Lincolnsl-iire and Yorkshire
v/ith Huntingdon the capital, ’German’ forces were expected
to march into Southland as soon as the ’British’ had made
significant advances northv/ards. The intention of the
’British’ was to cross the Thames, seize Huntingdon and to

A.M. File
3.1870A,
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[Qie air situation wasdefeat in detail the German forces•

similair to that which existed in reality "between the Allied
Air Forces and the G.A«F. in the west and it was assumed that

local air superiority had been achieved during the 'landings
by the British air force.

I

Each side was to be equipped with a composite group but,
becduse of the shortage of trained personnel and equipment, it

was only possible to make the 'British' composite group fully
mobile. The commanders of the opposing air forces were Air

Vice-Marshal J. Whitworth Jones, v/-ho coirananded the 'British'

'Z' Group, and Air Vice-liarshal J. 0. Andrews commanded the

’German* 'X* Group. Eight Fighter and Army Co-operation
Command squadrons were made mobile and were withdrawn from the

line on 10 February until the completion of Spartan, The

squadrons were to operate under conditions of mobile warfare

and only retained key personnel for servicing and maintenance
purposes. Non-mobile and mobile squadrons could be switched

to real operations if a serious German air offensive developed
in the course of the exercise. Air Marshal Earratt was to

supervise air operations in the exercise but Air Marshal
Leigh Malloiy in his capacit3r of Air Commander of the R.A, F.
Coitponent in Round Up was closely concerned with' events.

Fighter Crod,
0 ,R,B,,
App, A,6,
Jan. 1943 and

App. A. 6,
Feb. 1943.

Fighter Cmd,
O.R, B.

A total of 21 squadrons from Fighter Command was engaged
in Exercise Spartan. Of these. No, 9 Group provided one

Orders of Battle, Typhoon and one Beaufighter (night fighter) squadron. No, 10
Mar, 1943. Group, five Spitfire and two Hurricane bomber squadrons. No. 11

Group, six Spitfire, one Hurricane and one Typhoon squadrons.
No. 12 Group, two Spitfire, two Tyiiioon and one Mosquito (night
fighter) squadrons. Army Co-operation Command provided
11 Mustang reconnaissance squadrons. No. 2 Group allocated
six light bomber squadrons.

The order of battle of the 'opposing* forces is shown in
the following table.

r
"1

'British'

'Z' Mobile Composlta Group

Types and Totals Squadrons

! 'German'

'X' Coniposlte K'oup

Types and Totals Squadr

I
-h-

ons

;  Day Fighter ̂ ns,

i  k Mobile and 3 normal] Nos, 19, 129,
j  6 Spitfire, 1 Typhoon 132, /*12, 5Qk,

616, 21(7 (Typhoon^

;I

;

I

 Day Fighter Sqns,

 6 normal, all
! Spitfire

Nos. 124, 167,
303, 350, 411,
453

;  Night Fighter Sqn. i
j  ̂ ^ ' ' i
I  1 normal, Beaufighter i No, 96

TacUcal Recce Sqn.

2 mobile and 4 normal,: Nos. 16, 26, 170, | 5 normal, all Mustang
all mstang i 239 , 400, 414 1

Arny Support Sqns.

’  Night Fighter Sqn.

I  1 normal, Mosquito
I

i Tactical Reece Sqn.

I

! Amy Support Sqns.

No, 151

NOS. 2, 4, 169,
268, 613

2 normal, both Typhoon4 mobile,
3 Hurricane,
1 Typhoon

Ught Bomber Sqns.

2 mobile, Mitchells

i NOS. 174, 175,
;  184, 182
i  (Typhoon)

NOS. 181, 183
i

j Light Bomber Sqns.
J

I NOS. 88, 226 I 4 normal, Mitchell
I  and Ventura

Nos. 21, 98,
464, 487

I  Air Field H.Q.

All mobile

: Air Field H.Q.

I NilNOS. 121, 122,
123, 124 I

iTotal No. Of Sqns.
Mobile

Total No. Of Sqns.
non mobile

16 Total NO. of Sqns.
Mobile

I Total No. of Sqns,
;  non-mobile

I

1

8 18

I

Total No. of Sqns. 24 Total No, of Sqns. 18
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Fighter Cmd.
O.E.B.,
App. A.6,
Jaji. 1943.
A.H.B./Ilt4/
A2/4A.

The ground units operating on a mobile basis -were
'Z* Group Headquarters, consisWng of 'Z* Mobile Advanced
Group Headquarters and a Rear Headquarters from the staff of
No.11 Group supplemented by personnel borrowed temporarily
from Fighter, Bomber and Any Co-operation Commands,
Airfield Pleadquarters were fomed from Fighter Command,
from No.2 Group and one from Army Co-operation Command,
Other mobile units in 'Z' Group

1 Mobile Sector Headquarters (including Mobile
Operations Room Unit (M.O.R.U.)

1 Mobile Air Reporting Unit (M.A.R.U,)
2 Servicing Commandos
1 Advanced Landing Ground Signals Section
1 Mobile Signals Servicing Unit
8 Squadrons and 8 A.A. Flights E.A.F. Regiment
1 Reioair and Salvage Unit
2 Air Stores FArks

1 Air Formation Signals Unit

The Mddle Wallop and Tangmere Sector Operations Room did
duty for the two M.O.R.U’s which were lacking in ‘Z» Group.

The exercise centered round the crossing of the Thames by
the ’British' forces who captured a bridge intact at an early
stage in the proceedings. The 'Germans' lost the opportunity
of counter attaclcLng and after 8 Pferch the situation went

strongly in favour of the 'British' forces, then established
north of the Thames. , The Air Forces on both sides carried

out normal air support tasks such as tactical reconnaissances,
attacks on tanks and vehicles and provided fighter cover,
Tv/o runv/ays were built in the field and completed in two days
and v/ere used by fighter aircraft.

At the conclusion of the exercise it ivas clear that in

general a more thorough understanding of the limitations and
capabilities of the Air Force was required by Army officers
while the R.A.F. ,

under field service conditions,
evident that the combined service unit knovm as the Amy Air
Support Control was too cumbersome an arrangement.
Air iiarshal Leigh Ifeillory proposed that it was the Army's
responsibility both to transmit requests for close support to
the joint Amiy/R.A.F, headquarters at Army or Corps level and
to arrange such requests in order of priority according to
the battle situation. Thereafter it was the R.A.P. 's"^
responsibility both to fulfil requests and to provide the
necessary communications for the control of the aircraft

carrying out the supporting task. Other points arose
affecting the basic organization of a conposite group, the
arrangement of an. advanced, air headquarters vis _a_vis the
Amy, the size of intelligence staffs at Group Headquarters
and other matters. All these problems had been solved by the
end of May 1943.

Air Ivlarshal Sir Arthur Barratt v/rote a report on
Spartan, Without going into detail, his main criticisms were
that 'Z' Group ̂ vas organized for Phase II (the transitional
stage) of the operation ’whereas the situation in Spartan
dealt with Phase III (the expansion from the beachhead).
Difficulties were encountered in that staffs were unfamiliar
■with each other and equipment and personnel were limited,
made the follov/ing proposals:

Two
one

were:-

req’oired toughening and training in li-ving
In particular it was

He

A.M, File
S. 18704.

Ibid.
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(i) The planning of the Air Expeditionary Force as it
•will be in Phase III of operations on a functional basis

v/ithin composite groups, and the laying dovm of the
structure and organisation, at any rate in outline, of
this force,

(ii) The acceptance of a modified form of such a force
to meet the special but temporary conditions of Phase II
of the operations,

(iii) The placing of the Composite Group in close contact
with the Army and Corps ’Adth which it will operate, and
the working out between the' Group and the Amy of the
problems to which attention had been drav/n,

(iv) The recognition of the difference in tempo between
land and air action, especially on the higher head
quarters level, and the need for so organizing the Joint
Army/Air structure that the inherent capacity for
flexible and speedy action of air forces is not cramped by
the necessary combination of headquarters on imry and
Corps level,

(v) The necessity for giving all parts of the future
expeditionary force full experience in field conditions,

(vi) The need for ensuring that reconnaissance resources
can be centralised or decentralised to meet the needs of
the users,

(iv) Formation of No.83 Mobile Composite Group and of a.
Tactical Mr Force

A.K.B./rD3/
1745B and

A.H.B./ID3/
1745C.

After the conclusion of Exercise Spartan plans for an Air
Support Group went apace,
informed the Chiefs of Staff Committee that even if they did
not embark on an a..Tphibious operation in 1943 there was alv/ays
a possibility of a Rankin taking place. (0
headquarters was therefore to be established vdth the object of
exercising ground units under active service conditions and
providing a nucleus for continental operations.

As a result of Air fershal Leigh Ivlallory’s suggestion
made before Spartan *Z‘ Mobile Composite Group becSne No.83
Mobile Composite Group under Fighter Command on 19 March, with
its headquarters at Gatton Park near Eedhill, Surrey; later it
was planned to move to Oxford, the headquarters of Second
British Amy, the formation which it was intended to support.
It was composed of four day-fighter squadrons, four Army
support squadrons and two Tactical Reconnaissance squadrons
controlled by Nos.121, 122, 123, 124 Airfield Headquarters.
Its first Air Officer Commanding -was Air Vice-lViarshal
17.'F. Dickson,

tional, but it ?iras soon to take part in offensive operations
the continent.
Staff Committee.

Meanwhile Air Marshal Leigh Mallory visited the North
Mrican theatre of operations, vd-th the object of studying the
system of command and organization and its application to
north-west European conditions and also methods of tactical

On 23 M;irch the Chief of Air Staff

A composite group

For the time being the Group was non-opera-
on

These measures were approved by the Chiefs of

(l) An unopposed landing on the continent.
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control vfhich could be applied to the organisation of a
composite group. The tv.-o features v/hich impressed him

most during his visit were, first, the intimate contact
between A.mxy and R.A.P. opei-ational staffs, Tjath the result
that air and groimd forces vrere directed and employed in a
common plan^ and, secondly, the close integration of British
and American air staffs in which an ihnerican air officer was

deputy if there was a British. Air Officer Commanding and
vice versa. The outcome of his experiences gained in
North Africa T/as that important re-^ justments were m.ade to
the structure of the composite groups. It was the composite
group which ’vould be the principal air unit in the battle and
the group would define the general conduct of operations
delegating responsibility for their details to fighter forma
tion headquarters.

The next stage viras the formation of the Eastern, or, as
it was to become known, Tactical Air Force. On 17 April
Air Chief liarshal Sir Edgar Ludlow Heviritt, Insipector GenerjfL
of the E.A.F., who had been in close consultation with
Air ¥iarshal Leigh Ivlallory, sent the diief of Air Staff a
paper expounding his viev/s on the transformation of Army Co
operation Command into an Expeditionary Air Force, He
proposed that a Deputy to the Gommander-in-Chief Fighter
Command should be appointed who would concern himseif both
with matters relating to air-ground support and with the air
aspect of Round Up. He suggested that the organisation of
Amy Co-opei’ation Command was inadequate, as it then stood,
to deal with the planning of continental operations. He
proposed, therefore, the fomation of an Headquartei's
Expeditionaiy Air Force ■•. '■hich would, firstly, be responsible
for operational and administrative planning for cross channel
oiperations, and, secondly, -would taJce over command of No.83
Group and a second Mobile Composite Group (to v/ork with the
other Amy in the British Expeditionary Force) and the light
bomber and reconnaissance elements. The headquarters v/as to
draw liberally from the staff of Amy Co-operation Command so
that the force .nuld be leavened with officers experienced in
working with the iVrmy and acquainted v.dth its problems.

On 19 April the Chief of Air Staff announced the forma
tion of a Headquarters British Expeditionary Air Force.
Composite Groups v.’-ere to be organised on the level of the
British Armies and the relations between the Amy and Mr
Commanders were modelled on the relations of the Mr Officer
Commanding Vfestem Desert Mr Force vdth the General Officer
Commanding the Eighth Army. The Air Officer Commanding the
E.A.F., together Mth his American coimterpart, neve to be
subordinate to the Commander-in-Chief Mlied Air Forces, who
would also control 't.lirough appropriate channels the strategic
bombing forces
defence of Great Britain, the air element pf the airborne
forces, all transport aircraft and such P.R.U. and Coastal
Convaand squadrons as might be allotted to him for the laurpose
of the operation*.

the fomations concerned with the air

Ibid.

A.H.B./ID7/
136(B) and
A.H.B./ID3/
1745(G).

Ibid. a start was to be made by forming the headquarters of
E.A.F. on the lines suggested in Sir Edgar Ludlow-Hev/itt *s
memorandum. The training formations of Amy Co-operation
Commaiid were also to be retained and the training of fighter
pilots a.nd light bomber crews were to be extended to embody
the latest lessons of combined Amy-Mr operations,
quarters Expeditionary Air Foi-ce was to fom initially
subordinate formation of Fighter Command, transferring to the

Head-
as a
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conti'ol of Allied Air Headquarters on the a;ppointment of the
Allied Air Conuns.nder-in-Chief.

Chiefs of Staff Committee on 1 lilay.
had at last won his case for an independent air support group.

These proposals took effect on Uune 1943 vdien the
Expieditionary ilir Force became known as the Tactical Air
Force,(1)
folloiving changes took place:

(i) No.2 Group v/as transferred from Bomber Command and
allocated to Fighter Command imder the Tactical Air Force,

(ii) No.83 Group (then directly under Fighter Command)
was allocated to the Tactical Air Force (T.A.F.)

No.38 Ning (air element airborne forces) then in ilniiy
Co-operation ComsTiand \^/as transferred to T.A.F,

(iv) No,140 PoR« Squadron came directly under T.A.F,
transfer from Army Co-operation Command.

The headquarters of T.A.F. v/as to form at Bracknell, the
old headquarters of lijnay Co-operation Command, but it vra.s
visualised that it v/ould soon move alongside the British-
Canadian Am\y- Group (at that date not formed) which vra.s to be
responsible for ground operations on the continent,
quarters T.A.F. v/as in general to study the problems of
continental operations and the air aspect of airborne
tions to train the composite groups and light bomber squad
rons, to exercise with Army Group Headquarters, and to meet
all requirements for strategical reconnaissance for
continental operations.

As from 1 June Army Co-operation Command vras dissolved(2)
No.72 Group was transferred to Technical Training; Command,
No.70 Group was transferred to Fighter Coimnand arid, while
retaining its normal functions was, in addition, to taJce over
the Light Bomber O.T.U. and A.A. Co-operation Units.
Co-operation mngs were to retain their identity and locati
but were to be allotted to appropriately situated fighter

It was also decided to stress the significance of
the new system of air-ground operations by abolishing the term
Army Co-operation and replacing it by the term Air Support,
The term Army Co-operation V/ing was replaced by Fighter
Reconnaissance Wing, Army Support Squadrons became fighter
bomber Squadrons; No.38 Wing became No.38 (Airborne)Ving.

All this was approved by the
The Chief' of Air Staff

commanded by Air Vice Marshal D'Albiac, The

(iii)

on

Head-

opera-

Army
on

; ;roups.

Ibid.

Ibid and

P,G./S.33145.

Ibid, All that was lacking at this point was the Allied Air
Comiiander and his staff. Until their appointment, therefore,
the R.A.F, staff in Norfolk House (pi’e-occupied x'ath the
planning of Round Up operations) were to fulfil the dual
function of providing the R.A.F. element of the Combined
Staff of COSSAC and also the planning staff of the future Air
Commander-in-Ghief,

Ibid. On 10 June the Secretaries of State for Yfar and for Air

reported to the Prime Fdnister that agreement on the
orgaiiization of the R.A.F. for continental operations had been
reached.

re-

(1) It was believed that the word Expeditionary would
undesirable speculation on an imminent opening of the
Second Front,

(2) Air I/iarshal Barratt was subsequently appointed Air
Officer Commanding Technical Training Command,

arouse
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(v) Formation of No.84 Mobile Composite Group

Soon after the formation of No.83 Group the
Commander-in-chief Heme Forces, Gener2Ll Sir Bernard. Paget,
began to press for a second mobile comijosite group which
would work ̂ iath the other army of the proposed British
Expeditionary Force, It had been agreed that No,83 Group
should co-operate v/ith the Second British Army and the Vice
Chief of Air Staff suggested that the new composite group
should be mainly composed of Canadian squadrons to support
the First Canadian Army, as seven Canadian tactical
reconnaissance and fighter squadrons vrere already in exist
ence. Air Marshal Leigh Mallory ms faced wdth the problem
of satisfying both British and Canadian claims for supporting
air forces, added to which No.83 Group had been severely
depleted in personnel and equipment due to demands by the
forces engaged in North Africa, Both he and General Paget
agreed that the Canadians vrere to have facilities for opera
ting Ydth the advanced headquarters of No.83 Group until the
formation of No,84 Group proper. Ho';vever by 30 May,
Canadian demands had become so insistent that they decided
that No. 83 Group should support the Canadian Ajrmy and the
Canadian squadrons together with the Canadian fighter-bomber
squadrons which v/ere to form later in 1943, vrere transferred
to No.83 Group.(1)

Meanwhile the nucleus of No,84 Group veas formed under
its future Senior Air Staff Officer, Air Commodore
T. M. Me Evoy, at Covdey Bajr’racks, Oxford where it v/as along
side the headquarters of Second British Army,
proposed that the squadrons for this Group were to be formed
from the existing resources of No.11 Group and Air Marshal
Leigh Mallory intended that the iiir Officer Commanding No, 11
Group should control both his ov/n and No.84 Group's
activities. The Air

arrangement; Y/hile they admitted the vital part vMch No. 11
Group vfould play in the assault stage, they believed that a
separate commander should be appointed to train the nevf group
in its army support duties. No.84 Group was formally
authorised on 22 July 1943 and Air Vice-Marshal Nhitworth Jones
wa.s appointed as Air Officer Commanding.

Development of the Tactical Air Force 1943

It wa.s

Staff w^ere not in favour, of this

A.H.B./ID7/
136b and
F.C./S.32279
and 33275

(E.A.F.
Narrative:
'Liberation'

of N.¥.

Europe, Vol.I,
Apps. 1/7-
1/9)

A.H.B./ID7/
136(B).

On 12 June Air Iv!iarsha.l Leigh Mallory issued his first
directive to T.A.F, He stated that until preparatory opera
tions for the assault across the channel began, the Tactical
Air Force must plaj)^ its pai-t together ¥d.th the rest of Fighter
Command in the battle for air supremacy ovei' the Channel.
For the time being, he VYould himself control these offensive
operations which were directed by the static fighter group
organization (No.11 Group). At the same time composite group
commanders would be given opportunities to exercise their"^
formations in actual operations, Y/hile he ■was temporarily
relieved of the responsibility for planning operations, the
main task of the commander of T.A.F. and his staff was to
build up and train the new command. Later, when T.A.F. moved

(1) This arrangement was altered in Jaiuary 194!i. when it was
decided that Second British Army and not First Canadian
Army should lead the assaiGt. No,83 Group being at full
strength and farthest advanced in training was therefore
transferred to support Second Army.
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to Uxbridge, where it Virould be alongside Tiiventy First Arm^'-
Group, the commander would be charged v.dth the responsibility
for the planning and direction of all offensive ojjerations
.carried out from No.11 Group area. These offensive opera
tions would be conducted under the direction of the T.A.P,

comimnders by the Mr Officer Commanding No. 11 Group, or by one
or both of the commanders of the ccxnposite groups,
of T.A.P. in the immediate future was to train for the

approaching invasion and to perfect its technique of close

support in conjunction with the Army.
T.A.P. staff might not be deflected frcm these duties, the
responsibilities for the administration of the Tactical Mr

Force was to be borae by Headquarters Fighter Coiranand.

The role

In order that the

Re organ! sat i on of Mr Defence Great Britain for
Operation Overlord

(i) Responsibilities of the Mr Commander-in-Chief, Mlied
Expedi tionaiy Mr Force and the Mr Marshal Commanding Mr
Defence Great Britain

On 20 August Mr Marshal Leigh-Aiallory, virho had become
increasingly absorbed in the preparation and planning of the

air operations for the invasion of the Continent, v/as
appointed as Mlied Mr Ccsnmander-in-Caiief. He had long
been considered for this appointment and his name had already
been approved in principle by the British Chiefs of Staff, but
for the next three months interminable discussions between the

British and Americans concerning the responsibilities of the
Mr Gommander-in-Chief, the amount of control he was to
exercise over the strategic bomber forces and other issues,
the details of which are not relevant to this narrative, y/ere
to ensue. (■')

The Mlied Expeditionary Mr Force formed on
15 Noveiriber 1943 under Air 15arshal Leigh-MMlory with his
Headquarters at Stanmore. It consisted of the Tactical Mr
Force and its administrative units. Fighter Command, which now
became knoTO as Mr Defence Great Britain, and the Ninth U.S.
Mr Force (the Mierican equivalent of the British Tactical
Mr Force). The lattei- was to pass under Mr i/Earshal
Leigh-Mallory's command on 15 December 1943.
Mr Marshal Leigh-Mallory issued his first directive to his
Command and instructed them to prepare vfithout delay for
•operations in support of two British and two U.S, Field

Armies in the invasion of the Continent early in 1944'. The
air plan for the support of these operations vras to be
evolved by Headquarters Mlied Expeditionary Mr Force
(largely derived from the R.A.F./U.S.A.A.F, staff at
Norfolk House which had been virorking together since the
appointment of C.O.S.S.A.C.).

Mr Marshal R. M. Hill, who had been Air Officer
Commanding No.12 Group since July 1943, was appointed
Air ivlarshal Commanding Mr Defence Great Britain,
to a directive issued to him on 17 November, his duties
as follows

On 17 November

According
were

AEAF/S. 13020
in App. I/17
R.A.F. Narr.
Vol. I 'Lib.
N.W. Europe.•

(l) See R.A.P, Narrative; 'Liberation of
N.W. Europe*, Vol.I.
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A.E.A.P./
S13020 in

App, I/18
R.A.P. Narr.

•Lib. of N.W.

Europe,
Vol.I.

(i) To be responsible for the air defence of
G-reat Britain and Northern Ireland,

(ii) To cormiand the folloiang formations:

9, 10, 11, 12, 13'Fighter Groups, R.A.F. N.Ie

(operational control of fighters), No.oO Sir^als
Group, and Wo.70 (Training) Group.

Wo:

(iii) To control opei-ational activities of A.A. Command,
the Royal Observer Corps, Balloon Command and other
static elements of air defence controlled operationally

by Fighter Command,

(iv) To conduct defensive and offensive operations which
involved the use of squadrons of both A.D.G.B, and T.A.F.
until further notice,

(v) To develop air interception methods and apparatus
for eventual use in A.D.G.B, and other theatres.

Air ilarshal Hill va.s at once placed in an unusual
position as a coimnander yis_-a-vis Air Ivlarshal Leigh-l/iallory.
The latter had been made responsible to the British Chiefs of
Staff for the air defence of Great Britain although new
arrangements were to be made when his headquarters moved over
to the Continent once the assault was over. But Air Marshall

Leigh-Mallory was preoccupied with the planning of preparatory'-
operations for Overlord and had no time to spare for purely
defensive matters. Air iviarshal Hill in coping with these
responsibilities frequently had to deail directly with the Air
Staff and the Chiefs of Staff but as Air Marshal Leigh-Mallory'
Y/as theoretically in command, Ms subordinate did not possess
the status ■'vhich usually accompanied such responsibilities.
As has been seen. Air iiarshal Hill was also responsible for the
operational control of guns and search-lights but, since the
General Officer Commanding A.A. Command, General File, was his
senior, his apyoointment again created difficulties. However,
the tact and resourcefulness of the new' commander together with
his renovm as a,skilled pilot did much to redress these
handicaps.

Air Marshal Hill liad also been charged with the conduct of
offensive operations of Air Defence Great Britain and the
Tactical Air Force squadrons. This was designed to free the
Commander of the Tactical Air Force and his staff for their
major task of preparing for the landings. In practice,
Air ilarshal Leigh-Mallory supervised offensive operations
until, in March 19M;-, the ne-'v Commander of the Tactical Air
Force, Air Marshal Coningham, took over the task. As already
noted, the Air Officer Commanding No,11 Group was responsible
for the tactical direction of air operations across the Channel
until the time came for this task to be assumed by the Commander
of the Tactical Air Force,

(ii) Role of A.D.G.B. in Overlord and Formtion of No.83 Group

T\7o plans v/ere in-’epared by A.ir Marshal Hill for the
protection of Great Britain during the Overlord period, the
first to meet any threat of orthodox air attacks (entitled the
A.D.G.B. Overlord Han and dated 7 February 1944), the second
to include measures to be tajcen in the event of attacks by
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German flying bombs (knovm as the Oveiiord/Diver Ran).^"*)
The disposition of aircraft and the arrangement for their

operational control were the same in both plans. The use of

flying bombs by the enemy would necessitate a redeployment of

guns, searchlights and balloons. But the condition of the
G.A.P, as revealed in its latest attacks on London and other

centres in the spring of 1944 made it unlikely that the air

and ground defences would be unable to deal effectively with

any orthodox attacks by the enemy.

Although it does not concern this narrative, it is as well
to note briefly the functions of Air Defence Great Britain in
the assault phase of Operation Overlord. It was responsible
for the clay and night air defence (in conjunction vath A.A.
Command) of concentration and marshalling areas, aii’fields,
embarkation ports and the contiguous coastal waterways. By
night Air Defence Great Britain vcas additionally responsible
for the protection of all the battle area including the

beaches, the shipping routes and the eiiibaidcation ports. It
was responsible for air/soa rescue in the Channel, for the
protection of Coastal Command aircraft engaged on certain
U-boat patrols and shipping strikes, for the operation of
intruder aircraft over the Continent and for .providing cover
to those boiribing and airborne operations wMch formed a part
of the general plan of the assault. It was additionally
responsible for discouraging eneny air activity and coastv/ise
shipping in the Brittany and Das de Calais areas.

Air Defence Great Britain also had to provide six day
fighter and six night fighter squadrons for a new Group (No.05)
whose role was the defence of the base and lines of communica

tion of the Allied Expeditionary Force v/hen established in
Prance. No,85 Group \?as formed on 17 December 194-3 at
Uxbridge and came under the command of Air Vice-Jfershal
J. B. Cole-Hamilton on 13 February 194A. Until the Group
moved overseas the operational control of its cdrcraft was

assigned to the Air Officer Commanding No.11 Group. The
latter was responsible to the Tactical Air Force for air opera
tions in the tactical area and to Air Defence Great Britain for

home defence aiid for offensive operations other than those in
Normandy. This arrangement enabled the Commander of the
Tactical Air Force to devote Ms v/hole time to offensive opera
tions. In practice all fighter resources were used as far as
possible on tasks for which they were best suited with the
result that both day and night fighter squadrons of No.85 Group
continued to be identified v/ith Air Defence Great Britain during
the initial phase of Overlord,

(iii) Forces Available for the Air Defence of_Great Britain

See Chap. 12

A.E.A.P.
Overall Air

Ran Pt.III,
Sec.1.

As a. result of the reorganisation in Noveml^er ten day-
fighter squadrons of Air Defence Great Britain \/ere reserved
specifically for home defence duties,
squadrons were placed under the operational control of the

Tactical Air Force for use in Overlord, But they would revei't
to home defence at once in an emergency'". The six day-fighter
squadrons of No, 85 Group irere also available for home defence,(2)

Fifteen day-fighter

A.E.A.P.
Overall Air

Ran. App. H,

(1) Issued on 4- kiarch 194-ii- and knovm as the A.D.G.B.
Provisional Concurrent Air Defence Ran for Operation
Overlord and Diver (A.D.G.B./i''iS.366l/0p3.5B).

(2) For numbei-’s of squadrons attached to No.85 Group see
App. No.16, Order of Battle A.D.G.B. for 25 I/Iay I944.
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Three squadrons based e.t Hartford Bridge, Vfest Me.lling and
Bradvrell Bay were to be employed on the important task of

intercepting enemy high flying reconnaissance aircraft over
southern England. The other three squadrons based at
Newchurch (Romney) were to be used on shipping reconnais*
ss<nces and anti shipping strikes. Seventeen night-
fighter squadrons were available for night defence, including
the six squadrons of No.85 Group. The latter, diile
primarily intended for defence of the beach head could be

■ used by Air liarshal Hill until they moved over to the

Continent. The night fighters like the day fighter
squadrons were mostly deployed south of the Thames and
Bristol Ciiannel.(0

Air j..:ai’sj.ial Hill could therefore call on A8 squadrons,
including the I5 day-fighter squadrons he could use only in
an emergency,

assigned to home defence at the end of 19^-1, when most of the
G.A.P. vfas on the Eastern Front,

that if a serious situation should arise at home during the

preparatory and earlj^’ stages of Overlord all uncommitted
fighter squadrons in south-east England (other than
II.S. squsidrons) v^-ould be diverted to home defence.

This xrSiS less than half the strength

The Chiefs of Staff agreed

(iv) Reorganisation of Groups and Sectors for_Operation
Overlord

Cnanges in the ground organisation of Fighter Command
became necessary for tliree reasons: firstly, because of the
greatly reduced threat of air attack from 1943 onwards and

the necessity to economise in manpovrer; secondly, in order
to concentrate the air defences in the south of England which

haH become the spring-board for the assault; thirdly, to
maJce room for the American Air Forces v/hich began to increase
rapidly in numbers from the summer of 1943.

A.M. File

C.S.2110/Pt,II,
Ends. 87A,
9OA and A.H.B./
lW^2/5,
App. D4,
28 Jan. 1943.

In January 1943 plans were made to reduce the existing
six groups and 28 sectors of Fighter Command. First, it was
decided to put Scotland under No.13 Group and to disband
No.14 Group, then responsible for Scotland, the latter head
quarters closing down on I5 July 1943. Headquarters No.13
Group moved to Inverness on that date taking over the vacant
Or)erations and Filter Rooms of N0.I4 Group. No.12 Group
took over the Ouston and Catterick Sectors formerly under

control of No.13 Group. The advantages accruing from the

move.were a considerable econony in personnel, better liaison
with the naval and military cranrflands in Scotland and the
placing of group headquarters in -a better position to give air
support in the event of a surprise raid on Scapa Flo'w by air
borne forces. On 7 April 1944 the operations Room of No.13
Group closed dovm.(2) 17hile the Air Officer Commanding
No.13 Group continued to be responsible for policy for the air
defence of Scotland, the conduct of operations such as the
detailing and the tactical control of fighters devolved upon
the Commanders of liirkvTall, Peterhead and Turnhouse Sectors.(3)

No.13 Group
O.R.B.

A.H.B./m^
A2/4, Entiy
28 Dec. 1943

(1) See App. No.16, Order of Battle A.D.G.B. for 25 Ivlay 1914.
(2) K.Q. No.13 Group then began to plan for a proposed land

ing in Nonvay,
(3) Peterhead Sector ’.ms absorbed in Kirkwall and Turnhouse

Sectors on 20 June 1944.
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They also controlled the A.A, and balloon defences v/ith the

exception of KLrlcvvall vdiich came under the operational control
of the Admiral Corananding Orkneys and Shetlands. Meanwhile
Stormont, Northern Ireland became the Combined Group Opera
tions Sector for Royal Air Force Northern Ireland and the

Operations Rooms at Ballyhalbert and Eglinton closed dov/n.

Reductions next took place in north-^vest England v^hich had
now little to fear from enemy air attack. By 1 November 1943
No,9 Group had been cut dovm from four to two sectors, namely,
V/oodvale, Virhich absorbed the Andreas Sector, and Honileyi
Defensive responsibilities continued to be assumed by this
Group until they were talcen over by No, 12 Group in August 19-!^i^..

No.12 Group was reduced from six to four sectors. The
Operations Rooms at Wittering and Duxford were handed over to
the Vlllth U.S. Fighter Comimind in August 1943 leaving
Coltishall, Digby, Church Fenton and Newcastle Sectors, The
old V/ittering and Duxford Sectors were absorbed into Digby
Sector, .Kirton-in-Lindsey into Church Fenton Sector, where a
new Operations Room was set up at Grimston Birk, and the
Oust on and Catterick Sectors (formerly cont;ained by No. 13
Group) were absorbed in the Newcastle Sector,

The assembly of the forces required in Overlord had trans-
fomed southern England into a vast camp, the air defence of
T/hich was of cardinal importance. Great responsibilities
vtrere placed upon Headquarters No. 11 Group which not only
to become Combined Control Centre for all air operations
ing the assault but was also charged with the defence of the
area where the invasion forces were ga.thered. The Middle
Wallop and Goleme Sectors, then in No. 10 Group, covered the
assembly and embarkation areas of Southampton, Portsmouth and
Portland and the Operations Staff of Fighter Command were in
favour of amalgamating the two sectors and ti’ansferring them
to No,11 Group for defensive as well as for offensive purposes.
An amalgamation had been under consideration for seme time, and
the clearing of the enemy from the French coast \7ould to a
large extent obviate the necessity for No.10 Group's existence.
Apart from the benefits of centralised control, the link up of
telephone communications arising fresm the fusion of the sectors
would, it was believed, be of great assistance to the Post
Office engineers working on the A.E.A.F, telephone neWork,

vms

cover-

No,9 Group
O.R.B

1 Nov. 1943.
•f

A.H.b/I]M/
A2/4
Entry
24 July 1943.

A.H.B./IIS/
110/5/125.

The amalgamation of Colerne vmth the ilddle Wallop Sector

was opposed by the Air Officer Commanding No.10 Group and the

comnanders of the local A.A. defences on the grounds that the

Colerne Sector wa.s an integral part of the air defences, not
only of the Portsmouth and Weymouth areas, but also of the
Bristol Channel ports and the industrial area of south Tfales

v/hich, as it happened, were still on the target list of the
enemy,

lead to division in the control of guns and searchlights in

south-west England, for example, the guns protecting Bristol
and the south Wales area would be controlled from tv/o head

quarters instead of from one, and the searchlights defending
Bristol and Weymouth would be controlled through No. 11 Group
rather than by the closer No.10 Group. Ivibreover, they stated
that the retention of Colerne Sector vrould, on the contrarj’,
ease the burden placed on the G.P.O, engineers and enable
Mddle WalLlop Sector to maJee use of telephone cable which \7ould
otherwise have been reserved for No.10 Group,

The transfer of Coleme Sector to No. 11 Group would

At a conference held at Air Mnistry on 29 February 1944
it was learned that the telephone communications for Overlord
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could not be completed if Colerne v/as trajisferred to No, 11

Group ovdng to the increased requirements of Mddle Vfallop
and it v/as agreed to postpone the amalgaination of the two
sectors until after the establishment of Allied forces on

the Continent. On 15 March 1944 the Middle Ti'allop Sector

only v;as transferred to No, 11 Group, the western boundary of
the former becoming the boundary be Ween Nos, 10 and 11
Groups; Longload G.G.I, Station and the searchlight
batteries associated vdth Goleme remained within No, 10

Group. PairvTood, Portfeath and Exeter also continued to
function as sectors within No.10 Group until the latter was

reduced to a serai-operational basis in September 1944.

Other amalgamations of sectors in No.11 Group were as

folloviTs: Deb den was taken over by Vlllth U.S. Fighter
Command in August 1943, that sector being absorbed by
North Weald.

Sector on 6 March 19^i4.
into North Weald Sector,

v/ard airfields for the Tactical Air Force, Biggin Hill and
Tangmere controlled all the day-fighter squaHrons for Over-
lord virhile North Weald and Middle Wallop Sectors retained
night fighter and air/sea rescue duties,

Kenley v/as absorbed into the Biggin Hill
Prior to this Homchurcii merged
Ifenley and Hornchur'ch became for-

A.H,B./m/
A2/4, Entry
24 Jtay 1943.

Meanwhile, the Tactical Air Force had been desig>'
nated 2nd T.A.F., and on 21 January Air I\’iarshal Sir Arthur
Coningham, late Commander of the Desert Air Force,
relieved Air Marshal D'Albiac of his command,

2 February 2nd T.A.F, Headquarters had moved to Uxbridge
and at the end of May had talcen over the responsibility for

the Operations Room of No, 11 Group which nor/ became the

Combined Control Centre for all fighters operating in the

tactical area for the assault together with the static control
facilities, as had been anticipated in the early stages of
planning,
with the IXth U.S. Figliter Command was to plan and issue the
executive orders for fighter operations in the assault. At

the same time the No.11 Group Controller was also charged
with the responsibility of maintaining states in squadrons
sufficient to meet any air attanks on No.11 Group area.

Hitherto little reference has been made to the appoint-
The follomng table is designed

By

The immediate task of No.11 Group in conjunction

ments of Group Commanders.

(l) The reduction of operational sectors during the period
under review is illustrated below;

Operational Sectors

_7 Januar^^ 1945 20 April 194(-

No.9 Group
No.10 Group
No,11 Group
No.12 Group
No. 13 Group
No. 14 Group
E.A.F. Northern
Ireland

4 2

5 4
7 4
6 4
A 3
2

1 1
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to show the changes made in the Air Officers Commanding Groups
in Fighter Command betv/een January 1943 '^̂ 7 194^-;“

Date of

AppointmentGroup

Air Vice-i\''iarshal

J. I'i'hitv/'orth Jones
Air Vice-iiarshal

L, N, Hollinghurst
Air Vice-IViarshal

D. P. Stevenson

Air Vice-Marshal

W, P, Dickson
Air Vice-Marshal

C. R, Steele

Air Vice-lviarshal

H, Vf. L. Saunders

Air Vice-Marshal

J, 0, Andrews
Air Vice-Marshal

R. M. Hill
Air Vice-Marshal

M, Henderson

Air Vice-Marshal

M, Henderson
Air Commodore

S. P, Vincent
Air Commodore

J. A, Boret

Air Vice-JS/larshal

R, Collishaw

Air Vice-Marshal

A. T, Cole
Air Vice-4vlarshal

D, P, Stevenson
Mr Commodore

Vf. H, Primrose

No.9
10 November 1942

5 July 1943

7 Deceiiiber 1943

No.10

4 November 1942

5 May 1943

No. 11

8 November 1942

No.12

29 Noveniber 1942

26 July 1943

15 November 1943

No.13
27 November 1942

18 November 1943

31 January 1944

Group Amalgamated vdth
No.13 Group 15 July 1943

No.14

R.A.P.
Northern

Ireland
7 September 1942

14 March 1943

7 December 1943

Conclusion

By the spring of 1944, the Metropolitan Mr Force had been
placed on an offensive footing for continental operations.
A Tactical Mr Force had been formed out of Fighter Command,
the component groups of v/hich had been trained to work in con

junction ydth the Army. The ground defensive organisation of
Fighter Command had been transformed into an offensive
instrument for the cover and support of cross-Channel operations
and the strength of the Command had been concentrated into four
Groups for the most part based in southern and south-eastern
England. The U.S, Tactical Mr Force had taken up position
alongside the R.A.P, without undue dislocation. The Allied
Tactical Mr Headquarters \7hich was a model of close co-opera
tion between the R.A.F, and U.S.A.A.P. was preparing for the

assault under the former Mr Officer Commanding Fighter Cranmand,
Mr Chief Marshal Leigh-Mallory. On the whole, the organisa
tion v/hich hal now been deployed closely resembled the
conception of the planners at Norfolk House,who had begun work
in 1942>and the smoothness vdth which it was to work during the
coming battle fully justified the long months of planning which
preceded it.
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CHAPTIR 15

THE DAI FIGHTER OFFENSIVE: ACHIEVEMENT OP AIR SUPERIORITY.

Introduction

It has been shown that in 1942 the policy for the cross

Chaimel fighter offensive was to pin down the largest possible
proportion of the German fighter force in the west and for

Pieter Command to engage and shoot down enemy fighters in the
most favourable conditions to itself,

greatly short of expectations, though that was not realised at

the time, and so far from destroying one enemy fighter for one

British fighter. Fighter Command had in fact lost on an average
more than two and three quarter times the number of aircraft

lost by the enemy,
^ortcoming, the principal one being that although the German

fighter force based in Prance and the Low Countries was

numerically inferior to the R,A,P., its chief fighter aircraft,
the P,W.190, was superior on performance to the type of

Spitfire then available for operations, /

This chapter will attempt to show how in 1943 Fighter
Coimmand began slowly to redress the balance and how by the
spring of 1944 the iELlies had won air superiority in the west.

It will deal with the modification of policy due to the Point-

blank Directive which was issued in June 1943 and describe the

first of the pre-Overlord preparatory operations  - Operation
Starkey which took place in September; it will trace the

development of co-operation with the VEIIth U, S, Air Force

which grew in strength and extended its operations into

Germany early in this year,
merging of operations by Fighter Command in the A.E,A,F, plan
for operations immediately preparatory to Overlord,

The results had fallen

There were various reasons for this

The chapter will end with the

See Pt.II,
Chap, 7,

Comparison of Strength of Fighter Command and German Fighter
Force January 1943

On 7 January there were 37 Spitfii’e VB squadrons (includ
ing 12 long range squadrons), tvifo Spitfire VT Squadrons
(including one long range squadron) ten Spitfire IX and eleven
Typhoon squadrons. The Conmander-in-Chief Fighter Command
continued to be dissatisfied vri.th the small number of long

range fighter squadrons made available for him. In his opin
ion nothing less up-to-date than Spitfires IX should be coming
off the production line instead of Spitfires V,
faster and longer-ranged Spitfires such as the Mark XII and

Mark XIV were on the way, he considerea that the fighter
industry as a whole was not sufficiently resilient to maintain

production of standard types and at the sane time begin work

on more advanced types of fighter aircraft.

Although

Fighter Cmd,
O.R.B

Jan. 1943.

A.H.B./Ili4/A2/

A.H.B./ID8/103.

4pp.G,• >

4A.

. HoY/ever, the Spitfire IX was, by January 1943, taking part
Typhoonsin cross-channel air operations in fair strength,

were also operating on Rhubarbs, Ranrods and Circuses,
formance of the Tyrphoon which was intended to out-manoeuvre
the F,J,190 was considered to be unsatisfactory.

Th

Apart fr

e per-

FC/S,31 231.
om

(1) App. No.33 gives the names of pilots accredited with more
than 12 victories,

absolutely accurate it is of interest to have the names
of the leading fighter pilots on record.

Although these claims caniot be
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the difficulties then being experienced with its Sabre engine.
Fighter Command v/as of the opinion that the Typhoon had a poor
rate of climb andmanoeuvreability compared with the Spitfire
VTII and IX and that it was unsuitable for employment in a
fightei' versus fighter role. Compared with the Spitfire it
was higher in initial cost; it required more skilled mainten

ance than a Spitfire wliile its Sabre engine had  a low rate of
serviceability. But as there were no major air operations
during the first half of deficiencies in fighter aircraft
did not constitute an urgent problem.

There was as yet no substantial force of American fighters
in the United Kingdom but three Spitfire Eagle squadrons based
at Debden under No. 11 Group were operational. They v/ere
shortly to change over to Thunderbolts (P,47*s), Early in
April the 1/TIIth U, S, Fighter Command was formed as part of the
Eighth Air Force and operated in conjunction with the R,A,P, on
offensive operations.

In contrast to the growing offensive power of the R,A,F
the prospects for the G,A,F, at the begimiing of 1943 were grim.
In November of the previous year the Battle of Alamein had
reversed the fortunes of the German forces in North Africa and
by the beginning of the new year their eviction from that con
tinent had become a certainty,
the defensive in the East,

at Stalingrad was forced to capitulate,
in spite of defeat in the Battle of Britain had always been in
a position to act offensively. Until approximately the summer
of 1942, it had been able to meet its opponents one by one and
had been able to concentrate its forces by denuding quiet fronts
and quite sectors and could therefore achieve local air superi
ority, From now onvrards pressure was to be exerted on the
Gerraaii land forces on the Eastern and on the Mediterranean
fronts. From the west the pressure came in the form of
increasing Allied air power. On 27 January the Americans
opened their daylight bombing offensive against Germany while
R,A.F, Bomber Commaaid made its first night raid against Berlin
since November 1941, In February the Anglo-American policy of
bombing ’round the clock’ was inaugurated.

• j

Next they were thrown back cn
On 31 January 1945 the German Army

Hitherto the G,A,F•)A,K, Pamphlet
No. 248, ’Rise
and Pall of the

G.A.F

pp. 201-203.
Chap,9,• >

The G,A.P, v/as thus compelled to fashion a defensive in
But the architects of theplace of an offensive policy.

Luftwaffe, had originally planned for a series of Blitzkriegs
of short duration and in spite of reverses had clung obstinately
to a belief in a rapid victory even as late as the second half

By the end of that year its operational strength had
sunk to some 2i.,000 aircraft and its initial reserves had

dmndled away to nothing; it had failed to bring its equipment
up to date by the introduction of new aircraft.
Hi^h Command refused to face the possibility of a defensive war"
in the air so long as Geraany retained the strategic initiative.
The situation in 1943 demanded a thorough overhaul of air policy.
Instead the G,A,P, tried to deal with its problems piecemeal,
with the result that it was unable to resolve the immediate
crisis or to provide safeguards for the future.

of 1942.

The German

There was, nevertheless, a substantial and efficient
fighter force in the west in 1943 which had changed little in
strength since August 1942 and for the first quarter of the
year a fourth of Germany's total fighter strength was located
in Germaixy'- or on the V/estern Front, On 10 January the single-
engined fighter strength in Luftflotte 3 anounted to 294
F,¥, 190’s of v;hich I80 were serviceable. They were drawn frexn

Enemy Dec.
A,H,B.6 Trans,
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Stab I, III BDd 10/JG.2,, Stab. I, II and Il/JG.26 and 10/Ja5iu
In addition there were 185 single-engined fighters in
Lixftflotte Reichy of v/hich 137 were serviceable. They were
all contained in J.G. 1 and v/ith the exception of 4-3 Me.109G‘s,
consisted of P.W, 190*s. The Me, 109G had a better performance
than other types of Me.109, particularly at high altitudes.

Policy and Operations; January to June 194-3

(i) Directive for Spring of 194-3.

Allied strategic bombing operations in daylight in the
first half of 194-3 continued to be devoted to a large extent
to the attack of the U-boat menace and took the shape of raids
against the U-boat bases on the west coast of Prance. The

light bombers of No, 2 Group which continued to take part in
Circus and Ramrod operations attacked engine sheds, docks,
airfields, torpedo and steel works. Meanwhile operations of
the Vlllth Air Porce remained on an experimental level; it
was not until March that a force of more than 100 bombers could

be put in the air with some consistency. But most of their
priority targets lay beyond the range of the Spitfires v/hich
were then the only fighters available in strength for offensive
operations. They v/ere only able to acconpany the bombers part
of the way in towards the target area and they provided
withdrawal support on the way out. In addition they provided
large diversionary sweeps to confuse the enemy’s E.D.P.

Air Marshal Leigh Mallory wanted to attack industrial
targets in the Lille-Lens-Bethune area and industrial
objectives in Holland and Belgium. On 8 March he requested
the Air Staff to grant him control over the light bombers of

No. 2 Group (then operating under Bomber Command), He claimed
that they were capable of inflicting serious damage to the

enemy’s war effort. This v/ould not only bring German fighters
into action in conditions v/hich were more favourable to

Pighter Command but would compel the enemy to maintain a large
number of fighters on the Western Pront. The Air Ministry
replied that transportation targets shovild be attacked in the

following order of priority: marshalling yards, engine repair
sheds, rolling stock and locomotives. No. 2 Gro^Ip was to
pass under control of the Commander-in-Chief Pighter Command

on the conclusion of experiments with a Mobile Conposite Grovp.

A.M. Pile

C.S.12253,
Ei-icls. 22-24A.

See Chap. 14-.

PC/S 26678,
Enel. 140A

The first directive to Pighter Command on the subject of
offensive operations was issued by Air Marshal Leigh Mallory
on 21 April. It stated that the primary aim was still,
firstly, the destruction of German aircraft and, secondly, the
pinning down of the maximum number of German aircraft in the
west. As in the past, only targets which it was thought the
enemy was likely to consider worth protecting were to be
attacked and operations were to be planned in conjunction with
British and American bomiber forces. The order of priority
was one, transportation targets, two, airfields and, three,
industrial objectives,

height which would be tactically advantageous to the fighters;
a height of 10,000 feet was advised,
v/ere to provide high cover while Typhoons, Spitfires V and XII
were not normally to operate over 15,000 feet.

Bombing v/as to be conducted from a

Spitfires VII and IX

Typhoons were to be used whenever possible for offensive
operations and routine defensive patrols were to be abandoned
in the event of major offensive operations, Pighter bombers
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accompanied by fighters operating at low and medium level were

to operate more freq.uentlj’" than hitherto.

(ii) Rhubarbs

As in the first quarter of 1%2 Rhubarbs were, largely
because of the indifferent weather, the most common type of^
offensive operation for the first three months of 1943. 4ir-

crai’t operated as usual in pairs under cover of cloud, attack

ing goods trains, locomotives, tugs, barges, lock gates,
parties of troops and gun positions. The sum total of
Rhubarbs in the first half of 1943 came to 233 but over 25 per
cent cf the sorties were abortive due to \infavourable weather

conditions. The casualty rate of Rhubarbs was much higher

than for any other type of offensive operation; 43 pilots were
An analysis made by Fighter Command O.R,S, revealed

that for every hundred airci’aft despatched nine aircraft became

Category E and five aircraft Category B, The report went on to
claim that eight per cent of casualties were due to flak.

Enemy anti-aircraft weapons vrere especially numerous around

stations, goods and marshalling yards;
Yfere less dangerous to attack,
two-fifths of casualties were incurred when aircraft were

crossing or re-crossing the coastline. Spitfires  V suffered

rather more heavily than other types of aircraft.

lost.

trains in open country
The report estimated that sane

Fighter Cmd,
O.R.S, Rept,
No. 501.

Fighter Command O.R,S, believed that casualties would be
irstreduced to seven-tenths of the nunber incurred in the f

half of 1943 if each target were attacked once only.i''/ The

delays to enemy transport caused by the need to tow damaged
locomotives, tugs, lorries etc,, into repair sheds would be as

great as they were previously, though the time spent on actual

repairs would be less than that spent in the past. Pairs of

aircraft should, it was believed, concentrate on areas lAhere

targets were known to be fruitful and while only single attacks
would be made an equally lai'ge number of targets would be
attacked as before and with less risk to aircrew.

The damage inflicted on surface targets by Rhubarb patrols
could only be assessed roughly. Fighter Command 0,R.S.
considering targets attacked in the period June to July claimed
that 22 locomotives were destroyed, seven signal boxes were

damaged, two railv/ay bridges were out by direct bomb hits,
four tugs aioi lS barges were sunk or left sinlcing, three lock

gates were put out of action by direct hits, five lorries were

destroyed and five oil storage tanks were damaged. Like the

low level tip and run raids against the English coast Rhubarb

attacks may have had a certain nuisance value but the targets
they attacked were in territory alien to tl\e enemy who was not
concerned over the morale of the French,

(iii) Circuses, Raimrcds and Rodeos

In the first six months of 1943, 132 Circuses, 126 Rodeos
Principal targets were airfields.

Fighter Cmd,
Form '!•,
Jan-June 1943*

and 85 Ramrods were flown,
railway centres, docks and ships in harbours and certain
industrial installations. Many of these targets were attacked

(1) The usual procedure was for the two aircraft of a section
flying in line astern to attack the same target in succes
sion Y/ith the result that the second aircraft was much

more vulnerable to flak.
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repeatedly and it is not intended in this narrative to do more

than pick out for description and analysis days on v/hich

operations vrere unusually intensive or -vdien large claims were

made for enemy aircraft destroyed, ("I)

During this period plans were made to isolate the Brest
peninsula which contained the important U-boat bases of Brest

and Lorient from the rest of Prance by bombing bridges and
viaducts. In particular, there was a plan to stop the trans

PC/S.25904,
Ends. 85A -
119A.

port of diesel fuel from the refineries at Wondelghem near
Ghent to the U-boat bases on the Atlantic coast, but this was

found to be impractical as the traffic involved the running
of only one train a day throughout the -viiiole route for v/hich

there were many alternatives,
fighter and medium bombers irfiich were to attack railv/ay
bridges in the Brest peninsula, was examined by No,10 Group as
a possible tsu’get for WhirlTidnds,
were however, either out of range or at practically maximum

The enemy would, it was assumed, merely strengthen

ihiother plan, intended for

All the proposed targets

range,

the outer aircraft defences of the targets, thus creating an

additional risk,

pate, the plmi v/as abandoned as its success depended on the

co-operation of medium bonbers.
made on the railway viaduct at Morlaix as v/ill be seen.

As Bomber Command decided not to partici-

But a successful attack was

J anuary

Circus operations took place against St, Nazaire submarine
base, Cherbourg, Flushing and Ijmuiden docks, St,0mer/Port
Rouge, Tricqueville, Maupertus and Abbevile/Drucat airfields
(this latter target was raided 24 times during the period),
Lille locomotive v/orks, Bruges, Abbeville and Morlaix railway
centres and an oil installation at Ghent,

against the ports of Cherbourg and Brest, the submarine base

at Lorient and the railway viaduct at Morlaix,
operations were abandoned because of poor weather.

Ramrods were flown

Five of these

The greatest activity during the month took place on the
13th and 21st.

attacked in Circus operations.

Lille by Portresses of the VTIIth Air Force (the culmination of
a series of attacks which began on 9 October 1942); St. Omer/
Port Rouge and Abbeville/Drucat airfields by Bostons and

Venturas of No, 2 Group, Bomber Command,
a total of 3o0 offexisive sorties and three enemy aircraft were

claimed to have been destroyed by Spitfires IX of Nos, 340 and
611 Squadrons,
that day concurs with this claim,
operating in a Circus supported light-bomber attacks on

Tricqueville airfield and Flushing Harbour and a Ramrod on

Cherbourg Docks. Spitfires IX of Nos, 122 and 306 (Polish)
Squadrons claimed to have destroyed three P,Y/,190's and four

vrere claimed probably destroyed by these squadrons together
with No. 316 (Polish) Squadron. Enemy records assert that
tv/o fighters were destroyed and tvifo damaged. On 22 January
No, 11 Group claimed to have destroyed six enemy aircraft in

Circus operations over Belgium but Luftflotte 3 records no

losses for that day. On 29 January Bostons of No,  2 Group

On the first occasion three targets were
The Fives Locomotive Works at

Fighter Command flew

The German record of fighter casualties for
On the 21st, A01 fighters

Fighter Cmd,
Form 'Y'.

PC/S.29715,
Enel, 53A,

(1) For details of day to day operations See App. No, 29.
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Morlaix viaductC"') but it was decidedsucceeded in hitting the
in future to reserve bridges in Brittany for attack by the
Vlllth U,S, Air Force,

Fighter Command claimed to have destroyed 26 enemy aircraft
in January on offensive operations for the loss of 26 pilots
and aircraft. According to German records fighter losses over

Fighter Cmd,
Form 'Y*.

Great Britain and over France and the Low Countries came to 27

Several of these fightersaircraft destroyed and 1? damaged,
were destroyed \Trtiile accompanying daylight raids over the

London area and were therefore shot down by interception
patrols.

February

Large scale operations took place against St, Omer airfield,
Abbeville railway centre, Boulogne, St, Malo and Dunkirk
Harbours and IJmuiden coke ovens. Nine bomber operations were

abortive because of poor weather. The highest effort was made

on 26 February in a series of attacks on an armed merchant
vessel (Haider A,99) lying in Dunlcirk Harbour, Venturas of
Bomber Conmiajid flew 60 sorties and a total of 555 fighter sor
ties wei-e flown that day mainly by No, 11 Group. Bomb bursts
were seen to straddle Dunkirk docks and a near miss was claimed

near the stei-n of the vessel. On the following daj' fighter
cover provided by No. 10 Group to an attack by Fortresses and
Liberators on Brest was so effective that all the bombers

returned safely.

Fighter Crad,
Form ’!•,

See also R,A,F,

Narrative:

*H,A,F, in

Maritime Y/ar',
Vol.III, Chap.
IX.

In February, 22 pilots were lost on Ramrods, eight on

Rodeos and seven on Circus operations; 53 enemy aircraft were

claimed to have been destroyed, over half of them on Ramrod

operations,
Channel were 21 fighters destroyed and three damaged.

Actual German losses in action both sides of the

Fighter Cmd,
Form *Y'.

Enemy Doc,
A,H,B.6 Trans,
No. 144.4.

March

In this m-nth Ramrods took precedence over Circus opera
tions; 15 of the former and four of the latter were flown.
Targets attacked were airfields at Abbeville/Drucat, St, Brieuc,
Alkmaar, railway centres at Rouen, Rennes, Caen and Abbeville,
shipping and dock installations at Brest and Rotterdam,
American Fortresses and Liberators took part in seven Ranrods,
In these operations Fighter Command claimed to have destz’oyed
45 enemy fighters for the loss of 18 pilots,
losses in the west came to 21 aircraft destroyed and four

dainaged; I3 were destroyed and 12 damaged by causes which
could not be ascribed to Allied action.

Germaii fighterEnemy Doc.
A.H,B,6 Trans,
No. 14i|-.4.

Fighter Cmd,
Form ‘Y’.

The weather in April was more propitious for offensive opera
tions. iHunderbolts of the Vlllth U,S, Fighter Command(2)
began to talce part in rodeos off the Pas de Calais and the

(1) 'The attack caused a large number of friendly civilian
casualties but it was stated that the 'viaduct had been

chosen because it adjoined the dock area and fitted in

with Fighter ComiTiand's requirements (See FC/S.25904,
Enel. 93A).
Nine U,S, Squadrons were operational by 14 April though
only 70 out of 206 aircraf't were serviceable on that date.

(2)
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Dutch coast and had their first brush with the enemy on

15 April in a Ramrod operation :.n Cherbourg and on the 29th
in a Rodeo over the Pas de Calais,

industrial targets were raided including the Renault Works at

Billancourt, the Eord Motor Works at Antwerp, Yainville
Power Station, Ijmuiden and Caen steel works, the Zeebrugge
Coke ovens and dock installations at Brest,. Dieppe and

Cherb ourg.

A larger number of

On A- April Fighter Command carried out four major
Twenty sq.uadrons of Spitfires prooffensive operations,

vided escort and cover for 97 Portresses of the Vlllth
Air Force which bombed the Renault Works at Billancourt and

for 25 Liberators which carried out diversionary sweeps.
The motor works was temporarily put out of action and it was

estimated that the enemy was denied some 3>075 motor vehicles.

Twenty-four Venturas of Bomber Command attacked Caen airfield
as part of this operation. Four Spitfire Squadrons supported
12 Venturas of Bomber Command in an attack on the marshalling

yards of St. Brieuc and an attack against the Abbeville
marshalling yards escorted by a Typhoon squadron and two

squadrons of Spitfires IX.
claimed to have been shot down by Spitfires IX of Nos. 4-03?
315, 331 and 332 Squadrons of No. 11 Croup and tliree by
Spitfires VB of Nos. 118, 317 (Polish) squadrons of No. 12
Group, According to enemy records five aircrai‘t were lost

that day and six damaged.

Eight enemy fighters were

'The Army Air
Forces in

World War II,

Vol.II, P.3I8.

'The targets for I3 April were marshalling yards at
Bruges, Abbeville and Caen and airfields at Guipavas,
St. Oraer/Longuenesse and Caen. Only tvro P.W.190's were
claimed to have beeii destroyed despite a large force of 4-53

fighters penetrating into enemy occupied territory.
Germans actually lost one aircraft. Three more large scale

took place on 17 April against Abbeville and Caen
A new feature.

The

circuses

railway yards and the Coke Ovens at Zeebrugge,

Fighter Crad,
Form 'Y'.

which was becoming increasingly prevalent,was the provision
of cover by five Spitfire V squadrons for an American bomber

force returning fr <m an attack on a German target.

The score claimed by Fighter Command in April was 38
enemy aircraft destroyed and five possibly destroyed,
total German fighter losses in Luftflotte 3 were 38 aircraft

destroyed and 12 damaged,
and 18 damaged through causes not due to Allied action,
again some of the German fighters were shot down while escort

ing German bombers on daylight raids on southern England,

The

In aduition 22 aircraft were lost
Onc

Enemy Doc,
A,H,B,6 Trans,
No. 144.4. e

May

Offensive operations were on a larger scale than before
There wereand 2,500 more sorties than in April were flown,

31 Circus operations as opposed to 17 Ramrods and 30 Rodeos,
Airfields were the targets most frequeo.tly attacked including
Caen, Tricqueville, Poix, Abbeville, .nrlaix, Caen, St, Omer.
In Circus operations types of target attacked were Boulogne
and Abbeville railway yards, i^eebrugge coke ovens, Cherbourg
and Flushing harbours and Rouen power station.
Ranrods against airfields and industrial targets.

There wrere I

Fighter Crad,
Form ‘Y'.

8

On 4 May the American Thunderbolts began to escort U.S.
On that day six

'The An:\y Air
Forces in World

War II', Vol.III,
P. 336.

bombers up to a range of about 175 miles,
squadrons of Thunderbolts joinea six Fighter Command squadrons
in an operation against the F..,rd and General Motors factories
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They provided high cover and Yri-thdrawal supportat Antwerp,
and shot dovm an F.W, 190.

On 14 May there was a combined iillied air attack against
the German T/ar machine. Bomber Command had attacked targets

in Berlin, the Ruhr a:id Caecho Slovakia on the previous night
and the Vlllth Air Force struck in daylight at targets in Kiel,

I;5ffluiden, Antwerp and Courtrai, No, 11 Group escorted attacks

on the latter tjfo targets and claimed to have destroyed eight
of the enemy T/hile Thunderbolts claimed four. Only one

Spitfire and pilot were lost, German aircraft lost amounted

to 11 aircraft destroyed and 10 damaged. This success was

follovred up on the 17th in an operation against Caen airfield

when Filter Command shot down five of the enemy at the expense
of one Spitfire and pilot. Altogether the enemy lost 12 air

craft that day (some of these may have been destroyed on the

ground)•

Filter Cmd,
Form 'Y' and

Enemy Doc,
A,H,B.6 Trans,
No, 157.30,

A description of a day’s operations by Fighter Command at

this time is characteristic of the cross-channel fighter offen

sive in the summer of 1943* On 13 May, a day with some cloud

but vidth moderate to good visibility, three bombing operations
took place. Two attacks were made by the light bombers of

No. 2 Group aiid one by the Anerican Fortresses.

Operations began with a Circus, Six Mitchells of No, 2

Grou took off at 1110 hours to bomb Boulogne marshalling yards.

Escort v/as provided by two Spitfire VB squadrons of the

Tangmere Wing and Escort Cover by two Spitfire VB squadrons of

the Kenley Wing, Rendezvous was made with the Mitchells over

Newhaven at 500 feet, bombers and escort proceeded to the tBx-

get area arriving at 1148 hours. They returned home after

completion of the bombing. Meanwhile high cover had been

provided by two Spitfire IX squadrons of the Hornchurch Wing
at 20,000 feet. As there had been so far no sign of the enemy,
the Hornchurch Yang flew towai-ds Le Touquet where two German

fighters were seen at a hei^t of 15,000 feet. Later over

40 hostile fighters vrere sighted over the Berck area but no

combats took place. Target support from 1115 hours was pro
vided by a Typhoon squadron from Tangmere, The patrol was

completed mthout incident.

Fighter Cmd,
Form ’Y’,

Better fortune befell the four fighter echelons ifldiich took

off at intervals from five to 25 minutes after the bombers.

Their task was to bring the enemy fighters to combat. They
consisted of eight Spitfire IX squadrons from the Biggin Hill,
Xenley, Northolt and North Y/eald Wings flying at heights
between 25,000 and 30,00] feet. Combats took place over

St, Omer at 27,000 feet and four F,W,190’s were claimed as

destroyed and two as damaged. Later, a squadron of the fourth

Filter Echelon dived from 30,000 feet on to another enemy
formation; two F,Yv,190's were claimed to have been destroyed
for the loss of one Spitfire IX and pilot. Another pilot was
seen to bale out earlier but this was not due to an attack by
an enemy fighter, A total of 55 enemy aircraft operated
against the Circus, 45 fighters appearing from the
Lille-Gourtrai area and ten from Abbeville,

The second light bomber attack was a Ramrod operation and

began at 1800 hours when 12 Bostons set out to bomb Cherbourg
Docks. Escort and Bouncing Wing ivere provided by five
squadrons of Spitfires VB, VC and VI of the Ibsley YYing (No, 10
Group), As no enemy were encountered en^ ropite two squadrons
left the main formation before the French coast and swept the
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area from Barfleur to Maupertus at heights of 10,000 to

15,000 feet,
been corapletecL,
operation.

They resumed position after the bombing had
Again there was no enemy reaction to the

ninety-seven Portresses supported by No. 11 Group sortied
at 1600 hours, their task being to bomb the Pote^i aircraft
factory at Meaulte (Ramrod),
manoeuvres were carried out by 72 Portresses oulminating in

an attack on airfields at St, Omer supported by three
Thunderbolt Groups from Horsham St, Paith, Debden and Dtucford.

Only one enemy fighter was encountered,
the attack on airfields the main bombing force swept at 22/
25,000 feet from Beachy Head towards the Cherbourg peninsula
and returned to Dtmgeness -where they set course for Meaulte,

Some 80 enemy aircrai't reacted to the diversionary raid and
120. to the main attack.

An hour earlier various

Simultaneously with

Mean-Three Portresses -were lost.

vhile six Spitfire IX squadrons of the Northolt, North Weald

and Kenley Wings provided cover and were soon attacked by
enemy formations,
progress and continued until the R.A.P. formations had left
the French coast.

Combats occurred while the bombing was in

The outcome of the series of dogfights

over and around the target area was that six Me,109*s and

P.W. 190’s v/ere claimed to have been destroyed, one probably
destroyed and eight damaged for the loss of five Spitfires
and pilots.

Another layer of fighters provided high cover at 30,000
feet composed of four Spitfire IX squadrons of the Hornchurch

and Biggin Hill Wings; the former mng flew up sun of the

bombers at 30,000 feet and turned several times to engage
small groups of enemy figiiters which were trying to intercept
the bombers. An P,W.190 and an Me,109 were claimed to have

The other v/ing although broken by enemybeen damaged,
filters three times was never in a position to engage the

Three Spitfire VB squadrons from Tangmere coveredenemy,

the bombers as they vdthdrew remaining up sun on their flank.

It was believed that a number of enemy fighters would
reitiel at Abbeville and accordingly 16 Typhoon bombers
escorted by two Typhoon squadrons from Tan^ere were despatched
at 16A.0 hours, on a strike against the airfield, Y/hile the
Typhoon bombers were diving over the airfield from heists of
10,000 to 5,000 feet to release their bombs, the escorting
Typhoons swept inland at 12,000 feet. No opposition was met

and the only casualty was a Typhoon which had to make a crash

landing and was destroyed; the pilot was unharmed.

Such were the day's offensive activities,
aircraft were claimed to have been destroyed, one probably
destroyed and 12 dajnaged for the loss of seven Spitfires, one

Typhoon bomber and seven pilots,

eight filters were lost,
emerge from the above account are, firstly, that viherever

enemy opiDosition -was expected to be strongest or wherever the

high cover was required, the Spitfire IX squadrons of No, 11

Apart from the superiority of this

Twelve enemy

According to German record

Group were employed,

s

The chief points of interest that

Mark of Spitfire, they were flown by the more experienced
pilots,

wary of Allied tactics and had become skilful in withholding
their reserves which -iwere put up in defence of the principal
target of the bombers.

Secondly, the enemy fighter controllers had grown
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Altogether in May Fighter Command claimed to have destroyed
70 enemy aircraft on Circus, Ramrod and Rodeo operations
have possibly destroyed 19 the loss of 45 pilots.v"!/
figures for fighter losses over the British Isles and over

France and the low Coimtries were 89 aircraft destroyed (a few
of these were shot down in attacks on Great Britain), It

would appear that the Allied losses were approximately half of
the losses suffered by the enemy: an achievement in a month

of continuous activity, (There were only seven days in the
month in v/hich offensive sorties were not flown in strength)

and to

German
Fighter Cmd,
Form *Y’ and

Enemy Doc.
A.H.B.S Trans,
No. 1/4f.4.

The filter offensive was built up to 8,474 sorties in

daylight, passing the total for the previous month by just
under 1,000 sorties. It was the second month in succession
when offensive sorties had exceeded defensive sorties. The

nev/ly formed Tactical Air Force was now operating and flew

719 sorties. Twenty-five Circuses and 21 Ramrod operations
took place. Circuses were flown against airfields at
Abbeville-Drucat, Brest/Guipavas, Maupertus, Poix,
Caen/Carpiquet, Bernay, Morlaix, St. Omer, the railway centre
at Eu, and power station at Gosnay, the Ford Motor Works at
Antwerp and shipping at Amsterdam, Cover was provided to

formations of the Vlllth Air Force withdrawing from targets in
Germany. Ramrods were flown against airfields at
Caen/Carpiquet, Bernay, Tricqueville, Villacoublay,
Beaumont-le~Roger, aircrai't factories at Meaulte, Gnome Rhone;
paver stations at Langebrugge, Yainville, Gosnay, Rouen, rail

way centres at Le Mans, St. Omer; viaducts at Meaugon end

Brest; Rotterdam and Flushing shipyards, neebrugge Coke Ovens

and engineering Y/-orks at Flushing,

Fighter Cmd,
Form 'Y*.

Enemy fighters went into action in defence of Langebrugge
Spitfires VB of No. 302Figliter Cmd,

Form 'Y‘.
power station near Ghent on 10 June,
Squadron claimed to have destroyea three F.W.190's and a

Spitfire IX from No, 6II Squadron claimed to have destroyed
Two Spitfires and their pilots were lost. Theraiiother. e is

no menticii of these combats in German documents. On the 13th

U,S, Thundei’bolts claimed to have destroyed five F,Y4190’s and

Fighter Command one F,W.190 in sweeps over the Pas de Calais

and diversionary operaticns against Abbeville airfield.
Spitfires and two Thunderbolts failed to return.

Two

Further air combats occurred on 22 June when a force of

U.S. heavy bombers vrent out unescorted to attack the synthetic
rubber works at Huls near Krefeld, It was their first large
scale penetration of the Ruhr in daylight and proved to have

been most effective: the entire plant was closed for repairs
lasting ever a month. Escort, diversionary and covering
operations were carried out by Spitfire and three Typhoon
squadrons of Fighter Command as the bombers vdthdrew over

Hollatid, Two diversions were carried out by No,  2 Group
against the 'Jilton shipyard at Rotterdam and the second by
U.S, Fortresses against the Ford Motor Works at Antwerp,
About 60 enemy fighters reacted, about half of them from the
Abbeville area, Tvro F.W,190's and two Me. 109* s were claimed

to have been damaged for j.oss of three Spitfires and pilots.
Thunderbolts of the Vlllth Fighter Command claimed to have

destroyed seven enemy fighters in the diversionary operation

I
The Army Air

Forces in

World War II',
Vol.II, p.671.

Fighter Cmd,
Form 'Y*

(1) Of these 10 were American,
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Enemy Doc,
A,H,B,6 Trans,
No, 157.30.

against Antwerp,
records, five aircraft and three were damaged.

The enemy lost, according to German

Five fighters were lost by the enemy on the evening of

26 June -when the G.A,F, made a vigorous effort (li+0 sorties)
to intercept Fortress attacks on the airfield at Villacoublay
and the marshalling yards at Le Mans supported by Spitfires
and Thunderbolts. Six Allied pilots were lost.

Ibid,

Although operations by Fighter Command in June were the

most extensive since the beginning of the year the enemy
retaliated with such vigour that fewer aircraft were
destroyed than in the previous month and losses were heavier.

The R.A.F, claimed to have destroyed 61 of the enemy on
Rodeos, Ramrods and Circuses; over half were believed to

have been shot down on Ramrcxls: 36 pilots were lost,
German records claim that A9 aircraft were destroyed and 11

damaged in action while nine fighters were destroyed and 15
damaged -vdaen not in contact with Allied aircraft,

(iv) Comparison of performance of Spitfire Y* s and Spitfire
IX’s ' ' ̂ ‘ ~

Fighter Crad,
and Enemy Doc,
A,H,B,6 Trans,
No. 144.4.

Fighter Cmd.
O.R.S, Kept,
No.476.

Some information concerning the performance of the
Spitfires V and IX emerged from offensive operations in the

spring of 1943. factors governed the performance of
these fighters; the height at which they were flying when

engaged by hostile aircraft and, secondly, whether or not they
/.ere engaged in escorting a bomber force. With regard to

the first it was a great advantage to the Spitfire IX to be

above the enemy -vdien an attack was initiated. This was shown
in the loss ratio for combats with F,V4190*s which was 9 : 1.

The loss ratio for the Spitfire V in combat with the F.Y4190,
on the other hand, was only 1,6 ; 1, Conversely when the
enemy started above the British fighters the Spitfire IX did

only about as well as the Spitfire V. vVhen the height of

operation was considered without regard to the relative
heights of &,A,F, and R,A,F, the Spitfire IX did best between

20 and 25,000 feet (loss ratio 5.3 : I) and almost as well
between 10 and 19,000 feet (loss ratio 3.6 ; I), Spitfires Y
vere not much less successful than Spitfires IX up to 19,000
feet. They had few combats above 20,000 feet but such
results as were obtained were poor.

For all combats against F.W.190's. Spitfires protecting
bombers did nly slightly less well than those with no bombers
to protect,
the bombers beneath the escorting fighters; in that case

where Spitfires yrere initially above the enemy it was to their
advantage to be with bombers,
flight or section or aircraft to attack the enemy or of flying
in small groups when escorting large bomber formations was
successful.

It y/as the usual practice of the enemy to attack

The practice of detaching a

The best combat results were obtained by
Spitfires IX operating in groups of four to nine aircraft.

(v) Operations against Enemy Shipping; Jaiiuary to June 1943

The policy for the operations of Fighter Command against
enemy shipping did not change during the first half of 1943.
Charmel Stops and Roadstead operations were maintained as in
1942.(1) Such was the gi-owing strength of the R,A,F, over the

(1) See also R.A.F. NarraClve: 'The R.A.F. In Maritime War,' Vol.IV, Chapter IX,
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Channel that enemy ships rarely ventured abroad in anything
but conditions of darlaiess.

In January Fighter Command flew 244 sorties on Channel Stop
operations: Wo attacks by Whirlwinds and Albacores were made
on small craft but without result. Ten Roadsteads were flown

but no enemy shipping was sighted, 'There v/ere no movements of

shipping through the Straits of Dover over 1,300 tons. No

casualties vrere incurred this month by Fighter Command on anti

shipping operations. An attempt by an armed merch.-nt vessel

in February to penetrate eastward through the Straits of Dover

into the Channel drev/ upon it the combined attacks of Fighter
and Bomber Gomiiiands aid after sheltering in Boulogne and Dunicirk

the vessel was compelled to withdrav/ to a north German port.
That month 202 sorties were flown on Channel Stop with no

casualties to the edrcraft engaged; there were four Roadstead

operations in which four ships of 2,45^ gross tons were
destroyed. Eleven aircraft were lost by Fighter Command in

these opei'ations.

Fighter Cmd,
Form 'I*.

See p. 260

Fighter Crad,
Form and

R,A,F. Narra

tive: 'R.A.F,

in ilaritime

War’, Vol.IV,
Chap. IX,
pp,259-263. Meanwhile in March shipping activity in the Straits

of Dover began to increase, in particular mine-sweeping
operations, but attempts by Wo large merchant vessels to force

the passage eastwards through the Straits did not meet vdth

success and they were both sunlc by coastal artillery and surface
craft. Six Roadstead operations took place, on three of which
enemy shipping was sighted, but good targets did not coincide

with suitable flying conditions and although 28 attacks were

made in the course of Channel Stop operations no sinkings were
claimed. A total of 179 sorties on Channel Stop were flown.

Enemy shipping activity in the Channel in April continued
on approximately the same scale as in the previous month but

Fighter Command's effort on Channel Stop was increased to 723
sorties with 97 attacks and I6 aircraft lost. One German
merchant vessel navigated eastwards throu^ the Straits of Dover
unscathed. Thirty Roadsteads were carried out in which enemy
shipping were sighted on ten. Four small enemy vessels of 815
tons were sunk by Fighter Commaiid and one of 8S9 tons was

damaged. On 5 April Typhoons ot No, 609 Squadron operating in
a Fighter Roadstead over the Boulogne area were probably respon
sible for sinking an enemy auxiliary minesweeper. On the

27th in a Roadstead against a convoy southwest of Jersey and
ten miles west of Gorbiere Point two minesweepers were sunk by
Whirlwind bombers of N ■ 263 Squadron escorted by 22 Spitfires
of No, 616 and 504 Squadrons. The convoy had been sighted
earlier in the day by two Mistangs of Army Co-operation Command

on shipping reconnaissance.

Fighter Goniinaiid's anti-shipping sorties in May rose to 953
T/ith 78 attacks and nine aircraft lost. There were 29 Road

stead or Fighter Roadstead operations. One enemy vessel,
probably a Dutch sailing vessel, the Post Vlandered, was sunk
on 21/22 May by IVhirlwinds of No. 265 Squadron, No, 10 Group off
Cherbourg, On 13 nights of the month no shipping was detected

moving in the Straits of Dover and this was probably due to the
attacks of the Whirlwind bombers of No, 137 Squadron. A

number of small vessels managed to slip through the Straits
either by taking advEoitage of bad visibility or by hugging the
coast. Four attacks by \'fliirlwinds were carried out during the
first part of the light period. On I7/I8 May ten Y/hirlwinds
attacked a convoy of some twelve to fifteen vessels believed to

be minesweepers west of Dunkirk over a period of two hours.
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One vessel was claimed sunk and seven damaged but these
claims cannot be confizraed from post-v/ar records.
^Vhirlwind was lost.

One

In June the number of sorties against shipping by
Pigjiter Conmand rose to 1 ,078 with 127 attacks and I3 air
craft lost,

in a Roadstead operation by Whirlwinds of No, 263 Squadron,
This was the only sinking of the month although shipping was
sighted on 24 out of 50 Roadstead operations,
noticeable that movements during the light period were few
and far between,

patrols in the Channel area whenever weather vras suitable,

No. 137 (V'/hirlwind) Squadron was relieved on 12 June by
No. 3 (l|5^hoon Bomber) Squadron,

(vi) Patrols by No. 10 Group against eneny figWers west_of
Brest and protection of_Anti U-boat patrols over the
Bay of Biscay

The G.A.P. began in July 1942 to send Ju.88*s and
Arado 196’s to intercept the Beaufighters of Coastal CcHnrnand
on anti-U-boat patrols over the Bay of Biscay and from that

date until the beginning of November inflicted heavy casual
ties on Coastal Command aircraft,

against hostile fighters Coastal Command organized Beaufighter
patrols to fly in support of the anti-U-boat aircraft; their

task was to intercept the enemy on their outward or hanewaid.
tracks,

although Fliegerfuhrer Atlantic maintained a strength of some

30 Ju,88’s and 20 Arado 196*s and 20 long range reoonnaiss^ice
aircraft (ju,88’s and F.V/',200’s) throughout the winter months.

Meanwhile from the first week in December onwards it

became custoinaiy for No, 10 Group, whenever a large effort

was being made over the Bay of Biscay by Coastal Command, to

send out a mixed force of long-range Spitfires, Mustangs and

later Mosquitos to intercept eneiry Arado fighters flying out
from Brest.

Coastal Comraand two sections of Spitfires would be sent out to

patrol in the morning and two in the afternoon,
operations were known as Instep,
there had been only one encounter 'with the enemy in which a

Spitfire of No. 234 Squadron had been lost,
of 1943 patrols of Fighter Command Mosquitos and Mustangs
usually led by a Coastal Command Beaufighter gave direct
support to the anti-U-boat aircraft: the operation was also

known as Instep but it should not be confused with the offen

sive patrols in the vicinity of Brest.

During January and February 120 sorties v/ere flown on

offensive operations west of Brest by No. 1 0 Group principally
v^ith Mosquitos from No. 264 Squadron but eneiiy activity v/as

slight and no claims were made nor were any losses suffered.
In I'-iarch 39 sorties were flown,
have shot down two Junkers 88's and two Beaufighters of No, I4I
Squadron were lost,

began the series of operations by Fighter Oomraajid in direct

support of the anti-U-boat Toatrols.

A minesweeper of 750 tons was sunk on I5 June

It was

No, 841 (Albacore) Squadron maintained

As a counter measure

November the threat had temporarily subside<1

On days when normal effort was being made by

These

By the end of December 1942

In the spring

No. 264 Squadron claimed to

On 9 April No. I4I Beaufighter Squadron

R.A.F'. Narrative:
•The R.A.F. In

Maritime 1-fer',
Vol, IV, Chap. Ill,
p. 100 et seq.

No, 10 Group 0.R.B,
Dec, 1943 and
A.H.B./nK/23/183.

No. 10 Group O.R.B.
Dec. 1943
A.H.B./IIM/B10/1.

By May the strength of the G.A.P. anti-shipping force
had been increased to 4O Ju.88's, 18 Arado 196*3 and six
P.N.I 90’s. The Junlcers were based at Kerlir/Ba-stard, Cognac
and Bordeaux, the Arados at Brest/Lanveol and the P.W,190*s
at Brest/Guipavas. The Air Officer Commanding No. 19 Group
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believed that his Beaufighters were no matcli for single-
engined enemy fighters but vrere better employed patrolling
west of 08° longitude as a counter to long range hostile air
craft while fighter tj^pe aircraft should cover the area east
of that line. Accordingly bj’- May No, 26A Mosquito
Squadron had been relieved of all night-fighter duties and
v/as employed exclusively on Operation Instep. By the end of
the month eighteen Ranger Mosquitos had been withdra^vn from
Nos, 25, IS"! j 256, 307, 410 and kdG Squadrons and located at
Predannack for the same purpose. This force operated under
the orders of the Air Officer Commanding No. I9 Group. In
addition Nos. 414 and 6I3 (Mustang) Squadrons were located at
Harrowbeer for patrols over the Brest peninsula to provide
cover mainly against P.Vf.190 aircraft. They operated frcan
Fredannack in patrols of between six and twelve aircraft and
were led hy a Coastal Command Beaufighter. Patrols
Mustangs were limited on account of the fatigue factor to
one hour in the patrol area,
was responsible for tlae organization and control of Instep
operations in accordance with instructions issued by Head
quarters, No. 19 Group.

The Sector Commander Portreath

A.H.B./IIK/23/183
and

A.H.B./IIK/24/288.

No, ̂ 264 Squadron was responsible for oanying out Instep
patrols in May, flying over 90 effective hours 5
were flovm by Mustangs of No. 4IA Squadron Army Co-operation
Command. The only item of interest was on the 16th when a
TJ-boat was sighted: it crash dived at once.

six sorties

By June the anti-U-boat offensive in the Bay of Biscay
was at its height,
once

The Coastal Command anti-U-boat patrols
more began to be attacked in strength by eneny fighters

and in the first week of the month were involved in five
combats whereupon the Pieter Command patrols were imme
diately increased. Mosquitos and Mustangs flew a total of
939 effective hours, shot dovm four aircraft for certain and
suffered the loss of five Mosquitos and tvro Mustangs,
were their activities confined exclusively to the air. On
the 14th five U-boats were spotted by No, 3^7 Squadron and on
the 21st a U-boat vms sighted and attacked by aircraft of
No. 456 and I5I Squadrons. On the same day two submarines
half-submerged were sighted by Nos. 307 and 4I 0 Squadrons.
Altogether in June a total of 393 sorties was flovm on the
two types of Instep operations by Pighter Ccmmand,

Nor

No, 10 Group 0.R.B,,
App, E. June 1913.
A.H.B./nM/B10/1A,

Fighter Cmd
Form 'Y» and
R.A.F. Narrative;

•The R.A.F. In

Maritime War*,
Vol, IV, Chap. IV,
P. 137.

• f

Svffgnajy of Period January to June 1943

Pighter Command claimed to have destroyed 249 German
fighter aircraft on offensive operations in the first half
of 1943.

inflicted on Circus or Ramrod operations,
fighter losses for that period according to German documents
(whrch include losses suffered over Great Britain as well
over Prance and the Low Countries) were 235 figihter aircraft
destroyed in action vdrile a further 61 were lost through
causes other than Allied air or ground action. The British
claims tally closely with the German figures from January to
April but when, with the advent of finer weather, heavier air
fighting was reccranenced, the inevitable tendency to exagge
rate crept in - due largely to the difficulty of identifying
a 'kill' in the general melee.

Approximately 75 per cent of these casualties were
The total German

as

Fighter Command,
Form tyt.

Enemy Doc, A.H.B.6.
Trans, No, l4*,lt

Fighter Cmd
Form »Y*, Pighter Command lost 274 aircxa-ft of which the pilots of

six were rescued. Tliis was a heavy price to pay for opera
tions which had such a limited effect against the German
machine.

war

Porty-three pilots were lost on lihubarb operations

•t
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alone Tr±dch, apart from a few locomotives destroyed or
daimged, produced negligible results,
offensive was in any case to destroy German aircraft and these
only rose to the defence of worthwhile targets - all in eneir^’-
occupied territory,

to reckon v/ith: in the air it was aggressive aind skilfully
led and fighter controllers were astute in retaining their
reserves for the defence of the more important targets.

The Intention of the

The G.A.P. in the west was still a force

The period is noteworthy because by June the American
daylight bomber offensive was being felt in Germany,
long-range figliters the R.A.P, could do little to assist
except ly diversions and ly covering the v^-ithdrawal of the
banbers.

Group recently converrted from Spitfires to P.47’s) of nine
War II‘ , Vol. II, operational squadrons Irad begun to operate in conjunction with
p, 535 and this

Narr, App, Wo,

Without

’The Any Air
Forces in World

An AjTierican Thunderbolt Group (the 4th Fighter

the R.A.P. But for the remainder of 1943 the lack of long-
range fighters was to rob the daylight offensive of much of
its sting.13.

Policy and Operations, July_to December 1945

Effect of the Pointblank Directive on the Daylight Offensive

The increased activity of the Allied heavy bombers by day
and by night since the Spring of 1 943 compelled the enemy to
augment his home fighter defences,
issued the Pointblank Directive which stated that unless the

strength of the G.A.F. v/as checked and reduced it would be

impossible to attack and destroy German industrial targets as
directed by the Combined Chiefs of Staff at Casablanca early
that year,
based in Great Britain was the attack of the German fighter
force and the industry upon which it depended,
and tactical conditions prohibited attacks on G.A.P. targets,
the maximum effort was to be devoted to the bombing of U-boat
construction yards and operating bases,
heavy bombers were being built up to a strength to allow

penetration into Germany, the medium and light bombers, the
fighter bombers and fighters of Fighter Command and the Vlllth
U.S, Air Support Command were to be directed against G.A.P.
targets vm.thin range and they were to protect the heavy bombers
as they passed through the eneny’s defensive system.
Co-ordination of the Allied Air Forces was to be  ' ensured by
frequent consultation between the conmanders concerned’ , but
■this did not become effective until the formation of a

combined operational planning comnittee.

On 10 June the Air Staff

Henceforward first priority for the heavy bombers

When weather

llfhile the American

FG/S. 26678,
Enel. 151 A.

Air Marshal Leigh-Mallory’s new directive on 21 June
aligned the fighter offensive to Pointblank. The medium and
light banbers of Wo. 2 Group, attached to the Tactical Air
Force since 1 June and thus under canmand of the Commander-in-
Chief Pigjiter Command,(O
range of fighter sixpport,
Conmand were fivefold: the defence of the United Kingdom
remained its primary cemmitment; as before objectives for
attack by bombers were to be ciiosen v/ith the object of
provoking the G.A.P. into action; aircraft factories within
fighter range were to be attacked; the heavy day bembers were
to be supported through the enemy’s defensive system with the
minimum loss; bombing was to be conducted from a medium alti
tude of 12,000 feet, considered to be the most favourable

were to attack G.A.P. targets within
Briefly, the tasks of Fighter

Ibid,
Enel. I56A.

(1) See Chap. I4, p. 245.
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(In an amendment to theheiglit for R.A.P, fighter cover,
d.irective on 20 July the height was raised to 14,000 feet
No, 2 Group aircraft were too vulnerable to flak at lav-/er
altitudes. This made it in^jossible to use the Spitfire V

as

(L.P,) for escort and escort cover and the Spitfire V (without
cropped blowers) of No, 10 Group were used for this duty
whenever available.)
for high cover i-oles,
to be used above 15,000 feet,
chosen primarily with regard, to the destruction of enemy
fighter aircraft which would supplement the heavy bomber
effort against the G.A.P,

Spitfires VIII and IX were reserved
[typhoons and Spitfires XII vrere not

Circus targets were to be

Ibid,
End. 157A.

The heavier bomb tonnage falling on targets in eneny-
occupied territory made it imperative that friendly civilian

populations should be warned of imminent air attacks, parti
cularly in regard to targets in built-up areas like Paris.
On the night of 20/21 June, therefore, leaflets were dropped
over Prance and on the next day the Air Ministry informed
General Eaker of the Vlllth U.S, Air Porce and the

Gommanders-in-Chief, R.A.P, Bcxnber and Pighter Commands that
due warning both by radio and by propaganda leaflets had been
given to the Prench and they were authorised to proceed with
the precise attack by day of all targets envimerated in the
Pointblank Directive,

taken to restrict the risk of casualties to the civilian
population to the minimum as far as was consistent with
ensuring the effectiveness of the attacks. Similar warnings
were issued to the Belgians and Dutch on 25 June.

Control and Co-ordination of Daylight Offensive Operations
ar!d_Formation of Combined Oneratior^l^glarming CoramiJt'tss

On 19 July Air Mairshal Leigh-Mallory instructed that
No, 11 Group was to continue to be responsible for the conduct
of offensive fighter operations over adjacent eneiiy-occupied
territoiy as well as for the provision of filter escort and
cover to British and American bombers operating against the
enemy. Later, when the Tactical Air Porce Headquarters
moved to Uxbridge the Air Officer Commanding Tactical Air
Porce would direct all offensive operations carried out by
Nos, 11, 83 and 84 Groups under the control of No, 11 Group,
The Air Officer Commanding No, 11 Group was authorised to
call upon Nos. 85 and 84 Groups (the latter as yet unformed)
to meet his requirements for offensive operations. Aircraft
were to be provided after mutual discussion and as much

warning as possible was to be given in advance.

Nos, 85 and 84 Gi-oups were to practise their own control
organisations from time to time and to plan and direct their
own offensive operations at regular intervals,

Nov/ that the American heavy bombers were operating on a
more ambitious scale and, together with the medium and light
bombers of the Vlllth Air Support Ccranand and No. 2 Group,
required cover and escort, Pighter Command was confronted
with a fresh series of problems. Confusion inevitably arose
in the planning of all these operations; thus it happened
that Pighter Command might be briefed for an operation on the
following day in support of No. 2 Group, whereupon it was
learned that the Americans were also going to conduct an
operation. New orders were issued which occasionally
entailed the immediate transference of squadrons to advanced
airfields. Since operations were usually arranged at very
short notice, a certain amount of confusion, inefficiency and

All possible measures were to be

Ibid, Ends.
1 65A and 18QA.

Pieter Gmd.
O.R.B., App,
D5, Juty 1945.
A.H.B,/
IIIVA2/4A.

A.H.B./IIA/29/
1/1,
Enel. 32B.
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unneoessary casualties vrere caused among R.A.P, fighters, as

in some instances the5- were called upon to fly at night in
order to take off v/ith the Ariierican heavy bombers at dawn the

next daj'-.

A Combined Operational Planning Committee (C.O.P.C.) was
therefore foimed on 14 largely at the instigation of
Air Marshal Leigh-i'-iallorj’-, which played an invaluable paii: in
the development of the Pointblank offensive,
the aegis of Fighter Command but it moved in June alongside
the Headquarters of the Vlllth Banber Command.
R.A.F. eind U.S.A.A.P. officers, its two major pre-occupations
were to coordinate all plans for daylight offensive opera
tions and to study the enerry’s fighter defences.

It began under

Canposed of

At an important conference held on 3I July at Head
quarters Vlllth Bomber Command, attended by all the principal
air officers of Fighter Command and the Eighth Air Force

concerned in the daylight offensive, it was agreed that the
C.O.P.C. should plan and coordinate daylight strategic
operations from this country.
Air Marshal Leigh-i''iallory and the Air Officers Coiimanding
Nos, 10, 11 and 12 Groups and the Commanding Generals of the

Vlllth Bomber Comrriand, Vlllth Air Support Command and

Vlllth Fighter Command discussed problems which were common
to theiQ all.

Afterwards

They agreed that it would be inadvisable to

A.H.B./IIAI/29/
1/3D, Enel. 9A.

make the C.O.P.C. responsible for producing plans for the

light and medium bomber operations in addition to their
present function and tliat the planning of the medium banber
offensive should continue to be coordinated at Headquarters

No, 11 Group by representatives of the VIII Air Support
Command, Vlllth Filter Command and No, 2 Group,
Pointblanlc were to have first priority which entailed a close

liaison betvreen the C.O.P.C, and the planning staff at

Headquarters No. 11 Group,
medium bomber offensive against tactical targets in addition

to their role in providing diversions for the strategic
bombers was stressed.

Plans for

Tlie importance of continuing the

The difficulties experienced by the fighter forces in

assembling for the escort of heavy bomber missions were

discussed in detail. General Anderson (Commanding General
Vlllth Bomber Cosnmand) said that first and foremost it must
be realised that his force could only operate in favourable
weather which made it difficult to predict zero hour for the

next day's operations. In the second place, he was unable

to forecast the operational strength of his forces for the

following day until reports of battle casualties sustained
were available. It was agreed that the earliest possible
warning should be given of impending operations. Vi/hen
forced to do so by weather considerations, the Commanding
General Vlllth Bomber Ccraiand agreed to forego diversionary
attacks and filter support for the initial penetaration.
Every effort would be made to provide this support at a later

stage in the operation. The C.O.P.C. was to aim at pro
ducing plans which would be sufficiently flexible to cater

for certain contingencies such as weather and the reduction
of effort due to battle casualties.

Ibid, End, 3A. Eight weeks before, important decisions concerning
planning of daylight operations, tactics, control and signal
arrangements had been taken at a conference held at Head

quarters No. 10 Group on 3 June, attended by senior repre
sentatives of the Eighth Air Force and Filter Command and a

number of junior officers, including the American Bcmb
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Wing leaders and ’/ing Comrfianders Plying fran Nos. 10 and 11
Groups. Amongst others, the follov'ring conclusions were
reached. Detailed orders for operations were to specify the
height at which fighters and bombers 'were to rendezvous both

on the outward and return flights. Second, both medium and
high fighter cover was to be provided when practicable. The
Spitfire IX was not normally to be used below 18,000 feet
(its best height for encountering the P.W.I90 was between
25,000 and 30,000 feet) and the Spitfire V was not noimally to
be used above 18,000 feet. Third, fighter wings responsible
for providing withdrawal cover to heavy banbers should be in
position over the eneiry coast in good time before the arrival
of the bombers. Fourth, special care should be taken in
protecting the bombers in that vulnerable period between the
Initial Point (where they took up their bmbing formations)
and the Rally Point (where the bombers re-assembled into
defensive formations after bombing). Fifth, on the outward,
flight to the target and until approaching the coast on the
return flight, figtiters were to provide the maximum protec
tion from head-on attacks. Good rearguard cover was also to
be provided. Fighter leaders were not to employ the whole
of the high or medium cover fighters to engage enemy filters
forming up to attack the bombers.

Comparison of Strength of Fighter Command and Enemy Fighters:
July

Fighter Cmd,
Orders of

On 1 July 1943 the strength of Fighter Command was as
follows. There were I5 Spitfire VB, 12 Spitfire 7 (Long

Battle, A.H,B./ Range), three %iitfire VI, 10 Spitfire IX, three Spitfire XII
rDl/A2/4A. and eleven Typhoon squadrons. Five Spitfire VB squadrons

attached to No. 83 Group of the Tactical Air Force were also
available. The nine U.S. Thunderbolt squadrons further
increased its offensive power. These figures remained
approximately constant throughout the summer months. It was

estimated that Fighter Command would require a minimum of 45
fighter squadrons for Cperation Starkey (an invasion rehearsal
due to take place early in September and the principal offen
sive operation of Fighter Command for the summer) and efforts
were made to bring squadrons up to full establishment in

anticipation of the operation incurring large scale air
battles. As far as individual, aircraft were concerned, the

Typhoon aircraft position had inproved since the spring and

the troubles with the Sabre engine liad been rectified to a

large extent; HOcon^lete aircraft together with some 40
to 70 engines were to be delivered in July and August, In
regard to the latest types of Spitfire
Air I4arshal Lei^-4'Iallory wanted to convert two Spitfire V

squadrons to the Spitfire Mark IX in readiness for intensive

operations. Difficulties arising from the production of the

Me.->^lin engine caused the output of Spitfires Mark VIII and

IX to be reduced and the additional Spitfires were not ready
in time.

A.H.B./ID8/IO3.

See p.27^
et seq.

On 1 0 June the day fighter strength of Luftlp^tte__ 3. had
not increased appreciably since January. T^ere were 274
F.W.190’s drawn from I, II, IIl/j.G.2, J.G.26 and IO/j.G.54
of which 239 were serviceable, and 43 Me,l09G’s held by
l/j.G.27 and 12/j.G.54 of which 4I were serviceable;
v/as also a mixed force of 14 F.W.190's and Me,109 G‘s held by
8/J.G.26 of which 12 were serviceable. Luftflotte Reich, on
the other hand, had increased its day fighter strength to

342 F.YJ,190*3 and Me.109 G’s of which 255 were serviceable,
just over one hundred more aircraft than in January: an

indication of the grovrfch of the daylight bombing offensive.

there

Eneny Doc.
A.H.B,6 Trans
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Operations 1 July to 15 August

(1)
operations v/ere

flcuvn, 33 Roadsteads, 12 Fighter Roadsteads, 27 Rodeos and
95 Riiubarbs,

early part of Jul;;-, the only large scale operations taking
place on the 9th and 1ifth.
414 sorties including 34 Bostons and I^^hoon Bombers were

flovm by Fighter Carainand, mainly in covering and escorting
259 U.S, heavy bombers which bombed airfields and aircraft
assembly works at Villacoublay and Le Bourget and  a number

of airfields in northern France,

claimed to have been destroyed in air combat by Fighter
Coramand and three by U.S. Thunderbolts,
to German records 62 fighter aircraft were destroyed that

day; 54 of thera vrere destroyed on the ground by bombs at

Villacoublay Airfield, one of the most successful attacks of

the year,
by Fighter Cai-snand against Brest/Guipavas and
MorlaiVPloujean as a diversion for an R.A.F, Bomber Command
raid on Turin,

In this period 77 Fighter Protection

Weather was generally unfavourable during the

On the latter date a total of

Three aircraft were

However, according

On the previous day two attacks were carried out

Fighter Gmd.,
Form ’Y' ,
July-August
1943.

Enemy Docs,
A.H.B, 6 Trans.
No. 157.30.

Tlie arrival of fine weather in the last week of July

gave an opportunity for increased heavy bomber activity by
day and by night,
devastating night attacks against Hamburg which were
sustained in daylight by the Vlllth U.S. Bomber Command.
Diversionary raids by British and U.S. fighters and medium

bonbers were made on targets in northern France and the

LoviT Countries, among them being the Fokker aircraft factory
at Amsterdara, coke ovens at Zeebiugge and Ghent and the

Yainville power station together with the complex of airfields
in north-eastern Prance and the Netherlands.

Bomber Command delivered a series of

Fighter Cmd.,
Form *Y' .

On 28 July the Vlllth U.S. Bomber Cominand made its
deepest penetration into Germany to that date in an attack

on Oschersleben, 90 miles south west of Berlin,
were heavy for 22 Fortresses failed to return but losses
would undoubtedly have been higher but for the escort and

cover of three Yi?ings of Thunderbolts, equipped Mrith jettison-
able belly tanks, which patrolled as far as the Rhine, 260
miles fran the English coast and ten squadrons of Spitfires IX

of No, 11 Group which covered bcmbers over the ihigus area

and acocrapanied them home without incident,
fighters shot dcam 19 and damaged three fighters of
Luftflotte Reich.

Casualties

Tire Allied

Further U.S, attacks on German aircraft

Eneny Doc,
A.H.B,6 Trans.

No. VI3/157.
production in central Germany took place on the 30th shov/ing
clearly to the eneny that their aircraft industry was too

vulnerable and thereby stimulated plans for its dispersal.
Apart from the bmbing 21 eneny fighters were destroyed and

six damaged. Twelve U.S. bombers were lost.

On 15 August, 538 offensive sorties were flo>.m by Filter
Command and 1 85 sorties by American fighters iriainly against
airfields in northern France and Belgium and railway facili-

The outcome of several air combats wasties at Abbeville,

Fighter Cmd
Form ‘Y' .

» s

that seven of the eneny were destroyed for the loss of five

pilots of Fighter Command.

(1 ) As the strength of medium and heavy bombers had now
increased considerably escort and cover was the main
task of Fighter Conmand and Circus and Ramrods were
designated as Fighter Protection operations from  1 June
onvYarcl.s.
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Rhubarbs

Tlie number of these small scale operations declined with
the broadening of the offensive in the summer months but
importance continued to be ascribed to them. First priority
targets v/ere aircraft in the air and on the ground, locomo
tives, tugs and self-propelled barges. Every thing was done
to impress upon pilots the necessity to avoid inflicting
casualties on the civilian population in enemy-occupied
countries, particularly in Holland where attacks on the
canals were restricted to certain well-defined areas.
Passenger trains and locomotives drawing passenger brains
were not to be attacked in daylight and at night attacks on
trains north of the Rivers Vfaal-Rliine were prohibited.

It is debatable whether these attacks, particularly on
moving targets such as locomotives, were at all effective.
But at a meeting of the Target GQmmittee(l) held at the
Air Ministry on 30 July it was considered that no respite
should be given to the enemy’s transport ^stem in spite of
conplaints from the French railway men who had suffered
casualties from strafing attacks. The economic gain had to
be watched against any possible political loss and it was

agreed that fighter attacks on moving locomotives should
continue together with the bombing of locomotive and repair
sheds in occupied western Eusrope whenever and where ever

practicable, it being clearly understood that this effort was
subsidiary to Operation Pointblank.

Filter Grad
O.R.B

App. A1,
June 1943.

• 9

• 9

U.

FG/S. 259C4,
Enel. 158.

Summary

In the course of this period Fighter Command claimed to

have destroyed 95 enemy aircraft for the loss of 101 filters
and light bombers fr^sii which the pilots or crews of seven were
rescued,

of I-uftflotte 3 vrere destroyed, a large proportion being
destroyed on the ground by bombs.

Operation Starkey: Feint_Ayack_ on Boulogne-Le Tayuet
Coastline, 9 September

(i) Outline of Plan

According to German records 133 fighter aircraftEnemy Doc,
A.H.B. 6 Trans,

No. 157.30.

An elaborate camouflage and deception scheme knavn by
the codename Cockade had been planned for the summer of 1 943
with tlie aim of pinning the eneny in the west and keeping
alive the expectation of large scale cross-channel operations.
There were two purely decepti/e operations to give the

impression of projected landings in Brittany and Norway known

as Yfadham and Tindall respectively but no movements of troops
or aircraft v/'ere involved,

was designed primarily to compel the G-.A.F. in the west to

engage in air battles over a prolonged period at times and

places most advantageous to the Allied fighter forces, the

object being to destroy the meiximum number of aircraft in the

air ajad on the ground and to build up sufficient air

The third. Operation Starkey,

A.H.B./ID3/1982
A.H.B./ID/212//A
A.H.B./II/7O/3I6
A.H.B./HS/110/14/4

and

R.A.P. Narrative:

‘Lib, of N.W.

Europe’, Vol, 1,
Chap, 3, PP. 55-58,

(1) Txie Target Conjmittee was presided over by the Director
of Bomber Operations and was composed of representatives
from Fighter, Bomber and Coastal Gomraands, the Admiralty
and the Ministiy of Economic Warfare, who met fort
nightly to discuss possible targets for attack in enemy-
occupied territory and with regard to the current
strategic poliqy (?C/S.25904).
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superiority over the G.A.P. to facilitate subsequent opera
tions against occupied Europe,
ultiiiiate invasion,

involved the moveraent of military formations into concentra

tion areas, embarkation into assault craft, the assembly of

naval craft and mercliant shipping at various auichorages on

the south coast culminating in the sailing of a naval assault

force with the apparent object of landing in the Boulogne-
Le Touquet area, but without committing the assault forces to

an actual landing on the French coast.

It v/as also a rehearsal for

The Array and Naval aspects of it

PC/S. 55771. Air Marshal Leigh-Mallory 'was responsible for planning
and controlling Operation Starkey in collaboration with

General Baker of the Eighth U.S, Air Force and the three

force commanders, namely, the Naval Force Comnander (the
Commodore Commanding Force ’J’ located at Dover), the
Amy Force Commander who was the Conmander-in-Chief
Twenty First Array Group himself with his headquarters at

'Nentworth and the Air Force Commander, the Air Officer
Commanding No, 11 Group at Uxbridge.
Cainraander, Air Vice-diiarshal li, ¥. L. Saunders, was to control

the air forces from Headquarters No, 11 Group, Uxbridge,
under the general direction of Air Marshal Leigh-Mallory.
Operational control of the American air forces was to be

exercised through a senior rerjresentative of the Eighth Air

Force located alongside the Air Force Commander at No, 11
Group,
in 192*4.

The Air Force

This proved to be the model for Operation Overlord

The decision to carry out the various parts of the
operation was to be niade by Air Marshal Leif^-Mallory in

consultation with the Commander-in-Chief, Portsmouth and the
Force Commanders. Decisions on timing or postponement were
to be signalled by Air Marshal Leigh-Jfallory to the appro
priate authorities,

operation was to be 8 September but allowance for postponement
in the event of unfavourable weather would be made up to
14 September.

The day for the culmination of the

For the period of the operation No. 11 Group absorbed
squadrons from Nos. 10, 12 and 13 Groups in the sector
organization, as it was to do in 19424-; it took over opera
tional control of all squadrons in Nos, 83 and 84 Groups.
Altogether a total of 72 day fighter squadrons was available

for the operation.
No. 2 Group moved forward to operate frcra Dunsfold and

Hartford Bridge.
Beaufighters at Norbh Coates Fitties were placed at the

disposal of the Air Force Commander.

Five squadrons of medium bombers from

Tnree squadrons of Coastal Command

In theThe operation ms divided into three phases,
preliminary pliase the reinforcement of No. 11 Group with

squadrons from other Groups was to take place between I6 and
24 August while there was to be an intensification of the air

offensive particularly over the Pas de Calais,
second or preparatory’- phase attacks against airfields,
military and industrial targets in the Pas de Calais were to

be intensified as was aerial reconnaissance and the provision

of cover for mine sweeping operations,
positions, marshalling yards and other targets was to take
place immediately before and on D-Day.
Air Forces were to attack targets in the Pas de Calais and

maintain air cover over the seaborne conveys in the Channel

and over the day bombers during their attacks on the enemy’s
coastal defences.

In the

Hea-vy bombing of gun

Throughout D-Day the
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It will be seen that Air hiarshal Leigh-l-'Iallory envisaged
considerable heavy bomber support for Starkey and he
sidered that without it the operation would be unrealistic.
But the Commanders of the Strategic Air Forces were by this
time fully committed in the combined bcmber offensive against
industrial targets in Germany and both
Air Chief Fiarshal Harris and General Baker were adamant that

Starkey, which they considered to be a mere ’sideshow*,
should not interfere with their plans. They were reassured
by the Chief of Air Staff, on 10 July that the heavy bombers
would not be diverted except in the. 'most extraordinary
combination of unexpected circumstances’ and

Sir Charles Portal instructed Air Marslial Leigh-Mallory that
he must not press General Baker for heavy bomber support.

General Baker, however, agreed to provide 300 heavy
bombers for the preparatory period and in the event of any
interference with the main bombing programme against Gerinary
he promised Air Marshal Leigh-Mallory all or a proportion of
his he3.vj bombers,

Vlllth U.S, Air Support Command available for day operations.
The tasks for the heavy bombers had, meanwliile, been reduced
and it was proposed tliat the heavy day bombers should attack
airfields and Bomber Conmand. a number of long range coastal
batteries.

con-

He also made 240 medium bombers of the

A.H.B./ID3/1982.

As the date for D-Day of Starkqj’- grew nearer
General Morgan (COSSAC), responsible for the planning of
cross-channel operations, requested the Chiefs of Staff to
confim the amount of heavy bomber support required. The
commitment for the Eighth Air Force had already been agreed
upon and for Bomber Command the requirement was for 200 to
300 sorties on the last two nights of the preparatory phase
and a possible call of 50 sorties on any one night from
25/26 August to 5/6 September or up to I3/I4 September if
the culminating phase of the operation was postponed. The
Air Staff conceded tlmt heavy banber support was essential
if the operation was to be effective and that some diversion
from Germany had to be accepted. But if Starkey did not
succeed in absorbing the enemy fighter effort, the day
bombers would lose heavily and. in that event the operation
should be abandoned.

The Chiefs of Staff approved the bombing proposals of
COSSAC on 21 August and Bomber Camaand and the Eighth Air
Force vrere informed accor'dingly. The time could not have
been more inopportune; Bomber Coraviand had just begun its
offensive against Berlin and the resources of the Eighth Air
Force were being heavily taxed in the bombing of German
aircraft production. After vigorous protests by
Air Chief Marslial Harris to the Air Ministry complaining of
the unwarranted diversion caused by the attacks on unprofit
able targets, the bombing programme was amended on 27 August.
Fran that date up to 5/6 September Bomber Command was to
provide up to 50 aircraft from O.T.U. resources a.nd Wellingtcn
squadrons at not less than 24 hours notice. The efforb

against coastal batteries in the last two nights before D-Day
vrere also to be provided by O.T.U. resources and Wellington
and Stirling squadirons. On D-Day the medium bombers were to
attack the coastai defences. General Morgan assured the
Chiefs of Staff that the revised bombing prograirine would not
interi’ere with the realism of Starkey but
Air Marshal Lei^-lVIallory believed that the sting had already
been taken out of the operation.
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(ii) Preliminary Phase, 16 to 24 August

A.H.B./i:/70/ In this pliase the offensive -was directed almost entirely
against enemy airfields including the bombing of Le Bourget
and Villacoublay by Portresses on 16 and 24 August (during
the latter raid 23 aircraft were destroyed on the ground by
bombs), of Amien^Glisy by hlarauders on the 1 8th and of Poix
by Marauders on the 1 6th and again by Mtchells on the I9th.
Eneiry reaction against these attacks was cautious. As

happened frequently opposition was greatest when the heavy
bombers were employed and even when th^ were not, enemy
filters frequently took up positions well to the rear, as if
to meet a threat of deep penetration by the heavy bombers.

On 17 August the American heavy bombers penetrated still
further into Germany when they made their first big attack on
the two most important targets on their list, the ballbearing
plants at Schweinfurt and the Messerschmidt aircraft works at

Regensburg. Sixty heavy bombers were lost, 19 per cent of
the attacking aircraft; very large numbers of enemy fighters
vrere claLmed to liave been destrq^red in air combats
Germany, (■!)
to and from Antv/erp end diversionary attacks were made by the
Command on Belgian airfields. A total of 546 offensive
sorties were flcAOi; I4 eneny fighters were claimed to have
been shot down and nine by Hiunderbolts operating with
Fighter Coraniand; actual losses suffered by Luftflotte 3 vrere
nine fighters destroyed over Belgium and the Netherlands.

Eneiiy fighters were reluctant to 'mix it’ with Allied
fighter escorts in this period but 45 enemy fighters
destroyed according to German records; 36 British pilots and
aircraft failed to return;
lost. Only one medivim bomber (a Marauder) was shot dovm by
enemy aircraft throughout the 741 medium bomber sorties flown
under fighter escort. Six Portresses were lost in attacks
on targets in occupied territory, four of them in  a raid on
Le Bourget which was beyond the effective range of fight
escort, and two by flak,

(iii) Preparatory Phase 25 August to 8 Septm;^r
Air operations were now stepped up against airfields,

marslralling yards, certain industrial targets and selected
military targets such as ajimunition dumps, beach defences,
camps etc. in and related to the Pas de G^ais.
reconnaissance of enemy airfields in that vicinity was also
maintained. This phase can conveniently be divided into two
sub-periods respectively, the continuation of attacks
airfields and the switch of the offensive to marshalling
yards.

over

Spitfires of No. 11 Group provided protection

were

four U.S, Thunderbolt nilots were

er

Constant

on

316.

Ibid.

Ibid.

In the first period 20 attacks were made on airfields
including Beaumont-le-Roger, Tricqueville, Poix and Amiens.
Deeper penetrations were made to Beauvais, Gambrai and Lille/
Nord which were being used as fighter bases by the enerry.

On 27 August a target unconnected with Starkey was
attacked, although lying in the Pas de Calais,
military construction of unorthodox design at Watten which

It was a
was

Ibid and R,A.F.
Narrative: 'Air
Defence of Great
Britain', Vol, VII,
Chap. 1, pp. 7, 12.

(1) According to German records 17 fighters of Luftflotte
Reich were destroyed and nine damaged
(Eneny Doc. A.H.B.6 Trans. No. VlVl57).
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believed to be connected 1-rf.th rockets or flying bombs; it
had been detected in July and Intelligence related it to the
enemy rocket experiments Icnown to be in progress at Peeneniunde
which had been successfully attacked by Bomber Caminand
earlier that month,
objective at Watten.
Marauders, Venturas and Mitchells bombed the
Bois d’Eperlecques near Watten dropping incendiaiy bombs. A
third attack was made on the Poresi; on 3 September ly Mitchells
and Venturas of No. 2 Group. A smaller attack by Portresses
on the constiTiotional works at Watten was made on the 7th but
poor weather prevented accurate bombing. On 2 September a
dump also suspected of being connected with Crossbow activi
ties in the Foret de Hesdin was bombed, a JViarauder formation
of 72 strong being used for the first time; it was followed
up by an incendiary attack by Marauders and Mtchells in
which part of the a.ump v/as ignited and burned for 24 hours.
Pour night attacks by forces of 40 to 45 Bomber Command air
craft led by Pathfinder Mosquitos weice also made during this
period against similar targets in the Pore(; d'Eperlecques,
the Foret de Monrial, the Foret de Raismes and the
Foret de Hesdin.

Nineteen direct hits were scored on the
Three days later a combined force of

R.A.P.
Narrative;

’R.A.F. in the

Bombing Offen
sive Against
Gemany’ , Vol.V,
Chap. 13.
A.H.B./ID/I2/44.

But the large number of aircraft flying over the
Pas de Calais did not cause the enemy to evince any great
curiosity over the possibility of an amphibious operation.
An aerial reconnaissance over the Deal-Dover area on

1  September, provoked by mine sweeping operations in the
Chainnel, was the first overland air reconnaissance since
16 August,
be a featui-e of Operation Starkey. Nor were there any signs,
apart from small assemblies of naval craft at Boulogne and
Le Havre, of any reinforcaaent of eneiqy forces. The enemy’s
chief preoccupation was with deep penetration raids by the
Portresses and during such raids fighters were deployed in
defence of the Ruhr or the Paris industrial area.

The absence of enemy reconnaissance continued to

Ibid. On 4 September the air offensive was switched to
marshalling yards in the vicinity of the proposed landings.
Five railway centres were attacked that day and considerable
damage was inflicted on all targets,
to the bombing operations and a simultauieous sweep by
Thunderbolts over south Holland was fairly strong over the

Lille-Hazebrouck area; 19 aircraft were claimed to have been

destroyed (six according to German records) for the loss of
three Fighter Command pilots and aircraft,
three days tv/elve more attacks were made and air reconnais
sance revealed tha.t severe damage had been caused particularly
at Hasebrouck, St. Pol and Serqueux and to a lesser degree at
Rouer/Sotteville, Lille/La Deliverance and Ghent/Meirebeke.

The eneny's reaction

On the ensuing

R.A.P.
Narrative:

•Lib. N.W.

Europe* , Vol.
Chap. 3,
PP. 57-58.

At the end of the preparatory period, while there were
grounds for believing that the enemy load taken precautionary
defensive measures, there was no evidence to suggest that they
appreciated the real scope of the operation or that it was
likely to be a serious attempt at invasion,
also been persistently dogged by bad weather;
major operations planned, 14 vrere cancelled entirely, eleven
abandoned and three curtailed, leaving only I6 to be carried
out as planned.

Operations had
out of 42

A total of 39 German aircraft were destroyed

I.

for the loss of 43 British pilots in this period.

A.H.B./ID3/1982. The situation vrais reviewed by the Chiefs of Staff on

Air J/Iarshal Leigh-Mallorj'- stated that in spite4 September,

of the unfavourable reaction of the eneny he believed the
operation should be completed. Valuable lessons had already
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been learned in connection with jamming eneiay radio location
for coastal batteries and in regard to the protection of a
convoy by a smoke screen laid by aircraft,
who liad put a big effort into their banbing operations would
be disappointed if the operation was not cco^leted and there
was still a possibility of an air battle ensuing in the final
phase,
operation,

(iv) Operation Starkey; 8/9 to 9 September

The Americans

The Chiefs of Staff decided to go ahead with the

The main problem in the culminating phase was how to
silence the long range coastal batteries Y/ith the limited
amount of heavy bomber support available.
Boulogne, the most likely to attack the Naval assault convoy,
were attacked by 234 aircraft of Bomber Command vj-ith 65O tons
of bombs on 8/9 September.
During the night Fighter Command intruders harassed airfields

known to be occupied by enemy day fighter squadrons.

Air cover on the 9th Y/as provided by six fighter
squadrons from firstlight onwards throughout the day to the
various Groups of the Naval assault force in the Cliannel.
At approximately O7OO hours the leading elements of this
force set out from Dungeness following a route cleared of
mines tcuyards Le Touquet; the force turned about, two hours
later under cover of smoke (supplemented by a smoke screen
laid by Boston aircraft) and returned to Dungeness at 1100
hours,

the Naval Force Commander in the Headquarters ship and the
Air Force Gonmander at Uxbridge throughout the operation.
By 1900 hours all groups had returned to base in the
Portsmouth and Dungeness areas,
cover Y/as reduced as the enemy air effort, apart from a small
reconnais

existent.

Two batteries at

Neither of the batteries was hit

Direct V.H.F, communication ̂ vas maintained between

After 110 hours the air

^a^ce effort over Selsey Bill, l-iad been almost non-

.

Ibid,

In the attack against long range coastal batteries
between O75O and 0945 hours, 16 of the 20 planned attacks
involving 26l^. unescorted medium bomber sorties were carried
out and minor damage was inflicted. V'/hirlibombers of

No. 263 Squadron and Bomphoons of No. 3 Squadron, suitably
escorted, attacked beach defences. All these operations
were unopposed by the enemy, A force of 378 Fortresses and
Liberators escorted by Thunderbolts attacked seven airfields
in the Pas de Calais fTOra approximately O73O hours. Bad
weather in the afternoon curtailed the airfield programme.
The operations against airfields were responsible for pro
voking the only serious G.A.F. reaction to Starkey:
approximately 100 to 120 aircraft engaged the heavy bombers
and their escorts on their way in to their targets and during
their return. According to German records the G.A.F, lost
four fighters in air combats and seven aircraft Yvere destroyed
and 16 damaged on the ground.

Fighter Command flew a total of 1735 sorties; three
aircraft were lost, the pilot of one being saved.
Thunderbolts fleYV 469 sorties and lost two pilots and their
aircraft; the latter also claimed to have destroyed one eneny
fighter aircraft.

A.H.B./II/69/121,

Eneiiy Doc,
A.H,B.6 Trans,
No. VI]/148.

Fighter Cmd
Form ’Y>.

• 9

(1) One German reconnaissance aircraft vas shot dov-m over
Selsey Bill.
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A.H.B./ID/I2M. Operation Starkey provided valuable experience for all
arms and much was learned about ccranunications procedure,
reconnaissance, administration etc. which proved of value in
planning Overlord. Nevertheless the anticipated reaction of
the eneny in the west, either on the ground or in the air,
failed to materialise. The Ghermans undoubtedly appreciated
that the Allies were not contemplating a serious attack.
This^might tiave been due to the repeated warnings issued to
the French Resistance that it was not to regard Stark^ as a
signal to rise in open revolt, or it might have been due to
the insufficient effort devoted by the Allies to night bomb
ing, or to a knov/ledge that only meagre land and naval forces
were participating in the operation, or even more likely to a
fin'll conviction that there could be no serious possibility of
invasion from the United Kingdom at that time,
circumstances the G.A.P. was instructed not to engage the
Allied fighters over the Channel because if it did, it stood
to gain nothing in the face of Allied fighter superiority (a
lesson probably learned at Dieppe). Moreover, a policy of
Gonseiwation had been imposed on the fighter force in order
to meet the constant menace of attack by Portresses over the
Reich as has already been sham. In conclusion, precau
tionary measures were taken to reinforce fighters in the
Beauvais and Lille areas by some 60 aircraft but it
evident that as far as possible fighter aircraft were to be
retained for the defence of the Reich and that a mere threat
of invasion was not going to lure them out of their main
defensive positions.

Under these

was

Policy and Operations .September to 31 Deoemberr Grairth

of U.S.A.A.F. Operations

(i) Operations 10 September to 30 September

Fighter Cmd
Form ’Y’ .

Offensive fighter operations until the end of September
The principal task was

• 9

were maintained at full strength,
the provision of cover and escort to medium ajid heavy bombers
in attacks on airfields and marslialling yards, the former
target predominating.
23 and 24 September when 1 9 Fighter Protection operations to
heavy and medium bombers were flown during which 19 enemy
aircraft were destroyed,
civilian population became inevitable in bombing attacks on
built-up areas,

bombers raided industrial targets in the Paris area including
the Renault Works at Billancourt.

target and the inaccuracy of the bombing on that day caused a
large number of borabs to fall outside the target areas and it
was believed that 226 people were killed and 472 injured.
Tliere was naturally much resentment among the French people,
(ad though warnings had been issued in June), which \ms
exploited by the Germans,

however, that if these targets were abandoned, the eneiry
would be able to make full use of all the aircraft sind motor

repair and manufacturing facilities in Paris.

Intensive activity took place on

As foreseen casualties to the

For example on 15 September U.S. heavy

The small size of the

The British Air Staff considered.

A.H.B./n)/l2/24,

From 1 0 to 30 September Luftflotte 5 lost 53 fighter
Fighteraircraft in combats or as a result of air raids.

Gomnand lost 49 pilots and aircraft.

(ii) Operations in C^ctober

This pattern of operations remained the same up to the

end of the year (excepting the introduction of attacks on
Crossbow targets) in so far as deteriorating weather condi
tions permitted. But the German fighter force was
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conserved^ ' and used only against large heavy bomber forma
tions and ■whenever possible avoided becoming embroiled -with
the fighter escort. It was only rarely that enemy fighters
could be engaged at a point nearer than 40 miles inland from
the eneny coast. Moreover, there were insufficient inportant
targets near the coast to induce the G.A.P. to fight in their
defence.

R.A.P.
Narrative:
•Lib. N.W.
Europe' , Vol, I,
App. 1/53 and
App. 1/55 P. 2.

The inabili'ty of Fighter Command to inflict hea’vy
casualties on the eneny led General Arnold and other senior
American air officers to criticise the policy for Fighter
Ccanmand at this time. The Americans felt that not enough
had been done to destroy the G.A.F. in being, quite apart
from the bombing of the aircraft indus'try'i,
throwing in all available British fighters to make contact
\Trith the eneny, to destroy aircraft on the groxind particu
larly at times when thqy were refuelling, preparatory to
taking further part in an air battle, and they asked why,
since they had equipped their Thunderbolts ’with long-range
tanks enabling them to fly up to 200 miles from the United
Kingdom, the Spitfire force as a whole had not yet been
fitted -ivith similar equipment.

They favoured

Ibid, Air Marshal Leigh-Mallory, replying to these criticisms,
admitted that his fighters ou^t to be able to play a more
useful role in the daylight offensive than they had done
recently, but he emphasised the difficulty of reconciling
the conflicting requirements for the escort of the U,S, hea'vy
and medium bomber forces and noted that there was still
disagreement about the relative merits of using British
fighters in direct supxsort of the hea-vy bombers, or as
escorts to medium bombers in shorter range diversionary and
subsidiary attacks. With a landing on the continent in mind
the British fighter force had been designed purely to obtain
local air superiori’ty over northern France. Nor had
there been a requirement for a long range fighter escort from
the E.A.F. as originally it had been understood that the
Fortresses would not require long range escort because of
their hea'vy defensive armament.

The internal petrol capacity of the Spitfire was 85
gallons but an extra fuel tank would only increase the radius
of action from 170 to 230 miles,
of almost sixty miles could only be achieved if the fighters
vrere not intercepted on the way in and forced to jettison
their tanks before the full contents had been used.

The additional penetration

Escort

over a maximum distance might therefore have to be given in
relays of fighters,
taken to remedy the defect of range; 45 gallon drop tarks
had been designed but the Fleet Air Arm had already staked a
prior claim.
45 gallon tank on the Spitfire were in progress and it was
intended to bring this tank attachment into general production.

On the positive side measures had been

Experiments with fitting a Hirrioane fighter

(1) There were 197 F.Vir.190's (152 serviceable) and 101
Me.109G's (78 serviceable) on 10 November in
Luftflotte 5»
I't should also be remembered that the basic design of
the R.A.P. fighter had been conditional upon defensive
requirements, liigh speed, high rate of climb and
manoeuvreability, all only obtainable at the expense of
long range,
not affected by tliese considerations.

The development of the U.S, fighter was

(2)
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Ibid. Air Marshal Leigh-4.iallozy also drew attention to the
difficulty of attacking well-dispersed aircraft on the ground
unless carried out by a large force of heavy and mediun/
bombers. Only lyphoons could be used for strafing airfields
as the Spitfire was unable to carry both belly tanks and
bombs. It was also impossible to thra^ in the entire

British fighter force into one large-scale operation, as a
number of these airci’aft "were required for the defence of
vital points in the United langdom.

Fighter Cmd.,
POXTO »Y‘,

Prominent days for fighter operations in conjunction
with medium bomber attacks in October were the 8th, when
airfields were attacked in northern Prance and eleven

fighters destroyed mainly over the region of Brest, the 18th
in vdiich 811 sorties were flcr.vn causing a reaction of
approximately 260 enemy fighters (yet only one German fighter
was lost), the 20th when 15 German fighters were destroyed in
combats over Mons, Cambrai and Rouenj. on the 21fth eight
German fighters v/ere destroyed over Abbeville, Amiens and
Lille,

records of Luftflotte 5 were 51 destroyed;
ties 'trere 78 aircraft destroyed; five pilots were rescued.

Meanwhile important developments were taking place in
the U.S. daylight offensive.
Portresses and Liberators attacked objectives as far afield
as, Danzig, Gdynia, Mariendorf, and on the lAth, Schweinfurt.
In a week the Vlllth Bomber Command had lost 148 bombers in
the course of four attempts to break through the German
fighter defences unescorted,

it clear that deep penetration into Germany by day could not
be achieved Without long, range fighter escort,
first U.S. Mustang (the most suitable long range fighter)
escort to the U.S. heavy bombers did not occur until
5 December and for the time being escort was provided by
Thunderbolts, which were fitted mth a 108 gallon belly
tank between August and September, increasing their range to
approximately 300 miles, and a small number of Lightnings
which by Pebruar^jr 1 914 could fly up to 580 miles equipped
with two vring tanks containing 108 gallons each,
(quite apart from weather considerations) the Eighth Air
Force \vas not in a position to attack the high priority
Pointblank targets in the autumn and early mnter of 1943/
1944. ' After the Schweinfurt raid of 14 October the
Americans expended their heavj'- banber effort in attacks on
targets of naval importance on the north German seaboard.

Total eneriy fighter losses for October according to
British casual-

Prom 9 to 14 October

The ensuing air battles made

But the

Thus

Enemy Doc,
A,H.B.6 Trans,
No. vi:i/143.

*Army Air
Forces in World

Yfer II> , Vol.II,
Chap. 20,
p. 696.

While the G.A.P. exacted a heavy toll from the U.S,
bombers and, until the arrival of the long range fighter,
preserved air superiority over the territories of the Reich,
its o\m fighter losses were not inconsiderable (though much
less than the number claimed by American aircrews).
27 September to tire end of October 174 single-engined and
Win-engined fighters of Luftflotte Reich were lost or

destroyed in combat and 55 were dainaged, not counting 41
fighters destroyed and 5I damaged while flying on operations
but whose loss cannot be attributed to Allied action,

figures were approximately three times greater than the
casualties suffered by Luftflotte 3 in the West during the
corresponding period.

Prcra

Thes

Intense air battles frequently

Enemy Doc,
A.H,B.6 Trans,
No. VIVI57.

e

occurred when the Americans chose targets on the north German
seaboard - v/ithin range of Thunderbolt escort.
27 September, for exanple, 29 Me.109’s and P.W.l90's were

V'/hile defending Bremen on
8 October 20 single-engined and twin-engined fighters
(Me.410*s and 110* 3) armed with rocket mortars were destroyed.

On

shot dovm during a raid on Ernden.
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In the Scinveinfurt raid on the 14th German fighter casualties
were calculated as being 36 destroyed and 16 damaged. In
November and December 225 fighters of Luftflotte Reich were
destrcjred and 49 daiiiaged and 86 were lost and 80 damaged in
the course of operations. Losses were, however, rapidly
replaced by new fighters for German fighter production was
increasing by leaps and bounds (approximately 800 single-
engined fighters were being pro(kiced per month at this time).

Eie American Air Forces based in Great Britain were

heavily reinforced in the second half of 1943. From October
to the end of December the operational strength of the Eighth
Air Force heavy bombers increased from 20f operational groups
to 25^. The rate of operations increased even more rapidly.
On 3 November the Vlllth Bomber Command despatdied 566 heavy
bombers, the highest total to that date. On 24 December 722
aircraft were despatched, of which 67O pressed home their
attack. The old VIIIth U.S, Air Support Gomraand reached the
peak of its activities in Operation Starkey and on 9 October
flew on its last operation, an attack on Woensdrecht airfield.
It began to operate under its nevf name of IXth Bomber Command
on 22 October and was the first operational unit of the
Ninth Air Force, the American component of A.E.A.F.

(iiiJ .Operations in November

The Allied Expeditionary Air Force was formed under
Air karshal Sir Trafford Leigh-Mallory on 17 November who in
his capacity of Air Commander-in-Chief becaue responsible for
the planning and preparation of the air operations supporting
the invasion of the continent.(^) Headquarters No. 11 Group
v/hich had been chiefly responsible for air offensive opera
tions across the Channel was to continue to plan and
coordinate operations of a tactical nature until the
establishment of the Jleadquarters of 2nd T.A.F. and the
Ninth Air Force at Uxbridge,

In the meantime three more suspicious constructions had
been discovered on the Northern French coast at Wizemes,

.  J'lartinvast and Mimoyecques, similar to those at Ifatten, which
were believed to be connected with the enerqy's plans for
launching rockets or pilotless aircraft and the Air Staff
decided tliat they should be attacked by fighter bombers of
Fighter Conniand, Marauders of the IXth Bomber Conmand and
Mitchells of No. 2 Group,
the most heavily attacked targets and, later in December,
Watten. Escort was provided mainly by No. 11 Group. The
village of Audin^em, a headquarters of the Todt Organization,
was also persistently bombed by fighter and medium bonbers,
including those of No. 2 Group. These operations began on
5 November and Crossbov/ targets were attacked on ten days
during the remainder of the month and operations were
increased in December.

Airfields still remained on the target lists although
they no longer figured as prominently as in the summer months.
Rhubarbs continued to be floi'/n against transportation targets,
although it was considered by the Ministry of Economic Warfare
that the economic justification of the attacks were doubtful
as the German railway position was improving.
Rhubarb operations were still unduly large and attention

Mimoyecques and Martinvast were

Losses in

was

’Army Air
Forces in VJorld

War II’ ,
Vol. II,
Chap. 20.

See this

Narrative,
Ft. III.

R.A.F. Narrative t

•Air Defence of Great

Erltaln', Vol. VII,
Chapter 2, pp. 31-34

A.D.G.B.,
Form ’Y’.

Ibid.

A.H.B./ID4/381A,
13 Nov. 1943.

(1) Fighter Command now became known as Air Defence of
Great Britain (See Chap. I4).
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Fighter Cad,
0,R.B. Entry
20 Oct,

Enemy Doc, A.H.B.6
Trans. No, VII/l/jE.

again drawn by Headquarters Fighter Goramand to theonce

importance of careful planning and briefing for these opera
tions. Forty-six eneiry fightei-s were destroyed in November
for the loss of 52 Fighter Com-aand aircraft, the pilot
crev'iTs of four being rescued.

s or

(iv) Operations in December

By December there was no disguising the fact that the
S,lb‘''NT’’EuSi a^^acks on airfields had done the enemy little harm and had
Vo1,*I,’app. Vl/I6?i, provoked any appreciable defensive reaction. At a con

ference held by the Air Coramander-in-Chief on 8 December
attended by the principal air commanders in A.E.A.P.

Diversionary opera
tions in support of the Vlllth U.S, Bomber Caiimand were to
rank first and operations against Crossbow targets called for
by the Air Ministry, second,
to be directed against the enemy’s 'already strained econcmio
and industrial resources, in particular those in the Paris
and the Lille-Lens-Bethune areas', including attacks designed
to provoke the eneiiy's fighter defences to react in force,
thereby offering an opportunity to destroy them, ranked third,
(Attacks on aiorfields were to be abandoned until shortly
before D-Day for Overlord vdien they were to be attacked
intensively). All targets were to be attacked in such
weight as to render second attack unnecessary.

a new

list of target priorities was drawn up.

Tactical operations which were

Tlie Planning Committee established at Headquarters No. 11
Group \ms to be responsible for the general coordination of
A.E.A.P. tactical bombing operations which were to be
extended to include the Vlllth Bomber Comimand operations when
it was attacking tactical targets.

On 21 December higher priority was accorded to Crossbow
targets and they were, until further notice, to take priority
over all other types of operation (with the sole exception of
those designed to assist the strategic operations of Vlllth
Bomber Command),
to the revised list with the object.of providing attacking
formations v,rith alternative Pointblank targets when weather
or unforeseen circumstances prevented them from bombing
primary objectives.

IVo further target priorities were added

Ibid,
App. Vl/16/2.

R.A.F. Narrative:

'Air Defence of

Great Britain',
Vol, VII, Cliap, 2,
p, 31 et seq.

By the beginning of December sixty * ski' launching sites
had been identified on the Northern French coast and the

medium bombers of 2nd T.A.P. and IXth Bomber Command were

instructed to carry out attacks on them,
that this type of target might at least provoke the G.A.P.
into giving battle to the British and U.S. fighter escorts.
The new series of medium bomber attacks began on  5 December
and escort was provided by A.D.G.B.
cancellation of a number of operations during the next seven
days and further large scale attacks were not made until the
third week in December,

enemy fighters came up to meet the attackers and A.D.G.B. euid

2nd T.A.P, claimed to have destroyed 16 fighters in the two
days' operations,
craft destroyed' according to German records. ' Thereafter
there was rarely any attempt on the part of eneny fighters to
oppose attacks on 'ski' sites.

It was also hoped

Bad weather caused the

On the 20th and 21st about 200

Enemy casualties amounted to eight air-

A.D.0.B

Form 'Y*.
As far as operations on other days were concerned, on

1 December A.D.G.B. escorting medirun bomber raids against
Belgian airfields was responsible for destroying ten aircraft
in air corabats and four more were destroyed on the ground by
bombs. On 4 December Typhoons of No. 85 Group engaged in a
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Enemy- Doc.
6 Trans.

VII/48.

svi'-eep over the Netherlands destro[7ed five Do. 21 7* s.
third, week of December A.D.G.3. and 2nd T.A.P. flew
aver8.ge of some 600 sorties per day,
effort declined until the last two days of the month,
summary of losses and claims for Deoembe.r were 32 Carman
fighters destroyed for the loss of 41 British aircraft lost
(one pilot saved).

Shipping; July to December 1943

In JuljT- movements of enemy shipping were on a small
scale especially during the moonlight periods. Fighter
Command flew 1,185 sorties on anti-shipping operations \vhich
resulted in two Swedish merchant vessels being severely
dainaged in an attack by Typhoons and Bomphoons of No. 3
Squadron on a convoy off the Hook on 1 July,
were lost,

Channel during the month. In August, when 849 sorties were
flown for the v^hole month, three enemy vessels totalling 340
tons were sunk by Spitfires, I^yphoons and Hirricanes.

In September Fighter Canmand flew 1,130 sorties and
delivered 248 attacks for the loss of I3 aircraft,
enemy vessels of small size totalling 537 tons and one

fishing vessel of unknovm tonnage were sunk. One vessel of
5,485 -tons v/as damaged. All these attacks were made by
Typhoon aircraft. Tliere was considerable minelaying
activity by E/R boats, probably due to the preparations in
the Channel for Operation Starkey. Albacores of No. 84I
Squadron attacked minelayers on three occasions. The rocket
projectile (R.P.) .Hurricanes of No. 137 Squadron found few
targets in -the light period. This was regarded as a sign
of success in deterring movements of enemy shipping.

Fighter Coi-nraand flew 1 ,133 sorties in October, mde 112
attacks. Ten aircraft were lost. Two eneiiy vessels of
1 ,225 tons were sunk off the Dutch coast and one ex-blockade
runner of 6,408 tons damaged. The cargo vessel and
ex-blockade runner, Ffunsterland (6,408 tons) in Cherbourg
Harbour was subjected to two major attacks by Nos. 2 and 10
Groups on 24 and 28 October. V/hirlwind bombers of No. 263
Squadron and Bomphoons of No. 183 Squadron attacked at low
level. Five bombers failed to return. Post war records
confirm that the Muns-terland was damaged as a result of these
attacks. The second attack on 28 October was less success

ful in spite of further bombing by Mitchells, YvTiirlwinds and
Typhoons.

In the

an

Thereafter the daily
The

0)

Three aircraft

T.io Geirnan torpedo boats passed through the
In August, when 849 sorties were

Five

A.D.G.B. ,
Form 'Y’ ,
Enemy Doc.
A.H,B.6 Trans.
No. VI]/148.

Fighter Gmd
Form *1’ and

A.D.G.B./
s.31523.

•  j

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid, Tvro merchant vessels passed through the Straits of Dover
on the nights of 3/4 and 23/24 October but minor attacks by
Albacore aircraft were ineffective. The Albacore■Squadron
(No, 841) maintained the usual anti-shipping patrols in mid-
Channel whenever weather cond.itions permitted, bombing any
vessel that ventured far enough from the enemy coast to make
attack practicable.
No, 1 37 Squadron v^iiich operated during the moonlight period.

No target \jb.s found by Hurricanes of

In November Fighter Coimand/A.D.G.B. flew the record
nui'nber of 1 ,226 sorties xfith 1 20 attacks and  1 3 aircraft lost.
One eneny vessel, a dredger of 827 tons was sunk off Trouville

Ibid,

(1) See in greater detail R.A.F, Narrative; ’The R.A.F. in
fferitime Nar’ , Vol. P/, Chap. LX, pp. 278-284 and
pp. 292-295.
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on 1 6 November. TVrelve Oyphoons of No. 486 Squadron attacked
two 1 ,000-ton merchant vessels off Trouville on this date and
claimed one sunk and the second seriously damaged. No enen^r
merchant vessels of appreciable size attempted the passage of
the Straits. No. 4'! 5 (Albacore) Squadron took over from
No. 841 Squadron during the month. The former made its
first attack on shipping off the Somme on the night of
22/25 November. Hurricane R.P. aircraft, available during
the moonlight period, once again suffered from lack of
targets and unfavourable weather.

Ibid. In December A.D.G.B. sorties dropped to 521 with 29
attacks and four aircraft lost. No enemy shipping was sunk
or damaged, Tivo large merchant vessels passed eastwards
through the Straits of Dover. Albacores of No. 4I  5 Squadron
patrols continued according to routine but targets were not
numerous.

Operation Instep: July to December 1943Fighter Cmd
Fozm 'Y' .

• 9

Kie Instep patrols over the Bay of Biscay continued to
be carried out regularly until the end of the year although
the monthly total of sorties declined in the autumn.
July 1 26 sorties were flam without any encounters with the
enemy.

In

In August 203 sorties were flown by Mosquitos of
Nos. 264, 307 and 456 Squadrons from Predannack, from which
one aircraft failed to return. Sorties were reduced in

September to 1 34 but three Ju.88’s were shot down (confirmed
by German records), two by No. 3O7 Squadron on the 11th and
25th and one by No. 456 (Mosquito) Squadron on the 21st,
One Mosquito of No, 307 Squadron failed to return.
October 92 sorties were flo\-/n uneventfully. In November the
total v/as 88 sorties; one Ju.88 v/as destroyed for certain by
No. 157 Squadron on the 20th, In December, 60 sorties were
flown; the only combats took place on the 1st when one Ju.88
was shot down and one damaged (according to enen^y records) by
No, 157 Squadron.

In

Summary of Period July to December Jl %3

From June onwards the R.A.F. organization for Operation
Overlord became apparent; Fighter Command became more
concerned with the cover and escort of medium and heavy
bombers v/hile the Tactical Air Force became responsible for
fighter and light bomber operations,
was formed.

In November A.E.A.F,

In the six month period which began with the
issue of the Pointblank Directive Fighter Command and the
Tactical Air Force claimed to have destroyed 483 German air
craft on offensive operations for the loss of 403 aircraft
(22 pilots or airc.re\r saved),
sive operations ’vra.s reached in September, when 123 German
aircraft were claimed to have been destroyed for the loss of
86. ' Tlie Vlllth U.S. Figiiter Command consisting of
Thunderbolts and Lightnings claimed to have destroyed 512
aircraft; many of these aircraft were shot down over Germany
by the former type of aircraft which could fly farther than
the Spitfire.(ly A total of 149 American aircraft were lost,
three pilots being rescued.
Lqftflotte 3, 4I8 fighters(2)

The peak of the year* s offen'

According to the records of
were destroyed in that period in

Fighter Cmd.,
Fom •!'.

Enemy Doc. A.H.B.6
Trans, No. 157.30.

record of casualties. A total
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air canbat or on the ground in the west as a result of Allied

action and 163 fighter aircraft were damaged,
other types of aircraft were destroyed on the ground in
attacks on airfields including about 100 bombers and 23
miscellaneous aircraft destroyed,
were destroyed and 161 danaged on operations due to causes
other than Allied action.

A number of

In addition 77 fighters

I'Vhat did the day offensive over Prance and the
Lckt Countries achieve in the second half of 1 943?
Pointblank targets as top priority, the weight of operations
in daylight was svri-tched from targets in the Cherbourg
Peninsula connected with U-boat bases to airfields in the

Netherlands and north-eastern Prance and certain industrial

targets in the Netherlands, Belgium and in the Paris area.
The latter operations were supposed to distract the attention
of the Genaan. fighters from the U.S, heavy bomber formations
flying into Germany but as often as not this did not happen.
The attack on G.A.P, airfields was to a large extent profit
less v/'ith the exception of one or two raids, such as that on
Villacoublay airfield on I4 July, in which heavy or medium
bombers took part.

With

In the air the results were also disappointing. Up to
the summer of 1943 German fighter pilots had fought aggres
sively and skilfully especiadly when they discovered that the
American fighter escorts hugged the bombers and did not
atteirpt to attack, but instructions from the German High
Command were issued to the effect that they were to intercept
the bombers and leave the fighters alone.
Major General Galland (General der Jagdflieger) did not
appi'ove of this policy and attempted to inject more combative
spirit into the fighter pilots but orders from operational
formation headquarters laying stress on the importance of
attacking the bombers, counteracted his influence, Pighter
units, caught in the crossfire of higli poliqy quarrels,
developed their own techniques, some follcviring Galland, some
the others, A number of fighter unit leaders became obsessed
ty vdiat Galland called * Jagerschreck* (fear of fighters) and
regarded the sitting of Mustangs and Thunderbolts as an

interruption of their appointed task of shooting down bombers,
German fighters, v/ith the exception of well trained forma

tions like JG.26 and JG,1 , would frequently be surprised by
Allied figliters, when blindly attempting to reach the bombers
and if attacked would resort to evasion or detouring rather
than staying to fight. (0

According to Galland the heaviest fighter losses in 1943
occurred on the Mediterranean front, next in defence of the
Reich and tliird on the Western and j^ssian fronts. But what
was more significant was that the American penetrations into

A.H.B./liq/29,
PP. 33-47.

Ibid.

(1) Galland had prescribed two v/ays of attaclclng heavy bomber formations. First
was the »head-on' attack In vmich fighters flew parallel to and on one side
of the heavy bombers until about five kilometres ahead of them, vtien they
were to turn in by Schwarme and attack »head on'. On this last stretch they
were to fly level with the bombers for the last 1,500 yards, opening fire at
the cabin of the target aircraft at about 900 yards, and then get away by
flying flat over the bomber fonaatlon. F^w pilots adhered to this rule and
most did a 'Split S' and dived away many yards In front of the bombers
reducing their chances of scoring a victory. Secondly, as the defensive
fire from the rear of the Fortress was strong rear attacics were made in force
Instead of by the Individual dives which cliaracterlsed most attacks on R.A.F,
daylight raids. Fighters were to attack by Sohwarme in rapid succession,
from sllghtlj' high or low, and were to get avray flat over the bomber forma
tion, But most fighters broke off their attacks behind the bombers and
dived or slipped av/ay making slow targets for close range deflection shots
from the bombers (A.H.B./IIG/29, pp. 35-36).

so
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Germany had compelled the German Air Stai'f to build up heavily
their fighter strength*
of battle makes it clear that by the end of 19‘4-3 the number
of single and twin-engined fighters (excluding night fighters)
available for the defence,of the Reich had increasea
than fvmrfold since the beginning of the year (the sti'ength
early in January was 185 single-engined fighters and at the
end of^December 1943, 783 single and twin-engined fighters).
Many of these aircrai't were contained in a new dsy-fighter
group, J,G, 11, and twin-engined filters carrying cannon and
21-centimetre rocket projectiles (berstorer) were employed
against U.S, incursions until Allied long range fighters made
operations by these aircrai’t to ̂ dangerous. A large number
of fighters \Tere transferred from the Eastern and other fronts
to make up this,total and fighter production was steadily
increasing. On the vie stern Pi’ont, the number of fighter
aircraft had remained remai-kably static since eai-ly 1942
and.it had been shown how, in effect, ai'ter August 1943 the
only occasion on which these fighters operated in strength
was when large heavy day bomber formations were heading for
Germany.

Operation 1_244: Preparatory
9.E®E,4t..i25.?.,l.’2?L,_Qyer]x)rd

(d) Operati' ns in January

An examination of German air orders

more

G,A,P, Orders
of Battle

A.H.B. 6 Trans,

A.D.G.B.
Orders of '

Battle A.H.B./
III//A2/5A.

In the first week of January A,D,G,B, was composed of
nine Spitfire VB, 10 Spitfire (Long Raiige), tv/o Spitfire VII,
two Spitfire IXP and two Spitfire XII ajuadrons; there were
also, ten T3rphoon squadrons and three Mustang filter
naissaaice squ^rons. In 2nd T.A.P. there were 15 Spitfire,
two Typhoon fighf^f and four fighter-bomber squadrons and
nine Mustang fighter reconnaissance squadrons,
offensive operations had now passed to 2nd T.A.P. which con
centrated entirely on offensive operations.

recon-

The onus of

In January, for
example, A,D,G,B, flew 3,700 daylight offensive sorties and
2nd T.A.P. 5,430; in February the former flew 3,400 offensive
sorties, compared with the latter's 0,500; in March, 1,456
sorties compared vdth 4,950 sorties.

The enemy, in spite of the considerably heavier air
attacks on France and the Low Countries then in progress, had
withdrawn a large number of fighter aircraft from the
Western Front since the summer of 1943* '7he average monthly
total of single-.engined and twin-engined day fighters of

from January to May -1944 was 286 of which I71
were serviceable. They were mainly F.W,190*s,

G,A,F, Orders
of Battle

A,H,B,6 Trans,
1943/12./31/20 to much lower
1944/5/10/20

figure than the number of fighters at that time
engaged on the Eastern Front where the average strength for
those two types of aircraft during the same period was 639
with a serviceable strength of 408 fighter aircraf't. The
large number of fighters contained on the Eastern Front should
not therefore be under-estimated at a time when the Allied
invasion of the continent was weekly becoming a more distinct
possibility,- ■ It v/as not until some days after the landing in
Momiandy that the fighter force in the Jest was reinforced
vdth aircrai't, from- Germany.

'This was a

Meanwhile the strength of the German home defence
fighters rapidly increased vdth accretions from other fronts
and fr m the aircraft factories and it was this force that
bore the brunt of the ai.!:' fighting in the following months.
On 31 .December 1943 the strength of Luftflotta Re-ioin in day
j-ighters was 547 single-engined and I96 twin-engined fighters;
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407 and 139 respectively vrere serviceable. By 10 May 1944
these figures had increased to 785 single-engined and 99
tvan-engined fighters, 557 and 52 respectively being

Tal<ing the number of day fighters in the
Luftwaffe, on all t’ronts, approximately 64 per cent
allocated to the V/'estern iVont and to Germany and Austria
during this period as
penetrations by day.

The arrival in strength of the long-delayed Mustang
(P.51)U) was a turning point in the history of daylight air
offensive operations. Since the early autumn of 1943 there
had been constajit demaxvls from the R.A.E, as well as from
the IJ,S,A,A,P, for a suitable fighter to escort long range
bomber penetrations inmo Germany and to take advantage of
air combats accruing from these raids. The Mustang had
come to be regarded more favourably than the Lightning (P, 38)
as it was more manoeuvreable, possessed longer range and was
less distinctive and therefore less vulnerable to attack.
In September 1943 General Arnold (Commanding General
U.S,A.A.P,) had reiiuested that the I\fustangs allocated to the
R.A,P.(3)

nighth Air Porce until required for Overlord operations
alternatively that the Mustangs be used to equip U,S.A,A.P.
squadrons and the R,A.P, should accept Thunderbolts in lieu.
The C^ief of Air Staff agreed to loan the first four
Spitfire squadrons due for conversion to Mustangs to the
Eighth Air Porce for Pointblank operations until such time
as they were required to operate in support of Overlord,
He also decided to Iciid to the Americans all available
Mustang fighter reconnaissance aircraft, provided it did •
not interfere with their training and general preparations
for Overlord,

serviceable.

was

a defence against Allied long range

should be reserved for operations with the
or

a,h,b,/idV38ia
Mins of D,C,A, S,

Meetings
8 Oct, 1943,
11 Oct. 1943,
27, 29 Nov. 1943
and 8, 11 Pec.
1943.

The first Mustang Group of the Ninth U.S. Air Porce
began to oj^erate in the first week of December but until
preparatory operations for Overlord were well under way,

they remained under the conti’ol of the Eighth Air Porce
where th

Germany^
were used to escort the heavy bombers into
In March they took over from No. 11 Group the

tasic of escorting the IXth Bomber Command, But the'
Commanding General G.S.ST.A.P., General Spaatz,
retaining the Mustangs for Pointblank operations

insisted on

, arguing
that Operation Pointblank ranked as top priority until the
Supreme Allied Commander took over control of the Strategic
Air Forces for Overlord. Air Marshal Leigh Mallory, on
the other haxid, waaiteu the full complement of the Ninth Air
Porce to engage in preparatory operations for Overlord.
Fighter cover for the extensive Crossbow and Overlord I

tions had to be sacrificed and a heavy burden was placed
opera-

on

(1) Technical difficulties had been holding up the arrival of
the Ijustangs, in particular a change of compass;
standard A., P.A, P, camouflage had to replace the TJ. S.
camouflage.
'The P,38 had a double tail.
Originally the R.A.P. had been offered 900 Mustangs, for
the first half of 1944,

Five Mustang Groups of the Ninth Air Force were taken over
by the Eighth Air Porce in January 1944 in exchange for a
Thunderbolt Group. See in greater detail R.A.P. Narra
tive; 'Liberation of N.W. Europe', Vol. I, Chap. 1,
pp. 16-20.

the

2

3

(4)
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A.D.G.B in particular on No. 11 Group, whose Spitfires were
frequently obliged to fly two operational sorties  a day, one
squadron being responsible I'or a formation of 54 Marauders.

The winter of 1943/1944 was particularly bad for the day
light strategic offensive because of the high incidence of
mist and hazejUJ betvreen 14 October 1945 and 20 February
1944, VIIIth U.S, Bomber Command was only able to conduct two
visual bombing operations over Germany, one on 11 January
against aircraft production targets in central Germany, which
had to be abandoned because of poor visibility, and the other,
on 4 Pebri.iary, y^en factories in Frankfurt were raided.
Several attacks were made on Kiel and Emden, but they
subsidiary to the high priority Pointblank targets,
special operation (Argument) had in the meantime been devised
by the C.O.P.C, in which the heavy day bombers were to make a
concerted attack on German figliter production,
required was favourable weather.

• j

were

A

All that was

The Allied Expeditionary Air Force proceeded with the
attack of Crossbow targets and the harassing of enemy
shipping. In January A.I).G.B. and 2nd T.A.F. flew on 98
Fighter Rrotection operations, the majority against Crossbow
targets, but partial cover was also provided for the VIIIth
Bomber Command attacking Ludwigshafen, Bi'unswick, Frankfurt,
Munster and Kiel. The only significant reaction was on
4 January when about 100 aircraft opposed attacks on Crossbow
targets. After 10 January there was barely any reaction

A total of 8? German fighters in
were destrcyed in January, at least 18 of them

while countering attacks against Crossbow targets. Seventy
R.A.P. fighters were destroyed (2 pilots were rescued),

(ii) C^erations in Febmary The 'Big

A.D.G.B.

Form Y.

Enemy Doc.
A.H.B,6 Trans,
No, VIl/155,
A.D.G.B

Fora 'Y'.
• >

__;^ek'

Ninety-two Fighter Protection operations were flown by
the R.A.F. in February, Up to 20 February partial protection
was provided by A.D.G.B. and 2nd T.A.P. to U.S.ST.A.F. raids
on¥ilhelmshaven, E’rankfurt, Amiens and Villacoublay air fields,
Tergnier marshalling yards and Crossbovf targets. On
20 February the opportunity to launch Operation Argument;
at last. Leipzic, Gotha and Brunswick were the targets.
The attack was t’TO-pronged*

came

One heavy bomber force approached

Form 'y*.
• >

across the North Sea and made towards Berlin, while the second
Vol.II]^ force, heavily escorted by Thunderbolts, Mustangs and

Lightnings, was timed so as to approach central Germany when
the defending fighters had taken off to intercept the northern
force. Fourteen Spitfire IX squadrons of A.D.G.B. and 2nd
T.A.P. a_id tYifo Mustang Squadrons (Nos. 19 and 65 of the 2nd
Tactical Air Force) gave support to the northern force.
Bombing proved to be extremely effective and the tactics of
the operation had been worked out so thoroughly that only 21
out of 1,000 bombers despatched failed to return. Thirty -
eight enemy fighters were shot down.

The

The Array Air
Forces in Yforld

War II;
Obap. p.

For the next six days the attack continued and Bomber
Command inflicted very great damage on the same objectives by
night. On the 22nd withdrawal cover to raids on central
German targets was given by ten Spitfire IX squadrons. On

(1; But good use was made of H2X to assist non-visual bombing.
[2) For a full account of the American operations, see 'The

Army Air Forces in World War II', Vol. Ill, Chap. 2.
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the 24th Schweinfurt was raided.

Mustang squadrons gave support axid a diversionary operation
over the Netherlands was carried out by two Typhoon squadrons.
The final operation of what became known as the 'Big Week'
took place on 25 February,
approximately 90 per cent of the total production of German
fighter aircraft was destroyed,
attrition in air combat of the G,A,F, in being,
25 February Luftflotte Reich was losing an average of some
32 fighters a d^
figlits alone, C'') .
destroyed by Anerican fighters in that period

Eight Spitfire IX and two

It has been estimated that

Equally important was the
From 20 to

on the western boid.ers of the Reich in air

About 32 fighters of Luftflotte 3 were

Enemy Boo,
A,H,B.6 Trans.

Nos. VII/138
and VIl/135.

The enemy was now compelled to overhaul completely his
organization for aircraft prcjduction while the G,A,F. had to
concede the fact of air superiority by day to the Allies,
From March onwards there was no longer any full scale opposi
tion to the daylight bombing offensive against Geimiany,
Token resistaiace would be offered to some attacks while

against others, where some chance of success was evident,
large forces would be concentrated. The policy of conserva
tion of strength which had been evident in the west for the
past six months was now adopted by the home defences.

A,I),G, B

Form 'Y*.

Enemy Doc,
A.H,B,6 Trans,
No. VIl/135.

•» In February A.D.G.B, and 2nd T.A.F, lost 52 aircraft
offensive sweeps and escort operations. Altogether 90
aircraft of Luftflp_tte J were destroyed including
ing number bombed while ^n the ground. But the German
fighter reaction continued to be negligible. By this time
the plans for Overlord were.reaching fruition and preparatory
operations had begun.

on

an increaa-

On 9 February the IXth Bomber Command
raided Tergnier marshalling yards, the first of a series of
attacks on railway centres^ before D-Day carried out by medium
and heavy bombers. Close escort and cover was provided by
seven squadrons of 2nd T,A.F,

(iii) Operations in March

These attacks continued through March, Tergnier, Chauray,
Hirson, Aulnt-.ye, Creil, Haine St, Pierre being raided,
^ready described, A.D.G.B. and 2nd T.A.F. were fully engaged
in escort duties, because the American Thimderbolts and
Mustangs, by virtue of their longer range were required to
escort Eighth Air Force missions into Germany,
tarpts also remained on high priority for the A.E,A.F.
Medium bomber attacks were made on airfields at Aniens/Glisy,
Rosiere-en-Santerre, Juvincourt, Beauvais and Conches.
March 68 Fighter Protection operations and 37 Rodeos were
flown; 43 pilots were lost. A.D.G.B. and 2nd T.A.P. claimed
no more than 38 enemy fighters. In fact Luftflotte 3 lost
86 tighter aircraf't in air combat largely to American forma
tions, all save two over enemy-occupied territory,

(iv) Operations in April and May

In April the defensive commitments of A.D,G,B.
absorbing than those of the offensive,
required for large-scale invasion exercises on the south coast
Meanwhile 2nd T.A.F. and the IXth U.S. Air Force redoubled
their efforts against targets in France and the Low Countries.
Attacks continued to be made on 'V' v/eapbn launching sites

As

Crossbow

In

v/ere more

Fighter cover was

A.D.G.B

Form 'Y',
• 5

Enemy Doc,
A,H,B,6 Trans.
No. VIl/135.

A.D.G.B

Form 'Y' and

A.H.B,/IB^A49/

• f

ID.

(1) For details see Appendix No. 29.
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v.-ith medium and fighter bombers but Overlord targets took
an increasingly higher priority. The attack of railway
facilities behind the projected battle area ty the heavy
bombers continued to be supplemented by medium and fighter
bomber attacks. As the number of weeks to D-Day lessened
more attention was paid to targets east and west of the Seine
such as railways, trains and bridges. (OOn 22 April 2nd T.A.P.
began a bridge-cutting programme with a fighter-bomber attack
on Mirville railway viaduct just north-east of Rouen,
and rail bridges on the Seine, over rivers in north-east
France and Belgium, as well as in the Cherbourg peninsula
were bombed, the IXth U.S. Air Force joining in the campaign
on 7 May when Thunderbolts cut a railway bridge over the Seine
at Vernon.

on

Road

Medium and heavy bombers also took part.

7 Ma3'', 2nd T,A.F. started the first of a comprehensive
series ol attacks against radar, coastal, ship-watching, air
craft - reporting and T. stations on the coast stretching
from the Cherbourg peninsula to Ostend. The first target
was the V/. T, station at Cap du Hode near Le Havre. Siich was
the success of the operations that 2nd T.A.F. began to specia
lize in attacks on this type of target.

On 21 May the first of a series of widespread fighter
sweeps against the railway system of north France, which were
intended to be the sequel to the attacks on rail centres,
began. A large number of locomotives and trains was claimed
to have been destroyed or damaged. One result of the low
flying attacks was that heavier casualties were inflicted on
Allied fighter aircraft than on any other day during the two
months,. I6 Spitfirew and a Typhoon being lost by 2nd T.A.F
six fighters by A.j.G.B. and nine by the Ninth Air Force,
Nearly all the losses were due to A.A. gun fire.

• >

The reaction of the G,A.F, to these ■widespread and
intensive operations was meagre in the extreme.Enemy Doc.

A,H.B,6 Trans,
No. 172.7..

T  April
1. flew 1,439 'scramble' sorties and 58 inte,rcep-

tion and^routine patrols by day and claimed to have destroyed
15 Allied fighters, 14 ti/vin-engined aircraft and 80 -
engined bombers,
destroyed 55 fighter aircraft, 40 twin-engined aircraft and
65 four-engined bombers malcing a total of 124 aircraft
destroyed In the air or by fire from the ground,
of A,D,G,3, on offensive operations were, in fact, four
fighters (the pilot of one being rescued). Of 2nd T.A.F., 31
fighters and thx’ee light or medium bombers, of the IXth
Air Force, 54 fighters and 22 bombers were lost -
114 aircraft for A.E.A.F,(2)

four-
German A,A, defences claimed to have

The losses

a total of

A.D.G.B
Form 'Y' and

• >

ID.

According to Germaai records losses suffered by fighters
“I* in April due to air combat amounted to 62 and
114 aircraft of various types were destroyed by bombs or
machine gun or caoLion fire on the ground. However, the real
attrition of the G.A.F, was taking place farther afield. over

Enemy Doc,
A.H,B. Trans,
No. VIl/135.

1) For details see Appenaix No. 29.
2). It should be borne in mind that Vlllth U.S._  . Fighter

Command also operated over Prance and the Low Countries
and that its casualties are not included here,
were

They
24 Mustangs or Thunderbolts for April and 51 for

May, The operations of VTIIth Fighter Command for April
and Hay are summarized in Appendix No, 29,
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Ibid, Trans,
No. VII/138,

Germany, A total of 343 single-engined or twin-engined day
fighters of Luftflotte Reich was destroyed mainly by the
Vlllth and IXth IJ,S. Fighter Commands while escorting
Portresses and Liberators on their way to bomb industrial
targets,

shot down while defending Brunswick, and airfields in north
west Germany,
the VTIIth Air Force attacked Priedrichshafen.

Offensive operations by A.D,G.B. increased again in May.
Seventy P?-ghter Protection operations were flown in support
of medium bomber attacks on railway targets such as
Valenciemies, Blanc Misseron, Tourcoing, Douai,
Monceau-Sur Sambre;

coast; Crossbow targets; airfields at Luxeuil, Chievres,
Dinard/Pleurtuit, Lille/Vendeville, Cormeilles en Vexin.
Twenty fighters vrere lost, one pilot was rescued.

Proninent days were 8 April when 65 fighters were

On 24 April, 53 fighters were shot down when

coastal batteries on the northern French

A.D.G.B
Form

•)

The 2nd T.A,P, and the IXth Air Force bore the burden of
preparatory operations for Overlord, now drawing to their
climax, with attacks on transportation, bridges and coastal
defences. The Vlllth U,3. Fighter Command also operated
20 days providing fighter sweeps and attacking bridges,
airl'ields and transportation. The great air activity still
did not provoke any significant reaction from the G.A.F. and
the casualty I'igures for enemy aircraft available indicate the
sparseness of their effort - 52 fighters were lost in air
combat and 124 miscellaneous aircraft were destroyed on the
ground, 2nd T,A,P» lost 73 fighters or fighter bombers
and two medium bombers; the IXth Air Force lost 87 of the
former and 33 of the latter. As in April donble the
amount of destruction was inflicted on the G.A,P,
Germany; 413 fighter aircrai't of Luftwaffe Reich
destroyed by the American Air Forces,

on

over

were

In the first heavy

Ene.,y Doc,
A.H.B, 6 Trans

No.VIl/133.
•)

ID.

Enemy Doc,
A,H,B,6 Trans,
No,VII/134.

attack on the German oil industry on 12 May the Vlllth
Air E’orce shot do™ 68 fighters and on 19 May, 56 fighters
were destroyed, the second highest total for the month,
Berlin and Brunswick,

over

(1)
Shipping; January to May 1944

A.D.G.B

Form 'Y' and

A.D.G.B/S.3I523 .

• > A.D,G.B, flew 627 sorties on anti-shipping operations in
January 1944 and lost three aircraft. No enemy shipping was
sunk or damaged.

See p, 285 The Munsterl™d (6,408 tons) which had been attacked
late in October in Cherbourg Harbour entered Boulogne Harbour
from the west early on 1 January and Nos. 11 and 83 Groups
attacked her ty/ice on that day, first with two rocket pro
jectile squadrons of No, 198 Squadron escorted by Typhoons of
Nos, 198 and 609 Squadrons and secondly by eight rocket
Projectile Typhoons of No. 181 Squadron (N
escorted by two fighter Typhoons of the squadron.  A further
eigjit rocket projectile Typhoons of No. 18l Squadron took off
to attack, but sighted the vessel in the inner harbour and,
therefore, no attack was made. The Munsterland attempted to
leave Boulogne that evening but turned back on encountering
surface striking forces which had sailed to intercept her.
On iO January the Adinsterland escorted by small craft made
a final attempt to break through into the North Sea.
vessel was engaged and sunk by fire from coastal batteries.

83 Group)o.

The

(1) See also In greater detail R.A.F. Narrative: '
Vol, IV, Chap. XV, pp, 506-511 and pp. 520-522.
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A Sperrbreclier and two torpedo boats heading westwards passed
through the Straits during the month and vrere unsuccessfullj''
attacked by Albacores of No. 415 Squadron,

In Eebru^y sorties of A.D.G.B. dropped to 495 with 95
attacks and six aircrai't missing. Two enemy vessels of 802
tons were sunlc. One, a minesweeper was sunk by typhoons of
No, 266 Squadron on 6 February in the Abervrach estuary north
of Landeda on 6 February, A lyphoon bomber was lost. An
air/sea rescue launch was possibly sunk by Typhoons of Nos, 198
and 3 Squadrons off the Dutch coast on 24 February,
medium sized vessels passed through the Straits of Dover and
attacks vrere made by Albacores but without success. A large
tanker (Rekura 5,540 tons) entered Boulogne Harbour
28 February and two attacks were made against her by Typhoon
bombers, but no damage can be traced in post-war records.

Three

on

Ibid.

roid. A.D.G.B. flew 541 sorties in March, made 33 attacks and
lost one aircraft,
of 4,404 tons was damaged.

No enemy vessels v/ere sunk but a vessel

The tanker Rekum. after making
two attempts, finally left Boulogne Harbour and was sunk by
coastal batteries off Boulogne on 20 March. Damage was
inflicted by Albacores of No. A15 Squadron on 24 March on the
Italian vessel Atlanta (4.,401 tons) off Gravelines in conjimc—
tion vdth attacks by surface craft. Two attacks were ressed
home entirely unobserved and were ctjnsidered to be of the
greatest value as diversions for the naval craft. Albacores'
also carried out the routine anti-shipping patrols and attacked
patrol boats^and minesweepers. It had become most unusual
lor enemy shipping to move in the Straits during the period
immediately preceding and subsequent to full
volume of small coastal traffic during the dark period was
normal, most movement being westerly. Mine sweeping opera
tions were intensified.

moon. The

Ibid, In April A.D.G.B, flew 535 sorties, made 50 attacks and
lost four aircraft. On 29 April two German torpedo boats
which had beached themselves eastv/ard of the He de Vierge
after sustaining damage from ships of the Royal Navy, were
attacked three times by Typhoon bombers (No, 263 Squadron)
escorted by Spitfires. On the following day No. 263 Squadron
returned to Lezardrieiix and probably sunk the two vessels
which Geimaai records state as having occurred on this day off
nesardrieux. Only one vessel of appreciable size attempted
the passage of the Straits and succeeded in escaping to
Hushing, Albacore and Typhoon patrols were uneventful.
Movements of coastal shipping were on a normal scale but the
predorainai:ice of movement to the westward was again most marked.

Ibid. In May A,D,G,B, flew 893 sorties, made 122 attacks and
lost six aircraft. Three enemy vessels were sunk by aircraft
operating under A.D.G.B. control. Typhoons of No. 263
Squadron re-attacked on 3 May one of the two beached torpedo
boats mentioned above. On 23 May attacks were made by the
same squadron against merchant shipping in the Lezardrieux
estuary,^ A mine sweeping trawler was sunk. A torpedo boat

sunk in Seine Bay on ^^4 May, presumably by an
Albacore of No, 415 Squadron which reported attacks
scactered vessels in the Channel,

on several

^i^.5_?pstep January jto April J 944

Instep patrols, flown mainly by No. 157 Mosquito Squadron,
continued until the end of April 1944. Forty sorties were

A* D • G-» B

Form
•}
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flown in Januairy and .n the yth No, 157 Squadron shot down
oneJu. 88 I'or one Mosquito destroyed. The following month
62 sorties were flown n 15 days and No. 157 Squadron
accounted for the destruction of two enemy,aircraft,
P.M.200 on the 12th and a Ju,290 used for long range recon
naissance on the 19th,

one Ju.38 v/as destroyed by No, 157 Squadron on the 10th,
11 April, No, 151 Mosquito Squadron destroyed three Ju*s 88;
64 sorties were flown this month, and two aircraft failed to
return.

Summary of Period January to May 1944

an

In March 72 sorties were flown and
On

A,D,G,B.

Form 'I* and

AliiP Int/Ops
Summarie s

From January to May A.D.G.B. and 2nd T,A,F, lost 299
aircraft (4 pilots saved) on ofi'ensive operations and claimed
to have destroyed 291 German aircraft. The Vlllth and

U,S, Fighter Comnands lost 465 aircraft and claimed to
(A.H.B./IIIv^A49/ have destroyed 1 ,226 enemy aircraf't over I'rance and the

Low Countries, From a study of German records it is
Enemy Docs, estimated that about 338 fighters wore destr yed in aerial
A.H,B,6 Trans, combat in the west. The records also show a significant
Nos. VTI/135 siid rise in the number of aircraft destroyed on the ground by
■^53. bombs or by machine gun or cannon fire. In April 114 and in

May 124 miscellaneous types of aircraft were destroyed in this
The attacks on airfields with the increased weight

of bombing had at last become effective. Altogether
lost 676 aircraft of various types in the air ard

on the ground between January and May through Allied action.
It had also to pay heavily for the inexperience of its aircrew
in the large number of non-operational losses.. In the
same period 4C7 aircraft v/ere destroyed and 840 damaged
non-operational flights.

manner.

on

Buo the achievement of Allied air superiority in this
period can be discerned by studying the steady rise in the
mimber of day fighter casualties in Luftflotte Reich.
Casualties had been increasing since ijbveraber and in December
they were almost double those of Luftflqtte The daylight
incursions of the American heavy bombers and escorting long
range figliters provoked large scale air battles,
February, the month of the 'Big Week', 225 day fighters were
lost, in March 236, in April 343 and in May, with the start
of attacks on oil pr..duction, 413.(0 These heavy losses to
the G,A.F. in being together with the destruction of aircraft
production plant by bombing insured Allied air superiority
and although the German aircraft industry was to recover and
redouble its efforts, due to these heavy attacks and to the
bombing of the oil industry, it was never able to regain the
initiative.

In

Ibid, Trans,
Nos. VIl/138
aiid 134.

. Meanv/hile the Allied Expeditionary Air Force had
provided the main weight of attack in preparatory operations
for Overlord, Air Defence Great Britain and 2nd T.A.F.
(prn.ncipally Nos, 11 and 83 Groups) bore the brunt of
and cover duties in these tactical operations in the first
quarter ol the year, for the Mustangs and Thunderbolts of the
IXth U.S. Air Force were committed to Pointblank operations.
Crossbow targets also stood at high priority during this time.

escort

(1) Heavy non-operational losses were also experienced - 814
aircraft being destroyed and 1,069 damaged in the five
month period.
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In March medium bomber attacks an railway centres increased;
in April the bridge-cutting programme began followed closely
by attacks on radar stations and coastal defences and attacks
on transportation in n^.rthern France.

Conclusion

In the period 1943/'! 944 the outstanaing feature of day
light operati..;ns had been the increased v;eight of the bombing
effort, achieved lax'gely by the iunerican Maraudex's,
Fortresses and Liberators, though the light bombers of No, 2
Group played a conspicuous part under the command of
Air Vice-Marshal B.E. Embry, In 1943 and the first quarter
of 19A)4 the targets chosen for attack were largely those con
nected with Pointblank or the destruction of the German air
craft industry. But it was not until early in 1944 that an
adequate long range fighter force was available to escort
deep penetrations into Germany,
not designed for long-range purp.^ses but to support a cross-
channel operation and thus could only give partial protection
to these operations.

The R,A,F, fighters were

Pointblank v/as an essential preliminary to Overlord but
the softening of the defences in the West,
amount of aerial reconnaissance required, in addition to the
desti'uction of enemy fighters, assumed great importance in
the summer of 1943 when plans for a landing were reaching
maturity v^rith the fixing of a date for invasion in the early
summer at 1944, In this respect the cross-channel offensive
in 1943 acquired a different aspect from that of 1942 when
the majo
theatre

the enormcus

or air battles vrere fou^t in the Mediterranean
The losses suffered (766 British and American

pilots or aircrew) in this year were more justifiable,
the objectives of the oi*fensive were not achieved,

distraction to the German fighters which
rigidly adhered to their instructions to engage only the
heavy bombers penetrating into Germiany,
enemy fighter aircraft in the West was not on a large scale
(indeed by the end of the year the destruction of fighters
while defending the Reich was becoming more significant) and
the damage due to bombing of industrial targets in the
occupied countries was negligible. The deception operations
in 1943 (Gockade) did not have the effect of pinixing down the

Prom another point of view, although
these offensive operations achieved little materially, the
R,A,F, fighter forces based in Great Britain acquired a skill
in low level attacks, in the precise mancuvres required for
escorting and supoorting bomber formations and a knowledge of
the tei-rain over which they were to operate in 1944,
concentration upon Crossbow targets in the last quarter of
1943 was an unwelcome but necessary distraction,
primaiy commitment of Fighter Command was the air defence of
Great Britain, its organization had been geared to the offen
sive and a Tactical Air Force was operating in strength across
the Chaiinel, In contrast, the G,A,P, in the West deterio
rated in quality. It suffered fi’om lack of direction and
aisputes over policy at hi^x level sapped its operational
efficiency.

But

It

hardly served as a

The attrition of

G,A,F, in the West,

The

While the

Fighter Cmd/
A,I),G,B

Form
• 5

(1) 'The number of dayliglit offensive sorties flo.vn in 1943
by Fighter Command was almost double that of 1942,
1942;

1943:
43,300 offensive sorties,

80,300 plus 3,590 light bomber sorties and 1,500
photo recces.
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In 1944 Pointblanlc operations reached their culmina
tion in February, Prom then om^ards until the beginning
of June the emphasis shifted from Pointblank and Crossbow to

Overlord targets. Considering the great air effort made
between January and the end of May entailing over 117>000
offensive sorties by the Allied Expeditionary Air Force the
price paid, 299 R.A.F. and 463 U.S.A.A.F. aircraft,(I)
was not large. In comparison the German losses in the West
(676 aircraft of various descriptions) were heavy,
particularly on the ground, and bearing in mind that their
attempts to counter the Allied air attacks were feeble. The
fighter losses suffered over Germany Oj333 fighters)
more spectacular and more than, justified General Spaats's
policy of destroying the G,A,F, in being by attacking its
sources of production.

were

A.D,G.B

Form 'Y’ and

a,h.b,/ii.VM-9/

•»

ID,

Enemy Docs,
A,Ii,B, 6 Trans,
Nos, VIl/133,
134, 135 ai-id
138,

Until a late stage in the preparatory operations for
Overlord the Air Coiumanders responsible anticipated a great
air battle on the launching of Overlord on the scale of
that which ensued over Dieppe in 1942. It was largely
because of the steady building-up of offensive fighter and
bomber operations over enemy-occupied territory over the
past three years, ending in the assumption of air superiority
and the remarkable results achieved by the combined bomber
offensive, that the German Air Force failed to oppose the
landing during its early, vulnerable stages.

By June 10 1944, exactly three and a half years after
the first ‘Circus' operation, in which nine Spitfire and
Hurricane Squadrons escorted six Blenheims of No,  2 Group
to bomb t^gets in the Foret de Guinea in North Prance,
fighter aircraft of 2nd T.A.P, were operating from advanced
landing grounds in Normandy, thereby ending the fighter
offensive from Great Britain as understood in its original
terms. Air superiority, Tflhich in those days seemed barely
attainable, had been gained and held and for the past six
months offensive fighter sorties beyond the Channel ranging
in strength from one thousand to three thousaiid aircraft in
one day^had become a commonplace and the G,A,P, had been
forced into a position from which it could no longer
exercise any influence on the battle. In 1941 R.A.P.
Fighter Command was only able, at the most, to exercise a
very temporary superiority in the air over a limited area
across the Channel which was dependent upon the short range
of the fighter aircraft then employed, whereas in 1944 the
position was entirely reversed; all the operational and
training flights of the G,A,P, by day extending over France
and the Low Countries t - Germany itself were subject to
interference by Allied aircraft, while the major fighter
actions of tliis period were fought, not over the Channel
Prance, but over German soil in the vicinity of cities as
centrally placed as Berlin and Leipzic. While it carnot
be claimed that the daylight fighter offensive had exerted

or

(1) This total consists of sorties flown by the Vlllth and
IXth U.S. Fighter Commands for the most part in the
cross-channel fighter offensive and in connection with
Overlord. An additional 369 fighters were lost by
T^III^H Fighter Coimnaiid from March to May inclusive
Germany,

over
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any influence on the war strategically, such as diverting
German air forces from the eastern to the western fronts,
the passing over of Fighter Command from the defensive
the offensive was a moral factor of no little importance and
it undoubtedly forestalled more ambitious enemy daylight
attacks upon Great Britain than were in fact, made, and
its importance in relation to Overlord had already been
stressed above. It was also in a minor way complementary
to the night offensive oi‘ Bomber Command and it made
possible the early, tentative experiments in daylight bombing
of the Vlllth U.S. Bomber Command which was later, together
with its attendant Fighter Command, to harry and to destroy
the German day fighter force.

to
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CHAPTER 16

OglMS.rVT: OPERATIONS m NIGHT

Introduction

The slackening of the CenTian night bomber offensive
against the United Kingdom in 1942 made it possible for
Fighter Comiiand to pay more attention to offensive operations
over enemy-occupied territory bv night, and the character of
these operations began to change from one of waiting upon the
initiative of the eneny to sustained attacks on the continent
which were carried out whenever weather permitted. Hut by
the end of 1942 the number of sorties flown \fas limited.
Although a centralised system of control for intruders
operating and aircraft were being equipped with suitable
gational aids, there were but three full time night intruder
squadrons and of these one, the only squadron equipped T/id-th
Mosquitos, was despatched at the end of the year to Malta.

Earlj^ in 1945 it was decided to enlarge the scope of the
night-filter offensive by reinforcing the original intruder
squadrons which had largely been used in a defensive/offensive
role (i.e, intercepting bombers retumin_
United riingdom and attacking their bases) with night-fighter
bombers and especial attention was to be paid to the problem
of bomber support and the interception of eneiry night fighters
attacking R.A.F, night bombers over the continent,
main requirements were that intruders should be equipped with
Mosquitos to give them adequate range to penetrate deeply
into eneny territory and, secondly, that they should be able
to carry bombs against eneiTy night-fighter bases. On the
other hand, it had to be borne in mind that the role
of the night-fighter squadrons was defence and undue emphasis
could not as yet be placed, on offensive operations,

Tire length of this chapter may appear to be dispropor
tionate to the mnount of effort involved in night offensive
cperations (the day fighters fle\.r more than 20 times the
number of offensive sorties flovm by the night fighters
(35856 sorties) in 1943) 6u.t several interesting techniques in
night fighting were initiated which were to influence the
course of R.A.P. Bomber Command’s bomber support operations in
"I 943/'! 944. They will be described in seme detail belav.

Policy for Intruder and Bomber Support Operations;
January to June 1943 ' ——

(i) Intruders

was

navi-

from raids over the

The two

See this Vol.,
Part II,
Chap. 8.

N.A.D. (43) 15
paras. 30-35.

Nos. 605 and
418 Sqdn.
0.R.BS. 1943.

Nos, 418 (R.C.A.P.) and 6O5 Squadrons provided the only
full time intruder aircraft in January 1943 and were under
command of No, 11 Group and based at Bradwell Bay, Essex and
Tangmere, Sussex respectively. In March No. 605 Squadron
moved to Castle Cairps in Cambridgeshire where it could strike
more advantageously at German-occupied air bases in Holland
and later in the year moved to Bradwell Bay, No. 41 8 Squadron
being withdrawn to Ford. Both squadrons were then equipped
YiTith Bostons III but were due to be re-equipoed with
Mosquitos VI (fighter bombers), beginning mth No. 605
Squadron. This took longer than anticipated mainly because
of the diversion of Mosquitos overseas and No. 605 Squadron
temporarily adopted Mosquitos II.
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The policy for intruders in the original meaning of the
term (operations against homing enemy bombers and their bases)
did not differ in ary respect from the policy settled in 1%2.
Six intruder aircr-aft and their crews were placed on a state
of readiness each night and a further two aircraft and their

were to stand by at t\^o hours availability from thirty
iiiinutes after sunset until one hour before first light.

The Intruder Controller at Headquarters Fighter Command
was responsible for issuing nightly opemtional orders but the
intruder squadron canniander could, if he thouglit necessary,
modify instructions regarding the route and height of the air
craft under his command in the light of his own operational
experience and he was responsible for briefing each of his
crews for an operation,

field on which the aircraft were based vra.s responsible for
deciding whether or not flying conditions were suitable,
number of amendments were made to the Fighter Ccmmand
Operational Instruction on intruders, clarifying the system of
reporting the results of intruder sorties to Headquarters
Fighter Command.

Rangers

The G.A.F., helped by bad flying weather, was able to
contain the British fighter force in the vd-nter months with a
minimum of effort and loss on its part. As the Mosquitos and
Mustcings of Fighter Corainand had a good radius of action from
coastal oases in Great Britain and as the enemy night-bomber
offensive against this country had declined, it was an oppor
tune moment to start ranger operations both by day and by
night with the following four objects: to keep the eneny
fighter force in the vrest dispersed and on the *qui vive* ;
secondly, to destroy enemy bomber, reconnaissance, training
and communications aircraft;
training;
transport targets.

Air I'/Iarsloal Leigli^viallory decided that his Beaufighter
squadrons were to keep three aircraft (which had been stripped
of all A.I. equipment) available for ranger operations and <
additional six aircraft, (Mosquitos II) were to be allotted
to each of ten Mosquito A.I. squadrons for the same purpose, (1)
also vd.th their A. I. equipment removed.
was limited to the fire from four 20-millimetre

was hoped that the full complement of these Mosquitos would be
received by April 1 %-3 hut like those on deimnd for Nos. 6O5
and 8 vSquadrons there ivas a long delay and by the target
date there still remained two ranger flights to be formed,
while the remainder, although formed, had fallen below
establishment.

crews

Tlie Station Commander of the air-

A

thirdly, to disrupt eneiry flying
finally, to maintain a series of attacks upon enemy

an

Their striking paver
Itcannon.

F. Crad. op. Inst.
No. 38/19/42 and
13 Sept. 19/42 In
A.H.B./IIN/A2/3A.

Ibid Addenduia,
3 Deo. 19/42.
A.H.B./IIM/A2/3A.

•»

Addendura Nos.
2-3 to F. Cind.
Op. Inst.

No. 28/19/4,
12 Jan. 19/43 and
1/4 April 19/43
A.H.B./IIM/A2//4A.

F. Cmd. Op. Inst.
No. 7/19/43,
21 Jan, 19/43 and
19 Mar. 19/43 In
A.H.B./IIN/A2//4A.

N.A.D. (/43) 1,
12 March I9/43
para, 32 and

N.A.D. (/43) 3,
8 June 19/43,
paras. 39-/42.

F. Cffid, Op, Inst,
No. 7/19/43,
21 Jan, and
19 Mar<ai 19/43.
A.H.B./IIN/A2//4A.

The essential difference between night ranger and intruder
operations was that whereas the former type of operation
planned and executed without reference to enemy air activity
intruders were directed against definite hostile air activity,
knavn or anticipated,

•readiness* until ordered to take off by the Intruder
Controller and while in the air were diverted fran one target
to another. Ni^t ranger aircraft operated more on a

was

The intruder crews had to remain at

(1) Including Nos. 25, 29, /f10, 15I , I57, 456, 307, 264, 256
Squadrons.
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free-lance basis; thej'- were able to take off at pre-
detemiined times and had to maintain radio silence although
they were able to use V.H.P./E, T. on the hcaneward journey.

Preliminaxy instructions on ranger operations were
issued on 3I January but they were amended in detail on

1 9 March. The most suitable conditions for operating each
type of aircraft were carefully defined. Night ranger
operations by Mosquitos against airborne targets were to take
place whenever there was suitable weather. Night ranger
operations by Mosquitos and Beaufighters against ground
targets were to take place in fine weather only, during the
period of four nights before, during and three nights after
the night of full moon,

operate against airborne targets with the exception of the
full moon period.

The snm.ll number of experienced A.I. night-fighter crews
were forbidden to fly on night-ranger operations on the
grounds that they were indispensable to the night air defence
of the United Kingdom (this order excluded the four most
proficient night fighter air crev/s in each squadron from
taking part),
were not allowed to fly more than one ranger operation per
month. Ranger crews were to undergo a specialized form of
training, involving navigation, location of flak areas and
instniotion in the attack of ground and air targets,
names were to be notified to Headquarters Fighter Command,
Tlie above conditions did not, however, apply to Beaufighter
night-fighter squadrons; theii- A.I. training was no less
important, but the restrictions imposed on Beaufighter ranger
sorties made it improbable that the number of ranger sorties
flown would affect the state of A,I, training in the squadrons.

Nos, 10, 11 and 12 Groups were to plan their own ranger
operations and each Group was responsible for controlling the
sorties of all ranger aircraft in its own area regardless of
whether they belonged to that Group or not. Aircraft flew
from forward bases in the three Groups concerned and this
ruling made it possible for an aircraft to pass fran one
Group's sphere of influence to another. The continental
areas of operation allotted to the three Groups was
follovre: No. 10 Group, France west of the line Le Havre-
Bourges-Lyons; No. 11 Group France east of No. 10 Group area
and Germany south of latitude 50° north and all Belgiimi;
No. 12 Group was to cover Germany north of latitude 31° north
and all Holland.

Groups;

airfields in the three for^mrd Groups.

Group controllers were to notify all details of night
ranger sorties to the Intruder Controller at Headquarters
Fighter Command. The latter with his comprehensive know
ledge of the situation was able to assist individual Groups
with information about enemy movements. The Intruder
Controller was also responsible for Nos. 609 (Typhoon) and
137 (i'diirlwind) Squadrons which operated in an area restricted
to Nalcheren-Lille-Arras—Amiens-St, Valery-en-Caux and
No, 11 Group was therefore instructed to keep ranger aircraft
out of this area as far as possible.

On certain occasions ranger aircraft of all Groups were
to engage in a concerted plan under the direction of the
Intruder Controller. He could also call upon the night
ranger force if the intruder effort seemed to him to be
insufficient.

Beaufighters were not allowed to

In addition, squadron and flight conmanders

Their

as

No areas were allotted to Nos, I3 and I4
their ranger aircraft were to operate from advanced
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Air i'iarshal Leigh-iiiallory was later prccipted to revise
the somewhat drastic restrictions on A.I. crews, squadron and
flight commanders preventing these persons from taking part in
ranger operations and on 13 l^Iay they v;-ere cancelled. He
emphasised that the role of the night-fighter force v/as prirna-
riljr defensive and that over much attention was being paid to
the offensive side with the result that insufficient care was
being taken to maintain the standard of A.I. training in night
fighter squadrons and, on the other hand squadron commanders
were not gaining enough experience of intruder operations and
were unable to advise and superintend the training of aircrew
under their conmiand,

tiine that successful A, I, crews were few and far between and
as they formed an ’irreplaceable backbone of the night-fighter
force they were not to be exploited’,
this effect were issued on I3 May 19A3.

(iii) Introduction _of_ ^ei^te

By the end of 1 942 both the Allies and the Germans
endeavouring to discover some means whereby radar transmissions
fram an aircraft could be exploited by the opposite side,
method adopted b>>- the R.A.P. was to hone fighter-bomber aircraft
on to the transmissions from enemy radar stations (a method
known by the codename Abdullah) and aircraft of the Fleet Air
Arm were experiinenting with a technique enabling them to
discover and attack enemy surface vessels by means of the
latter’s radai’ emanations,

Serrate-equipped aircraft were able to detect enemy night
fighters when their A.I. was on, at ranges up to 80/I00 miles
and to home onto them. For successful completion of the
interception indications of range were essential and thus a
complete A.I. equipment (the Mark IV) was used in conjunction
with Serrate and the navigator was assisted by Gee.
Air Staff realised that offensive homing operations would
assume great importance in the support of the night-banber
offensive, for Bomber Command could not be expected to keep
its losses low by relying on evasion tactics for an indefinite
period. The codeword Serrate applied to both the type of
equipiTient used and to the actual operations. Serrate was
installed in the Beaufighters of No. I4I Squadron (which
to concentrate solely on this type of operation) in the spring
of 1943 and a short period of intensive training in the nevr
interception technique in iAhich Defiants v/ere used as the
’ eneny’ began on 1 2 May at Drem.

The first sorties with Serrate were flovm on 11^/15 June.
From the start there were aaiple contacts with the Lichtenstein

During the first three
months of Serrate operations one successful combat resulted
the average frcra every eleven sorties despatclied or from every
nine sorties completing a patrol. All except one contact -
an initial visual - resulted from Serrate homing. The opera
tions revealed, hovrever, that the Beaufighter aircraft did not
possess sufficient speed or manoeuvreability at the heights at
which they encountered enemy aircraft during Bomber Command
raids but they were not, in fact, equipped with Mosquito air
craft until November 1943.

IpOMber Support)

An earlier chapter shovred that in the autumn of 1942
intruders were instructed to support Bomber Command operations
as they had little to do because of the lack of eneny night
bomber activity. In early 1 943 Fighter Command was

It had to be remembered at the same

New instructions to

were

One

Secondly there was Serrate.

The

■V'/as

A.I, in use in the German fighters.
on

Hanger Ops
13 May ^9t^3,
A.H.B./nM/Z(2M.

R.A.F, Signals
Hist. Vol. VII,
•Radio Counter-
Measures*, Chap. 14,
pp. 170-172.

Memo on Bomber

Support Ops.,
para, 17
20 Sept. 1943.
A.H.B./IIM/A2/4A.

N.A.D. (43) 9
16 Sept. I9ii3,
paras, 55-34 and
No, 141 Sqdn,
0.R-B.

See Pt, 11,
Chap, 8,
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experiencing a shortage of suitable aircraft for bomber
support duties. In the first place the intruder force had
been depleted by the departure of No. 23 Mosquito Squadron to
Malta and No. 5 Squadron equipped with long-range Hurricanes
v/as being converted to I^yphoons.
factory for the role of bomber support, firstly, because they
were univaeldy to fly when loaded with bombs and this practice
was discontinued v/^ith the permission of the then Commander-in-
Chief Pigliter Command, Air Marshal Sir Sholto Douglas;
secondly, because they were too slow for the interception of
German night fighters especially as the enerry had resorted to
switching off navigation liglits in the vicinity of base,
long delay in replacing the Bostons with Mosquitos VI has been
noted and the Mosquitos with vz-hich No. 605 Squadron
temporarily equipped did not carry bombs. This made it
inpossible to operate more than one intruder over an airfield
at a time because of the difficulty of recognition. Finally,
the use of the latest tjve of A.I. over the Continent was
prohibited which ruled out the regular Mosquito squadrons and
the performance of the only A.I. allowed overseas, the
Mark IV, was considered to be unsatisfactory.

On the other hand the new Serrate equipment promised well
although its development was proceeding slo'wly and
Air Marshal Leigh-Mallory was also willing to provide ten to
twenty of the Mosquito II ranger aircraft to reinforce bomber
support operations. The latter measure was interrupted in
the early summer by the need to support Coastal Command's
offensive against U-boats in the Bay of Biscay (Operation
Instep) which was then at its height.

Meanwhile with the night bcmber offensive developing in
strength against targets in the Ruhr and north-west Germany,
Sir Arthur Harris urgently needed aircraft from February
onwards to muzzle the night-fighter bases in the vicinity of
bomber routes in particular Venlo, Gilze-Eiejen and Leeu’warden,
as German prisoners of vzar stated that these three were of
particular importance. He complained that every other coranand
obtained priority over the bomber offensive and on 29 June
wrote to the Air Ministry in this vein. He followed this up
with a personal letter to Sir Charles Portal on 3 July in
ivhich he demanded a force of about 100 night fighters to be
available for bomber support and hew'antedthe bombing of night-
fighter bases to be redoubled. The Chief of Air Staff replied
tliat it would be impossible to decrease the British night-
fighter defences any further and informed Sir Arthur Harris
that he would shortly have the benefit of an additional two
Serrate squadrons while the ranger flights were to be equipped
with Mosquito fighter bombers and they were to be assisted in
bombing airfields by aircraft of No. 2 Group. He himself
believed that there was no need for Fighter Command to support
Bomber at the expense of Coastal Command and held that the
latter could be assisted on the days when Bomber Command had
been unable to operate on the previous night.
Air Marshal Leigh klallory was informed that provided he did
not neglect the air defence of Great Britain his intruder
squadrons were to give full support to the bomber offensive.
At the sasne time Air I'-!arshal Leigh-Mallory was adamant that he
could do little in the way of disorganizing the enemy night-
fighter defences until his intruders were equipped to carry
bombs (the V/hirlv/inds could only operate at short range),

By the end of June the situation had improved. Nos. 418
and 605 Squadrons were fully equipped vd.th Mosquito VI

The Bostons were unsatis-

Eie

were

N.A.D. (/t3) 1,
12 March \S13,
para. 3k and
N.A.D. (/j3) 3,
para. i)2.

A.H.B./nH/241/3/801,
Enel. 21A and

Min. Nos. 18-20,
Encls. 29A-30A.

Ibid.,
Enel. 26A.

See Part IV,
Chap. 15.

A.H.B./nH/24l/3/801,
Encls, 36A-41A and

A.M. File 0,8,12253,
Encls. 25A-30A,

Ibid,, Encls.
3QA, 36A.

A.M, File C. 8.12253,
Mins, Nos. 27-28,

A.H.B./ID8/103.

Nos, 4l8 and 605
Sqdn. 0.R.BS,
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fighter/bombers carrying 25O pound and 5OO pound bombs^'^) while
the Mosquito II of the ranger flights, also due to re-equip
shortly with Mosquito VI fighter—bombers were operating on
bomber-support operations, hence-forward to be known by the
code name Flower,

enemy night-fighter bases in proximity to the routes taken by
Bcatfoer Command airc3raft.

either bombs or long-range tanks,
carried whenever targets were near enough to dispense with the
long-range tanks,

(v) System of Control of FlCTrer and _S_errate Op^ations

Between O9OO and 1000 hours Bomber Command passed to the
Intruder Controller at Headquarters Fighter Command the target
or alternative targets for the night’s operations. During the
morning the Intruder Controller discovered from the intruder
squadrons, No. 1^1 Squadron and the controllers of Nos. 10, 11
and 12 Groups the number of aircraft available and informed
them of the night's general tasks. He instructed them
regarding the alternative fitting of long-range tanks or bombs.
At 1430 hours the detailed. Bomber Command programme was passed
to the Intruder Controller who passed it on in turn to No. I4I
Squadron, The plan for Floi'/er operations was made from this
detailed programme and at 1 6OO hours a conference, attended by
the Group Captain Night Operations, and a meteorological
officer, was held at Fighter Comnand at which the plan
approved or amended and then submitted to the Senior Air Staff
Officer for confirmation, afterv^irds being sent to the Groups
and Stations concerned.

The tactical plan for Serrate operations was made by the
Officer Canmanding No, I4I Squadron. He decided on the
spacing of his aircraft within the bomber stream and the
height at which they were to fly and was responsible for
briefing the aircrews accordingly,

and Bomber Suppoi-t OperationsjJanuary to June 1945^^^

The task for these aircraft was to cover

In time the Mosquitos were to carry
The former were to be

was

Memo, on Bomber

Support Ops.,
20 Sept. 19/j3,
paras, 3-8.
A.H.B./1IM/A2/4A.

F. Grad,, Form 'y»,
Jan, “June 19^*3.

In January 1943, 98 intruder sorties were flown against
enemy bombers, training aircraft, night-fighter bases and a
number of leaflets were also dropped. Two enemj'' aircraft
vrere claimed to have been damaged for the loss of a Hurricane
of No. 3 Squadron. In February 60 intruder sorties were
flown and during the full moon period on 15/l6 and
16/17 February a number of aircraft penetrated into north
Germany, some reaching as far as Oldenburg, Osnabruck and
Dortmund. Ranger operations began on 15/16 February and were
continued on the following night, Nos. 25, 256 and I5I
Mosquito Squadrons and No. 409 Beaufighter, Nos. I37 I'l/hirlwind
and 609 [l^rphoon Squadrons taking part besides the full-time
intruder squadrons,
in the month and 23 night rhubarbs,
to have been destroyed, one aircraft possibly destroyed and
t-wo damaged for the loss of three R.A.P. fighters,
targets on the ground including trains and locomotives as well
as canal traffic were attacked.

A total of 27 ranger sorties was flovm
Two Do.217's were claimed

Various

(1) No. 418 Squadron dropped its first bombs (250 pound)
21 June, the first Fighter Command Mosquito Squadron to
do so in 1 943.

(2) For a surmnary of night offensive operations in 1943
See App, No. 3I.

on
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In March the offensive was increased to 7”! intruders,
53 rangers and 26 night rhubarbs. “
to have been destroyed and one damaged,
ranger sorties were flown betif/een 20/21 and 23/24 March - the
full moon period. Three fighter aircraft failed to return.

April saw the ranger effort increased to 128 sorties and
these v/ere 86 intruders and 21 rhubarbs. A total of I44
attacks was made on eneniy shipping, rail, motor and carial
transport. Four aircraft including a Do,217 and a Ju.188
were claimed to have been destroyed and one aircraft damaged.
Seven fighter aircraft were lost through enemy action.

Tvto Do, 21 7's were claimed
A total of 25

The powerful operations of .Bomber Canmand aircraft
against targets in the Ruhr in May was the reason for a more
intensive effort (amounting to 122 sorties) against enemy

night-fighter bases by intruder aircraft of Fighter Gonmand.
As noted earlier, these operations were subsequently known by
the code name Flower. On I6/I7 May intruders of Nos. 25 and
410 Squadrons supported the Bomber Command attack on the

Mohne and Eder Dams and afterv/'ards received a message from
Headquarters Bomber Command thanking them for the ’special
intruder effort which was successfully carried out in every
way*. There were 225 intruder, 1 66 ranger and 4 night
rhubarb sorties flotinn. Six eneny aircraft including a
Ju.88, an He,111 and an P.«V,190 were claimed to have been
destroyed v^hile eight aircraft were damaged,
fighters were lost.

Eight R.A.P.

A.H.B./nH/252/ilo,
End. 26a.

Fighter Cmd.,
Form »Y».

In June the effort against eneny night-fighter bases
slightly higher than that against other types of target (120
sorties as opposed to 111 directed against eneny bombers and
the night training organization),
sorties in support of Bomber Gonrnand beginning on I4/I5 June
were flam by No. I4I Squadron.

The Squadron had not expected to operate on this night
(it supported a raiid by Lancasters on Oberhausen) and it
inpossible to make plans in detail for the five sorties which
were flovTO.

Dutch coast and a fe'w chases back towards England were
attempted,

alone occurred, but in most cases had to be abandoned when
the enemy aircraft switched off its A.I. Three enemy air
craft thus chased were clearly conscious of pursuit; one led
the Beaufighter eastwards in a series of orbits and jinks,
keeping its A.I, on most of the time, for tvrenty minutes.
The chase ended when the Beaufighter obtained a number of
A.I, contacts and simultaneous visuals on several large
balloons at 18,000 feet, among which the eneny aircraft had
vanished,

cemed for five and ten minutes respectively, one in a
circular cliase and one over the sea in a stem chase,
the second occasion the Beaufighter had insufficient petrol
to ’play’ and v/as compelled to evade.

A.I, contacts after Serrate occurred several times, a
number being lost aving to difficulty in checking the
correspondence between the respective ’ blips’,
dogfights occurred;

off by the enemR'- aircraft diving away; in the other, the
squadron commander, Ifing Conmander J. R. D. Braham and his
observer Plight Lieutenant W. J. Gregory, sighted and
destroyed an Me.110 at 10,000 feet near the east coast of the
Zuider Zee.

was

A total of 48 Serrate

was

Serrate contacts were first obtained near the

A number of stem chases on Serrate contact

Two enemy aircraft chased the Beaufighter con-

On

Two A.I.
one lasted six minutes and was biroken

No, 141 Sqdn.,
0.R,B. 1943.

PG/S.33846,
Ft. 1,
Enel. 13,
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It was noted at the time that, since all the bombers were
Lancasters, flying in a.high, fast, compact foniiation, the
enemy fighters were flying fast to intercept the bombers and
they out-distanced the Beaufighters which were mainly below
the bombers and thus lacked the advantage of height on the
enei^y fighters. It was suggested that, in future, the
Beaufighters went to the inside of the fighter belt while the
bombers were^ going in, and to the coast later; in this way
thqy would obtain head on instead of stem chases.

Altogether twelve enemy aircraft were dahmed to have
been destroyed during the irionth, five of them (four Me,110’s
and one Ju,88) were claimed to. have been destroyed by No, I4I
(Serrate) Squadron. A total of I69 attacks were made by
intruder and ranger, aircraft against ground and air targets.
Pour figlriters failed to return.

Fighter Cmd
Form ‘Y’.

• 9

Fgllcy for Intruder and Bomber ̂ ppprt Operations:
July tojDecember 1943

(i) Intruders

By the beginning of July the tvvo intruder squadrons had
been equipped to carry bavibs.(1) But the fulfilment of the
policy so keenly advocated by the Commander-in-chief Fighter
Command was not by any means regarded with approval by all the
aircre-w concerned. A number were of the opinion that the
four 25O—pound or even the 5OO—pound bombs vfould have a negli
gible effect , on eneiiy airfields and that the advent of the
bombing policy would merely stimulate the German defences to
a greater alertness thereby raising the casualty rate;
finally, the carrying of banbs required the removal of long-
range petrol tanks, which prevented intruder aircraft from
covering north-west Germany.

new

No. 605 Sqdn.
0.R.B,, Entry
14 July 1943.

App, 'E* In

A.IUB./UWA2/hk,
15“30 Hov. 1943 and

A.H.B./IIH/252/86,
Enel, 41A-

Some of these points .of difference were discussed at an
important conference on intruder and bomber support opera
tions held at Headquarters Air Defence Great Britain on
19 Nevember. It vra.s decided there that aircraft engaged
intruder operations should carry banbs but no long-range tanks
as these operations seldom called for long-range flights and
it was an advantage for a pilot to have both bombs and
at his disposal. But it was impossible to exchange long-
range tanks and bombs at short notice and the conference^
agreed tloat vdien Bomber Command was attacking long distance
targets in the winter months, the intruder squadrons support
ing them would retain their 50 gallon drop tanks while No. 2
Group), then attacking targets nearer hone, wrould continue to
Carrs'- banbs. Foliating upon this, it was agreed that No. 2
Group, versed as it was in bombing operations, should control
all Flower qpei'ations, beginning in the new year (1944) and
Air Deferxee Great Britain, since it had access to 'I‘ and
radar information and intelligence about the scale of enemy
effort against Great Britain, was to be responsible for
intruder type operations.

on

cannon

A.D.G.B. Op Inst,
No. 6/1943,
30 Dec. 1943 in
A.H.B./IItl/A2/4A.

On 30 November an Air Defence Great Britain Instruction

again defined the object and scope of intruder operations, the

(1) It should be added that it was only possible to attack
specific targets in moonlight as there were no bombsights
fitted to the Mosquito aircraft. (See A.II.B./lII^/252/l I4.,
End. 1A in which the method for intruder bombing is laid
dovm).
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principles of which remained the same as noted earlier in this

cPiapter. The Intruder Controller at Headquarters Air Defence
Great Britain Y/as to continue to direct all intruder opera
tions. Intruders vrere to operate from Coltishall,
Bradvrell Bay, tlanston, Eord, Exeter. The only new items were,
that in the event of renewed heavy air attacks on
Great Britain No. 2 Group was to support the full time intruder
squadrons. Secondly, instructions designed to safeguard
friendly aircraft were issued. Aircraft (excepting four-
engined bombers) burning navigation lights over the continent
v/ere to be attacked on sight. An aircraft without navigation
lights might be attacked, in the first instance, if it
acting in a hostile manner e.g. tqking off or landing at
enemy airfield, or, secondly, if it had definitely been recog
nised as hostile by visuail means,

(ii)_Jn:^der Operations by Single-engined aircraft
^Night ~^ubarbs")

Prom the first week of August it was decided to increase
the intruder effort with single-engined aircraft which were to
operate frcm Manston during the moonlight period. Nos. 1, 3,
198 and 609 Typhoon Squadrons were detailed for the task,
which was, in effect, the same as that carried out by the

intruder squadrons. Night Rhubarbs, as they were
called, were only to take place on bright moonlight nights
v/’here there -was no more than 5/1 0th cloud and aircraft
not to operate over 2,000 feet. The responsibility for
deciding if the weather was fit for operations lay with the
Station Ccinmander,

was

an

were

A. D. G. B. Op. Insl.
No, 1/1913,
17 Nov. 1943 In
A.H.B./nM/A2/4A and
A.H.B./nH/a52/110,
Ends, 48A-49A.

Only targets of military inportance were to be attacked
and care was to be taken to inflict as little harm as possible
on the civilian population,
to avoid flak.

Plights were to be routed so as
The plan of operations had to be approved by

an officer appointed for that task in the Group after which the
gist of it was passed to the Group Controller under which the
squadron was to operate and to the Intruder Controller at

The latter authorised the despatch of air
craft and co-ordinated tines of sorties so that they did not
clash eitner with one another or with other night operations.

Pieter Command.

(iii) Q-peration Plower and Pormation of No. 1 00
(^eciil I>utie¥) Group Bomber Command

On 26 July Headquarters Pighter Command instructed that
all operations Virhere intruder and ranger aircraft supported
R.A.P, Bomber Command at night were to be known by the code-
name Plower,

A.H.B./IIH/252/110,
End. 47A.

Plower operations had been limited during the
months largely to the sorties carried out by the two regular
intruder squadrons, for the following reasons: the squadrons
which provided ranger aircraft were also involved in
Operation Instep until July, the shortage of trained aircrew,
the need for maintaining standing patirols in vulnerable
coastal areas to provide protection against enemy bomber
infiltration (in certain squadrons in Nos. 10 and 11 Groups
all available aircrev; had been reserved for that purpose) and
the re-equipment of night-fighter squadrons with new aircraft
and A,I. which entailed complete squadrons undergoing periods
of training. Nevertheless even with the small number of
aircraft available, it Y/as usually possible to cover all the
main eneny night-fighter airfields and several of the
ones in

summer

minor

the appropriate phases of large-scale raids by

Memo on Bomber

Support Ops,,
20 Sept. 1943 In
A.H.B./IIM/A2/4A,
paras. 2, 9“10 and
16.
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N.A.D. (43) 9,
16 Sept. 1 943,
para. 14.

Bcraber Ccsrnmand. By the end of September the Mosquitos VI
with which the ranger flights had by then been equipped
being transferred to No. 2 Group where thqy were ~used to
re-equip Nos. 4^4, 43? and 21 Ventura Squadrons. They were
to be used for Plower operations until No. 2 Group was required
to take part in large scale operations with the Tactical Air
Force.

were

App. »E* In

A.H.B./ni-I/A2/l*A,
15-30 MOV. 1943,
Itesiis II and V,

In November at the conference already mentioned, Flower
operations were divided into two parts; firstly, the bombing
of eneny night-fighter airfields just before a Bomber Gonmand
raid (this to be the primary responsibility of No. 2 Group)
and, secondly, irarassing attacks while the bombing was in
progress and afterwards, on the return flight attacks with
guns and bombs, the latter being the responsibility of the
intruder squadrons. The effectiveness of the first type of
operation depended upon the Bomber Command plan allov/ing time
for No, 2 Group aircraft to reach enemy airrfield.s aliead of the
main bomber force under cover of darkness.

The approach of winter weather presented a serious
Bomber Command fre-obstaole to bomber support operations,

quently fle^v over the top of a bad weather belt to reach
objectives beyond in areas vrhere the weather ivas clear.
17 October intruders engaged on bomber support were ordered to
conform and to fly to their patrol areas at high altitudes.
But intruders vrere more dependent than bombers on obtaining
pinpoints for checking their positions and Baaber Command was
to complain of the intruder’s inability to operate,
conference on 1 9 November agreed that Floiver aircraft were able
to penetrate bad weather belts provided the aircrevifs concerned
had been tirained in high altitude navigation and considered
that Bomber Command Pathfinder beacons might be of assistance.
Following upon this the order allaving squadron commanders to
cancel intruder operations on their own initiative was
rescinded on 24 November and Flower operations were hence-
fcrvrand. only to be cancelled when baaber operations were
abandoned.

On

The

A.H.B./IIH/241/3/801
Enel, 61 A,

A,H.B./IIH/252/86,
Enel, 42A, Item III.

A.H.B./IIH/241/5/861,
Enel. 75A.

Requests vrere also made for moi’e suitable bembs and for

an efficient A.I. equipment as enemy fighters had ceased to
use navigation lights; the A,I. Mark X was considered to be
the most suitable as A,I. Mark V vra.s too limited for that type
of operation.

However, Bomber Coormand was most anxious that A. I. Mark X
or any other kind of centimetre equipment should not be used
over enecy territory as thej'' were supposed to be immune to
Window and if captured by the enemy would prejudice the night-
bomber offensive. On 23 December Air Marshal Lei^-li'Iallory

A.K.B./IIH/241/3/801,
Ends. 78A-S1A,

assured Bomber Command that it would be consulted before ary
decision was taken to use centimetre equipment over eneiry
territory although he gave v/aming tliat A. I. Iferk VIII would

be used over the Continent when Overlord began,
being he did not consider that A.I. Mark VIII would be of much

use to bomber support operations as it required accurate
greamd control and vra.s unlikely to aid free-lance fighters.
On the other hand A. I. Mark X might be of great value to the
bonber offensive but as it was an important defensive weapon
in the event of the enemy using Windov; in attacks against the
United Kingdom, it was improbable that the Air Staff would
expose it to possible capture,
still in an experimental stage.

For the time

In ant^ case the equipment was
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On 29 December 1943, because of the increasing eneny
fighter opposition to the night-bomber offensive, new instruc
tions were issued on Operation Flower which affirmed the tac
tics discussed above,

urged to get to kno';ir the enemy's latest tactics which would
assist them in devising fresh means of baffling the German air
defences.

The planners of Flower operations were

The importance of only allo'.cing highly trained
aircrew to take part in Operation Plov/er v/as impressed upon
Group Gornnanders.

During the summer months of 1 943 Bomber Ccmmand opera
tions had become more and more complicated while the bomber
offensive itself was gathering momentum and the niimber of
airciaft supplied by Fighter Command was far from adequate.
Sir Arthur Harris therefore proposed on 3I August that the
responsibility for bomber support operations should be taken
away from the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief Fighter Command,
whose chief interest lay in defensive matters, and given to a
neviT Group within Bomber Command which would co-ordinate and
control aJ-1 bcxnber suppoxi: and radio countermeasure operations.
His logical proposal was to a large extent accepted and led
to the formation of No, 1 00 (Special Duties) Group
3 December 1945 to which, as will be seen, several Fighter
Command squadrons were seconded,

(iv) Operation Serrate

The second three months of Serrate operations which ended
in.October 1943 was less successful than the first,
combat on an average resulted from every 35 sorties despatched,

from 26 sorties canpleting a patrol, in spite of the
improved skill of aircrew,

eneiry’ s system of night-fighter control had been dislocated by
the introduction of Window by Bomber Command and the looser
form of control adopted by the Germans gave fewer opportunities
for homing by Serrate aircraft,
interfered with the A.I. Mark IF equipment.

Unfortunately, as pointed out earlier, the Beaufighter VI
aircraft were inferior in performance to the opposing German
night fighters and many interceptions failed because of the
superior speed and manoeuvreability of the German aircraft.
Apart from head-on encounters, intercejetions were not
attempted outside the radius of four to five miles distance.
The usual tactics were for the Beaufighter having picked up a
Serrate contact from astern to imitate the flight of a bomber
in the face of the pursuing fighter until the aircraft
less than ten miles apart, whereupon the Beaufighter would
whip round and attack the enemy aircraft from astern.
Yrere only tv/o or three aircrew competent enough to execute
these difficult tactics and it is all the more creditable
that the aggregate number of clairis for Serrate aircraft from

June until the end of October "^vas 15 aircraft destrcjred,
mainl3'- Me. 110’s, one possibly destroyed and four damaged.

Another adverse factor was that when Serrate aircraft

flew over western France where there were few, if ary, enemy
night fighters, thej'" were liable to be surprised ty single-
engined catsej'-e fightei-s on which of course, no Serrate
contacts could be obtained. By September, through the
Mindow, the enemy began to operate ’Fighter Nights’
■'■’oinber Command target area mth A.I. fighters and caused the
Serrate aircraft to operate over the target area rather than
en route to and from the target.

on

One

or

The reasons for this were that the

Indifferent weather also

were

There

use of
over

JJ

A.H.3./241/3/861,
End, 60A,

See R.A,F, Narrative:
'The R.A.F. In the
Bombing Offensive
against OeiTnany',
Vol, V. Annex,
Chap, 3.

R.A.F. Signals
Hist. Vol, VII,
Chap, 14, p. 172.

FC/s.33846 Pt. 1,
End. 20A and
0.R.S, (F.C.),
Kept. No, 494.
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Mosquitos II for No. 1^1 Squadron did not begin to arrive
until the second week in NovemberC'') and technical difficul
ties in fitting the Serrate apparatus in the nei7 aircraft
combined with poor weather prevented extensive operations that
month. On 1+ December the squadron proceeded from Wittering
to Vifest Raynhaiu v/here it was absorbed into No. 11 Group Bomber
CoHEiand along with tv/o nev/- Serrate squadrons (Nos. 169 and 239
squadrons previously operating with Mustangs).(2)
operations thus pass out of the scope of this narrative.

Their

No. 141 Sqdn.
0.R.B

Nov,-Deo. 1943.
• >

See R.A. F. Marra"
tlve; 'The R,A.F,

In the Boablne
Offensive against
Gennany', Vol V,
Annex, Chap, 3.

(v) Operation Madiraoud

Fighter Cnd, Op,
Inst. No, 30/1945
dated 23 July 1943
In A.H.B./IIM/A2/4A
and Memo, on

Bomber Support Ops
20 Sept. 1943 In
A.H.B./IIM/A2/4A,
paras, 22-24.

• I

Hitherto efforts to entice German night fighters into
action on nights vdien Bomber Oommand was not operating had been
unsuccessful because of the few number of aircraft engaged on
offensive sorties. Experience derived from the Serrate

operations described above Iiad shovm, hov/ever, that it would
be possible to use night fighters equipped vrith A.I, Mark IV,
but xvithout Sezrate equipment, to attack eneiry night fighters
in areas off the bombers’ route,

singly over the enemy night-fighter belt and it was more than
likely that they could be located and singled out for inter
ception,

enticing the enemy to short range, and then executing a steep
turn to bring the night fighter to the rear of the enemy air
craft, the Fighter Command aircraft would have the advantages
of superior A.I, equipment, better fire povfer and, to begin
with, the additional factor of surprise,
operations were in pixigress maqy of the contacts would be of
friendly aircraft and the problem of identification would

Operation l-’Iahmoud, the name by which these tactics

Night fighters might patro

Using similar tactics as Serrate aircraft i.e.

Mien Allied bomber

arise,

l

vrere known, was therefore restricted to nights when bombers
were not operating, or to areas lying outside the bomber’s
route.

Mosquitos and Eeaufighters, provided they v/ere fitted
wiih A,I, Mark IV and all special equipment had been removed,
wei-e allaved to take part in Operation Mahmoud,
equipped with Mosquito II aircraft were permitted to convert
up to six aircraft to A.I, Mark IV specially for Mahmoud
operations,

nights when it was not required for bomber support,
was, however, a temtporary operation for squadrons equipped
•with old types of A.I, equipment and as soon as they were
replaced ifith more advanced equipment, this operation would
cease.

Squadrons

The Serrate squadron might also operate on
Mahmoud

As with intruder operations, the Intruder Controller at
Headquarters Fighter Command was responsible for allotting
patrol points and height bands, for despatching aircraft and
for co-ordinating all sorties. States of aircraft available
for Operation Mahmoud were to be sent by Groups daily to
Headquarters Fighter Command and after the Intruder conference

at 1600 hours, instructions v;ere sent to Group Controllers
naming the fonvard bases to which Mahmoud aircraft were to be

despatched for operations. They were Coltishall, Castle Camps,

(1 ) The delay was caused by the usual technical difficulties
and the shortage of parts for the highly specialised
equipment (A. H.3./ ID^4.O6A).

(2) They reformed as Mosquito squadrons at the beginning of
October 1943 and began to operate with No. 100 Group early
in the new year.
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Hinsdon, V/est Idling, Manston, Ford. In order to provide a
means of identification in the event of I4ahmoud aircraft
intercepting one another over enemy territory, I'lark IIG I.F.P.
was to be carried. Operation IVlahmoud required aircraft to
fly at extreme range because of the targets of Bomber Command
and as there were only a small number of aixoraft fitted with
long-range tanks, rarely more than three aircraft operated
per night. Operation Mahmoud was initiated
by No, 96 Squadron,

2^23 Auguston

A.H.B./11H/241/3/801,
Enfll. 85A. It did not, on the whole, meet with much success, as

will be seen in the section dealing \»/ith bomber support opera
tions in the latter part of 1943 j and was discontinued in the
second week of December. In the first place the Mosquitos II
being used were required to be re-equ5-pped with Serrate and
sent to the two squadrons then reforming in No, 1 00 Group.
Meajiwhile the squadrons carrying out Operation Malimoud
low in aircraft and could not expect replacements when
Mosquitos II were required else^rhere. Further, most of the
aircrew involved were inexperienced in long distance naviga
tion and had no ‘Gee’ aids to help them and were constantly
experiencing failures ■’.vith their A.I, equipment, probably
because of the high altitudes through which they
travelling.

were

were

(vi) Operation Mandrel

Another bomber support operation was knovm as Mandrel.
Since December 1942 No. 515 Squadron equipped with Defiants
had been used to jam enemy early warning stations, known as
Preyas situated along the Channel coast. Selected ajreas
were patrolled in accordance mth the requirements of Bomber
Command. Operational instructions vrere despatched by the
Duty Air Commodore at Headquarters Fighter Command and
aircraft were controlled by the appropriate Sectors in Nos.
11 and 12 Groups.

Memo, on Bomber
Support C^s.,
20 Sept, 19^3 In
A.H.B./IIti/A2/ZA,
paras, 25-28.

At Headquarters Fighter Ccmmand it was doubted whether
the jamming was really profitable.-  _ - Preya stations were used
for long range detection rather than for controlling inter
ceptions, In the event of small numbers of bombers, opera
ting, Preya equipment was used for the initial pick-up of
target, which was then selected for interception by the
Viurzburg, At that time Bomber Cominand tactics consisted of
concentrating on a single target and it seemed probable that
the Vfurzburg could pick up targets for interception without
the assistance of a Preya.

a

^ July 1943 the Preya stations had changed their fre-
quenqy band and Mandrel operations ceased, pending the design
and construction of new equipment to be installed in
Beaufighter II aircraft. Early in 191(4 No. 515 Squadron,
whose equipment with nevr radio countermeasures apxoaratus
during the latter part of 1943 had proved unsuccessful,
transferred to No. 100 Group to carry out intruder or alter
natively Vt jamming operations,

JE^£y:^®^_4i}A_?°?°?£_^PPPEi_0peration^:_ July ^o December 1 943

During the next six months the intruder sortie p)er_se
became a rarity as a result of the decreased eneiiy air
activity against the British Isles. Fran July to September
only 198, and for the last three months no more than 142,
sorties v/ere flown against enemy bombers and against the

was

R.A.F, signals
Klst. Vol. VII,
Chaps, 8 and 11,
pp. 87-88 and
11(7-118.

A.H.B./II/39/2
(A, D.G. B. O.R.S.
Kept. No, 17).
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German niglit flying training organisation. Five aircraft
■were claimed to have been destroyed in this type of operation.

Tlie offensive effort by night was mainly directed against
eneny night-fighter bases and Mahmoud and Serrate sorties were
also flown in support of the night bomber offensive. Ranger
operations decreased in nmnber from June onv/ards because the
ranger squadrons were required for operations over the
Bay of Biscay and secondly, because the support of Bomber
Camnand was on a higher priority while in the autumn the ranger
Mosquitos were transferred to No. 2 Group.

In July there were 277 Flaver and ’pure* intruder sorties
(of these 177 were flovm against night-fighter bases), 50
ranger and 65 Serrate sorties. Ei^t enemy aircraft were
claimed to ha'/e been destroyed for the loss of five R.A.P.
fighters. In August there was a total of 382 intruders
(including 258 sorties flovm against eneny night-fighter
bases), 56 ranger, 12 Mahmoud and 101 Serrate sorties. Out
of 81 aircraft seen, twelve were claimed to have been destroyed,
tv;o possibly destroyed and seven damaged. Eight fighters
failed to return. On 23/24 August Nos. 605 and 41  8 Squadrons
supported a hea-vy Ba:nber Command raid on Berlin by patrolling
the distant airfields of Stendal, Parchim and Gidefenwald;
•tvTO eneirc'- fighters were believed to have been damaged.
Tliroughout the month numerous attacks were made on g2X>und
targets of eveiy kind.

Ibid. , para. 3.

Ibid., para. 3. But the climax of intruder operations in 1943 came in
September when 269 intruder (including Flower), seven ranger,
32 Mahmoud, 53 Serrate and 17 miscellaneous sorties were
flovm. Out of 126 eneny aircraft identified,^^/ 20 were
claimed to have been destroyed, one possibly destroyed and two
damaged for the loss of seven fighters. The German night
fighters adopted nev/ tactics this month and instead of attempt
ing to intercept the R.A.F. bombers en route to the target the
majority of them were moved to the target area for intercep
tion. Tliese fighters were frequently moved back several
hundred miles, so that at the end of the operation they were
forced to land at airfields round the target area. From
25 September onwards intruders made free lance patrols round
the bomber target instead of covering specified enemy bases.
The new tactics irimediately bore fruit and on 23/24 and
27/28 September ten aircraft were claimed destroyed, nine of
which w-ere shot dovm by the free-lance method.

At this point a digression is necessary to explain the
tactics of Flower operations. Aircraft flev-r at lov: levels,
usually well below 5>000 feet, both to and fram their targets.
The route was planned so as to avoid areas known to be heavily
defended by light flak,
intruder patrolled in the vicinity with the intention of
intercepting enemy fighters. The follo'.ring table illustrates
the average time spent patrolling over targets according to
their distance.

On locating the enemy airfield the

A.H.B./11K/85/88B,
End. 10A and
Memo, on Bomber
Support Ops.
paras. 12-14»
20 Sept. 1913 In
A.H.E./IIM/A2/1A.

(1) The large number may be accounted for by the fact that
aircrev/ on bomber support operations reported brilliant
and incautious lighting on airfields and a great use of
lights in aircraft in September.
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Distance of Target
from base (miles) 150-200 !20C-250 250-300 300-400100-150 Over UOO

Average time spent
; on patrol (minutes) 4152 46 36 33 25

The cliances of contacting the eneiigr were rare unless the
latter was burning navigation lights. Bombs were usually
dropped at the end of a patrol in an attempt to disorganise
activity on the airfield. Only 25O and 5OO pound bombs were
used; they were fused for delayed action not exceeding 30
minutes as v/ell as for instantaneous action.

It was not expected at the time that many hostile air
craft would be shot down in Flower operations as compared with
the intruder operations against bombers returning from raids
against the United Kingdom, The German night fighters were
under no obligation to concentrate round their base and
able to take off and land at suitaole intervals without using
navigation lights and mthout fear of collision,

the banbing of airfields, by damaging the runways, might pre
vent aircraft from taking off at a critical moment or might
necessitate the diversion of those already airborne,
the damage caused by these raids vras unlikely to be great, it
was hoped that at least some disorgnisation would occur
airfields and at patrolling centres. If that disorganisation
came at a critical period of a heavy bomber raid, the opera
tion was fully justified, v'1)

The good results obtained, in the summer could not be
maintained and during October and November there was a sharp
drop in the number of aircraft seen, combats and aircraft
destroyed while there was a corresponding increase in losses
by intruder and bomber support aircraft,
craft was claimed to have been destroyed, one possibly
destroyed and tlriree damaged for four night fighters.
November, Air Defence Great Britain losses amounted to nine for
t-wo aircraft claimed destroyed, one possibly destroyed and
five damaged. Only 24 sorties obtained visuals on enemy air
craft out of a total of 221 sorties.

were

Nevertheless

VvTaile

on

In October one air-

In

A.H.B./1V39/2,
para. 3.

Ibid.,
para. 8 et seq.

An analysis by the Operational Research Section of Air
Defence Great Britain reached the follcuving conclusions.
Bad weather in these months meant that fev^r aircraft reached
their targets and lessened the chances of sighting both the
target airfield and enemy aircraft. The attack of long range
targets by Bomber Command made it necessary to patrol farther
afield\.2} this necessarily reduced the time that an
intruder could remain over the target which again lowered the
G^nce of sighting enemy aircraft. The failure to convert
visuals into combats (in October nine ccmbats developed from
23 visuals in bomber support operations and for intruders one
combat out of eight visuals) was due partly to the greater
number of aircraft which doused their lights (this began

(1) Unfortunately little evidence has cane to light from
German sources of the effects of intruder operations
(See conclusion of this chapter).
The average distance of bomber targets from the U.K. had
increased fron 290 miles in June to 47O miles in
November. Targets included Munich, Leipzig, Berlin,
Stuttgart 5 Mannhein/Ludwigshafen.

(2)
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suddenly in November) and partly to the increased number of
pursuits by eneniy aircraft. Intruders were opening fire too
early therebj'- lessening the chance of lethal stidkes and

giving the eneny an opportunity of dowsing lights or otherwise
evading. The rise in losses in November was ascribed to

three possible reasons: bad v/eather conditions increasing
the risk of the intruder losing its way and running out of
fuel; the extreme range of patrol areas which in turn magni
fied the risk of running out of petrol of the intruder engaged
in combat; finadly, an unexpected aggressiveness on the part
of eneny night fighters.

Mahmoud operations had also proved expensive. In October
and November just over four per cent of the aircraft despatched
had failed to return. Confusion had eurisen probably because
too many contacts were obtained at night fighter orbit points
while over the target identification between friendly and
hostile aircraft becaine difficult. A.I. jamming was frequent
and added to the confusion. The radio operators on Mahmoud
operations were still inexperienced in A.I, Mark IV technique
and on A.I. technique generally when adapted to dog fights
rather than to the stem chases to which they had been
accustomed in defensive operations, l^Iahmoud operations
ceased, as already e^fplained, early in December.

The confusion with friendly aircraft and the jamming of
A.I. equipment was also experienced hy the Serrate squadron
but the chief trouble of Serxa.te operations was the constant
failure of the aircraft and radar equipment, Twenty-tvro per
cent of the sorties were abortive due to radar equipment
failures and six per cent owing to other failures in the
aircraft. These problems \fere now taken over by Bomber
Command after the fonnation of No, 100 Group.

Ibid.,
paras, 9-10.

Tlie Operational Research Section offered six recommenda-

Intruder crevra were to be given the necessary train-Ibid.,
para, 11.

tions,

ing to conduct high level navigation to their targets when
operations took place beyond bad weather belts,
despatched on long-range patrols should fly vmth imximum fuel
load; if possible 100 gallon drop tanks should be obtained.
Extra fuel v/as especially valuable in winter months when bad
weather conditions were prevalent,
eye intruders would be of the greatest possible assistance.
Some form of rearward warning device or back\'irard-looking A. I.
would also be very useful with or without centimetre A,I,
Intruder crews were, whenever possible, to hold their fire to
within 600 feet of intercepted aircraft,
specialised Mahmoud squadron might increase the efficiency of
this operation,
with ner^r aircraft and reliable radar equipment.

All aircraf

Centimetre A.I. in cat's

The formation of a

The Serrate squadron should be re-equipped

t

-

In December bad weather still fur'fchar hindered, night
operations,

were believed to have been destroyed, one possibly destroyed
and t\TO damaged. One fighter was lost. On ti-vo nights, the
20/21st and 22/23rd in the only good weather conditions
encountered the number of eneny aircraft seen suddenly
increased and it was then as well as on the 23/24th that the
above claims were made.

Only 1 00 sorties were flov«m and three aircraftA.D.G.B. ,
Form »Y'.

Summary of Intruder and Bomber Support Operations in 1943

In 1943 a total of 3 >278 night offensive so3rties were
72 aircraft wereF*. Cind. /A. D. G. B. >

Form »Y'.
flown, excluding anti-shipping sorties;
claimed to have been destroyed, nine probably destroyed and
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46 damaged for the loss of 60 aircraft (one aircrew saved.).
So far it has proved impossible to check these claims
accurately -iirith German d.ocuments as the losses of Lufflotte 3

Euftflotte Reich are not divided into operations by night
and day.

Enemy Doc,
A,H. B. 6 Trans.
No. 157.30.

In a casualty return of Luftflotte 5 covering the period
April to December 1943 the date, location and type of air
craft is given and. the cause of loss is sometimes attributed

to night fighters and in other cases merely classified as
' unkno^’/n', Prom these figures it is possible to deduce that
30 aircraft were lost to intruders,
suffered a niimber of casualties from intruders.

September to December some 18 night fighters or bombers,
mostly Me. 110's or Ju.88’s were shot dcniim and eight aircraft
damaged probably as a result of intruder action.

liuftflotte Reich also

Fran

Ibid.,
A.H.B.6 Trans.

No. VI3/149.

The total intruder effor*t for 1 943 was a great improve
ment on the previous year and reached its peak in September
and useful assistance albeit on a small scale was given to
operations by Bomber Command, The Bostons had been replaced
by Mosquitos armed with cannon and bombs and they were able to
penetrate deeper into Germary. Three squadrons in No. 2
Group were available for bomber support operations. Finally,
valuable experience was gained in the use of A.I. and Serrate-
equipped aircraft over the continent which was to benefit the

more conqjlex bomber support operations of 1 944,

-.EQllQy_.and Operations, Intruder and Bomber Support:
January to May 1944

(i) Planning of Bomber Support Operations

Flower or Bomber Support Operations by which latter name
they were to become known to the exclusion of any other was
to be the subject of a good deal of acrimonious dispute
bet\feen Bomber Canraand and Air Defence Great Britain fron

early 1944 onwards. Tlie problem of control in lyhich no less
than four formations were concerned was particularly vexa
tious. The newly created No. 100 Group was eager to gather
all night-fighter squadrons engaged on bomber support under
its control but Air Defence Great Britain, which had
inaugui-ated bomber support operations and which already had a
workable organization with a fund of experience at its
disposal, contended that it was best fitted to direct night-
offensive operations. Thirdly, certain Mosquito fighter-
bomber squadrons of No. 2 Group were engaged in attacking
night-fighter bases but at the same time the Group's main
fixnction was to support impending operations on the conti
nent. No. 8 (Pathfinder) Group also for a short time was
engaged in the attack of night-fighter airfields.

A loose system of control was evolved during the sprang
of 1944, v/hich, though far from satisfactory, appeared to
satisfy temporarily all the formations concerned. Briefly
the procedure was this. No. 100 Group informed the Intruder
Controller at Headquarters Air Defence Great Britain of the
plan for the night’s bomber operations including likely air
fields to be used by the eneny fighters and on this the
Intruder Controller prepared a plan for his two intruder
squadrons. (Hie fighters of No. 100 Group patrolled the
beacons and target areas while the intruders of Air Defence
Great Britain patrolled German night-fighter bases after the
main bomber attack up to a range of 500 miles; they were
able to patrol for 15 minutes at the maximum range),
while No, 1 00 Group fiad informed No. 2 Group of suitable

SECRET

Mesji-

^UII.B./IIH/2t1/3/582A,
Fncls, 2A, 6a and
11 A.

Ibid,
End. 6A,
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airfields th^* might bomb within a restricted range of 375
miles. These attacks were to take place v/hen the German night
fighters were presuined to be landing. (1) No. 2 Group then
drew up a plan to conform with the general plan of bomber
operations which was passed on to Air Defence Great Britain by
No. 1 00 Group,
divulged to No. 100 Group his plan for the intruder squadrons.
But the total number of night fighters available for bcmber
support was extremel3r inadequate (no more than about 30 air
craft per night at that time) while the imminence of Overlord
diverted the attention of No. 2 Group and the renewed German
night-bcanber attacks against the capital caused  a reduction in
bomber support aircraft available on any one night,
the Air Coraraander-in-Chief, Air Chief Marshal Leigh-I'lallory,
assured Bcmber Command all possible sujport without prejudicing
the *major role* for which his squadrons existed.

Bomber Coraumnd suffered heavy losses during March and a
conference, at which plans for strengthening the fighter sup
port for night-boaiber raids vrere discussed, was held at the
Air Ministry on 20 April mth the Chief of Air Staff presiding.
Tire members, which included Sir Arthur Harris,
Sir Trafford Leigh-Mallory and Sir Roderic Hill, could find
objection against the use of A.I, Mark X overseas (permission
to use A, I, Mark X thus was subsequently granted by the
Combined Chiefs of Staff; this will be discussed in a later
section) and therefore they decided that two A.I. Mark X
squadrons were to be transferred from Air Defence Great Britain
to No. 100 Group ironediately. (2) Bomber Command was to be
further reinforced by the transfer of the two regular intinader
squadrons in Air Defence Great Britain after the Allied Armies

had been established on the continent. No. 23 Squadron
temporarily on attachment in the K
transfer at once to No. 100 Group,
intruders were to be fitted with A.I. Mark X, backward-looking
A.I. and Serrate. To what extent these proposals were
carried out v/ill be seen in the next chapter.

Early in the new year Headquarters Bomber Command com
plained that little bombing by intruders had been carried out
and that Air Defence Great Britain was reluctant to operate
when the vreather was bad. Further, it suspected that the
Air Officei’ Ccan'iianding No. 2 Group was more interested in the
preparatory operations for Overlord than in bcmber support
operations. But night offensive operations by Air Defence
Great Britain in January were markedly poor due to bad weather.
In fact from January to April the percentage of sorties

that time the Intruder Controller had

However

no

terranean theatre ivas to

Lastly, all night

Ibid, Enel. 2A.

Ibid,
Ends, 12A and
16A.

A.H.B./

114/241/3/801,
Enel. 86A,

O.R.S. (A.D.G.B.)
Rept. No. 68,
para. 5,

27 June 1944 In
A.H.B./IIM/A2/S1.

(1) Formations of No, 2 Group taking part were Nos. I38 and
14.0 lYings including Nos. 464., 4-87, 613 and 21 Squadrons
equipped with Mosquitos VI taken from the original
Mosquito ranger flights. Each aircraft carri.ed four 5OO
pound bombs.

The two squadrons were Nos. 85 and I57 Mosquito Squadrons.
No, 85 Squadron represented the elite of the British
ni^it-fighter force and-it had been longest in the line
under No. 11 Group, No. 157 Squadron, though not yet
equipped with A.I, Mark X, was well versed in navigation,
having co-operated with Coastal Command in operations
the Bay of Biscay.
Permission was obtained for No. 23 Squadron* s return to
the U.K. frera the C.C.S, and the Squadron arrived home
early in June.

over

(2)

(3)
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obtaining visuals had remained almost constant at about 22
per cent; the number of visuals per cent sorties reached a
maximum of 61 per cent in February later descending to 48
per cent. The enemy aircraft destroyed or probably destroyed
per hundred sorties varied between 8 per cent and  1 0^ per cent.

Tvro other types of intruder operation continued to be
intruder operations

against enemy bombers and operations against training acti
vity. Apart from the two regular intruder squadrons, Nos.
29, '15'1 , 157, 307 Mosquito and Nos. 3 and 486 Typhoon
Squadrons also took part. "These three types of operation
will nov;- be considered in turn,

(ii) Operation Flower

carried out by Air Defence Great Britain:

O. R.S. (A.D.G.B.)
Rept, No, 68,
para.

In the latter part of 1943 enemy night fighters were
flying free-lance patrols in the bombers* target area and
were landing in-thin about fifty miles of the target. By the
beginning of 1944 they had evolved nev'^ tactics. They now
attempted to intercept the bomber stream before the bombing
began as well as over the target, and then pursued the bombers
on their return journey. Aircraft engaged on Flower opera
tions were therefore no longer required to fly at  a maximum
range to attack night fighters. The main reason for failure
to reach targets was bad weather but operations were only
seriously affected in January.

Ibid,
paras. 2-3.

From January to April 443 Flower sorties were despatched
by Air Defence Great Britain, of which 336(1) reached their
objectives. More aircraft v/ere seen on the ground than in
the air and 25 aircraft v/ere claimed to have been destroyed
in the air and on the ground for the loss of three intruders
and the accidental destruction of one. German night-filter
pilots had become very wary of intruders and it was usuailly
difficult to find targets in the vicinity of night-fighter
bases. Hwever, aircreiv often gave their positions away
when taxying in, by Mring tip lights, cockpit lighting,
exhaust flames and ground crews signalling with lamps.

A. H.B./ns/80/19.
No, 2 Group
Ops, Digest,
No, 6, p, 3,
25 April 1943.

A reference must be made to the Flower operations
carried out by No. 2 Group,
week in April 3O6 Flovyer sorties wex'e flown at night; of
these 129 attacked the prumiary target, 16 the alternative
target and 161 were abortive, many of them because of
weather.(2)

(iii) Intruder Operations

From 20 December until the last

O.R.S. (A.D.G.B.)
Rept, No, 68,
para. 4.

Intruder operations against enemy bombers returning from
the attack of targets in the United Kingdom naturally depended
upon the amount of hostile activity directed against this
country,
caused an increase in the number of sorties,

to April 229 sorties were flavn against homing bombers;

Thus the ’ Little Blitz’ in February and J^Iarch
From January

(1) This total does not include the effort made by
No. 2 Group.

The Mosquito squadrons of No. 2 Group were to play an
important part in the North West European Campaign and
became highly skilled in the low level attack of trans

portation and other ground targets. (See A.H.B.
Narrative: 'Liberation of N.W. Europe’ , Vols. IV to V).

(2)
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20 aircraft were attacked in the air out of 132 aircraft seen
and eleven aircraft were claimed to have been destrqyed. Out
of 16 aircraft either seen landing or on the ground three were
claimed to have been destroyed, Only one fighter was lost
tiirough enoiy action and tv/o Virere lost through other causes.
Tlie operations reached their climax in February during the
eneiiiy raids against London when 12 out of 60 aircraft seen in

the air were attacked half of this number being claimed
■  destroyed,

(iv) Operations against Enemy Night Flying Training

The only type of pre-arranged intruder operation
directed against eneny training activity. From January to
April 95 sorties vrere flaf/n of which 74 reached their target;
1if aircraft vrere attacked in the air out of 32 aircraft
and 13 aircraft were claimed to loave been destroyed or
probably destroyed in the air and one damaged for the loss of
tiiree fighters, Tlie extreme range of raary of the targets
patrolled, Bordeaux, l^Iarseilles, Stendal, Gardelegen,
ICitzingen to take a few examples at random, made or marred the
success of an operation. \'!hen the target had not been

attacked before,the intruders frequently achieved surprise;
they found enemy aircraft relatively eaqy to shoot down because
of the lack of warning and they were usually seen at once,
often in large numbers. Against this,it was frequently
impossible to predict weather conditions over the target
or the amount of eneny air activity likely to be in progress
and both factors caused many sorties to be abortive. Another
handicap was that when there was no activity at the air-field
chosen as target the defences were quickly alerted on to the
intruder. The low losses experienced may be attributed partly
to the element of surprise achieved and partly to the
experience of the intruder crews sent on this duty.

Offensive Operations in flay 1 944

as

was

seen

area

Ibid,

A.D. G.B,,
Form ‘Y».

In May, in spite of activities associated with Operation
Overlord, 289 sorties including Flower operations were flovm by
Air Defence Great Britain,

northern France and in north-west Germany including St, Dizier,
Chateaudun, Dijon, Couloramiers, Tours, Melun, Laor/Athies,
Gutersloh, Eheine, Handorf, Nordhorn, Plantlunne,
'Invente/Enschede, A total of 1 6 aircraft was cladmed
destroyed or probably destrq/ed and 16 damaged for the loss of
four fighters. After 27/28 May No, 2 Group ceased to carry
out Flower operations in order to support Twenty-First Amy
Group on the Continent,

Attacks were made on airfields in

as

Release of A,Is, Mark VIII and X for Intruder Operations

On 1 April a conference on intruder opera-tions was held
at Headquarters Air Defence Great Britain attended by staff
officers in charge of intruder operations and by the canmainders
of No. 605 and 418 Squadrons,
attacks against London they decided to increase the number of
aircraft at readiness for intruder operations to six aircraft
per squadron (four at readiness and two at one hour* s notice)
while the balance of available aircraft was to be used on

Operation Flower. Hitherto eight to ten aircraft were usually
reserved for the latter operation.

Another item discussed was the need to illuminate enemy
airfields in order to catch night fighters as they were
landing, A 20-lb, light bomb was being produced and would be

Because of the renewed air

Mins, of Mtg,
at H.Q.
A.D.G.B

1 Apr. 1944 in
A,H.B./lItVA2/

• 9

5A.
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used when available. As an alternative it was suggested that
it might be possible to spot eneiiy aircraft by using path
finder tj’pe flares. Rocket-projectile flares (GlOT'f-^vorm)
could also be used after Mosquitos had been fitted ivith rocket-
projectile rails but at that time they were on top priority to
the Royal Wavy.

Meanwhile the problem of whether or not to use centimetre
A. I, over enemy occupied territory liad recurred,
equipped night fighters could cross the Channel the7 would
have a better chance of intercepting Gertiian raiders operating
against tliis country,
reason why centimetre A.I. should not be installed in intruder
aircraft.

For if A.I.

If this was permitted there was no

Bomber Command no longer objected as it nav

Poid.

believed that it would take the Germans at least nine months

to copy A.I. klark VIII but, on the other hand, there was every
reason to suppose tliat they were already making  a similar type
of equipment themselves.

The ban on A. I. liark VIII was lifted on 1 May 19M)- and
that on A.I. Mark X on 2). June, on the eve of D-Day, enabling
centimetre A,I. to be used on Flower and intruder operations.
But with the imminence of the landings in Normandy, the
responsibilities of Air Defence Great Britain in safeguarding
the preparations for invasion in southern England were parti
cularly onerous, while shorijly after D-Day all available
night-fighter squadrons became absorbed in operations against
the flying bombs, and trials with A.I. Mark VIII and X
therefore restricted to a small number of sorties flown ly the
Fighter Inteixjeption Unit, shortly to be re-designated Fighter
Interception Development Squadron, beginning on 7 June.

By the end of October this squadron had flown 62 sorties
vrith A, I, Mark VIII and 27 with A,I, Ijiark X the former

producing 29 contacts resulting in 11 visuads which led to
claims for six aircraft destroyed and one dasnaged, while the
lattei- produced I5 contacts leading to seven visuals and three
aircraft claimed destrc^'-ed.
destroyed vhLthout the use of A.I. equipment,
revealed that free lance patrols using these two types of A.I.
were profitable, especially as enemy night fighters used lights
or pyrotechnics very sparingly when near base and only four of

the aircraft claimed destroyed could have been brought to
combat without the use of radar,

was considered to be superior because it possessed a greater
range and its extensive azDauth cover gave a greater number of
contacts than the llark VIII.
the trials began,
trained A.I. night-fighter squadrons would, with  a little
experience, find no difficulty in changing over to intruder
operations.

were

In addition t\io aircraft were

The trials

Of the two, the A,I. Mark X

This had been anticipated before
Tlie trials also established that well

A.H.B./11H/252/114,
ESicls. 22A and 25A.

Night Fighter Estab.
Kept. No. 1,
24 Not. 1944 in
A.H.B./nM/A2/5A.

The preoccupations of Air Defence Great Britain during the
summer of 192+4 made it impossible to resume extensive intruder/
Flower operations until October when Bomber Command was plan
ning a fresh offensive against targets in the Ruhr. A new
pliase then began. Nos. 605 and 4I 8 Squadrons Vfhich had been
the raainsta;^'- of the intruder effort frcm 1942 to 1944 and had
acquired valuable experience in this type of operation were
transferred to No, 2 Group where they were to operate in a
groimd support role. (1) In their place five Mosquito

Ktg. H.Q. A.D.G.B.,
7 Oct. 1944 in
A.H.B./IIM/A2/5A.

(1) In September and October 1944 Nos. 605 ahd 4l8 Squadrons flew daylight ranger
sorties over the Baltic area, Austria and the Balkans from airfields In
Belgium and Italy. (No, 605 and 418 Squadron O.R.BS,).
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squadrons (Nos. 25, 307, 406, 29 and I5I) were to specialise
in bomber support operations fitted with A.I. Mark X, backward
looking A.I, and Gee amongst other equipment,
account of their activities will be related in the following
chapter.

Sunanaiy of Period Januaiy to Mny 19Vj. and Conclusion

The total score claimed by Air Defence Great Britain for
the period January to llay 1 944 was 49 aircraft destroyed or
probably destroyed in the air and 22 on the ground, a total
of 71 aircraft against 1 8 intruders missing and accidentally
destroyed. Once again it is impossible to extract accurate
figures from the casualty returns of Luftlotte 3 and
Luftiotte Reich but a very rough estimate might be 65 air
craft, largely Me.110’s, destroyed including 11 destroyed
the ground, 11 damaged due to intruders,
casualties could have been caused by No. 100 Group Bomber
Caranand or by fire from heavy bombers themselves.

In the period 1943 to June 1944 intruder operations had
changed from one of a strictly defensive to that of an offen
sive character. Until the end of 1942 intruder operations
had been con^lementary to the defence of the British Isles;
they had prevented the enemy from using his forv/ard bases for
short flights to Great Britain and from carrying out double
sorties by compelling him to locate his bombers farther back.
But on the decline of enemy long range bomber raids in 1943
and the extension of the Allied night bombing offensive.
Fighter Command’s intruder squadrons flew farther afield and
performed the follw/ing tasks;

(i) Patrols of enesiy night-fighter bases in support of
large scale attacks by R.A.F. Bomber Ccmmand.

(ii) Visits to enemy fighter training areas to disrupt
his training,

(iii) Attacks on transportation and other targets.

A brief

on

A nimiber of these

On the face of it, it would appear that these offensive
Promoperations had an insignificant effect on the G.A.P.

the scanty evidence available it is certain that little
material damage \vas done but that the nuisance value was
great. Night-fighter pilots, mary of whom were far from
skilled at this j)eriod, often had to be diverted to unfamiliar
airfields after a sortie and accidents were not infrequent.
The dropping of even small calibre instantaneous or short
delayed-action bombs while flying was in progress at a night-
fighter base may well have had a demoralising effect.

Interrogation of G.A.F. officers immediately after the
war has revealed that no special methods were employed in
combating intruders on an airfield other than that the anti
aircraft guns were turned to face the landing runway in order
to fire at any intiuder v/hlch atten5)ted to attack aircraft in
the process of landing, Wlien R.A.P. night intruders were
known to be in the vicinity, boundary lights were usually
flicked on and off to indicate to friendly aircraft that it

Any aircraft attempting to land after
this signal had been given was fired at without further
warning.

The largely experimental bomber support operations in the
period provided valuable exiperience, particular^/ in regard to

was unsafe to land.

A.D,I.(K) Rept,
No. 359A, 1945,
in Vol. 28.
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Serrate, although the number of aircraft destroyed was not
large,
penetrate deeply equipped with long-range tanks or to drop
bombs was slow,

eastern and southern Germany and Czecho-Slovakia as well as in

all parts of Prance were liable to harassing attacks fr
Mosquito aircraft,(1)

The provision of suitable aircraft either able to

Nevertheless by the end of 1 %3 airfields in

•om

(1) The inability of the Germans to intrude effectively over
Great Britain provides an interesting counterpart to this

conclusion besides illustrating the growth of Allied air

superiority. Among reasons given by a G.A.P. officer
after the war were the efficient fighter defences, R.D.P.
and fighter control. The shortage of fuel naturally
affected operations. The necessity to carry long range
tanks in order to attack British and U.S. bomber bases

would have put the German aircraft at a disadvantage
Mfhen the superiority in speed of the Allied fighters was
a critical factor.

(A.D.I.(K) Kept. No. 3528/1945).
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CHAPIBR 17

jMR OFSRATXOyiS UNOOTJT^GTEr.) WITH OPERATION 0Y5BL0ED AHD
CROSSBOW GOUNTEBr.FJrASUBES

Introduction

In this final chapter it is intended to gather together
the activities of Air Defence Great Britain/Eighter Command
which fall outside the context of the narratives dealing with
major operations in the period 1944-/1945» During the summer
months of 1944 Air Defence Great Britain was preoccupied with
two tasks; it supported the landings on the Continent
(Operation Overlord) and, secondly, was responsible for the
defence of the country against the flying bombs and later the
rocket

Branch

of Air Defence Great Britain adequately and maJce further
analysis redundant.

The expulsion by the Allied armies of the enemy from the
coasts of north Prance, Belgium and a large part of Holland,
together with the winning of air superiority by the Allied Air
Forces, had largely removed the threat of attack from orthodox

aircraft and Fighter Command for the most part was engaged in
the support of the bomber offensive over Germany, But the air

defence of the British Isles remained, as always, its prime
consideration. It was undoubtedly due to the existence of a
small but alert fighter force of this country backed up by a
vigilant ground organisation that the enemy did not attempt
(apart from a few relatively insignificant attacks) any serious
air operations in the final stages of the war against the U,K.

Reduction of Air Defences and Tasks of Fighter Command

On 15 October 1944 the Allied Expeditionary Air Force was
disbanded and Air Staff SHAEF under the direction of

Sir Arthur Tedder oontrolled the operations of the Tactical
Air Forces, Air Defence Great Britain reverted to its old

title of Fighter Command and came ■under control of Air Ministry
again. Air Marshal Sir Roderio Hill, who had been in command
during the crucial period of the Normandy landings and the
flying bomb attacks, remained as Commander-in-Chief and con
tinued to hold that post until the end of the war. He had
already submitted his proposals to the Air Staff for the reduc
tion of Air Defence Great Britain, both as a consequence of the
more favourable ndlitaiy and air situation and because of the
pressing need for economies in manpower. After examination by
the Chiefs of Staff (A,A.) Sub-Committee they were appro'ved by
the Deputy Prime Minister and sent out as a directive to Air
Defence Great Britain cai 22 September,

The new arrangements were based on the assumption that
the east coast was still subject to attack from flying bombs
and long range bombers but not west of a line Humber to
Southampton, Fighter defences supported by full raHar and
Royal Obser-ver Corps cover were to be maintained east of
Cape Wrath - Falkirk - Leyburn - Taraworth - Braokley -
Gloucester - Bournemouth including the Shetlands and the

The narrati'ves prepared by the Air Historical
which deal with these subjects cover the operations!i')

Ibid,

(l) Namely *The Liberation of North-west Europe’, Vols,III-V
and this Narrative, Vol.'VI.
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Glasgow-Glyde area. Reduced fighter defences with full Royal
Observer Goi'ps cover but reduced radar cover were to be main
tained west of a line Gloucester-Bournemouth and in the indus

trial area of south Wales, The air defences including radar
and Royal Observer Corps cover in Northen:i Ireland and in the
Portree and Oban areas were no longer required. The rest of
England, outside those areas provided v/ith air defences,
enjoyed a relaxed black-out but full Observer Corps cover con
tinued to be provided in the event of an emergency. No other
air defences were to be retained in these areas. All balloon
defences, with the exception of the personnel and resources
required to deploy and maintain in action a barrage of
800 balloons which might be required to counter any development
of air-launched flying bomb attacks, were to be disbanded.

These measures led to the elimination of No, 9 Group, the
operational commitments of which passed to No, 12 Group on
4 August (it retained its responsibilities as a parent group
of Officer Training Units and Tactical Exercise Units until

18 September), while No, 10 Group became sem-operational (it
closed down on 2 May 1945)» Pairwood Comnion, Portreath,
Middle Wallop, Honiley, Newcastle and Dd.gby Sector Head
quarters also closed down in the summer and autumn of 1944»
In April 1 A5, Fighter Command consisted of the follo^ring
Groups and Sectors

now

some

Nos.9, 10,
11 and 12

Group 0,R,B,s.
1944.

Group Officer Commanding

Air/Cdre, A. V. Harvey
1 Nov. 1 944

Sector

No, 10 Colerne

Exeter

No. 11 A.V.M. J. B, Cole-Hamilton

1 Nov. 19^+4
Biggin Hill
North Weald

No. 12 A.V.M. J. W. Baker

1 Jan, 1944

Air/Cdre, J, A. Boret
26 Nov. 1940

Coltisliall

Church Fenton

No. 13 Turnhouse

Kirkwall

In addition a number of measures were taken to meet the

A.H.B„/ll/74/3, thjreat of air-launched flying bomb attacks.
Intruder patrols were to be maintained during the hours of
darkness. The eastern gun box consisting of 136 H.A.A, guns
and 210 L.A.A, 40-m,m, guns disposed in Essex and round the
Thames and Medway estuaries were to be retained. Fighter
squadrons were to move to north-east England in the event of
air attacks developing over the Humber area.

At the end of December 19^ there vrere 31 da^'^-fighter
squadrons in Fighter CommandC*) including 11 Mustang III and
13 Spitfire IX (mostly high-flying) and three Spitfire Xl/I
squadrons. The night-fighter force consisted of eight
Mosquito squadrons, including five Mosquito XXX squadrons for
bomber support operations, tliree Mosquito XVII squadrons and a
night-flying Tempest squadron for anti-flying bomb operation.

ight fighter an
TVT.
A.'i

F,Cmd. Order

of Battle,
28 Deo. 1944.

d

(1) of which one was non-operational.
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No. 10 Group had been reduced to two squadrons (including one
air/sea rescue squadron), while the strength of No. 12 Group
had decreased to seven squadrons and No« 13 Group (responsible
for the defence of Scotland) to three squadrons. The bulk of
the day and night-fighter squadrons Vi/as thus contained in No,
No, 11 Group,

The tasks of Fighter Gommand from the autumn of 1Skh' to
the end of the war in May 1945 were threefold. Firstly, it
was responsible for providing counter measures against the
rockets and flying-bombs which consisted mainly of fighter-
bomber attacks and armed reconnaissance against installations
and communications in the Netherlands and north-west Germany,
A small number of aircraft were also kept at readiness to deal
with attacks by orthodox aircraft such as intrusions over
bomber airfields auid minelaying operations off the east ooast.
Secondly, a force of long range fighters was organised to pro
vide escort and cover for the dayliglit penetrations of Bomber
Command against Germany. Thirdly, the night-fighter
squadrons trained for and carried cut offensive operations in

support of Bomber Command attacks on Germany by night. It
Mdll be recalled that these operations were initiated by
Fighter Command but with the growing strength and complexity
of heavy bomber operations a special Group (No, 100 Group) was
created late in 1943 to co-ordinate radio counter measures and

other bomber support operations. Fighter Command, however,
strongly contended that its night offensive operations should
not be controlled by the Headquarters of another Command and

it continued to hold out against the absorption of its night-
fighter squadrons by Bomber Gommand, Also in an offensive
capacity it sent out a small number of ranger aircraft by day
and by night to attack aircraft in the area and on the ground
deep in enemy occupied territory. The main features of these
operations will now be related.

See Chap, l6

Day Fighter Operations

(i) Long I^nge Escort to Daylight Attacks on Germany by R.A.F.
Bomber Gommand - 27 August 19^}. to 25 April 1 945,

During its period under control of Headquarters Allied
Expeditionaxy Air Force, Air Defence Great Britain had carried
out a large number of escort operations and fighter svraeps
over France and the Low Countries in connection with Operation
Overlord, It had also taken part extensivelj'- in the air
borne operations at Arnhem,

to deal with the escort and suppoii: of penetrations by R.A.F,
Bomber Command by day over Germany,
mand recommended daylight bombing operations east of the Rhine

with an attack by 2kk. Lancasters and Halifaxes on Komberg in
the Ruhr,

In this section it is intended

On 27 August Bomber Oonw

Sscort was provided by nine squadrons of Spitfires
Thj-s operation marked a new phase in the two Command’s

activities and until the end of the war No, 11 Group was to

maintain up to 14 Mustang squadrons and five squadrons of

Spitfires IX or XIV exclusively for long-range escort duties.

IX.

By the end of September 1944 there were seven Mustang III

squadrons available in Air Defence Great Britain for long
range escort duties,
129 and 306, 315 and 316 (Polish) Squadrons) already based in

In addition to the four squadrons (Nos,
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south-eastern England, Nos, 19> 65 and 122 had been transferred
from 2nd T.A.P. together with four Spitfire IX squadrons in
exolmnge for five Tempest and two Spitfire XIV squadrons, A
number of Spitfire squadir'ons in the meantime were converted to
Mustangs and by the end of April 1945 there were no less than
16 Mustang squadrons available.

A.H.B./lDV'Sif. The Air Staff resisted any suggestions that were advocated
by the protagonists of strategic bombing at this time to create
a long range fighter escort force solely for the use of Bomber
Ctommand which would be controlled by the latter in the same way
that the Vlllth U,S. Fighter Command was controlled by the
Vlllth U.S. Air Force, It was recognized that a comparison
could not be drawn as the U.S. fighters were not burdened v/ith
any defensive responsibilities. No attempt was made to defire
roles for the R.A.F. fighters. Thus, the Spitfire, basically
a defensive fighter, was used until the end of the war for
escorting heavy bombers over the Ruhr and its range became less
of a handicap when airfields on the continent became available

for use. The Mustang, primarily an offensive fighter, had also
proved its worth in a defensive role - against the flying bombs.
Similarly the fighter control organization in Great Britain iiad
shown itself sufficiently flexible to be used either for defen
sive or for offensive purposes.

Ibid, Bomber Command’s daylight operations over Germary>- in the
autumn and early winter of 1944 were governed in the first
place by the necessity to attack targets around mid-day in
order that fighter escorts might reach base before darkness

fell. It was decided that the training of Mustang pilots in
navigating by night and in landing in darkness, vrhich had
alx’eady begun, must be speeded up to enable greater flexibility
in the timing of heavy bomber attacks. Fighter Command, after
consultations with Bomber Command, agreed to provide escorts up
to a range of 280 miles from bases in England when ’last light’
operations were intended, v/’hl.ch would entail fighters returning
for the last 100 to 150 miles in darkness and making a night
latiding. Spitfires were unable to take part on this type of
operation because, even with the aid of 90 gallon drop tanks,
they had an insufficient reserve of fuel to make night landings.
On 20 October Air Max-slial Hill reported to the Deputy Chief of
Air Staff that the training of Mustang pilots in night flying
liad reached an advanced stage. Spitfires also practised night
flying in the event of Bomber Command attacking targets nearer

to base, but they were unable to taJce part in any operations
east of the Ruhr until airfields on the continent became avail

able to them for refuelling and rearming.

Ibid. Secondly, the number of targets that could be attacked by
Bomber Conmand were limited because the R.A.P, Mustangs, for
the most part, were not equipped with overload fuel tanks fitted

in the fuselage and thus had a restricted range,
of action of these Mustangs, after allowing 15 minutes at a

fuel consxmiption of 60 gallons per hour for maneuvering under
combat conditions and a ten per cent fuel reserve, was not more

The radius

(l) See also R.A.F. Narrative; ’The R.A.F. in the Bombing
Offensive against Germany’, Vol, VI, Cliap, 5, pp» 120-122,
It vras realised that close co-operation between Bomber and

Fighter Ooraraands already existed and that re-organization
would be a hindrance rather than a help.
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than 450 miles. It was considered that the ext

impaired the combat efficiency of the Mustangv"*) while the

amount of woi'k which the modifications would involve would take

too long and was too complicated for conversion to be practic
able. However replacement Mustangs were to be fitted with
the additional rear fvxel tank while Spitfires were also to be
fitted with extra tanks 'svhich would enable Bomber Command to

attack in daylight targets such as Hambiirg, Brunswick or
Nuremburg,

Ibid, The lack of airfields on the continent presented another
problem, A number of them could only be used in fair weather
and others had been severely damaged by Allied bombing.
Congestion on all of them was inevitably caused by aircraft of
2nd T.A.P., Ursel, in Belgium, became available for No, 11
Group Spitfires in December 1 Sl+k. and Maldegem became available
early in 1945<> Ursel could provide emergency accommodation
and rearming and refuelling facilities for a maximum of six
squadrons. In dry weather the number could be increased to

ten squadrons if only rearming and refuelling were required.
The tTO airfields enabled Spitfires to fly 100 miles east of
the Ruhr,

Ibid, By the end of 1944 Fighter Command had established a pro
cedure for the escort of daylight bombing raids.
Co-operation between the two Commands in planning these opera
tions was good and their unity of purpose -ms reinforced by
the frequent exchange of visits between Bomber and Fighter Wipg
leaders and by close liaison between the two planning staffs.
No. 25 (Base Defence) Sector, responsible for the night
defence of the British Sector in France, maintained V,H.F,
control of Fighter Command escorts over the continent, regard
less of whether the aircraft were operating from airfields in

this country or from Holland, and a direct telephone line was
established between No, 11 Group and No, 25 Secbor in order

that the latter could be informed of any change of plan
affecting the fighters under No, 25 Sector control. Tele

printer communication between Headquarters No, 11 Group,
No, 25 Sector and Ursel and Maldegem was also provided so that

operational orders (Form D) were received there at the same
time as at sectors and airfields in England, Briefing of

squadrons operating from airfields on the continent was the

responsibility of No. 25 Sector which was in telephonic com

munication with Ursel and Maidegem, The Microwave Early
YiTarning Set (M.B,W.) of the 'Vlllth Air Force which was sited
at Aachen had been linked by telephone ivith No, 25 Sector and

was available, when Vlllth Air Force commitments allowed, for

long range direction of No, 11 Group fighters,
arrangements were made with the Tyxje 70 set which was put up
in January 1945 to co-ordinate the Group Control Centre and

the various radar posts in No, 83 Group, The and
meteorological services of No, 25 Sector were also placed at
the disposal of No, 11 Group’s fighters.

The operations, as far as Fighter Command was oonoemed,
were arduous but uneventful for the most part.
By September 1944 the enemy’s day-fighter force was no longer
able to contest Allied superiority in the air. Lack of fuel.

Similar

R, A.F,Signals
Histoiy,Vo5..IV,
Chap,25, p.448.

rDid,p,443.

Ibid,
pp.461-462.

(1) In a fully loaded condition the Mustang was unstable until
approximately 40 gallons of petrol had been used from the

rear fuselage tank,
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a shortage of trained and experienced pilots, surveillance of
their airfields in northwest Germany by the Allied Tactical

Air Forces, put the G.A.F, at a severe disadvantage. Only
occasionally was it able to invervene with any effect against
Allied daylight attacks and, when it did, was content merely to
cut off stragglers from the loose formations or gaggles adopted
by the Lancasters and Halifazes, What told most upon the
escorting pilots was the monotony and strain of long hours in

the cockpit endeavouring to keep in touch with the bomber

stream frequently in poor visibility. But there was an

ameliorative feature of the operations in that aircraft which

had been damaged or had run short of fuel were able to land at
airfields in liberated territory. From time to time squadrons
lauided on the continent when bad weather closed down their home

base.

From 1 September to 15 October, the date when Air Defence
Great Britain became I’ighter Command again, 21 bomber escorts

were provided,
aircraft being saved,
have been destroyed,
refineries in the Ruhr such as Bottrop, Sterkrade, Wanne Eikel

and I^amen. Requests for close support by the Ar^ were also
answered and Emden and Y/ilhelmsha.ven on the north German coast

were attacked.

One opei-ation which provided greater hazards than usual
for bombers and their escort was an attack on 7 October against
the Kembs dam on the Rhine north of Basle in which three

Mustang squadrons of the North Weald Sector accompanied 13
Lancasters of No, 5 Group, '— - -

attack at 8,000 feet and the second at zero feet.
Squadron provided top cover. No, 315 (Polish) covered the low-
flying force and No. 306 (Polish) Squadron was detailed to
silence flak positions defending the dam. The approach to the

target was uneventful and enemy opposition was not aroused
until the first two Lancasters of the low-flying force went in

to attack. The second bomber was hit by flak after crossing
the dam. Meanwhile No, 306 Squadron had temporarily subdued

the anti-aircraft gunfire enabling the remainder of the force

to place their delayed action bombs accurately. The fighters
covering the target area did not turn for home until the last
bomb was dropped and landed at dusk after being airborne for
fou-r and a half hours.

Prom mid-October until the end of the year 59 bomber raids

escorted by Pigliter Command (6,794 sorties) for the loss
of 20 fighters (three pilots saved); 15 enemy fighters were
claimed to have been destroyed. Altogether 124 bombers were

lost but flak accounted for the greater number of these casxaalr-
ties

to those already mentioned, vrere Leverkusen, Cologne, Solingen,
Hanberg, Duisburg, Gelsenkirchen, Yfitten, Trier, Coblenz and

Sixteen fighter sweeps were flown over nortl>*

Nine fighters were lost, the pilots of t;vo
Only one enemy aircraft waa claimed to

The targets of Bomber Conmand were oil

The first v/ave of bombers was to

No. 129

were

Among the targets attacked by the bombers, in addition•-3 «

the Roer Dams,

A,D,G,B,,
Pom

No,129 Sqn.
0#R,B,

Fighter
Command,
Foanii ’!*,

most of them were intended to be diversions in

Airfields, road, rail, and
wrest Germany;
support of the bombing force,
waterborne traffic were attacked.

Enemy opposition was very slight during October and
November despite heavy attacks on the Ruhr,
Force, on the other hand, withstood several desperate attacks

Occasion-

The Eighth Air

over central Germany organised by General Galland,

Toid,

ally an Me,262 jet propelled fighter wo\ild be sighted but these
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aircraft usually evaded combat. By December the G,A,P, on
the Western Front had been reinforced and roused for action

in anticipation of the suiprise coimter attack in the Ardennes
which was to be launched in the middle of that month. On the

5th pilots of eight Mustang III and four Spitfire Squadrons
escorting I40 heavy bombers to Hamm and the Ruhr Dams sighted
approximately 100 enemy fighters, but the latter mostly evaded
combat. Three of the enemy were claimed to have been
destroyed but no bombers or fighters were lost.

On 12 December, 144 heavy bombers were despatched against
Witten, south of Dortmund in the Ruhr, and this operation is
remarkable for the fact that it produced a fiercer enenQT
fighter reaction than had been experienced since the early
autumn. Eight Mustang squadrons from Andrews Field and

North Weald escorted the bombers to the target. The
Lancasters were plotted by the enemy as they crossed the

Belgian coast at I3OI hours, an hour before reaching their
target. They made a detour, flying 100 miles east—south—east,
then 100 miles north-east to a point 40 miles north of the
Ruhr before flying southwards to Witten, From 1258 hours a
large number of Me,109*s and F,W,190*s took off from airfields

in north-west Germany, At about 1400 hours 40 enemy fighters
were seen circling to the east of Witten and of these, at

least 12, attacked the bomber formation in threes, eventually
breaking up into attacks made singly. This combat over the

target lasted five or six minutes and involved mainly the

leading bombers. Both bombers and fighters retaliated vigor
ously, Altogether ten of the enemy were claimed to have been

destroyed, five by the bombers, one of whioh was attacked four
times and claimed to have shot down anMe,410 and Me, 109, and
five by the Mustangs, Nine Lancasters were attacked, of whioh
four were sliot down by enemy fighters; one bomber was
destroyed by flak, one by bombs and two to unknown causes.
Heavy flak was directed at the bombers and their escort from

the target area.

Int/Tacs,
Nb,308/l9V(.
in Apx^ I of
B, Cmd, 0,R,B,

A,H,B,/lli^A]/
5A.

Filter
Command

Form ‘Y‘. From January 1944 until the end of the war in Europe in

May 1945 Fighter Command took part in 102 bomber escort opera
tions (a total of 8,878 sorties);
(including three not due to
were saved,

for the most part due to flak;
sidering the hundreds of sorties flown. Twenty-nine fighter
sweeps over north-west Germany, mostly in connection with bom
ber operations, were also made by Fighter Command,

In January and February 1945 daylight raids by Bomber
Command continued to be made against oil and oommunications
targets in the Ruhr, the latter type of target including the
Dortmund-Ems canal and railway viaducts on the eastern fringes
of the Ruhr,

March when preparations by the Allied Armies for crossing the
Rhine began; 47 bomber escorts took place in this month alone.
On 11 March 1079 bombers flew to Essen; 11 Mustang squadrons
escorted the bombers from England to the target area; seven
Fighter Command Spitfire Squadrons which took off from Ursel
and Maldegem in Belgium covered the bombers withdrawal.
Enemy fighters did not attempt to intercept this large-scale
penetration in spite of the many stragglers which would have

made easy targets. On 25 March, the day after the crossing
of the Rhine at Wesel, Bomber Command attacked Hamm, It was one
of the detest daylight penetrations made to that date and six
Spitfire squadrons and one Mustang squadron which took off

32 fighters were lost
enemy action) of whioh nine pilots

Losses to heavy bombers amounted to IO8 aircraft,
a remarkably low total con-

The tempo of daylight operations increased in

•  Int/Tac, No,5l/
45, App,I,
B, Cmd,0,R,B,/
A,H,B,/inv'Al/
6A,

Ibid - No,75/45,
App,I, A,H,B,/
in^/Al/^A,
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from Belgium escorted the bombers as they approached;
11 Mustang squadrons covered the force as it flew into the

target area. In addition fighters of the Eighth Air Force

swept the area in support of their own heavy bomber attacks.

The R.A. P. bombers flew in two separate gaggles about ten
miles apart in line astern. Both gaggles were about six

miles long and one to two miles wide; height was good and
there were no stragglers during the penetration. The forma

tion flying of the bombers that day was highly praised by
Fighter Command. No enemy interceptions took place.

Jet-propelled fighters were active in the last week of
March in the Bremen-Hamburg area but their intemrention was of
a desperate, suicidal character rather than a calculated
defensive action. On 31 March 468 bombers made for Bremen

escorted by 12 Mustang III and 17 squadrons. The last of the

three waves of bombers, 100 Lancasters of No, 6 Group, arrived
several minutes late at the rendezvous with the fighters and
were left behind by the escort which assumed that the bomber
force was complete. About 30 Me. 262*5 and a few P.W. 190’s

■  pounced on the group of bombers selecting aircraft on the edge
of the gaggle. They dived from 24,000 feet zooming up again
to fire from below. Their speed was estimated to be 600
miles per hour and they were believed to be using self-
exploding ammunition. Only Nos. 309 and 122 Squadrons,
providing target cover, saw the unescorted gaggle, the latter
squadron attempted to engage but could not close to less than
700 yards,

reserve tanks, dived down to engage from 25,000 feet. The
enemy dived away into cloud before they could be intercepted.
Seven bombers were shot dovm by the enemy and ten more sus
tained 17 attacks. Bomber crews claimed to have destroyed
four fighters. One Mustang was lost.

A further engagement took place on 9 April when, in
another raid on Hamburg, No.309 Squadron claimed to have
destroyed three Me. 262s and damaged two others. April was
the last month of heavy bomber operations in Germany and such
targets as Nordhausen, Nuremburg, Bayreuth, Swinemunde and
Berchtesgaden were bombed. The cessation of rocket (V2)
attacks against Great Britain at the end of March was the

reason for six Spitfire fighter/bomber squadrons, which had
been employed in counter measures against rocket installations
and other targets in the Netherlands, being made available for
heavy bomber support duties. Arrangements were made for
refuelling and rearming the squadrons by 2nd T. A. F. in the
Eindhoven area. However, the number of heavy bomber opera
tions was rapidly declining owing to the svfift advance of the
Allied Armies across Germany. The last bomber escort under
taken by Fighter Command was on 25 April when Wangerooge, a
fortified island on the Dutch coast, and Berchtesgaden were
raided but no encounters with enemy fighters were reported.
Arrangements were also made early in April for four squadrons
of the Polish Mustang Wing to cover and support spearheads of
Twenty First Army Group advancing through northern Germanj?^ if
it became impossible to make landing grounds quickly enough
for the short-ranged fighters of 2nd T. A. F. In the event, the
the squadrons were not used in this role.

In conclusion it must be stressed that tliroughout this
period Allied air superiority was maintained so consistently
that there was little for fighters escorting bombers to do
and that the air combats which have been described above were

No 309 Squadron then appeared and^ dropping

Ibid, No.80/45,
App.I in
A. H. B./IBI/Al/
6A

Fighter Cmd,
Form 'Y'

A. H. B. /ID4/
-381/b, Mins, of
DCAS Mtg.,
4 Apr. 1945.

Ibid.
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exceptional in a large number of virtually unopposed opera
tions as far as the enemy air force was concernedo

C4i)_i’ighter_:Sscprt__tp..Cpastal_gommaM.^M'L^Q^^^^
Operations

Fighter Command also provided escorts to Coastal Command
Beaufighters and Mosquitos attacking enemy shipping off the
Banish and south Norvregian coasts„ In January 1944 Air
Cliief Marshal Leigh-Malloiy had agi-eed - after much discussion
going back to August 1943 - to provide Mustang III escort when
toi'pedo-carzying aircraft of Coastal Command were operating
against a major German naval unit such as the Tirpitz, in
Norwegian waters. Later this concession was extended to

escort of anti-shipping strUces, (The primary task of the
Mustangs at that date, it ivill be remembered, was to escort
U.S. hea-vy bombers when flying into Germany), Pighmer Com
mand had hitherto been averse to accepting the commitment,
particularly before the Mustangs were available, because of
the great strain to pilots flying single-engined fighters for
three to four hours at a stretch over the sea, the difficult
weather conditions likely to be encountered and the naviga
tional problems v/hich the flights involved. Subsequently it
was .found that special navigational training v/as unnecessary
and in the course of normal operations Mustang pilots became
used to flying for long distances over the sea, Operations
off the Norwegian coast were initiated by No. 315 (Polish)
Squadron late in July 1944. Shortly afterwards No, 315
(polish) Squadron also took part,

A total of 66 operations v/as escorted during the period
15 October 1 9Z)4 until 4 May 1945* Fifteen R.A.P, fighters
were destroyed but the pilots of three of them were saved.

The operations were, like the escorts overland, largely
uneventful but their long hours spent while flying over the

sea meant little relaxation for the pilots,(■!) One of the few
encounters with enemy aircraft took place on 7 December when
No„ 315 Mustang Squadron flying from Peterhead escorted a
force of Beaufighters and Mosquitos detailed to attack ship
ping off the Nomvegian coast. Near Gossen a Mustang was shot
down and at once some 15 Meoi09*s and F,V/.190’s appeared from
all directions. During the dog fights which follovred four
Me,109^3 and two P.Y/'.190’s were claimed to have been destroyed
(the latter two fighters colliding in mid-air); two other
aircraft were believed to have been probably destroyed.

On 16 February an encounter took place off the Danish
coast and No, 65 Mustang Squadron claimed to have destroyed
three Me,109’s without loss to itself. The same Squadron on
25 March beat off an attack by about 20 PoV/,190’s on Mosquitos
near Bergen for the loss of one Miistang, They claimed to
have destroyed three of the eneny.

A.H,B./IIS/
110/5/65.

Fighter Gmd
Form ‘Y«.

•)

Ibid,

These operations culim.nated ivith Coastal Command’s
attacks on the great concourse of shipping which, in the last
days of the war, put out from ports on the north-east German

(l) It v/as considered that the Mosquito fighter was unsuit
able for operations against single-engined fighters. In
order to reduce the strain on the Mustang pilots, squad
rons were to be changed over at two montlily intervals,
(Entry 10 Jan. 1945, F, Grad. O.R.B., A.H.B./IIM/A2/6) .
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coast in an attempt to reach safety in Scandinavia,
it had been decided by the Air Staff that two Mustang squadrons
engaged on long-range escort duties to Bomber Command should be
made available exclusively for escort to Coastal Command air
craft attacking shipping in Norvregian or Danish waters,
squadrons were to be based at Peterhead,
May seven escorts were flown for Coastal Command over the
Kattegat and Skaggerak without any molestation from the G.A.P,
On if May Fighter Command flew on its last offensive operation.
Three escorts were provided for Coastal Command,
most eventful was that carried out by Nos,64 and 126 Squadrons,
Having seen the Beaufighters sinlc a U-Boat, attack and damage
a small destroyer, three U-Boats and a motor vessel of about
5,000 tons, they sighted in the Little Belt four U-Boats in
line astern and three in line astern 24 miles
proceeding north and followed by a Sperrbrecher.
Mustangs made two attacks and damaged five sutmarines.
Mustang was shot down by flak either from the Sperrbreoher
from a U-Boat,

Meanwhile

The

In the first vreek of

Of these the

of Kiel,no:

1 The

One

or

A.H.B./ID4/
381 B, Mins of
D.C.A.S, Mtgs,
24 and 26 Apr,
1945.

Fighter Cmd,,
Form »Y‘,

Fighter Command flew 318 shipping or weather reconnais
sances during the period 15 October 1944 to 8 May 1945,
fighters were lost, the pilots of two being saved. The
Command also took part in anti-midget submarine patrols in the
spring of 1945. These latter operations will be dealt with
in detail in the R.A.P. Narrative, 'The R,A,F. in Maritime
Warfare’, Volume V,

Night Fighter Operations

(i) Defensive Operations by Air Defence Great Britain/Fighter
Command - June 1944 November 1944. '

Three

In the early stages of the Normandy battle night fighters
of Air Defence Great Britain and No, 85 Group (the latter
talning the night-fighter element of 2nd T.A.F.) afforded
protection both over the beach-head and later over the battle
field after the armies had broken out into France, No, 85
Group remained under the control of Air Defence Great Britain
until the occupation of aii' bases in the Low Countries where
upon its squadrons moved over to the continent.(2) The latter's
night-fighters continued to give support in the battle area in
conjunction with No,85 Group until the end of November.
During that time 276 combats took place resulting in 221 air
craft destroyed, 12 probably destroyed and 31 damaged.

Upon the launching of the eneiqy's flying bomb offensive.
Mosquito night-fighter squadrons, including the two intruder
squadrons and the two Mosquito squadrons recently transferred
to No, 100 Group Trere used to intercept these missiles by
night and later No, 501 Tempest Squadron flew on night opera
tions for this purpose. The night-fighter squadrons were
also used to intercept the He.lll’s from which, in the middle
of September, flying bombs were launched against this country.
The intruder squadrons patrolled airfields used by the He,Ill’s
and scoured the areas in which the enemy
the launching of long range rockets,C3)

con-

had located sites for

A.H.B/IIK/85/
88A,

(1) A type of block ship
(

or merchant ship heavily armed.
Main H,Q, of Wo,85 moved to Normandy on 17 August 1944,
Full details of countermeasures against the flying bombs
may be found in Vol,Vl of this narrative.

2)
(3)
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(ii) Plans for Hi.ght Offensive Operations in Support of
Bomber Command. October 1944

The commitments of Overlord and Crossbow had left few

opportunities for the support of night operations by Bomber
Command, The latter was in any case itself fully engaged in
support of Overlord during the summer months. Thus night-
fighter offensive sorties reverted to the old type of intruder
operation, the attack of bomber bases behind the enemy front;
these attacks were carried out by Nos, 605, 418 (R.C.A.P.),
29, 367 Squadrons,
was clearly best suited to plan operations and it also co
ordinated the intruder effort of No, 100 Group,

With the arrival of autumn and the intensification of the

night-bomber offensive against Germany bomber support opera
tions again came to the fore. Nos, 85 and 157 Squadrons were
now required to return to No. 100 Group as were the tvro
regular intruder squadrons in Air Defence Great Britain which
had been promised to Bomber Command as soon as Allied troops
were well established on the continent. The Air Officer

Commanding No, iOO Group estimated that a minimum of 15O night
fighters should support a large scale night raid of which 60
should be provided by Air Defence Great Britain, By Mid-

October the commitments of Fighter Command, as it was now
redesignated, had been reduced and Sir Roderic Hill declared
that it would be feasible to make five out of the total

eight night-fighter squadrons then in the Command available
for bomber support operations. Sir Arthur Harris at once

returned to his argument that No, 100 Group should asstune

control of all the night-fighter squadrons engaged in bomber
support.

Headquarters Air Defence Great Britain

01

A.H.B./II^
241/3/585,
End, 52A,

A.H.B./IIH/
241/3/582A,
Ends, 3OA,
35A. - B.

A.H.B./IIM/A2/
5A App, D,5,
1-14 Oct.1944.

A.H.B./lIH/
241/3/582A,
End. 38A.

A.H.B./lIlV
241/3/585,
Ends. 45A-47A.

A.H.B./Ilfi/
241/3/582A,
End. 33A.

Nos, 85 and 157 Squadrons were returned to No, 100 Group
on 28 August after No. 501 Tempest Squadron and a MosquitoXXX
squadron with Merlin J6 engines had become available in Air
Defence Great Britain, But Air Chief Marshal Leigh Mallory
had evolved a new role for the two intruder squadrons. He

wanted to transfer them to No. 2 Group, 2nd T.A.P, to increase
the night armed reconnaissances behind the enemy front.
These Mosquito operations of No, 2 Group had assumed great
importance and extended over the American sectors as the

Ninth U.S, Aii’ Force had no comparable aircraft at their

disposal. On 4 October the Chief of Air Staff approved the

transfer of these squadrons to No. 2 Group, Air MarshalHiU.
meanwhile resisted Sir Arthur Harris* demands for the transfer

of control of the bomber support squadrons reviving his

counter arguments e.g,, the defensive responsibilities of

Fighter Command, the small number of night-fighter squadrons
at his disposal, the experience already attained by Fighter
Command Headquarters in directing night offensive operations.
In this he vras supported by the Chief of Air Staff who

instructed that his bomber support squadrons were to remain

in Fighter Command for the time being. This arrangement was
to continue until the end of the war.

Ibid,
End. 34A,

Ibid,
Ends,

39A-40A.

Ibid,
End, 48A,

The five offensive night-fighter squadrons were eventu
ally disposed as follows; Nos, 29 and 151 Squadrons at

Hunsdon, Nos. 25 and 307 at Castle Camps and No, 406 Squadron
at Manston. Nos, 406, 151, 25 and 307, where not already
equipped, were to receive Mosquitos XXX fitted with A.I,
Mark X. No, 29 Squadron was to remain fitted with A,I,

As for the squadrons detailed for a defensiveMark VIII.
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role, Nos. 68 and 125 Squadrons v/ere located at Ooltishall and
Nos. 96 and ij.56 Squadrons at YiTest Mailing,

The five offensive squadrons were to be given additional
equipment to enable them to fly on high as well as low level

patrols. These were: A,I. Mark X, SCR, 729 (an American
interrogator equipnent for use with Mark III I.P.F
by the R.A,P, under the name Perfectos to home on to the

enemy's latest form of I.P.P, - the PuGe 25A)j a backward-
looking A.I.j Gee; one eight channel V.H.P, set; modified
Mark IIIG I.P.P, for fighter to fighter identification; Type
‘P' and Type 'Z'.C”*)

modified•)

R.A.P, Signals
Hist, Vol.VII,
Chap, 14
p. 180.

Nos, li06 and I5I Squadrons were to be equipped with Gee in

place of Perfectos as an immediate measure and drop tanlcs were

to be supplied for Mosquito XXX aircraft. Training for offen

sive operations was to be supervised by four aircrew from

Nos, 605 and 418 Squadrons before they departed to No, 2 Group
while Bomber Command was to help in training aircrews in the

use of Gee, Early in December it was arranged that two ai2>

crews each from Nos, 25, 131 406 and 307 Squadrons were to be
attached to No, 100 Group for training in night-fighter offen

sive operations.

At a conference held at Headquarters Fighter Command on

24 November, at which the progress made in preptaring the night-
fighter squadrons for offensive operations was reviewed, doubts
were thrown on the value of Perfeotos, Perfectos was diffi

cult to manufacture and some officers believed that it could

only have a limited value for the intruder squadrons,
agreed that only twelve sets were to be provided which might be
useful for the interception of He,111*s, the flying bomb-
carriers already mentioned. The fitting of backward-looking
A,I, in the form of Ifcnioa VIII was to go ahead with all haste,

A fitting party from No,43 Group proceeded to each night-
fighter station to install the equipment. Squadrons sent
their aircraft to Coltishall where they were rapidly fitted
with Gee,

(iii) Control of Night-Fighter Offensive Operations

Bomber support operations continued to be planned by the
Intruder staff at Stanmore but very close liaison was to be

maintained ?/ith No, 100 Group in order to ensure that the plan
conformed with the night’s bomber operations. Intruder, day
and night rangers were also to remain under control of Fighter
Command working in close conjunction with No, 100 Group,

(iv) Night Offensive Operations: June to December 1944

It was

A.H.B./IIM/A2/
5A, App. D5,
Deo. 1944.

Ibid, App. ‘E’
Nov. 1944.

Ibid, App.D5,
28 Deo. 1944.

Ibid, App, *E’,
1 - 14 0ct.19y).

From June to the end of October the emphasis of night-
fighter offensive operations fell on low level intruder patrols.

(1) lypes *F’ and ‘Z’ wore infra red air to air identification
equipment. Type *P’ being an infra red lamp in the tail of
a night-fighter viiich could be identified by an infra red
receiver in the nose of a friendly aircraft. Type ’Z'
was a similar contrivance fixed in the nose and its
transmissions could be received in the tail turrets of

friendly night bombers. (A,H,B,/im/24l/3/593(A) ,
End, 12)A. and R.A.F, Signals History, Vol.III. Aircraft
Radio, Chap, 14),
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A.D.G.B. Form

Pom «Y».
See Sum. of

Night Offensive
Ops,,June 1944^
May 1945,
App« No, 32,

A.H.B./m/A2/
5A, App, D5,
Dec. 1944.

In that period 68 aircraft vrere claimed to have been destroyed, ■ '
five probably destroyed and 39 damaged for the loss of 19
intruders. The six squadrons which carried out these ouera^
tions were Nos, 418, 605, 29, 307, 25 and 151 respectively.
At the same time experimental flights were carried out by the
Fighter Interception Unit with A.Is Mark l/III and X which
thoroughly justified the use of A,I, equipment in an offensive
role and the fact that aircraft were attacked and destroyed
within sight of their bases while flying low without lights
undoubtedly had a. serious moral effect on eneiny night-fighter
crews and controllers. In the course of September and
October when, on account of the disorganised state of the
G.A.P, after the retreat into Germany, there were few aeria.l
encounters, a number of transportation targets (road, rail and
water) were attacked.

Bomber support operations began in earnest again in
November but the type of operation was still restricted to low
level patrols,
support role since September but the continuing commitments of
Operation Overlord and oountemeasures against the flying
bombs retarded training and in November the intruder force
lost its most experienced aircrews when Nos, 605 and 418
Squadrons were transferred to No, 2 Group. By the last week
of Noveniber, of the squadrons involved in training for night
offensive operations, No, 406 (No, 10 Group) had made satis
factory progress; 24 aircrews were operational in A.I, MarkX,
15 aircrews had gained experience in ranger patrols and 19
aircrews had taken part in operational sorties to the Lorient
area. The squadrons in No, 11 Group (Nos, 151 and 25)
unable to start intensive training before 18 November because
of commitments. In No, 12 Group (No, 307 Squadron) training
with A.I, Mark X was proceeding slowly because of bad weather
but Gee training was up to standard.

Operations in the last two months of 1944 were abbrevi
ated by poor weather and only five eneny aircraft were claimed
to have been destroyed or probably destroyed. Nine night
fighters were lost of which the crews of two were saved,

(v) Day Banger Operations carried out by Intruder Squadrons
September to October 1944

Squadrons had. been preparing for the bomber

were

Ibid

App. *E»
Conference at

H.Q.F.O
24 Nov, 1944.

• >

Before dealing with night offensive operations in the
last five months of the war, the day rangers flown by Nos, 605
and 418 Squadrons in the autumn of 194^^ naist be noted.
Usually operating in pairs or with single aircraft they sought
out and attacked airfields well behind the front usually con

taining second line eneny aircraft in Norway, Denmark, along
the shores of the Baltic, eastern and southern Gtermany and the
Balkans,

Peterhead in Scotland, St, Dizier or Le Culot (recently
liberated airfields in Belgium) and lesi near Ancona in Italy.
From 12 September to 23' October they claimed to have destroyed
51 aircraft and damaged 38, of which six destroyed and two
damaged were in the air,
sorties from which four Mosquitos and their crews failed to
return.

The Mosquitos flew from such advanced airfields as

This yra.3 the result of some 25

One aircrew was believed to have force-landed safely

Nos. 605
and 418

Sqdn, O.R.BSo

A.H.B./IIIV'85/
88A,
End. 45,

The results were certainlyin enemy-occupied territory,
remarkable for the small number of ranger aircraft involved.

Daylight rangers had been flovm spasmodically earlier in the

Altogether from February to the end of October 1944,year,

198 daylight ranger sorties were flown for the loss of eight
aircraft; 143 enemy aircraft were claimed destroyed and 83
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damaged. No, 2 Group Mosquitos had also flown in the Spring a
number of daylight ranger sorties over the Danish and Baltic
coasts. The depletion of the intruder force by the transfer
of the two full-time intruder squadrons caused day ranger
operations to be abandoned for the time being. In the early
spring of 1945 a ranger flight known as the Fighter Experimental
Flight belonging to the Central Fighter Establishment recently
formed at Wittering, together with the Fighter Interception
Development Squadron flew five daylight patrols against ai3>-
fields in Denmark and eastern Germany for the loss of two
Mosquitos, Five eneny aircraft were believed to have been
destroyed,

(vi) Night Fighter Offensive Operations January to May 1945

A.H.B,/IB4/A2/
5A, App, D5,
15-31 0ot,19W^

Bomber Command did not allow the controversy over the
control of the bomber support squadrons to abate. At the end
of January Sir Arthur Harris complained to the Chief of

Air Staff about the small number of sorties flown by Fighter
Command night-fighter squadrons in comparison with No, 100
Group and, secondly, about the long time taken by the new bomber
support squadrons in Fighter Command to complete their training.
Once again these complaints were deflected by the Chief of
Air Staff who reminded the Commander-in-chief Bomber Command

that a number of aircraft had been put out of commission by the
fitting of backward-looking A,I, in January and he further
stated that it was unfair to compare the present night-fighter
squadrons with Nos, 85 and 157 Squadrons which had transferred
in the spring of 19^f4 as the latter were highly trained in
night operations and, furthermore, had experienced better weather
when training for bomber support. The policy of the Air Staff
was that as there was still possibility of air attack against
the British Isles either by 'V* Vfeapons or by aircraft and that
as Fighter Command was required to supplement No, 85 Group on
the Continent in an emergency, no more night-fighter squadrons
should be transferred to Bomber Command as they would lose their
experience and technique in the interception of enemy aircraft.

The installation of Monica VIII equipment in four night-
fighter squadrons by the end of January enabled Fighter Command
to fly high level bomber support patrols but very few eneny
aircraft were encovintered in the air. The German night-fighter
force was by then in eclipse. In Liarch the Fighter Experi
mental Flight began to carry out night rangers and they were so
successful that by April (for by then the bomber offensive was
practically over) all the offensive night-fighter squadrons were
flying on ranger operations; they attacked and destroyed a

large number of aircraft on the ground together with road and
rail transportation.

Attacks by Enemy Intruders during March 1945

A.H.B./IIH/
241/5/582A,
Enel, 53A,

Ibid,
Enel, 58A.

A.Ii,B./lD/l2/
98.

Fighter Grad
Form

See Sum. of

Night Offensive
Ops. ,June 1944-
May 1945,
App, No, 32,

• 9

On the night of 3/4 March some 80 German aircraft operated
A,W,A, Kept, overland, Tliis was the first occasion on which the enemy had
No, BC/36 in made an attack in any strength against the United Kingdom since
A,H,B,/IIB/47/3. 22/23 May 1944 when 65 long range bombers operated. During

that time, of course, England was not immune from eneny attack,
some 7,500 flying bcanbs, 1,115 A,4 rockets having been directed
against London and south-east England, analler attacks com
prising some ten aircraft on each occasion were made on 4/5,
17/18 and 20/21 March, For the most part the intruders,
usually Ju,88's, mads landfall rmder cover of returning Allied
bombers and the main targets attacked were airfields and air

craft, built-up areas and road or rail transport, the majority
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of the attacks being made with machine gun 8.nd cannon fire,
A total of 42 airfields (including one H.A.F, Station) was
attacked by 51 enemy aircraft during the month,
weight of bombs dropped in these attacks was eight tons.
Bomber stations in Yorkshire and Lincolnshire absorbed most
of the enemy intruder effort,

attacks on airfields v/ere one airfield temporarily closed
operationally, 19 aircraft destroyed and five damaged in the
air and a few aircraft damaged on the ground,
to the 19 aircraft destroyed, three were reported missing,
cause unknovm. Seven eneny aircraft were destroyed including
four destroyed by fighters and three crashed when flying at
very low level. No further attacks by German aircraft were
made against the British Isles,

The total

The results achieved in the

In addition

Conclusion

The last eighteen months of the war found Fighter Com
mand in a predicament. The military forces so long con
tained in the British Isles had gone over to the offensive
and together with the Anglo-U.S. long-range bomber force had
to a large extent removed the raison d’etre of Fighter Com
mand - the defence of Great Britain, The defensive organiza^-
tion of Fighter Command was used offensively as it became the
nucleus for co-ordinating air operations covering the landings
in Normandy, Its day-fighter squadrons were the foundation
of Nos, 83 and 84 Groups, 2nd T.,A.F., and its night-fighter
squadrons similarly nourished No, 85 Group, to Virhich it added
in 1944 six night-figiiter squadrons. Later its two regular
intruder squadrons were transferred to No, 2 Group, In
another sphere it provided No, 100 Group with six squadrons
to be tised in a bomber support role, including the first
Serrate squadron, two A,I. Mark X squadrons, one of which was
the crack night-fighter squadron in the Command, together with
a wealth of skilled aircrew. In the siommer of 1944 it gave
up its allotment of 50 Mosquitos XIX to No, 100 Group to
enable the latter to use A,I, Mark X in its bomber support
duties. In addition aircraft of No. 100 Group could and did
take advantage of the homing facilities of the Coltishall
Sector on their return from flights over Germany,

Although Fighter Command had successfully combated the
flying bombs and had provided valuable support to Operation
Overlord in the shape of cover over the beachhead, protection
against aerial minelayers, patrols dtoring landings by air
borne troops, by the end of the summer of 1944 it was in
danger of becoming m.erely a reservoir of aircraft and aircrew

upon which either Bomber Command or the Allied Expeditionary
Air Force could draw. Bomber Command, apart from its demands
for the control of night-fighters, wanted a fighter escort
force train/cd exclusively in the task of supporting daylight
bombing raids a.nd which would not only provide cover as far
as the fringes of the Ruhr but, using Mustangs, would fly deep
into Germary, They argued that it had taken the greater part
of the vrar to evolve a long range fighter and they believed
it to be bad policy for the whole of Fighter Command to
become absorbed in a defensive role when, with the advent of
guided missiles, a bomber force supported by long range
fighters must be ready to strike instantly at the outset of a

new war. Fighter Command, on the other hand, contended that
it was bad policy to split up the night-fighter force with
its highly developed ground organization for interception and
its night-fighter crews, all of whom were hand picked and who
had undergone arduous and specialized training. They pointed
out that Fighter Command had inaugurated both day-and

SECRET
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night-fighter offensives and that a defensive organization
could easily he transformed into an offensive one (like No, 11
Group in Operation Overlord); that the creation of a Fighter
Escort Group v/ould he uneconomical and that it was essential
to kac^ an offensive outlook alive in the Command and to train

pilots in both long range and short range fighter roles.

Ihid, In the event the Air Staff was unwilling to dissipate the
technique of air fighting, and the complex ground organization
that accompanied it, huilt up in Fighter Command and they were
ahle to support their case hy drawing attention to the

possibilities of air attack (though growing remote) and the
defensive responsibilities of Fighter Command on the con
tinent. They therefore looked favourably on Fighter Command
claims for sovereignty and agreed to a compromise as far as
the control of night-fighter offensive operations vrere con
cerned. Bomber and Fighter Commands each had their own
organization for controlling such operations and their own

xanits for the development of night-fighter tactics and equip
ment,

lA Mustang and five Spitfire squadrons had been built up in
Fighter Command specially for this purpose but there was no
question o:
this role

For the support of daylight bombing raids a force of

of going further and committing them exclusively to
Whilst the Commanders-in-Chief of Fighter and

Bomber Commands, arguing between themselves or vi’ith the Air

Staff, carried on a vendetta, they preserved their sense of
responsibility; the co-ordination of operations in which the
two Commands were concerned by day and by night did work

reasonably well, and they were helped by the fact that the

enen^y night-fighter threat i^xpidly diminished during the
winter of 19AA/l945, while the threat from day fiehters was
almost negligible.

(1) The order of battle for Fighter Command in the last week
of April 1945 was as follows:-

Day Fighters Night Fighters

1 X Mustang I Sqdn,
10 X Mustang III Sqdns,
6 X Mustang IV Sqdns,
9 X Spitfire IX Sqdns,
4 X Spitfire XVI Sqdns,
1 X Spitfire XXl/XXII Sqc2n,
1 X Meteor III Sqdn,

7 X Mosquito XXX Sqdns,

Total 32 Squadrons Total 7 Squadrons
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FIGHTER COMMAND ORDER OF BATTlE TO 2200 HOURS
2 JAOTA.RY '1952

Sector Squadron Equipment Aerodrome Remarks

N0,9 GROUP

457 (RAAF)
308 (Polish)

Andreas

Woodvale
Spitfire VB
Spitfire IIA
Defiant I

Spitfire IIA
Beauflghter II

Andreas

Woodvale

Squires Gate
Valley
Valley

Day
Day

256R
Might
Day (1 Plight operational)
Might (1 Flight
operational)

Valley 350 (Belgian)
456 (RAAF)R

74n
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Defiant I

Beauflghter I
Hurricane IIB
Havoc

Uanbedr

Atchara

Wrexham

High Ercall
Hon1ley
Honlley

Day
Atcham 131 Day

96n
Night
Night68R

Honlley 257 Day
1456 Flight
(Turblnllte)

n

Night

Summary: S.E, Day Squadrons 5i’, '
Non-Opnl, S.E, Day squadrons i;

T.E, Night Squadrons 3i; Turblnllte Squadrons i;
Non-Opnl, T.E, Night Squadrons i.

NO.10 GROUP

312 (Czech,)Falrv/ood

Common
R  0

Spitfire VB Fairwood

Common

Falrwood

Common

Angle
Colerne

Colerne

Day

125 (New
foundland)

61

Defiant I Night

5R  R

Colerne
Hurricane I IB

Hurricane IIC
Havoc

Day (L.R.)
Night
Night

87
1454 Flight
(Turblnlite)
263
417 (RCAF)

N

n
Whirlwind Bomber

Spitfire IIA
Spitfire IIA
Hurricane IIC

Beauflghter II
Havoc

Chanty Down
aiarray Dovtn
Portreath

Predannack

Predannack
Predannack

DayR

Day (Non-operatlonal)
Day (L.R.)
Night
Night
Night

portreath 66

247R

n 600

1457 Flight
(Turblnllte)

n

n 130 Spitfire VA & VB
Spitfire VB
Beauflghter Ii
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Beauflghter I
Havoc

Perranporth
Perranporth
Exeter

Exeter

Church Stanton
Harrowbeer

Middle Wallop
Middle Wallop

Middle Wallop

Dayn 310
Day

Exeter 307 (Polish)
317 (Polish)
306 (Polish)
302 (Polish)

NightH

DayR

DayR

Day
Middle Wallop 604

Night
Night

R «  1458 Flight
(Turblnllte)

«  245R
Hurricane I IB & Day
IIC

H 118R
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Hurricane I IB
Bomber

Ibsley
Ibsley
Ibsley
Warmwell

DayR »  501
"  234

DayR

Day
402 (RCAF)R H

Day

Summary: S.E, Day Squadrons 13;
T.E, Night Squadrons hi
Turblnllte Squadrons 1i.

S.E, Night Squadrons 2; T.E, Day Squadrons 1;
Non-Opnl, S.E, Day Squadrons 1;

N0.11 CROUP

Tangmere 1 Hurricane IIC

Beauflghter I
Havoc

Tangmere

Tangmere
Tangmere

DayH 219
Night
Night1455 Flight

(Turblnllte)
4

tt

1R

Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Havoc I and

Boston in

Beauflghter,
Havoc & Blenheim

Spitfire VB

Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB

Westhampnett
Westhampnett
Ford

DayR 129
Day

23 (Int.)R

Might

R
F.I.U,

452 (HUF)

485 (RNZ/J)
602

Ford Night

Kenley Redhlll

Kenley
Kenley
Gravesend

Biggin Hill

DayR

DayR

Day
Biggin Hill 72

Daya 124R

Day
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Sector Squadron Equipnent Aerodrome Remarks

Np.ll GROUP
(CONIT).)

Biggin Hill 91 Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Defiant II
Beauflghter I
Havoc

Hawklnge
Biggin Hill
West Mailing
West Mailing
West Mailing

Day
i;01 (RCAF)H Day
2SkII M Night

Night
Night

n R 29
1452 Flight
(Turblnllte)
64

411 (RCAF)
313 (Czech.)

n

Hornchurch Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Hurricane IIB & IIC

HOTOchurch
Hornchurch
Hornchui'ch
Manston

Hurricane IIB Bomber Manston
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Hurricane IIC
Havoc II

North Weald
North Weald
North Weald
Hunsdon
Hunsdon

Day
n Day
R Day
R 32 Day

607tt Day
North Weald 222 Day

403 (ROAF)
121 (Eagle)

3 (Int.)
1451 Plight
(Turblnllte)

fl ti Day
II fl Day

fln Night
Nightfl R

85R N Havoc II
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Boston III

Hunsdon
Northolt
Northolt
Northolt
Martlesham
Debden

Night
Mortholt 315 (Polish)

316 (Polish)
303 (polish)

71 (Eagle)
418 (RCAF)

(Int.)

Day
n Day
R Day

Debden Day
Night (Non-operatlonal)»

65II Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Mosquito

Debden
Debden
Castle Camps

Day
R 111 Day
R Night (Non-operatlonal)

S.E. Day Squadrons 24; T.E. Night Squadrons 4; F.I.U,; Non-Opnl, T.E, Night
Squadr'ons 2; Intruder Night Squadrons 2; Turblnllte Squadrons 1i,

157

Summary:

NO.12 GROUP

601 DayDuxford Alracobra
Hurricane IIB

Duxford
Duxford56 Day (Re-equlpplng

Typhoon)
Day (Non-operatlonal)
Night
Day (L.R.)

n

154 Fowlmere
Coltlshall
Colt1shall
Matlask
Ludham
Wittering
Wittering
Klngscllffe
Wittering

n Spitfire IIA
Beauflghter II
Spitfire IIA
Whlrlvflnd
Spitfire VB
Beauflghter I
Defiant II
Spitfire VB
Havoc

coltlshall 255
'52

R 137 Day
19 Day

Night
Night

Wittering 25
fl 151

2£6 Daytt

1453 Flight
(Turblnllte)

I

409 (RCAF)
412 (RCAF)

609

Nightn

Dlgby
Coleby Grange
Welllngore
Klrton
Klrton
Hlbaldstow

DayDlgby Spitfire VB
Beauflghter II
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Havoc

Night
n Day

616 DayKlrton
133 (Eagle)
1459 Flight
(Turblnllte)

Day
Nighttt

Hlbaldstovy
Leconfleld

Nightu 253 Hurricane IIB
Spitfire VB610Church

Fenton

Summary: S.E. Day Squadrons 10; T.E. Night Squadrons 5; S.E. Night Squadrons 1;
T.E. D£V Squadrons 1; Non-Opnl. s.E. Day Squadrons 1; Turblnllte Squadrons 1.

Day

W0,13 GROUP

Spitfire VB
Beauflghter 11
Hurricane IIA & IIB
Havoc

DayCatterlck 122
Ouston 406

Scorton
Acklington
Ackllngton
Acklington

(RCAF) Night
43 Dayn

Night (Non-operatlonal)

Day (Non-operatlonal)
Night

1460 Flight
(Turblnllte)

481

n

Tumhouse
Drera
Drem

Tumhouse Spitfire VA
Defiant I
Spitfire IIA & IIB

41 ufl

611 Dayfl
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RemarksSector Squadron Equipment Aerodrome

HO.13 GROUP (CONTD.)

Turnhouse 3hP (Free
French)

Spitfire IIA Drem Day

141 Beauflghter IAyr Night

Summary; S.E. Day Squadrons 4; T.E. Night squadrons 2; Non-Opnl, S.E. Day Squadrons 1;
Non-Opnl, Night Squadrons 1; Turblnllte Squadrons i.

Ayr

NQ.14 group

603Dyce spitfire VB
Spitfire IIB
Spitfire IIA
Spitfire IIB

331 (Norwegian) Spitfire IIA
Spitfire IIA

132
416 (RCAF)
54

123

Dyce
Peterhead

Peterhead

Castletown

Skeabrae

Castletown

Day
n

Day
n

Day (Non-operatlonal)
Kirkwall Day

u
Day

n
Day

summary: S.E. Day Squadrons 5; Non-Opnl, s.E. Day Squadrons 1,

N0.82 GROUP

134Eglinton
Bally-
halbert

Spitfire IIA
Spitfire IIA & I IB

Eglinton

Ballyhalbert Day
Day

504

n 153 Defiant I Ballyhalbert Night (Re-equlppIng
Beauflghter I)

Summary: S.E, Day Squadrons 2; T.E, Night Squadrons 1,

SUMMARY FOR FIGHTER COMMAND

Day Squadrons Night Squadrons

S.E, T.E. Turblnllte S.E. T.E. Intruder Total

No,9 Group

No.lO Group

No.11 Group
(excluding
F.I.U.)

No,12 Group

No.13 Group

No.14 Group

No,82 Group

Total Sqdns.
Formed,

5i i 3i 9i

13 1 1i 4 21 i-2

24 1i 4 3U2

10 1 1 1 5 18

4 6i2

5 5

2 1 3

63i 2 5 195^3 2 95

Total Sqdns,
Non-Opnl,

4i 3i 8

68 2 5 3 23 2 103
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FIGHTER COMMAND ORDER OF BATTLE TO 2200 HOURS
I* JUNE 1942

Sector Squadron Equipment Aerodrome Remarlts

NO.9 GROUP

Andreas

Woodvale
93 Spitfire VB

Spitfire VB
Beauflghter I

Andreas

Woodvale

Woodvale

Day (Fontlng)
315 (Polish) Day
256n

Night (Re-equlpplng
Seauflghter I)
Might

Night (Re-equlpplng
Beauflghter II)
Night

Day

456 (RAAF)Valley Beauflghter II
Spitfire VB
Beauflghter II

Valley
Llanbedr

Wrexham

232
Atcham 96

It 255 Beauflghter VI
Hurricane I IB
Havoc I

High Ercall
Honlley
Hon1ley

Honlley ^57 Day
1456 (Flight
(Turblnlite)

Sunimary; Day Squadrons 3: T.E, Might Squadrons 4;
forming Spitfire Squadron 1*

II

Might

equivalent of i Turblnllte Squadron;

MO.10 GROUP

421 (RCAF)Falr/.ood

Common
Spitfire VB Falr\’.ood

Common

Falrvvood

Common

Angle
Chaiw Dovm
Charmy Down

Day

n 125 Beauflghter II Night
(Newfoundland)
263n Whirlwind Bomber

Hurricane IIC

Havoc I

Day
87Coleme Might

Night1454 Flight
(Turblnllte)

It

n 264 Mosquito Coleme Night (Re-equlpplng
Mosquito)
Night
Night

600portreath Beauflghter VI
Havoc II

Predannack

Predannack1457 Flight
(Turblnllte)
1449 Flight

D

It Hurricane I

Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Beauflghter VI
Spitfire VB
Hurricane IIC
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Beauflghter I

St. Mary's
F'erranporth
Perranporth
Portreath

Exeter

Exeter

Exeter

Church Stanton
Harrowbeer

Middle Wallop

Day
II 130 Day
n 19 Day

234 Day
Exeter 307 (Polish)

310 (Czech)
Night

II

Day
21,7II

Night
154n

Day
n 312 (Czech.)

6
Day

04Middle

Wallop
Night

1453 Flight
(Turblnllte)

11
Boston III Middle Wallop

Middle Wallop

Ibsley
Ibsley
Ibsley
Warmiwell

Night

245n
Hurricane I IB
& IIC.

Spitfire VC
Spitfire VB & VC
Spitfire VC
Hurricane I IB
Bomber

Day

a 501 Day (L.R.)
118fl

Day
66n

Day
11 175 Day

Summary; S.E« Day Squadrons 12i; s.E, Night
T.E, Day Squadron 1;

Squadrons 2;
equivalent of li- Turblnllte Squadrons,

T.E, Night Squadrons 5;

NO.11 GROUP

Tangmere 1 Hurricane IIC

Beauflghter I
Havoc II

Tangraere
Tangmere
Tangmere

Day
R 219 Night

Night1455 Flight
(Turblnllte)
4

n

1R
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Havoc I &

Boston III

Beauflghter
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB

Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB

HerSton

Merston

Westhampnett
Westhampnett
Ford

Day
R 131 Day
II 129 Day

340 (Free French)
23 (int.)

F.I.U,

402 (RCAF)

485 (RNZAF)
602

R

Dayfl

Night

fl
Ford Night

Kenley Redhlll

Redhlll

Kenley
Kenley

DayR

Dayn

Day
611R

Day
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Equipment RemarksSector Squadron Aerodrome

N0.11 GROUP (CONTD.)

Elggln Hill 72 Spitfire V3
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Hurricane I IB & IIC

Beauflghter I
Boston III

Biggin Hill
Biggin Hill
Hawklnge
Gravesend

Gravesend

West Mailing
West Mailing
west Mailing

Day
133 (Eagle)
91

"  401 (RCAF)

n

n

n Day
H Day
II Day

124n II Day
32R R Day

II R 29 Might
Night"  1452 night

(Turblnllte)

II

Hornchurch 174 Hurricane IIB Bomber Manston

Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire V3

Hornchur
Day

n 122 ch

Hornchurch

Hornchurch

Southend

Fairlop
Bradwell Bay
North Weald

North Weald
North Weald

Hunsdon

Hunsdon

Day
64R

Day
81R

Day
121 Day

n 313 (Czech.) Spitfire VB
418 (RCAF) (Int.) Boston III

Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Hurricane IIC
Havoc II

412 (RCAF)
331 (Norwegian)
3 (Int.)

1451 Flight

Day
II

Night
North Weald 222 Day

(Turblnllte)
8

R II

Day
II R

Day
R H

Night
Night

R II

5II n
Havoc II

Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Mosquito
Spitfire V3

Hunsdon

Northolt

Mortholt

Heston
He ston

Martlesham Day
Debden

Debden

Debden

Castle Camps Night
Great Sandford Daii-

Night
Day
Day
Day
Day

Day
Day
Day

Northolt 317 (Polish)
303 (Polish)
302 (polish)
316 (Polish)
403 (RCAF)
71 (Eagle)
350 (Belgian)

II

R

II

Debden
R

II

R 111
R 157

65R

Summary: S.E, Day Squadrons 33;
F.I.U, equivalent of 1i Turblnllte Squadrons,

T.E, Night Squadrons 4; Intruder Squadrons 3;

N0.12 GROUP

56Duxford lyphoon
Typhoon
Typhoon
Beauflghter I
KHiIrlwlnd Bomber

Spitfire VB
Mosquito
Spitfire VI
Hurricane I IB

Boston III

Snallwell
Duxford

Duxford

colt1shall

rntlask

Ludham

Wittering
Klngscllffe

Wittering
Wittering

Day
266R

Day
609
6

R
Day

8ColtI shall Night
u 137

6
Day

10R

Day
Wittering 151 Night

616II

Day
486(RNZAF)
1453 Flight
(Turblnllte)
411 (RCAF)
409 (RCAF)
306 (Polish)
1459 Plight
(Turblnllte)

303 (Polish)
253

H
Day (L.R.)
Night

R

Dlgby Spitfire VB
Beauflghter II
Spitfire VB
Havoc II

Dlgby
Coleby Q'ange
Klrton

Hlbaldstow

Day
II

Night
Klrton

Day
R

Night

R
Hurricane I IB & IIC
Spitfire VB

Hlbaldstov)

Hutton

CranswIck

Church Fenton

Night
Church

Fenton
Day

It 25 Beauflghter I Night

Summaiy: S.E. Day Squadrons 9;
T.E. Day Squadrons 1;

T.E. Night Squadrons 3; S.E. Night Squadrons 1;
equivalent of 1 Turblnllte Squadron,

NO, 13 GROUP

332 (Norwegian)Catterick

Ouston
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Beauflghter I
Hurricane IIB & lie
Havoc I

Catterick

Ouston

Ackllngton
Ouston

Ackllngton

Day
243 Day (Forming)

Night141tl

43tl

Day
U60 Flight
(Turblnllte)

R

Night

242Turnhouse Spitfire VB Drem Day
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Sector Squadron Equipment Aerodrome Remarks

N0.13 CROUP (CONTD.)

Turnhouse 410 Beauflghter 11
Beauflghter II
Spitfire VB

Summa^; Day Squadrons 4* T,E« Night Squadrons 3S equivalent of i Turblnllte Squadron;
Spitfire Squadron Forming

Drem Night
Night406 (RCAF) Ayr

165 R Day

Ayr
N

NO.14 CROUP

Peterhead 416 (RCAF)
Kirkwall 167

Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire TO
Spitfire VA

Peterhead

Castletov.n

Slteabrae

Skeabrae

Day
Day

n 132 Day
164 Day

Summary; Day Squadrons 4.

NO.82 CROUP

153Bally-
halbert

Beauflghter I Ballyhalbert Night

504n
Spitfire VB
spitfire TO

Klrklstown

Egllnton
Day

Egllnton 152 Day

Summary; Day squadrons 2; T.E, Night Squadrons 1,

FLEET AIR ARM SQUADRON
OPEPAtiNC UNDER FICHTER COMMAND

885Church-

Fenton

Turnhouse

6 Sea Hurricanes Hutton

Cranswlck

Tumhouse

Turnhouse

Peterhead

801 12 Sea Hurricanes
6 Fulmars
6 Sea Hurricanes

384ti

802Peterhead

SUMMARY FOR FICHTER COMMAND

Day Squadrons Night Squadrons Total

SjE. T.E. Turblnllte S.E. T.E. Intraider

No,9 Croup

No,10 Group

No,11 Group
(excluding
F.I.U.)

No,12 Group

No,13 Group

N0.14 Group

No,82 Group

3 i 4 n

12i 1 2 5 22

33 1 i 4 41 i3

9 1 1 1 3 15

4 i 5 n

4 4

2 1 3

Total

Squadrons
Formed

eii 2 205 3 3 1004

Total

Squadrons
Forming

2
2

694 2 5 3 20 3 1024
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FIGHTER COM^^ND ORDER OF BATTLE TO 2200 HOURS
3 DECEMBER 1942

RemarksEqulpnent AerodromeSquadronSector

NO.9 GROUP

Woodvale 317 (Polish) woodvale

Woodvale

Valley
Llandedr

High Ercall

Spitfire VB
Beaufighter VI
BeaufIghter VI

Spitfire VB
Hurricane II

Day

256 Night
Night

n

166 (RAAF)Valley
41 Dayn

247 Day (Re-equlpplng
Typhoon)
Night

Atcham

535 (Turblnllte) Hurricane &
Boston

Beaufighter VI96

High ErcallR

NightHonlley

Summary; Day Squadrons 3; T.E. Night Squadrons 3? Turblnllte Squadrons 1.

Honlley

NO.10 GROUP

421 (RCAF)Falrwood

Common
Spitfire VB Angle Day

Nightn 125 Beaufighter VI Falrvraod

Common

Falry<ood

Common

Charmy Dovm
Chamy Dovm
Coleme

Coleme

Predannack

St, Mary's
Perranporth
Perranporth
Portreath

Exeter

Exeter

Exeter

Harrov;beer

Church Stanton Day (L.R.)
Church Stanton Day (L.R.)
Middle wallop Night

Night

Might
Night
Night
Day (Formi

Day
Day (L.R.)
Day (L.R.)
Day (L.R.)
Night
Day (L.R.)
Day
Day

(Newfoundland)
536 (Turblnllte)

533 (Turblnllte)
245 (Turblnllte)

n Boston & Hurricane

Coleme

ng)
Might

Boston & Hurricane

Hurricane IIB & IIC

Mosquito
Hurricane IID

Beaufighter VI
Hurricane I

spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Beaufighter VI
Spitfire VB
Typhoon VC
Hurricane Bombers

Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB & VC
Beaufighter I

tt

264n

184R

406 (RCAF)
1449 Flight

Portreath
R

R 19
R 130

234R

Exeter 307 (Polish)
310 (Czech.)n

ff 257
R 175

313 (Czech.)
312 (Czech.)
6

n

Q

04Middle

wallop
R 537 (Turblnllte) Boston & Hurricane

Spitfire VB & VC
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VC
Typhoon
Whirlwind Banbers

Middle wallop Night
Middle wallop Day (L.R.)
Zeals
Zeals

Warmwell

Waravell

S.E. Day Squadrons l4i; T.E, Day Squadrons 1; T.E. Night squadrons 4;
Turblnllte Squadrons 4; Forming Hurricane Squadron 1.

504
118 Day (L.R.)

Day (L.R.)66
266 Day
263 Day

R

R

fl

R

n

Summary;

NO.11 GROUP

165Tangmere Spitfire VB
534 (Turblnllte) Hurricane & Boston
486 (RNZAF) Typhoon

Tangmere

Tangmere
Tangmere

Westhampnett
Westhampnett
Ford

Ford
Ford

Kenley
Kenley
Redhill

Redhlll

Biggin Hill
Biggin Hill
lympne
West Hailing
West Mailing
Hornchurch

Hornchurch

Falrlop
Manston

lanston

Day
R

Night
I

Spitfire VI
Spitfire VB
Beaufighter l
Boston III

Beaufighter
Spitfire IX
Spitfire IX
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB

Day
616R

Day
R 131 Day

I4iR
Night
Night
Night

R 605 (int.)
F.I.U.
402 (RCAF)
401 (RCAF)
412 (RCAP)
416 (RCfsj-)
340 (Free French) Spitfire IX

Spitfire IX
Spitfire VB & VI
Beaufighter I

531 (Turblnllte) Boston & Hurricane
Spitfire IX
Spitfire VB
Spitfire IX
Whirlwind Bomber

Hurricane Bomber

611
91
29

64

453 (RAAF)
122

137
174

R

Kenley Day
R

Day
It

Day
R

Day
Biggin Hill Day

R It
Day

R R
Day

R R
Night
Night

R R

Hornchurch Day
R

Day
R

Day
R

Day
R

Day
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8

Aerodrome RemarksEquipment■Sector Squadron

NO,11 GROUP (CONTD.)

Hornchurch 609 DayTyphoon
Spitfire VB
Mosquito
Boston III
Spitfire IX
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VI
Hurricane IIC
Boston & Hurricane
Mosquito
Spitfire IX
spitfire IX
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Mosquito
Spitfire VB
'lyphoon
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB

ManEton
Southend
Bradwell Bay
Bradwell Bay
North Weald
North Weald
North Weald
Hunsdon
Hunsdon
Hunsdon
Northolt
Northolt
Northolt
Heston
Castle Camps
Martlesham
liartlesham
Debden
Debden
Great Sampford Day

Day
Nigh

Day
Day
Day
Day
Nigh

Day
Day
Day
Day
Nig
Day
Day
Day

350 (Belgian)
23 (Int.)

(+18 (RCAE) (Int.)
North Weald 331 (Non'/eglan)

332 (Norv+eglan)

II

n

II

n n

t
Night

12i+n n

3n n

t
Night

530 (Turblnllte)n II

85IIn

Northolt 315 (Polish)
306 (Polish)
308 (Polish)
302 (Polish)

n

II

n

htDebden 157
132n

182n

334 (USA)
336 (USA)
335 (USA)

Summary: Day squadrons 30; T.E. Day Squadron 1; T.E, Night Squadrons 4;
Turblnllte Squadrons 3; Intruder Squadrons 3; F.I.U,

«

Dayn

n

NO.12 GROUP

DayDuxford
Coltlshall
Ludham
Natlask
Klngscllffe
Wittering
VJItterlng
Dlgby
Coleby Grange
Klrton
Hlbaldstow
Hutton
Cranswlck

Hutton
Cranswlck

Church Fenton
Church Fenton

Duxford 161
Coltlshall 68

Typhoon
Beaufighter I
Spitfire VB & VC
Typhoon
Spitfire VB
Mosquito
Hurricane & Boston
Spitfire VB
Beaufighter VI
Spitfire VB
Hurricane & Boston
Spitfire VB

Night
Day (L.R.)167n

Day56n

DayWittering 485 (RNZAF)
151
532 (Turbinllte)
411 (RCAF)
409 (RCAF)
303 (polish)
538 (Turblnllte)
316 (Polish)

«

n

Dlgby
n

Klrton
II

Church

Night
Night
Day
Night
Day
Night
Day

Fenton
Day (Forming)

Night
Day (Forming)

Typhoon

Mosquito
Typhoon

Day Squadrons 7; T.E, Night Squadrons
Forming Typhoon Squadrons 2,

25

195n

It

183n

4; Turblnllte squadrons 2;Summary:

NO.13 GROUP

DayCatterick
Scorton
Ackllngton

catterick 403 (RCAF)
219
410 (RCAF)

It

Ouston

Spitfire VB
Beaufighter VI
Beaufighter II

Night
Night (Re-equlpplng
Mosquito)

Ackllngton
Ackllngton
Drem
Drem

DayTyphoon
Hurricane & Boston
Spitfire VB
Typhoon
Spitfire VB
Beaufighter II

Summary: Day Squadrons 4; T.E. Night Squadrons 3;
Forming Typhoon Squadron 1,

1
539 {Turblnllte)
65

197n

Ay222
Ay488 (RNZAF)

n

Nightn

DayTurnhouse
Day (Forming)

r DayAyr
NightrH

Turblnllte Squadrons 1;

NO.14 GROUP

602 Skeabrae
Castletown
Grlmsetter
Peterhead

DaySpitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB & VI
Spitfire VB

Kirkwall
Day610It

Day (L.R.)129n

DayPeterhead 164

Summary: Day Squadrons 4.
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Q

RemarksAerodromeEquipmentSquadronSector

R.A.F. NORTHERN IRELAND

MightBally halbertBeauf^ghter I

Spitfire VB

153Bally-
halbert

Ballyhalbert Day501n

U.S.A.A.F. SQUADRONS

(NOlfOPERATIONAL)

P.38
P.38
P.38

Egllnton
Egllnton
Egllnton

Day95 (Pursuit)
96 (Pursuit)
97 (Pursuit)

Egllnton
Dayn

Day*

FLEET AIR ARM SQUADRONS

OPERATING UNDER FIGHTER COMMAND

Night
Night

8Zt1 Albacore

Albacore

Manston

Tangmere
Hornchurch
Tangmere 823

SUMIiARY FOR FIGHTER COIiMAND

Night SquadronsDay Squadrons

S .E. T.E. TotalIntruderTurblnllte T.E.

71 3N0.9 Group 3

h\hi k1No,10 Group

No.11 Group
(excluding
F.I.U.)

h ill1 3 330

h 13No.12 Group

No.13 Group

No.li* Group

7 2

8h 1 3

kk

21 1R.A.F. N.I,

98i63iTotal

Squadrons
formed

11 32 19

h4Total

Squadrons
forming

102i67i 11 19 32

Authority; Fighter Command Orders of Battle.
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LOTTFLOTTE 3'- ORDF.R OF BATTU: 10 JULY 19i|2

A/C Type Strength Service** RemarbsUnit Location
able

Stab. JC.1
I/0G.1 (less 1 Holland^ N.W* Germany he. 109

Staffel)
n/JG,1

Holland, N.W, Germar^y F.W.I90

Holland, N.W. Cermary F.W.I90

22 S.E. Fighter
28 17 II R

n59 32

Stab. JG.2
I/JG.2 (less 1 Northern France

Staffel)
n/JD.2
my JG.2
10/JG.2

Northern France

Northern France
Northern France
Northern France

RMe, 109
F.W.190

2 2 R

28 21 R II

38 3ltF.W.190
F.W.190
F.W.190

R R

ko 36 n u

15 15 II R

Stab. JG.26
I/JG.26
II/J0.26
my JG.26
loyJG.26

Northern France
Northern R'ance
Northern France
Belgium & HollaiKI
Northern France

F.W.190
F.W.190
F.W.190
F.W.190
F.W.190)
Me. 109)

II7 7 R

38 29 R R

lt3 R35 It

36 28 R R

16 14 n R

7 II7 R

339 277

RESERVES (Fighter)

Erg.JG. Sud
Erg.JG. West

Mannheim
Casaux

Me. 109
Me. 109)
F.W.190)

2659 S.E. Fighter
44 26 » n

5 3 n

108 55

iy(F) 53

3/(F) 33
iy(F)120
3l{?)-\22

1/(F)123

3/(F)123

Not knovm Ju. 88)
Me,109)
Ju. 88
Ju. 88
Ju. 88
+ 3 Me.109)
Ju. 88
Me«s 109, 110)

)

)

14 10 Long Range Recce

Not knovm
Stavangerysola
Crell

11 9 n fl n

12 10 n n n

15 11 R R fl

Vlllacoublay 817 R R R

Lannlon Ju. 88 ) 615 R fl R

Me»s 109, 110)

84 54

Stab, I/KG.2
um,z
inyKG.2
K,FI.Gr.106
I/KG,26
I/KD.40

n/KD,40
IIiyKG.40

Gllze-Rlejen
Eindhoven
Amsterdam/Schlpol
Dlnard/Pleurtult
Norway
Part Trondheim,

Part Bordeaux
Soesterberg
Part Trondheim,

Part Bordeaux

Do. 217
Do.217
D0.217
Ju.68a4
He.111
He. 177

28 22 Long Range Bomber
26 12 R R

35 30 R R R

27 19 R R R

36 31 R n It

34 10 R

D0.2I7
F.W.200

28 28 R R R

21 13 11 R R

165235

I/706(U)

5/196

Aalborg Ar,196)
Bv.138)
Ar.196

10 7 Coastal

Brest 18 13 Coastal

28 20

Authority: Enemy Doc, A,H.B.6 Trans,
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TOTAL ITOim OF SORTIES HjOWN BI FIGHTER QOMIAIID DURDlG
c\
VD

IV)

CK
DAY iniGiiT

I

SHIEPOTG EHERCEPTIOW ! OffBEI^BIVi;
PATROLS PATROLS j OiSRATIONS

SPECIAL

PATROLS

SHIPPII'J’-G

PATROLS

INTERCEPTION

PATROLS

IOFFENSIVE SIEGIAL

OPERATIONS PATROLS

GRAND

TOTALS
TOTALS TOTAJS

3,223
4,338
3,357
4,086
3,615
4,141
3,859
2,922
2,683
1,970
1,785
1,499

364Jaiu 1,313
1,816
1,548
2,863
3,482
3,929
3,558
4,350
3,136
4,419
2,742
2,484

273 681 365,173
7,577
7,922
16,090
14,321
15,508
12,330
15,317
8,906
9,946
7,906
7,2^4

324 28 1,069
1,103
1,191
2,286
1 ,54^1-
2,393
2,507
2,476
1,797
1,204

6,242
8,680
9,113
18,376
15,665
17,901
14,837
17,793
10,703
11,150
8,881
8,265

906 517 442 580 60 21
liar. 2,083

7,651
5,841
5,895
3,441
6,802
2,137
2,888
2,648
2,800

586934 389 72 144
Apr. 1,490

1,383
1,543
1,472
1,243

448 1,569
1,123
1,725
1,899
2,035
1,534
1,028

62207
May 208 198 15
Jime

August'''^''
Sept.
Oct.

Ifev.

Deo.

269 366 33i
376173 59

144 227 70
1-3

950 108 102 53
669 63 78 35
731 74694 115 20 975
641 64747 841107 40

TOTALS 37,478 35,640 43,365 11,937 128,420 2,709 19,38614,153 580 147,8061,944!

(1) These figures are taken from Fighter Command O.R.B. Appendices Forms *Y' (A.H.B. Ref. II1v5/A2/3A).
sorties which were not completed o’Aring to weather, engine trouble or other

(2) From August to December, figures include sorties carried out by U.S.A.A.P. fighter Units.

causes.

They include some

VM



SECRET

AJTSND3X M3.4

1

PRINCIPAL GERMAN NIGHT ATTACKS 19i<2

(1) (2) (3) U) (5) (6) (7)

Primary Tai*get TONNAGES

Col.(5)
as 55 of
Col. (4)

Col.(5)
as ̂  of
Col. (3)

(Figures In brackets
show total effort on
each night and number
of aircraft lost)

Night Aimed at

Target
On target or

on land within

50 miles
On target

23 Mar. Dover (18-0)

23 Mar. Portland (28-2)

2 Apr. Weymouth (?-0)

17 Apr. Southampton (UlrO)

23 Apr. Exeter (?-8) )

24 Afr.i Exeter (44“0) )

25 Apr. Bath (163-3)

26 Apr. Bath (83-2)

27 Apr. I Norwich (73*^)
28 Apr.j York (74-1)

I

29 Ap?.! Norwich (70-2)

3 May Exeter (90-8)

4 May Cowes (7-1)

8 May Norwich (76-2)

19 May Hull (132-1)

24 May Poole (96-2)

29 May Grimsby (66-0)

31 May i Canterbury (T?*^)

1 June! Ipswich (65-2)
I

2 Junej Canterbury (58-5)
3 June Poole (91-2)

6 June Canterbury (32-1)

21 June Southampton (94‘-3)

24 June Birmingham (80-I)

26 June Norwich (60-3)

27 June Weston-Ouper-Mare (53-0)

28 June Weston-Super-tlare (53-1)

6 July Middlesbrough (7-0)

7 July Middlesbrough (53“0)

25 July Middlesbrough (22-3)

27 Jhly Blnnlngham (III-7)

29 July Birmingham (100-6)

30 July Birmingham (45?*^)

31 July Hull (7-0)

1 Aug. Norwich (7-0)

4 Aug. Swansea (26-3)

)

18 6511

5 5 100

24 18 75

33(a) 7 21

( 1 )
)175^^^ (  16
)

I

52(a) 27(a)(  I 51

210 150 6192 44

115 65 43 67 37

102 56 54 97 53

101 84 6655 54

90(a) 49(a) 45(a) 91 50

131 78 62 80 47

162 88 69 78 43

113 68 1.5 2 1

168 108 30 27 18

166 189 5

70(a) 28(a) 0 0

i  116 55 46 84 40

88 iff 9 18 10

52 23 I8 36 15

1  139 61 17 27 12

54 33 7 22 13

!  133 68 25 37 19

51 20 0 0

56 28 20 3673

47 17 15 88 32

47 20 18 90 38

48 16(b)

16(b)

30 (53) (33)

59 26 (63) (27)

28 21(b)23 (91) (79)I

78 36 24 67 31

71 24 10 42 14t

49 26 -(c) 0 0

46 34 3 9 7

20 10 8 60 40

13 5 0 0

(55692)389 SECRET
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AFF&miX 10.4
2

(5) (6)(1) (2) (3) (4) C7)

10 Aug. I Colchester (?^)
i

13 Aug. ! Norwich (?-2)

14 Aug, Ipswich {T-0)

15 10 2 1320

8 3 1 33 13

6 5 80.5 10

Portsmouth (7-1) 18 8 620 Aug. 13 1

9(d)26 Aug* Colchester (17“1) 6 0 0

6 Sept, I Sunderland (>*2)
i

17 Sept. : King's l^n (7-1)
I  i

1  '

i 31 Oct, Canterbury (267“4)

19 10 3 20.3

1

(71) (71)5(e)7 7

I

52 35 11 31 21

NOTES

(a) Excludes Incendiaries,

(b) Includes Bllllngham.

(c) 14 tons fell on Wolverhampton and Walsall,

(d) Includes some bombs aimed at secondary targets.

(e) Includes Yarmouth.

A.W.A.S. Reports and Enemy DocS| A.H.B.6 Trans.Authorities:
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1

APPEMDIX No. 5

.(1)SII'MAIg OP THE RESULTS OF NIGHT? BITSRCEFiTON DURING 1 %2

Sorties. Results

Best, P3x>b. Dam.

Jamaiy
T/E fighters 357
S/E fighters 194
Intrrider 16

4

1

4 1

out of 558 eneiny sorties.
FebruJ

T/B fighters 218
S/e fighters 149
Intruder 34

2

2

out of 3'18 enenQT sorties.
March

T/E fighters 224
s/e fighters 168
Intruder 51

2

1 31

3 1 3

out of 519 enemy sorties.
April

A,I, fighters 783
Catseye fighters 397
Turbinlites

1

16 6 13
3 1 5

and

Satellites )
Intruder

3 1

185 8 12

28 7 30

out of 975 enemy sorties.
May

A.I. fighters 547
Gatseye fighters 187
Turbinlites )

14 3 5
1 1

and

Satellites

Intruder

37

198 10 72

624 13

out of 791 enemy sorties.
June

A,I. fighters 908
Oatseye fighters 286
Turbinlites )

21 5 10

3 5

)and

) 68Satellites

Intruders 325 13 10

37 5 25

out of 760 enemy sorties.

(1) Presented by A.0,G,-in-C, Fighter Command to the Night Air
Defence Committee of the War Cabinet,
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2

AFEENDIX No, 5

Sorties Resiilts

Pest. Prob, Dam

July
A.I. fighters
Catseye fighters
Turbinlites and Satellites

Intruder

1231
36655 8 20

117
309 9 1 9

2945 9

out of 681 enemy sorties.
August

1374A.I. fighters
Gatseye fighters
Turbinlites and Satellites
IntiTuder

424 7 2321

88

158 2 31

26922

out of 626 eneny sorties.
September

1086A,I, fighters
Catseye fighters
Turbinlites and Satellites

252 4 ■99
42

1112 1Intruder

10410

out of 319 eneny sorties.
November^

A,I. fighters
Oatseye fighters
Turbinlites and Satellites
Intruders

Qotober and
6 1120 1

2
2

190

6 11

out of 258 eneny sorties.
December^

A. I.fighters
Catseye fighters
Turbinlites and Satellites
Intruder

1
647

104

1

out of 124 eneny sorties.

0) These figures represent the number of sorties flo'VBi in answer to
eneny aircraft and exclude I650 sorties flo\7n on routine
patrols.
This number of sorties is estimated from Pij^ter Command
Operations Record Boole,

(2)
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T

>1
!  O ONc* Allied

Merchant

Ships sunk
by Direct !
Attack at

VJi

issi
2a

IENEMY LOSSESENEMY

SORTIES (1 )
(excluding
mlnelaylng)

FIGHTER

CaiMAND

SORTIES

ENEMY

ATTACKS

GROUP

AREAS

VO
N> o o

q i
V>l SHIPS* GUISCLAIIB BY .o
vD fl>

1 SeaV>J

T

I I
i Tonnage i i

No, j (gross) °®st. ! P,Dest,i Dam,
I

14 I
JNight j Twl, 9 ! 10 j 11 : 12Month Day Night 13 Dest, ! P.Dest. Dam,{

Day Day ! Night

X

!

3141 138 9»262 I 16 14 4 4 7®^ 3,260 32412 7  7 1 2  1January 10 3 2
t

6 6 23 2 : 4 6491 8 85% 8 4,246 4423 2 3,700 3 5February 153 30 1
t

t

6 6^0465 18 884 389220 12 2 3 - i 5 2 1  i 3 1March 13 3 3^370 1;

ij
106 1  ! -

!
486 8 4 4482 33% 2 1 3,994April 1 1 3 1  ; 1

(

624 4 6  I 3 3,68012 33% 2 208515 133 2 12 7May

18 345 4  i 2 4»066419 170 I 5 4 25. 2 2 269June 2 5 7 1 1 2 2
o
*s

P

Q1*3

54?. 1,460628 200 611 2 2  I 1 4,009July 19 1 11 2 1 173 3

649 8238 4 3,054 144August 3 5 2 53. 1 2
8

VD
03

Was60%480 187 10820 2 1 12 1  1 -September 10 2,737
I •n

•O
,1

T

574 16 4 2,178 63122 21 1 20%October I—I

B
417 40 100% 1,879 94November 1  ! 2 33 1I z

340 18 1,549 47December 33 17 1 50%

5,778 1,740 181 45 66 47 14 15,651Total 117 27 12 38,022 2,70930 2 10 Aver, 10 5 23 920

55%

(1) Figures for the German Air Foroe are Fighter Command estimates, since German records do not give a breakdown Into types of operation.

Authority; Fighter Comnand Form *Y» and A.H.B. Narrative: ‘The R.A.F. In Maritime War,* Vol.111.
s
av
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VJI

(1)Ul

FIGIffER COMKAKD DAY SQUADRONS IN THE LINE KmiNG 19^
vX)
rvD

t
Total

except
Hurricanes

Hurricanes j
IIB, lie
and IID

I  Airocobras
i  and

Spitfires j vfhiriwinds
Total

Long-Range
Spitfires
VB and VC

Figures are given
for last week

In each month

Spitfires
IIA, IIB
and VA.

VD Spitfires
I  VB

Spitfires Spitfires Typhoons Total
IXVI

(2) (3)

68558 43 3 1 1351January

February
March

April

56 60 13 738 46 13
692 2 59 1051 553 1

1 66542 2 1249 501
I

64 7754 59 2 3 132 2 1May I

5848 2 12 7053 33 1June

July
August
September
October

November

December

1 I
I

6k46 58 2 11 7547 1 31

64 6 8272 1048 8 22 51

66 6246 9 792 709 1I
I

6 6368 49 2 57230 9i
658 6o28 5I 11 2 9 50 2

64849 510 2 5927 11 1 iI
!i

IH3

Authorities; Fighter Command Orders of Battle, January-Deeember 1942*
A.H.B. Reference; IIM/A2/3A.

This table Includes operational so.uadrons, which may not have been engaged In active operations at the time, but It does not Include squadrons, which
were re-equlpplng, forming or those classed as non-operatlonal.

(1)

(2) This column has been given, since ftirrlcanes were not used In offensive sweeps*

Ihe totals In this column Include Hurricane IIB boirtoers but do not Include aircraft In the composite »Turblnlite* squaxlrons formed on
1 September 194^

(3)

g
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APPBM)IX No, 8

FIG-lgBR Cg^IAI^ OPERATIOML LOSSES DDIOl'TG- 1%2 (O.R.B. Pom *Y')

CASUALTIES DUE TO ENS/IY ACTION NOT FJE TO ENEMY ACTION

Damaged AircrewAircrew DestroyedDestroyed Damaged

6 Spits,
1 Karri,

1  liyhirl.

88 Spits,
1 Karri,

1 Def.

J anuary 12). Spits,
2 Beaus,11

8 A/c10 A/C 16 A/C 811

6 Spits,
1 Karri,

1 Whirl,

1213 Spits,
A Hurri,
2 Beaus,

10 Spits,
2 V/hirl.

-1 Hurri,

Pebxxiary 19 Spits,
6 Hurri,
4 Tdiirl.

27

8 A/G 19A/0 15 A/C29 A/c 1227

8I
I38 Spits,

1  liirri.

I 12 Spits,
2 Def.

1 Beau.-

9 Spits,
1 Vniirl,

22 Spits,
1  Itarri,!

32March

10 A/c I 839 A/C 23 A/C 15 A/C32

I

l6 Spits,
5 Hurri,
2 Boston

1 Beau,

19 Spits,
1 Hurri.

1 Whirl,

1 Bost,

April 102 Spits,
3 Bost,

2 Hurri,

1 Havoc

19 Spits,
1 Bost,

1 airri.

12102

22 A/C21 A/c 24 A/C108 A/C 12102

6 Spits,
3 Kurri,
2 Beaus,

1 Havoc

65 Spits,
4 Hurri,

4 Bost,

16 Spits, 69 18 Spits,
2 Huiri,

4 Beaus,

2 Whirl,

May
11

73 a/o 12 A/O 1116 A/O 26 A/c69

I

68 Spits,
10 Hurri,

5 Bost,
2 Beaus,

11 Spits,17 Spits,
1 Bost,

1 Havoc

3 Beaus,
2 Horri.

20 Spits,
2 Hurri,

June

75
83 Hurid.

14 Vc75 24 A/O22 A/G83 A/o 8

4 Spits,
1 Hurri, 7

1 Beau, I

63 Spits.
9 Hurri,
2 Bost,

2 Y/hirl.

2 Beau,

1 Def,

1 Mosq,

7 Spits,
1 Beau,

2 Hurri.

1 Typh.

20 Spits,
1 Beau,

Jtily

I

75

6 a/o73 i 11 A/O21 A/O80 A/'O 7
.-J.
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2

AEESJIDIX Nc, 8

NOT IXTE TO ENHvil ACTIONCASUALTIES DUE TO El'fflO: ACTION

Damaged I AircrewAircrew- DestroyedDestroyed Damaged

13 Spits,
2 Hurri.

2 Beaiis,

1 Typh,

18 Spits,
5 Hurri,
1 Beau,

10 Spits,
5 Beaus,
2 Hurri.

1 Mosq.,

120 Spits,
1 Havoc

4 Bost,

27 Hurri,
1 Mosq,
4 Typh,

August
15119

18 A/0157 Vc 22 A/O 18 A/C 15119

6 Spits,36 Spits,
2 Bost,

3 Mosq,
1 Beau,

1013 Spits.
1 Light.
3 Mosq.
2 Beaus,

2 Typh.

3 Spits
2 Beaiis,

1 Mosq,
1 Hurri.

September
45

6 A/042 A/o 7 A/0 21 A/O 1045

19 Spits, I 6 Spits,
1 Typh,
1 P.38
1 Beau.

3 Whirl,

1 Whirl,

1 Beau.

2 Spits,
1 Typh,

9 Spits,
2 Beaus,

5 Ty^h, 1 P,38

October

21

9

4 A/O16 A/C8 A/C25 A/C 921

7 Spits,
2 Typh.
2 Beaus,

5 Spits,
1 Lys,
2 Def.

1 Beau,

1 Bost, I

408 Spits.
2 Typh.

32 Spits,
1 Y^hirl,

2 Bost,

1 Mosq.

November

9

!

11 A/O9 A/O10 A/C36 A/C 940

7 Spits,
1 Typh,
1 Mosq,

3 Spits,
1 lyph.
1 Bost,

7 Spits,
1 Whirl.

22 Spits.
1 Bost,

3 Whirl.
1 Beau,

2 Typh,

December
731

9 A/O5 A/O 78 A/C29 A/O 51
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APPENDIX Noc 8

SmiAEY OF DURING- 1942^^ )

NOT DUE TO El'Bff ACTIONCASUALTIES DUE TO ENEMY ACTION

Aircrew Damaged AircrewDestroyed j Damaged Destroyed

100 Spits, i 116
7 Beaiis,
12 Harr.

645145 Spits,
5 Beaus,
9 Hirr,

157 Spits.
24 Beaus,

17 Hui-r,
5 Def.
5 Bost,
2 Whirl.
1 Havoc

9 Typh.
4 Mosq,
1 Light,
1 Lys.

592 Spits.
7 Beaus,
60 Harr,
2 Def.

21 Bost,

13 V/hirl.
2 Havocs

7 I^Yph.
6 Mosq,

1 Bost.

5 Whirl.
1 Havoc

5 Typh.
1 Mosq,

1 Bost,

3 Y/hirl.

2 Typh.
1 Mosq,

1 P.38 1 P.39

133 Vo711 Vo 645 204 Vo 116166 A/C

Total No. of Vo destroyed or missing from all causes
cn active operations

Total No. of Vo damaged from all causes on active
operations

Total No, of aircrews killed or missing from all. causes
on active operations

915

299

761

(1) AM, Weekly Statistical Analysis P.C. gives the follomng totals:-

Total No, of Vo destroyed on active operations
from all causes

Total No, of Vo damaged frcmi all co.uses

884

542 (Excluding
Cat, A,)

639Total No, of pilots lost
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(1)DEEIl-ilTIONS OF TYESS OP OEBEiTSIVB OEERATIONS

Circus Large-scale combined fighter and bomber operations
designed v/ith the intention of bringing the enenjy
fighters to action,

povrerful fighter forces are employed, and the
radius of action is correspondingly limited,
comparatively small force of bombers is employed
with the parallel object of stinging the eneny
fighters into action as well as doing material
damage.

Operations in which fighters escort bombers, the
primary aim of the operation being to destroy the
target,
fighter range, or provided for one reason or
another with comparatively small fighter support.
In such operations, owing to the limitations under
which oxar fighters are working, the primary task is
direct protection of the bombers, and general
engagements with enemy fighters are not sought.
If the operation is below 5>000 feet the code v/ord
should be prefixed by the word ’Low‘,

This is a similar operation to Ramrod except that
fighters are escorting cannon fighters in lieu of
bombers, against a selected target,
attack only is employed and not bombs.

Small scale harassing operations bj,' day by fighters
or fighter bombers over enemy occupied territory?
primarily directed against enemy low-flj^ing aircraft
or ground target.

Similar operations hy night.

Operations in T/hich fighters escort bombers
(including Hurricane bombers. Typhoons and Whirl
winds) in attacks on ships, v/hether at sea or in
harbour.

In this "type of operation

The

These operations may be to extrem.e

Cannon

Ramrod

Fighter Ramrod

Rhubarb

Right Rhubarb

Roadstead-

Fighter Roadstead A similar operation to Roadstead except that
fighters only are used and without bombs.

Patrols agaiist enemy minesweeping aircraft after
R.A.F. Bomber Command minelaying.

Fighter offensive sweeps over enemy territory
without bombers.

Distill

Rodeo

Ranger Offensive patrols by day or ly night involving deep
penetration of hostile territory v/ith the object of
destroying enemy bomber, reconnaissance, training
and communications aircraft in rear areas, of dis
organizing eneny low fiying training, and of
attacking eneny transport targets in rear areas.

Tactical reconnaissance of enemy-occupied territory
to obtain information for the Army.

Popular

(1) Fightpr Command Intelligence Instruction No.5/-\Sli2, 27 June 1942,
revised May 1943*
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irim Crow Shipping recomaissanoe to find suitable targets for
attack by fighters or fighter-escorted bombers.

Instep Offensive fighter sweeps to intercept enemy sea
plane or long range land fighters interfering with
the operations of Coastal Command aircraft in the
Bay of Biscay.

Haunch Offensive patrols against eneiiny aircraft operating
from the Brest area.

Serrate Equipment for the detection of enemy A. I. night
fighters and the operations in vriiioh Serrate
equipped fighters were used.

Flower Operations by night fighters in support of Bomber
Command, in particular against enemy night fighters
and night fighter bases.

Mahmoud Operations by night fighters against enemy night
fighters outside the radius of.Bomber Command
operations or on nights v/hen Bomber Command was
not operating.

Bjvgrgipn A diversionary operation consisting of a smaller
farce of fighters, and possibly bombers if available,
which is staged in conjmxtion with Circus opera
tions.

Feint A small force of fighters, possibly acccmapanied by-
bombers, which approaches the enenc?^ coast-line and
withdra’ws before becoming engaged with enemy
fighters,
maintain the enemy's defences at the highest
possible state of preparedness.

The purpose of this operation is to

Escort The role of an Escort is the direct protection of
the bombers,

introduced to indicate a formation allotted to

maintain position in the immediate vicinity of the
bombers.

The term Close Escort may be

Escort Cover The cover of bombers aiid their escort from attack

throughout an operation.

Target Cover The establishment of air superiority over the target
area a few minutes before the bombers and their

escort and escort cover are due to arrive and subse

quently to cover their withdrawal.

Free Lance The role of a Free Lance is to seek out aiid destroy
enemy aircraft in an allotted area of operations.

Fcrward Cover The following up of an operation and covering the
T/ithdrawal of the bombers and their escort in a

forward area.

Ee^SLCpyer Cover the final phase of the virithdrav?al of the
bombers and their escort to the United Kiiagdom.

Fighter cover implies the maii'benance of air
superiorily in a given area for a given time in
order to give freedom of action to a strikiig force.

Cover
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(0OFFEIISITE FIGHTER OEERAJIONS BY MY DURING 1942VJ1
cr>
VO

R.A.F. Luftwaffe

-E-
o Losses(3)

(R.A.P.
Claims)

Losses(^)
(German
records)

No. A/C^"^)
Reaction’I

No. h/C
Sorties

Type of
Operation Targets Attacked LossesDate

January
8 21 22 2 RhubarLs Barges near Le Treport

Distilleries Compenaxfort and Colleville3 2 Rhubarbs A 1

2 Rhubarbs Warehouses near BourbourgA A

1 Rhubarb Distillery Pontaine-le-Dim 25
§3

o
p6 1 Rodeo 102

ha

2 29 1 Rhubarb Concrete factory at Etables 2 h.

Rhubarb1A 1 Barges near Dunkirk A

15 Rhubarb Flak ship off Dutch coast 21

17 1 Rhubarb Barges and train near Fumes 2 3

2 Rhubarbs Distilleries Verton and Hesdin21 A

(1) This Is a suuimaiy of all offensive operations actually carried out. The authorities are H.Q, Fighter Comnand Forms 'Y» Vols, 9“12. _ __
operations which were abandoned, for weather or other reasons, before reaching the eneny occupied coast, although these were Included on the original 'Y’ Forms,
It Includes operations carried out at davsi,

(2) This Is an estimate of the enemy "reaction# to our offensive operations,
been seen by our pilots, e,g, eneny fighters which were put uu "too late",

13) This only includes aircraft claimed as definitely destroyed. ‘
(4) These figures are taken from German records (A.H.B,6), They include all the slngle-englned fighter operational losses suffered by Luftflotte 3, except the few

which are definitely known to have taken place over the united Kingdom, The losses sustained as a result of our offensive operations must therefore have been
even lower.

It does not Include

It does not Include routine enemy patrols but it Includes aircraft vihloh may not have bX

o

o



LuftwaffeE.A.F.VJl
vji
o^

Losses

(German
records)

Losses

(H.A.F.
Claims)

V£>

IVI No. A/C
'Reaction’

No. A/C
Sorties

LossesType of
Operation

Targets Attacked€ Date

(Contd.)
(1 Rodeo
(2 Feint Sweeps

January

25 13084 1

4St. Yaast railway station

Gun posts etc, in France

Distillery Courseulles-sta3>-Mer

26 1 Rhubarb

6 1
28 3 Rhubarbs

1 Rhubarb
1429

February

Q
1512No targets attacked1 Rhubarb

1 Rodeo

2 Roadsteads

1 Fighter
Roadstead

(1 Feint Sweep

Attacks on emeny naval units in Channel (see Appendix No.12)

Convoy N. of Brest

Shipping off Dunkirk

2

N5
238

1^

3310

6 1
11

1037

12

244(1 Roadstead
(3 Rodeos

(1 Rhubarb
(1 Roadstead

1 Rhubarb

(1 Roadstead
(6 Rhubarbs

Shipping off Dunkirk13
11  .2119

2Rkctory and train near Dunkirk
Target not fomid

Trains near Le Treport

Target not found
Yerton distillery, Berck airfield and
railway targets in N.E, France

St. Pierre distillery, factory and
railway targets in N.E, France

13
33

►d

217
618

1014
o

112 o103 Rhubarbs20

)) ))
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Ul R.A.P. Luftwaffe
ON
M3

Losses

(German,
records)

Losses

(R.A.P.
Claims)

No. A/G
Sorties

No. A/g
•Reaction’

Type of
Operation

Targets Attacked LossesDate-fr
o
On

Pebruary

i^Contd,)
GeQ,ais/i(iarck airfield, 2 trains near
Dunkirk

Shipping near Zeebrugge

84 Rhubarbs24

25 1 Rhubarb A

26 28Target not found1 Roadstead 1

227 2 Rhubarbs Iviachine gun posts etc. 4

o

108 o28 1 Ramrod Submarines in Ostend harbour 3 70 Mm

'l-3
1-3

liarch

6653 1 Feint Sweep
2 Circuses

I
13 2Comines power stn. Abbeville Marshalling

yards

2234 3

(1 Ramrod
1 Feint Sweep
1 Rodeo

8 Poissy aircraft factoiy 24
74

37

168 59 ilazingarbe power station 501 Circus 4

12 2 Rhubarbs Barges and train near Bruges and Ostend 4

(l Circus
(l Roadstead
(l Rhubarb

6 65 813 Hasebrouck mai-shalling yards
Target not found
Le Touquet airfield

174 X

1 224
2

o



LuftwaffeE.A.F.

Losses

(E.A.P.
Claims)

Losses

(German
records)

VJl

No. Vc
'Heacti on

No. A/G
Sorties

Type of
Operation

LossesTargets Attackedcr\
Date IVO

K)

€
cr\ }Sa.rch

(Contd.)
59 7Shipping in Le ilavre harbour

Convoy N. of Fecamp

1 Roadstead

1 Fighter
Roadstead

(1 Ramrod

14
9 21024

12591Sliipping in Le Havre harbour

60 22Targets not found
E-boats off Dutch coast

2 Roadsteads

2 Fighter
(  Roadstead

Rhubarb

(1 Rodeo

15
23

2 ta

Barges near Ostendtel
10a

R-

lr-3

6 1Railway targets near Etaples and
Boulogne

18 2 Rhubarbs

65 2134(3 Feint SiTeeps
(1 Rodeo

23

227 90193Comines power station - Abbeville
marshalling yards

24 2 Circuses

18 248(l Cii’cus
(2 Rodeos

Le Trait submarine yards25
1 15101

0
0

8 o
62 2 1226 Le Havre docks1 Circus

S80 11192Ostend power station27 1 Ramrod

1 Rodeo lo

) ) ))
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H.A.?. Luftwaffe
VJI

a\

Losses

(H.A.F.
Claims)

Losses

(German
records)

VD

No. A/c
Sorties

No. A/c
'Eeaction)

ro Type of
Operation

Date Tarjjets Attacked Losses
-Er
o

Iv'iarch

Ccontd.'
(1 Low Eamrod
(5 Rodeos

28 Railway targets near Staples 6

180 6 120 13 2

29 2 Rodeos 72 1 30

31 1 Rhubarb Train near Gravelines 2 1

April
GQ
L 1 1 Ramrod Boulogne docks 120 L*1
O

Vjn O
2 3 Rodeos

(l Roadstead
_1 Fighter

Roadstead

(l Rodeo

77 40 1H3

ll-3

3 Target not found
Target not found

22

6

22

(l Rhubarb
(l Rodeo

4 Electric station near Jobourg 4

172 11 90 5

8 1 Rodeo 219 1 12

I'd

10 3 Rodeos 228 65 55 1
9
M
i12 1 Circus Hazebrouck marshalling yards 254 18515 4 2 xi

13 2 Rodeos 237 95 1 1

o



LuftiTeLffeR.A.P.
Ul
On

Losses

(German
records)

Losses

(S.A.F.
Claims)

VO

No. A/a
Sorties

No. yc
'Reaction *

rv)
Type of
Opemtion

Targets Attacked LossesDate
■Er
o
CD

April
(Contd.)

)(1 Circus
1 Feint Sweep
I Diversion

(3 Rodeos
[I

Caen power station14
) 61 34490 4

Cherbourg docks. Desvres airfield2 Circuses

1 Div. Siveep
1 Rodeo

15
3 2532 2404

i
16 Railway' sidings at Dunkirk

Le Havre power station Maupertus
airfield

1 Circus
2  -Ramrods

(2 Rodeos

p ov o
632 2235 54

Shell factory at iviarquise, parachute
factory at Calais, docks at
Cherbourg and Grand Quevilly power
station

17 4 Circuses
653 29 244

)(
(2 Rodeos

)18 1 Ramrod
1 Rodeo

221 25Serqueux marshalling yards
) fc-

641023 Feint Sv/eeps19

105420 1 Ramrod i'laupertus airfield
§

72 1222 1 Ramrod liaupertus airfield o

) > ) )
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LuftiraffeH.A.F.

Losses

(German
records)

Ui Losses

(R.A.F.
Claims)

cr\

No. VC
•Reaction'

No. A/C
Sorties

VO
Type of
Operation

LossesTargets AttackedDate

-Pr
o
VO

April
(Contd• j

)Hushing oil installations
J
1 Circus

1 Feint ayeep

(1 Rodeo

(2 Circuses

2k 396 5) 478 10

)

Cherhourg docks, Abbeville Ivlarshalling)
yards

Dunkirk, Le Havre docks and silk
factory )

25 8 316 241598(
(plus 2
bombers)

(3 Ramrods

11 Div. areep.
o

St. Omer railv/ay station, Hazebrouck
marshalling yards and silk factory at
Calais

26 3 Circuses 1-3
3627 2554

2 Rodeos

3St. Omer/bongueness airfield, Ostend
and Lille Sequidin steel works

3 Circuses27
285 1013554

(2 Rodeos

St, Omer railway station
St, Omer airfield

28 1 Circus

1 Ramrod

1 Rodeo

160 36348

21352225Dunlvirk docks1 Circus29
o

o



Luf1?<TaffeR.A.F.!
VJ!
VJl
crs

I Losses

(Gerrfian
records)

Losses

(R.A.F.
CL aims)

VO

No. k/C
Sorties

No. yc
'Reaction*

N)

Type of
Operation

LossesTargets AttackedDate
-Ft
o

April

(Contd.)
)(3 Circuses

(
Le Havre docks, Morlaix airfield and
Abbeville marshalling yards
ilusMng harbour
Lannion airfield

30

6 1333733 71 Ramrod

1 Fighter
Ramrod

1 Div. Snreep
2 Rodeos

I

I

I
i

xaayQ

I 187 1

[
8 1Ivlarguise, St, Omer and Calais ;,J04 o1 Circus

4 Rodeos

1 CO
.-J

\ f-3

)(1 Circus
(1 Ramrod
(1 Div. Sweep
1 Rodeo

Dunkirk docks

Abbeville Drucat airfield
3

4114452 2

)(1 Circus
(1 Feint Sv/eep
(3 Rodeos

(2 Circuses
(2 Rodeos

3 Circuses

Le Havre power station4

J
29195351 7

)
)

483 8 4120Seebrugge coke ovens and Lille
po'wer station

5

0
H

X6 487 202 1Caen pov/er stn. and silk factory
at Calais

1

(2 Rodeos
o

) ) ) )
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Luftv/affeR.A.P.ui

CTv

Losses

(Geraiaxi
records)

Losses

(H.A.P.
daims)

ro

No. i/C
’Reaction’

No. Vc
Sorties

Type of
Operation

LossesTeirgets AttackedDate£

May

(Contd.)
106255ZeeLrugge coke ovens and Ostend

docl-cs

2 Circuses7

1 Rodeo

275183Dieppe railway yards

Bruges oil plant ajid Hazebrouck
marshalling yards

1 Circus8

) 8 1538 152

1
2 Circuses

2 Rodeos
9

)

o

1
128No attacks carried out1 Rhubarb

1 Rodeo

10 vn

Gas works at St. Valery en Caux and
Cayeaux and Dieppe pcrwer station

Railways, barges in Bruges/Ostend,
canal, Cayeaux gasworks and convoy
15m. S.V. of the Hague

Shipping Ipn. N.¥. of Querpueville

Shipping between Dieppe and Boulogne
and off Dutch coast

St, Valery lock gates, Cayeux gas
works, train near Rue and gasometer
at Ostend

93 Rhubarbs11

12Zi- Rlaubarbs14

431 Roadstead15

(1 Fighter
Roadstead

5 Rhubarbs

(
16

12574

o

1 Rodeo
o



T
LuftwaffeH.A.P.

VJl
Ul
CTn

Losses ! iiosses

(a.A.P.
Claims)

(GermaI No. A/C
Sorties

No. A/G
'Seaction'

l\3
Type of
Operation

n
records )

LossesTargets AttaclcedDate-F-

May

(Contd.)
)  313 160 99(1 Ramrod

(3 Rodeos

(1 Roadstead
(6 Rodeos

Shipping in Boulogne harbour17
)

) 65269Shipping E. of Dunkirk18

)

206 h-1214Railway N.E. of St. Omer1 Circus

3 Rodeos
19

16o Shipping off Flushing1 Fighter
Roadstead

20 o

1^

2Barges iijn. E. of Ostend1 Rhubarb21

A8 121A01 Rodeo23

250982A 1 Rodeo

176 2 402 Rodeos

(l Fighter
Roadstead

(l Rhubarb

3 Rodeos

(

25

14Shipping 4ni.W. of ¥/alcheren Loco, at
Tromrille

26
K-

r

)

221 2425527
s

330405 129 3 Rodeos
o

) ) ))
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LuftwaffeE.A.P.Vji
VJI
CTv

Losses

(German
records)

Losses

(R.A.F.
(Haims)

VD

No. A/C
•Reaction’

No. A/C
Sorties

Type of
Operation

LossesTargets AttackedDate

May

(Contd.)

1102A9Shipping off Belgian coast1 Ehubarb

3 Rodeos
30

A48 71Shipping off W. ICappelle Loco,
and barges near Dunkirk

22331 1 Fighter
Roadstead

1 Rhubarb

2 Rodeos

)
)

JuneQ Q168661 210Bruges docks. Flushing harbour and
silk factory at Calais

3 Circuses1

3 Rodeos

) 1319510Dieppe docks and camp in Haut
Foret D’Eu Shipping between Ushant
and lie de Vierge

4992 Circuses

1 Roadstead

(l Rodeo

2

1
) 3(3 Circuses

(1 Rodeo
4 209549Cherboiu’g and Le Havre docks:

Camp in Haut Foret D'Eu
3

)

s2 Circuses

1 Ramrod

(l Rodeo

Boulogne docks and Dunkirk
Maupertus airfield

4
1114521 3

U

S

o



Luft'.TaffeR.A.P.
VJI
VJ1

1  Losses

(German
records)

Losses

(R.A.P.
Claims)

GN

No. A/G
'Eeaction'

No. A/G
Sorties

VO
fV) LossesType of

Operation
Targets Attacked¥ Date

June

(Contd.) )Morlaix airfield, Ostend power
station and Le Havre docks

Morlaix and Lannion airfields

3 Circuses5 271457492

_1 Ramrod
(2 Div. Sweeps
(1 Rodeo

(2 Circuses
(l PLamrod

1 peint Sweep

1111

I
2403Le Havre/Pecamp and camp at Bolbec

ivlaupertus airfield
6

i
Q

34Q tV)

7 le
le

Bruges docks
Target not found

7l Circus

M Pighter
(  Roadstead
(l Peint Sfreep
(1 Rodeo

1 Pighter
Roadstead

(1 Rodeo

8 146 245482

1
177Shipping off Dutch coast9

)

12) 1588Targets not found

Trucks near Bruges

(2 Pighter
(  Roadsteads
(1 Rhubarb

10

1
40123

3 Rodeos11 o

) )}
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1
LuftwaffeVJ1 E.A.P.vn

ON
VX)

Losses

(German
records)

Losses

(R.A.P.
Claims)

No. a/Q
'Reaction'

No. k/C
Sorties

Type of
Operation

LossesTargets AttackedDate

June

(Contd.)
2Le Treport gasv/orks

RaiLway targets in N.E, Prance

Shipping Dieppe/Le Havre and off the )
Dutch coast

Barges Pinrnes/Nieuport canal

Targets not found

)
)

)

1 Rhubarb12

104 Rhubarbs13

(2 Pighter
Rtoadsteads

1 Rhubarb

15
24

(2 Pighter
Roadsteads

6 Rhubarbs

16
a

46 12 C5l

Puailway targets and barges in
N.E, Prance and Belgium

1-3

(l Rodeo

76 381 Rodeo17

)Shipping off Dieppe and Ostend 32(2 Pighter
Roadsteads

1 Rodeo1
18

) 55 21(3 Pighter
Roadsteads

(l Peint Siveep
(

Shipping off Khocke and Le Havre19

)
)

M
X

)Le Havre power station

Shipping off Casguettes
Convoy near Boulogne

20 1 Circus

1 Roadstead

2 Pighter
Roadsteads

6 2362 4177

o



R.A.P. Luftv/affeVJI
VJl

VD
Losses

(E.A.P.
GLaims)

Losses

(German
records)

ro

No. A/c
Sorties

No. A/0
^Reaction *

Type of
Operation !  Losses•F- Date Targets Attacked

G^ i

Jur^
"XContd.)
21 1 Ramrod Dunkirk docks 72 1 40

(1 Ramrod
2 Feint S'.veeps
1 Rodeo

)22 Dunkirk docks

i
226 90 1

(2 Ramrods
(2 Rodeos

Danlcirk docks and klorlaix airfield ) 32623 2 110 2 2

)

25 1 Roadstead Convoy off Ushant 240 7o
-F-

(l Circus
'1 Roadstead

1 Fighter
Roadstead

1
26 Le Havre docks

Tai-get not found
Shipping 10m. N.E. of Fecamp

301 2 130

28 Target not found1 Fighter
Roadstead

29 12

29 1 Circus 264Hazebrouck marshalling j'-ards 554 3

July
1 Off. Shipping Rec No shipping seen 2

2 1 Rodeo 6

7 1 Roadstead Target not found 38 3
o

) » ) )
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R.A.P. Luftwaffe

CTN Losses

(R.A.P.
GLaims)

Losses

(German
records)

v-D
K No. Vc

Sorties
No. yc

'Reaction'
Type of
Operation

)
Targets Attacked LossesDate

£
-'.I

July

(Contd.)
)8 Target not found 601 Tighter

Roadstead

1 Peint Rodeo
)
)

61 Pighter
Roadstead

Target not found9

Motor launch near St. Valeiy-en-Caux )
and railways targets and gasworks in)
Dieppe )

2 Rhubarbs10

4
o Q

VJI

1^ 1-3

(1 Pighter
Roadstead

1 Rhubarb

1 Peint Rodeo

)
)

11 Target not found
10

Railv/ay targets near Ostend

1 Abbeville/Drucat airfield
Target not found

12 1 Circus

1 Roadstead

(a Peint Sweeps

468 16a

(l Circus
(l Fighter

Roadstead

1 Peint Sweep

13 Boulogne marshalling yards
Shipping off Belgian coast 271 3 190

)14 1 Pighter
Roadstead

1 Rhubarb

Shipping off Ostend 38 1

St. Inglevert airfield and a loco. o



LuftwaffeE.A.F.vjn
VJI
c\
VD

Losses

(German
records)

Losses

(E.A.P.
Claims)

ro

No. A/C
'Reaction*

No. VG
Sorties

Type of
Operation

Losses■P- Targets AttackedDate
03

July
(Contd.)

48((1 Fighter
Eoa-dstead

1 iuass Rhubarb

Tug near ffalcheren

Troops near Fecamp, St. Valery gas
works and other gasworks, railway
targets, gun posts etc. in N.E. Prance

15

16186 3

(
118 1109(2 Rodeos

6Railvvray targets near Le Treport,
Gasometer at Cabourg

Shipping off Flushing. One Target
not seen

Barges off French coast

Shipping 8.m,N. of Gap de la Hague

Shipping of f-Ilo do Troigoe LesTr-icvgc^c )
Bombers escorted but no targets )
attacked )

16 2 Rhubarbs

o^

2 Fighter
Roadsteads

1 Rhubarb

17
1132

16 21 418 1 Roadstead

(2 Roadsteads
(1 Bomber Rhubarb

19
11278 2 30

1 Rodeo

Mlitary targets in Havre/Cayeux area

Idlitaxy targets in Blankenbergh/
Dunkirk area

thlitary targets in Prance, Belgium
and Holland

36195 11  jj/Iass Rhubarb20

6146 1221 1 liass Rhubarb

11722 5 Rhubarbs o

) ))



) ) ))

LuftT^affeVJI
E.A.P.Ul

cr\
VD
N Losses

(German
records)

Losses

(R.A.P.
dairas )

)

No. A/G
Reaction'

No. k/G
Sorties

Type of
Operation

LossesTargets Attacked■P- Date I

July
(Contd.)

)(1 Fighter .
(  Roadstead

2 Rodeos
10 RhuLarbs

Target not found23

1893 7
Mlitary targets in France,
Belgium and Holland including Lannion
airfield

klilitary targets in France and Belgium )

)

)
649 2 i14 Rhubarbs

1 Rodeo
24

Q
-J

1-3

) 1 12Railway targets in Prance and camp
near Bruges

523 Rhubarbs
3 Rodeos

(l Fighter
(  Roadstead
(2 Rodeos

25
)

) 2152 3 110 926 E-boat between Calais and Gravelines

)
)

36Target not found1 Fighter
Roadstead

27

1238 15028 Target not found1 Fighter
Roadstead

2 Rodeos §)

26 3Railway targets in France and Belgium29 8 Rhubarbs o

o



Luft?raffeUl S.A.P.Ul
o^
VO

t
[VO osses

,German
records)

ii osses

(R.A.P.
Claims)

No. A/G
'Reaction'

No. 4/0
SortiesType of

Operation
To LossesTargets AttackedDate
o

July
"T^ntd.)

(1 Circus
1 Ramrod

2 Roadsteads

No attack by bombers omng to weather
St. Omer/Fort Rouge airfield
Convoy off Sept Isles,
not found

One target

30
18 185 AA37 7

)(2 Rodeos

I
Abbeville airfield

St. Aialo docks
31 1 Circus

1 Ramrod

(l Feint Srreep

38510 11391

i

August^^
o

03

1-3 1212 1 70Flushing docks
Trains near Yvetot Station

1 Circus

1 Lov;- Ramrod

1

(plus 2
boiribers)

6 1Railway targets in Holland and Belgium

Railway targets in Holland and Belgium

1 Rhubarb2

11A3 2 Rhubarbs

(l Fighter
Roadstead

1 Rhubarb

1 Rodeo

Target not foundA

56 27Railway targets near Fumes

e

(1) Figures in brackets are proportion of total R.A.F. sorties flo’-vn by TJ.S.A.A.C,
o

)) ))



) ) ))

R.A.F. Luftw'affe
Ul

Losses

(German
records)

Losses

(E.A.P.
Claims)

VO

No. iV’C
’Reaction'

No. A/c
Sorties

Type of
Operation

ro

Date Targets Attacked Losses

Ausust
O.

(Contd.)
)(1 Roadstead

(3 Fighter
,  Roadsteads
(3 Rhubarbs
(1 Feint Rodeo

(

Target not found
Targets not found

5

)

PAdlway targets in Prance and Belgium:
barges in Holland

175 1 5

6 20Targets not seen
o

Roadsteads

(1 Rhubarb Barges in N, Holland Canali
o

VO

8 Targets not found 222 Fighter
Roadsteads

I K3

1-5

196 1452 Fighter
Roadsteads

3 Rodeos

(2 Feint Rodeos

Targets not found 19

(12)
)

1810 2 Rhubarbs Camp at Petten and marshalling yards
a.t Haarlem

1 Rhubarb

2 Feint Rodeos

11 No tarr-ets attackedCj 72 57

(12)

o



VJl R.A.F. Luftwaffe
ON
NO
fN)

Losses

(R.A.F.
Claims)

Losses

(German
records)

No. A/c
Sorties

No. A/O
'Reaction*

Tjrpe of
Operation

Targets Attacked LossesDate
[V)

j August
(Contd.)

)(1 Fighter Target not found12

( Roadstead

63 6(i Rodeo
(1 Feint Rodeo
(1 Pliubarb

(13))
)No targets attacked

)(2 Fighter
(Roadsteads
2 Rhubarbs

Targets not found13

) 'm
PI159 20Railway and electrical targets in

France

cP IN) O
O o

J(1 Fighter
(  Roadstead
(.1 Feint Rodeo

8Z,Shipping near Nestkapelle A515

(11)
)

1616 6 Rhubarbs 1RailwajT- targets in France and Holland

\

13 220 2Rouen marshalling yards
Target not found

5471 Circus

1 Fighter
Roadstead

3 Rodeos

17
(37)

!fc>

•a
M18 6 Rodeos 175 3 150 2 2
!x^

S!
oCombined Operation against Dieppe (see Chap. 7, P. 124.19

o

)) )
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E.A.P. Luftrraffe
VJ1
CA
VO

Losses

(E.A.P.
Claims)

Losses

(German
records)

No. VC
'Reaction'

No. A/O
Sorties

Tj'pe of
Operation

Losses
¥ Targets AttackedDate

VM

August

(Contd.)
483 1200x^miens maurshalling yards1 Circus20I

(49)

140253Targets in Rotterdam1 Circus21

(25)

55 15Transpoii; and military targets in
Prance

48 Rhubarbs22

(1 Rhubarb
(1 Rodeo
(1 Peint Rodeo

Train near Anglesqueville and
factory at Neville

23 cq
Ki

1645 1 1o
p

1-3

138 2 2Le Trait shipbuilding yards
Target not found

9524 1 Circus

1 Pighter
Roadstead

(24)

6(1 Pighter
Roadstead

Target not found25

)26 Target not found1 Pighter
Roadstead

1 Rodeo

1(1 Peint Rodeo
25 151

3
(2 Circuses
1 Roadstea-d

1 Pighter
Roadstead

Abbeville airfield and Rotterdam27

39 100454
o

o



liuftwaffeK.A.?.

Un Losses

(German
records)

Losses

(R.A.P.
Claims)

No. Vc
Sorties

No. yc
’Reaction

Type of
Operation

CN

Targets AttackedDate Dosses
t

ro

■k- August
(Contd.)
28 (1 Circus

(I Fighter
Roadstead

2 Rodeos

lieaulte aircraft factory
Target not found 2540 1 120 1

(59)
)

(2 Circuses
(1 Rodeo

) 336 2Ostend docks and Courtrai airfield 229
(36))

2 131 1 Rhubarb Barges near Siockeo
o

rola Septenber 1-3

)
)

(l Rhubarb
1 Rodeo(

158 12Barges between Haarlem and Leyden 11

(32)

2123 92 1 Rodeo
3 Feint Rodeos (38)

6 13 2 Rodeos 135

6 2 1275 1505 2 Circuses Le Havre and Rouen marshalling yards
(24)

Abbeville/Drucat airfield, ivieaulte
aircraft factory and St. Omer/
Longuenesse airfield

6 3 Circuses
204 2 1392 3

(36) Jxi

o
7 1 Circus 185 2 50Rotterdam docks

(24) o

) ) ))



) )) )

Luft-vraffeR.A.P.Ul

CA
M3

Losses

(German
records)

Losses

(R.A.P.
Claims)

No. A/C I
'Reaction'

No. A/C
Sorties

Type of
Operation

LossesTargets AttackedDate

September

(Contd.)
(1 Ramrod
1 Roadstead

1 Fighter
Roadstead

1 Rodeo

Le Havre docks

Sliipping at Cherbourg
Target not found

8
382153

28Convoy near Cap de la Hague

Target not found

1 Roadstead9
i
o 2059(1 Roadstead

(1 Rodeo

Qrv>10 VjJ

(13)
H3

6361 Rodeo11

)(2 Fighter
Roadsteads

1 Rodeo

Targets not found12

32

16176 1(1 Circus
(l Fighter

Roadstead

Cherbourg docks
Target not found

15

6017216 1 Rodeo

(2A)

24Ship off Ostend18 1 Fighter
Roadstead o

20 !0221 Rodeo19



Vji h.a.f. Luftwaffe
ui
ON
ND
l\3 Losses

(R.A.F.
Claims)

Losses

(Cermaai
records)

No. Vc
Sorties

No. A/C
'Reaction ’

Type of
Operation

LossesTargets AttackedDate
ON

September

(Contd.)
(1 Fighter
(  Roadstead
(1 Rhubarb

E-boats near Flushing21

8 1Barges at Fetten and adrfield at
de Kooy(

22 Target not found1 Fighter
Roadstead

1 PJiubarb 2A 1Train near Morlaix and Lannion

airfield i
o IVl O

-F
)
N

126 197 12 7Le Havre, iiaupertus and iaorlaix
airfields

3 Circuses
Hi

(77)

12 15Ti-av/lers off Butch Coast27 1 Fightei'
Roadstead

1229 1 Fighter
Roadstead

Target not found

October

(1 Roadstead
(1 Fighter

Roadstead

3 Circuses

) 28Target not found
MnesTreepers in Trieux estuary

1

)

) 92 Le Havre, I.ieaulte aircraft factory
and St. Omer/Longuenesse airfield

SMpping in Alderney harbour

5 170 5

(97))
o

213 1 Roadstead
o

) ) ))



) )) )

R.A.F. Lufti^affe

VJl
Ul

Losses

(R.A.F.
Claims )

Losses

(Germaii
records)

o^

No. A/G
'Reaction

No. A/C
Sorties

VO
T3'pe of
Operation

LossesTargets Attackedt\o Date t

October

(Contd.)
)(1 Fighter

(  Roadstead
(1 Ehubarh

Target not found6

26Ship near Berck

11 135 5W-3Lille loco, vrorks1 Circus9
(73)

14Target not found1 Roadstead10

iG ro a
215 3 11011 1 Rodeo

8241For naval force

Targets not found
12 1 Fighter escort

2 Roadsteads

12Targets not attacked1 Fighter
Roadstead

(1 Roadstead
(l Fighter

Roadstead

2 Rhubarbs

13

Target not found
llinesTs/eepers near Hook 1814

(12)
Railway targets near Fecamp

) 126(l Circus
(l Roadstead

(1 Circus
(l Fighter

Roadstead

(l Rodeo
(

288 11Le Havre docks

Trawlers near Leaardrieux
15

) (60) 1?

)16 Le Havre docks

No targets attacked ) 113 20

)
) o



H.A.?. Liuftwaffe

U1
VJI
CA

Losses

(R.A.P.
Claims)

Losses

(German
records)

VO
ro

No. A/G \ j
Sorties

L No. A/C
'Reaction*

Type of
Operation

Date Targets Attacked osses

CD

October

(Contd.)
(1 lighter

Roadstead

(1 Rhubarb
(1 Rodeo

(1 Fighter
'  Roadstead

(3 Rhubarbs

(2 Circuses
(
(1 Roadstead

(2 Fighter
(  Roadsteads
(1 Rhubarb

(1 lighter
(  Roadstead
(a Rhubarbs

(  Bomber escort
(1 Roadstead
(1 Ithubarb

(
)No targets attacked17

85RailTiray targets near Fecamp 1

)18 Target not found 21 1

Railway targets in N, France )

o
)o 21 Lorient shipyards and ivlaupertus

airfield

Y/reck near Calais

rvD

aov
223A 42 K3

!l-3

(24)

)22 Trawlers near Ouistreiaam and ground
targets near Ostend
No targets attacked

26 1

)23 Target not found 14 1

)
)Railway targets near Calais

24 for Lancasters to Cabourg
Target not found
Transport in iiolland

154 12

)

o
t

1
o

) ) ))



) ) ))

Luft\7affeR.A.F.

Vn

!  Losses

(Gerinan
records)

Losses

(R.A.F.
Claims)

No. A/C
'Reaction*

c?^

No. A/C
Sorties

V£)
Type of
Operation

Losses iTargets AttackedDate

VO

October

(Contd.)
)(1 Fighter

Roadstead

i  ihgh Alt.
Recce

1 Shipping
Armed Recce

1 Rhubarb

Y/reck near Calais25

18(Rodeo)

)

ICamp at Rolleville

2No targets attacked

Targets not found

26 1 Rhubarb
o

ro
o -j

1 Roadstead

(l Fighter
Roadstead )

3 Rhubarbs

27 1-3

1-3

5A-97 2Camp near Bruges and railway
targets in N. France

1 High ilLt.
Rodeo

(3 Rodeos
(

138Flalc and railway targets near
Lezardrieux

28 1 Roadstead

14No targets attacked1 Fighter
Roadstead

1 Rhubarb

29
(2)

Barges in Selzeete canal
2!
O

o



!

LuftwaffeH.A.P.I

VJl

j  Losses Losses
I  (R.A.P. I (German

Claims) i records)

No. A/G !
'Reaction' i

No. k/G
Sorties

'jO
Tjrpe of
Operation

Lossesro
Targets AttackedLate

-F-
VjJ

O

October

(Contd.)
(1 Fighter

Roadstead

6 Rhubarbs

34 5 2Target not found

Railway targets near French coast

31
(2)

November i

St, Omer/Longuenesse airfield
No targets attacked

I 1 Eamrod

1 Rhubarb

(•1 Rodeo

1
8153

)
i
Q

Ui

80 12 4732 3 Rodeos N3 o
CD

ife He

(1 Rodeo
(7 Rhubarbs

3
6 147Factories and transportation

targets mainly betv/een Fecamp and
Abbeville

Huts S. of Noordv/ijk 44 i Rhubarb

6 1 Ramrod

1 Fighter
Roadstead

1 Eiiubarb

Caen airfield

Target not found 240 50

(22)
Gasholder at Bergen-op-Zoom

Brest docks (both attacks)
Railway^ electrical and other
military targets mainly in N. Francs

i)(2 Ramrods
(12 Rhubarbs

7
)
)

6163 31

)(1 Circus
(1 Rodeo ..

356 1110 o8 7Lille loco, works

) (36)

))) )



) )))

LuftwaffeE.A.F.
VJI

Losses

(German
records)

Losses

(R.A.P.
Claims)

ON

No. A/C
'Reaction

No. VC
Sorties

NO

Type of
Operation

LossesTargets Attackedfo
Date I

■R-

November

(Contd.) 1701173Le Havre docks1 Circus
3 Rodeos

9 (36)

10177Le Havre docks
No target attacked

1 Circus
1 RoaHstead
1 Peint Rodeo

10
(35)

)

603 Rodeos11

o2Train near Guingamp

Gasholders, barges and railway
targets in Prance and Holland

No shipping seen

1 Rhubarb12 VO

)
)

83 Rhubarbs13

12) 1A3(1 Shippiiig
Armed
Recce.

1 Divisionary
Sweep

(2 Rodeos

(1 Pighter
(  Roadstead
(10 Rhubarbs

(

1^
(6)

) Por U.S.A.A.C. attacks on
La Rochelle and La Pallicei

11) 344l.iinesvj'eepers near Tfest Kappelle
Tugs, barges, railv;ay and other
military targets in Prance and
Low Countries

16
)
)
)

O

O



Liift-waffeR.A.P,
Vn
On

Losses

(German
records)

Losses

(R.A.P.
Claims)

a\

No. A/g
•Reaction'

No. &/G
Sorties

VD
Tjnpe of
Operation

LossesTargets Attacked1\3 Bate
k-

IV)

November

(Contd.)

(1 Ramrod
(2 Rhubarbs

St. Nazaire

PLushing airfield and railway
targets and barges near Nieuport

For II.S.A.A.C. attacks on Lorient and
La Pallice

Locos, barges and gunposts in Prance
and Low Countries

17
1188 12

(6))

(2 Peint Sweeps
(1 Div. Svreep
(6 Rhubarbs

18
6 131A7

(2))
)

o
Vm

) o
(l Roadstead
(16 Rhubarbs

Target not found
Barges, airfields, gun positions and
railway targets in Prance and Low-
Countries

19 1-3

11) 2 74-9

(8)

)(2 Roadsteads
f

Fighter
Roadstead

(2 Pliubarbs
(

Convoy off Butch coast - target not
found

Target not found

20

38 31

(8)
Train near Lokeren and camp and

barges near Hargen

) 1530(1 Roadstead
(3 Rhubarbs

Patrol boat

Barges near Rilland and oil tank
near Uitgeest

21

(2)

o

o

)) ) )



) ))

LU5TTJAFPER.A.P.

Ul

Losses

(German
records)

Losses

(R.A.F
Claims )

o^

No. A/c
'Reaction'

No, A/C
Sorties

VD

Type of
Operation

LossesTargets Attackedr\D
Date

■P-

04

Noveriiber

(Contd.)
(5 Div. Sweeps For U.S.A.A.C, attack on Lorient

submarine base

No targets attacked

22
172(

( 1 Rhubarb

(1 Ramrod
(2 Rhubarbs

1) 5102U.S.A.A.C. attack on St, Nazaire
Locos, near Ostend

23
)

5357Target not found
Railway targets at Guingamp

1 Roadstead
1 Rhubarb
2 Rodeos

21+
io ) Q

iPa
c_n

(1 Roadstead
(1 Fighter

Roadstead
2 Rhubarbs\

Target not found25
130)

Railway targets near Guingamp and
Godervllle )

) 11526 Target not found
Locos, barges and gun positions in

France and Low Countries

1 Roadstead
6 Pliubarbs (2)

§)Target not found27
Roadstead

5 Rhubarbs 125Barges, gun positions, troops and
railway targets in France and Low
Countries

95
S!
o

o



LuftwaffeR.A.F.

VO
ro Losses

(German
records)

Losses

(R.A.F.
Claims )

No. Vc
Sorties

No, Vg
’.Reaction'

Type of
Operation

LossesTargets AttackedDate-F-
V/J

November

(Contd.)

)(1 Fighter
Roadstead

(4. Rhubarbs
(

28 Target not found

3 2 1Locos, huts, baxges and gun positions
in France and Low Countries

14

)(1 Fighter
Roadstead

1 Rodeo

3 Rliubarbs

(
Target not found29

)
i 30 5 9

ao

Barges and railway targets in France
and Low Countries

ro

)

36 22530 1 Rodeo

DecsBiber

)(1 Roadstead
(1 Rhubarb
(3 Rodeos

86 545Barges near Katvri-jk1

i
75 402 4 Riiubarbs

2 Rodeos
Road and railway targets in France
and Holland

)(1 Roadstead
(1 Fighter
(  Roadstead

E-boats near Channel Islands

Seaplanes near Brest
3 0

) 724

!o
r

|o

) V )



) ) ))

~ r
LuftwaffeIVJ1 R.A.F.

VX) !
[

I

N3
Losses

(German
records)

Losses

(R.A.F.
Claims)

No. A/C
'Reaction

No. Vc
Sorties

Type of
Operation

LossesTargets Attackedf- Date I

VJI

December

(Contd,)
60 1206 5(1 Armed Sliip,

Recce

2 Rodeos

(2 Rhub£u?bs
(2 Rodeos

No shipping seen4
(57)

)

) 56 201Barges and railway targets in TVance
and Belgium

Lille loco, works, Ahbeville/Drucat
airfield and Phillips radio works at
Eindhoven

No shipping seen

5
)

trA

6 3 Circuses
222275551

a
f-(56) V>1

!'-3 ■i t?J
IH31 Armed Shipping

Recce.
1 Rhubarb Power station 7/. of Brieuc

(1 Roadstead
(6 Rhubarbs

Convoy off Bay St. Brelade
Barges, gun positions and railv/ay
targets in Prance and Low Countries

Gun positions and railway targets
near Knocks and Le Grotoy

7
157A

6(2 Rhubarbs8
(2)

) 3084(1 Rhubarb
(6 Rodeos

Goods train and tugs near Goes9

6210Convoy off Westkappelle

Crecy-en-Ponthieu airfield

1 Fighter
Roadstead

(1 Rhubarb

10
o

)
o



LuftwaffeR.A.P.
VJ1
VJ1

Losses

(Gennan
records)

Losses

(E.A.P.
GLaims)

ON

No. Vc
‘Reaction'

No. k/G
Sorties

VO
Type of
Operation

LossesTargets Attackedi\) Date

-k-
V>4

CSV

December

'XContd.)
)
\

(1 Roadstead
2 Rhubarbs

1 Rodeo

Target not found
Troops near Rnocke and camp near
Valkenisse

For TJ.S.A.A.C. attack on Romilly air- )
craft park
Target not found

Valkehberg eiirfield and barges in
Noordsee Canal

11
18

(a Div. S?reeps12

A328 110A1 Fighter
Roadstead

2 Rhubarbs

1 Rodeo

1 Feint Rodeo

(41)

i o

I •p-
iJ-3

2112Eail^yay targets, tugs and barges in
Prance and Low Countries

5 Rhubarbs13

461566 Rodeos14

)No shipping seen

Locos, and tugs in Prance and Lott
Countries

1 Armed Ship.
Recce.

3 Rhubarbs

15

26 1

(2)(
(l Rodeo

02181 Rodeo17

!2!) 17(l Rhubarb
(l Rodeo

No targets attacked18 o

)
o

) )) )
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I
R.A.P. Luftwaffe I

vn

I  Losses
(R.A.P.
Claims) records)

Losses

(Cennan
VD

No. A/g
Sorties

No. A/G
'Reaction'

rv)

T;/pe of
OiDeration

Targets Attacked LossesLate
f-

Deceiaber

(Contd.)
(1 Circus
(1 Idiubarb
(1 Rodeo

3 Rhubarbs

5 Ehubarbs

Romilly aircraft park
Loco, and barges near Leyden

20

348 150

(36)

6Railway targets in Prance and Belgium

Tugs, barges and railway targets in
Prance and Low Countries

21

640 122

3 Rodeos

206 oa Den Helder liarbour and St. l,!alo docks

No targets attacked
232 Ramrods

|1 Rtiubarb
2 Rodeos

23 Vjn

28 224 1  2 Rodeos

(l PJiubarb
(l Rodeo

1 Day Intruder
(l Day Intruder

(l Rhubarb
(3 Rodeos

)Trains near i\bancourt and Eu27

) 14

128 No targets attacked
)

106Trains and barges in Belgium 4029 >

(2)

Lorient docks

Train S. of Cappelle
30 1 Ramrod

1 Rliubarb

2 Rodeos

205 17

(2)
o

(l Day Intruder
(3 Rhubarbs
(2 Rodeos

31 o

126i  Railway Targets in Prance 2 50 2



SECRET
APEEI^IDIX NO. 10

36

sumuhm OF losses^O

LWrYiAFFE

MONTH R.A.P.

R.A.P, Claims German Records

January

February(2)

March

44 3

10 2 7

35 1253

67April 104 21

61iiay 45 13

June 3259 12

62 16July

August^^)

September

October

29

34 13 30

430 7

19 10 21

26I November 9 14

Deceniber 22 12 12

466 168TOTii 280

(1) Excluding losses NOT due to enemy action and claims for aircraft
probably destroyed.

(2) Excluding operations on 12 Pebruaiy against German naval units
in Channel and operations in connection v/ith Operation Jubilee,

(55692)458 SECRET



SECRET

APIEKDIX

FIGCTER COMiAt® ANTI-BHIPPING SORTIES DURING 19^

(Including Fleet Air Arm and Array Co-operation
aircraft under Fighter Comnand control)

No, No, and TonnageBomb

Armament

Expended

A/CDespatched
(Ins, Recce.

No,
Month Remailcs

Attacked Losses Vessels

Sunk

Vessels

DamagedA/C)

16Jan. 107 8 X 2505

Feb. hh X 250735 22 2 - 552 Includes effort against
enemy fleet units
during escape up the
Channel 12 Feb,

398Mar, h37 2 X 250

Apr, 197 32 1 21 X 250

3i|0May 106 k 20 X 250 3 - 1|617

JUne 514 140 11 52 X 250 1 - 40

Jhly 141 56 X 250521 5 6 - 1,764

466Aug, 84 2 30 X 250 2 - 594

263Sept. 68 16 X 2502 1 - 305

Oct, 324 41 16 X 2501 1 - 150

Nov, 46 X 250335 37 9

136Dec. 1 - 62255 5 50 X 250
4 X 100

4,336iTOTAIS 846 71 1361 X 250
I  4 X 100

16 - 5,604 j 1 - 40 Approx, 40 tons of
bombs dropped.

Authorities* Fighter Command Form «?•, R.A.F. Narrative: *R,A.F, In
Maritime War,* Volume III, App, XXIX.
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FIGHTER OPERATIONS AGAINST GERMAN NAVAL UNITS

IN THE channel; 12 FEBRUARY ^

Time ; Up RemarksGroup Sqdn, Aircraft
FromUp

Gravesend )
Biggin Hill )

)

1218(72 Escort for Swor^flshs.

F’ailed to malce render vous at

Manston at 1225 tut patrolled
N(, of Calais.
To attack escort vessels.
Failed to malte rendezvous but
Patrolled Channels

11 SpltSftVB,
«  )(12it

(401
12 n 1220

"  )12 It11

(
)
)

(64 Falrlop119  ■' 1225
(411 8 n R 1219 n

(315 12 Splts.VB ) Patrolled 20iii» So of Hawklnge.1230
"  )(303 11 n Northolt11 to

(316 "  ) 1235
i

12 "

607 1240 Patrolled C.GrIs Nez, Calais and
Damaged 4 trawlers.Boulogne.

11 10 Hurricane
IIB bombers

Manston

1310)
1340)
1429)

(137 j  4 Whirlwinds
n

Escort for destroyer attack but
destroyers not sighted.i:12 Matlock[  3

R3

) Rendezvous Rochester 1335»
Patrolled 5m. off French coast.
Gravennes to Danielrk.
Attacked destroyers and flalc
ships.

(3 8 Hurricanes11 1315 Hunsdon
( )TIC

!  1515 )(313 12 Splts.VB Southend
)

I

14 Splts.VB )
14 " " )

(485 Beaufort escort,
seen,
cruisers and E“boats 1 E>-boat
damaged.

Beauforts not
Attacked destroyers*(45211 1320 Kenley

(602 '• )12 H

(1 1340 (Tangmere )
(Westhamp- )
(  nett )

To attack E-boats,
enemy shipping 15m. N.E. of
Dover.

Attacked11 11 Hurricanes
( TIC, to

(129 135512 Splts.VB.

I 1402
I  1405

) To maintain air superiority over
target during Bomber and Coastal
Command attacks,
seen but patrolled coast off
Ostend for 35 minutes.

Target not

Ill 11 SpitS.VB. Debden
Northweald )
Debden
Nortliv;eald )

)
403 9 n n

65 140911 12 n I
f

1405:222 12 R R

)121 9 fl R

To patrol target from 1445 and
cover attack by bombere.

(118 141512 Splts.VB
13 " ti(23410 West Mailingi  to

(501 ! 144012 ti R

(607 8 Hurricanes lie)
bombers

8 Hurricane 11 )i
11 Splts.VB.

)!

1

To attack enemy escort vessels.
One vessel 600 tons sunlo, one of
400 damaged.
Cover for above attack.

( 1420 Manston

(3211
(41 1350 Westhampnett

(72 11445 )10 SpItS,VB, To patrol target area from I500
and cover attack by bombers.

Gravesendi

(124 I 12 ) )11 R n

)  ii445I
(401 Biggin Hill ):  12 R n

(1) Authority Is H.Q. Fighter Command, Forms ‘Y*, Vol. 9.

(55692 )V+1 .SECRET
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i Time Up RemarksAircraftSqdn*Group FromUp

To patrol target area from as soon
as possible after and cover
attack by bombers,
seen.

'farget not
Patrolled E, of Southend.

1505) Falrlop(64 9 Splts.VB,
12 « n

11

1520)(411

Biggin Hill1524(412 n II912

"  )(609 10 I!

Patrolled Channel

but no e/a seen.
1526 Uidham10 Splts,VB,I  12 19

To cover withdrawal of bombers.
Patrolled Channel for 47 mlrajtes.

1607 Matlock616 8 Spits,VB,12

Patrolled off Dutch doast. No

e/a or ships seen.
1635 Cotlshall266 9 Spits,VB.12

Only 3
No, e/a or

To escort Beauforts,
Beauforts seen,

ships seen.

iJidham8 Splts.VB, 172212 19

(55692)442 SECRET
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APPENDIX NO. 13

ANGLO-AIVIHRIOAN AIR PLANNING; 1942 - 1943

In anticipation of the United States entering the Y/ar,
American and British military staffs were active throughout
1941 shaping strategic pla^
Anglo-’Amerioan operations, U)
Japan were also to enter the war, the destruction of the

German armed forces was to take priority over operations
agair.st Japan, After the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour on

6 December 1941, however, this policy was questioned and it

e,Wellington War Conferences of December 1941
that it was firmly decided to concen-

to govern any future combined
It was generally agreed that if

Viras not until the

and J anuary 1942

trate American troops and equipment in Europe, even at the
03cpense of further reverses in the Pacific,

In the early months of 191^2 discussion and air planning
centred round the despatch of certain bomber and fighter units

to the United Kingdom. It was hoped that the first of these

would arrive in March, although in fact the first fighter
squadrons did not arrive until June,

A.H.B./ID3/
1806 (B).
a.h.b./id/
12/142.
A.H.B./ID8/
407 Pt.II.

The exact role that American units would play and the
location of such units became a subject for acute controversy
between Major General J, E, Chaney commanding U.S, Array Forces
in the British Isles and the Air Staff which was not settled

until after the visit of General Arnold to Great Britain at

the end of May 1942, The Americans wanted their fighter unit

to be based alongside their heavy bomber formations and to

operate immediately as escorts to the bombers without any
preparatory tradning. They were not to be used under any
circumstances for the defence of Great Britain and were to

operate independently of the Fighter Command system of
control.

The British Air Staff wanted the U.S. heavy bombers to

operate from the Huntingdon area while the fighter units

would, to begin writh, be responsible for the defence of U.S.
military bases in Northern Ireland and North-Y/est Scotland

where they would carry out operational training and become

acclimatized. Training facilities for operating with U.S,
bombers in the Huntingdon area would then become available
and after '^graduating* in minor operation (escort of convoys
etc.) the U.S. fighters would take over a sector in No, 12
Group, The Air Staff pointed out that offensive as well as

defensive operations in Fighter Command were based on the

system of sector control and it would therefore be impossible
for U.S. units to operate outside this system. Eventually
the whole of No. 12 Group would be taken over by U.S, fighter
units where they would be alongside the heavy bomber units.

The Northern Ireland and Ayr sectors would be used for opera
tional training and recuperation. The question of the three

American-manned squadrons in Fighter Comimnd was also raised

but the Air Officer Commanding-in-Ghief, Fighter Command was

pleased to note that there Viras no immediate demand froni the

W.S.D./C.24
2 Jan, 1942.

(l) For a full history of Anglo-American air planning up to
September 1942 the reader is referred to the R.A.F,
Monograph; (Anglo-Amerioa.n Collaboration in the Air Ua:
over North-West Europe),

(2) Known as Arcadia,
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personnel of these Eagle squadrons to he either repatriated
or incorporated in American units.

Ey 28 May it was possible to define certain broad respon
sibilities, The responsibility for the air defence of

Great Britain would remain with the Royal Air Force and the

primary role of American pursuit groups stationed in
Great Britain would be to escort American bombers and take

part in combined offensive operations against the continent.
In order to give effect to these agreementsj it was arranged
that;-

A.H.B./ID3/858.
Paper U,N.A,F.
(42) 3

A.H,B./II/
12/42 -
30 May 1942.

(a) On arrival in the United Kingdom all pursuit groups
were to be stationed in Northern Ireland, where they
would undergo a short period of acclimatisation,

(b) Individual squadrons would then be attached to
active Fighter Sectors in order to gain experience of
operations,

(c) When sufficiently trained, the American squadrons
would take over complete sectors and ultimately assume
controls of complete fighter groups,

(d) In addition, the American pursuit groups would
ultimately become responsible for the static defence of
Northern Ireland and the second two groups to arrive
would be allotted this task.

Discussions as to the exact location of the American

units continued until 7 June, when it was finally agreed that

of the first five groups to arrive, the first one should go
to two airfields in Shropsliire, the second to two airfields

in North Lincolnshire, the third and fourth to
Northern Irelajid and the fifth to South Lincolnshire,

During May 1942 the possibility of equipping the first
American pursuit groups with Spitfires.was raised by the U.S,
War Department through General Chaney, After some discus-*
sion the Air Staff agreed to this, on condition that an

equivalent number of P-51 Mustangs were supplied to the

Royal Air Force,
received a message from General Arnold which stated that in

On 6 June the Chief of the Air Staff

A.H.B./ID3/
1806 (B).

A.H.B./ID3/
1806(B).

(1)A.H.B./IL/28.
A.D.M. (Stats)
PeiTsonnel

Statistics,

No, 71 Squadron formed at Church Fenton on
19 September 1940. No, 121 Squadron formed at
Kirton-in-Linds ay on 14 May 1941. No. 133 Squadron
formed at Coltishall on 1 August 1941* These squadrons
W'ere transferred to the U.S.A.A.C, on 1 October 1942

becoming Nos, 334, 335, and 336 Pursuit Squadrons, The
numbers of Americans involved was not large, being less
than 100 at all times between the dates of formation and

the transfer to the U.S.A.A.C, In the R.A.F, as a whole

there were approximately 145 on 3 September 1941. A
peak vfas reached by 3 September 1 942 v/hen there were 404
Americans serving in the R.A.F. This total gradually
declined until by 1 September 1945, there wers only 83
still in the Service,

The American P,38 and Po39 fighters had poor high alti
tude performances and were therefore unsuitable for
providing high cover for the American bombers.

(2)

(55692)444 SECRET
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exchange for 200 Spitfires, 80 Mustangs would he released to
the Royal Air Force isranediately and 1+0 more in each of the ,

three succeeding months.

On 10 June Major General Carl Spaatz left Washington to

ass\mie in the United Kingdom his responsibilities as Command

ing General of the U.S. Eighth Air Force, On 14 June it v,-ao

decided to take over the Bushy Hall Hotel, near Watford, for
the Headquarters of the VIII Fighter Command, Finally on

21 June, the air echelons of the first American fighter group
to operate from Great Britain - the 31st Pursuit Group -

arrived to join the ground echelons, which were already in the

country, and the group was duly equipped with eighty Spitfires.

For the next tTrelve months a small but steady stream of

aircraft arrived in Great Britain from the United Statesj it

was the heavy bomber force rather than the fighters that

gained in strength. By July 1943 there were nine operational
Thunderbolt (P.47) squadrons available for working with
Fighter Command or for escorting the U.S. hea’/y bomber force.

The latter consisted of 47 squadrons of which there were 39

Fortress and eight Liberator squadrons. Reference to their

operations will be found in the chapters on offensive opera
tions in this narrative.

A.D.0.(U.S.)
Folder Eighth
Air Force,1942
Papers,

A.H.B./ID3/
963(A).

In so far as the relations of the Eighth Air Force with

Fighter Commeind were concerned in 1943 it was agreed that the

U.S, fighters should continue to be employed in a strictly
offensive capacity. They were not to have any responsibility
for sector defence with the proviso that, if heavy enemy air
attacks were resumed, U.S. fighters were to reinforce Fighter
Command. It was therefore necessary that some training in

sector defence should be undertaken, A small proportion of

the fighter force (one flight per U.S, Group; was trained in a
Fighter Command sector. It was hoped that the scheme would

also give an opportunity for the airmen of the two countries
to mix and thereby improve relations between the two forces.

Initially training was carried out at the Biggin Hill,
Tangmere and Kenley Sectors but because of the activity taking
place, from the late summer of 1943 onwards in connection with

the preparatory operations for a landing on the continent,
training was transferred to the Colerne and Hornchurch Sectors,

By 1943 the Eighth U.S. Air Force was firmly established
in this country and Anglo U.S, air planning was principally
concerned with the Ninth U.S, Tactical Air Force, details of
which vdll be found in R.A.F, Narratives *The Liberation of

Northr^West Stirope Vol, I*. The following table illustrates
the build-up of the U.S.A.A.F. in Great Britain from
August 1942 to May 1944, It does not include Transport/Troop
carrier aircraft.

FG/S.28822,
End, 48A,

Ibid,
Encl,80A,

A.H.B,/n)3/
963(A).
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Sq.dns or j
Groups Op- j U.E,
erational per

Unit

! No, of

Vo ■
Service

able

Sqdns or
Groups
{formed or
forming

No, of I

Vo in
Units

Types of VoDate

FIGNTEHS

Ldghtning

I  (P.38)
^Spitfire V
BOiJBERS

Fortress

,  (B.17)
Boston

.  (A.20)

102('’)6 Sqdns

6 Sqdns

8 Sqdns

5d25

1483 Sqdns 25 92

12 August
1942 8 2750

14 81 Sqdn 15

433 Sqdns 25 123.FIGHTERS
JjightnVg
r (P=38)
(Thunderbolt

C  (P.47)
(Spitfire V

yBOIIBERS
TPortress
(  (B.17)
(Liberator
(  (B.24)

76 10

30 December
1942 18 843 Sqdns 593 Sqdns

8  182 10220 Sqdns 20 Sqdns

2684 Sqdns 4 Sqdns 41

FIGICTERS

Thunderbolt

■  (P.47)
HEAVY BCMBERS j
Fortress

(B.17.B,40)
Liberator

(B.24)
LiEDIUIVi BOl/iBERS

Marauder (B,26) 12 Sqdns
'air support
Spitfire
Boston (a,20)

(Havoc (A,20)
(Piper Oub

9 Sqdns

48 Sqdns

8 Sqdns

4 Sgdns

1882919 Sqdns 25

6l1 375839 Sqdns

8 448 Sqdns 91

2 June 1943
154 Sqdns 13 119

18321 75

EIGHTH AIR

"" POROE
Fighters

Thunderbolt

:  (P.47)
Lightning
:  (P.58)
Bombers

Portress

:  (B.17)
Portress

^  (P.P.P.)
Liberator

:  ; (®-24),
( Photo/Recce
(Lightning
(  (Po5)
(Spitfire

10 Group^^) 9 Groups
I

2 Groups I 2 Groups

651 58475

116 8675

19 Groups I 18 Groups31 December 55 594 525
1945

56 221 Group 1 Group 35

1837 Groups 7 Groups 35 153

48 21 141 Group 1 Group

(1) The considerable discrepancy between the nimber of aircraft In units and the number of aircraft
serviceable Is partly due to the fact that U.S.A.A.F, states counted not only aircraft In squadrons
but those In repair depots and replacement centres,

(2) A Group normally consisted of three Squadrons,
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No, ofj  Sqclns or i ^ ,
../Jeroups 1^'!'^°';

lirpes of i/a, iSrou^ Op-
eratxonal

f

i  No. of

I  A/G in
Units

U.E.

per
Unit

Vo
Date Service

ableorming

NINTH AIR

FORCE

Fighters

Mustangs I 3 Groups
,  (P.51)
Thunderbolt 2 Groups

,  (P.47
Recce j
Mustang j

,  (P.51) I
Spitfire j
Grasshopper I

’  (L4B) I
^ Bombers i
Marauder I

.  (B.26) I
’EIGHTH MR

,  force
Fighters
Thunderbolt 4 Groups

,  (P.47)
Lightning 4 Groups

,  (P.38)
.Mustangs

!  (P.51)
'Photo/Recoe

^Lightning
(P‘5)

.Spitfire
(Bcanbers
[Fortress 1 21 Groups |21 Groups
(B»17) ! I

fFort/Lib. I 2 Groups | 2 Groiaps
(p.p.&:b.s.) '

(Liberator
(  (B.24)

(NINTH AIR
(  FORCE
(Fighters
(Lightning 3 Groups ! 3 Groups
C  (P.38)
(Mustaing
(  (P.51)
(Thunderbolt i 13 Groups i13 Groups
(  (P.47) i
(Blackwidow 3 Sqdns
(  (P. 61/70)
(Mustang
( (F,6 Recce)

1 Group

Group(^) 1 Group1

4 Groups 4 Groups

I

4 Groups

4 Groups

7 Groups I 7 Groups

1 Group i 1 Group

I

19 Groups |l6 Groups

I
2 Groxips2 Groups I

1 Group I 1 Group

31 December

1943
Contd,

77 5275

1575

575772

241 22357

24634575

276 22175

30 May 1944
56250175

48 53 35

97448 1240

36 + 24

1264 88148

12120575

11813075

77394175

30 May 1944
4412

8710772

3347481 Group1 GroupLightning

,  (P.5)
^Bombers
Mairauders

J  (B.26)
Boston

;  (A.20)

389515578 Groups
+ 1 Sqdn
3 Groups

8 Groups
+ 1 Sqdn

i  3 Groups

+ 15
I

188 10957

(l) 4 Squadrons (Three squadrons of Fighter/Reccso and one Liaison Squadron)
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15 AUGUST 1942.ORDER OP BATTLE K)R OEBRATION JUBILEE;

Aocardiiig to the Air Poree Oonimander's report the numher

squadrons available was 67, although only 65 are listed in
Di addition a

TiyUCV^ of
3/3• the Order of Battle attached to the report.

Typhoon Wing of 3 squadrons (Nos. 56, 266 and 609) made
diversionary sv/eeps over Prance and Belgiiim.
which took part in the operation are as follows

The Squadrons

(close Support)
(Smoke)
(Pighter)
(Army Co-op)
(close Support)
(Pighter)
(close Support)
Pighter
Pieter

(close Support
(close Support
(Pighter)
(pighter Po

2453

13 253
26619

26 302 lish

(32 303

C  " )306 (
308 (
310 (
312 (
317 (
331 (

41

)(ft
43

56 Czech

64
(Polish
(xYorwegian)
'  -' )
(Prench)
(Belgian)

(iirmj^ Co-op) (RCAP)
(Pighter

( (
(
(

(RCAP

65( )
It

( )66

71 332
81 340

(close Support)
(Bomber)
(Pighter)
(

87 350
88 400

91 401

Bomber)
(Pighter
(

( (107 402

( (
It

111 403

(  " ) (
(  " ) ( " )

Co-op) (RCAP)
(pighter) (rCAp)
(  " ) ( " ) (Intruder)
(  '' ) (rnzap)

118 411

( )121 412

(122 414
124 ( 416
(129 418

)(
(

ti
130 485

(131 501
6( (02133

154 ( (Di'truaer)(605
(165 (609

174 (pighter Bomber)
175 ( "
222 (Pighter)
226 (Smoke)
232 (pighter)

)
(610

( )611

(Smoke)
(pighter)
(pighter) (U.S.A,)

614
616

307

(Army Co-op)
(Pi^ter) 1(

(
(239 308

(
It

242 309

Pighter

AircraftNo. of squadrons

Spitfire
Typl^oon
Hurrioane

Mustang
.Blenheim (2) Boston
liurricajics

Boston

Boston

48
3
6Close Support

Army Co-op
Smoke

Pighter Bomber
Bomber

Intruder

4
3
2

2

2

70

In addition to the squadrons listed above, aircraft of

Coastal Command maintained pati'ols tliroughout the night prior
to the attack and patrolled the South Coast the follOT'ing
night covering naval vessels returning from Dieppe (a total of
7 sorties vrere flown by Nos. 59 (Hudson) and 502 (Yi/hitley)
Squadrons). Air/Sea Rescue sorties were floT/n by No. 277
Squadron throughout the operation.
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SUMMARY OF IMERUDER OESRATIDNS DURING 1942VJ1
VJl
cr>

T—VD

N) ID. OF

EHEMI Vc
CIAHED

DESTROYED (1)

KD, OF

ATTACKS

CARRIED

I
ID. OF

ENEMY A/c
SEEI'

NO. OF

SORTIES
VJI SQDN. LOSSES REMARKSDATE

OUT

3 & 23 1 1 11JANUiiRY 17 NIL Attention devoted to the patrolling and
bomtdng of enemy airfields.

FEBRUARY 3 & 2333 NIL NIL 15 NIL Continuing attention to airfields but
railway sidings and marshalling yards
also attacked.

65 3, 23, 11MARCH 2 Attacks on airfields continued but atten

tion also given to marslialling-yards,
transport and oil refineries.

50 NIL

( 3 Damaged)4-18

Ih3ii-3 61192 1, 3, 23,
4-18, 174,
32, 203

137 Bombing of airfields continued but
increased attention to marshalling yards

and rail transport.

AIRIL 9 5

(11 Damaged;

183 10 147¥AY -I, 3, 23,
418, 111,
91, 43, 87,
245, 247

40 4 Continued bombing of airfields but j
increased number of attacks on road and . j
rail transport. i

(10 Damaged)

336 63 169h 3, 23,
418, 87,
245, 247,
485, 403

15JUi'E 5 Airfields, marshalling yards factories
and trains securing equal attention.(10 Damaged)

«
(1) German records do not list losses due to 'Intruders’ separately, so that no direct comparison with eneiiy loss totals

is possible.



Vjl
VJ1
CA
VO
|V3 KD. OFM). OF

EMEMT Vc
CMUSD

mSTROIKD (1)

m. OF

Emm Vc
SEEN

m, OF

SORTIES

ATTiiCKS

CiffiRIED
SJ}
to REMARKSLOSSESDATE SQDN.

OUT

6 Bom'fcang of airfields taking secondary'-
place to attacks on marshalling yards,
trains and road transpcrt.
Mosquito sortie hy No.23 Squadron on
5/6 July.

First

280 45 1031,3,23,
418,247,
605,87,
43,245,32

9JULI

( 8 DamagF^d)

t

2 Mnoh reduced activity, chiefly concentrated
against enemy transpcsrt.

53 5147 5,23,418,
605,247,
87,32,43,

37i  AUGUST

( 4 Damaged)

245 N)

1-3

Very limited activity almost entirely
devoted to attacks on railway trans
port.

SEPTEMBER 3,23,418 34 592 15 NIL

( 1 Damaged)

62 17 Bad v/eather and technical trouhle

contributing greatly to very limited
activity against railway rolling
stock.

3,-23,418, 7 NILOCTOBER NIL

605

!
1\DVSMHER 11 Slight increase of activity.

Effort mainly devoted to attacks
on trains and to the dropping of
leaflets,

bombers enployed by Nos,609 and 137
Squadrons respectively.

Typhoons and ?/hirli-

93 3,23,418,
605,609,

NIL 49 3

137

) )))
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Vjl

cr\
VD MD. OF

ATTjiCKS

a^HRIED

I©, OF

EMM" Vo
CLABED

lESTROISD (1)

ro
ED. OF

SMEIVII i/C
!

ED. OF

SORTIES

REMARKSliDSSES iSQPE.DATEVji

aiEE OUT

Effect devoted for the greater part to
attacks on trains and leaflet dropping.

118 EIL3,23,
418,605,
609,137

98iecbmebr

(l Dajma-ged)

38825482991508TOTAL

(48 Damaged)19A2

ii
Authority? Fighter Command Form *Y'. IQ

it^iha

i
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ORDER 07 BATTLE OF FIGHTER catiAND

TO 2200 HaiRS 7 JANUARY 19/i5

Sector Squadron Equipment Aerodrome Remartcs

No, 9 GROUP

317 (Polish)Woodvale Spitfire VB
Beauflghter VI
Beauflghter VI

Wcochrale

Woodvale

Valley

Day
256n

Night
Night (re-equIpping

Mosquito)
Day
Day (re-equlpplng
Typhoon)
Night

■  Night

456 (RAAF)Valley

n 41 Spitfire VB
Hurricane II

Llanbedr

High Ercall247Atcham

n 535 (Turblnllte) Hurricane & Boston High Ercall
Beauflghter VI Honlley96Hon1ley

Sunanary! S.E. tey Squadrons 3! Turblnllte Squadrons 1}
T,E. Night Squadrons 3.

No, 10 GROUP

Spitfire VB
Beauflghter VI
Boston & Hurricane Falrwood Common

Boston & HuiTlcane Charmy Dovm
Typhoon
Mosquito

Angle
Falrwood Coranon

Charray Dovvn
Colerne

Falnvood Common 421 (RCAF)
125 (Newfoundland)
536 (Turblnllte)

5^3 (Turblnllte)

n

II

Colerne
n 2

 Night
Night
Night

Day

Day
n 264 Night (6 a/c at

Trebelzue)
Day (Forming)
Night

Day (Long Range)
Day (L.R,)
Daj (l.R.)
Night
Day (L,R*)

Day

11 184 (Army Support) Hurricane I ID

Beauflghter I
Hurricane I

Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB

Mosquito
Spitfire V & VC
Typhoon
Hurricane Bombers

Typhoon
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB & VC
Beauflghter VI
Boston & Hurricane Middle Wallop

Ibsley
lbsley
Ibsley
Warmwell,

Warmwell

Colerne

Predannack

St, Mary‘s
Perranporth
Perranporth
PeiTanporth
Exeter

Exeter

Exeter

Harrowbeer

Harrowbeer

Church Stanto

Spitfire VB & VC
Spitfire VI
Spitfire VB & VC
Typhoon
Whirlwind Bombers

n

Church Stanton

Middle Wallop

Portreath 604
1/i49 Flight
19
130
234II

Exeter 307 (Polish)
310 (Czech)

175 (A,S.)
257

II

It

Day
n

Day
II

193 Day (Forming)
Day (l.R.)
Day (l.R.)
Night
Night
Day (L«R.)
Day (L.R.)
Day (l.R.)

II ’Czech)
[Czech)
:rcaf)
[Turblnllte)

313
tl

312
406Middle VJallop

II
537
504
616n

H 66
II 266 Day
II 263 (A.S.)

Summary; S.E. Day Squadrons 14:!.; T.E. Day Squadrons 1j
Turblnllte Squadrons 3; T.E. Nlglit Squadrons 5;
Day Squadrons fomlng 2o

Day

No, 11 GROUP

Tangmere 165 Spitfire VB Tangmere
Hurricane & Boston Tangraero
Typhoon
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Beauflghters I
Boston III

Beauflghter
Spitfire IX
Spitfire IX
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire IX
Spitfire IX
Spitfire VB & VI
Beauflghter I

Tangmere
Westhampn

Day
N 534 (Turblnllte)

486 (rnzaf)
485 (RNZilF)

Night
II

ett
Westhampnett
Ford

Ford

Ford

Kenley
Kenley
Redhlll

Redlilll

Biggin Hill
Biggin Hill
Lympne
West Mailing

Boston & Hurricane West Mailing
Southend

Fairlop
Falrlop
Manston

Manston

Manston
Hurnchuroh

Bradwell Bay

Spitfire VB
Spitfire IX
Spitfire IX
Whirlwind Bomber
Hurricane Bomber

Typhoon
Spitfire VB
Boston III

Day
n

Day
II 131 Day (L.R.)

Night
Night
Night

n 141
605 (Intruder)
r.i.u.

1|02 (RCAF)
401 (RCAF)
412 (BCAF)
4l6 (RCAF)
340 (Free French)
6

II

II

Kenley DayII

DayII

Day
II

Day
Biggin Hill

II
Day

11
Day

II
91 Day

n 29 Night
Night

II 531 (Turblnlite)
453 (RAilF)Hornchurch

DayII 122
Day

64n

DayII 137 (A.S,)
174 (A.S.)

350 (Belgian)
418 (RCAF/Inm ;er)

609

Day/Nightf}

Day
n

Day
tl

Dayn

Night

(55692) ̂̂ 55 SECRET
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iHPEI'DIX 1\D.16
2

RemaricsAerodromeEquipmentSquadronSector

No. 11 GROUP (Contd.)

North Weald
North Weald

Hunsdon

Day331 (Norwegian)
332 (Norwegian)

530 (Turblnllte)
85
315 (Polish)
306 (Polish)
308 (Polish)
302 (Polish)

Spitfire IX
Spitfire IX
Hurricane IIC
Boston & Hurricane Hunsdon

Mosquito
Spitfire IX
Spitfire IX
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Mosquito
Spitfire VB
Typhoon
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB

Hunsdon

Northol

North Weald
Dayn

Day/Night
Night
Night

n

n

t

Northolt

Northolt

Heston

Castle Camps
Martleshara

Martlesham

Debden

Debden
Debden

II

DayNortholt
DayII

DayII

rayII

Night157Debden
Day132II

Day182 (A.S.)
334 (U5AAF)
33s (USAAP)
335 (USAAF)

Summary; S.E. Day Squadrons 29> T.E. Day Squadrons 1;
Turblnlite Squadrons 3i T.E. Night Squadrons 4l
Intruder Squadrons 2; F.I.U.

II

DayII

Dayn

DayIt

No. 12 GROUP

181 (A.S.) Duxford

Coltlshall

Ludham

Matlask

Klngscllffe
Wittering

DayTyphoon
Beauflgliter I
Spitfire VB & VC
Typhoon
Spitfire VB
Mosquito
Hurricane & Boston Wittering

Digby
Dlgby
Coleby Grange
Klrton

Hurricane & Boston Hlbaldstow

Spitfire VB
Typhoon
Mosquito
Tjiphoon

Typhoon
Spitfire VB
Beauflghter VI
Spitfire VB

Duxford

Coltlshall Night
Day (L.R,)
Day
Day (L.R.)
Night
Night
Day (Forming)

68

167II

56II

118Wittering
151It

532 (Turblnllte)
198
411 (ROAF)
409 (RCAF)
303 (Polish)
538 (Turblnllte)
316 (Polish)

II

Dlgby
II naj'-

NightII

DayKlrton
Night

Hutton Cranswlck Day
Hutton Cranswick Day (Forming)
Church Fenton

Church Fenton

Night
Day (Forming)

II

Cliurch Fenton
« 195
II 25

183 (A.S.)

Summary: S.E. Day Squadrons 7; Turblnllte Squadrons 2;
T.E. Night Squadrons 4) Day Squadrons forming 3.

II

No. 13 GROUP

403 (RCAF)
I

410 (RCAF)
1

539 (Turblnllte)

219

Catterlck

Scorton

Ackllngton
Ackllngton

Hurricane & Boston Aokllngton
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VI

Spitfire VB
Beauflghter VI
Mosquito
Typhoon

Drem

Drem

DayCatterick

Night
Night
Daj’’
Night

Day (Re-equlpplng
Spitfire VII)

Day (Forming)

Night (Re*^qulpplng
Beau. VI)

Day

Day

II

Custon
II

II

65Tumhcuse

124II

II 197 Typhoon
Spitfire VB
Beauflghter II

Drem

222Ayr Ayr
488 (RNZAF)n Ayr

Summary; S.E. Day Squadrons 5* Turblnllte Squadrons 1;
T.E. Night Squadrons 3; Day Squadrons forming 1.

No. 14 GROUP

602Kirkwall Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB & VI
Spitfire VB

Skeabrae

Castletown

Grlmsetter

Peterhead

Day
610II Day

II Day (L.R.)129
164Peterhead Day

Sunimaiy; Day Squadrons 4.

(55692)4.56 SECEfflT
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RemarksAei’odromeIkjiiiauentJJquadronSector

R.A.F. NORTHERN IRELAND

NightBeauflghters I
Spitfire VB

Ballyhalbert
Ball5’’halbert

Ballyhalbert
n

153
Day501

Summary: Day 1; Night 1.

tJ«S.A.A.F» Squadrons (Kon‘*Operatlonal)

P.38 Coxhill

Coxlilll

CCKhlll

Egllnton
Egllnton
Egllnton

Day82 Pursuit

83 Pursuit
8I4 Pursuit
95 Pursuit
96 Pursuit
97 Pursuit

Klrton

P.38 DayIt

P.38II Day
P.38 DayEgllnton
P.38 Day

P.38n Day

FloEET AIR ARM SQUADRON OPEP^Iffi UIJDER
FIGHTER COMiND

800 Night
Night
Night
Night

Kirkwall

Ouston

Hornchurch

Grlmsetter
Ouston

Nanston

Manston

Tumhouse

Tumliouse

Sea Hurricane

Sea Hurricane

Albacore

Albacore
Seaflre
Fulmars

804
841
823It

884 DayTumhouse

886II Day

SUMMARY FOR FIGHIER COmAID

TotalSquadmns Night SquadronsDay

IntruderTurblnllte T.E_.T.E.S.E.

71 33No. 9 Group

23iI4i 51 3No. 10 Group

384 229 1 2No.11 Group
(excluding
F.I.U.)

4 1327No. 12 Group

91 35No. 13 Group

No. 14 Group 44

21R.A.F.N.I. 1

Total of

Squadrons formed 96i63i 2192 TO

66Squadrons forming

102i69A 22 10 19

ORDER OFBATTLE OF FIGHTER COMMAND TO 2500 HOURS 3 JUNE 1943

Sector Squadron Equipment Aerodrome Remarks

NO, 9 GROUP

VIocdvale

Valley
Hon 1 ley

198 Typhoons
Beauflghter VI
Beauflghter VI

Woodvale

valley
Honiley

Day
Night
Night

4c6 (RCAP)
96

Summary: S.E. Day Squadrons 1; T.E. Night Squadrons 2,

(35962)4.57 SECRET
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4

RemarlisAercdromaEqulpMrstSquadronSector

NO, 10 GROUP

Night
Night

Falrwood Common 307 (Polish)
Colerne 151

Falnvood Common

Colerne

Colerne

Predannack

St« Mary's
Perranporth
Perranporth
Perranporth
Harrowbser

Exeter

Exeter

Exeter

Harrov/beer

Church Stanton

Church Stanton

Middle Wallop
Middle Wallop
Middle Wallop
lbs ley
Ibsley
Ibsley
Warmwell
Warmwell

Andover

Old Sarum

Mosquito II
Mosquito II
Typhoon Bomber
Mosquito II
Hurricane I IB

Spitfire V
Spitfire V
Spitfire V
Mustang I
Beaufighter VI
Spitfire V
Typhoon
T^hoon
Spitfire V
Spitfire V
Mosquito II
Hurricane IV

Mustang I
Spitfire V
Spitfire VI
Spitfire V
Typhoon
Whirlwind Bomber

Mustang I
Auster III

183 (AS) DayII

261* Night

Day LoR.)
Day L.R.)
Day L»R.)

Night
Day (LtR.)

Day

Day

Portreath

Flight

132 (Mobile)
412 (RCAF)
414 (RCAF)
125 (Newfoundland)
310 (Czech.)

610

11

II

n

II

Exeter
II

266it Day
II 193 Day

Day (L.R.)
Day (L.R.)
Night

312 (Czech.)
313 (Czech.)
456 (RAAF)
164 (AS)

n

n

Middle Wallop
II II Day

D16n ay
Day (L.R.)

Day (L.R.)
Day

504II II

616II II

II 11 129
II n 257 Day

263 (AS)
169
658 (AOP)

IIII Day
II II Day

N0.36 Wing

Summary:

Day (Forming)

S.E. Day Squadrons 17^; T.E. Night Squadrons 5? T.E. Day Squadrons 1;
1 Auster Squadron Fonr.lng.

NO.11 GROUP

Tangraere 197 Typhoon
Typhoon
Spitfire VB

Spitfire VB
Mosquito xn
Boston III

Tangmere
Tangmere
Merston

West Hampnett
Ford

Ford

Day
486 (RNZAF)
485 (RNZAF)

II
Day

II
Day (Low Flying)
Day (L.F.)
Night
Night (Re
equipping
Mosquito VI)
Night
Day (Re-equlpplng
Mustang lA)
Day (Re-equlpplng
Mjstang lA)

167II

256II

418 (RCAF)
(Int.)

II

II F.I.U. Beaufighter
Ml :s tang I

Ford
268II Odlham

168II
^4^stang I Odlham

/J21 (RCAF)
403 (RCAF)
401 RCAF)
411 RCAF)
400 RCAF)
430 RCAF)
341 (Free
French)

Kenley Spitfire IX
Spitfire IX
Spltfli’e VB
Spitfire VB
Mustang I
Mustang I
Spitfire IX

Kenley
Kenley
Redhlll

Redhill

Dunsfold

Dunsfold

Biggin Hill

Day
II

Day
II

Day
Day (L.F.)

II
Day
Day

II

Biggin Hill Day

611II n
Day (L.F.)Spitfire IX

Spitfire XII
Typhoon
Spitfire XII
TjTJhoon Bomber
Mosquito XII
Typhoon
Hurricane I

Spitfire IX
Spitfire IX
\-ihlrlwlnd Bomber

Biggin Hill
RViston

Lympne
HawkInge
Gravesend

West Mailing
West Mailing
Detllng
Hornchurch

Hornchurch

Mansion

II 41II
Day

II II 1 Day
II II 91 Day
II 174 (AS)II

Day
85II It

Might
II n 3 Day
II It 318 (Polish)

2
Day (Forming)

Hornchurch 22 Day
II 453 (RAAF)

137 (AS)
Bay

II

Day (Re-equipping
Hurricane IV)

II 609 Typhoon
Beaufighter I

Mansion

Bradwell Bey
Day

North Weald 29 Night (Re-equlp
plng Mosquito XII)

Day (Re-equlpplng
Spitfire VII)

Day
II II 247 (Mobile) Typhoon

Spitfire VI
Bradwell Bay
North Weald

II II 124

II
331 (Norwegian)
332 ( )II

Spitfire IX
Spitfire IX

Mosquito 11
Defiant II

North Weald

North Weald

Hunsdon

Huiisdon

Day
It II

Day
II II 157 Night

Night (Re-equlp
plng Beauflghter II)

II II 515

Northolt 303 (Polish)
316 ( " )
317 ( " )
302 ( '• )

Spitfire IX
Spitfire IX
Spitfire VB
Spitfire vB

Northolt

Northolt
Heston

Heston

BayII

DayII

DayII

Day

(55692)458 SECRET
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Sector Squadron Equipment RenarksAerodrome

605 (int.)Debden Night (Re-equlp-
plng Mosquito VI)

{L.F.

Castle Camps

Martleshara

Detllng
Penshurst

Detllng

Sumroaryi S.E. Day Squadrons 32} T.E. Night Squadrons 55 T.E. Day Squadrons 1;
F.I,U«; Intruder Squadrons 2} A.OoP» Squadrons 2; Hurricane Squadron
Fonnlng 1.

Mosquito II

501 Spitfire VB
Auster III

Auster III

Spitfire I IB

655 (A.O.P.)
653 (

1  (CACU)

Day
)II II

Day
II

Day

Debden

No. 35 Wing
II

II

NO. 12 GROUP

Coltlshall 68 Beauflghter VI
Typhoon
Typhoon
Spitfire V
Beauflghter I

Coltlshall
Ludham

Matlock

Coltlshall

Wittering

Night
II 195 Day

56II

Day
118II

Day (L.R.)
Night (Re-equlpplng
Beauflghter VI)
Day (L.R.)
Day (L.R.)
Day (L.R.)
Night

11*1Wittering

19 (Mobile)
Z)02 (RCAF)
416 ( ■' )
410 ( " )
315 (Polish)
25

308 (Polish)
6

Dlgby
II

Spitfire V
Spitfire V
Spitfire V
Mosquito II
Spitfire VB
Mosquito II
Spitfire VB
Mistang I
Tomahawk I

Dlgby
Dlgby
VJelllngore
Coleby Grange
Hutton Cranswlck Day
Church Fenton Night

II

n

Church Fenton

It II Day
13 Yoric

York

n Day
Day (Re-equlppIng

Mustang I)
231

IXixford 2 Mustang I
mstang I
Mistang I
mstang I
Auster III
Auster III

Sawbrldgeworth
Sottisham
Snallwell
Snallwell
FIrbeck
Stapleford
Tawney

Westley

Summary; S.E. Day Squadrons 14» T.E. Night Squadrons 4; A.O.P. Squadrons 2;
Auster Squadron Forming 1.

Day
4 Day

309 (Polish)
r/o
659 (A.O.P.)
656 (A.O.P.)

657 (A.O.P.)

Day
Day
Day (F
Day

II Auster III Day

n

n

n

No. 33 Wlr.g
No.34 Wing

orming)

II

NO0I3 GROUP

Spitfire VB
Beauflghter VI
Beauflghter VI
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Beauflghter VI
Mustang I
Auster III

306 (Polish)
604
409 (RCAF)
350 (Belgian)
340 (Free French)
64

488 (RNZAF)
63

652 (A.O.P.)

Summary; S.E. Day Squadrons 6;

Catterick Catterlck
Scorton
Acklington
Acklington
Drem

Day
II

Night
NightOuston

II

Day
Turnhouse DayII

Ayr Day
II

Ayr NightII
Macmerry
Methven

T.E. Night Squadrons 3? A.O.P. Squadmns 1.

Day
DayNo. 32 Wing

NO. 14 GROUP

66Kirkwall Spitfire VB &v
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB

Day (L.R.)Skeabrse
Castletown
Skeabrae
Peterhead

II 131 DayII 234 Day
Peterhead 165 Day

Summary; S.E. Day Squadrons ij.

R.AaF. NORTHFRN TRF.LA*fl

Ballyhalbert 130 Spitfire VB Ballyhalbert Day

(55962)4-59 SECRET
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Sector Squadron Equipment Aerodrome Renarks

TACTICAL AIR FOICE

NO. 2 GROUP

k€>h RAAF)
1*87 RNZAF)

Feltwell Ventura II

Ventura II

Mitchell 11
Mitchell 11

Mitchell II
Boston III

Mitchell II
Ventura

Methwold

Methwold

Foulsham
Foulsliam

Attlebrldge
Swanton Morley
Sranton Morley
Oulton

Day
H

Day
98Foulsham Day
180II

Day
320 (Dutch) «II

Day
88Swanton Morley Day

226‘3II 11
Day

II II 21 Day (Re-equlpplng
Mitchell II)

West Raynham 107 Boston III

Boston III
Great MassIngham Day
ScUlthorpe Day

II 3Z;2*(LorraIne)

Summary; T.E. Day Squadrons 10} Non-Operatlonal T.E. Day Squadrons 3.

K Temporarily non~operatlonal.

II

N0.83 GROUP

Typhoon121 Airfield 245 (Detachment) Selsey (Advance Day
Landing Ground)

Selsey (A.L.G.)
Bognor (A.L.G.) Day
Bognor (A.L.G.) Day
Menston

Gatwlck

Gatwick Day
AppledramO^ • l .ft 7 oay

Appledrmn A.L.G. Day
Appledram A.L.G. Day

Day

Day
Day

)65 (
6

II It Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Hurricane IV

Mistang
Mistang
Typhoon Bomber

02 (Mobile)
122 (Detachment)
184 (AS) (Mobile)

122 Airfield
II n

it n

123 Airfield
II n

124 Airfield

26

239
181 (AS)
(Detachment)
182 (AS) (Mobile)
175 (AS) (Mobile)

Summary; S.E. Day Squadrons 10.

IIII
Typhoon Bomber
Typhoon Bomber124 Airfield

NO.38 AIRBORNE WIW

Hallfax/Whltley V Holmsley South

Albemarle

Whitley V
Hum

Thraxton

Netheravon 295 Tug A/c (Re-equlp“
ping Albemarle)

Tug A/c
Tug A/c (Re-equlp-
plng Albemarle)

Spitfire IV & VII Hartford Bridge Photo/Recce.

Hum

Netheravon
296
297

Odlham 140

FLEET AIR ARM SQUADROIS OPERATING IRIDER FIGHTER COMMAND

Hornchurch 841 Albacore Manston Night

OTHER COMiiAMD SQUADROffl OPERATING FROM
FIGHTER COMMAND AERODROMES

Exeter

Turnhouse
816 (F.A.A.)
884 (f.a.a. )
886 (F.A.A.)
248 (Coastal)

Swordfish
Seaflre
Fulmar

Beauflghter

Exeter

Tumhouse
Turnhouse

Predannack

Night
DayII

Day
Portreath

Day

U.S.A.A.F. SQUADROFB

Debden 82 (Pursuit) P.47 Duxford
Duxford

Duxford

Horeham

St. Faith

DayII 83 ( )II P.47 Dayft 84 C « )
61 (Pursuit)

P.47 Day»
P.47 Day

II 62 (
6

)II P.47 II
DayII 3 ( )It

P.47 II
Day

334 (
335 (

)11 P.47 Debden

Debden

Debden

DayII
)II P.47 DayII 336 ( )II

P.47 Day

Summary; S.E. Day Squadrons 9,

(55692)460 SECRET
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SmiMARY FOR FIGHTER COMMAND

(EXCLUDIM} NO. 38 AIRBORNE WI^JO)

Day Squadrons Night Squadrons

S.E. T.E. Auster S eE« T.E. Intruder Total

No» 9 Group 1 2 3

17i 23iNo.10 Group 1 5

No. 11 Croup
(excluding
F.I.U.)

32 Li2.1 2 25

No. 12 Group k1 19

6No.13 Group

No. 14 Group

1 3 10

4 4

R.A.F. N.I. 1 1

T.A.F.

No. 2 Group

No»83 Group

10* 10

10 10

Total of

Squadrons
Formed

853!r 4 122^12 19 2

Squadrons
Forming

1 2 3

6 125i12 221

* 3 Squadrons Temporarily Non-operatlonal.

ORDER OF BATTLE OF AIR DEFENCE GREAT BRITAIN TO

2200 HOURS 30 DECEMBER 1943

Sector Squadron Equipment Aerodrome Remarks

iD. 9 GROUP

Koodvale 222 (Mobile) *
125 (Newfoundland)
275 Alr/Sea Rescue

Day (L.R.)
Night
Day (Flights at
Valley, Eglinton,
Andreas)

Spitfire VB

Beaufighter VI
Anson/Walrus

Woodvale

Valley
Valley

n

n

Summary; S.E. Day Squadrons 1; T.E. Night Squadrons 15 A/S.R. Squadron 1.

* 2nd T.A.F. Squadron.

NO .10 GROUP

456 (RAAF)Falrrmod Common Mosquito II Falrwood Common Night (to re-equIp
Mosquito XV11)

Night
Night (to re-equlp-
Mosqulto XVII)

Colerne

Portreath
151 Mosquito XII/XIII

Mosquito II
Colerne

Predannack157

183 Ground Attack
(G.A.)
1449 Flight
340 (Free
341 (Free
406 (RCAF)

French)
French)

II
Typhoon Bomber Predannack Day

n Hurricane IIB

Spitfire V
Spitfire V
Beaufighter VI
Spitfire VII
Typhoon
Typhoon
Anson/Walrus/
Spitfire IIA

St. Mary’s
Perranporth
Perranporth
Exeter

Exeter

Harrowbeer

Harrov;beer
Harrowbeer

toy
II

Day (L.R.)
Day (L.R.)
Night

II

Exeter

616II

Day
II 266 Day
II

193 Day
276 (A/S.R.)tl

Day Flights at
Harrowbeer, Warmwell
ajiid Portreath

(55692)1,61 SECRET
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NO. 10 GROUP contd.

Sector Squadron Equipment Aerodrome Remarks

610Exeter Spitfire V Bolt Head Day (L.R.) (Re
equipping Spit. XIV)

n 131 Spitfire IXF
Spitfire IX
Spitfire V
Spitfire V
Spitfire V

Culmhead

Culnihead

lbsley
Ibsley
Ibsley

Day
165II

Day-
Middle Wallop 310 (Czech) Mobile

312 (Czech) Mobile
313 (Czech) Mobile

Day (L.R,) (Forming
Day (L.R.) (in No.84
Day (l.R. ) (Group

(2nd TAP
Day
Day (Re-aqulpplng
ITphoon Bomber)

T.E. Night Squadrons 4»

n

n

n 257 Typhoon
Whirlwind

Wamvell

Ibsley263 (G.A.)

S.E. Day Squadrons 9i; T.E. Day Squadrons 1;
A/S.R. Squadron 1; S.E. Day Squadrons forming 3,

Summary

NO. 11 CROUP

/|86 (RNZAF)Tangmere Typhoon Day (To re-equlp
Tempest V)

Tangmere

II
197 Typhoon

Spitfire XII
Spitfire XII
Mosquito VI
Mosquito XII/XIII
Beauflghter/Mosq,
Typhoon

Tangmere
Tangmerc
Tangmere
Ford

Ford

Ford

Lympne

Day
D

n 41 ay
II 91 Day

418 (RCAP) Int.n

Night
Night
Night
Day (to re-equlp
Welkin I)
Day (re-equIpplng
T^Tphoon)

Day (L.F.)
Day (L.F.)
Night (re-equlpplng
Mosquito XVII)

Night
Day (Plights at
Martlesham,
Shoreham and

Hawklnge)
Day (L.F.) (Forming
Day (L.F,) (In No.84
Day (l.R.) (Group

Day

29
II F.I.U,

Biggin Hill 1

137 (G.A.)II
Hurricane IV Lympne

n 501 Spitfire V & IXF
Spitfire V
Mosquito Xll/Xni

Hawklnge
Hawklnge
West Mailing

II 322 (Dutch)
n 85

II 124 Spitfire VII
Mosquito XIl/XIII
Lysander/Walrus/
Spitfire IIA

West Mailing
West Mailing
Gravesend

II 96
II 277 (A/S.R.)

Hornchurch 350 (Belgian)
129 (Mobile)
66 (Mobile)
6

Spitfire IX
Spitfire IX
Spitfire IX
Typhoon
Typhoon
Hurricane TV

Tjrphoon

Hornchurch

Homclurch

Hornchurch
Manston

Manston

Falrlop
Pairlop

n

ti

M 09 DayII 198 DayM 164 (G.A.) Day (to re-equlp)
Day Typhoon){Forming

&o. 84
■ proup)

II 195
In

North Weald 56 Typhoon
Mosquito XII/XIII
Mosquito I'-I
Mosquito 11

Martleshara

Bradwell Bay
Bradtvell Baj^
Castle CajTips

Frlston

135 T.E. Night Squadrons 55 Intruder Squadrons 25
Day Squadrons forming 4*

Day
Night
Night
Night (r

Spitfire V

488 (RNZAF)
605 (Int)
410 (RCAP)

349 (Belgian)

S.E, Day Squadrons
A/S.R, Sqiadron 1;

It

e-equlppIng
Mosquito XII/XIII)

Day (L.F.) (L.R.)

F.I.U.J

II

II

Kenley

Summary:

MO.12 GROUP

64Coltlshall Spitfire V
Beaufighter VI
Spitfire V
Anson/Walrus

Coltlshall
Coltlshall
Coltlshall
Coltlshall

Day (L.F.) (L.R.)
Night
Day (L.F.) (L.R.)
Day (Flights at
Coltlshall and

Hutton Cranswlck)
r

Day (L.F.) (L.R.)
Day (L.F.) (L.R.)
Day (L.F.) (L.R.)
Night
Day
Day (Forming)
Day (F.R,)
Day (f.R.) (to
re-equlp Must,II)
Night (re-equIpplng
Mosquito XII/XIII

II 68
II 611
n

278 (A/S.R.)

II
3 Typhoon

Spitfire V
Spitfire V
Spitfire V
Beaufighter VI
Hurricane IV
Hurricane IV

Mustang I
Mustang I

Swanton Morley
Dlgby
DIgby
Dlgby
Coleby Grange
Wittering
Dlgby
Snallwell

Hutton Cranswlck

Dlgby 316 (Polish)
432 (RCAP)
416 (RCAF)
409 (RCAF)
438 (RCAF) *
439 (RCAF) =»
309 (Polish)

It

II

11

It

it

Church Fenton 26

n 264 (Mobile) Mosquito II Church Fenton

(Forming
(in No.85
(Group

(55692)462 SECRET
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9 ApmCDIX M).16

NO. 12 GROUP contd

RemarksEquipment AerodromeSector Squadron

234'(Mobile)
130 (Mobile)
€iOh (Mobile)

Day (UF.)
Day (L.F.) (Pontilne In
Night
Night (re-equIppIng
Mosquito XVn)

(Ho. .85 Grou

Church Fenton

Neiicastle
Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Beauf Igliter VI
Mosquito 11

Church Fenton

Acklington
Sccrton

Ackllngton
ptl

ti 25

Summary; S.E. Day Squadrons 9; T.E. Night Squadrons 3; A/S.R. Squadrons I; Day
Squadrons fomlng 3; T.E. Night Squadrons fonnlng 2»

* Mon-operatlonal

N0>13 GROUP

Mosquito II307 (Polish)

Zj85 (RNZAF)
186 (g.a.)
268 (F.R.) »

Night (to re~equlp
Mosquito XII/XIII)
Day (L.F.)

Tuinhouse Drem

II Spitfire VB
Typhoon Bomber
Mustang I

Drem
It DayAyr
I! Day (to re-equlp

Mustang II)
Day (L.F.)
Day (L.F.)
Day (L.F.)
Day (Flights at
Castletovm, Sumburgh,
Peterhead, Drem and

Turnhouse

Peterhead

Kirkwall
504 Spitfire VB

Spitfire VB
Spitfire VB
Anson/Walrus

Peterhead

Skeabrae

Castletown

Castletown

163 (RAAF)
118

282 (A/S.R.)

n

II

Ayr)

Summary; S.E. Day Squadrons 6; A/S.R. Squadron 1; T.E. Night Squadron 1.

« 2nd T.A.F. Squadron.

R.A.F, NORTHERN IRELAND

303 (Polish) *Stormont Day (L.F.)BallyhalbertSpitfire VB

* 2nd T.A.F. Squadron

OTHER COMMAND SQUADROIB OPER/.TINO UNIER

W5 (Coastal)Hornchurch Albacores Manston Night

OTHER CaiMAND SQUADRONS OPERATING FROM
A,D.G.B. AIRFIELDS

Portreath 235 (Coastal)
243 (Coastal)
248 (Coastal)
304 (Coastal)
607 (F.A.A.)
801 (F.A.A,)
784 (F.A.A.)
768 (F.A.A,)
880 (F.A.A.)
881 (F.A.A,)

Bcauflghter X
Beaufighter
Beauflghter
Wellington
Seafire

Seafire

Fulmar

Swordflsh/Hurrlcarie Ayr
Seafire

Seafire

Port

Ando

Ball

reath

Portreath

Pr'edannack

Predannack

II

II

II

Middle Wallop ver

Andover

Drem

II

Tumhouse

Stormont yhalbert
Ballyhalbert

II
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SECRET

IPIENDIX IJD.16
10

SWE'iARY FOR AIR tEFENCE GREAT BRITAIN

Day Squadrons A/Sea Rescue Night Squadrons Intruder Total

S.E. T.E. S.E. T.E.

No. 9 Group 1 1 1 3

No.10 Croup

No.11 Group
(excluding F.I.U.)

9i 1 1 4 15i

13 1 5 2 21

No, 12 Group

No. 13 Croup

9 1 3 13

6 1 81

R.A.F.N.I. 1 1

Total of

squadrons formed 39-i (1)

12 (11)

141 5 61^2

Squadrons forming 2 13

5^i 1 5 16 74^2

(1) Including 3 squadrons In 2nd T.A.F. and 2 squadrons
nonroperatlonal,

(11) Squadrons fonulng for 2nd T.A.F.

ORDER OF BATTLE OF AIR DEFENCE GREAT BRITAIN

TO 2200 HOURS 25 NAY 19/(4

Sector Squadron Equipment Aerodrome Remarte

NO. 9 GROUP

63Woodvale Day (L.F.) (L.R.)Spitfire V I'foodvale

Summary; Day Squadrons 1.

No,10 GROUP

Fainvood Common 68 Beaufighter VI Night (to re-equIp
Itos. XVII/XIX)
Day (L.F.)
Day (L.F.)
Night

Falrwood Common

165
1

Portreath Spitfire IX
Spitfire IX
Mosquito XII/XIII
Hurricane I IB

Vrarvvlclc/Walrus/
Spitfire V

Beauflghter VI

Predannack

Pi'edannaok

Predannack

St. Mary's
Portreath

ti

n 151
n 1449 Flight

276 (A/S.R.)

406 (RCAF)

Day
n

Day

Exeter Night (to re'^equlp
«os. XXX)

Wlnklelgh

I!
131 Spitfire VII

Spitfire VII
Spitfire IX
Spitfire XIV
Tsrphoon
Spitfire XII

Summary; Day Squadrons 8i; T.E. Night Squadrons 3}

6l6
126
610
263
41

Culmhead

Culmhead

Culmhead

Harrowbeer

Harrowbeer

Bolt Head

Day
n

Day
1]

Day (L.F.)
n

Day
II

Day
i;

Day

A/S,R. Squadrons 1.

No, 11 GROUP

488 (RNZAF)*Middle Wallop Mosquito XII/XIII Ho.147 Wing H.Q.» Nlglit
Zeals

u 125 (Newfoundland) Mosquito XVII
Mosquito XII/XIII
Mosquito VI

Hum Night
Night

Holraesley South Night
Hum

II 6o4*
418 (RCAF) Int.n

(55692)4.64 SECRET
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AEEEM)IX TD.1611

No, n Croup contd.

Sector Squadron Equipment Aerodrome Remarics

Middle Wallop 1320 Flight Typhoon IB HoLmesley South Day (under opnl,
control of 2nd

T.A.P.)
£75 (A/S.R.)li

Walrus/Spltfire V
Spitfire V

Vfarnr/i'ell

Lee-orr-Solent
Day

Tangmere 26 Day (L.R.) under
opnl, control of
2nd T.A.F.)

264=:-tl

Mosquito Xn/XIII
Spitfire XIV
Mosquito XVII

Spitfire V
Spitfire V
Spitfire V
Walrus/Spltfire V
Spitfire V

Hartford Bridget- Night
Hartford Brldgei* Day
Ford Night

II 322 (Dutch)*
456 (RAAF)n

(to re-equlp
Mos» XXX)
Day (L.F.) (L.R,)
Day (L.F,) (L.R.)
Day (L.F,) (L.R.)

501 +II
Frlston

FrIston

Shoreham

Sho reham

Deanland A.L.O,

(No. 149 Wing
H.Q.)

Deanland A.L.G.

(No.149 Wing
H.Q.)

Deanland A.L.G,

(No, 149 Wing

II 350+ (Belgian)
345+ (French)
277 (A/S.R.)

fl

II

Day
It

Day (L.F.) ■(L.R,)

64*II Spitfire V Day (L.F.) (L.R.)

611+It Spitfire V Day (L,F.) (L.R.)

H.Q.)
II 130+ Spitfire V Day (L.F.) (L.R.)Horne A.L.G,

(No, 142 Wing
H.Q.)*

Horne A.L.O.
(No. 142 Wing
H.Q,)*

Home A.L.O.
(No, 142 Wing
H.Q.)*

West Mailing
West Mailing

(No, 148 Wing
H.O.)*

West Mailing
(No. 148 Wing
H.C.)*

West Mailing
(No. 148 Wing
H.Q.)*

Nevvchurch A.L.G.
(No. 150 Wing
H.Q.)*

Newchurch A.L.G.
(No, 150 Wing
H.Q,)»

Newchurch A.L.G.
(No. 150 Wing
H.Q,)*

tympne
Lympne
Ljoapne
Detllng
Detllng
Detllng
Manston
Manston

Bradwell Bay

II 3oy (Polish) Spitfire V Day (L.F.) (L.R.)

402^ (RCAF)II
Spitfire V Day (L.F.) (L.R.)

Biggin Hill 96 Mosquito XII/XIII
Mosquito XII/XIII

Night
Night

It 409 (RCAF)*

It 29* Mosquito XII/XIII Night

II 91 rS Spitfire XIV Day

II 3* Tempest V Day

n 56* Spitfire IX Day (L.F.)

II 406 (RNZAF)* Tempest V Day

II
Spitfire IXF
Spitfire IX HF
Spitfire IX HF
Spitfire IX F
Spitfire IX F
Spitfire IX F
Typhoon
Mosquito VI
Warwlck/Walru s/
Spitfire V

Spitfire VII Bradwell Bay
Mosquito XVII/XIX Bradwell Bay Night (to re-equip
.  , Mos. XXX)
Mosquito XII/XIII Hunsdon Night

S.E, D£q/- Squadrons 23i (15 under control of 2nd T.A.F.I 6 In No. 85 (Base)
Group but under A.D.G.B, for operations only); T.E. Night Souadrons 10 (6 InNo, 85 (Base) Group); Intruder Squadrons 2; A/S.R, Squadrons 3^

Day74+ Day
127+ Day229+ Day274+ Day80+ Day
137 Day605 (Int.)
278 (A/S.R.)

Night
Day

124* Day
219

410 (RCAF)*

II

II

II

n

II

North Weald
It

tl

n

Summary!

No,12 GROUP

Coltlshall 25 Mosquito XVII
Mis tang III
Spitfire V
Beaufighter/
Mosquito

Mosquito XII/XIII

Coltlshall
Coltlshall
DIgby
Wittering

Night

Day (L.F.) (L.R.)
Night

Night (to re-equlp
Mos, XXX)

Day
It 316 (Polish)

DIgby 504
II F.I.U.

Church Fenton 307 (Polish) Church Fenton

Summary: Day Squadrons 2; T.E. Night Squadrons 2 F.I.U.

SECRET(55692)4.65
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jteeeI'Idix; ed.i6
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Sector Squadron Equlpffisnt Aerodrome Renarks

No,13 GROUP

Hurricane IIC

Spitfire V
309 (Polish)Tumhouse

Kirkwall
Drem Day

118 Day (L,F,) (L.R.)Skeabrae

Summary: S.E. Day Squadrons 2.

No.38 group

Harwell 295 Albemarle

Albemarle
Albemarle
Albemarle

Stirling IV
Stirling IV
Halifax V

Halifax V

Stirling IV
Stirling IV

Tug a/c
Tug a/c
Tug a/c
Tug a/c
Tug a/c
Tug a/o
Tug a/o
Tug a/c
Tug a/c
Tug a/c

Harwell

Harwell

Brize Norton
Brize Norton
Keevll

Keevll

Tarrant Rushton

Tarrant Rushton
Falrford

Falrford

II 570
296Brize Norton

II 297
Keevll 299

196II

Tarrant Rushton 298
n

620Falrford
n

190

OTHER COMM^ SQUADROIB OPEIUTING
~ FR0M~A.D.G.B. AIRFiELDB

235 (Coastal)
2/*8 (Coastal)
311 (Coastal)
179 (Coastal)
415 (RCAF)
(Coastal) 1 Fit,
(coastal)
838 (F.A.A.)
(Coastal)
143 (Coastal)
819 (F.A.A.)
(Coastal)
648 (F.A.A.)
(Coastal)
415 (RCAF)
(Coastal) 1 Fit,
654 (P,A.A,)
(Coastal)
801 (F.A.A.)
784 {F.A.A.)
887 (F.A.A.)
894 (F.A.A,)

(=s s Mo, 85 (Base) Group, Squadron or Unit under A.D.G.B. for operations
only, + = Squadrons placed under control of 2nd T.A.F, for operations
supporting Overlord),

Beau fighter
Mosquito
Liberator

Wellington
Albacore

Portreath
Portreath

Predannack
Predannack

WinkleIgh

Swordfish Harrowbeer

BeaufIghter
Svjordflsh

Manston

Manston

Avenger Manston

Albacore Manston

Seaflre Kawkinge

Seaflre

Fulmar

Seaflre

Seaflre

Skeabrae
Dmm

Ballyhalbert
Ballyhalbert

Portreath
II

II

11

Exeter

n

North Weald
II

n

Biggin Hill

Klrlcwall

Tumhouse

Stormont
II

GP£AT BRITAIN

(Elicludlng No«38 Group)

Day Squadrons A/Sea Rescue Night Squadrons Intruder Total

S ,E. T.E. S,E. T.E.

No, 9 Group

No, 10 Group

No, 11 Group

No, 12 Group
(excluding F.I.U,)

No,13 Group

1 1

8i 1 12i3
(I) (11)23-i 3 38^10 2

2 42

2 2

Total of

Squadrons fomed

Squadrons forming

37 4 15 582

37 4 15 582

(1) 15 squadrons under control of 2nd T.A.F.; 6 In No. 85 (Base) Group but under A.D.G.B,
for operations only.

(11) 6 squadrons In No. 85 (Base) Group,

Authority; Fighter Command/Alr Defence Great Britain Orders of Battle,
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AFEENPIX NO. 17

LIFTFLOTTE 3: ORDER OF' BATTLE “ 10 JUNE 19^3

unit Location ,  A/C Type strength Serviceable Remrks

N.A.Gr,13
1/13

FW.190
FW.190
FWJ90

k 3 Close Recce
N.W. France
St. Brleuc

14 11
2/13 13 5

31 19

1(F) 33 )
3(F) 33 )
3(F)122
1(F)123
3(F)123
4(F)123
5(F)123

Marseilles

Area

Ju. 88
Ju« 68

Arasterdam/Schlpol & crell JU. 88
JU. 88Buc

15 6 Long Range Recce
812

13 10

8 5
Rennes/St, Jacques
Cherbourg area
Monchy le Breton

Ju. 88 813
Me.109G:FW.190
M8.109G:re.190

14 11

19 15

94 63

Stab.JG,2 )
I/JG.2
II/JG.2

in/JG.2 )
Stab,JG,26 )
n/JG.25
8/JO .26

I/JG.27 (less
2nd Staffel)
IO/JG.54 )
12/JG.54 )

)
)

)
)

Me.109
Me.109
Me,109
FW.190

FW.190
FW.1S0

Me. 1090.-™. 190
Me.1090

13 10 S.E, Fighters
58 48Holland

74 59
63 55

47
Pas de Calais Area 4955

14 12
N.W. France & Holland a6 26

FW.190
Me.109G

14Pas de Calais 14
17 15

341 292

Stab.SK.G.IO
I/SK.0.10
II/SK.C.10

F1/.190
Fl<f.190

FW.190

4 3 Fighter Bonbers
S.E. Andre de L'Eure

Rennes/St.Jacques (1)
36 20

36 27

76 50

v/kg.40 Bordeaux/Her1gnac Ju.SSoS 49 26 T.E, Fighters

Stab,KC,2
I/KG.2
II/KG.2
Stab,KG.6
I/KG,6
ni/KG.6
ni/KC,40
(less 8th
Staffel)

Soesterberg
Eindhoven

Paris area (?)
Crell

Chlevres

Brussels/Melsbroeck
Cognac/Bordeaux

Do.217
Do.217
DO.217
Ju.88 A4

4 2 Bombers

2430

24 23
5 4 ) ordered to move to

Istres to operate
under Luftflotte 2

Ju,88 M 31 23 )
Ju.88 A4
FW.200

38 31 )
28 16

160 123

part of 1/128 Brest (Ar.196
(FW.190

18 17 coastal

5 2
Aufkl Fl.St
(See) 222

Blsoarosse (BV.222 5 3
(BV.138 5 5

33 27

(1) Almost Immediately after this date this unit
operational there on 14 June,

moved to the Mediterranean Theatre and was

Authority; Eneny Doc. A.H.B.6. Trans.
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APIE^rPIX NO. 18

AUGRIEFSEUHRER ENGLimP; EOKESR MITE UMDjffl GOMKAKD

20 JMUi'gg 19.'44

AIECRAPT
MIT LOCATION EQUIBvIEINT STRENGTH

SERVICEABLE

Stab KG.2

i/rs.2
Il/l'jG.2

III/123-.2
V/IIJ.2

Stab KG. 6

I/KG,6
ii/kg.6

III/I2I.6

II/I0&.3O

Soesterberg
Eindhoven

Soesterberg &
lAmster/l-Jandorf
Gilae-Riejen
Lille-Cambrai Ai-ea

Do. 217

Do. 217
Ju. 188

3 3
35 35
35 31

Do, 217
Le. 410

38 36
27 25

Brussels

Chievres

Le Culot

Brussels/i'felsbroeok

Ju. 88

Ju. 88
Ju. 88

Ju. 88

3 3
41 41
39 39
41 37

UnlcnoTm Ju. 88 36 31

* part of

I/.KG/.40
Unknown tie. 177 15 15

Stab KG. 54
1/111.54
ii/kg.54

i/kg.66

stab KG.76
I/1^G.76

l/iiG.100
(less 3rd
staffed)

I/SKG.10

Unknovm Ju. 88
Ju. 38
Ju. 88

3 3
36 25

liarx 33 33

Ivlontdidier Do. 217 45 23

JU. 88

Ju. 88
5 4

Varrelbusch 33 31

Unlinovm He. 177 31 27

N.E. Prance m, 190 25 20

..._462_524

This information has been derived from Bi-itish intelligence reports
and confimed from German loss returns for this particular unit.
It is curious that official Luftwaffe strength returns showed the
unit to be non-operational at Passbe'r
period.

Germany throughout thisrr
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TOTAL Min'BER OF SORTIES FLO?™ BY FIGHTER COMNAND/AIR DEFENCE GREAT BRITAIN AND 2ND T.A.F.
FRON JANlWf 1945 TO MAY 19^1 (INCa^SIVE)(D

CTN

DAY (liCLUSIVE Dmi) NIGHT (INCLUSIVE Hiai)

-J
iOFFENSIVE

FIGHTER

OPERATIONS

OFFENSIVE

BOIBER

OPERATIONS

INTER-

I CEPTION

j PATROLS

I INTER

CEPTION

PATROLS

OFFEilSIVE ! OFFENSr,^:
FIGHTER

OPERATIONS OPERATIONS

BOI-BER

i SHIPPING !
PATROLS

!

SPECIAL j PHOTO i
PATROLS I RECCES.!

SHIPPING

PATROLS

GRAND

TOTALS

SPECIAL '

PATROLS
i

MONTH TOTALS  TOTALS

T

i

1.1243
' Jan.
i Feb.
Mar.

Apr.

I

1,.306
1,310
1,203
1,968
2,3ii9
2,375
1,128
610

1,303

2,823
3,354
5,434
6,493
3,891
3,926
1,525
1,536
1,182

2,952
2,903
2,315
4,528
5,384
5,974
8,204

10,612
14,900
7,046
8,644
5,922

641 407,722
8,450
9,947
14,205
12,791
13,924
13,058
14,804
19,706
9,777
11,337
9,300

124i 737 3,653
9,478
11,299
15,526
14,642
15,447
14,363
16,480
20,990
11,038
12,671
10,012

30 931
883 45 798 141 44 1,028

1,352
1,321
1,851
1,523
1,305
1,676
1,284
1,261
1,334

990 25 1,115
8

153 59
1,216
1,167
1,208
1,663
1,336
1,347

7325 290 133
May 78 1,186 483 104- I
June (II)
July
Aug.

Sept. I
Get. j
NOV. (Ill)i
Dec. '

251 190 I 48 414929 132
267 271 738 43132 104
409 I

6299 634975 61
783 191 845 4052 32

I567 773 334 6 906 I955 102 24io
538390 862709 194 4 970 329 11 20

188 367 837 707 279 5642 127 19 712I
il-3

ITOTALS 14,702 31,842 80,384 3,590 12,977 ! 1,526 145,021 15,578 160,59910,636313 3,856 11 762

1944
Jan,

Feb,
244 386 7,618

8,291
4,835
6,831
17,495

1,137
1,167

1,166
1,399

833

1,048 i
1,118 !
1,281 i
1,884 1
3,391

433 10,866
485 i 11,646
686 I 9,096
890 ! 11,140

1,320 ' 26,204

763 169 28 11,856
13,^4
11,088
13,174
29,564

30 990
378 407 6 1,136

1,501
24227 1,418

1,992
2,034 i
3,360 I

25
820591I Ifer. 4 86379 22I

214 155 .

1,628
Apr. 34 948 260 206 586

752 81 827 424 I 219 1,809
I

8,722 ! 3,814 ! 69,1523,396 45,120TOTALS I 2,179! 5,702 1,459125 564 9,7945,175 2,471 78,946 ft

(I) Tnese figures are taken from Fighter Command Form <Y' (A.H.B. Ref. ni'I/A2/3A) and AE:iF/S.22075/0R,
to bad weather, engine trouble and other causes.

(II) From 1 June onvjards, all sorties flown by the Tactical Air Force are also Included.
(Ill) From 15 November, Fighter Command became Air Defence Great Britain and vas a component of the Allied Expeditionary Air Force,

figures for Air Defence Great Britain and 2nd T.A.F. until March 1944.
records.

They Include some sorties which were not completed owing

o
The Form 'Y» contains

For the last two months the figures for 2nd T.A.F. are derived from A.E.A.F. operations VA>



) )))

TOTAL CT1B5R OF SORTISS FU)^T^ BY VIIITH T?.s. FIGHTER COMMAND AND IXTH U.S. FIGHTER COtlMAND
IH CO^!NSCTION !/ITH CROSS CHANNEL OPERATIONS .

(1)Ln

JANUARY 1943 - MAY ^^Uh (INCLUSIVE)cr\

M3
h3

-F- DAY (INCLUSIVE DA'/JN)
VjJ

! lOTER-

CEFflON

PATROLS

OFFENSIVE

FIGHTER

OPERATIONS

SHIPPING

PATROLS
SPECIAL

PATROLS

PHOTO

RECCE,

1

IMONTH
TOTALSI

I

1543

Feb.

Mar,

Apr,

10 22 255 287
263 33 203 2 501
288 89 169 5 551
18 4512 471

May 30 2,256
2,016
3,326
2,121
3,192
2,909
4,349
5,263

2,326
2,036
3,326
2,121
3,192
2,909
4,349
5,^3

June

July
Aug,

Sept,
Oct,

NOrV,

Dec,

20

|i
fci
rj

p
•i 'H3

i

TOTALS 579 196 26,550 7 27,332

i J.544
Jan,

Feb,
Mar,

I  Apr,
I
i  May

5,602
1,137
6,286
12,281

27,237

5,602
1,207
6,384

12,790

28,382

70
8 90

117 (Weather/
Recce)

200 (Weather/
Recce)

392

945 (Inc, Vis
Recce)i

5
TOTALS 52,543 325 1,497 54,365

s
(1) These figures are taken from Fighter Command Form 'Y' (A,H.B. Ref, IIM/A2/3A), AEilF/S.2^)75/OR and VIIITH Air Force Monthly

Include some sorties which were not completed owing to bad weather, engine trouble and other causes.

NOTE; Sorties flown by the Vlllth U.S, Air Support Command, later IXth U.S. Bomber command, have not been Included In this table.

Summary of Operations. They

§
O

IV)

lO



.SECRET
APEEMDIX WO.21

HOTABLE DAY ATTACKS BY FIGHTER BOMBERS 1943

1
!(1) (2) (3) (4) i (5) (6) (7)

; i

I

col. (6)
as %

DAY TARGET AIRCRAFT BOIBS

of

Despatched ! Lost
i

Aimed on Target col. 5

20 Jan. 28London 3(a) 20 7922

I  7 Mar. 18Eastbourne 16 16 100

11 Mar.

i  12 Mar,

I  24 Mar.
f

Hastings £7 27 25 93

London 19 -(b) 16 9417

14Ashford 17 1 15 93

3 Apr,

I 7 May
I  11 May
I

16Eastbourne 12 12 100

Yarmouth 20 1 7(c)19 37

Yarmouth 20(d) 141 20 70

1  12 May Loy/estoft 3 3 1 33

12 May Lowestoft 24(e) 24 15 63

15 May

23 May

26Fe 11 xst owe-^outhwold 2 825 32t

Hastings 20 882 17 15

23 May

25 Nay

26Bournemouth 882 25 22

Folkestone 19(f) 41 -(g)I

I
;  25 Nay

! 30 May

30 May

Brighton

Frlnton-vJalton(l)

Torquiiy

Ml ton (I.o.w.)-^)

Margate

Ipsvvlch-Fellxstovve

Eastbourne

24 241 16(h) 67

21 2 19 19 100

26 5 1822 82

1 June 10 9 9 100

1 June 20 ! 1 8919 17

I  2 June
i
! 4 Jhne

17 1 6(1)17 35

17 141 15 93

I
I  6 June 16Eastbourne 1 13 13 100

I

NOTES

(a) Six escort fighters also lost,
(b) escort fighters lost,
(c) In addition 12 bombs fell on neighbouring villages,
(d) In addition B aircraft attacked patrol vessels,
(e) In addition 26 aircraft completed task,
(f) Only four aircraft completed task,
(g) One bomb fell In SHlnunlng pool,
(h) In addition four bombs hit land but bounced Into Sea,
(I) Alternative to Colchester,
(j) Alternative to Ventnor,

(k) Alternatives to Harwich, where balloon barrage prevented attack,
(1) In addition 10 bombs fell on neighbouring villages,

source. A.W.A.S. Repts, A.H.B./IIB/47/3.
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PRIICIPAL GERMAN NIGHT ATTACKS 19k3

(1) , (2) (3) i (4) (5) (6) 0)
r

TONl'iAGES

Primary Target
(Figures In br^'Jcets show
total effort on each night ! Aimed
and number of aircraft

lost)

I

!

at

Target

Col,(5) Col. (5)
as %
of Col,

On Target |
or on j
Land i On Target

within

50 miles

as 5oNight
of Col,

(4) (3)
I

I  London (118 - 6)
;  Plymouth (28 - 0)

Swansea {37"4)

17 <Jan* 115 91 43 48 37

13 Feb,

16 Feb,

30 3.415 22 11

27 6.412 2455

3 Mar, London (117 - 6)

Southampton (37 - 3)

Newcastle (51 "5)

Norwich (41 - 1)

j  Norwich (45 - 2)
I

Chelmsford (91 - 6)

London (30-6)

Aberdeen (29^)

Nonvlch (79 - 5)

Chelmsford (85 - 4)

Sunderland (77-2)

Cardiff (89 - 6)

Sunderland (73 - 3)

Plymouth (86 - 5)

Hull (33-0)

Will (61 - 4)

Hull (51 - 4)

Plymouth (71 - 1)

Portsmouth (91 - 5)

Lincoln (88-11)

London )

Norwich )

Hull ) (89 - 1)
)

London )

Yarmouth (39 - 3)

Ipswich (Z4) - 0)

Plymouth (46-2)

Chelmsford (56 - 4)

i

)  (75 - 5)

108 70 12 17 11

7 Mar. i 33 31 0 0

11 Mar, 93 (bombs)30 0 0

18 Mar. 36 27 3.3 12 9
!

27 Mar. 17 13 0 0

14 Apr,

16 Apr,

21 Apr.

4 May

13 May

15 May

17 May

23 May

!  12 June1

5417 9 17 12

13,5 .  12 81 7

58,5 54 39 72 67

103 55 4 47

113 80 16 20 14

4793 6S31 33

92 50 20 40 22

4293 6427 30

4575 23 52 31

23 June

13 dul,

25 July

11 Aug.

15 Aug,

!  17 Aug,

:  7 Oct,

31 19 15 4879

6071 34 56 48

70 51 0 0

64 52 32 62 50

77 1437 1837

33(b)28I 0 0

33 22 8 36 24i
7 Oct.

20 Oct,

49 34 0 0
!

i
i !  61,5 37 0 0i

20 Oct, 24 19 0.5 0.25 0.20

I 23 Octo

3 Nov,

I
47 17 0,25 1.5 0.5I

4055 16 40I
29

15 Nov, 44 27 12 44 27
1

62(b)10 Deo, 20 0 0I

(a) Figures In Cols, 3-5 exclude small Incendiaries,
(b) Includes some bombs aimed at secondary targets.

Note* Column (2) Is compiled from German records (A,H.B.6, Trans,);
Columns (3) to (7) on A.W.A.s. Repts, (A.H.B./1 IB/47/3.).
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jRIiCIPAL GERMAN MIGHT ATl'ACKS 19lth

(1) (2) (3) (h) (5) (6)I

PRimRY TARGET

Figures In brackets show
total effort on each

night and number of air- ; Ahned at

craft lost Including j Target Metric j on Land with-
those destroyed on | Tons ! In 50 miles
operations but not by j

Allied action

)
TONMilGBS

I On Target or

{

I

On Target Col. (5) as
of Col.Metric

Night

Tons (h)

London

London (285-17 )
)

)21 Jan. 310.65 and
2,559 Incen
diaries and

321 marker
bombs and

flares

12.1(0301.39 37.37

39.9/()29 Jan. 170.70 22,23

London (21(0-16)

London (230-13)

London (200-11)

London (20012)

London (185-I2)

London (I61-3)

London (170-8)

London (120-6)

London (187-17)

Hull (131-9)

London (11(4-12)

London (143-16)

Bristol (139-10)

London (125-IO)

Hull (130-2)

Bristol (117-11)

Portsmouth (193“7)

Portsmouth (78-8)

Plymouth (IOI-O)

Bristol (80T-14)

Portsmouth (95?-7)

Portsmouth (607-5)

3 Feb. ) 837.9 and
4,315 Incen
diaries plus
354 marker
bombs and
flares

183.83

173.85

28.79 15.66
)
)13 Feb,

18 Feb,

4.04 2,32
)
) 145.43

127.34

197.33

173.41

73.70
)

20 Feb, 73.43

45.33

43.15

69.46

)
)22 Feb, 175.00 79.33

54.40
)

I)23 Feb, 126,08

136.98
)

24 Feb, ) 95.15I

I

1 March 391.4 plus
2,958 Incen
diaries and

505 marker
bombs and
flares

171.25 55.33

85.56

32.31
t

14 March 170.40

92,63

142,25

116.09

101.63

128,61

51.43

50.21

19 March 0

21 March 92.34

66.73

64.91

24 March 57.48

27 March

18 April

0

737*06 and |
382.89 metric •
tons of maricers

and Incendiaries

and 16,8 tons of 76,98
special missiles
and 207.0 tons
of aircraft

mines.

52,02

35,38

54.54 43.41

20 April 0

23 April 0

25 April

26 April!

29 April!
I

14 May i

15 May I
[22 May j

5.30 10.19

8,70 24.59

14.2155.53

97.54

44,08

16.76

■7 3.5 3.591

? 3.061.35
I

? 6,46 38.54I

Columns (2) to (3) are based on German records (A.H.B.6 Trans.)

Columns (4) to (6) on A.W.A.S, Repts, (A.H.B./IIB747/3),
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1

SUMmRY OF THE RESIILTS OF NIGHT li^ERCEPTION FROM

JANiaRY igZg TO MAY 19liU

RESULTS CLAIMED
1943 SORTIES

(Inc, Dusk)Month
Destroyed Poss. Degt. Damaged

8610Jan. A.I, Fighters
Catseye Fighters
Total sorties flown In response to
Enemy A/C

10

125

260^^ ̂

34 2Intruders etc v Enemy A/C
Other Offensive Ops. 91

Out of 311 enemy sorties

Feb. A.l. Fighters
Catseye Flgliters
Total sorties flown In response to
Enemy A/C

Intruders etc v enemy A/C
Other Offers ire Ops.

7 2 2590

139 1

165

222 2 1

121

Out of 176 enemy sorties

2li806 2Mar. A.l. Fighters
Catseye Fighters
Total sorties flown In response to
Enemy A/C

5
121

330

62Intruders etc v eneny A/C
Other Offensive Ops

2 1

87

Out of 415 enemy sorties

Apr. A.l. Fighters
Catseye Fighters
Total sorties flown in response to
Enemy A/C

Intruders etc v enemy A/C
Other Offensive Ops

567 6 2

160

170

457 1

232

Out of 260 enemy sorties

May A.l. Fighters
Catseye Fighters
Total sorties flovm In response to
Enemy A/C

Intruders etc v enemy A/C
Other Offensive Ops

757 11 1 1

200 1 1 1

310

285 5 8
165 1

Out of 395 enemy sorties

June A.l. Fighters
Catseye Fighters
Total sorties flown In response to
enemy A/C

690 49 1

77

190

Intruders etc v enemy A/C
Other Offensive Ops

313 12 1 7
65

Out of 287 enemy sorties

July A.l. Fighters
Catseye Fighters
Total sorties flown In response to
enemy A/C

Intruders etc v enemy A/C
Other Offensive Ops

512 11 3
88

164

347 8 7
75

Out of 326 eneny sorties

(1) Other defensive patrols Include routine patrols In Groups In which no enemy activity
occurred during the night, sorties to Investigate unidentified activity, protection of
shipping patrols and other routine patrols.
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1943 RESULTS CUIMEDSORTIES

(Ino. Duslc)Month

D«stroyed Poss* Dest« Damaged

A. I. Flgliters
Catseye Fighters
Total sorties flown In response to
enemy A/C

Intruders etc v enemy A/C
Other Offensive Ops

860 16 4«ug. 3
87

138

456 11 2 7
187 1

Out of 308 enemy sorties

Sept. A,I, Fighters
Catseye Fighters
Total sorties flovm In response to
enemy A/C

Intruders etc v enemy A/C
Other Offensive Ops

765 11 1 1
44

197

303 20 1 2

114

Out of 386 enemy sorties

Oct, A. I, Fighters
Catseye Fighters
Total sorties flown In response to
enemy A/C

Intruders etc v enemy A/C
Other Offensive Ops

13^799 41
60

406

2S1 1 1 3
51

Out of 537 enemy sorties

Nov. A, I. Fighters
Catseye Fighters
Total sorties flo'.vn In response to
enemy A/C

866 11 1

49

241

Intruders etc v enemy A/C
Other Offensive Ops

256 2 1 3
83 2

Out of 324 enemy soi^tles

Dec. A,I, Filters
Catseye Fighters
Total sorties flown in resnonse to
enemy A/C

495 4 3
40

133

Intruders etc v enemy A/C
Otiier Offensive Ops

103 3 1 2
13

Out of 190 enemy sorties
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3

RESULTS CUn-ED19Z|4 SORTIES

(Inc. Dusk)Month

Destroyed Poss. Dest. Damaged

Jan* A.I. Fighters

Catseye Fighters
Total sorties flora In response to
enemy A/C

Intniders etc v enemy A/C
Other Offensive Ops

16755 k3
h

201

189 2 3
1

Out of 611 enemy sorties

Feb, A.I» Fighters
Catseye Fighters
Total sorties flown In response to
enemy A/c

Intruders etc v enemy A/C
Other Offensive Ops

2&k 61102 10

30

517

225 15 9
25 ' 2

Out of enemy sorties

Mar, A,I, Fighters
Catseye Fighters
Total sorties flora in response to
enemy A/C

Intruders etc v enemy A/C
Other Offensive Ops

1/rf)2 kh 62

52

603

430 18 15
9

Out of 1070 enemy sorties

Apr, A,I, Fighters
Catseye Fighters
Total sorties flown In response to
enemy A/C

Intruders etc v enemy A/C
Other Offensive Ops

1521 432 4
101 1

535

611 8
6 2

Out of 888 enemy sorties

112 May-
5/6 June

A,I, Fighters
Catseye Fighters
Total sorties flown in response to
enemy A/C

Intruders etc v enemy A/C
Other Offensive Ops

2230 26 6 6
364

456

266 14 162

Out of 694 enany sorties

Authority Fighter Command/A.D.G.B. O.R.S. Reports
•Fighter Interception System and Operations* 1943-1944,
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AIR ATTACKS OU AND OF ALLIED SHIPPING IN HOME WATERS

JANUARY 1945 - t^Y \3l^

i  Eiiesi/ SortleP^
(excluding
mlnelaylng)

Fighter Cmd/
A*D»G«B*

sorties

Eineay Lossesi  Allied Merchant

i  ships sunk by
'  direct attack

at sea
1
i
I

Eneiqy
Attacks

Group AreasUl 1943 1

Claims by FC/ADG3 Ships Gunsi I(j\
if\D

VD T

i f

Night10 I 11 12 I 13 I 14 DayDest, ' Poss, Dest,
I

Dest, I Poss, Dest.No. i Tonnage i

!  (Gross) I
Night I Day 9Night■P- DayMonth I

CD
4.

1,384
1,599

1,596

13 2  ,j362 41 a5January

February

March

April

!( i
I f

I I,
4 52  ! 31 125 2323 1I I

k  ! 1 13 2 i

565 75 7 2 I

6 1 770 3443 no !

i I

26952  !119 2339May

7681  !114413 1June t
I

1 571465 146July
I 1 300I 965.30August

September

October

November

December

I I

I
o 274474 (

i|
I

29812337 97
!1i

374 10423 90 I

188 2354 95
i

I  "

t t
4 8.439 228  ! 3 I 2 3 185,073 ,1,082 17 ! 3 Nil 7 Nil Nil i Nil 4TOTAL i

1944
244 I
376 I 2
587 I 6
194 ^

UI
379 37January

11 2446 10February'

March

April

i
! {

I
i

1 245553 [ i 1
t

! 1 1435 i 31 I I
ii

1

i  _ I _
!

I 188i 2535 97May I !
1i i -

i1
I6i I  1,539 j 81 rd

I
2,348 ! 220 (Nil Nil Nil Nil 5 NilNil Nil !

i Nllj Nil ! NIX I NilTOTAL
I

(1) Figures for the German Air Force are Fighter Command/Alr Defence Great Britain estimates, since German records do not give a breakdovm into types of operation.
§
io
I*
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AERENDIX No. 26

FKESETTT iNTIGIiT FIGIiEilR TACTICS

(Extract from *Notes on Night Fighting*
Fighter Commaiad 0,R.S<, 29 Sopt, '^^h,3)

(®-) General. Early warning of the approach of i-aids by Radar etc, is
not normally obtained early enough to enable night fighters to be
ordered off in time to intercept them. This is largely due to their

habit of attacking coastal targets and minelaying. It is therefore
necessary’- to liave patrols of night fighters at strategic points on
suitable nights: for example when weather conditions are favourable,
and intelligence reports indicate that eneny activity is likely.
These patrols hovrever cannot economically be numerous enough for inter
cepting large forces of enemy bombers, and so many more fighters must
be ready to take off if necessary.

Present day eneny activity is on rather a small scale, and A,I, of
limited range. It is therefore necessary to give the fighters A,I,
contact by means of Ground Control,

Two systcmis are in current use; GCI and Searchlight Control,

GCI is efficient in conditions of low raid density,
oontrol is good over land in clear weather for low or medium raid

density.

Searchlight

For mass raids, such as those carried out at present by the R,A,F,
over Germany, it would probably be best to have the maximum possible
number of A,I, fighters patrolling in the stream and getting chance
contacts. If sufficient fighters are available this free lancing
prooediire should result in more chases than those vdiich could be

expected from aooijrato ground control, which saturates rather easily in
high raid densities. There is no experience available on this point
as the enemy have not carried out mass raids since our fighter force
has been efficient enough to cope with freelancing. Freelancing is
quite hopeless however in conditions of low raid density,
large number of fighters the proportion of fighters to targets is high
and fighters will get contacts on each other: with few fighters an
insufficient number of A,I, contacts w3.11 be obtained.

With a

("b) The A,I, Chase,
in the A,i. chase it is necessary to have a clear idea of the opera
tional conditions.

To appreciate the problems involvGeneral ed

The A,I, gives an indication of the bomber’s instantaneous
position relative to the axes of the fighter, the accuracy of tliis
indication varying with the different marks of A.I,
mentally different from the information presented to a day fighter
pilot who can see both the bomber’s relative position, and also its
aspect and heading. In other rrords the day fighter pilot can see where
the bomber is and which way it is going; the A,I, operator can only
see where the target is.

This is funda-

Thc weather conditions may be anything from complete darkness with

no horizon, stars or other indications, to bright moonlight with a
clearly visible horizon. In conditions darker than bright moonlight,
the flying of an aircraft becomes very much more difficult than by day.
In consequence the flying becomes much less precise and the maximum rate

of turn, the maintenance of constant altitude in the coiirse of a turn,
and similar factois all shov/ a marked deterioration. Furthermore the

aircrew may be flying in conditions of intense cold, and lov^

(55692)2^87 SECRET
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atmospheric pressure: their speed of reaction, ability to think and
general efficiency is then much reduced.

When an A,I. contact is made on a target whose course etc, is
unknown, the tactics adopted will of course depend to some extent on the
performance of the A,I, The main principles will however apply to all
marks and these v^ill now be described,

(o) The stages of the A,I, chase. The A,I, chase may be said to con
sist of two stages:

(i) Getting rougiily behind the bomber and going roughly the same
way,

(ii) the approach to visual contact.

The following paragraph describes the conditions which both stages have
to fulfil.

A nonnal complete A,I. oliase takes about 5 or 10 minutes from the
time of initial A.I, contact to combat. During this time the bomber
usually changes its conditions of flight several times by substantial
amounts, and may well be continuously changing these conditions.
Clearly in the approach to visual contact the A.I, technique employed
must be able to cope with these changes if interception is to be success
ful. However, as these changes are occurring throughout the chase it
is obviously without advantage to employ a technique in the first stage
capable of dealing with them as they would only have to be dealt with
again in the second stage. It follows therefore that the first stage
need only be very approximately accurate, and nothing is gained by
attempts at precision at this stage, because residual errors can be
conveniently corrected in the second stage.

To give a rough idea of the amounts involved, the following is
tentatively suggested as a criterion of the condition which must be
satisfied for the first stage to be considered to be satisfaotoriHy
concluded.

A line joining the fighter and bomber should be at not more than
about 40° from the bomber's course: the course differences should be
not more than about 30°j difference in height should not exceed 2,000ft.
or 20° elevation whichever is the less: and the best range is about two
miles for slow bombers and one mile for fast ones. An excess of height
is desirable when the range is long and the bomber speed Jugh, and vice
versa.

for the second stage there is an obvious criterion of accuraqy,
namely that it must be sufficient to achieve a visual contact which is

of a type which the pilot can hold. Another important condition, which
the second stage must fulfil, is that this result must be achieved at
the earliest possible moment, and must not be affected by evasive action
on the part of the target, in other words, you have to get your visual
on the target while it is jinicing: you cannot afford to wait until it
stops because it is very unlikely to oblige,

(^) First stage, With existing A,I, equipment its performance is not
good enough to make interceptions at large course angles easy except
for tinusually capable aircrews and the first stage is normally carried
out be ground control. This policy is influenced to a very large
extent by the simll number of enemy bombers operating - with an increase
in these numbers A,I, freelance would become efficient and the first

stage of the chase would be done under A.I. instead of ground control.

(55692)4^8 SECRET
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It should be mentioned that the existing searchlight control of
A,I, fighters often causes the initial A,I. contact to be made at a

large course angle, often in the region of 180°, The initial stages
of the interception are then performed on A.I. but with the provision
that the fighter aircrevy know roughly from the searchlights which way
the bomber is going, which is a help in the interpretation of the A,I,
indications.

As A.I. improves the first stage will be undertaken more and more

by A.I,, ground control being only very approximate and tending to
increase in speed at the expense of precision.

The A,I, technique in the first stage varies with many factors,
chiefly the initial course angle and the relative position of bomber
and fighter at the time of initial contact.

If the range only changes slowly, then procedure is simple; the
fighter simply increases speed and turns towards the target, completing
the turn when the A,I, indication approaches line ahead. In short,
trying to achieve a condition of flight by the fighter such that the

A.I. indication, if not line ahead, is drifting slowly towards the
middle, A long stern chase v/ill then be expected.

If the bomber range is diminishing more rapidly than would be

caused by a high overtaking speed at the time of initial contact, the
course angle must be large, the problem is more difficult, and the

conditions are different with the different typies of A.I, V/ith all

types there is the difficulty of time lag between the A.I, operator
deciding that a change in the rate of turn is needed, and the time when

the fighter takes up the ne\T rate of turn. The interception is also

limited by the maximum rate of turn that the fighter can undertake,

A fairly violent manoeuvre is required at some stage and it is desir

able to keep the bomber well in the A.I* coverage all the time, even
during this manoeuvre, in case it jinks when the A.I, operator is not
looking. Attempts at a curve of pursuit from large initial course

angles usually prevent this as the fighter lags seriously behind the

required rate of turn and so points, at some stage, well behind the
bomber.

In general the bcamber is first picked up on the side of the

fighter from which it is comings The aim of the fighter must then be

to ensure that the target crosses in front of the fighter, rather than

vice versa, and at a range and course angle such that the maximum rate
of turn available to the fighter is enough to hold the bomber in the

coverage of the A.I. as the fif^ter follows it round. This can be

achieved, in the manner indicated below,

(i) If the bomber is near to line ahead at long range, the range
decreasing and the azimuth rapidly changing, it should be followed

round in a curve of pursxiit, as near as can be achieved,

(ii) If the bomber is on one side and the azimuth is rarjidly
increasing, it should also be followed round in a curve or

pursuit,

(iii) If the bomber is on one side, the azimuth is decreasing or
staying roughly constant, and the range is rapidly diminishing,
the fighter should turn towards it, leaving it on the opposite
side, Tdien condition (ii) should apply. If however the range
is short it may pay to turn away from the indication immediately,

(iv) If the bomber is in line ahead, the range is rapidly diminish

ing but the bearing staying roughly steady, the bomber must be

coming head on. This may happen halfway tlirough (iii) above.
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In this caoo the fighter should turn away from the bomber, when it
Trill drift off to the side and when it has got well out to the
side, the fighter should turn towards it as hard as possible and
fo3J.ow it x'ound. If the range at which it is realised that the
contact is head-on is less than about two miles, however, it will
pay to start turning immediately on to the reciprocal, when contact
will be lost and rapidly regained.

These principles are, of course, rough and ready and are included
here as an indication of the sort of manoeuvre which is executed; they
are by no means rules which are invariably observed. They almost
alvirays work if skilfully applied, ffiien A,I, contact on the bomber is
lost in the course of the turn the fighter should continue the turn
when the tai-get should be picked up again. It is very desirable, how^
ever, for the A,I, operator to make an estimate of the angle through
which it will be necessary to turn, so that the pilot will be able to
stop the turn in about the right place and to search, in case for any
reason A,I, contact is not regained immediately. The pilot will prob
ably have to gauge the angle of turn by means of external indications
such as stars, because in violent manoeuvres the gyro direction indicKw
tors tend to spin. The ideal is, of course, to follovr the target
round on the A.I, indications, and to stop turning when they show that
the required angle has been turned through;
changes in the conditions of flight of the bomber during the course of
the turn. The correct timing of these manoeuvres comes with prsictlcc,

(®) Second stage. The aim of this stage must be to give the pilot (or
whoever is looking out) a visual contact at the earliest possible moment
with the fighter*s conditions of flight siich that an approach can easily
be made to a position for shooting. (The possibility of blxnd firing
on A,I, is not considered here because there is at the moment no suit

able means of carrying it out; perhaps the worst difficulty being
identification,)

This object is not in the least affected by the bomber’s behaviour;
the aim must be to get the visual contact as soon as possible while it
is doing whatever it is doing. Thus any technique which only works
when the bomber is flying straight and level is of little use because
bonfbers in practice hardly ever fly like this in areas where there
night fighters,

Tlte reasons why it is necessary to get visual contact at the
greatest possible range is that closing in to shoot is so much easier,
quicker and more certain if the pilot can see the target, and by study
ing its attitude predict changes in relative position. Range should
be given by A.I, even after the visual contact as range and overtaking
speed are difficult to assess visually at night.

In order to make sure that the fighter sees the bomber before the
bomber sees the fighter, it is necessary for the fighter to talce advant
age of the prevailing light conditions, Tliis is done by approaching
from an angle such that the target is silhouetted against wherever the
light is brightest,
the rear gunners in the bomber are better night-adapted than the fighter
pilot who has to refer to his instruments,

A description of the technique is made difficult by the fact that
there are various types of A.I
A.I. operator, and others to the pilot as well,
of approach are the same but details will vary,
experience yet on the use of the pilot’s indicator because it is only
in operational use in conjunction with A.I, Mark  V in which D/P
indications are not very definite. The other marks with pilot’s
indicators (S0R,720, A.I, Mark IX etc.) are not yet in operational use.

4

this procedure allows for

are

This is made even more necessary by the fact that

some of which give indications to the
The basic principles
There is no real

•>
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The hasic principles of the approach are as folloT/s<, The fighter
flies as fast as possible to a position displaced from the bomber in the
right direction to talce advantage of what light there is, and at a range
rather greater than that at which a visual can be ejcpected in the pre
vailing conditions of light. This position must be reached with an
overtaking speed which can subsequently be lost before firing: more
overtaking speed is not really feasible when the approach is from
beneath the bomber, as it usually is, than when it is from above.

The fighter then approaches the bomber keeping its bearing as con
stant as possible, and the pilot (or observer if there is one) concen
trates on looking out in the direction of the bomber as indicated on
the A,I.

commentary of the bomber’s position to the pilot (and/or observer).

With a pilot’s indicator, although adequate data based on opera
tional experience are not available it seems that in general the pilot
must still spend most of the time looking out, v/ith quick glances at the
A.I, and so that an A.I. operator is still required to study the tubes,
to inform the pilot of any sudden changes in the target’s relative
position when the pilot is looking out.

If there is an observer, he needs a commentary from somebody,
presumably the A.I. operator.

5

This necessitates the A.I, operator passing a continuous

This approach, at constant angle to suit the light, can of course
only be carried out with anything approaching prevision when the target
flies straight and level. With a practical target taking evasive

action, the fighter does its best to achieve this effect and if it is

successful the result is that the target passes from time to time through
the required relative position a little closer each time. The pilot
will then see the target as it goes across. In this case of continu

ally changing relative position the commentary of bomber position, and
the way the position is changing, is of vital importance in enabling
the pilot (or observer) to got a visual contact.

In order to achieve this result it is necessary to make duo allows

These considerably com-ance for time lags and aircraft performance,
plicate the approach and prevent the use of a straightforward homing
approach, i.e, attempting to keep the fighter heading directly towards
the bomber. The difficulties increase with decreasing range, and are

of course most serious when the target is taking violent evasive action.

It is difficult to give an adequate description of the technique:
it is very largely a matter of experience and judgment. Broadly, how
ever, the principle is to turn towards the bomber until the A.I, indica
tion moves toward the line ahead position, and to stop turning before
it gets there. In this way, it is arranged that if the bomber is not

line ahead, it is drifting slowly towards the line ahead position.
Should the bomber come in quickly towards line ahead it may be necessary
to turn away from it. The amount of "anticipation" required in stop
ping the turn, i.e, the angle off centre of the bomber when the turn

towards it is stopped, varies with range, getting greater as the range
decreases. The effect of relative position on range must also be

considered. If the target moves well to one side, the range will
increase; on turning towards the target the first indication the

fighter receives that it has turned nearly far enough may be diminishing
range. This is particularly the case with types of A.I, whose D/F
accuracy is not high wrlth the target displaced to the side.

Really accurate alignment of course with that of the bomber is

neither possible nor desirable. It is impossible because the bomber

never keeps a steady course for long, tand undesirable because even if

the bomber flew straight aocui'ate alignment of course would involve
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oonsiderable effort at short ranges whioh would distract the pilot from
the main job of seeing the target. Perfect alignment also might in
many cases delay the time when visual contact was obtained, because the
bomber is frequently first seen when it obscures stars aiid a gentle
relative movement helps this effect. Of course, relative movement
demands a good commentary of position but this is necessary in aiy case.

In the approach to visual contact, the most difficult part is
early recognition of changes in the bomber's conditions of flight;
these are recognised late the fighter has to alter its conditions of
flight by a greater amount than the bomber did, in order to catch up
with the new conditions and then make a change in the opposite direc
tion, This requires that somebody should study the A.I. indications
continually, and must not look away to perform, other duties. In a
normal night fighter with pilot and A,I, operator the latter must under
take this duty: the pilot cannot do it even if he has one, because
when the range is short he must spend most of the time looking out to
see the target,_

Speed control is foimd to be a stumbling block; the bomber must
be approached more and more slowly as the range gets less. If this is
not properly carried out, the fighter will overshoot and very likely
lose the bomber altogether. In order to prevent this it is found
necessary for air-crews xinder training to synchronise the fighter's
speed with that of the target at a considerable range, and then increase
it by a small amount to close in; experienced aircrews should be able
to recognise a suitable closing speed for the range concerned by study
of the A»I, indication,
difficulties: They are perhaps the most difficult manoeuvres to follow
without lag, because the fighter’s accelerations and retardation is not
very great. Lack of adequate retardation is particularly troublescme.
An ideal night fighter should have airbrakes but at present no opera
tional night fighters are so equipped. It is often found necessary to
add. to the available acceleration or retardation by climbing or diving.
For example, if A,I, contact is obtained on a slow flying bomber below
the fighter it may be necessary to pull the fighter's nose up to start
with until the excess speed is lost, before coming down to the target's-
level.

if

Changes in target airspeed cause additional

Attention must also be paid to relative altitude in the course of
turns. The fighter should follov/- the target round its jinks and orbits
at the proper relative position, i,e, below if the best light is above.
If the turn is a long one, e,g, an orbit, the bomber or the fighter or
both may well gain or lose height. If -the range is short the ele-vation
may change considerably in magnitude and even sign. It is therefore
desirable to be able to give elevation corrections in the course of
turns. This is readily possible in A,I, Marks "VII and VIII because
the ground returns give a line of reference. On other marks it is more
difficult because indications are relative to the fighter's axes, and
the A,I, operator must bear the fighter's attitude in mind when inter
preting the A,I, indications.

With old marks of A,I, the fighter seldom got to visual range dur^
ing turns. With Mark VII and subsequent marks it is possible to close
to visual range during target turns. It is therefore necessary for
the A.I. operator to continue his commentary of the target's position,
and for the pilot to look out, even when turning, if -the range is
siiitable. The target often crosses the best patch of light in the
course of turns enabling the pilot to get an early -visual contact, and
possibly recognise the bomber.
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DAT FIGKTSR SQUADRONS IN THE LINE UITOER CONTROL OF
FIGHTER COimWAlR DEFENCE GREAT BRITAIN"''

VJ1
v_n

o^.

(I)VO

rv)

.-fr
VO
U4 II

!

I  Figures j
I are given
for last

r/eek; in

I each month I

!

5
I

I  Hurricanes
Tempests - Whirlwinds HB, IIC,

I  IID & IV

Spitfires
V Long
Range

i

j Spitfires
VI

Spitfires Spitfires i Spitfires
IV & VII IX i XII

Spitfires' Total '

XIV i Spitfires }
ISpitfires :  Typhoons Mustangs Grand Total

VB

1
i !

!  Jan.
,  Feb.
i  Mar.

Ihi23 12 2 10 15 3 2 3 68
141 45 422 12 10 683 2

42 421 1 10 6410 15 2 1

44 18 421 11 1 1Apr. 10 2 2 70
45 1821 11 1Nay 10 2 3 2 2 70

June(Ii)
July
Aug,

Sept,
Oct.

Nov. (Ill) i
Dec. i

46 1819 12 2 1 10 2 SO13 1 2

44 18 1417 12 2 1 10 2 801 3
(

18 48 1812 1 2 13 2 13 831 3
12 14 41 1810 I 1 2 2 7411 1 3

I IS 46 1812 11 1 2 4 8213 1
8 9 1 2 2 22 3611 3 1 1

6 10 2 2 I 22 12 381
!I

1944 1 ;cQ
84 18 34Jan. 2 2 13 3c::

I
j

- g
H

!

6Feb. 3 10 3 1 1 20 2 1 292

Mar. 11 3 1 1 3 19 5 1 25i
-3

i

Apr. 13 3 2 1 3 22 2 281 2 1
t

13May 3 10 1 3 30 3 1 2I 1 37
1

Authcrlty;- Flghter Command Ordei’s of Battle
IIM/A2/3-5A.

(1) This Table includes Operational Squadrons which may not have been engaged in active operations at the time, but It does not
Include Squadrons which v.ere re-equipping, fonning, or those classed as Non-Operatlonal.

(11) Squadrons of the Tactical Air Force came under control of Fighter Command with effect from 1 June 1943.

(Ill) After the formation of the Allied Expeditionary Air Force in November, only those Squadrons belonging to Air Defence
Great Britain are included.

a.H.B. Ref.

0
e
H

o

rv)
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1

FIGHTER COI-ai;\ND/AIR DEFBTCE GREAT ERITAIH OPEPvATIONAL LOiSSKS DURING 19h3

1

i CASUALTIR’S DUE TO Etim ACTIOM I NOT DUE TO E^^IE3f/ ACTION

I!

Aircrew ;Dam. Pest. AIrcreivDam,i

!
J!

I
January'- j 23 Spit,

i  3 TitjH,
;  2 Whirl,

1 Hurr,
1 Mos,

I  1 Beau,

I9 Spit. 30
I 6 Spit,

1 Typh.
1 Whirl.
1 Hurr,
1 Mos,
1 Beau,

2 Def,

1 .
11 Spit.
2 Typh.

■  1 Hos.

i  1 Beau.
2 Best.

2
I

i
(t

I I

I
I

I
I

!
i

31 A/C 9 A/C 30 13 A/C 17 A/C 2

I

II  February ' 38 Spit,
I  h Tj.'ph,
i  1 I'lhlrl.

2 Beau,
1 Dost,

I 46 A/CI

8 Spit. 49 ■|1 Spit.
3 Typh.
2 l-hirl,
1 Hurr,
1 Beau.

7 Spit.
2 Typh.
1 Ifos.

11I

I

e A/c 49 18 A/C !  10 A/c 11
t-

24 Spit.
4 Typh,
1 Whirl,
4 Mos.
4 Beau,

March 429 Spit.
5 Typh.
1 Mos,
1 Beau.

5 Spit,
3 Typh.
1 Mos.

61  9 Spit,
j  3 Typh,

1 Beau.

I

I
} 37 A/c 14 A/c 42 9 A/c 13 A/c 6I

f

I
43 Spit.

I  10 Typh.
I  6 VIhlrl.
;  4 Th'bolt.
i  4 Mos,
'  4 Beau.

1 Def,
i  1 Bost.
I

April I  11 Spit,
i  6 TjT)h.

1 Mos.
2 Beau.

I

11 Spit.
5 Typh.
1  lihlrl.
3 Beau,

79 8 Spit.
9 Typh.
1 Ml in.

1 Th'bolt. I
3 Mos,
1 Wal.

I

17
!

{

}

I

I 69 A/C RAF
i  4 A/C USAAF

75 RfiF i
4 USAiT i

22 A/C RAF
1 A/C USAAF

20 A/C RAF 17 RAF

73 A/C 20 A/C 79 23 A/c 20 A/C 17

May Suit,
lyph.

1 Whirl.
9 Th'bolt.
8 Mos,
1 Beau.

6513 Spit,
3 Whirl.
1 Th'bolt.
4 Hos,
1 Beau.

6 Spit,
3 Typh.
1 Milrl. j 1 Bost.
2 Th'bolt. j 1 Wal.
1 Mos, i
2 Beau,
1  Def.

14 Spit,
4 Typh.

16(

i

55 A/C RAF I 21 A/C RAF
i  9 A/C US/iAF ! 1 A/C USA.'J

56 RAF
9 USAAF

14 A/C RAi:’
2 A/C USAAF

I 20 A/C RAF 14 RAF
2 USAAFi

! 64 A/c 22 A/C 65 16 A/C 20 A/C 16

!June 37 Spit,
7 Typh,
1 Vhirl.

■ 7 Must.
7 Th'bolt,
1 Hurr.
5 Mos.

;  2 Beau.
■  1 Bost.
!  3 Mitch,
i  3 Vent.

7 Spit.
6 Typh,
2 riiat.
4 Mos,
1 Hitch.
1 Vent,

95 10 Spit.
5 Typh.

9 Spit.
7 Typh.
2 iiOfi.
1 Whirl.

12

3 Must,
3 Th'bolt.
1  Ilurr.
3 Mos.

I

67 A/c RAF
7 A/C US;UF 1

I21 A/C RAF 89 R/>F
6 IJEAAF

22 A/C PJiF 19 A/C Ri\F
3 A/C UEiAiTF

12 RiTF

74 A/C !  9521 A/C 25 A/C 19 A/C 12

NOTE: U.S.A,A.F. Aircraft losses in the course of the fighter offensive are also included.
Autnority: Fighter Comnand Form 'Y«,
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2

OgHTER WEimP/MR DEFEMCE GREAT BRITiUH OPgRA-nOMAr_ im DURIMG 19^(3

CASUALTIES DUE TO ENEJC ACTION NOT DUE TO EMEMV ACTION

Dest, Dam. Alrcrev/ > Dest, Dam. j  Aircrew i
!

i(

July '14 Spit.
;  9 Typh.
!  6 IJust.
i  4 Th*bolt. j
I  1 Nos. !

!30 Spit.
19 Typh,
16 Eust.

j  12 Th«bolt,
2 IXirr.

4 Mos.
1  Def,
5 Dost.
1 Mitch.

104 6 Spit.
3 Tlirph.
2 Must,
2 Mos.
1 Ans,

i  8I  7 Spit.

;  5 Typh,
3 Must.
1 Mos.

I

I

I
!

I

78 A/C RAE
12 A/C USAAF 4 A/C USAAF I 10 USA/VF

30 A/C RAF 94 RAF

!

14 A/C RAF 16 A/C RAF 8 RAF

!

90 A/C 34 A/C |104 14 A/C 16 A/C 8
1

August 39 Spit.
16 Typh.
7 Mist.
9 Th»bolt.
8 Mos,
1 Deau.
14 Best.
2 Mitch.

5 Spit.
4 Typh.
1 Must.
3 Mos.

135 4 Spit,
2 Typh,
1 Must.

2 Th'bolt,
2 Hurr.
3 Beau.

!  6 Spit.
I  2 Typh,
!  1 Must,

1 Th»bolt.
1 Hos,
2 Walr.

10I

I
I I

I

I

A/C RAF
A/C USAAF

13 A/C RAF 1126 RAP
;  9 US/uF

12 A/C RAF

2 A/C IBAAFi
12 A/C RAF
1 A/C USAi'F

9 RAF
1 USA/iF

t
96 A/C 13 A/C 135 14 A/C I  13 A/C 10

Sept. 50 Spit.
20 Typh.
9 Must.

13 Th'bolt,
1 Miirl.
4 Hurr,
8 Mos.
2 Beau.
1 Best.
3 Hitch.

2 Vent.

8 Spit.
4 Typh.
3 Must,
4 Hos,
1 Mitch

115 9 Spit.
3 Typih.
2 Th'bolt,
2 Hos.

89 Spit.
!  3 Tj-ph.
i  1 Th'bolt.

!

)

100 A/C RAF

13 A/C USAi'F
20 A/C RAF !103 RiF

i  12 USAAF
14 A/C RiF
2 A/C IBAAF

12 A/C RAF
1 A/C USAF

7 fUF
1 USAAF

113 A/C 20 A/C :ii5 16 A/C 13 A/C 8

Oct. 19 Spit.
21 Typh,
2 IHst.

10 Th'bolt.
2 Whirl.
2 Hurr.

1 LIghtn.
8 Mos.
10 Bost.
4 Mitch.

4 Spit,
4 Typh,
2 Must.

2 Th'bolt, I
3 Whirl,

i  1 Mos.
1 Beau,
2 Mitch.

i

121 6 Spit.
2 Typh.
1 Must,
1 Th'bolt.
1 Hilrl

3 Mos,
2 Beau,

167 Spit.
1 Tyoh.
3 Th'bolt.
1 Milrl.

1 Mitch.

1 Walr.

i

t
68 A/C R/F
11 A/C USAAF

17 A/C ILF M 10 RAF
2 A/C USA.Fi 11 USAF

15 A/C RAF 1 11 A/C RAF
1 A/C USAAFj 3 A/C USFF

15 fUF
1 USAAF

79 A/C 19 A/C !121 A/C 16 A/C I  14 A/C 16

Note. With the formation of A,E,A,F, in November losses of 2nd T.A.F, and IXth U.S. Air Force
are Included with those of A.D.O.B,
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3

BRITAin OPERATIOMAL LOSSES DURING_1^A3

CASUALTIES DUE TO Qs’e-lY ACTION MOT DUE TO EMEHY ACTION!
i.

Dest. Dam. I Aircrew Dam. : AircrewDest.

i

S  6 Spit, i 133
2 Tl-ph. i
7 Must. !
2 Uos.

! Nov. 21 Spit.
20 Typh.
7 Must.
35 Th'bolt.
11 Llehtn.
7 Mos.
1 Deau.
6 Mitch.

7 Spit.
>  h Tj'ph.
i  1 Th'bolt.
j  5 Hos.

i  5 Spit.
■  5 Typh.
2 Mos.
1 Boat.

i  15

17 A/C m' ' 96 RAF
37 USX1FI

62 A/C RAF
/:-6 A/C USAAF

16 A/C R/iF
1 A/C USAAF

13 A/C RAF 15 RAF

I 108 A/C 17 A/C 133 17 A/C 13 A/C 15I

Dec. 15 Spit.
13 Typh.
7 Must.(Inc.

5 US)
22 Th'bolt.
h Lightn.
2 Hurr.
6 Mos.
1 Dost.

801 Spit,
6 TjTDh.
5 Th'bolt.)

1 Llgiitn. i
1 Mos. I

h Spit.
5 'Typh.
k Must,
k Th'bolt.
A Ligiitn.
1 Mos.
1 Beau,

2 Cost.

I  9 Spit.
!  6 I^'ph.
i  2 Must,
i  3 Th'bolt.

1 Mos,
3 Hurr.

22

(

I
!

1

i

Al A/C.RAF
31 A/C US/iAF

6 A/C R,\F ‘ 52 RAF
6 A/C USAiiF 2S USAAF

17 A/C RAF
8 A/C USAAF

21 A/C RAF
3 A/C USIsAF

16 RAF

6 USAAF

! Rj A/C • 8072 A/C 25 A/C 2li A/C 22!
)

C/iSUALTIES TO AIRCR/iFT AND AIRCREW ON OPERATIONS 1943

CASUALTIES DUE TO ENEMT ACTION MOT DUE TO ENEMT ACTION

I

!  Alrcrev^ Dam. ; AircrewDest. Dam. Dest.
t

376 Spit.
145 Typh,
55 Must. (incJ 21 Must,

5 US)
121 Th'bolt.

I

16 Liglitn.

)  95 Spit.
:  43 Typh,

)  12 Th'bo
(US) (

'  1 Light

1,048 82 Spit.
43 Typh.
11 Must.

143104 Spit,
i 46 Typh,
i  6 Must.

!

1

!i

16 Th'bolt. I 8 Th'bolt.
(

lt,

03) US) (US)
n.

i  (US) I
4 Lightn.

(US) (US)

j  7 Ml in.

i  21 Mos.
6 Beau.

t
15 VIhlrl.
12 Hurr.
65 Mos,
18 Beau.
34 Bost.
19 Mitch.
5 Vent.
2 Def.

6 1*irl. 2 Whirl.

3 Hurr,
10 Mos,
4 Beau,
4 Bost.
1 Mitch.

I

5 Hurr.
22 Mos,
10 Beau.

2 Host,
I  4 Mitch,
i  1 Vent.

3 Def.
1 Walr.
1 Ans.

I

4 l^r.I

198 A/C RAF 1922 R/F
13 A/C USAyFi126 USAAF

741 A/C RAF
142 A/C US/u'F

186 A/C RAF
20 A/C USAAF'

184 A/C RAF
8 A/C USAAF

132 RAF
11 US/JF

i

883 A/C 1,048 206 A/C211 A/C 143192 A/C

With the formation of aeAF In November losses of 2nci T.A.F, and IXth u,S. Air Force are
Included with those of ADGB,

NOTE,
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4

AaiED EPEDITIQNARY AIR FORCE OPERiiTIONAL LOSniES JAIOJ/RY TO MAY 19/A

CASUALTIES DUE TO ENEMY ACTION NOT DUE TO ENEMY ACTION
1

Dest, I Dam, j Aircrew Dest, ( Darn. i Aircrew

I
]!  I/4O 6 Spit,
i  2 Typh,
2 Must.

2 Th'bolt.

!  2 Lishtn,
i  5 Mos.

j  2 Deau,
j  1 Dost,
i  2 Hitch.

i
2h21 Spit. . 5 Spit.

31 Typh, j 9 Typh.
6 Must. (Ino. 3 Must,

/t US) j 1 Hun%
27 Th«'Dolt. I 2 Hos,
27 Llghtn. ! 1 Dost.
2 Hurr.

15 Hos.
1 Dost.

1 Mitch.

\

!

Jan, I  12 Spit.
1  3 Typh,
2 l-Ust,
1 Hos.

I

!i

'  Bk RAF
!  56 UEjUF

73 A/C RAF
5S A/C US/JIF

20 A/C RAF
k A/C USAAF

22 RAF

2 USA/P

I

1

r

131 A/C , 21 A/C !l/+0 2ij A/C 18 A/C 2h

I

6 Spit, 3 Spit,
31 Typh. : 3 Typh,
22 Hist.(IncJ 2 Must.

18 US) ' 1 Th>bolt. j
/tO Th’bolt. : 7 Mos. ;
25 Llghtn. I i
1 Hurr,
10 Mos.
2 Host.

3 Hitch.

17 Mar,

i

i

k Spit,
5 Typh,
1 Must,
1 Th'bolt,
1 Mos.

i j:?b. 8 Spit.
6 Typh,
2 Must.
2 Th'bolt.

k Llghtn.
3 Hos,
2 Mar,

18231

1

I

57 A/C RAF
100 A/C USA/iF i 1 A/C USAAF' (1) I63 USA/iF

i  20 A/C RAF ; 88 R;vF 19 A/C RAF
8 A/C USAAF

16 RAF
2 US;u:F

11 A/C RAF
1 A/C USA/P

I

: 21 A/C157 A/C I 251 27 A/C 12 A/C 18

8 Spit,
3 Typh.
9 Hos,
1 Her.

; 166Mar, 12 Spit.
13 Typh.
35 Mhst.dnc,

28 US)
7 Th'bolt.
13 Mos.
2 Dost.

5 Mitch.
10 Mar.

{
3 Spit.
3 Typh.
2 Must.
1 Mos.

3 Mar.

5 Spit.
6 Typh.
1 Mar,

22
I

!

I

}
i

52 A/C RAF
k5 A/C IBAAF

I 20 A/C R.'P 1 76 RAF
1 A/C USAAF; (Jl)90 USAAFi

9 A/C RAF
3 A/C USAjIF

h RAF
IS USAAF

11 A/C RAF
1 A/C USAAP

I  16697 A/C I 21 A/C 12 A/C 12 A/C 22

T

I

I  230 12 Solt.

1 Tjph.
7 Must(US)
2 Th'Lolt.

5 Hos.
1 Beau.
1 Bost.
1 Mitch

22 Spit.
h Typh.
49 Must (incl.l 6 iiiist (inclj.

39 (US) I 2 US) !
15 Th'bolt. 1 7 Th'bolt. I
6 Hos. i 5 Mos. j
2 Hitch. : 16 Mitch.

17 Mar. j33 Dost.(Incl,
;  22 US)

5Bost (US) I 55 Mar.

3 Spit,
i  3 Typh.

I

Apr.
7 (?)1 Spit.

1 Th'bolt.
1 Mos,

3 Bost(US)

4 Mar.

! 43 A/C RiiF i 54 RAF
i36A/CU3A’Fi 176 USAAF

19 A/C R F
13 A/C USA..F

2 A/C RAF
4 A/C USA F

34 A/C.FbP
76 A/C USAAF

7 RAF(7)

I i  230;i29 A/C 6 A/C 7  (?)120 A/C 32 A/C
1

(1) Includes 94 Mai’, aircrew,
(11) Includes 55 Mar. aircrew.
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5

ALLIED EXPEDITIONARY AIR_FO^CE_OreMTONAL LOSSES J/ulUARY TO IIAY 1944

CASUALTIES DUE TO ENEMY ACTION NOT DUE TO ENim ACTION

Dest, :  Aircrew |Dam. Dest, Dam. ; Aircrew

j 41 Spit.
:  18 TjT)h.
1  7 Mustdncl.
i  2 US)

1 Seaflre.
15 Th»bolt.

May, 52 Spit.
34 Typh.
2 Seaflre,

; 32 Spit.
!  16 Typh.
!  4 Temp,

379 i  4 (?)i  13 Spit,

j  3 Typh.
I  6 Ilistdncl,

1 US)
1 Seaflre,

i 13 Th'bolt.

I

!

i

1

2 Temp, _
27 Must (InclJ 33 Thun.

20 US) i 16 Mos, ‘
^  19 Mitch.

1  kh Th'bolt, ' 69 Mar,
23 Llghtn. : 53 Bostdncl. ;

41 US)

,  3 Must,

i

I

3 Llghtn,
!  4 Mos.

1 Mitch,

12 Llghtn.
5 Mos,
3 Mar,1

7 Mos. 2 Bostdncl.
1 US)

I  7 Dost(US)
1

I
2 Mitch

23 Mar.
10 Host (OS)

5 Mar.
!  1 Mar.
i  1 Sea Otter

1 Walr,
I

t 1
106 A/C R.AF.  . ;i02 A/C RAF ; 114 RAF 30 A/C RAF

J  120 A/C USAAF il43 A/C USAAF I 265 USAAFj 23 A/C USAAF
!  226 A/C ^245 A/C
f

I
J79 i 53 A/C

f  4 RAF (?)71 A/C RAF
39 A/C USAAF

4  (?)110,A/C

I
i i  113 Spit.

I  113 Typh.
i  30Must(fLAF)

j  133 Th'bolt(US) 4l Th'bolt(US)
75 Liglitn. (US)
3 Hurr,

51 Mos.
67 Mar(UB)

: 52 Spit.
, 39 Typh,
12 Must. (RAF)
2 Must(US)

j  1 Hurr,
i 39 Mos.
(125 Mar (US)

142 Spit,
’  15 Typh.
i  11 Must(RiVF)
;  8 Must (US)
'  19 Th'bolt'US) 17 Th'bolt. (US) j

j  9 Llghtn.
i  16 Mos,
i  3 Beau.
!  3 Bost(R.iF)
j  1 Dost(US)
!  4 Mitch.
14 Mar(US)
1 Seaflre

j  1 Nalr.
1 Sea Otter,

63 Spit,
32 Typh.
8 !-lJst(RAFi
2 Must (US)

f

!  12 Llghtn.(US)
S Mos.

10 Bost(US)
4 Mar (IB)
1 Seaflre

1 Walr,

;  1,166 75 (?)

i

£l
I

5 Bost('RAF) ! 36 Mitch
!  15 Bost(US) i 24 Bost(RAF)
I  13 Mitch. j 63 Dost(US)

2 Seafire. , 4 Temp
2 Temp. |

To.t7UCS.r9
-to

332 A/C RAF
399 A/C USA.AF 231 A/C USA

i207 A/C R.AF I  416 RAF *97 A/C RjiF
1  750 usaaf; 51 A/C US.■.j

113 A/C RAF
S 45 A/C USAAF

53 RAF
22 USAAF'.F

t

I  731 A/C 438 !l,166 148 1158 ; 75 (?)

NOTE! Casualties of 2nd T.A.F, and IXth U.S.A.A.F. aircraft for April and May have been talten
from A,E.A,F, Int/Ops. Sucanarles {.A.n.B./I n-i/.A49/ID).
The number of casualties for ali'orew of 2nd T.A.F, and IXth U.S. Air Force are not
available for April and Hay,
In addition from Mai-ch to May' 1944 the Yllth U.S. Fighter Command's casualties viille
operating In support of attacks on targets In France and the Low Countries
follows:

v/ere as

Dest.
50 Must.
27 Th'bolt.
28 Llghtn.

11 Must.
20 Th'bolt,

4 Llghtn.

105 A/C USiUF 35 A/C USAilF.

(55692)499 .SECRET
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OFFEMSIVS FIGHTER OPERATIONS BY DAY JAMJAEI 1 943 TO iCAJ 1 )
VJI
0^

R.A.P, G.A.P.^o

■oi
Type of

Operation
Q  j Date

!  1943 Targets attacked LossesI  Losses
;  B.A.P
i Claims(3)

No. yo
Sorties

No. yc,,j
Reaction' .

■  I

Losses German

Records(4)
I

January
■”2 • ^ lie Brehat-Les Seipt lies

Pontaine-Le-Dun
Rodeo
Rhubarb 36 231

1 Bomber Support
Rodeos

Instep
Rhubarb

St. Fazaire Submarine Base
Cherbourg Peninsulh, Le Crotqy/V/imereiix
?/est of Brest

Le Touquet - Le Tireport

3
2

276 451
1

IL-:l 14 Rhubarb
Rodeo

Railway and Camp Bolbec
Flushing - Ostend

Q
111

11-3

25 Rhubarbs

Instep
Transportation North Prance
yi'^est of Brest 181

I
6  1 1 Rhubarb

Instep
Transportation North Prance
West of Brest 10l l

I

(1) This Is a smnmaiv of all offensive operations actually carried out.
K.Q. Fighter Commaiid/Alr Defence Great Britain Forms 'Y*, Vols. 13“18.
before reaching the enerii;r occupied coast, although these were included on the original Forms *1',
This is an estimate of the enemy 'reaction' to Allied offensive operations,
not have been seen by Allied pilots, e.g,, enemy fighters v'.hlch were put up too late.
This only Includes aircraft claimed as definitely destroyed.
These figures are talcen from German records (A.H.B.6)
vdilch are definitely knovm to have talcen place over the United Kingdom,
fire.

Sorties flovm by U.S. fight

Tiiey Include all single-engined fighter

er aircraft are shown in brackets.
It does not Include operatlor^ which were abandoned, for v;eather or other reasons.

It Includes operations carried out at dawn.
It does not Include routine enemy patrols but It includes aircraft which may

The authorities are

(2)

(3)
(4) operational losses suffered by huftflotte 3, except the few

They also include aircraft destroyed on the ground by bombs or machine gun/cannon
It should also be noted that some German fighters vrere destroyed by U,S, Day bombers viiose claims are not recorded here.

; •

!0
!•

ro
aO



I
H.A.F. &.A.P.

VJl

Date

1943
I^ype of

Opeiation
vD

Targets attacked Losses

R.A.P

Glaiinsv3j

Losses[O

No. yc T
Sorties

L j  No. A/0
I' Reaction’

osses ! (2)
)

German

Records(^)
Ul

o
ro

Jainuary

7 1 Roadstead

1  Instep
ilinesi-veepers North of lie Vierge
West of Brest 56

8 1  I-ihubarb

2 Rodeos
Clothing Factory Hesdin
North France 40 2

9 1 Bomber Snpport Ijrauiden Steel Works 30 1 40 1 2

10 1 Rodeo

1  Instep
Minesweepers North of lie Yierge
Vfest of Brest 25

ica
\b4
op

11 2 Rhubarbs

2 Rodeos

1  Instep

Transportation North France
Pas de Calais

Vfest of Brest

ro

1 12^3 1 79 H3

12 2 Rhubarbs

1 Offensive

Shipping Recce
1 Ranger
1 Fighter

Roadst ead

Transportation North France

Gstend - Gadais

Ushant - Pas de Raz
21I

Flushing

St. Qmer/Fort Rouge, Abbeville/Drucat
airfields, Lille Loco Woi-ks
Transportation North Prance
Vfest of Brest

North West France

i

13 3 Bomber Support
In

©1 Rliubarb

1  Instep
1 Ranger

360 2  i 125 3 3
■  K(71)

1 o

ro! ‘vO

) ) ) )



)) ))

I

R.A.F. G.A.F.
VTi

ON
Bate Type of

Operation
vO

Targets attacked Losses

German

Records (4)

Losses

H.A.F.

Claims(3)

19A3 No. yc
Sorties Losses I .Reacti^^(2)'Cl :

o :

"cl I

January

14 5 Rliubarbs

1 Fighter Roadstead Flushing
West of Brest

Transportatio

1  Instep

n North France
I

24 2

(8)

15 1 Bomber Support
1 Fighter Roadstead
1 Instep
2 Fighter Ramrods

Cherbourg Docks
Flushing
YIest of Brest

Railv/ays Noi'th France

140 64

16 2 Rhubarbs Transportation North France 4
w02

fcd iL-j
O

6 Rodeos

1 Fighter Roadstead
2 Rhubarbs

17 North France

Cherbourg
Transportation North France

IN
165 4 40 5 ■t-3Hi

18 1 Rhubarb

1  Instep
1 Offensive

Shipping Recce.

Transportation North France
YIest of Brest

20 1

lie de Batz-Ile Vlerge

19/20 1 Rhubarb Transportation North Prance 2

20 3 Rhubarbs
1  Instep
1 Rodeo

Transportation North France
West of Brest
Pas de Calais

41 21 1 2
0
M

o
i*

j|\2IvX)



R.A.F.i g.a.f.VJ1

cr\
Date

19A3 i
I^pe of
Operation

Losses

Claims'^''

\0 LossesTairgets attacked No. A/ci
Sorties

No. A/G. .
Reaction’ 12j

to

Losses GeI man

Records(4)
Ul

January i

21 4 Bomber Support Caen, Tricqueville Airfields,
Cherbour-g Docks, Flushing Harbour
Pas de Calais

West of Brest

388 109 3 23 Rodeos

1 Instep (24)
I

llaupertus, Abbevllle/Drucat, St. Omez/
Fort Rouge Airfields, Giient Oil
Transportation North France
West of Brest

22 4 Bomber Support

286 62 911 Rhubar'b

1  Instep (25)

23 1 Bomber .Support
6 Rhubarbs

1  Instep
2 Rodeos

Lorient Submarine Base, Brest Docks
Transportation North France
West of Brest

North France

!C0

o

174 4 12 2

(1 Pilot
saved)

>-3

24 1  Instep West of Brest 6

25 1 Bomber Support
1  Instep

1 Bomber Support
1 Rodeo

1 Instep

Flushing Docks
ViTest of Brest

127 1

(1 Pilot
saved)

26 Bruges Ra,ilway Centre
Abbeville

West of Brest
203
(

4 52 3 2

22)

27 2 Rhubarbs

1  Instep
Transportation North France
West of Brest

S K-sJ

iS71
I

o
I

1 to
ivD

) ) ) )



)))}

i

R.A.F. G.A.F.Vjl
un

Date 1

-1943 I
•lirpe of
Operation

Targets attacked ;  Losses
R.A.P

Glaiins(5}

Losses

German

Records ‘(
No. VC I
Sorties I

!  No. i/G
I  'Reaction'

ro )

Losses i (2)VJI

o 4)

January j I

28 iI 7 Rhubarbs
1 Fighter Roadsteadj Ostend - Flushing

!  1 Offensive *
I  Shipping Recce

Transportation No

Blankenb er gh-Gala

rth Prance 25 2

(1 Pilot
saved)

i s

29 2 Bomber Support
2 Rhubarbs

1 Fighter Roadstead

Morlaix Railv^ay Viaduct, Ijmiden Docks
Transportation North Prance
Ostend - Schouwen

119 3 2 3 1

30 1 Rhubarb Transportation Netherlands 2

id
Februaryo

1 South Nest of Brest1 Instep 2

2 2 Bmber Su]pport
1  Instep

129Abbeville Railway Yards, Railway Bruges
South Nest of Brest

40 1 1

(25)

Courtrai/lfevelghem, St. Qner/port Rouge
Airfields, Abbeville Railway Yards,
Ijnaiiden Steel Porks
Cherbourg

3 4 Bomber Support
324 8 108 13

(47)
1 Rodeo

2 Rodeos

1  Instep

1 Fighter Roadstead
2 Rhubarbs

j 2 Offensive
!  Shipping Recce

I  1 Ranger

4 Cherbourg, Pas de Calais
South West of Brest

Dutch Coast

Transportation North France

i !->

110 153 2
ii
0

5
:

13 1 o

(6)
i

Boulogne, Gris Ne^ Somme
Industrie Target North ■.7est Pr’ance

•ro
vD



R.A.F. G.A.F.ui i
VJl

Date i
19A3 i

iON ! T3rpe of
Opemtion

vD i
ro

I
Targets attacked Losses

R.A.P

Claims\3)

Losses

German

Records(4)

Wo. A/G \ ,
Sorties i! I  No- Vc

!  ' Reaction'(2;jUn i
Io I

ON I I
I

! J^brua^;
I  5 Rhubarbs
1 Ranger
1 Offensive

Shipping Recce

Transportation Worth J^’rance
Worth West Prance

I

14 2

Motor Vessel Ostend

7 2 Rhubarbs

1 Ranger
Transportation Worth Prance
Worth West Prance 5 1

8 1 Inst ep
2 Rodeos

South West of Brest

Worth Prance
I 3651t

i IW

CTn
2 Rhubarbs9 Transportation Worth Prance 4 2

:ki ^3

10 1 Baiiber Support
3 Rodeos
1 Offensive

Shipping Recce

Caen Railway Yards
Pas de Calais, Belgium and Dutch Coasts

65150 3 1j

Dutch Coast

1 Rhubarb

1 Ranger
1 Offensive

I  Shipping Recce

4 Rhubarbs
1 Offensive

Shipping Recce

5 Bomber Support
(1 abortive)

1 Rodeo

11 Transportation Worth Prance
Cholet Povrer Station

11 1 3

Boulogne

Transportation Worth Prance

H00I9/1 jmuiden

Boulogne Harbour, Ijrauiden Coke Ovens,
St. I^alo Docks

Boulogne

ig
12

12 1

;0
13

I

6385 186 'ro13
vDf

I

) ) ))
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R.A.F. G.A.F.Ui
VTi

Pype of
Operation

c^^ Date

19A3 Tairgets attacked LossesM

Ho. yc i
Sorties j

JjossesHo. k/O, ,
’Reaction'(2),

Cla.ims wJ

LossesVJ1 German

Records(^)
o
-j

Februazy

HaJ-cheren (no shipping seen)
Pas de Calais

Hool</ljmuiden (no shipping seen)
Transportation North France

14 1 Fighter Roadstead
1 Rodeo

1 Offensive

Shipping Recce
2 Rangers

34

15 2 Bomber Support
1 Ranger
1 Rhubarb

Dunkirk Harbour

Nantes

Transportation North France
ns 1 129 10

16 6 Rodeos

1 Bomber Support
1 Roadstead

1  Instep

Pas de Calais, Caen
St« Naaaire Docks

Ijmuiden/Texel (no shipping seen)
South West of Brest

i io:!
m
!Q

i
252 115 1

ii-e

17 2 Rhubarbs Transportation North France 82 504

18 4 Rhubarbs

3 Rangers
Transportation North Prance

Power Stations North Prance,
Transportation

Hook/ljmuiden (no shipping seen)

Hool9^ IJinuiden
Den Helder Docks

Pas de Calais

67
1 Offensive

Shipping Recce

19 1 Roadstead

1 Bomber Support
1 Rodeo

1
53 1

(25) iP

o21 1 Rhubarb Transportation North France 2

!t\3
■.M3



R.A.P.VJl G.A.F.vjn !

Icr\
Date i

'  1943 i

!iype of
Operation

vD

Targets attacked IIV) Losses Losses

R.A.P. Gsraian

Claims(3) I Reoords(^)!

I

No. Vg
!  Sorties

Ko. Vo
’Reaction'

VJl Losses
8

I

24 i  1 Rhubarb

2 Instep

i
Transportation Holland
South West of Brest

7 2

(1 Pilot
saved)

25 1 Instep South West of Brest 3

26 7 Bomber Support Shipping Dunkirk, ililhelmshaven
('j.dthdrav/al only), ilaupertus Airfield
South West of Brest

555 2 82 4 3
1 Instep
1 Rhubarb

(76)
Transportation Holland

iW
hJ

!
02
,Ki
o27 3 Banber Support Brest, Shipping Dunkirk Harbour,

liaupertus Airfield
192 4 54 3 1 02

(24)!l-3
'1-3

28 1 Rhubarb

!  1 Instep

j 2 Bomber Support

Transportation North France
Sauth West of Brest

I'^aupertus Airfield
99 30 1

March
i

1 ; 1 Instep
I 1 Ranger
1 Rodeo

I

North West of Brest

Transportation North France
Dutch Islands and Belgian Coast

26 1

!  .^r2 5 Rhubarbs Transportation North France

[  Transportation Belgium. Holland
Transformer Station North Itrance

9 1

3 3 Rhubarbs

1 Ranger
iW

9

I.

4 2 Rodeos Pas de Calais I40 51 i lV)
IvD

) ) } }
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R.A.F. G.A.F.IVjl
Vn

Date

I  1943
I ^Tpe of

Operation

CTn
I

Targets attacked )VO i  Losses

R.A.F
Claims(

LossesHo. A/C I
Sorties ! L

No. A/C. . ,
' Reaction*

3)
ossesVJI

o
vD i

: klarcE

62 Fighter Roadstead Shipping Dutch Coast5
I

6 2 Rhubarbs

1 Bonber Support
Transportation Holland
Brest Docks 56

!

2 15

7 1 Rodeo

1 Fighter Roadstead

Pas de Cadais

Somme - Boulogne (no shipping seen) 117 30

8 1 Ranger
2 Bomber Suppoid;

Ba^”" of Bisca;;''
Rouen, Rennes Railway Centres

185 3 75 15
I (27) I

I
'DO I

2 Rodeos9 Pas de Calais 110 135 2iO ovD

(24)
1^iH3

10 4 Rodeos Pas de Calais, Dutch Islands 148 151 1 1

(40)

11 3 Rangers
1 Roadstead

1 Rhubarb

Povrer Stations North Prance

Ostend - Dunkirk (no shipping seen)
Transportation Dieppe

21 1 1 2

12 1 Offensive

Shipi3ing Recce
1 Bonber Support
1 Rodeo

&Egmond-Cativiok
Rouen Railway Centre
Pas de Calais

121 1 95 13

(51) ft

i§

! ̂
o

613 1 Bomber Support Amiens RailTr/a^'' Centre 18095 4 2

(27) !•



E.A.F. G.A.F.U1
VJI

Date

1945 !
of

Operation

a\

Tajrgets attackedvD i

Losses

R.A.F*
Claims U;

Losses

Germa

Records4
No. yc
Sorties

No. A/G
’Reaction'

LossesVJ1

)1o

March ■

14 I  4 Rodeos
!  2 Banber Sipport

1 Rodeo

Holland, Noarth France
Maupertus, Abbeville/Dracat Airfields
Pas de Cadais

264 854 2

15 2 Offensive

Slipping Recce
1 Bomber Suppoii;

I

Dutch Coast

St. Brieuc Airfield

61 1 15 1

I

18 1 Bomber Support Maasluis Oil Refinery 24 8 2

li
j

19 1 Fighter Roadstead Dutch Coast
1 Ranger Transportati

,01

5o on North France io

'He He
20 1 Rhubarb Transportation North France 4

21 1 Rodeo I  Chert)C’erg 22

22 2 Bomber Support
2 Rhubarbs

1  Instep

2 Instep

4 Rhubarb

2 Instep
1 Fighter Roadstead

Haasluis Oil Refineiy, Alkmaar Airfield
Transportation North France
South V/est of Brest

47 25 2

25 South West of Brest 6

24 Transportation North France
South West of Brest

Shipping Dutch Islands

h)

29 1
i o

25 1 Bomber Support
4 Rodeos
1 Rhubarb

Abbeville Railivay Centre
Pas de Calais

Transportation Ghent

iO
I.

126
M

1

) ) ) )
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R.A.F.' G.A.P.VJl
V

>
iJi

0^ Date

1943
Type of

Operation
vD } Targets attacked i

Losses ! Losses

R.A.P. i German
Claims^) | ReGOrds(A)

ro I

No. yc
Sorties

Ko. yc
Reaction’

Losses
1

March

26 5 iihuharbs Transportation and Power Station
North France

Baj’- of Biscay, Bordeaux
North France

Cherbourg

3 Instep
1 Ranger
1 Rodeo

41 1 1

27 2 Ehuba.rbs

1 Ranger
2 Instep

Transportation and Oil Bump Holland
Transportation Holland and Germany
Bay of Biscay

17

28 2 Bomber Support
2 Instep

Rouen Railway Centre, Rotterdam Docks
South West of Brest

’p:! iiltd 217 5 120 1 1

^ I
i

'W
^1-3

29 3 Bomber Support Rotterdam Shipyards,
Abbeville Railway'- Centre 202 2

30 3 Rangers
1 Offensive

Sliipping Recce
1 Fighter Roadstead

Transportation and Shipping Noi-iih France

15French Coast

Ca3’-eux -• Gris Nez

31 1 Bomber Support
1 Ranger

Rotterdam Shipyards
Transportation North France 73

ifiril I

1 1 Offensive

Shipping Recce
2 Rangers
4 Rhubarbs

1:3

Shipping Hook/Texel
Po'.rer Stations; Airfields North France
Transportation North France

IS!
13 3 !P

I*

! iv>
\o



I

a.A.F.U1 G.A.F.
1

a^

Date i
i %3

of

Operation
vD

Targets attacked Lossesposses

R.A.F
Clai3nsi3;

No. A/C
Sorties

No. A/G
’Reaction’(2)Losses GeVJI rman

Records iro

^ril
2 1 Ranger

1  Special Escort

North France

Naval Fonrce in South Nest Approaches

Shipping off Dunkirk (no shipping seen)
Abbeville/Drucat, Brest Docks
North France

Shipping off Petten

E-Boats Channel Isles, Shipping
Boulogne-Calais (no sliipping seen)
Renault V/orks Billancourt,
Caen Airfields, St, Brieuc,
Abbeville Railuav Lards,
Rotterdaiii Docks

86 1

3 1 Roadstead

2 Bomber Support
2 Rodeos

1 Fighter Roadstead

i

225 601 5 5

2 Roadsteads4

i
!

5 Banber Support =co

-

w
432 12 299 11 5

>3

1 Offensive

Sl-lipping Recce Dieppe, Belgian Coast

Shipping Le Treport (no shipping seen)
Motor Works Antwerp, Brest

lipping Ostend (no shipping seen)
North France

St, Omer/Fort Rouge, Steel Works Caen
Transportation, Holland and Germany

ct

I

5 1 Roadstead

2 Bomber .Support 196 3 190 3 3
!

6 1 Roadstead

3 Rodeos

2 Bomber Support
1 Ranger
1 Offensive

Shipping Recce

II176 1 103
6
iH

SaniTie-Calais i

o
7 1 Roadstead Sliipping Ostend - Calais (no shipping

seen)
10

!I\3
vO

) )) )



))) )

I’

VJI
V

R.A.P. G.A.P.I
J1
c^

Date !

1943

!iype of

Opers-tion

vn

Targets attacked Losses

R.A.P
Claims w)

Losses IiV)

;  No. vc
Sorbies

No. A/C
Reaction*(2)Lossesvn German

; Eecord.s(^)
April

8 j North of Brest. Abbeville
1 Fighter Roadstead : Shipping Le Treport - Le Havre
1 Bomber Support

9  i 2 Fighter Roadsteads! Shipping Ostend - V/alcherenj
' Fecamp-Le Havre
Convoy off Pleubian (no shipping seen)
Bay of Biscay
North of Prance

Transportation Nortli France

2 Rodeos

I

! Tricqueville Airfields

1 Roadstead

1  Instep
1 Ranger
2 ISiubarbs

145 2 94 !

(24)
I

I
70

(S) i

i

t

1
10 1 Rodeo

2 Offensive

Shipping Recces
2 Fnngers
7 Rhubarbs

Cap Gris Nez :Q
C'-!

>3

Radede Brest, Ushant
North West Geimany
Netherlands

50 5

11 !  1 Roadstead
3 Rodeos

3 Offensive

Shipping Recces
I  1 Rhubarb

Shipping Nieuport
Pas de Calais

48 2 2

(6)
Batz - Ushant, Dutch Coast
Transportation North France

12 1  1-fanger

5 Bomber Support

Rennes 1

1013 Abbeville, Caen, Rail-'.i’By Yards
Guipavas, St. Qmer/Longuenesse,
Caen/Carpiquet Airfields
Fecamp/Boulogne 5 Belgian and
Dutch Coasts

i kS

354 3 113 2 1
■O(53) I •2 Offensive

Shipping Recces i ro
•U3



T
i

i
R.A.F. G-. ii.F.1

U1 }
On 1 Date

i  1943
Type of
Operation

vD
Targets attacked !  Losses

:  R.A.F ,
Claims Uj

Losses
No. A/G

i  Sorbies
Ho. Vo,

Reaction’

IV)

Losses Geman

! Records (4) ;
VJI i  t

■P- i. I

April ;
14 2 Roadsteads Shipping Le Treport, E-Boats

Palmouth-Guems^’' (no shipping seen)
Ba^'-eux
Bruges Railway Yards

I
f

1 Rodeo I
1 Boraber Support i
1 Offensive

Shipping Recces ;
1 Offensive Patrol!

206 4 55 5 2

Ostend

Eneii'5'- aircraft escorting rescue
launch off Barfleur

15 1 Roadstead
3 Bomber Support
1 Rodeo
1 Offensive

Sliipping Recce

! Shipping Channel Isles
Tricqueville Cherbourg Docks
Pas de Calais

Ui xa
82190 1 2 1

(3)«O
i (63)-j
K ■p-

i-3

Ijmuiden, Texel1

16 5 Bomber .Support Brest, Ostend Chemical Ivorks,
Tricqueville Airfields,
Kaarlem Workshops 6372 1855 51 Offensive

Shipping Recce
1 Roadstead

.F-Boats Ushant

S-Boats Cherbourg - Channel Isles

is17 3 Rodeos
5 Bomber Support

Holland, Pas de Calais
Abbeville, Caen Railway Yards,
Seebrugge Coke Ovens

160345 3 5 k-

(110)3 Offensive
Shipping Recces Cadais - Ostend, Dieppe, French Coast

(i) Casualties suffered by U.S. fighter pilots.
io
i

ItV)
jvO

) )) )
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T
(

R.A.F. G.A.P.VJI
i

1  Date j
i  1%3 '
I

cr\
Type of

Operation
vD 1

Targets attacked Lossesi
ro Losses

i  R.A.P.

!  Claims O)

No. A/G ■
Sorties '

No. VC/9'1 t
’ Reaction* iLosses GeU1 rman

Records

!
!

Ul I

April :
—  t

18

}

\

1 Rodeo

!  3 Bomber Support

!  2 Roadsteads

{

!

I

J

j  Pas de Calais
,  Dieppe Harbour, Poix,
i  Courtrai Airfields

!  Convoy Ben Helder, Casquettes
j
I  Yainville Fewer Station

I

f

296 2 155 1

(16) I (1 Pilot :
I  saved) i

(

{ !

19 I 1 Bomber Support
;  1 Offensive

Shipping Recce

f

\

5kI

French and Belgian Coasts t

J

20 1 Rodeo

k Bomber Support
Soinme Estuary
Zeebiaigge Coke Ovens, Boulogne
Railway Yards, Cherboui’g Docks,
Tricqueville Airfield

I
i

i D3

'S c:)!

322 IS
?

109
l '

2-J

l^3
1 Offensive

Sliipping Recce French and Dutch Coasts
!f

I

21 I 1 Rodeo

j  1 BoiTiber Support
;  2 Offensive

'  Shipping Recces

Holland

Abbeville Railwaj'’ Yards

i

1
118 2 50 1i

j

(82) 1

Boulogne, Flushing

22 2 Rodeos

3 Offensive

Shipping Recces

Transportation North France
!

10

Ijrauiden, Dutch Coast, Ostend-Dieppe I

I I

I Id
23 1 Offensive

Shipping Recce

1 Offensive

Shipping Recce

I

Dieppe 1 1
}

2k
iro

French and Dutch Coasts I

7 1
I
I



Ul
R.A.F. Ct.A.F.

cr\

Date

1 %-3

of

Operation
Targets attackedro Losses

R.A.F

Claims(

Losses

Germa

Records-?4
No. k/C
Sorties

No. A/Q
Reaction'LossesVJ1 I

)3)1o^

April
25 3 Rhubarbs

1 Offensive

Sliipping Recce

Transportation North France
28 2

French and Dutch Coasts

26 1 Offensive

Shipping Recce French and Dutch Coasts 3

27 1 Fighter Roadstead
1 Roadstead

2 Offensive

Shipping Recces

St. Valeiy - Le havre
Convoy Jersey

49 1

i Ault, French and Dutch CoastslP
o

o3
K 28 2 Roadsteads

5 Rhubarbs
Convoy lie de Batz

Transportation and Industrial Targets
North France

ON

1-3

82 2

1 Offensive

Shipping Recce French and Dutch Coasts

29 1 Bomber Support
1 Rodeo

2 Roadstead

Railway Sidings East of Eu
Pas de CalaJ-s - Hague
Seine Bay, Convoy Dutcli Coast

(2)159 117

(112)

1 Ranger
1 Roadstead

1 Fighter Roadstead
1 Offensive

Shipping Recce

30 Transportation Holland
LUnesweeper Ushant
Shipping Guernsey 64 9

French Coast - Channel Isles
o

ilV)
!nO

) )) )



)) ))

R.A.F. G.A.P.VJl
Ul

cr\ Date

1945
Type of

Operation
vD

Targets attacked LossesLosses

R.A.P Gerraan

Claims w) Records

No. A/C I
Sorties !

i No. A/C
• Reaction'(2)

 Losses !Vjl

i

3^
1 2 Rangers

2 Fighter /.^
Protection''^'*

Germany and Prance
Diversion to attack on St. NazairCj
Caen Railivay Yards
Cherbourg

!

198 1 12 31 Rodeo

1 Offensive

Shipping Recce

I

Ost end-Dieppe

2 1 Roadstead

2 Fighter Protection
Aldemey-Cherbourg
Ijrauiden Steel Works 137 6A 55

I

3 3 Rangers
1 Roadstead

1 Fighter Protection
2 Rodeos

2 Offensive

Shipping Recces

Poi-rer Stations North France

Guemsey-Batz (no shipping seen)
Amsterdam Power Station

Pas de Calais - Walcheren

CO

212 1203 !;?05 1
ii-3

(124)

French and Dutch Coasts, Scrame

Ford Works Ant\irerp, Abbeville
Rail^i.'ay Yards

A 2 Fighter Protection

32A A 92 A1 Offensive

Shipping Recce
1 Ranger

(12A) (1)Le Havre, Pecamp-Ostend
Fire

L

1 Fighter Roadstead
3 Offensive

Shipping Recces
1 Roadstead

5 Le Havre

Ostend, Brest, French and Dutch
Coasts, Channel Isles
Brehat (no shipping seen)

15A fc!

P

(i) The expression 'Fighter Protection' is used hencefor«rard for Ojperations formerly described as 'Bcmber Support'. 110



i

!

E.A.P. G.A.P.
ON

i.Date I Type of
Operation

'Xl
!

Targets attackedro

I  Losses
!  R.A.P
Claims(

I Losses

Germa

Records4
1943 !  No. VG

!  Sorties
No. k/G

’Reaction'
VJ1

j  Losses
)3)CO

IVIay
6 I  Transportation North France

Transportation North France
Mdemey (no shipping seen)

11 Ranger
1 Rhubarb

1 Roadstead

1 Offensive

Shipping Recce

76 1

Channel Isles - Cherbourg

7 3 Rodeos

3 Offensive

Shipping Recces

North Prance

145 1 40
Ushant, Channel Isles, Ostend

Dieppe-Boulogne (no shipping seen)9 1 Fighter Roadstead 4 'b-i
IQ

CO
11 3 Rangers

1 Roadstead

1 Fighter Roadstead
1 Offensive

Shipping Recce

Transportation Norbh Prance
Channel Isles

Calais

1^ \y4

200 25 1 1

(118)

Dieppe

12 2 Rangers
1 PJiubarb

1 Offensive

Shipping Recce

Transportation North France
Transportation North France 10

French and Dutch Coasts

!,§
13 5 Fighter Protection Boulogne Railuajr Yards, i-Ieaulte

Aircraft Factory, St, Oner, Abbeville/
Drucat Airfields, Cherbourg Docks

French and Dutcli Coasts

t

424 8 255 12 8

(124) (1 Pilot
saved)1 Offensive

Shipping Recce
■2?
o

rN)
vD

I

) )



) )))

vn R.A.F. G.A.F.VJ1
CTN

Date

19A3
lype of
Operation

M)

Targets attackedro Losses

,  R.A.F
; Claimsw)

Losses

German

Records!^)

No. Vc !
Sorties iI

No. VC j
Reaction*(2) •

I

t
vn  Losses
vO

_May I

14 3 Fighter Protection Courtrai-Wevelghem Tricqueville
Airfields, Antwerp Shipyajrds
Gris Nez - Dunkirk, E-Boats
St. Peter Port

Destroyers Cherbourg

2 Fighter Roadsteads
223 1 130 8 11

(123) (3) (4)1 Roadstead

2 Offensive

Siiipping Recces Cherbourg, French and Dutch Coasts

15 3 Fighter Protection
1 Instep
1 Rodeo

2 Offensive

Shipping Recces

Caen, Poix Airfields
Bay of Biscay
Holland

French and Dutch Coasts,
Zeebrugge-Boulogne

6251 60 8 6

(118) ^  ISo

f-3

16 2 Fighter Roadsteads
1 Rhubarb

1 Roadstead

3 Rodeos

4 Fighter Pr’otection

Ostend-Flushing, Seine Bay
Transportation North Prance
Channel Isles

North Prance

Eu Rail-way Yards, Tricqueville,
Caen, Morlaix Airfields.

363 2961 2 3
(255) (1)

17 1 Fighter Roadstead
5 Fighter Protection

Saime

Caen, Morlaix Airfields, Cherbourg,
Coxyde Airfield
North France

Convey off Texel
South Nest of Brest

961313 7 12

(118)3 Rodeos
1 Roadstead

1  Instep
O

M
vX)



i

R.A.F. G.A.F.VJl i
VJI
0^

lype of
Operation

Date i

1943 I
I

vX)

Targets attacked Losses Losses

R.A.F^ ^ German
Claims V. 2) i Records (4) |

ro

No. A/G ; ,
Sorties :

ij

i

No. A/C
‘Reaction’ v.2)

osses!vn

o

klay
18 2 Fighter Protection

1  Instep
2 Rodeos

1 Roadstead

1 Ranger

Poix, Abbeville Airfields
South West of Brest

Ostend-Waalhaven, Pas de Calais
Guems^ (no shj.pping seen)
Transportation North Prance

!

202 1045 1 4
(100) (1)

I

(1)I

i

19 1 Rodeo

1 Roadstead
Transportation North France

Cherbourg-Ghannel Isles (no shipping
seen)
South West of Brest

Diversion to U.S, attack on Kiel
Pas de Caiais

1 Instep
1 Fighter Protection
2 Rodeos

1 Offensive

Shipping Recce

■ 1259 165 1 1
■m (117) :p3
o ro Q

iS
'1

o
1-3 -3

French and Dutch Coasts

20 1 Rhubarb Transportation and Airfields East of
Brest

Pas de Calais, Holland
South West of Brest

2 Rodeos

1 Instep
1 Offensive

Shipping Recce

1 Ro3.dstead
1 Instep
1 Offensive

Shipping Recce

1 Fighter Roadstead
1 Ranger
2 Offensive

Shipping Recces

(1)255 40
(113)

Channel Isles

North Prance, Low Countries
South West of Brest

21

1
m

(3)26 50
(111)

French and Dutch Coasts

22 Somme-Feoamp
Cognac

lO

23 iro
sn

French and Dutch Coasts

) )) )
J



)))

R.A.F. G.A.P.
VJI

Date !

19A3
Type of

Operation

TvD

Taorgets attackedro Losses

R.A.P

Claims(3)

LossesNo. A/G
Sorties

No. A/G
'Reaction'

Losses GeVJl maan

Records(^)

23 2 Roadsteads

1 Pighter Protection
1 Instep
1 Offensive

Shipping Recce

Dutch Coast, Guernsey,
Zeebrugge Coke Ovens and Pai,ver Station
South Vfest of Brest * 185 603

Prenoh and Dutch Coasts

24 1 Roadstead

1 Ranger
1 Offensive

Shipping Recce

Convey Egmond
Poorer Station North Prance

69 1

Prench and Dutch Coasts
!cq

25 1 Fighter Protection
1 Offensive

ShipiDing Recce

Abbeville Airfieldin ro '.n

78 2 34 Gj.•■J

(123)Prench and Dutch Coasts

26 North Prance, Holland5 Rodeos
1 Offensive

Shipping Recce

60 88

(122)Dutch Coast

27 1 Rhubarb
1 Rodeo
1 Offensive

Shipping Recce

Transportation North Prance
Noxi:h Prance and Belgium 222 651 2

(123)
Dutch Coast

28 1  Instep
1 Fighter Protection
1 Roadstead
1 Offensive

Shipping Recce

South Nest of Brest

Zeebrugge Coke Ovens and Power Station
North Prance 320 1 30

(123) o

French and Dutch Coasts
ro
\D



R.A.F.vjn G.A.P.
c\

Date

1943
lype of

Operation
Targets attacked Losses LossesNo. A/G

Sorties ’EeaotiM°(2)
Claims

j  LossesVJI

b) Records?4)ro

!

?4ay

29 1 Offensive Patrol

2 Offensive

Shipping Recces
1 Roadstead

1 Rodeo

4 Figliter Protection

Dutch Coa.st

Ls Touquetj French and Dutch Coasts
Banfleur

Pas de Calais

ifeupertus, Caen Airfields, Rennes
Railway Yards,

Nazaire Submarine Base

552 38 8

(152)

50 1 Roadstead

1 Fighter Protection
1  Inst ep
1 Roadstead

1 Offensive

Shipping Recce

Flushing
Mondeville Steel //orks

South West of Brest

Channel Isles (no shipping seen)

CQ

I\D 0
'

108 1■M 20I 4 1 N) ei
L J

French and Dutdi Coasts

51 Caen, Abbeville/Drucat Airfields,
Cherbourg Docks, Flushing Sliipyards and
Aircraft Factor^r, Seebragge Coke Ovens

5 Filter Protection

554 2 90 2 2

(134) (1 Pilot
saved)
(1)

1 Rodeo
1 Offensive

vShipping Recce
1 Fighter Roadstead

North Prance

Plushing-Calais
E-Boats Dutch Coast (no shipping seen) 4?

!§June
1 IK1 Roadstead

1 Rodeo
1 Rhubarb
1  Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

Shipping Walcheren-Schouwen
North France
Ti-ansportation North France
Vlieland-Brest
Casquettes

IS
!125 1 84 610 •

\£1

) ) ) )



))))

R.A.P. G-.A.P.i

vn
CTN Date

1943
[l^e of
Operation

VO
Targets attacked Losses

E.A.P

Claims w)

LossesNo. yc
Sorties

No. k/C
'Reaction*

l\D

Losses Gevjl nnan ,

Records

June
2 2 Fighter Roadsteads Shipping Texel-Ijmiden,

Ijrauiden-De Kocy
Transportation North France
Dutch Coast

French and Dutch Coasts

5 Rhubarbs
1 Offensive Patrol

Shipping Recces

37 5

3 3 Fighter Roadsteads
1 Rhubarb

Shipping Recces

Shipping Dutch Coast
Transportation Holland
French and Dutch Coasts

71 1

2 Fighter Roadsteads
1 Rodeo

1 Ranger
Shipping Recces

hr Shipping Boulogne-Dieppej Texel-Hook
Pas de Calais

North France

French, Dutch and Belgian Coa.sts

xo
ii
o

iw
o to

67 1 135
iŜ
3

P-j
:l-3

Dunkirk-Calais, Texel-Batz
Shipping Fne Hague
Transportation North France
French Coast

Shipping Gris Nez
Transportation North France
Dutch Coast

South Nest of Brest

I jmuiden-Batz
Texel

5 2 Shipping Recces
1 Fighter Roadstead
2 Rhubarbs

1 Photo Recce

1 Roadstead

3 Rhubarbs
1 Offensive Patrol

2 Insteps
Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

I

37 1

6

63 61 1 1
L

1 Rodeo

2 Rhubarbs

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

7 Pas de Calais

Transportation North France
French and Dutch Coasts

France

o

170 4 43
tvj)
vD

I
I



R.A.F. G.A.F.vjn
I

i  Date i
-i%.3 !

I^e of

Operation

cr\

v£>

Targets attacked Losses

(2) R.A.F,
■ Claiasw)

K) Losses

Germa

Records

¥o. V'-
Sorties

No. A/G
’ Reaction'

I
Losses

June I
I

8 2 Fighter Roadsteads
3 Rhubarbs

Shipping off Dutch Coast
Tiansportation Holland 22 1 I

10 1 Fighter Protection Langerbrugge Parer Station
3 lighter Roa-dsteads I Shipping Dutch Coast, Cajeur-Cris Nez
Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

Terschelling-Calais
Terschelling-Le Touquet

I

168 hr 30 hr

(97)

11 2 Fighter Protection Seebrugge Coke Ovens,
I Gosnay Power Station
Shipping The Hague
Transportation North Prance
South West of Brest

North France, Belgium
French and Dutch Coasts

Holland, France

Rouen Poorer Station, Gaer/Carpiquet,
Abbeville/Drucat, Brest/Quipavas
French and Dutch Coasts

France and Holland

1 Fighter Roadstead
1 Rhubarb

5 Insteps
3 Rodeos

4 Fighter Protection

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

{  Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

j

!i CO
i

639 1 180Q 4 1 'n

(292) i
K

12

300 2 87 1 1

(143) (1)

6 Insteps
3 Fighter Protection

13 South West of Brest

Flushing Shipyards, Gosnay Poirer
Station, Abbeid.lle/Drucat Airfield
Convey off Egraond
Texel/Hcok
North France

l.t
311 7 175 1 2

1 Roadstead

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

(145) (2) (6) IP
I ^
o

IND
sD

) ) > >



))))

R.A.F. G.A.F.vn

VJI
ctn

l^ype of
Operation

Date I
1943

Targets attacked I  Losses
R.A.F.

Claims(3)

Losses
No. A/C
Sorties

ro

No. k/0
Reaction*

Losses German

Records

IVJI
IV)
U1 i

June

14 1 Fighter Roadstead
5 Insteps

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

Shipping Hook-Schouwen
South I?est of Brest

French, Belgian, Dutch Coasts
j  French Coast

59 1

I

!  Shipping Guems^''/Sar’k, Ciiannel Islands
South West of Brest

Texel/Le Havre
I  France, Belgium

Transpoortation North Fiance
South West of Brest

Shipping Breliat-Guems^
French and Dutch Coasts

15 2 Roadsteads

4 Insteps
1  Shipping Recce
Photo Recces

166 2 30 13
(136)

I

16 1 Rhubarb

2 Insteps
1 Roadstead

Shipping Recces

37 3 2
ro
V

o

I  (1 Pilot
I  saved)

JI

ltd! I

17 1 Roadstead Shipping off Walcheren
1 Fighter Protection Flushing Shipyards (Abortive)
3 Insteps
1 Rodeo

South West of Brest

Pas de Calais and Holland
65335 3 9 2

(140)
Texel-Casquet
Prance, Belgium

1 Shipping Recce
Photo Recces

18 Shipping Recces Dutcli Coast 8
h

19 Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

10 Rhubarbs

2 Insteps

Dutch, Belgian, French Coasts
France, Holland
North France, Holland
South West of Brest

59 2 2 1
§
o

(V)
vD

I



VJ1
R.A.F. G.A.F.VJl

a^

Date

19A3
lype of

Operation
Targets attacked!ND

Losses

R.A.F

Claims^5)

Losses

Getman

RecordsV^)

No. A/G \
Soiijies ^

i i  No. A/G
.  ! • Reaction*

'vJI  Losses (2)f\3
cr\

^ne I

20 2 Fighter Roadsteadsj Shipping Dutch Coast
South West of Brest

Texel/Batz
Prance

Poix Airfield

5 Insteps
1  Shipping Recce
Photo Recces

1 Fighter Protection

1

203 625 1 2

(137)

21 2 Roadsteads

2 Fighter Roadsteads
Shipping Walcheren, I^apelle-Hook
Shipping Den Helder, Le Treport-
Le Havre

French and Dutch Coasts

Prance, Holland
South West of Brest

Rotterdam Shipyards, Ford Iforks,
Antv'rerp, HxLs %nthetic Rubber V/orks
(•withdraViTal only), Abbeville/
Drucat Airfields

Convey Scheveningen
South West of Brest
North France

French and Dutch Coasts
France

69 2 25Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

3 Insteps

4 Fighter Protection

m

o

W oro

CTNL*J

I(-3

22 t-3

561 5 1851 Roadstead

2 Insteps
1 Rodeo

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

7 5
(136)

23 3 Fighter Protection St. Omer ilaintenance Unit, Meaulte
Aircraft Factory, Cherbourg/l-Iaupertus
Airfields

Shipping Dutch Coast
South West of Brest

Channel Isles - Texel

North West France, Holland

I h

tf

1 Roadstead

2 Insteps
Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

224 110 2 1
is;
o

I ro

) ) ) )



) ))

I
R.A.F. G.A.P.

vji
a\

I^e of
Operation

Date I

1943

vJD

Targets attacked Losses

(2) R.A.P
Claims''-^''

Lossesro

No. yc
Sorties

No. A/C
’Reaction'

Losses GeVJ1 rman

Records
ro

Jjma

8 Fighter Protection24 Flushing Engineering vv'orks,
Gherbourg^l'Iaupertus, St, Omer/
Fort Rouge, Abbeville/Drucat, Brest
Guipavas, Morlaix-Plou.jean Airfields,
Yainville Power Station

French Coast

France and Holland

860 6 178 11 4

(158)

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

South ?/est of Brest

Texel-Channel Isles

Prance

Hambur^Branen (•V’jithdra>7al only),
Caerv/Carpiquet Airfield

Brest/Guipavas, Abbeville/Drucat,
Tricqueville Bernay, Villacoublay
Airfields, Eu Railv/ay Yards
South West of Brest

Dutch Coast

Transportation Holland
Shipping Channel Isles
French and Dutch Coasts

Prance

25 2 Insteps

1  Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

2 Fighter Protection

241 39 1 IM
;!7d

to o

pj
'ta

26 6 Fighter Protection

4 Insteps
1 Offensive Patrol

1 Rhubarb

1 Roadstead

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

346 (3)2 151 5

(129) (4)

27 4 Roadsteads Shipping Le Touquet-Boulogne,
Channel Isles, Vessel in Dieppe
Harbour, Convoy The Hague
South Vv'est of Brest

Dieppe-Texel
North Prance

0

6200 59 1 o2 Insteps
1  Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

to
vX>



R.A.P.. G.A.P.vn
c\

Date

'1943
!IJype of
Operation

Targets attackedIND Losses

R.A.P.
Claims

Losses
I No. A/G
i  Sorties

No. A/C
* Reaction’

Losses (2)
Ul Geiman

Records03

June I
28 2 Roadsteads Shipping Plushing-Hook,

Convcgr off Boulogne
Dutch Coast

South West of Brest

St, Nazaire Lock, Beaxxraont le Roger,
Morlaix Airfields

Transportation Belgixim
Texel-Dieppe

I North Prance, Belgiuni

Shipping Boulogne-Dieppe, Dunkirk
Gicme-Rhone Aircraft Pactoiy Le lians
(withdrawal only)
Airfields North Prance

j South West of Brest
I Transportation IVance and Holland
I French, Belgian, Dutch Coasts
North Prance

1 Cffensive Patrol

1 Instep
5 Fighter Protection

216 1 37 3

(132)
1 Rhubarb

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

I

29 2 Roadsteads

1 Fighter Protection ro Q
03

1-3

2 Rangers
4 Insteps
8 Rhubarbs

Shipping Recces
Photo Recce

323 650 4
(126) I

30 3 Roadsteads Shipping Sept Iles-Batz,
Channel Isles-Gasquettes,
Gloannel Isles

South West of Brest

Cap de le Hague-Barfleur
Transportation North Prance

He de Vierge, Boulogne-Dieppe
North and North West Prance

4 Insteps
1 Fighter Roadstead
7 Rhubarbs

2 Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

85 2 1-

IS
t

o

vO

) ) ) )



))))

H.A.P. G.A.P.\jn
VJl
a\

Date

1943
I^e of
Operation

vn

Targets attacked Losses

R.A.P

Claims(

Lossesro

I No. A/C
Sorties

No. A/C ^
•Reaction'

Ul Ceiiiosses man

Records3)IND

1 2 Pieter Protection
2 Roadsteads

Courtrai and Poix airfields

Shipping Channel Isles, Convqy off
Hook of Holland

Locomotives, pylons, airfield,
marshalling yards Northern Fr^ce and
Netherlands

Texel-Channel Isles

Northern Prance, Belgium
South West of Brest patrol

9 Rliuharbs
262 1955 4 5

(129) (1) (4)

3 Shipping Recces
1 Photo Recce

2 Insteps

it?d
2 5 Rhubarbs Troops, military positions, trains

North Prance and Belgiura
Shipping Dutch Islands
Dutch Islands

Courtrai, Lille, Ghent marshalling
3’-ards

Somme Estuary, lie de Bats
Nortih Prance

Prance

fc
ro

iivD

1 Roadstead

1 Distill

1 Ranger

iKl

60204

(80)
2 Shipping Recces
3 Rodeos
4 Photo Recces

3 7 Rhubarbs Prance and Lov;- Countries, gun
positions, transportation targets
Patrol south west of Brest

Dutch coast

Pont a Vendin Pov»rer Station, Gosnay
Pov'/er Station, Trlcqueville Airfield
Frdt7ce

1  Instep
1 Special Patrol
3 Unescorted bomb
raids

2 Photo Recces

162 2 20 1

o

i'n



G.A.F.Ul R.A.F.1vjn
cr\

Date

19A3

of

Operation

vO

Targets attackedr\D Losses

R.A.F

Claims ̂3)

i Losses
j  No. A/0 !
Sorties

,  No. A/Q
;'Reaction'

Losses German ,

Recordso

I^y I I

2 Fighter Protection Aero Engine Works Le Ilians
(withdrawal cover)

i Amiens marshalling yards
Patrol Bay of Biscay
Channel Isles, French Coast Brehat
lie de Batz-France

2 Distill

1 Instep
2 Shipping Recces
A Photo Recces

A

i

369 iA 95 A 7i

i

i
I

5 2 Rhubarbs Rail Targets North France and
Lovi'- Countries

Baie de la Seine

Patrol Bay of Biscay

I  Terschelling/Channel Isles (Shipping
i attacked Den Helder)
North and North vfest Prance

Dutch Islands, Rlinesiveeping Den Helder
Cherbourg Peninsula-Pecaup
North Prance

Destroyers Boulogne Harbour

lie Brehat-Sept Isles area,
French and Dutch coasts

Prance and Holland

Rail Targets Bruges-Giient area

i

1 Fighter Roadstead
2 Insteps
Shipping Recces

i

71 ICQ
iWI!0

'oJ IC(

o
IlH

IlH3 I-3
Photo Recces

6 3 Fighter Roadsteads
2 Insteps
2 Rodeos

1 Ramrod

2 Shipping Recces

318 2 50 8 5I

(12A)

Photo Recces

1 Rhubarb
§

7 3 Rhubarbs Pnil Targets Belgima, Cherbourg,
Alkmaar Airfield

Shipping Le Havre
Pas de Calais

Patrols Bay of Biscay
Northa-irest France

1 Roadstead

1 Rodeo

2 Insteps
Photo Recces

151 2 30
}

J*

IfVD

i

) ) )



)))

E.A.P, G.A.F.1
VJl

Date

1943
Type of

Operation
'•O Targets attacked i

^  Losses Losses
(2) I R.A.P. Genaan ^ i

Claims^^^ Records'^-'

No. A/C
Soi*ties

iv>

I  No. A/C
i ’ Reaction*

LossesVJ1

j  -July
8 1  Instep

2 Roadsteads

4 Shipping Recces

Patrol Bay of Biscay
Shipping Dutch Coast, lie de Brehat
Texel-Somme, Cherbourg-Channel Isles,
lie de Brehat, Casquettes-Barfleur,
Landeda-Les Sept lies
Railway Targets Northern France
Northern Prance and Belgium

Shipping Gliannel Isles, Sept Iles-Batz,
Brehat-Sept lies, Vfalcheren
St. Qner Railway Yards
Lov7 Countries

Railway Le Treport-Yvetot
Dutch coast

Dutch coast

Northwest Prance

Caer/Oarpiquet Airfield (Secondary
Target) Abbeville/Drucat Airfield
St, Qmer Railwa;^’- Yards
Cherbour^Maupertus Airfield
Dutch coast

Texel-Dieppe
North Prance/Belgium

Transportation Targets Netherlands
Yainville, Beuvxy, Chocques,
liazingarbes Power Station
Dutch coast

127 2 3 2

2 Rhubarbs

Photo Recces

6 Roadsteads9

1 Pighter Protection
1 Rodeo

1 Rhubarb

1 Distill

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

IH to
o I

523 1 114 1

(128)
'1-9

l

10 5 Pieter PiX)tection

348 70 1 1
1 Distill

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

11 9 Rhubarbs

4 Unescorted Bomb
Raids

Shipping Recces

!2i
o38 2
.

!iv)



R.A.P. G.A.P.VJ1

ON

Date

1943
^Tpe of
Operation

VO

Targets attackedI Losses

C?±s(3)
Losses

Germa

Records4

ro
No. k/G ! _
Sorties ! 'ii

No. k,/G
Reaction*

OssesVJl

)
!

Vj4

ro

6 Rhubarbs12 Rail Targets Gabourg-Argentan and
Hazebruck-Amiens area

Shipping Sept Iles-Guemsey
Shipping Channel Isles
Dunkirk-Hook

Northern Prance

\

1 Roadstead

1 Pighter Roadstead
Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

1 Unescorted Bomb

raid

51 2 1t

I

I
1

I
! t

I
Building North of Amiens

2 Pighter Protection! Brest Guipavas and MorlaiV^loujean
j  (Diversion for Ecmber Command raid on
i  Turin)
Northern Pirance

Brittany

Shipping Channel Isles, Vierge-Batz
Baj?- of Biscay
Texel-Dieppe
Northern Prance

}

1+ Rodeos
1 Rhubarb

2 Roadsteads

1 Instep
Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

I

13
i

ipp
ihJ

Vj4!

ro

62293

I

I
I

!
!

14 5 Pighter Protection Villacoublay and Le Bourget Aircraft
Pactories, Amiens/Glisy, Abbeville/
Drucat, Tiicqueville, Poix Airfields
Dieppe-Texel
Northern Prance-Brittany

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

68414 622 3
(129) (3) (3)

|(1 pilot
safe)

destroyed
on ground) Mb

iS
I

15 3 Pighter Protection Poix, Abbeville Airfields
1 Pighter Roadstead | Bale de Seine
5 Rodeos

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

Northern Prance

Texel-Boulogne
Prance

'fciI
I

j

320 7 75 89 o

ro
vO

) ) )



)))

R.A.P. G.A.P.VJI
!VJl

ON Date

1943
!I|5rpe of
Operation

NO
Targets attacked i  Losses

(2) I R.A.P
Claims

Losses

German

Records

Ro. A/C I
Sorties i

Wo. A/C
• Reaction*

LossesU1

16 j  1 Fighter Protection
1 Rodeo

2 Rhubarbs

1  Instep
Shipping Recces

i Photo Recces

Abbeville Railvra.y Yards
Ostend-Pas de Calais

Normandy railwy targets 337 1 90 3
(128)

Dutch and French coasts

North Prance
i

17 1 Rodeo

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

Tricqueville
Batz-Texel

Prance

218

(128)

!

Abbeville/Drucat Airfield
Convoy off Den Helder,
Clriaimel Isles-Breliat
Cliateaudun

Texel-Dieppe
Worth Prance

18 1 Fighter Protection
3 Roadsteads

: L-^J

04 Q
N-vl

■i-a

192 7 27 8 21 Ranger
Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

19 1 Rodeo

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

1 Fighter Roadstead

1 Rhubarb
1 Instep
Shipping Recce

St, Qmer
Dieppe Flushing
Cherbourg
Texel Hook

130 1 27 1
I

i20 Railway Yvetot
Southwest of Brest
Dutch coast

8 1

21 1  Instep
1 Rhubarb

Shipping Recce

Bay of Biscay
Railivay Hazebrouck
Texel-Hook

oi

8 1
!  IV)
‘MD



S.A.F. G.A.P.Vn
VJl
a\

Date !

1943
Type of

Operation
Targets attacked !  Losses

R.A.P.

Claimsv3)

ro LossesNo, k/G
Sorties

Ho. Vo
I’Reaction’

Losses Geiman

Records

i

July
22 2 Insteps

1 Rhubarb

Photo Recces

South west of Brest, Biscay
Railifay Nieuport-Knocke
Courtrai-Yores

14 4

23 2 Unescorted Bomb

Raids

12 Rhubarbs

Shipping Recces

Langerbrugge,
Antwerp/Schelle Parer Stati
Rail Targets North Prance and Belgium
North Prance

ons
61 1

22^ 11 Rhubarbs

Shipping Recce
1  Instep
1 Fighter Roadstead
Photo Recces

Railxfay Targets North France
Calais-Plushing, Boulogne-Texel
Southwest of Brest

Le Treport-Le Havre
North France

w
tr-d

104

|i-3

25 4 Fighter Protection Amsterdam Pokker Aircraft Factory,
Woensdrecht, Amsterdafl/Schipol Air
fields, Ghent Coke Cvens
French and Dutch coasts

Cherbourg-Le Havre and French and
Dutdi coasts

West and Southwest of Brest
North and Worth West Prance

51 6 8 104 4 2

(146) (3 pilots
safe)

6 Rodeos

Shipping Recce

2 Insteps
Photo Recces

26 St, Cmer, Courtrai/Wevel^em, Merville
Abbeville/Drucat Airfields
Dutch coast. Pas de Galais-Nieuport
Shipping off Dunkirk
Holland-Brittany
Prance

4 Fighter Protection
;ti

2 Rodeos

1 Roadstead

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

583 5 139 4

(275) !0

iM
ivO

) ► ) )



) )))

VJl

R.A.P. G.A.P.VJ1 I
cn

Date I

1945 I
I

l^e of
Operation

ro

Targets attacked Losses

R.A.P ^
Claims(3;

Losses
No. A/C
Sorties

No. A/a. .
* Reaction'' '

VJ!
Losses German

Records(4)
VJ1

27 5 Fighter Protection Zeebrugge Coke Ovens, Courtrai/
i Wevelghem, '.Toensdrecht, Tricqueville,
I Amsterdam/Schipol Airfields
Dieppe-Rouen
Channel Isles-Texel

North France

Plancoet Transformer Station

640 I
2 93 15 5

1 Rodeo

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

1 Ranger

(121) pilots
safe

28 9 Fighter Protection Amsterdam Fokker Aircraft Factory,
Zeebrugge Coke Ovens, Coxyde,
Courtrai/Wevelghem, Merville Airfields-
Kassel area, Ochersleben, Pas de Calais j
Bay of Biscay
Dutch and French coasts
Prance and Holland

?  i PI(1)573 98 j  1 + 19
1  Instep
Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

VJI

(242) (1) (9)

29 1 Roadstead

3 Filter Protection

Knocke-Schcuwen

Yainville Pov/er Station, St, Omer/
Port Rouge, Holland, Merville Aiirfield
Holland

Southwest of Brest

Railv.'ay Morlaix-Guingaj-iip
i Den Helder-Vierge
North France

1 Rodeo

2 Insteps
1 Rhubarb

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

354 1465 2 1

(241) (1)

I

9I

o

(i) + refers to losses suffered by dayfighters of Luftflotte Reich (air defence
USAAP incursions.

of Germany) operating against
ro
\D



1

R.A,F. G.A.P.VJl
vn
C3^

lype of
Operation

Date

1945

vD

Targets attacked Losses

R.A.P. German

Claims(3) Records(4)

Losses
Ro. A/C
Sorties

No. A/C
* Reaction*(2)LossesVJI

cr^

Vfoensdrecht, Amsterdan/Schipol,
Courtrai/Vfevelghem, Cojcydej
Poix Airfields, Yainville Power Station
EAssel

Southwest of Brest

Caen, Ostend-Scarrae
French and Dutch coasts,
France-Belgium

Cherbourg-Le Havre

Merville, Poix, St. Omer/Port Rouge,
Arnien^Glisy, Abbeville-Drucat,
Tricqueville Airfields, Pas de Calais
French and Dutch coasts

France

7 Fighter Protection30

1  Instep
2 Rodeos

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

6477 134 3 15 + 21

(146) (7) (25)

31 1 Filter Roadstead
8 Fighter ProtectionCO

t?J CO

164597 2 2 1 ^>1

(129)
a\

1-3
H3Shipping Recces

Photo Recces

August
1 1 Instep

1 Roadstead

1 Rodeo

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

Bay of Biscay
Shipping Dutch Coast
Le Treport-Abbeville
Dutch coast

France

40

Meiville, St. Qmer/Port Rouge
Airfields,
Convey Den Helder, Destroyer at
Dunkirk, Shipping Sept Iles-Vierge
Den Helder-Vierge
Dutch and Belgian coasts

2 2 Fighter Protection

o5 Roadsteads 418 2 53 4

(128)
vD

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

) ) )



) )))

R.A.P.Ul G.A.P.Ol
Ci>

of

Operation

Date

—  1943

vX)
ro

<

r

Targets attacked I  Losses Losses
R.A.F. ] German ^ ,

I Claims^5) ; Records(4)

i

I

I
\

No. A/G
j Sorties

Ho. VC
'Reaction*

Lossesn
V-M

I August
I

3 3 Insteps
2 Roadsteads

1 Fighter Protection
I  2 Fighter Roadsteads
Sliipping Recces
Photo Recces

Soutlwest of Brest

Slipping Channel Isles, Ostend
Brest Guipavas
Shipping Calais, Le Treport-Le Havre
Batz-Holland

North Prance

t

I

I i

199 4 24 1 1
I

!  1 Roadstead

I  1 Rhubarb
3 Fighter Protection

4 Shipping Ushant-Brest
Transport Bricquebec
Le Trait Shipyards, Abbeville/Drucat,
Poix Airfields

North France

Dutch, French and Belgian coasts
French and Belgian coasts

i
66279 1lOJ

m

(36)1 Rodeo

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

VM
!h''J
mHe

1  Instep
1 Rhubarb

1 Roadstead

Shipping Recces

5 Southf/rest of Brest

Railway Dieppe
Shipping off Dutch coast
Gap de la Hague-St. Yalery, French and
Dutch coasts

Brehat

45

I

Photo Recces

I

6 j  3 Rhubarbs
j  1 Instep
Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

Railivays Prance-Brittary
Bay of Biscay
Channel Isles-Texel

Northwest France

52 3

7 1 Distill

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

Bay of Biscay
Bats-Texel

North Prance

iO

45

I



G-.A.P.R.A.P.Vjl
Ui
ON
vD i Date

^ I
Type of

Operation
Targets attacked Losses

R.A.P
ClaDjns(3)

Losses
I No. A/C
i  Sorties

Uo. Vo
’Reaction*

Losses German

Records
I

oc

8 1 Ranger
1 Rhubarb

1 Pighter Protection
(withdrav.’al only)

Shipping Recces

Noi:i:hwest Germany
Railway Lisieux
Rennes Naval Stores

i
147 3I

(36) I  1 crew
safe

i

i
\

Brittany coast, Ijniiiden-Brehat

Transport Dieppe, Railway Cayeuse
St, Omer/Port Rouge, Poix airfields
Dutch, Belgian, French coasts
Prance

i

j

9 2 Rhubarbs

3 Pighter Protection
Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

253 3 42 7 5

(147)

ij
10 Shipping Recces Calais-Dunkirk, French and Dutch coasts

Transpoid: North Prance ajid Belgium
Southv/est of Brest

Dutch coast

Abervrach

Le Bavre-Texel, Northvrast Prance
Shipping Le Havre

Wesseling Synthetic Oil, Courtrai/
Wevelgliem, Merville, Poix Aiarfields
Southivest of Brest

West of Brest

Texel-Brehat

Northern France

38 1
I CX!

i-3H3 6 Rhubarbs

2 Insteps
1 Distill

1 Roadstead

Shipping Recces
1 Pighter Roadstead

11

110 1 1 1

12 4 Pighter Protection I

3 Insteps
1 Distill

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

312 92 2 2
i ir

(179) (2) 'S
le

1

iO
! •

!
:  1^0
1^0

}I

) )) )



))))

!
R.A.P. G.A.P.VJ1

!VJI
ON Date

1943
I^pe of
Operation

VO

Targets attacked Losses

R.A.P.
Clainisv3J

Losses

Geiman

Reoords(4)

ro

j No. A/C j
i Sorties

Ho. Vo, .
’Reaction*

LossesUl
VjJ

VO

August

15 4 Rhubarbs

1  Instep
1 Roadstead

Shipping Recces

I Rail-ways Normandy
Southwest of Brest

Plinesweepers south of Ijmuiden
Dieppe-Le Havre, Dieppe-Texel,
Nadcheren-Nieuport
Brittary-North Prance

82

I
Photo Recces

14 2 Rhubanbs

1 Roadstead

Shipping Recces

Railways Belgium
j Convey off Vlieland
Dutch, Belgian, Prench coasts

53

iM

15 1 Pieter Roadstead
1 Roadstead

4 Pighter .Protection

Shipping Le Havre-Cherbourg
Shipping Seebrugge-Noordes Hooft
St. Omer/Port Rouge, Yitzy en Artois,
Amiens/Glisy Poix Airfields,

j Abbeville Railway Yards
Souttnvest of Brest

I Dutch and Prench coasts
I Northern Prance

I

rO

vD

533 2715 5 7
(185)

2 Instep
Shipping Recce
Photo Recce

16 8 Pighter Protection Le Bourget, Poix and Abbeville/
j Drucat, Tricqueville, Bemay/St. Martin,
' Amien^ Glisy, Beaumont Le Roger
airfields, Denain engineering vrorks

j Pas de Calais, Knocke/ferdyck
j  Terschelling-Sept lies
North Prance-Belgium

2 Rodeos

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

14545 257 2 14
(188) (17)1 pilot

safe
!u
itg

(3)
iH



R.A.F. G.A.P.VJI
Vjl
cr\

Date

1943
Q^ype of

Operation
\o

Targets attacked ¥o, A/C
Sorties

LossesNo. A/0
Reaction'

Claims

Losses

German

ReGords(4)

l\3

Losses 1

o

^_gust
Schweinfurt (to and from Antwerp only)
Bryas Sud Poix, Lille/Vendeville,
Ifoensdrecht Airfields, Calais railvray
yards
Southwest of Brest

Dutch and Belgian coasts
North France

Lill§/Vendeville, ':Joensdrecht
Airfields, Batz-Guissery (Photo)
Southwest of Brest

Pas de Calais

Dutch coast

North Prance

Ainiens/Glisy, Poix, Bryas/Sud,
Flushing Airfields, Lannion (photo
graphic;
Bale Seine

Texel-Sept lies
North Prance

17 7 Fighter Protection

546 1353 14 9 + 17
(268) (9)1  Instep

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

18 3 Fighter Protection

1  Instep
1 Rodeo

Shipping Recce
Photo Recces

334 1 22 CO1!C0

(40) -p- o

1-3

6 Fighter Protection19

683 7 321 15
(

4

(1 90) 9)1 pilot
safe1 Fighter Roadstead

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

(1)

20 1 Roadstead

1 Instep
2 Fighter Protection

Dutch coast

Southwest of Brest

Flushing Domier Airframe factory,
Abbeville Marshalling yards
French and Dutch coasts

North France

248 26 81

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces o

ro
vO

) ) ) )



))))

VJ^ H.A,F. G.A.F.
CTN

Date i

1943 I
Type of

Operation

vjD

Tangets attackedro Losses

R.A.F.

Claims(3)

No. A/0
Sorties

Losses

Germa

Records4
No. A/0

'Reaction*
Losses

)
August

[

21 2 Insteps
6 Rhubarbs

Shipping Recces

ii  Southvv’-est of Brest

I  Railways France - Belgium
j  Texel-Dieppe

I

134 1 1
!

22 2 Insteps
!  3 Rodeos
I  1 Rhubarb

i  Southwest of Brest
I  French and Dutch coasts

j PLailway Abbeville - Amiens
2 Fighter Protectionj Airfield North France,

:  Beaumont-le-Roger Airfield
I  Texel - Dieppe
! North France

448 9 140 7 3
I

j  Shipping Recces
Photo Reccesw

■-.a

^ i
I

23 2 Fighter Protection St. Qmer llarslialling Tards,
Gosnay Power Station
Dutch Coast
Southwest of Brest
Pas de Calais

Shipping off Texel
Den Helder - Ostend
Prance and Belgium

:i-3

j  1 Distill
I  1 Instep
i  1 Rodeo

1 Roadstead

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

491 2 53 ! 1 3
(161)

i

24 1 Distill
1 Rodeo
1 Roadstead

3 Fighter Protection

Dutch coast
Holland

Shipping off Le Touquet
Diversions to attacks on airfields
in France
French coast
North France

I

392 78 2 11
(192) (6)

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces ;§

! »

\to
xo



; }
1

R.A.F. G.A.F.VJ1
v-n

Date

1943
lype of
Operation

a^
vD

Targets attacked Losses

R.A.F.
GlaijnsC3)

LossesNo. A/G
Sorties

No. A/G
Reaction’(2)Losses German

Records

I

ro

August j
i Frisian Isles
I  Southwest of Brest
Railway Saffiie, Bruges-Ghent

if Fighter Protection I Tricqueville, Bemay St, Martin,
Beaumont-le-Roger Airfields,
Grand Quevilly Pov/er Station
French and Dutch coasts

North France

1 Distill

2 Insteps
2 Rhubarbs

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

25

529 2 110 1 2
i

(96)

26 1 Roadstead I  Schouwen - Zeebrugge
2 Fighter Protection| Guerledan Transforner station,

Caen, Oarpiquet Airfield
Le Treport
Den lielder - Cherbourg
North France

1 Fighter Roadstead
Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

■lo

■P- Q363 15 2
;k3

!

27 3 Fighter Protection Poix Airfield, Gosnay PoVirer Station,
Crossbo\ff Target ifatten

i Railway Lamballe
Tanker off Ostend
Ostend - Dunkirk and French coast
Northern France

587^I  (177)
10 225 10 31 Rhubarb

1 Roadstead

Shipping Recces
Photo Recce

1 pilot
safei

i
28 1 Roadstead

8 Rhubarbs
1 Ranger
Shipping Recce
Photo Recces

Blankenberghe - Wadcheren
railways North France
South of Paris
Ostend - Walcheren
North France

30 3 2 2

!§
i iv)

) ) ))



) )))

I

R.A.F. G.A.F.VJl
VJl
cr\
vO 1
ro I

Date

1%3
Type of

Operation
T

Targets attacked Losses

(2) I E.A.P,
i  Glaimsv3)

No. A/C
Sorties

LossesNo. A/C
’Reaction’

Losses Geman

Records (^)

August
6 Rlm'faar'bs

1 Ranger
Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

29 Railways North France

Lingen-Meppen-Pappenburg
Prench-Dutch and Belgian coasts
North France

i

26 1I
1

i

I

i

30 1  Instep
2 Rliubarbs

I  1 Ranger
1 Fighter Protection
Shipping Recces
Tactical Recces

Photo Recces

Bay of Biscay
Railways Brest
Le Touquet - Caen
Crossbov/ Target Watten
Dunkirk - Dieppe
France

France

506 2 80j 2
I

(on
ground)

i£2

■P- ;Q

U
!

31 1 Roadstead

5 Fighter Protection
Dutch Islands

Lille/Vendeville, Bryas/ Sud,
Moncl^y/Breton Airfields, ilasingarbe
Power Station, Ainiens/Glisy Airfield
Hook - Texel
North France
North France

536 1455 8 3
(198) ■  1 pilot

safeShipping Recce
Photo Recces
Tactical Recces

(2)

September
1 1 Fighter Protection

2 Roadstead

Shipping Recces
PHoto-Tactical

Recces

Roosendaal l^arshadling Yatrds
Shipping off Dutch Islands
Den Helder - Boulogne 84

North France
o

ND
vD



R.A.F. G.A.P.VJl

o>

Date

1943
Type of

Operation
Targets attacked Losses

R.A.F
Claims^3j

LossesK)

No. A/C
Sorties

No. A/C
•Reaction*(2)I  Losses German

RecordsI

September

6 Fighter Protection2 Ife.nsweert Lock Gates, I-iazingarbe
Poi^er Station, Foret de Hesdin
(Special target), Serquex
I^arshalling yards
Southwest of Brest

Boulogne

North France, Holland and Belgixim

Idlle/Nord, Beauvais/Tille,
Beaumont-le-Roger Airfields,
fatten (Crossbovr target),
Brest (photographic)
Southwest of Brest

Off Nesthoofd, Texel - Dieppe

6442 75 13
(182) (3)

2 Insteps

Shipping Recce
Tactical and Photo

Recces

1 pilot
safe

6 Fighter Protection3
w

i
739 1023 2 4

(257) (1) (3)1  Instep
Shipping Recces
Tactical and Photo

Recces North France

11 Fighter Protection Rouen, Abbeville, Amiens, Lille,
Courtrai., Hazebrouck ilarshalling
yards, Boulogne Harbour,
St. Pol Loco Depot
Shipping off Le Havre
Bay of Biscay
Dutch coast

Boulogne-Holland

4

2261157 65 19

(97) 2 pilots
safe

1 Roadstead

2 Instep
1 Distill

Shipping Recces
Tactical and Photo

Recces

lx;

o
North Prance

) ) )



))))

R.A.F. G.A.F.!
Oi !

q> Date

1943
vO
[\3

I^ype of
Operation Targets attacked Losses

R.A.P
Claims(

No. A/O
Sorties

LossesNo. A/Q
’Reaction’

Losses German

Records(4)3)
September

5 Fighter Protection5 Qient j Gourtrai llarshalling yards,
Woensdrecht I4ardyck Airfields,
Brittany (photographic)
Dutch coast

Dutch coast

French and Dutch coasts

1 Roadstead

1 Distill

Shipping Recces
Tactical and Photo

Recces

1 Instep

I

5 08 602 3 2

Norbh France

Bay of Biscay

I

6 9 Fighter Protection Stuttgart (■v/ithdrawal only),
Diversionary Sweep, Rouen,
Boulogne Harbour, Serqueux, Amiens,
Abbeville liarshalling yards
Texel - Le HavreShipping Recces

m.
o

■F-
§ 6997 290 11 V71711-3

(176) (1)! 2 pilots
safe

Tactical and Photo
Recce

(1)
North France

Poix, Abbeville/Drucat Airfields,
St. Omer, Lille, St. Pol Marshalling
yards, Grossbow target Watten
Dieppe - Dutch Islands

8 Fighter Protection7

562 262 14
(185) (1) (onShipping Recces

Tactical and Photo
Recces

2 Instep

ground)
( 2)North France - Belgirun

Bay of Biscay, SouthY/est of Brest

O

M
\£>



R.A.F. G.A.F.i
VJl i

S' i
INJ i 1943

Type of

Operation
Targets attacked Losses

!  R-A-F.
Claims (5)

No. A/0 !
Sorties |I

Losses

Germa

Records4
No. VC I

’Reaction* i Lossess

)
o^

September
8 12 Fighter Protection Boulogne Defence Positions,

Lille/Nord, Lille/Vendeville,
Vitry-en-Axtois, Mardyck Airfields,
Abbeville Iflarshalling jrards
Southvrest of Brest

French, Belgian and Dutch coasts

i

I  1505 2405 10 8

(95)1 Instep
Shipping Recces
TacticaJ. and Photo

Recces France

(Starkey) Boulogne^ Courtiai/
Moorseel, St. Crner/Port Rouge,
Monchy/Breton, Bryas/Sud, Merville,
Coxyde Airfields
Texel - Le Havre

9 7 Fighter Protection

■'I9 ^  ii1755 2123 9
(469) G^(1) (6 on

ground)
1 pilot

safe
rhc

Shipping Recces
Photo and Tactical

Recces
(2)

North Prance

10 2 Fighter Roadstead
2 Rhubarbs
1 Instep
Shipping Recces
Ta.ctical and Photo

Recces

Fecamp - Cherbourg, Dutch Islands
Transport Paris, Ault-Creil
Bay of Biscay
Dieppe - Ostend 59 1 1

North and Northeast France

Beaumont-le-Roger, Beauvais/Tille,
Juvincourt airfields,
lailways North Fi^ce
Southwest of Brest, Bay of Biscay
Shipping off Le Havre
Le Havre, Boulogne - Barfleur

s11 4 Figliter Protection
2 Rhubarbs

448 136 65 152 Instep
1 Roadstead

Shipping Recces

o

vD
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))))

R.A.F.U1 G.A.F.VJl

0^
Date Type of

Operation
Targets attackedro Losses

R.A.F.

Claims^5j

Losses

German

Records (4)

No. A/C
Sorties i

No. VC
' Reaction* v2j

1943
 Losses

12 I Shipping Recces Cherbourg - Gravelines 5

13 3 Rodeos

Shipping Recces
Pas de Calaisy Beaumont - Le Havre
Dutch Islands5 Le Havre - Dieppe,
Texel - Dieppe
North France

437 2 55

Photo Recces

14 2 Fighter Roadstead Shipping off Haamstede, Cherbourg-
Channel Isles

Merville Airfield

Le Treport - Ameland
Northeast France

1 Fighter Protection
Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

1 06 90 1

ii
i

ife)
1.0 -p- o

-j

!i-315 2 Rhubarbs

1 Roadstead

1  Instep
3 Fighter Protection

Railwa3’'s Somme, Ault
Shipping Ijmuiden - Hook
Southwest of Brest

Targets near* Paris and Airfields
North France, Merville,
Sryas/Sud Airfields
Terschelling - Dieppe
North France

335 1 175 2

(232) (2)
1 pilot
safe

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

16 1 Fighter Roadstead
2 Rhubarbs

4 Fighter Protection

Dutch Islands

Railways Ghent, Alencon
Beaumont-le-Roger, Tricqueville
Mrfields, Serqueux Marshalling
yards. Grand Quevilly Poiver Station
Shipping off Texel
Dutch, Belgian, French coasts
North France

{ h

511 365 7 7
(92) (2)

1 Roadstead

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

io
; •

r\:>
vO



G.A.P.R.A.F.Ul
Ul

Date

1943
Type of

Operation

cr\
MD

Targets attacked Losses

R.A.P.

Claimsv3}

Losses

German

Records(4)

No. A/O
Sorties

Ho. i/C
’Reaction’

ro

Losses

00

Septeniber

17 1 Fighter Roadstead
1 Fighter Protection
2 Insteps

Shipping Recces
Hioto Recces

Dutch Islands

(Photographic) Srest
Southwest of Brest

Dutch, Belgian and French coasts
Forth France

36

!

St, Qmer/Longuene ss e, Beauvais/
Tille Airfields, Rouer/Sotteville
ilarshalling yards
Shipping Flushing
Southwest of Brest

French, Belgian and Dutch coasts
North IVance

18 4 Fighter Protection

1361577
1 Roadstead

1  Instep
Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

pilot
safe

•p- o
CO

i-3 il-3

19 1 Roadstead

1 Fighter Roadstead
4 Fighter Protection

Brest

Etretat - Gap de la Hague
Lille/Nord, Ifervdlle, Woensdrecht
Airfields. Lens/Lieven Synthetic
petrol plant

French, Dutch, Belgian coasts

Landivisiau-Lamba-lle, Quimper-Rennes
Railivays Bruges, Pcperin^e, Roules,
Etretat - Ambleteuse, Chartres

Terschelling - Dieppe

498 4 100 4 3
1 pilot
safe

Shipping Recces

20 2 Rangers
4 Rhubarbs 42 3

1 pilot
safe aShipping Recces

s

fO
ko

) ) ) )



)))

'on R.A.P. G.A.P.!

cr\
Date

1943
Type of

Operation

03

Targets attackedro

Wo. A/C
Sorties

Losses

C?±st3)
Wo. A/0

’Reaction’

Losses

Germa

RecordsW
Losses

)VO I

I September
21 Beauvais/Tille Airfield

Lens ̂ nthetic Petrol Plant
Aalborg
U-boat Vfest of Scillies
Palaise - Vire

Railway Targets Worth Prance
Southwest of Brest

Dutch coast

Worth Prance

2 Fighter Protection

1 Ranger
1 Roadstead

1 Rodeo

2 Rhubarbs

1  Instep
Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

307 662 5 3
1 air

crew

saved

St. Omer/Longuenesse, Evreux/
Pauville, Brest Guipavas Airfields
Southwest of Brest

Dutch, Belgian and French coasts
Worth France

22 3 Fighter Protection toI

360 2 81 3 71  Instep
Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

vD

(432) (1)He
(2)

23 11 Fighter Protection Lock at Wemeldinge, Grand Quevilly
Povrer Station Conches, Lanveoc/
Poulmic, Morlaix, Beauvais/Tille
L ille/Word,Abbeville/Drucat
Airfields, Ostend
Worth Prance

Southwest of Brest

Texel - Brehat

Prance, Belgium, Holland

849 5 139 9 11

(372) (4)1 pilot
safe6 Rodeos

2 Insteps
Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

(1)

o

ro
sD



H.A.P. G.A.P.Vjl

a\
Date

1943
Type of

Operation
MD

Targets attacked Losses

R.A.P

ClaimsO)

Losses
No. A/C
Sorties

to

No. A/C
’Reaction’ (2)

Losses Ger

Eaoo^4)
VJ1
Ul

o

September'

8 Fighter Protection24 Amiens IViarshalling yards,
St. Qmer Longuenesse, Evreux/
Fauville, Lantreoc/Poulinic,
Beauvais/Tille, Beaumont le Roger,
Brest/Guipavas
Southwest of Brest

Prance, Belgium, Holland
Vlieland - Cherbourg

889 1899 20 8

(138)
1  Instep
Photo Recces

Shipping Recces

25 1 Fighter Roadstead
2 Roadstead

11 Rhubarbs

5 Insteps
1 Fighter Protection
Shipping Recces

E-Boats Hook - Orfordness

Dutch Islands, Convoy off Den Helder
Transportation North Prance
Southwest of Brest

St. Omer/Longuenesse Airfield
French, Dutch coasts

Ui

IqOl
335 3 3 2 o

26 1  Instep
4 Rhubarbs

3 Rodeos

2 Fighter Protection

Southwest of Brest

Transportation North France
Cayeux - Dieppe, St. Qmer, St, Pol
North and YiTest Prance (withdrawal
to U.S. bombers)
North Sea (ditto)
French, Dutch, Belgian coasts

214 2 153

Shipping Recces

ts:
o

1^0

VX>

) ) ) )
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R.A.F. G.A.P.vjn
VJl
a\ Date

1943
l^e of
Operation

VO

Targets attacked Losses

E.A.P

Claims(3)

IV)
No. A/C
Sorties

LossesNo. A/0
’Reaction' (2)

Losses German

Records(4)
vn

Septembei'

27 2 Roadsteads 3,000 ton vessel south of Berck,
Dutch Islands

Efflden (withdra’vaLl) Sweep to Holland,
Rouen/Sotteville Marshalling yard,
Beauvais/Tille, Abbeville/Drucat,
Conches Airfields

Southwest of Brest

Dutch, Belgian, French coasts
Bayeux

Transportation North Prance
Southxvest of Brest
French coast

6 Fighter Protection

762 8 159 14 6 + 29
(287) (1) (20)

1 Instep
Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

28 3 Rhubarbs

1  Instep
Shipping Recces

DD
icn

13 1

-  ig
1-3

11-3

6 Rhubarbs

1 Roadstead

Shipping Recces

1 Rhubarb

1 Fighter Roadstead
Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

29 Transportation North Prance
Dutch Islands

French, Dutch, Belgian coasts

Transportation Cabourg
Ti/'estersohelde

French, Belgian coasts, Channel Isles
Le Treport

52

30

26

5

o

(VJ
VO



I

G.A.F.R.A,
vn
vjn

of

Operation

cr^ LossesDate

19L3

Losses

R.A.F.

Glaims(3)

Targets attacked No. A/0
'Reaction'

No. yc
Sorties

Ge:mto an

Records(^)
liosses

U1
vn

to

October

HLankenberghe - Calais,
Etretat - Cap de la Hague
Transportation and other targets
North France

Rouen - Dieppe - Fecamp
Hardelst - Fecamp, Hook - Dunkirk,
Texel - Hook

North Prance

2 Fighter Roadsteads

6 Rhubarbs

1

54
1 Rodeo

Shipping Recces

Photo Recces

Boulogne - Somtne
Transportation North France
Le Treport-Rouen-Abbeville
Southwest of Brest

St. Omer/Longueness Airfield,
Calais liarshalling yards
Cherbourg-Le Havre
Channel Isles - Holland

Hague

1 Roadstead

2 Rhubarbs

1 Rodeo

1 Instep

2 Fighter Protection

2
•m
iteJiW

VJ1 iO
N)

326 3 il-3
t-3

(5)

1 Fighter Roadstead
Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

o

to
M3

) ) )



)))

R.A,P,VJ1 G.A.P.VJ1 ’
CTs Date

1943

of

Operation
VO

Targets attackedrvD Losses

R.A.P.

Claims(5)

Losses

Genna

Records?4
No. VC
Sorties

No. A/C
’Reaction*

LossesUl

)
October

9 Pigihter Protection3 Woensdrecht, Schipol Airfields,
Guerledon, Distre, Chaingy Poorer
Transformer Stations, Chevilly
Lame Transformer Station, Flushing
Docks, Beauvais Tille Airfield,
Grand Quevilly Power station
Cayeux-Le Havre, Merchant vessel
Boulogne

2 Roadsteads

946 15 102 25 7
1 Unescorted Bomb

raid

1 Rodeo

1 Distill

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

Instep

Pont-Chateau Transformer Station
Graveline s-Hardelot

North East Ushant

French, Belgian, Dutch Coasts
North Prance

Biscarosse

iC/3
txj

it-3

(Withdrawal), Frankfurt
Oosterschelde, Shipping Lezardrieux
Scillies - Ushant

Transpoirfcation and other targets
North Prance

South west of Brest

Off Pidsian Isles

Dieppe/1jmuiden
North Prance

4 1 Fighter Protection
2 Roadsteads

2 Offensive Patrols

5 Rhubarbs 6248 4 + 16
(inc. 3 on
ground)(i)

20 3
(243) (1 pilot

safe)
(19)

1  Instep
1 Distill

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

g

(i) Destroyed ty bombing or machine guVcannon attack. IvD



G.A.P.R.A.P.
VJ1
Ul
cr\

3?ype of
Opemtion

Date

1%3

I
Losses

R.A.P

Claimsb

LossesvO Targets attacked Ho. Vo, ,
’Reaction'

No. A/C
Sorties

ro
GeLosses man

Records)VJ)

October
Le Havre - Barfleur

Transportation North Prance
Transportation Paris area,
Chateaudun-Rheims

Oil tanlcs at Hoeksken Ghent

French, Belgian, Dutch Coasts
North Prance

1 Pieter Roadstead
5 Rhubarbs
2 Ranger

5
660 7

(if on
ground)

1 Pighter Protection
Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

6 Prench, Dutch, Belgian Coasts
Northeast Prance

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

20

in

Walcheren, Channel Isles
Chateaudun, Rennes area
Southwest of Scillies, West of Ushant
Southwest of Brest

Prench, Dutch, Belgian Coasts

Chievres, St, Omer Longuenesse,
Brest/Lanveoc Airfields
E-Boats Caiais-Cap Gris Nez
Southwest of Scillies

Southwest of Brest

Le Havre-Boulogne, Prench, Dutch,
Belgian Coasts
North Prance

7 2 Roadsteads

2 Ranger
2 Offensive Patrol

1 Instep

Shipping Recces

3 Pighter Protections

H3
1 11100

8

A96 17 + 20

(inc. 6 on
ground)

1121 Pighter Roadstead
Offensive Patrol

Instep
Shipping Recces

(12)(296) (1 pilot
safe)
(5)

Photo Recces

o

vO

) )



))))

R.A.F. G.A.F.
VJl
a^

Type of

Operation

Date

1943
Tairgets attacked Losses

R.A,F

Claims(3)

Losses

German

Records(4)j

Ro, A/G
Sorties

ro

No. A/C
’Reaction*

Losses01

VJ1
VJ1 1

October

3 Fighter Protection Woippy aero-engine Works,
Woensd3?echt, Morlaix Airfields
WaJ-cheren

South west of Brest

Le Touquet-Fumes
Hook-Texel

Nort:h France

9

1 Fighter Roadstead
1 Instep
1 Rodeo

Shipping Recce
Photo Recces

483 14

1611 Offensive Patrol South west of Scillies

13 5 Rhubarbs

2 Instep
1 Ranger
1 Fighter Roadstead
Offensive Patrol

Shipping Recces

Transpoirfcation North Prance
South west of Brest

Stavanger
Le Havre - Cap de la Hague
South west of Scillies

French and Belgian coasts

t?d
vjn O

58:i-3 1

14 1 Instep
3 Offensive Patrols

1 Fighter Protection
Shipping Recces

South west of Brest

South west of Scillies

Brest/Lanveoc Airfield
Brest, French Coast

88t .

2

(21 0) (13) (2)

15 1 Instep
1 Rhubanb

1 Offensive Patrol

3 Rodeos

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

South west of Brest

Tingry Transformer Station
South west of Scillies

North Prance

Brittany
North Prance

i 110 1 1 H

X

3
O

I
rvD
VO



R.A.P. G.A.F.VJI

cr\ Date

1%3
lype of
Operation

vD
Tairgets attacked Losses

R.A.P
Claims(3)

LossesM

No. A/G
Sorties

No. A/C
Reaction'(2)

Losses GecrmaLn

Recordsv^)
Ul t
Ul
ON

October

16 1 Fighter Roadstead
1 Rhubarb

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

Le Havre - Alderney
Paris

Dutch, Belgian, French Coasts
North France

48 1 2

(pilot
safe)

17 3 Rodeos
1 Roadstead

2 Insteps
1 Offensive Patrol

Shipping Recce

North France

Pointe St, Mathieu

South west of Brest

South west of Scillies

French and Belgian Coasts

EvreuVFauvill e, Beauvai s/Nivill iers
St, Omer/Fort Rouge, St. Qmer/
Longuenesse Airfields,
Tanget in western Gemiany
Cherbourg
Southvrast of Scillies

Eindhoven

French, Belgian, Patch Coasts
North Prance

115 1 1

Q

6 Fighter Protection18 'n

’  I ON

H9
HI

811 2612 4 1
1 Rhubarb

Offensive Patrol

1 Rodeo

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

(411) (2)

19 2 Roadstead

4 Rhubarbs
2 Rodeos

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

1  Instep

Strasbourg at Ijmuiden, Oosterschelde
Transpoi-tation North France

Seine Cherbourg, Rouen-Lille
French, Belgian, Dutch Coasts
Merville viaduct

Southwest of Brest

89

ro
nD

) )



) )))

ui !
R.A.P. G.A.P.

ON
Date

1%3
!I*ype of
Operation

vO

Targets attacked Losses

R.A.P
Claims\3)

No. A/C
Sorties

LossesNo. A/G
’Reaction'(2)LossesUi German

Records (^)
Ui

October

Daren, Woensdrecht, St. Oner/
Longuenesse Airfields
North Prance

Southwest of Brest

Paaris area

Dutch, Prench, Belgian Coasts
North Prance

20 3 Fighter Protection

4 Rodeos

1 Instep
1 Rhubarb

j  Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

482 3 79 12 15
(1 pilot ;

safe)
(399) (6)

21 2 Instep
2 Rhubarbs

1 Fighter Roadstead
2 Rodeos

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

Souti-iwest of Brest

Transportation Targets Noirfch Prance
Et retat-Hardelot

North Prance

French, Dutch, Belgian Coasts
Cherbourg and Caen

Bvreux/Pauville, Tricqueville,
Abbeville/Drucat, Airfields,
Ccurcelles Aircraft factory
Transpoortation North Prance
Dieppe-Ijmuiden
North Prance

Q P
*01 O

151 15
-vl

IE

!l-3

22 4 Fighter Protection

409 8 127 9 2

(415)3 Rhubarbs

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

23 4 Roadsteads Barfleur, Channel Isles, Bculogne-
Blankenber^, JVIinesweepers off Dutch
Coast, Destroyers in St. J'lalo Bay
Southwest of Brest

Transportation North Prance
Pas de Calais, North Prance
Prench and Belgian Coasts
North Prance

2 Insteps
3 Rhubarbs
2 Rodeo

Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

167 2

o

l\D
VD



VJl i G.A.P.R.A.P.Vji
o^

Date

1943
I^e of
Operation Targets attackedr\D Losses Losses

German

Records (4)

No. VC
Sorties

,  i No. VC/ s
Losses I .Reaction*(2) j H.A.P

i  : Claims

VJI
VJI

(3)CD

October

24 2 Insteps South west of Brest, West of
Lands End

South west of Scillies

Bade de la Seine, Brest, Abervrach,
St, Malo, Lezardrieux, Dieppe,
Terschelling
Alderney-Barfleur

T2ransportation and other targets
North Prance

Montdidier, Beauvais/Nivilliers
Schipol, Woensdrecht Airfields,
Cherbourg (Minsterland)

1 Offensive Patrol

Shipping Recces

1 Roadstead

5 Rhubarbs
842 1768 89

(285) (1 pilot
safe)

(1)

6 Pieter Protection
ca
br)

Uio
OD

i  1 Unescorted Bomb
,  Raid

I Photo Recces

ii-3

Munsterland. Cherbourg
Prance

25 2 Insteps
3 Pighter Protection

Southwest of Brest

Cherbourg/l'Jiaupertas 5 Brest/Lanveoc
Airfields, Power station Caen
Transportation North Prance
North Prance

Prench Coast

6211 1j  1 Rhubarb
j 2 Rodeos
j Shipping Recce ‘fE>

26 4 Rhubarbs

2 Insteps
Transportation Targets North Prance
Southwest of Brest, Southwest of
Scillies

Brest/Lanveoc Airfield
Prench and Belgian Coasts

1^

78
1 Pighter Protection
Shipping Recce

: o

i ro

) )) )



))>)

E.A,F. . G.A.F.Ul
Ul
CTn

Date i !I>3?pe of

Operation
Targets attacked Losses I Losses

R.A,P. j German .
Glai]ns(3) j Records

ro
No. A/C
Sorties

No. VC. ,
•Reaction'

1%3 !
Losses

\D I

October

Cherbourg/lulaupertus Airfield
French Coast

North France

27 1 Fighter Protection
Shipping Recces
Photo Recces

43

I

Cherbourg Harbour (Munsterland)28 3 Fighter Protection 127 1

29 1 Fighter Protection Brest Guipavas Airfield 24

30 1 Instep
1 Rhubarb

2 Fighter Protection
1 Unescorbed Bomb

Photo Recce

Southwest of Brest

North France

Shipping Cherbourg Docks (Munsterland
(]V&inst erland

!! tf it

82 ii
VJi iO

51 ^ 4 Rhubarbs Transportation and Aircraft
North Prance

Lessay Airfield
Flushing-Boulogne
North Prance

1 Fighter Protection
Shipping Recce
Photo Recce

49( 2 2

(on
giTid.)

INovember
1 Roadstead

3 Rhubarbs

Shipping Recce

1 Shipping Dutch Isles
Transportation North Prance

Dutch, Belgian, French Coasts
46 1 1

2 7 Rhubarbs
1 Roadstead

Shipping Recces

Transportation North Prance
Shipping Brittany
Texel-Egmond, French, Belgian,
Dutch Coasts

142 13
P

ro
VO



I

R.A.F. G-.A.F.
vn
CTN Date !

1943 !
lype of
Operation

Vi)
Targets attacked i  Losses

R.A.P

Claims
.

Losses
No. A/G
Sorties

No. A/C
’Reaction’ (2)

Losses
 j tieiman
i Records(4)

Cf^

o

November

5 Fighter Protection3 Airfield North Prance

St. Andre de 1’ Eure, Tricqueville,
Amsterdan/Schipol, Airfields,
Antvrerp Pov/er Station
lie de Batz - Flushing
River Waal area, Shipping
Prance

652 2 100 12 4
(435) (2) (14)Shipping Recces

!  1 Rhubairb
I Photo Recce

4 I 2 Insteps
I 2 Rodeos

Shipping Recce
Photo Recce

Southwest of Brest

North France

Dutch, Belgian, French coasts
North Prance

122 2

(1 pilot
safe) li

CJ\ iO
o

'H3 6 Rhubarbs

2 Insteps
1 Roadstead

3 Fighter Protection
Shipping Recce
Photo Recce

5 Transportation Targets North Prance
Southwest of Brest

Shipping Dutch Coast

Mimqfecques (Crossbow Target)
Prance and Holland

North Prance, Belgium and Holland

HO

891 601 1 2

(on
ground)
((437) (4) 18)

6 2 Rhubarbs

2 Rangers
1 Unescorted Bomb

Raid

2 Shipping Recces

Transportation North France
Transportation North Prance

Target North France

French and Belgian Coasts,
Gap de la Hague - Channel Isles
North Prance

44 2

1 Photo Recce

o
i

r>o{

1 ssX)

) > ) »



))) I

S.A.P. G.A.P.VJl
vn
ON

Date

1943
T5rpe of

Operation

M3
l Targets attacked Losses

E.A.P
Claiins(3)

\3

No. A/C i
Sorties

LossesNo. A/C
* Reaction*(2)LossesMn rman

Records(4)
a^

I NovemLer
i

1 Haunch

1  Instep
3 Rangers

7 Southvrest of Brest

Southvrest of Brest

Transportation and other Targets
North Prance

Transportation North Prance

Bemay, Montdidier, Tricqueville,
Beaumont le Roger Airfields
North Prance

0 st end-U shant

North Prance

2 Rhubarbs

4 Pighter Protection
86541 1 1 1

(474) (8) (1)

i1 Rodeo

jl Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

iGQ
it?:!8 2 Rhubarbs

1 Ranger
i1 Pighter Protection
1 Shipping Recce
1 Plioto Recce

Transportation North Prance
II II II

Mimoyecques (Crossbovir Tanget)
Prench, Belgian, Dutch Coasts
North Prance

crs

t

233 1
I

!

1 Roadstead

3 Shipping Recces

9 Brest

Dutch Isles, St. Mathieu-Pontusval,
Dutch, Belgian, French Coasts
Transportation and Airfields
North Prance

Transportation North Prance
North Prance

4 Rangers 83 4 1

3 Rhubarbs
1 Photo Recce

H
lx;

iO

!  (VI
I M3



K.A.?. G.A.F.VJ1
vn
CTN Date I

19A5 i
T/pe of

Operation

vD

Targets attacked Losses LossesNo. Vc i
Sorties i

:
No. Vc I

'Reaction'

l\D

R.A.P. ! German
Claims(5) I Records(^)

 Lossesvn

ON
IV)

November-

10 i2 Roadstead

I 5 Fighter Protection
Cliannel Isles, Lezardrieux Estuary
Ilimoyecques (Crossbow Target),
Lille/Vendeville Chievres Airfields,
Audinghen (Crossbow Target)
Southwest of Brest

Transportation North Prance
Dutch, Drench, Belgian Coasts
Norbh France

1955 2711 Instep
2 Rhubarbs

1  Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce (

6 Rhubarbs11 Transportation and other Targets
North France

Transportation and other Targets
North Prance

Brest, Goulet de Brest
Southwest of Brest

Martinvast (Crossbow Target)
Audinghen (Crossbow)
Dutch, Belgian, French Coasts
North France

:W

1 RangeriO ON c
IV)

682 Roadstead

2 Insteps
14 Fighter Protection

844 3 4 4

(143) (3) (8)

1 Shipping Recce
;1 Photo Recce

12 Transportation North Prance
Prance, Belgium, Holland
North France

11 Rhubarbs

j1 Shipping Recce
|1 Photo Recce

154 1

■2 Insteps
■:12 Rhubarbs
i1 Fighter Roadstead
;1 Ranger
jl Shipping Recce

13 Southwest of Brest

Transportation Targets North Prance
Rhine Estuaxy
Nantes

Dutch, Belgian, French Coasts

69 7
(420) (11) (10) o

rv)

) ) )
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R.A.F. G.A.F.'o'l
Vjn

Date

1943
Type of

Operation
Targets attacked Wo. A/0

Sorties
Wo. A/C

’Reaction*

Losses

Claims''^''

Losses

German

Records(4)

\£)
ro

Losses

a^

Wovemberi

j 1 Shipping Recce
i1 Photo Recce

14 Dutch, Belgian, French Coasts
Worth France

i
27

15 ; 1 Roadstead
11 Rhubarb

Goulet de Brest

Radio Station and transportation,
Rouen

Dutch, Belgian and French Coasts

Synthetic Oil Plant Painboeuf,
Guipavas Airfield
Southsirest of Brest

Le Treport-Le Havre, Worth French
Coast

Transportation, airfield Worth France
Dutch Coast

Lanveoc/Poulmic Airfield
Worthv/est France

Dutch, Belgian, French Coasts

37 1

(2) (2)
11 Shipping Recce

16 ■2 Unescorted Bcanb

j  Raids
12.Instep
,2 Fighter Roadstead

I

'S CTN

i
ih3

1&
; i 169-3 12 Rhubarbs

;1 Roadstead

!Fighter Protection
|l Rodeo
|1 Shipping Recce
i

I2 Fighter Roadstead
t

1 Roadstead

3 Shipping Recces

}

17 Lezardrleux-Ile de Batz,
Goulet de Brest
Goulet de Brest

St. Peters Port-St. Jialo, Worth coast
of Prance, Dutch, Belgian and French
Coasts
Southivest of Brest
Transportation Worth Prance
Worth Prance

Cherbourg

65 2

1 Instep
1 Rhubarb
(2 Rodeos
H Photo Recce

:oI .

IM
\D



R.A.F. G.A.F.

Date

1943
Type of

Operation

(JN

Targets attackedM3 Losses

R.A.P.

Claims(3)

Losses
No. A/G
Sorties

IN3

No. A/C
’Reaction'(2;

Losses German

Records(4)
Ul

November

18 i  North Prance, Mont St. Michel-
;  Lezardrieux

Southwest of Brest

Audinghen (Crossboiv Target)
Dutch and French Coasts

St. Andre de L'Eure, Evreux/Rauville,
Tidcqueville5 Airfields, Audinghen
(Crossbow)
Brest

Gris Nez-Le Tr(^ort
Southwest of Brest

French, Belgian and Dutch Coasts
Gaye-ox

2 Rodeos

2 Insteps
1 Fighter Protection
1 Shipping Recce

295 1

19 4 Fighter Protection

1  liaunch

1 Roadstead

1  Instep
1  Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

1 Unescorted Bomb

Raid

in in
t?d363 2 1

iS
; L-J

H3

Bemay St. liartin Airfield
I

20 2 Haunch

1 Roadstead

6 Fighter Protection
1 Unescorted Bmb

Raid

1 Instep
1 Rodeo

2 Shipping Recces

Brest, Le Havre
Calais-Knocke

Audinghen (Crossbov;-)
215 1 1 1

(pilot
safe)

tf V

Southwest of Brest

Dieppe-Cayeux

Goulet de Brest, Cherbourg-0stend is

21 2 Shipping Recces
1 Instep

jl Ranger

Goulet de Brest, Le Havre-Cherbourg
Southwest of Brest

North Prance

o19

ro
I vD

) ) ))



)) ))

T

R.A.F. G.A.F.VJI
U1

T3rpe of
Operation

Date

19A3

ON

Targets attacked Losses

R.A.F

Claims
y

LossesNo. A/Q
Sorties

ro

Ko. Vo, ,
’Reaction*

Losses
 . (ierman ^

^3) Records
VJI
CTn
VJl

November

1  Instep
2 Shipping Recces
1 Fighter Roadstead

22 Southwest of Brest

Brittany, North France
Ushant-Goulet de Brest

22

I

23 3 Roadsteads

5 Fighter Protection
Goulet de Brest, Terschelling, Texel
Lille/Vendeville, St. Ctoer Longuenesse
Airfield, Audinghen (Crossbos”/)

Audinghen (Crossbovir)
Dutch, Belgian and French Coasts
North France

1 Unescorted Bomb

Raid

1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

597 2
I

ICOt?d

a^ Q
VjlC-0 2U 2 Unescorted Bomb

Raids

2 Roadsteads

1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

1-3
H3

St, Herbst, Vannes Power Stations
lie de Batz, Guernsey
French, Belgian and Dutch Coasts
Fraiice

100 1

25 A Unescorted Bomb
Raids

5 Fighter Protection

Falaise, Vezins, Aube,
Laigle PocTOr Stations
Audinghen (Crossboiv) Munsterland
Cherbourg, Martinvast (Crossbow)
Southwest of Brest

Transportation Belgium
North France

Goulet de Brest Ijmuiden
Prance, Holland

1021 8 63
(1 air

crew

safe)
1 Instep
1 Rhubanb

1 Rodeo

1  Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

(3A3) (2) (3)

o

ro
ivO



(

S' I
'S' ■'vD »

VJI I
i

R.A.P. G.A.P,!

Date

^ 1 i943
^/pe of

Operation Targets attacked Losses

R.A.P ^
Glaims(3j

Losses i
Geiman |

Records(^) '
j No. A/C

Sorties
I  Vo, ,

’Reaction'
VJI l/Osses
cr\
cr^

iNovember
26 9 Fighter Protection Target in Paris area, I'$artinvast

(Crossbaf), Audinghen (Crossbow),
Munsterland Cherbourg, Cambrai/
l^incy, Rosieres-en-Sauterre Airfields

Audinghen, iiartinvast (Crossbow)
Dutch, Belgian and French Coasts
France, Belgium, Holland

Audinghen (Crossbav)
Belgian and French Coasts

j

I
882 6  I 12 + 255 102

(1 pilot
s^e)

I

3 Unescorted Banb
Raids

1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

(416) (7)
\.inc.

Gemanj'’)

1 Fighter Protection
1 Shipping Recce

27
6TO

lo
I
I ON

29 1 Haunch
15 Fighter Protection

Goulet de Brest

Chievres, Cambrai/Epinqy, Couziirai/
Moorselle, Merville Airfields,
Albert aircraft factory
Leer Railvray Sidings
Cherbourg Peninsula
Southwest of Brest
North France
French and Dutch Coasts
North Prance and Belgium

Southwest of Brest
Solingen (-ftathdrawal)
Holland, North Prance, Brittany
Holland, North France

ON‘K
'1-3 1

'H3

1 Unescorted Bomb Raid
1 Roadstead
1 Instep
2 Rodeos

1  Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

395 2 15 5 3 + 23
(352) (16) (15)

I

30 1  Instep
1 Fighter Protection
1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

0
0206 2 6

(421) (5)
i

! O

1 I
{\3

i vO

) )) )



) )))

R.A.P. G.A.P.Un

a^ Date

19A5
Type of
Operation

Tajrgets attacked Losses

R.A.P.

Claims w)

Lossesro

No. yc
Sorties

No. k/G
’Reaction*

Losses German

Records (^)
VJl
a^
-vl

December

Lille/Vendeville, Cambrai/Ppincy,
Cambrai/Niergnies Airfields,
Albert aircraft factory
Cleve vegetable oil factory
Southwest of Brest

Shipping lie de Croix

Prench, Dutch, Belgian Coasts
North Prance and Plolland

1 5 Fighter Protection

1 Unescorted Bcsnb Raid

1 Instep
1 Roadstead

1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

574 7 109 14
(434) (6) (20)

2 1 Instep

1 Fighter Protection
1 Rodeo

1 Photo Recce

Southwest of Brest

klartinvast (Crossbcn»j-)
North Prance

Prance, Holland

North Prance

Northeast Prance and Belgium coasts
North Prance

179 1o cr\ !0

2 Rodeos

1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

5

42

1 Haunch

1 Instep
2 Rodeos

2 Unescorted Bomb

Raids

1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

4 Frisian Isles

Southvrest of Brest

Bex-gen-Ijrauiden, Gael-Rennes
Courtrai-I'ioorselle, Courtrai-
Vifevel^em Airfields
Dutch, Belgian, French Coasts
Holland, Belgiirm, North ̂ ’rance

376 1 11 1

(144) (3)
§

0

o

ro
vD



&.A.F.R.A.P*VJI ;
Ul !

Date Type of
Operation

cr\ I
t

i%.3 Targets attacked t Losses

y  i German
(3) i Records(^) I

Ko. yc I
Sorties i

\

nosses

;  R.A.P
i  Claims

:  Wo. A/0, .
'  ’Reaction' LossesVJ1 !

G\ I

oj
i December

5  A Fighter Protection Bordeaux, Merignac, Cognac,
La Rochelle, Lalao Airfields,
Paris area, Brunhauptre (Crossboi'ir),
St, Josse, Ligescourt (Crossbow)
Worth Prance

Texel and Dieppe
Bayeux area

Paris

I  Dutch and French Coasts

West of Dieppe
Belgian and French Coasts

j

i

!

I  483
(376)

3I

(i)1 Rodeo

1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

i

I

!

6  i1 Ranger
11 Shipping Recce

7  1 Rodeo

1 Shipping Recce

I
i
I

12

Ji

15 ON

CO

9 1 Instep Southwest of Brest 4

10 1 Instep
4 Unescorted Bomb

Raids

1  Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

Soutliwest of Brest

I  Railway targets Wetherdands and
j  Northwest Germaro^
Dieppe and Texel

Courtrai, Brussels, Merville,
Woensdrecht

42 2

11 |1 Instep
1  Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

i  Southvrest of Brest
I  Dutch and French Coasts
North France

26 1 + 16(i)(506) (21)
I

i I

iO1 (

(i) Including 50 sorties by IXth U.S, Air Force. !|S3
NO

> ) ) )



)))

R.A.F. G.A.P.Ul
Ul

Date

‘  1 %5

ON !]^ype of
Operation

v£)

Targets attacked T,T . /o. i Losses

'EeSti^?(2) l
I  Claims wy

Losses
No. yc
SortiesUt” I Losses Geman

Records nL)ON I
IVD

December

12 Southwest of Brest

Bourges -Avord
French, Dutch, Belgian Coasts
Northeast France, Belgiim

Bremen, Kiel (withdrawaJ.),
Schipol Airfield
Southwest of Brest

Northeast France and Holland

Northeast France and Belgium

1 Instep
1 Ranger
1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

26 1

13 2 Fighter Protection

356 1 1
1 Instep
1  Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

(505) (1)

14 1  Instep
1 Fighter Protection
1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

Southwest of Brest

Pour Crossbow Targets
Prance, Belgium, Holland
Noiiih Tirance and Belgium

oON
VO

?-J

125 11-3

15 1 Fi^iter Protection
1 Instep
1 Shipping Recce

Seven Crossbw Targets
Southwest of Brest

Abbeville-Dutch Coast
119 1

16 1 Shipping Recce French, Dutch, Belgian Coasts 12

(234) (2)

Campagne les Hesdins (Crossbovif)

Audingjien (Crossbow)
North Prance

17 1 Fighter Protection
2 Unescorted Banb

Radds

1 Shipping Recce

37
H
><!

§
O

ro
InO



VJl R.A.P. G.A.P.vn
ON

Date

1943
Type of

Operation

■vO
I  , Losses

Losses i . ^ '^(o\ R»A.P. German ,t  I Reaction* (2) Ciaimst3) i Sflnnr.^^4)
LossesTargets attackedro

No. A/O
Sorties

VJl

^  December’
18 2 Rodeos

1  Instep
1 Rhubarb
1 Roadstead

North Prance
Southwest of Brest
Crxissboi"/ Targets
Concameau Harbour

78

19 1 Ranger
5 Rhubarbs
2 Shipping Recces

Chateaudun-Bourges
CrossboiT Targets
Goulet de Brest, Datcli and Prench
Coasts

North Prance, Belgium, Holland

Bremen (partial), Sixteen Crossbow-
Targets
Prance, (Cherbourg-Texel
North Itance
Crossbow Target
Holland, Prance

43

1 Photo Recce

6 Pighter Protection20
i

-j

796 7 85 12 o5 + 23j 2 Shipping Recces
|1 Rodeo
|1 Rhubarb

1 Photo Recce

'!-3 (481) (5) (19)
(Geimany)

21 15 Unescorted Banb
Raids

6 Pighter Protection
1 Haunch

|1 Shipping Recce
|l Photo Recce

Crossbow Targets
9 Crossbav Targets
Dutch Coast

Prench, Dutch, Belgian Coasts
North Prance, Holland

712 8 127 4 3
(208) (4)

ife:I

22 5 Unescorted Bomb
Raids

7 Pighter Protection.
1. Roadstead
1  Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

0
CrossbOTv Targets
20 Crossbow Targets
Shipping Dutch Coast
Northeast Prance, Holland
North Prance, Belgiura, Holland

984 4 3 + 33
(516) I z;

(4) (15) i o

I\3
vD

) ))



) )))

R.A.P. G.A.P.vn
VJ1
cr\

Date

1943
Type of

Operation
VO

Tairgets attacked Losses

R.A.P

Claims(3)

LossesNo. A/C
Sorties

to

No. VC. .
•Reaction’

Losses German

Records (4)
VJ1

December

11 CrossboviT Targets23 3 Fighter Protection
3 Unescorted Bomb

I  Raids
I 1 Shipping Recce
I 1 Photo Recce

465 3

(1 pilot j
safe)

Crossbcn/ Targets
Prance, Belgium, Holland
North Prance, Belgium

9 Crossbcw Targets, Brest/Guipavas,
Horla±x Airfields

Southwest of Brest

France, Belgium, Holland
Holland, North Prance

(95)

I 6 Fighter Protection24

573
1  Instep

I 1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

(545)

1 Roadstead

1 Rodeo

25 Shipping west of Brest
KerliV Bastard

21 1 ii^'1-3

Le Havre-Pecainp, Dutch and French
Coasts

27 2 Shipping Recces
28

28 9 Unescorted Bonib
Raids

2 Rodeos

1 Rhubarb

2 Shipping Recces
1 Photo Recce

Crosshow Targets
Antwerp-Brus sels, Kerlir/Bastard
Crossbov/ Target
Goulet de Brest, North Prance, Holland
North Fia.nce, Belgi-um

155 1 1

(38)
I

29 2 Roadsteads

1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

Motor Vessel off Boulogne
Dutch and French Coasts

Prance
36 §

o

IvD



R.A.P. ! G.A.P.VJl
VJI

Date I
1943

!

!

Type of
Operation

cr\ i
VO
r Targets attacked Losses

R.A.P.

Claims(3)

Losses

Geima

Records?4

o

No. A/G
Sorties

No. A/G
‘Reaction’ \

LossesVji

)IND

! December
30 1 Haunch

1 Roadstead

5 Fighter Protection

Crossbow Target
lie de Batz

Chemical YJorks Ludivigshafen (partial).
Nine Crossbow Targets 728 4 40 5

4 Unescorted Bomb
Raids

1 Rodeo

2 Insteps

(584) (10) (8)
Crossbow Targets
North Prance

SouthiTest of Brest

31 3 Fighter Protection Seven Crossbov/ Targets,
St, Jean D’Angley,
Cognac/Chateau Bernard Airfield

m
iw

-vl
828 1 9 48 Unescorted Bomb

Raids

2 Rodeos

1 Instep
1 Shipping Recce
M Photo Recce

to

(597) (2) (7)Crossboi-/- Targets
North Prance

Souths-rest of Brest

Nortn Prance

Holland, Belgitun, Prance

(1 pilot
safe)

1944-

January
1 Photo Recce

2 Roadsteads

6 Unescorted Bomb
Raids

2 Fighter Protection
1 Ranger
1 fecial Patrol
1  Shipping Recce

North France, Belgivun
Mnisterland Boulogne
Crossbow Targets,

~  1 Boulogne
Crossbovr Targets
Brussels, Chiev2?es-Cambrai
North west of Brest

Holland, P27ance

226
is

o

vO

) » ) )



) )))

R.A.P. G.A.P.

T^ype of
Operation

Date

I94it-

CTn

vO I

i

Losses
E»A.P. .
Claims U)

Losses
Geiman

Records(A)

Targets attacked
No. A/G
Sorties •Re||ti^^(2)Losses

January
2 I  1 Instep

i A Rangers
A Fighter Protection
1 Unescorted Bomb Raid

5 Rhubarbs

1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

South West of Brest

North Pi'ance

5 CrossboiT Targets
Munsterland Boulogne
Crossbav Targets
North Prance

North Prance

I

211 1 A 1 + 1

(2)

3 1 Haunch

5 Rangers
18 Rhubarbs

Goulet de Brest - lie de Bats

Transportation Noirth Prance

Transportation and Crossbar Targets
North Prance

Crossbow Targets
South west of Brest

Goulet de Brest - Lie de Batz,
French, Dutch, Belgian Coasts
Prance, Belgium, Holland

jMinster and Kiel (partial),
17 Crossbow Targets

A Fighter Protection
1  Instep
2 Shipping Recces

160 9 2 1 + 1 io
'oJ i.M

.1-91-3

1 Photo Recce

11 Fighter ProtectionA

10 Unescorted Bomb

Raids

1 Rodeo

2 Roadsteads

611CA 110 8 + 5Crossbar Targets
North Prance

Shipping Dutch Coast,
U-boat Vifest of Brest

Cherbourg - Hook
North Prance

(3 on
ground)
((5A5) (2) 8)

1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

s?
o



R.A.F. G.A.P.VJI

Date of

Operation

crs

Targets attackedvO
Losses

R.A.P

Glaims(3)

Losses

Geraan

Records

No. k/O
Sorties

ro

No. A/C
• Reaction*

Losses (2)
■F-

January
5  2 Shipping Recces Goulet de Brest - lie de Batz,

North Prance-Belgiim
Ijffluiden - Den Helder
Bordeaux and Tours, Crossbcnv Targets

1 Roadstead

8 Fighter Protection
*  7 Unesoorted Bomb
I  Raids

1 Inst^
1 Rodeo
1 Photo Recce

617 23 15 + 8
(inc, 8 on
ground)

(611) (12) (33)
(inc.

Germany)
Crossbow Targets
South west of Brest
Dreux - Paris area
North Prance

6 1 Roadstead
1 Special Patrol
4 Fighter Protection
1 Unescorted Banb Raid

15 Rhubarbs
5 Rangers

Ijnuiden - Bergen
North West of Brest
7 Crossbow Targets
Crossbow Target
Crpssbow Targets
Transportation and other Targets
North France
North Prance, Holland
North France

-F-

‘1-3 !^-3

649c 74 2 + 13

1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

9 Fighter Protection ludivigshafen Chemical Works (partial),
9 Crossbow Targets

7

10 Unescorted Bomb
Raids.

1 Haunch
1 Instep
1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

764 5 91 4 5 + 5Crossbow Targets
Frisian Isles
South West of Brest
North Prance, Holland
North France

C619) (1 Pilot
safe)

(7)

s
ro
'vD

) \ )



))))

R.A.P.'on G.A.P.vn

ON
liype of

Operation

DateVO

Targets attacked Losses

R.A.
Claimsh

LossesNo. A/C
Sorties

No. k/G
*Reaction'

VJl Losses

)
Gcrman

Records(^)Ul

rn
January

i  F' 2 Fighter Protection
1 Rodeo

1  Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

3 Crossborr Tairgets
Kerlin/Bastard Airfield
North France, Holland
North Prance

301 1 1

9 7 Rhubairbs

1  Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

Crossbow Targets
North France

North France
36 1

I
1C 1 Instep

12 Rhubarbs

South west of Brest

(2 abortive) Transportation and
other targets North Prance
3 Crossbow Targets
Prance, Holland
Domleger

I

1C2 3 1

(l pilot
safe)

o

2 Fighter Protection
1  Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

voi

11 3 Unescorted Bcrab
Raids

1 Fighter Protection
1 Shipping Recce

Crossboxf Targets (2 abortive)
CrossboviT Target
France, Holland

Berck

88 3 + 26
(593) (5) (27)

12 1  Shipping Recce 2

13 2 Rangers
1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

Aircraft and Airfields North Prance

Birancej Holland
North France

26 1 8

o

■vX)



R.A.P.vn G.A.P.
Vjn

Date Type of
Operation

o^
VO

Targets attacked Losses LossesNo. VC
Sorties C^b)

LossesVJI

cr\

January
14 4 Unescorted Bomb

Raids Crossbow Targets
10 Fighter Protection il1 Crossbow Targets

j  1 Instep I South west of Brest
1 Rodeo I Holland

1 Shipping Recce iCherbourg area
1 Photo Recce I Prance, Holland

745 8 2 9 + 1
(647) (5) (14)I I

I

15 2 Rodeos

1 Shipping Recce
North Prance

French and Belgian Coasts
i 22

16 1 Unescorted Bomb Raid St, Thegonnec imrehouses and
railway siding
French Coast

-j o
ov

25;l-3

1 Shipping Recce

17 2 Fighter Roadsteads jAbervrach-Goulet de Brest,
Abervrach-Brehat

South west of Brest2 Insteps
19

18 1 Shipping Recce Le Treport-Calais 2

Leeuwarden (abortive)
South west Norwegian Coast
Dutch Isles, French Coast
North France

19 1 Ranger
1 Rhubarb

1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

20 2

(1 on

water)

20 1 Roadstead

1  Instep
1  Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

iMinsterland off Sangatte
Soith 'fest of Brest

French Coast and Brittany
Cherbourg area

!l^
!0

62 1

r\3
vn
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•)
R.A.F. G.A.P.VJl

Ul !

Dats

1944

a^ T/pe of
Operation

vD

Targets attacked Losses

R.A.F

Claims

.

Lossesro

No. A/C
Sorties

No. A/C
'Reactionv2j

Losses i  I German

(3) Records (4)
ui (

-vi

J^ua:^
10 Fighter Protection I3 Crossbo;/ Targets, Ijrauiden -

Velsen Blast Furnace Steel Y/oiics

21
i

3 Unescorted Bomb
Raids

j  2 Rodeos
:  1 Instep

1  Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

I

689 63 9 + 1

(inc. 4 on
ground)

Crossbow Targets
North Prance

South West of Brest

Coast North East France and Brittajror
North Prance

I (628) (1) (7)

22 2 Shipping Recces
1 Ranger
1 Photo Recce

Cherbourg - Le Havre, North France
South Norway
North Prance

19ica |COitpj
IQ -u

-vl

jw23 3 Fighter Protection
3 Unescorted Bomb
Raids

1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

Crossbow Targets and North Prance i

1375 74 4 2
Crossbow Targets
North Prance

North Prance

(65)

6 Fighter Protection24 5 Crossboiv Targets, North Prance,
Targets in Western Germany (partial)

4 Unescorted Bomb
Raids

1 Roadstead

1  Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

501 4 40 3 1 + 9
Crossbow Targets
Shipping Dutch Coast
South of Ushant

North Prance

(678) (7) (19)

o

I\D
vD



G.A.F.R.A.F.VJI
I

cr\ Date

19AA
Type of
Operation

! Losses

R.A.F,
Claims^

v£> ! LossesTargets attacked
Ro. yc
Sorties •Reacticrr

TO !
German

Records
Losses

j j
VJl

00 i

January
9 Crossbow Targets (2 abortive)I  7 Fighter Protection

I  5 Unescorted Bomb
Raids

1  Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

25

(218)
3

Crossbow Targets
North Prance

North France

I

26 !  6 Fighter Protection
4 Unescorted Brab

Raids

I  1 Shipping Recce
i  4 Photo Recce

Crossboiv Targets

Crossbovf Targets
French and Dutch Coasts

North Prance

403 1

iCO
iteJ I -vj

CD

Shipping Dutch Coast (iron and steel
•works Ijmuiden attacked), Vlieland-
Texel

Kerlir/Bastard Airfield
Airfields North Prance and Belgium
North France

North Prance

i| 27 I  2 Roadsteads IH3

10 5I  1 Rodeo

3 Rangers
1  Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

44

28 3 Unescorted Bomb
Ra.ids

3 Fighter Protection
6 Rodeos

1 Roadstead

1  Special Patrol
2 Rangers
1 Fighter Roadstead
1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

CrossbOTf Targets (l abortive)
Crossbovr Targets
North Prance

Frisian Isles

South of Scillies

Mscellaneous Targets, North France
Brest Peninsula

Dutch Coast

North France and Holland

1273 5 4

(295) (dest. on
ground)

o

N)
VO

) ) )



) )))

R.A.P. G.A.F.VJ1
Ul

ON ! Date

^ i 1%4
vD I

[type of

Operation Targets attacked Losses

R.A.F
Clai[ns(3)

Losses

German

Records(^)

No, A/G
Sorties

No. A/G
‘Reaction’

Lossesvn

I January j
Frankfurt (partial^ North France
Behen, Crosshovr Target

Behen (1 abortive)
North !^ance
South West of Brest

Shipping Targets North Prance
S«boats Hague - Ijmuiden
Norbh France

29 5 Fighter Protection
i

I

I  3 Unescorted Bomb
Raids

2 Rodeo

1 Instep
2 Rangers
1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

535 7 A 15 + 17
(632) (14) (45)

30 2 Roadsteads

2 Fighter Protection
5 Rodeos

1  Instep
1  Special Patrol
2 Rangers
1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

Scheldt, Brouquershaven
Brunsv/ick (partial), Crossbav Target
Worth Prance

South West of Brest

North West of Brest

Troops and gun positions North Prance
French Coast

North France

-j
vO

255 2 14 18+36
(inc. 3 on

ground)

J
1-3

(718) (2(4) on

ground)
(45)

31 1 Rodeo

1  Shipping Recce
North France

North French Coast
36 5 - + 5

(358) (6) (13)

Februajy
1 1 Ranger

1  Shipping Recce
Barges Brussels area

Dutch, Belgian, French coast
16

2 1 Shipping Recce Dutch and French coasts 14

(279) (1) o

ro
I ivo



R.A.P. G.A.P.<01

cr^ Date IJype of

C5>eration Taxgets attacked Losses

R.A.P.

Claims(3)

LossesNo. A/G
Sorties

No. A/0
'Reaction' v2)

Losses Gevn raan

Records (^)
00
o

February
1 Roadstead

5 Fighter Protection
3 Shijroing Scheldt

l/filhelmshaven (partial.),
7 Crossbow Targets

551 1 + 79 Unescorted Bcmb

Raids

1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

(991) (9) (8)Cix3ssbow Targets
Dutch Coast

North Prance

4 1 Instep
4 Filter Protection

South west of Brest

Frankfurt (partial),
3 Crossbow Targets 414 9 !i

8 Unescorted Bomb

Raids

1 Photo Recce

(725) (1) (8) CO io
o

Crossbow Targets
North Prance

f-3

6 Unescorted Bomb
Raids

8 Fighter Protection

5

Crossbov-/ Targets
North French Airfields, Villacoublay
Aircraft VsTorks, BeauvaiV’Tille
Airfield, 7 Crossbcur Targets
Dutch and French Coast
France

618 1003 19
(916) (6) (6) (inc. 16

on ground)1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

6 2 Roadsteads Shipping Dutch Coast, Minesweepers
Abeivrach Estuary
6 Crossbow Targets

(13)492 1133 7 0
(828) (3) (2 on

ground)
5 Fighter Protection
4 Unescorted Bcmb

Raids O
Crossbow Targets

to
VD

)) ) )



I

))))

R.A.P. G.A.P.VJI
VJI

Date

1944
I^Tpe of
Operation

o^
VO

Targets attacked Losses

R.A.P
Claims(3)

Losses

German

Records (^)

ro
Wo. A/C
Sorties

Wo. A/C
'Reaction'

LossesVJl

o?

Pebruaiy
I Worth Prance (abortive)
Dutch coast

2 Rangers
1 Shipping Recce

7 8 2!

8 13 Pighter Protection Airfields North Prance

17 Crossbow Targets
11 Unescorted Bomb

Raids

2 Rangers
1  Instep
2 Roadsteads

1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

Crossbow Targets Worth Prance
Airfields Worth Prance

South west of Brest

Shipping Den Welder
Ushant - Texel

Worth Prance, Holland

955 A 1 5

(1070) (9) (17) I

i

CQjca

IS 05

11 Pighter Piutection9 10 Crossbow Targets,
Tergnier Marshalling Xards

liUii-3

7 Unescorted Bomb
Raids

1 Rodeo

1  Instep
1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

650 58Crossbow Targets
Worth Prance

South west of Brest

Dutch Coa.st

Worth Prance

3 2

(220)

(1 abortive), 7 CrossbCTT Targets10 3 Pighter Protection
2 Unescorted Bomb

Raids

3 Rodeos

1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

296Crossbow Targets
Worth Prance

Dutch Coast

Worth Prance

182 10 + 40
(85A) (8) (56)

o

ro
VO



I
G.A.P.R.A.F.iVJI

'•ji

cf

Operation

Date

19i^4

cr\

Losses

Germa^
I Records

ITargets attacked IVO J-iO es3S
No. A/G

i * Reaction*
! No. VC ;
Sorties

i
^D

(2) R.A.F.

Claimsv3)
 Lossest

VJl I
CO
ro

February!
Grossbovr Targets
South west of Brest

11 A Filter Protection
1 Instep
2 Unescorted Bomb

Raids

11 Shipping Recce
1 Hioto Recce

6 + 15661343

(34)(946) (14)Crossbow Targets

North Sea, Dutch Coast
North Prance

!

2 Crossbow Targets
South west of Brest

North Farance

Airfields, Nortli Prance
Convoy Den Lslder
Dutch and Frendi Coasts

North France

12 1 Pieter Protection
1  Instep
1 Rodeo

j1 Ranger
1 Roadstead

i1 Shipping Recce
i1 Photo Recce

I

684 1

(2 on
ground)

(126)
i

IR
i

CO

cy
ira

I

\2 Fighter Protection Dieiope area. Crossbow Target
11 Unescorted Bcmb Raidj Crossbow Target

‘convey off The Hook
South west of Brest

North Prance

Holland

North France

1 Roe.dstead

1 Instep

14 Rodeos
I1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

13

542 30240
(3 on
ground)
(

(445)

6)

{Cherbourg Peninsula, Fecamp-Ouistreham
Crossbo/ Target
4 Crossbeav Targets
Airfields North France

St. Lo area

North Prance

2 Shipping Recces
1 Unescorted Bomb Piaid

j1 Fighter Protection
i2 Rangers
|l Rodeo
1 Photo Recce

14

328 133

(60)
o

ISi
'vO

) ) ) )



) )))

E.A.P. G.A,P.vn

a\

Date i
19A4

Type of
Cperation

\o

Targets attackedIV)

No. A/C
Sorties

Losses

R.A.P.

Claims(3)

LossesNo. A/C
’Reaction' (2)Lossesvn

0 Geman

Records(^)
3

ViJ

Pebruaiy
15 2 Shipping Recces Cap de la Hague - lie Brehat,

Dutch, French, Belgian Coasts
South west of Brest

Brest Peninsula

11 Crossbow Targets

1  Instep
1 Rodeo

7 Filter Protection
2 Unescorted Bomb

Raids

1 Photo Recce

745 5

0)(492)

Crossbow Targets
North Prance

16 1 Ranger
1  Instep
1 Shipping Recce

Ost end-Cayeux
South west of Brest

North East Prance

• M 16
o03

I L-J

17 2 Instep South west of Brest 8

18 3 Fighter Protection
1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

Amiens Prison

Dutch and French Coasts

Pas de Calais
57 4

19 8 Insteps
1 Shipping Recce

South West of Brest

Dutch Coast
62 1 1

Leipzig, Gotha, Brunsiirick (partial),
Holland airfields, 2 Orossbov^ Targets
South itrest of Brest

Dutch and French Coasts
Nortli France

20 4 Fighter Protection

501 1 102 2 + 381 Instep
1  Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

(1048) (3) (61)

o

|N3
vO



G.A.F.
VJl
vn

Tjn?e of
Opor^jion

Date

19Mt-
Losses

R.A.P. ,

ClaimsC5;

Losses

Geiman

RecoTOsl^)

CTN

Targets attacked Ho. VC
'Reaction*

No, V-
Sorties

•vD
K3 Losses
VJ1

February
Coxyde Airfield, Crossbovir Target
Gherbo\irg-St, Malo, Le Havre,
St. I'fercouf, Dutch and French Coasts
Morlaix, Caen area
North France

South West of Brest

Airfields North France

2 Fighter Protection
5 Shipping Recces

21

+ 26166 2
2 Escorted Recces

1 Photo Recce

1 Instep
1 Ranger

(33)(947)

Cherbourg - St. Malo,
French and Dutch Coasts

Gilze-Riejen Airfield, Industrial
Targets Germany (partial)
CiTOSsbow Target
Brest Peninsula (l abortive)
North Prance

2 Shipping Recces22

CO

2 Fighter Protection 120 10 + 37255 4m
l?d

(59)(905) (13)1 Unescorted Bcrnib Raid

3 Rodeos
1 Photo Recce

I

Shipping Zeebrugge
French, Belgian and Dutch Coasts

Schweinfurt Ball Bearing Works,
Gotha Aircraft Factory (partial),
Lceuwarden, Deelen, Gilze-Riejen
Airfields, 8 Crossbow Targets
Crossbow Target
South West of Brest

Dutch and French Coast

North Prance

1 Roadstead

1 Shipping Recce
23

26 1

5 Fighter Protection24

1 12 + 351795

(37)(10)(1231)1 Unescorted Bomb Raid

1 Instep

1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

O

ro
IvO

) )



) ) ))

R.A.F. G.A.P.
VJl

Date !]^e of
Operation

cr\
vO

Targets attacked Losses

R.A.P.

Claims(3)

Losses19L4M

No. yc
Sorties

No. A/C
'Reaction* (2)Losses Ge

EeooSS'v)03 i
Ul

i February
25 7 Unescorted Bomb

Raids

9 Fighter Protection

North France

Venlo, St. Trend Airfield, South V/est
German industrial targets (partial),
7 Crossbow Targets
Brest Peninsula

South Vifest Approaches

Dutch, French, Belgian Coasts,
Channel Isles

North Prance

758 3 30 2 8 + 27
(1328) (7) (26)

(1 on
ground)

1 Rodeo

2 Naval Escort

1 Shipping Recce

1 Photo Recce

26 3 Ranger
1  Instep
1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

Airfields Noirth France

South West of Brest

French Coast

North France

o03

'KI
24 9 4

(3 on
ground)

(inc. 3 on
ground)

f-3

South of Scillies (abortive)
North West France

Pas de Calais

27 1 Special Patrol
1 Ranger
1 Rodeo

21

28 1  Instep
1 Rodeo

1 Ranger
3 Fighter Protection
1 Roadstead

1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

South West of Brest
Dunkirk - Ostend

Bourges - Avord
5 Crossbav Targets
Motor vessel Boulogne Harbour
French and Dutch Coasts
North France

484 2 (1)
((533) (3) on

ground)
a

o



G,A.F.R.Ac,
'-•1

VJI
U1

CTN

No. A/0
' Reaction*

T'nDO of

Operation

Date Losses Losses

R.A.P. Geiman

Claims(3) Records (■^^-)

No. P/0
Sorties

vD Targets attackedro
Losses

VJI
OD I
ON

Pebruart
South of Scillies
South West of Brest
Crossbow Target
Brunswick (partial) , 5 Crossbow
Targets
Shipping Frisian Isles (none seen)
French and Dutch Coasts, Boulogne
Harbour
North Prance

1 fecial Patrol
1  Instep
1 Unescorted Bomb Raid
6 Pieter Protection

29

12428 4
(1)(6)(967)1 Roadstead

2 Shipping Recces

1 Photo Recce

CO March iCO
South west of Brest
Paris area

Shipping Den Holder
Channel Isles, Dutch Coast
North Prance
Crossbovir Target
Crossbow/ Targst

ONo 1  Instep
1 Ranger
2 Roadstead
1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce
1 Protected BcJtnb Raid
1 Fighter Protection

1

1100
(2)(163) (1)

2 Unescorted Bomb
Raids

5 Fighter Protection

2
Crossbow Targets
Frankfurt (parbial) , Amiens/Glisy,
Rosieres-en-Santerre Airfields,
Tergnier, Ghaumy Marshalling Yards,
Crossbow Target

Raids Crossbovf Targets
North Prance
South West of Brest
Brittany, Holland
North Prance

12615 4
(1)(413)3 Protected Bomb

1 Rodeo

1 Instep
1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

o

ro
vO

) )) )



))) )

R.A.F. G.A.P.
C3N

i  Date
'  19^

Type of
Operation

Targets attackedro
Losses

R.A.P

Claimsw)

Losses

German

Records(a)

No, A/C
Sorties

No. A/C
’Reaction*(2)Losses

CD

March

14 Fighter Protection3 5 Cr^ssbca-f Targets, Juvincourt,
Beauvais Airfields

3 Unescorted Bomb
Raids

1 Protected Bomb Raid

2 Rodeos

1  Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

1  Instep

Crossbovr Targets
Crossbow Target
North France, Belgium
French and Dutch Coasts

jNorth France
i South West of Brest

493

(261)

4 7 Fighter Protection Targets in Berlin and Ruhr (partial),
Crossbow Targets

CQ

OD

3 Unescori:ed Bomb
Raids

He 401 2 37Crossbow Targets
4 Protected Bomb Raids Crossbovv Targets
1 Ranger
1 Photo Recce

Airfields North F

Norbh France

1-3

(274)
rance

5 1 Unescorted Bcrnib Raid

2 Fighter Protection
3 Rangers
3 Fighter Protection
1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

Crossbov/ Tanget
Crossboif Target
Airfields North Prance

2 Crossbow Targets, Dieppe area
French and Dutch Coasts
North Prance

139 2 1 11

(536) (8) (14) (inc. 2 on
ground)

o

r\D

vo



G.A.P.■p

VJl
VJl

T37pe of
O^^oration

cr\ Date Losses
R.A.P.

Claims(3)

Losses
Germa ‘

Record;%
Targets attackedM3

No. A/C
’Reaction’ x*-/

No. Vg
Sorties

ro
Losses

)VJ1
CO
00

March
South Nest of Brest6 1 Ihst^

10 Unescorted Bomb
Raids

1 Protected Bomb Raid
2 Fighter Protection

Crossbow Targets
Crossbow Target
Hirson MarshaJJ-ing Yards,
Beauvais/Tille Airfield,
Targets in Berlin area (partial)
North France

Noirth France, Belgium
Dunkirk - Dutch Coast
North France

228 4 + M
(Vlllth

Air Force

Claims)

2

(303)

1 Rodeo

1 Ranger
1 Shipping Recce
1 Pilot o Recce

CO
CO

Crossbow Targets
Crossbow Target
Aulncjre - Creil liarshalling Yards,
Conches Airfield, Crossbow Target
South West of Brest
North France
Convoy off Ameland
Holland, North Fi'ance
North Frcnce

Targets in Berlin area (partial),
Volkel, Soesterberg
Airfields North Prance
South West of Brest
North France
North Prance and Holland
Crossbow Targets
Crossbow Targets

7  i 7 Unescorted Bomb Raids
II Protected Bomb Raid
i2 Fighter Protections

378 1 2 3
I1 Instep

1 Ranger
1 Roadstead

1  Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

(318)

8 5 Fighter Protection 12

(inc. 7 on
ground)

+ 47
(Vlllth

Air Force

claims)

6 Rangers
1 Instep
1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce
2 Unescorted Bomb Pusids
1 Protected Bomb Raid

12397 4
(2) (6)(566)

o

ro
Ms

) ) ) )



) )) )

H.A.F. G.A.F.
U1

Date

1944
5^6 of
Operation

cr\

Targets attacked Losses Losses

R.A.F, German

Claims(3) Records(4)

N)

No. A/G
Sorties

No. A/a
’Reaction' (2)

Losses
CO
'n

4Iarch I

Berlin and Iknover (partial),
Crossbow Tajrget
Crossbov;- Target
Airfields North France

South west of Brest

Holland, Belgium, Noarth France
North France

2 Fighter Protection9

j1 Protected Baub Raid
I 2 Rangers
1 Instep
1 Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

83 3

(177)
i

10 1  Inst^
1 Shipping Recce

South west of Brest

Dutch Coast 8 1 2

11 1 Fighter Protection
2 Unescorted Bomb Raids

1 Ranger
1  Shipping Recce
1 Photo Recce

Cirossbow Target, Gilse-Riejen
Grossbov'; Targets
Airfields North Forrance

Channel Isles, Belgian Coast
North France and Holland

CD
H-!0

fe
40

l
138 1 2

(146) (2)

12 5 Rangers
1 Photo Recce

Airfields North France
North France

23
(

2

2) (on
ground)

13 4 Rangers Airfields and Transportation
North France

Crossbow Targets
CrossboViT Targets
South west of Brest
France

2 Unescorted Bomb Raids

1 Fighter Protection
1 Instep
1 Photo Recce

76 1

(178)

O

I*
I ro
' -n



G.A.P.s,a.:j'.

of

Opex’ation

VJl Date

im
Losses

R.A.F-

Clainis(3)

Losses

Geiman

Records(4)

Tajrgets attackedo^

No. k/O
’Reaction*(2)

No. VG I
Sorties I

vD
ro Losses

i
ui I
'X>

o

J'larch

3 Unescorted Bomb Raids Crossbav Targets
1  Instep
2 Shipping Recces
2 V/eather Recces

1 Photo Recce

South -west of Br

Prance, Belgium

14
est

83
and Holland

North France and Holland

North France

(113)

Aulnoye, Haine St, Pierre I'/Iarshalling
Yards, Coxyde Airfield, CiKJssbow
Targets
CrossbaviT Targets

6 Fighter Protection;  15

7281 1 4

(2) (inc. 4 on
ground)
+ 20

(303)3 Unescorted Barib Paids
2 Protected Banb Raids

2 Shipping Recces
1 Instep
1 Photo Recce

!  (1 on
I ground)

Ittt i

Q i
VODutch Coast

South -west of Brest

North France

o
£-j
1^

Targets in South ’A^est Germany
(partial)3 Kilitaiy Target, Ostend
Military Target, Ostend
CrossbovT Targets
Dieppe, Dutch Coast
South of Paris

South -west of Brest

North Prance

Crossbotf Target
Crossbow Target
Brest Peninsula

South west of Brest

16 4 Fighter Protection

2 Protected Bomb Raids

1 Unescorted Bomb Raid

3 Shipping Recces
1 Rodeo

1 Instep
1 Photo Recce

1 Protected Bomb Raid

1 Fighter Protection
5 Rodeos

1 Instep
1 Shipping and Weather
Recce

1 Photo Recce

66 17 + 39225

(1 on
ground)

(276)

17

2114 2
o

(3)(290) (4)
K)

French and Dutch Coasts

Belgium, France

vD

) ) ) )



)) ) )

G.A.F.R.A.P. .
U1
VJl

Type of
Operation

Losses

Geiman

Records(4)

Date

19it4

Losses

R.A.F
Claims

No, k/0
'Reaction*\^)

Targets attacked No. A/G
Sorties

'-O

LossesIV)

vn

VD

friarch

I GrossLOT/ Targets, Hengelo ElectricaJ.
i Equipment Factory
! Airfields North France
! North France
i North France
! lie de Yierge-Ile de Batz,
I North France, Holland
North Frunce, Belgium

1 Protected Bomb P^aid18

12203 31 Ranger
1 Rodeo

1 Y/eather Recce

2 Shipping Recces

(inc. 5 on
ground)
+ 29

(6)(1)(39)

1 Photo Recce

Crossboi;;- Target
CrossbOT'f Target
Dutch Coast

1 Protected Bomb Raid

1 Fighter Protection
1  Shipping Recce

2 Fighter Protection
2 Protected Banb Raids [4 Crossbow Targets,

Convoy Morlaix Harbour

3 Unescorted Bomb Raids; CrossbOT Targets
4 Rodeos

1 Ranger
1 Shipping Recce
1 Piioto Recce

Crossbow Target, Chann

i

I North Prance, Brest Pen

Ushant, Boulogne
North Prance

19 20

0)(386)00
t?d

t-i

•.-"J

el anea1-3 20

1 5392 3

(2)(608)insula
Pointe de Raz

1 Unescorbed Bomb Raid j Airfields North France
4 Rodeos

2 Rangers
1  Sliipping Recce
4 Photo Recces

!; France and Holland
i Airfields North West G

621 7179

exiiian3'- and France

I French, Dutch and Belgian Coast
j North France

(3 on
ground)
(

(89) b-i

21)
o

IvO



T I
&.A.P.R.A.P.I I

Ul
1

T^ype of
Operation

GN Date

un jvO !
I

Losses

R.A.P

Claams(3)

Losses

Geiman

Records(4)

Tajrgets attacked Ko. A/C '
Sortiesi

; No. k/0
'Reaction' (2) Losses

\D

I
liferch

North France1 Rodeo

1 Shipping and Weather
Recce

1 Photo Recce

22
51

(3)(251)I
French and Dutch Coasts

North Prance

I Greil RIarsh_alling Yards, Beanvais/Tille, j
Beaumont le Roger Airfields, j
Haine St Pierre Ifershadling Yaid.s j
C2rossbow Targets
Creil llarsliad-ling Yards, Grossbotr
Targets
South West of Brest

5 Fighter Protection25

2 Unescorted Bomb Raids

5 Protected Bomb Raids
3 + 2721434

(796)

IS
vO

2 Instep

1 Shipping and "Weather
Recce

1 Photo Recce

ro

iN
French, Dutch and Belgian Coasts
Fiance and Holland

Targets in Western Germany (partial),
Airfields in East Prance

Grossboiv Targets
North France

Airfields Denmark
North France

North France

1 Fighter Protection

5 Unescorted Borata Raids
3 Rodeos

1 Ranger
2 Shipping Recces
1 Photo Recce

24

161 2 42

(3) (inc, 2 on
ground)

(7)(544)

Crossbar Target
North Prance

1 Unescorted Bomb Raid

3 Rodeos
2 Shipping and Weather
Recces

1 Photo Recce

25

63 2

(4)(6)(346) \PNorth France and Holland

North Prance, Belgium
I ro
VO

>» } »



) ))

G.A.P.E.A.P.
VJl

'§'! Date
^ 19AA

liTpe of
Operation

I Losses

E.A.P.

Claiins(3)

Losses

Germn

Records(4)

Targets attacked ^  ; No. Vc, ̂
Losses I .Reaction’(2)No. yc

Sorties I
Vjri
v£)

March

CrossbOTv Targets

Ijmiiden, Crossbcr,/ Target
Crossbow Target
South west of Brest

26 A Unescorted Bomb Saids
3 Protected Bomb Saids
1 Tighter Protection
1 Instep
1 Siiipping and Weather
Recce

1 Photo Recce

15aA 2 I

(1)(859) (2)

North Prance, Belgian and Holland
North Prance, Belgium

Crossbow Target
South west of Brest

Prench and Dutch Coasts

Cherbourg Peninsula
North Prance

1 Pieter Protection
1  Instep
1  Shipping Recce
1 Rodeo

1 Photo Recce

27
1058 iw

(38)(12) \n(1024)
ioj

vD

I
si-3

Airfields North Prance

Crossbow Target
Crossbow Target
North Prance

28 1 Fighter Protection
1  IlTotected Bomb Said

1 Unescorted Bomb Raid

2 Rodeos

1  Shipping and l/eather
Recce

1 Photo Recce

22A150 3
(inc. 21
on ground)

(on(3)(512)
ground)
(30)

North Prance

North France, Belgium, Holland

- + 33A3Convq>’- off Dutch Coast
Dutch, Belgian, Prench Coasts

North Prance
Airfields North Prance
South v/est of Brest

1 Roadstead

1 Shipping Recce

5 Rodeos
2 Rangers
1 Instep
2 Shipping and Yifeather
Recces

1 Photo Recce

29
(39)

9

30
!2!
O

6A 1

ro

Belgian and Prench Coasts
North Prance



R.A.F. G.A.P.
\SI
VJl

liTpe of
Operation

Date

1944

a\

Targets attacked Losses

R.A.F

Claims(3)

vD Losses

German

Records(4)

No. A/C
Sorties

No. A/C
' Reaction' (2)

to

Losses
VD

-r

March

North Prance and Belgivun
South west of Brest

North Prance

Convey Den Holder (no
shipping seen)

7 Rodeos

2 Insteps
2 Rangers
1 Roadstead

31

146
(114)

1 Shipping
Weather Recce

1 Photo Recce

(

French and Belgian Coasts
North Prance

t

I

April
y(l)3 Shipping and Weather

;a.d.g.b.)
2nd T.A.P.)
!n; A.P.)

(A.D.G.B.)

10Dutch Coast

Prench Coast

Targets in Geraiary

Recces

1 Photo Recce

1 Pighter Protection

6
H3

102 30 2iKJ 1 + 5

I
21 Shipping Recce Boulogne Harbour2

4 Shipping and
Weather Recces

3
(A.D.G.B.) 10Den Helder

ITransportation North Prance
Ostend - Dieppe
North Prance )

1 Rhubarb

1 Shipping Recce
1 Ranger
1 Weather Recce

4
6A.D.G.B.

2nd T.A.P. 5 1
)It

§(1) After 31 March A.D.G.B
Porces.

in addition to Form 'Y' together with Vlllth U.S. Air Force Monthly Summaiy of Operations, 1944-1945*

., Pom ’Y’ ceased to record the operations of 2nd T.A.P. and the "VTIIth and IXth U. S. Air
In order to maintain the sequence A.E.A.P. Int/Ops summaries Nos. 1-123 (A.H.B./111^449/1 D) have been used to

i\0

) )i



) )))

G.A.P.R.A.P.VJl
vn

0N
I^Tpe of
Operation

Date Losses

R.A.P.
Claims(3)

Losses

German

Records (4)

vD

Taxgets attacked TJo. k/0
'Reaction*(2)

No. A/C
Sorties

tN3

Losses
VJl

Ul

April
1 Offensive

Shipping Recce
1 Ranger
1  Instep
2 Weather/Photo Recces
2 Rangers

5
512

)Ushant

Airfields North Prance

South west of Brest

North Prance

(3 on)  A.D.G.B,
) grd.)

4
2nd T.A.P. (incIt on

grd
) 156 72North Prance

North west Prance

Crosshow Targets

3 Pig^ter S\»reeps
3 Weather/Photo Recces
1 Bomber Support

EC A.P.

VIII A.F.
(on grd.))

50
cq
t?d

vO

)6 Airfields Cherbourg
Peninsula

South west of Brest

3 Rodeos U1

H3

56 1 22 Insteps
1 Offensive

Shipping Recce
2 Weather Recces

2 Rangers
1  Shipping Recce
6 Photo Recces

3 Offensive Patrols

A.D.G.B. (on grd.)
South Western Approaches
Prench and Dutch Coasts

North Prance

Channel Isles

North Prance

Evreirx/^'auville,
St. Andre de L'Eure
Conches Airfields

St. Dizier^Ietz-Nanqy
Airfields North Prance

Crossbcnv Targets

)
\

)

)

11322nd T.A.P.

)

227 2EC A.P.

1 Rodeo

A Photo Recces

1 Bomber Support 27VIII A.P.

O
(A.D.G.B.)

2nd T.A.P.

2South west of Brest

Bayeux-Chateau Roux
Ouistreham-Dreux

1 Instep
1 Ranger
1 Rodeo

7

I
K>

8 1



G.A.P.R.A.F.
vn
VJ1

ON
O^ype of
Operation

Date

1944

Losses

R.A.F.

Claims(3)

Losses

German

Reoords(4)

Targets attackedvD

No. yc
Sorties

No, VC
•Reaction’ (2)

M

Losses
VJl
VO
ON

(A.D.G.B.) 6Pas de Calais

Crossbow Targets, Railway )
Centres, Beaches )
Hirson Railvray Centre )
North west Germany, )
North France )

8 3 Weather Recces
7 Photo/Weather Recces

186 25101
1 Bomber Support
2 Rodeos

(inc, 21
on grd,)2nd T.A.F.

+ 65
2 Fighter Bomber
Attacks

2 Bomber Support

Crossbow Targets
Hasselt Railway Centre,)
Targets in Germatiy )
North Prance )
Airfields, Beaches, )
Rivers North Prance )

468 328IX A.P.2 Fighter Sweeps
11 Photo Recces

tfo
so
CN

)Airfields North Prance

South west of Brest
1 Ranger
1 Instep
4 Shipping and

Weather Recces

1 Bomber Support
5 Photo Recces

9

220A.D.G.B,

Ostend, Ushant, Di^pe
Stavoran Railwsy Centre
Beach Defences

North France
North Prance

Targets North west
Germany

9

(on grd.)
+ 20

2nd T.A.P. 50

)1 Pi^.ter Sweep
4 Bomber Support; ]

10242 4IX A.F.

9

1
South west of Brest

Nort:h France, Holland
10 1 Instep

6 Weather Recces
18A.D. G.B«

o

N)
VO

1

)) ))



) )) )

G.A.P.R.A.P.Ul

G^ype of

Operation

Date

^ 1 1944

cr\
vD

Targets attacked Losses

R.A.P, German

Claims(3) Records (4)

Losses
No. A/C

•Reaction' (2)
No. A/C
Sorties

LossesUl
MD

April

10 2 Bomber Support Le Havre Charleroi Railway)
t Centres

Channel Area

Netherlands, North Prance

15
(inc. 4

grcL.)on

631742nd T.A.P. 31 Roadstead

5 Photo Recces
2 Pieter Bomber
Attacks

3 Bomber Support
5 Photo /ifeather Recces North Prance
1 Bomber/Pighter
Bomber Support

Hasselt Railw

Airfields No

ay Centre
Namur, Evreux/^''^'’^14e 2 5IX A.P. 307

54rth Prance 572 4VIII A.P.
ca
t?d

1
voI  11 North Prance ,

South west of Brest

Chari eron/Montignies,
Targets N.W. Germany

6 Photc/Weather Recces Airfields, Rivers,
Coastal Defences

Crossbcw Targets, Denair/
Prouvy airfield
Airfields North Prance

Crossbow Targets, Targets )
in N.W. Germany
Gael

Conde - Beaumesnil-

Le Havre

North Prance

7 Weather Recces
1 Instep
2 Banber Support )

2 Pieter Bcmber
Attacks

2 Rangers
5 Bomber Support

)
)1 Pieter Bcmber Attack

1 Pieter Sweep

5 Photo/Weather Recces

Q

u 30 1 3A,D. G.B.
1-3

H3

6 8115209

(on grd.) (inc, 5
grd.)

on
2nd T.A.P.

+ 43

9

(inc, 2
grd.)

10327IX A.P.
on

o

K)
VO



^ !
U R.A.P. G.A.P.l
VJ1 i
ON i

O^ype of
Operation

Date

19M*-S Losses

R.A.P-

Claims(5)

Losses

Geiman

Records (4)

Targets attacked
No. yc
Sorties

No. A/C. .
•Reaction*(2)LossesVJl

KD
CO

f^ry.
Crossbow Target1 Pieter Protection

5 Shipping and
V/eather Recces

1 Instep
2 Pighter Bomber

Attacks

6 Bomber Support

12

27A.D. G.B.Morlaix, Brest
S.¥, of Brest

)i
CrossboiT Targets
Haine St. Pierre,
Monceau siir Sambre,
Hirson, St. Ghislain
Railway Centres, Crossbow
Targets, Target in
Germany
Crossboti,'- Targets,
Airfields North Prance

Targets in Germary )

I

2A8 47 92nd T.A.P.
+ 20 oVO

CO

5 Photc/ViTeather Recces ^3

5 Bomber Support
2 Pighter Bomber
Attacks

4 Pighter Sweeps
5 Hiotc/Weather Recces

)
Crossbar Targets
Ncorth Prance

Railways, Crossbar
Targets, Airfields North
Prance

62559IX A.P.

S.W. of Brest
Airfields North Prance

13 1 Instep

4 Rangers
2 Offensive

Shipping Recces
1 Pieter Protection
5 Weather Recces

61A.D. G.B.
Channel Isles

Shipping Dutch Coast
Prench and Dutch Coasts )

SI
o

N»
!VO

) )) )



) )) )

G.A.F.R.A.F.
VJl
VJl

of

Operation
Date ;

im

o^ Losses

R.A.F.

Claiins(3)

Losses

Gennan

Records(4)

Targets attacked No. A/G
* Reaction’ (2)No. yc

Sorties

vO
IN3 Losses i

vO
VD

April
Batteries Dieppe,
Crossbow Targets, Namr,
Ronet Railway Centres

A Bomber Support13

16
2 Fighter Bomber
Attacks

2 Rangers

(inc. 10
on grd.)
+ 2A

219018A2na T.A.F. 3Crossbow Targets
Airfields France and
Denmark

Rivers, Airfields,
France, Belgium

Crossbovr Targets
Namur, Targets in Germany
Belgiiim, France

A Photo Recces

2 Filter Bomber
Attacks

7 Bomber Support
3 Photc/Weather Recces

16387 3IX A.F. vO
VO

t-3

Amiens

Danish Coast
1A 1 Photo Recce

1 Ranger
A Shipping and
Weather Recces

2 Filter Bomber
Attacks

1 Rodeo

2 Rangers
1 Fighter Protection
A Photo/Weather Recces

16 3A.D.G.B.
(on grd.)

Dutch Coast

Crossbow Targets
North Prance

Dreux, Chartres Airfields
Shipping Frisian Isles
Crossbovv Targets, etc
Prance

North Prance

•»

86 3022nd T.A.F.

2 Fighter Sweeps
1 Fighter Bomber
Attack

1 Fighter Escoirt
3 Photo/Weather Recces

O
1A5IX A.P.Thionville Airfield

do. N)
VO

Airfields North Prance



G.A.P.R.A.P.
Ul

cr\ i
i T^ype of

Operation

 Date Losses

R.A.F*

Claims^^;

Losses

Gernaa

Recordŝ 4

vD
Targets attacked I  No. VC

I  Sorties
No. A/0

’Reaction' (2)
IM :
Losses

)ON

o
o

! April

3 Shipping and
leather Recces

A Rangers

15
I
iI

(A.D.&.B.) 3French Coast

Brussels, Evreux, Conches,
Echauffour Airfields

Ghi slain Hail^.'ay Centre
North France

North France

I

5

(on grd.)
+ 14

42nd T.A.P. 54
1 Fighter Bomber Attack:
1 Photo Recce

1 Fighter Svreep

1  Shipping Recce
2 Rangers

1 Ranger
1 Weather Recce

2 Photo/Weather Recces

)

(3X A.F.) 51 3

10
)16 Boulogne

Airfields North France )
(7 on
grd.)

6A.D.G.B.

02

Dreux Airfield

North France

Cherbourg
Le Havre

iCareil

CrossbcsfiT Targets

I

17 8102nd T.A.F.

ii-3

IX A,F. 5

)
53VIII A.F.1 Baiaber Support

)North France

Cross boa*/ Targets,
Tvvo Coastal Batteries

North France

Dieppe
Coastal Batteries North )
France

Targets in Germany,
Coastal Batteries North

France

Crossbar Targets, Beach
Defences, North France

)

18 1 Ranger
3 Pieter Protection )

A.D.G.3. 35

1  Shipping Recce
4 Fighter Baaber

Attacks

3 Boraber Support
1

(on grd.)188 19 22nd T.A.P. !2!
O

+ 6

4 Photo Recces

) ) ))



) ))

G.A.F.i
R.A.F.

un j i
i Date i

\D :

19A4

H^Tpe of
Operation

Losses Losses

R.A.P. German

Claims (3) Records (4)

Taxgets attacked No. A/C
'Reaction'

No. yc
Sorties

ro
liosses

S
^ April
!  18

1
)Char'leroi/St. Martin

Railv/a^'" Centre

A Photo/¥eather Recces Prance and Lav Countries

2 Bomber Support
IZ A.P. 2A2

I

)A Crossbav Targets,
Ship)ping Terschelling

5 Pieter Protection!  19

71A.D.G.B.
3 Shipping and
l/eather Recces

1 Ranger
2 Fighter Escort

0 st end-Cadais

Airfields S.W. Prance

Malines Railway Centre,
Crossbav Target

Crossbav Targets,
Coastal Batteries

Rail'vrays, Beach Defences,
Crossbav Targets North
Prance

Namur, Hasselt Raili'iray
Centres

Targets in Germany
Rail-vvays etc. North
Prance

Crossbow Target

)
)
)

ii 1336 7432nd T.A.P. 28 Pieter Bomber
Attacks

11 Photo/Weather Recces

+ 20
1-3

>13

2 Pighter Bomber
AtWcks

2 Bomber Support
1 0 Photo/Vfeather Recces

192IX A.P.

I

A6VIII A.P.1 Bomber Support

1 S.W. of Brest
North Prance

Crossbav Targets
North Prance

1 Instep
2 Rodeos

A Pighter Protection
1 Ranger
1 Weather Recce

!  20

9183A.D.G.B.

O

to
vD



G.A.P.R.A.P.
Ul
VJl

Q^ype of
Operation

Si
i  -igVt

Losses Losses

R.A.P, I German
Claims(3) i Records(^)

Tairgets attacked No. A/G
'Reaction'

No. A/C
;  Sorties

Losses
a^!

B i

i April
!  20
i Gontd. 1Crossbov;- Targets

Shipping Ooster Scheldt
Airfields North Prance

Schiermonikoog Island
Coastal Defences, Rivers, ,
CrossbOTi- Targets Prance ^ )
N.¥. Prance

Plantes/ Gassicourt
Railway Centre
North Prance

Crossbow Targets,
i Airfields North Prance

)

)
)

A Bcanber Support

1 Pighter Roadstead
1 Ranger
1 Roadstead

7 Photo/Weather
Recces

3 Pieter Svfeeps
5 Pieter Bomber
Attacks

6 Hioto/Weather Recces
1 Bomber Support

66258 12nd T.A.P.

1289 1IX A.P.
}

\mi bd
it
o

20499VIII A.P. !.q
o
|

 ;

^
\3

 I 11-3

)Prench and Belgian
Coasts

North Prance

Orleans-ivlelun

7 Shipping and
Weather Recces

3 Rangers
1 Pighter Svreep
2 Pighter Bomber
Attacks

1 Bomber Support
13 Photo/'.’^eather Recces
4 Pieter Bomber

Attacks

21

) 23A,D,

)

i
1198 1 332nd T.A.P.I CrossboviT Targets

I  II II

North Prance

Montignies sur Sambre,
Namur, Hasselt,
Haine St. Pierre Railvray
Centres

Eindhoven

Crossboijv Targets,
Railwaji's etc. Pr^ce

I

2270 5IX A.P.

1 Pieter Sweep
12 Photo/Weather

Recces

)
)

s

N)
vO

) ))



)) ) )

G.A.F.R.A.P.
vn I

Q^rpe of
Operation

Datec^
I  Losses

E.A.F.

Claims(3)

Losses

German

Records (A-)

Targets attacked
No. A/C
Sorties

No. A/a
•Reaction’ (2)

ro
Losses

o^
o

April
(A.D.G.B.) 25Shipping Dutch Coast

Crossbow Targets, I'^Iirville)
Viaduct, Mantes-fessicourt)
Radl^ray Centre )
Crossbcaf Tajrgets, )
Targets in Gerraanj' )
France, Belgium, Holland )
Hasselt Area )
St, Qiislain, ilalines )
Railway Centres )
St, Ghislain. Targets )
in N.Vir, Gejcnany )
France, Belgi\im, Holland)

22 1 Fighter Protection
6 Fighter Bomber
Attacks

i

42nd T.A.F. 1 23 3375
8 Bomber Support

9 Photo/Weather Recces
1 Fighter Sv-reep
5 Fighter Bomber
Attacks

9 Bomber Support

8 Photo/Weather Recces

+ 25

655 210IX A.F.
o

:0

ii-3

)23 14 Shipping
Weather Recces

1 Fighter Protection
11 Fighter Bomber

Attacks

)
)

36A.D. G-. B.Dutch Coast

Crossbar Target
Crossbav Target, Mirvllle)
Viaduct, St. Oiislain
Railway Centres,
Etienville, Baupte
Bridges
Airfields France and

Belgium
Railway Targets, Crossbar)
Targets, St. Ghlslain, ')
Namur Railway Centres )
Railways, Beach Defences,)
Crossbar Targets France )
and Belgium )

10
3 Rangers

8 Bomber Support

(inc. 9 on
grd.)
+ 11

6464 2712nd T.A.F,

!2!
O

12 Photo/Weather
Recces

IND
\o



R.A.F. G.A.P.
vjn !

lype of
Operation

Date

iij 1944

CTN
vO Losses Losses

R.A.P. Geiman

Glaims(3) Records(4)

Targets attacked No, A/G
Sorties

No. A/G
•Reaction'

Losses
c^^ !

F

April

25 IHaine St. Pierre, Monceau
sur Sambre, Namur Railway
Centres

N.W. and Central Geimany

7 Fighter Bonber
Attacks

671IX A.P. 3
6 Fighter Sweeps
10 Photo/Neather

Recces

1 Filter Bomber Sweep

1
1 North France

France, Belgiura, Gerr/iany

Shipping Dutch Coast

I
38340 7Yin A.F.

)1 Filter Protection
4 Shipping and Weather

Recces

4 Offensive Patrols

24
) 30A.D.G.B.

)
)Dreux, CoastaJL Batteiy,

Ilirville Viaduct, Laon
Area

Amiens Railway Centre,
Canal Du Plessis,
St. Sauveur Bridge
Dieppe Harbour
U.3. Bomber Targets
Prance and Geiraany

7 Photo/Yfeather Recces North Prance
1 Pieter Bomber Attack Louvain Railvray Centre )
8 Bomber Support
6 Photc/Weather Recces

3 Fighter Bomber
Attacks

1 Pieter Roadstead
3 Fighter Escort

)Targets in Geimapy
North France and Belgium)

lo

)
)

56 6245 22nd T.A.P.

(inc. 5 on
grd.))

) + 53

9

(ino, 1
on grd.)

402 2IX A.P.

9

o

) )



)) ))

G.A.F.R.A.P.
Ul

CT\ ; Date

^ i 1944
n^ype of
Operation Targets attacked Losses

R.A.P.

Claiins(3)

Losses

No. yc
Sorties

No. yc, ̂
’Reaction' (2)

GeLosses man

Records(4)
CTs

o
VJ1

)1 Rodeo

4 Rangers
1  Instep
1 Shipping and

V/eather Recce

1 Offensive

Shipping Recce
5 Rangers
1 Rodeo

3 Pieter Sweeps
1 6 Fighter Bcmber

Attacks

Noirth Prance

North Prance

S.W. of Brest

25
)

A.D, G. B, 37
North Prance

)
)St. Halo

North France

N.W, Germany
North Prance

Crossbow Targets,
Pollighy and other
Bridges North Prance
Girossbow Targets,
Targets in Germany
North Prance

Bayeux -Morlaix
Targets in Germany
I'jlalines, St. Ghislain
Rail^iray Centres,
Coastal Batteries

North Prance

Airfields, Crossboiif
Targets Noirth Prance

St, Halo, St, Peter Port, )
Sept Iles-Ile de Batz
Brest Peninsula

Shipping Morlaix
Crossbow Targets,
Shipping Dutch Coast

;

)
\

J

)
)
)

)

26 I!i
(inc. 21
on grd.)

631 10 52nd T.A.P, 3 o
U1

,i-e le

6 Bomber Support

9 Photo/Weather Recces
1 Fighter Sweep
2 Bomber Support
13 Pieter Bomber

Attacks

18

(inc. 16
grd.)on

248K A.P. 2

7 Photo/Weather Recces
2 Bomber Support 16638VIII A.P.

26 5 Shipping and
Weather Recces

1 Ranger
1 Fighter Roadstead
3 Fighter Protection

o

76 1A.D.G.B.
N)
M3



G.A.F.R.A.F.
VJ1
Ul

Type of
Operation

^ I Date
^ i 1944

i

o I
o^ I

Losses

R.A.F. ^
Claims(3;

LossesTargets attacked No, A/0
•Reaction' (2)

I No. A/0\
j  Sorties j

i Ge Losses iroan

Records (4)I

j_Apry, I

j  CrossLow Targets,
! Mirville Viaduct, Bridges
j North France, Mesnil-
i klauger Station
I Le Havre, Charleroi,
Cambrai, Juvincourt
St. Ghislain

26 10 Filter Bomber
Attacks

6 1i  190 42nd T.A.F.
)4 Offensive Patrols

3 Bomber Escort
9 Photo/Weather Recces North Prance
5 Filter Bomber
Attacks

2 Offensive Patrols

7 Bomber Escort

llantes-CJassiccurt,
Louvain Railiivay Centre
Pecamp-Rheims-Le Treport
liantes-Gassicourt,
Louvain, Lille,
Taxgets in Getmany

i  18 Photc/WeatherRecces France, Belgium
1 Fighter Bomber Attack! Cormeilles-en-Vexin

Airfield

Ushant, Morlaix, Channel )
Isles, Dieppe, Ostend,
Belgian Coast

i 2 Fighter Roadsteads Shipping Morlaix
1 Offensive

i  Shipping Recce
3 Pieter Protection

)
)

)  '
)

9 Shipping and
Weather Recces }

i

Bay of Biscay
Shipping Hook-Texel,

)

 IX A.F. 434 4 o!p o^

28VIII A.F. i

27

132A.D.G.B.

Bethune Rail-way Centres

S!
O

) ) ) )



) ) ))

G.A.P.R.A.P.
Ui

T3^e of
Operation

Date 1

19A4-

cr\
Losses

R.A.P.
Claims U)

LossesTargets attackedVO

No. A/C
' Reaction'

No. A/G
Sorties

ro
GeLosses (2) Eeoo^^OOV

■3
April

)Crossbow Targets, Baupte, ,
Etienville, Pont de la )
Rocque Bridges, llirville
Viaduct, Mesnil l-'iauger
Railway Centre,

! Coastal Batteries
Airfields North Prance

)
)

15 Pighter Boraber
Attacks

27

23
(inc. 18

grd.)on
639 31 52nd T.A.P. 3

3 Rangers
1 Offensive Patrol
A Bomber Support

t!

)Bethune, Hendiere,
U.S. Boraber Targets Prance

15 Photo/VfeatherRecces: North Prance
1 0 Pi^ter/Bcmber

Attacks
Charleroi-laon

i
o )tignies,

Haine St. Pierre,
St, Qiislain, Creil,
I'fent e s-Gas sicourt

5
ih3 t-3

475 3IX A.P.

)ItI It

5 Pighter Escort
7 Photo/'Veather Recces North Prance
2 Bomber Support Crossbovr Tar

)
)gets,

Airfields North Prance 6 7VIII A.P. : 1005Comeilles-en-V exin
Airfield

1 Rodeo

28 1+ Shipping and
Weather Recces

1 Rodeo
Prench and Belgian Coasts
Cherbourg Peninsula

1SA.D. G.B. §

O

IN3
vO



G.A.P.R.A.P.
VJl
Ul

Date

1944

[[^’pe of
Operation

a^

I  Losses
R.A.F.
ClaimsC5)i

i

LossesTargets attackedvO

^  No. A/G, ̂
osses t jieg^Q^j_Qn* (2)

No. A/G
Sorties

Geman

Records(^)a^
o
C3 I

)Baupte Bridge,
Crossbow Targets
Airfields North France
Coast Line North France

1-Iantes Gassicourt Eailway )
Centre, Crossboiv Targets, )
U.S, Bomber Targets France )
North France )
Laor/Athies, Laory' )
Couvron, Eheims/Champagne,)
Juvincourt, Creil
Airfields

Eheims area

Noirth France

Crossbow Targets,
Airfields No2rfch Itrance

i
)

)

)
)

28 4 Filter Bomber
Attacks

3 Bangers
2 Offensive Patrols

5 Bomber Escort

Contd.

356 14 2 522nd T.A.F.

(on grd.)

7 Ehoto/Weather Recces
5 Fighter Bomber
Attacks

-  ii
IQ205IX A.F. o

03

1 Filter Siveep
4 Photo/Weather Recces
3 Bomber Support

th3
i|-3 1

9534 3YIII A.F.

Destroyer lie Vierge
French Coast,
lie Yierge-St. l^ialo

3 Fighter Roadsteads
3 Shipping and
Weather Recces

29 /

]
94A.D.G.B.

I

1

:o

I

' ro
i'vD

)) ))



) )) )

G.A.F.R.A.P.

VJl

Type of
Operation

Date

19lt4

ON Losses

R.A.P.

ClaimsC5)

Losses

Gernia

RecordsL
Targets attacked No. k/G

•Reaction’
No. A/C
Sorties

vO

N)
Losses

)cr\

O
vO

I
April

Abancourt Raidvraiy Centre, )
Etretat Flak Position, )
Mesnil Mauger Railway )
Centre, Etienville Bridge )
St, klalo,

j Destroyer lie Vierge
Tours, Munster,
Eindhoven Airfields

Targets in GeraiarQr, Mantes
Gassicourt, Creil, Cambrai,
Abancourt Railway Centres
North Prance

Bvreux/Pauvllle,
Rennes Railway Centres
Targets in Germany
Prance

)
)

)

)

A Fighter Bomber
Attacks

29

i Contd.

i

3 Fighter Roadsteads 62367 2 432nd T.A.P.
+ 2A

2 Rangers

A Fighter Escort

S  I1 0 Hioto/Weather Recces
2 Pieter Bomber
Attacks

A Filter Escort
A Photo/Weather Recces

H3
9:i-3

(inc, 3
on grd.)

828AEC A.F.

)30 1 Offensive

Shipping Recce
1 Fighter Protection
3 Shipping and
Weather Recces

1 Roa.eo

) 2Destroyer Lezardrieux
Ushant-Sept lie

St. Male,
I North Prance
North France

) (1
39A.D.G.B. Pilot

saved)

Q



G.A.P.R.A.P.Q )
vn

Type of
Operation

Date

19Mf
Losses

R.A.P.

Glaims(3)

Losses

Gennan

Records (4)

Targets attackedvO

Wo. k/G
’Reaction’

Wo. h/G
Sorties

ro

Losses (2)0^

o

April
)Crossbow Targets, Baupte

Bridge, Fecamp, Abancourt
Railway Centres,
Battery Pontenay

18 Pieter Bomber
Attacks

30I

Contd.

)
+ 1325741 552nd T.A.P.do.5 Filter Escort

1 Ranger
1 0 Vfeather/ Shipping

Recces

8 Fighter Bcmber
Attacks

(on grd.)Metz Area

Worth Prance

i  Cormeilles, Creil, Anus,)
Cambrai, Douai, Mont )
Gassicourt, Bethune ) :l Q

2573 2IX A.P.do.3 Pieter Escort
1 Pieter Sweep
16 Photo/Weather

Recces

3 Bmber Support

o

Tours -Chart re s-Rouen

Railways, Crossbow-
Targets etc. Prance
Crossbow Targets,
Airfields Worth Prance

t-3
!i-3

)
675Yin A.P.

)

14ay
)Railway Targets Worth

Prance

Calais-Dunkirk,
Destroyer Pontusvai
Worth Prance

1 1 Pieter Protection

22A.D, G.B.2 Shipping Recces

)1 YiTeather Recce

o

! M
VO

) ))



)) ))

G.A.P.R.A.P.

Losses

German

Records

vn Losses
VJl 3^e of

Operation
Date

im |No» A/O Losses
iSorties

No. A/G
•Reaction

/  Ni R.A.P.

*  .ClaljasO)
ON

Targets attackedvO
N)

ON

May N

CrossboiT Taargets,
Abancourt Railvray Centre
Rortli Pmnce

Hirson, ilantes Gassicourt, )
Douai, Abancourt, Charleroi)
Cambrai Evreux,
Valenciennes Railway
centres

North Prance

Haine St. Pierre, Arras,
Namur, St. Ghislain,
Amiens, Valenciennes
Railway Centres,
Orly Airfield
North Prance and

Netherleinds

Railway Targets North
Prance

Railv"/ay Centres, etc.
North France

Crossbow Targets, Railway
centres Prance, Belgium

)
)
)
/

)

)
)

N

)

2 Pieter Banber
Attacks

3 Fighter S\'/’eeps
10 Fighter Escort

1

Contd.

1

(on grd.)104142nd T.A.P.
+ 5

4 Photo/lfeather Recces
14 Fighter Bomber

Attacks
w

lo
o

11 ,030Ev A.P.t-^ 7 Fighter Sweeps

14 Bcsmber Escort

9 Photq/Weather Recces

62 Bomber Support 766 3VIII A.P.

)Dunkirk

North Prance

Calais-Plushing
Shipping Lezardrieux
Airfields North Germany )
Valenciennes, Blanc
klisseron Railway Centres )

)

1 Shipping Recce
5 Weather Recces
1 Rodeo

1 Pigliter Roadstead
1 Ranger
2 Pieter Protections

2

11

(10 on
grd.)

127A.D.G.B.

O

ho
NO



G.A.F.R.A.P.
VJ1
VJI

^Cype of
Operation

Date

19AA

ON

Losses

R.A.P.

Claiins(3)

Losses

German

Records(4)

Tairgets attacked Ro. A/C
' Reaction’ (2)

No. A/C j
Sorties

vD

IND

Losses
cr\

I

ro

May
7 Fighter Bomber Attacks! Baupte, Etienville Bridges,)

jMirville Viaduct, Iflantes )
Gassicourt, Mesnil/llauger )
Railvray Centres )
Cambrai-Brussels )
Tours Area )
Namur, Busigny, )
Valenciennes R^lway )

I Centres, iVIirville Viaduct )
North France

Le Pians, Aulnoye,
Tergnier, Hasselt,
Nantes, Tourcoing,
Charleroi, St. Martin/
Montignies, Somain
Railway Centres,
Peronne Airfield

1 Fighter Svreep
1 Ranger
A Fighter Escort

]9 Photo/Meather/
Shipping Recces

10 Fighter Bomber
Attacks

)

3

2

Contd

125302nd T.A.P. 3

ca
t?d

lO

>3

639 1 4IX A.F.

do.10 Fighter Escort
3 Fighter Sweeps
7 Photc/Weather Recces
1 Bcmber Support

North France

)
97VIII A.F.iCrossbow Target

)Cherbourg
North Ihrance

Destroyer Pontusval

2 Shipping Recces
1 Rodeo

2 Roadsteads

3
) A.D.G.B. 94

)

O

vO
I

1f) )



1 )))

G,A.P.R.A.F.
U1
VJi

[Type of
Operation

^ Date
^ 19A4.

LossesLosses

R.A.P.
Glaims(3)

No. VC, ,
•Reaction*(2)

Targets attacked No. yc
Sorties

GeLosses niian

Recordsv^)

!

y I 8 Pieter Bomber
Ccntd. Attacks

Crossbow Targets, Baupte, )
Touffreville en Eu Bridges,)
Pormerie PLailway Centre
Destroyer He de Vierge
Laval-Rennes-Chat eauneuf, )
Orleans, VillaLroche,
Beaumont Airfields,
Abancourt Railvray Centre
North Prance

Crossbow Targets
Bayeux-Nant e s
North Prance

’)
)

)
)

)
)
)

1 Fighter Roadstead
1 Pigiiter Sweep
1 Pieter Escort

1783 442nd T.A.P.
(on grd.)

9 Photo/Weather Recces
1 Fighter Bomber Attack
1 Fighter Sweep
11 Photo/Weather Recces

j

137IX A.P.

H]
iO

)Merchant Vessel Ostend

(aboi’tive)
Airfields North Prance

Pontusval, Cherbourg,
Guernsey, Casquettes
Crossbow Targets

1 Roadstead4
)

415A.D.G.B.3 Rangers
3 Shipping Recces

2 Fighter Bomber Attacks
1 Fighter Escort
5 Photo/Weather Recces
1 Filter Sweep
5 Fighter Escort

.  ) 4

(on grd.)35350 12nd T.A.F.It

+ 4
North France
Ghent Area

Le Treport, Staples,
Bethune Raal'way Centres,

Targets in Germany
North France

re
1)  IX A.F. 211

1 0 Photo/Weather Recces
o

to
vO



R.A.I’. G.A.P.VJ1
vn
C7^

lype of
Operation

Date

1944

vO
Targets attacked Losses

R.A.P

Claims(3}

Losses

German

Records (4)
No, A/G
Sorties

Ko. Vo, ,
'Reaction'

ro

Losses

-P-

1 Offensive

Shipping Recce
3 Weather Recces

5
)
\

Dutch Coast

Boulogne j, Cherbourg,
Gruvelines

French and Belgian Coasts
Metz Airfield

Hazebrouck, Motteville
Railway Centres
North Prance

Cambrai Eailwa^^ Centre
North Prance

Yalenciennes, Scanain
Railv'ay Centres

(4 on
gr^.)

16 1A.D.G.B.

2 Shipping Recces
1 Ranger
2 Fighter Bonber
Attacks

5 Fighter Siveeps
1 Filter Escort
4 Photo/Weather Recces
2 Fighter Baaher Attacks

) !
I

)
)
) 378 12nd T.A.P. 30 4 3

)
)

II
Ed

) -F-

1 il-31-3 96IX A.P.
do.2 Filter Escort

2 Weather Recces North Prance

)North France6 8 Rodeos

3 Shipping/Weather
Recces

2 Rhubarbs

2 Fighter Svreeps

)
81 1A.D, G. j3.)t!

)Airfields North France

Douai, Metz,
Rheiins -Soi ss ons

Airfields Deruriark and

North Prance

Conteville Coastal

Batterer
North Prance

Nantes-Remes

Crossbcnf Target
North France

)

4 Rangers

2 Fighter Escort

3 Photo/Weather Recces
1 Filter Sweep
1 Fighter Escort
3 Photo/vVeather Recces

(2 on
grd.)

) 138 1 10 12nd T.A.P.

(on grd.))

O

EC A.P. 113 ro
ivn

)

) ))



) ))

G.A.F.R.A.F.
U1

VJ1

Type of
Operation

_ Date
^ ! 1944

Ci^
VD Losses Losses

Geniian

Records (4)

Taf'gets attacked I  Ko. A/G i p A p
I  ‘Reaction’(2)

Wo. A/G
Sorties

Losses I

VJI

!  M;
118VIII A.F.Crossbov’; Targets1 Pi^iter Bomber Attack

Contd.

7  j6 Shipping Recces
i)Calais, Boulogne,

He Vierge, Pontusval,
Lezardrieux, St, Llalo,
St, Peter Port.
Worth Prance

)
)

94A.D, G.B,i
4 Weather Recces

2 Rangers
1 Rodeo

2 Fighter Protection

(abortive) )
)If

Railway and Crossbo';r
Targets Worth France
Crosshair Targets, Oissel
Bridge, Arras, Motteville, )
Pornerie Railway Centres,
Tancarville Bridge and
Lock, Cap du Hode Radar
Station, Montforb Oil
Storage
Munster, Oldenburg, Paris
Targets in Germargrj
Cambrai, Valencieimes,
Aerschot Railway Centres,
CrossbCTv Targets
Worth France

)19 Fighter Bomber
Attacksii-3

4

(inc. 1 on
grd.)

786 37342nd T.A.P.

3 Filter &veeps
7 Pieter Escort

S
5 Photo/Weather Recces

o

N)
Ml



R.A.P. G.A.P.
VJI
ON ■pype of

Operation
Date i No, A/O. i l

'Reaction’ (2; | :t'\;  ClaimsU;

vD Targets attacked LossesNo. yc
Sorties

ro

Losses German

Records (^)
C^ i

C^> i

I  Yisor
)Rouen, Vernon, I^antes

Gassicourt, Oissel, Orival )
j  Bridges, Namur, Tourcoing, )
j  Bethune Railway Centres, )
;  St, Andre sur L’Eure
j Airfield
j North France

N

i

i  7 !8 Fighter Bomber
Gontdj Attacks

1 ,001EC A.F. 10 1

6 Fighter Ss^reeps
jl 0 Fhoto/l/eather Recces
1 Bomber Support

!I n

68Liege Raalii/ay Centre VIII A.P.

Di^pe, Denmark, Boulogne )
Brussels
North France

8 13 Shipping Recces
|1 Weather Recce
A Rodeos
6 Fighter Psrotection

^ I
i cr\

N
215A.D.G.B.CrossbCTv Targets, Railways, j

Coastal Batteries North

France, Dinard/Pleurtuit
Airfields

Crossbovf Targets, Douai, )
Moorsele, I'-Iardyck )
Airfields, Serqueux, )
Aer^chot, Bethune, )
Busigny Raiittfay Centres )

’)
1

1A Fighter Bomber
Attacks

hr
(inc. 2 cn63880 2 12nd T.A.F.

grd.)
+ 42A Pieter Escort

A Photo/Weather Recces
do.

North France

!P

) ) ) )



)) )

G.A.P.R.A.P. .
Ui
vn

of

Operation
o^ Date Losses

German

Records(4)

Losses

R.A.P
Claims(5

*Reactio^?2)NoTargets attacked No. A/0
Sorties Losses

)Si
i

I'-Iantes Gassicourt, Oiagny, )
Mezieres, Sedan Bridges,
St. Andre sur L'Bure,
Conches A.irfields,
Cambrai, Denain Railway
Centres

North Prance

VIII A.P, Targets,
Crossbar Targets
North Prance, Belgiiira, etc.
Railway Centres, Crossbar)
Targets Prance and
Belgium

}

)

8  7 Pighter Bomber
Contd, Attacks

I

874 4 9E A.P.

3 Pighter Sweeps
5 Pighter Escort

20 Fhoto/Neather Recces
2 Bomber Support

82vm A.P.
-j

1-3

)Nieuport-West erschelde ,
Ostend, Dunkirk
French and Dutch Coasts

North Prance

9 3 Offensive

Shipping Recces
5 Shipping Recces
1 Weather Recce

6 Rodeos

1 Fighter Protection

)
)

2143A.D. G, B,

II

I
Crossbar Targets

O

ro



G.A.F.R.A.F.
VJl
VJl

Type of
Operation

(T\ Date

1944
Losses

R.A.P.

ClaimsC3)

Targets attacked Losses

Geiraan

Records (4)

No. A/C
'Reaction' (2)

No. A/C
Sorties

Losses
ON ,

CO

May i

Crossbow Targets, Foret d’ )
Arques Amraunition Dump, ,
St, Denis d'Arclon Raii'/ay )
Station, Serqueux, Rouen,
Sotteville Railway Centres,
lialaunay, Orival,
Tancarvdlle Bridges,
Long Lock
N.lf, -Germany, North France
Valendiernes, Aex^chot,
Bussigny Railway Centres,
Coastal Batteries

North France

Crossbow Targets, Calais, )
Coastal Batteries, Arras, )
Monceau sur Sambre,
x^antes Gassicourt,
I-'Iezieres Bridges
North France and Belgium
Yin aiid n U.S. Bomber

Command Targets
North France

Airfields, Railway
Centres, France, Belgium,
Luxembourg

)

)
)

\

)

)

)

)

9  I17 Fighter Bomber
AttacksCcnfcd.

29

 2nd T.A.F. 6 (inc. 24
grxaind)

912 3

i

\2 Fighter Sweeps
16 Fighter Escort

I

03

3 Photo/ifeather Recces
12 Fighter Bomber

I  Attacks

!L-
'1-3

1,619 EC A.F. 25

6 Filter Sweeps
6 Filter Escort

I17 Rhoto/Weather Recces
H Bonber Support

622 7VIII A.F, 4

jo
!

vO

) ) ) )



)) ) )

G.A.P.R.A.P.
VJl

I^ype of
Operation

^ Date
19^44

I

Losses j Losses
R.A.P. ! German

Claijas(3) : Records(4)

ITargets attacked No. Vg k j No. A/G, , i
Sorties bosses | t j^gQ^Q-^ion'(2)a^

'.O

yj^y
'l5 i5 Insteps

6 Shipping Reoces
1 Weather Recce

1 Rodeo

3 Pieter Protection

1 6 Pieter Bomber
Attacks

S.W. of Brest

North Prance, Holland
North Prance

1140A.D.G.B.)It

Railimy Targets North
Prance

Crossboif Targets, Long Lock,^
Orival, Belleville, Malannay,
Bridges,, Amiens/Longeau
Railway Centre, Poret d’
Arques Ammunition Dun^
Plorennes, Brussels,
Greil-Rheims-Laon

Yin and IZ U.S. Bcmber

Goriimand Targets
North Prance

Valenciennes Railway

Centre, kiantes Gassicourt
Railv/-ay Bridge, Busigny,
Bethune, Gambrai,
Tourcoing Railv.'ao'’ Centres,
Mohan Bridge, Lille,
Ba^aume, Rheiras/Chairgjagne
Airfields

North Prance

Rail\'/ay Centres North
France

North Fraince

Rail^rays, Airfields,
Prance and Belgium

)

)

)

10 53701- 52nd T.A.P.
(inc. 2 on

grd.)
li
IQ

@
2 Fighter Svreeps

+ 9
I

5 Fighter Escort

9 Photo/V/eather Recces
1 0 Fighter Bauber

Attacks

1IX A.P. 1,520 4

5 Fighter Sweeps
10 Fighter Escort

1 6 Ehoto/Weather Recces
1 Bonber Support

!2|
O

fO
85VIII A.P. vD



G.A.F.R.A.P.GTi
VJl !

^ i 19H
Date Tj^ge of

Operation
Losses

R.A.P.

Claims(3)

Losses

German

Eecords(4)

Targets attacked No. A/C, ,
Losses i *Reaction*(2)

No. A/C
Sorties!

CN !
I\3 i

May
)North Prance2 V/'eather Recces

2 Shipping Recces
2 Rangers
5 Rodeos

2 Pieter Protection
2A Fighter Bomber

Attacks

11

191A.D.G.B.Transportation North Prance
North Prance

Douai Marshalling Yards
CrKJssboiT Targets,
Charleroi/St. I'4artin,
Valenciennes, Douai,
Pormerie, Toiffreville, y
Charleroi/Monceau Railnray )
Centres, Cap d’ Antifer, )
Le Treport Radar Station )
Crossbow Targets )
North Prance )
Crossbow Targets, Arras,
Bethune, Toumai, Cambrai,
Lille, Oriel, Valenciennes,
Monceau sur Sambre Railway
Centres

IX U.S. Bomber Command and

Pieter Bomber Targets
Pecanrp-Angei*s
North Prance

Railvray Centres, Prance
and Belgium

)

) 8

(inc. 4 on
grd.)

719 4 552nd T.A.F.

o

+ 9
O

3 Fighter Escort
4 Photo/Weather Recces
9 Pieter Bomber
Attacks

151,145 4IX A.P.

19 Pi^iter Escort

1 Filter Siveep
8 Photo/Weather Recces
2 Bomber Support

}
/

8718 5VIII A.P.

o

vO

) ) )



) )) )

G.A.F.R.A.F.
VJl

' Date

^ i 19A4.
IJype of

Operation
Losses

R.A.F.

Clalms(3)

LossesTargets attacked tro. A/c
Reaction’

No. A/C I
Sorties [

GeLosses i
i

rraan

Records(^)
 I

cr\
IV)

)North French Coast

North France

12 2 Weather Recces

5 Shipping Recces
1+ Rodeos

1 Filter Ramrod
2 Fighter Roadsteads
6 Fighter Protection

i

)

168 1A.D.G.B.CrossboviT Target North France
St, I'^ialo

Crossboi''/- Targets North
France

Crossbav Targets Eailwaj^s )
North France, Femoanville/
Cherbourg Radar Station,
La Riviere, Asnelles sur
Mer Coastad Batteries

Dennark

Railway Targets, VIII
U.S. Bomber Gommand

Targets
North France

Railv’ay Bridge Liege,
Ilasselt, Staples,
Herenth^s Bridges
Vni and Hi U.S. Bomber

Command Targets
Client Area

North France

)

)
)

36 Fighter Bomber
Attacks

6
jOT

(inc, A on8 1192A2nd T.A.F. to

grd.)
1 Ranger
7 Fighter Escort

He
+ 68!I-3

5 Photo/Weather Recces
8 Fighter Bcmber
Attacks j

22

(inc. 15
grd.)on

657 13EC A.F.14 Fighter Escort

1 Filter Sweep
19 Photo/Weather Recces

O

\D



G.A.F.R.A.F.
VJI
vjn

Type of
Operation

DateO'N
Losses

R.A.F.

Glaims(3)

Losses

Geraan

Records (4)

Tar-gets attacked No. A/C
’Reaction’

No. VC
Sorties

■T)

(2)Losses
ON
I\D !
N) I

13 15 Shipping Recces
12 Y/eather Recces
i1 Instep
2 Rodeos

4 Fighter Protection

IFrench and Dutch Coasts )
He Brehat-Ile Vierge
S.W. of Scillies
North Prance

Tourcoing Railway Yards
Convoy near Rouen,
Douai Railway Yards
Rail Centres and Road

Crossings North France
Nori;h Prance, N.V/. Gemiany )
North Prance

Namur, Toumai RaiHray
Centres, Herenthals
Bridge, Airfields N.W,
Gemiany
VII and E U.S, Bomber
Command Targets
North France and
Netherlands

)

)
)
)

)

I

198A.D, C, B,

I

I■37 Fighter Bomber
j  Attacks
!5 Filter Sv/eeps
9 Photo/Yfeather Recces
4 Fighter Bomber

Attacks

3
(on grd.)772 2712nd T.A.P. 3
+ 21

'in
ro

!o ro

H3;ie 28

(inc, 15
on grd.)

E A.F. 727 9

14 Pieter Escort

j22 Photo/Weather Recces
I

iS.W. of Scillies
French and Dutch Coasts

14 2 Instep
j6 Shipping Recces
j3 Y/eather Recces
15 Rodeos
j1 Rhubarb
2 Rangers

1
ft fttf

North France

Transportation North France )
Cabourg, Hagenau, Luxeuil
Airfields

Convey North Ameland

)
87 1 2A.D.G.B. i;

(1 on
grd.)

>2;
o

1 Fighter Protection
ro

ivO

)) ) )



)) ))

G.A.P.R.A.P.
VJl

of

Operation

o^ ; Date

>5 ! 1%4
LossesLosses

R.A.P.
Claims!3)

Targets attacked no. k/o
’Reaction’ (2)

No. k/Q
Sorties

German

Records(^)
Losses

ON
K) ,
Vj4

I Jfey
I  1A 1 Pieter Bomber Attack Douvres/Caen Radar Station
j Contd. 2 Offensive Patrxjls
I  I 3 Photo/V^eather Recces
i  I 9 Photo/Weather Recces

5 Shipping Recces
5 Yfeather Recces
1 Roadstead

Caen, Pstris Area
North Prance

North Prance

Prench and Dutch Coasts

North Prance

De st rqy er/lwline s\’re eper

15

253k.2nd T.A.P.
(on grd.)

(K A.P.) '10

)

Abervrach

Railvray Facilities North
Prance

Transportation and Airfields
North Prance

Gisors, Gleraiont RaiP/ray
Centres, Douvre^La
Deliverance Radar Station )
North Prance

IX U.S. Bomber Coraraand and

Pieter Bomber Targets
North Prance

)

)

)

42A.D. G.n,
2 Fighter Protection Ico

M  I ro

2 Rangers

6 Pieter Bomber
Attacks

) :i-3

'. 1-3

1815542nd T.A.P.2 Fighter Sweeps
8 Pieter Escort

3 Photo/Weather Recces
2 Fighter Bomber
Attacks

1 Pieter Svreep
3 Fighter Escort

8 Photo/Weather Recces
1 Bomber Support

(on grd.)

Gael, Cliartres Airfields
South of Prance

Gael, Chartres, Douvain-
ProuvA'" Airfields

North Prance

Crossbovj- Target

2)  IK A.P. 117

(on grd.) !

197VIII A.P. o

K)
VO



(

Ul ?
Ui It
CA ;■i

G.A.P.R.A.P.

of

Operation
 Date
19244

vO Losses
R.A.P.

Claims(3)

Losses
German

Records (4)

Targets attacked No. VC
‘ Reaction'

No. A/0
Sorties

M

(2)Lossesas

) 8North Prance
Prench and Belgian Coasts )
Airfields N.'f. Germany )
North Prance
Chateaudur/Orleans Airfield
North Prance

16 3 Weather Recces
3 Shipping Recces
2 Rangers
3 Pieter Sireeps
1 Ranger
4 Photo/Weather Recces

(11 on
grd.)

20 1A.D. G.B,

I 53 192nd T.A.P.

)Prench Coast
ti

Shipping Dunkirk - Calais )
N.W. of Scillies
North Prance
Ghievres Airfield (abortive
Denmark )
Railv/aj'' Chartres-Le Mans )
No2rfch Prance

Nieuport-Hooli/ Calais-
Trouville
North Prance

II tl

Channel Islesj Prench and
Belgian Coasts
North France

)

)

i

5 Shipping Recces
3 Weather Recces
1 Rhubarb

2 Insteps
1 Rodeo

1 Ranger
1 Ranger
1 Photo Recce
1 Offensive Patrol

17

40
I

O
7i

H3

62 72nd T.A.P.

(IK A.P.)
9 + 6
2

18 2 Offensive Shipping
Recces

1 Rodeo

3 Weather Recces
7 Shipping Recces

42A.D, G.S,

12 Offensive Patrols

4 Photo/Weather Recces
287 2 552nd T.A.P.tlt)

is
o

r\D
v£)

)) ) )



))) )

G.A.F.R.A.P.
VJ1
U1

(T\
5type of
Operation

Date

im

Losses

German

Records(^)

Losses

R.A.P.

ClaimsC3)

Targets attacked No. yo I
Sorties |

■
Ho. A/G

'Reaction'

\0
ro

 Losses
o^ 1
rsD I

French and Belgian Coasts )
North France

Transportation North France )
North France

3 Crossbow Targets, Dieppe,
Shipping Ushant
CrossbOTj- Targets,
Sortosville-en-Beaumont,
Lanmeur, Caen/Ro^'^^s,
Buchy Radar Stations,
Porraerie, Le Grand Verderet
Railiiray Centres, Soramercy )
Tunnel, Lebiez, Bailly-en- )
Riviere, St. Vaast Chateaux
(H.Q.), St. Denis d' Arclon
Railway Centre
North France

North France

Targets in Germany
North France

)

)

)

)

5 Shipping Recces
2 Weather Recces

2 Rangers
7 Rodeos

5 Fighter Protection

19

50 Fighter Bcmber
Attacks

2nd T.A.P. I 32127259A
+ 56

Qi ro
U1

ih

19 Offensive Patrols
9 Photo/Weather Recces
A Fighter Escort
11 Photo/Weather Recces
13 Fighter Bomber

Attacks

1 Fighter Bomber Attack

19823 2IX A.F.
(inc. 13

grd.)on

4VIII A.P.Landegg Lock

North France, Belgium
French and Belgian Coasts
Coastal Batteries

North France

9 Weather Recces
6 Shipping Recces
5 Fighter Protection
2 Rodeos

20

145A.D, G.B,
o

)
vX)



G.A.F.R.A.F.
VJl
VJl

of

Operation

Date

1944

o^

Targets attacked Losses

R.A.P

Clainis(3)

Losses

Geiraan

Records(4)

vD

Ko. A/C
Sorties

No. A/C
•Reaction’ (2)

ro

Losses
ON
ro !
ON

May
)CrossLow and Rail'way

Targets North France, ,
Touffreville-sur-Eu Railvray )
Bridge, St, Vaast Chateau )
Rail-ways etc. North France )
Creil Airfield

Qient, St. Martin,
Valenciennes, Bethime,
Toumai, Busigry, Mons,
Cambrai, Arras R^lway
Centres

North Prance

Vm and IX U.S. Bomber

Ccnmand Targets
North Prance

Airfields North France

)

)
)
)
)

20 33 Fighter Bcanber
Contd. Attacks

14

(inc. 12
on grd.)

7582nd T.A.P. 1 2

8 Offensive Patrols

1 Filter Escort
11 Fighter Bomber

Attacks

IX A.P. 1,493 5

3 Fighter Sweeps
10 Fighter Escort

9 Photo/‘7eather Recces
1 Bcmber Support

ON

1-3

597VIII A.P. 4 3

)21 North France

Dutch and Belgian Coasts)
Transportation and other)
Targets, Denmark )
Coastal Batteries North )
Fiance

Gun Position Bayeux
Railways North France
North France

Rail’ways North France
Abbeville Airfield

North France

Crossbow Target

)

)
)
)

4 Weather Recces

4 Shipping Recces
18 Offensive Patrols

222 5 2A.D.G.B.

1 Pieter Protection

)1 Fighter Bomber Attack
20 Offensive Patrols

3 Photo/Weather Recces
13 Offensive Patrols
2 Pieter Escort
2 Weather Recces

1 Bomber Support

) 240 172nd T.A.P. 5

)
t2|
o2

10IX A.F. 704
(on grd.)

NO

47VIII A.P.

) ) ) )



) )))

G.A.P.R.A.P.
VJ1
vn

T^rpe of
Operation

Losses

R.A.P.

Claiins(3)

Losses

German

Records(4)

CTn Date Targets attacked No. k/G
’Reaction’ (2)

No, VC
Sorties

vD
ro Losses

to

Jtlay
)North Prance

Prench and Belgian Coasts
Shipping Strike Dieppe,
Cherbourg
North Prance

Transportation North Prance )
Crxjssbca-r Targets, Tingry )
Switching Station, Cambrai)
Monceau-sur-Sambre,
Valenciennes Railway

Centres, Poret d'Arques
Ammo Dump

Transportation North
Prance, Dieppe/Caude Cote,)
Blanchez, Goderville,
Arromanches, Cap d’Antifer
Radar Stations

North Prance

DC U.S, Banber Command

Tar*gets
Prance and Netherlands

)
)

)

)

)

)

8 Wea.ther Recces

4. Shipping Recces
1 Pieter Protection

22

55 3 A.D.G.B.
1 Rodeo

2 Offensive Patrols

18 Pighter Bomber
Attacks

10

(inc. 7 on6568
ro2o 2nd T.A.P. -u

grd.)
19 Offensive PatrolsH3 + 6

4 Photo/Weather Recces
3 Pighter Escort

4 Photo/'.leather Recces
7 Pighter Bcmber

Attacks

1 Bomber Support

1 Pighter Bomber Attack

 DCA.P. 725 3

Rail'ways North Prance
Crossbow Targets
Hasselt Bridge

)
650 1VIII A.P.

)

3
o

to
■vO



G.A.P.E.A.U
U1
Ul
ON Oype of

Operation

Date

l9Vf

Losses

R,A»P,

ClaimsC 3)

Losses

Geiman

Records( 4)

Ho. A/C
»Reaction*(2)

Ho. A/c
Sorties

Targets attackedVD

Losses
crs
ivi
00

Transportation, Shipping and)
other Targets North Prince
Shipping Lezardrieixs
North Prance

Prench, Dutch, Belgian
Coasts

Shipping Lezardideux,
Dinaid/Pleu.rtuit Airfields,
Tactical Targets North
Prance

Pointe et Raz de la Percee,)
Lanmeur, Caer/Douvres,
Cap d*An.tifer, St. Yalerie-
en-Caux, Arrcsmanches,
Le Treport, Cap de la *
Hague, Cherbourg/
Pemanville, Pecsjnp,
Varengeville Radar
Stations

Tiansportation etc.
North Prance

)

23 7 Offensive Patrols

2 Roadsteads

A Weather Recces

1 0 Shipping Recces 17A 1A.D. G, B,

3 Pieter Protection

16 Pighter Bomber
Attacks

ro
00

!i^

A

(inc, 3 on
grd.)

332 72nd T*A.P. A

5 Offensive Patrols

13 Photo/Weathei;/
Shipping Recces

5 Pighter Bomber Attacks
9 Pieter Escort

9 Photo/Weather Recces
1 Bomber Support

)North Prance

Rail-vray Targets N.E, Prance )
VIII and IX Bomber Command

Targets (Airfields)
North Prance

Metz, Nancy, Epinal
Railway Centres
Hasselt Bridge

)
)

961 10IX A.P.

o

63A 1VIII A.P.
1 Pieter Bomber Attack ro

vO

)) )



)) )

G.A.F.R.A.F.

>01

Losses

R.A.F.

Claims(3)

Losses

German

Records(4)

a^ 5iype of
Operation

Date
Targets attacked No. A/C

’Reaction’ v2)
No. VC
Sorties

vO
N3

Losses
crs
rv)

'n

)i North Prance

French, Dutch, Belgian
Coasts

liiscellaneous Targets
North Prance

Evreux/Fauville Coastal.
Batteries, Lille/Vendeville
Airfield

Crosshow Targets, Buchy,
Le Grand Verderet,
Gamaches, Douai, Arras,
Bethune Railway Centres,

Hesdin, Saleux Petrol
Dumps, Pointe et Raz de
la Percee, Cap de la
Hague, Boulogne, Cap de
la Heve Radar Station,
Neufchatel H.Q.

Crossbow Taxgets, Gael,
Rennes, Vannes,
St, Brieuc Airfields
VIII and IX U.S. Banber

Connoand Targets
North France

Creil, Soissons, Verberie,)
Beaumont-sur-Oise Bridges )

)

A Y/eather Recces
5 Shipping Recces

2A

9 Offensive Patrols 315A.D.G.3.

2 Pieter Protection

26 Fighter Bomber
Attacks ^  li

22 roa
sD

(inc. 19
grd.)on

1720 A2nd T.A.P. ■He

(on grd.)
+ 35

)10 Fighter Bomber
Attacks

11,159 7IX A.P.
20 Fighter Escort

7 Photo/Weather Recces
2 Fighter Bomber Attacks

)
5216 3YIII A.F.

B
K)



R.A.F. G.A.P.
Ul I
VJI ' , i

i Date;
vD j '

^ : 19W-
ON i

;

O !

T^e of
Operation

Losses Losses

R.A.P. German

Claims(3) Records (4)

Targets attacked No. A/Cj
Sortiesi

i

No. A/C
Reaction’(2)Losses i!  I

I May
)French, Dutch, Belgian

Coasts

North Prance

Shipping and Transportation
North Prance

Shipping Cliannel Isles,
Chievres, Lille/Nord
Airfields

Crosshov/ Targets,
Armentieres, Gisors,
St. Ghislain, Buchy,
Amiens, Longeau,
Motteville Railivay

Centres, St. Cicely-
Gun Positions

Lille/Nord. Airfield,
VIII U, S. Air Force

Targets
North Prance and

Lctv Countries

Ghent/Brussels Railiffay
Centre, Le Mesnil Andelee,
Hasselt, Conflans,
St. lionorine Bridges
Vni and IX U.S. Bomber

Coraijiand Targets
North Prance

Airfields, Railway centres
France

)

)

j

)

8 Shipping Recces25
)

i  1 Weather Recce

5 Offensive Patrols
225A.D.G.B.)

)3 Pieter Protection

it
I
I 9 Fighter Banber

Attacks

o•o
O

33

(inc. 13
on grd.)

1 73292nd T.A.P.

2 Bomber Escort

7 Photo/Weather Recces

8 Fighter Bomber
Attacks

)
)

828 KIX A.P.

9 Fighter Escort

19 Photo/Weather Recces
1 Bomber Support

o

536 12 12VIII A.P. ro
v£>

)) ))



I ))

G.A.F.R.A.F.
U1
vji

lype of
Operation

Date

1944
Losses

R.A,F.

Claiins(3)

Losses

Gennan

Records (4)

Targets attacked No. A/G
^Reaction’

No. A/G
Sorties

l\3

Losses
ON ;

vjj !

I’ii

North France

French and Belgian Coasts
Airfields N.W. Genianjr

(abortive)
)

2 Weather Recces

4 Shipping Recces
1 Ranger

2i

14A.D. G.B,

8
1 Filter Bomber
Attack

5 Photo/Weather Recces
5 Filter Bomber
Attacks

(inc. 7 on
grd.)

34242nd T.A.F. ;Ault Coastal Battery )
North France )
Creil, Evrexzx/Rauville, )
Corneilles en Vexin

Airfields, Oissel,
Le llanoir Bridges
Airfields and Bridges
North France

North France

Holland, North France

North France

French and Belgian Coasts
Corneilles en Vexin

Airfields, Evreux-Fauville
Coastal Batteries, Military)
Target North Prance
Airfields, Transportation
North Prance and Geraany

)

)

14430 5IX A.F.

(on grd.)
-9 Fighter Escorto

t-3
jL-
iHl

2 Weather Recces

2 Fighter Si'reeps 57VIII A.F.

2 Weather Recces

11 Shipping Recces
5 Fighter Protection

27

1

(Pilot
saved)

257A.P.G.B.

9 Offensive Patrols

o

K>
i\0



G.A.P.R.A.P.
vn
ui
ON

Type of
Cperation

Date Losses LossesTargets attackedMD

No. k/G, , _ . ̂
’Reaction* (2)

Claiins(3)

No. VC
Sorties

I\3
GeLosses 3rman

i Records (^)cr\
V-M !

to

May
2 CrossLotr/- Tajrgets Cherbourg/)

Cap Levy, Ozmonville-la- )
Rogue/Asselins, Pruges, )
Bailly-en-Eiviere, Berck, )
Cayaux, Guernsey Radair
Stations, Catmbrai, Douai
Railway Centres
Cireil Railway Centre,
VIII TJ, S, Air Force Targets
North Prance

20 Pieter Bcsiiber
Attacks

7
Ccaitd.

10

(inc. 7622 302nd T.A.P.
grd.)5 Fighter Escort

+ 25

1 Offensive Patrol

5 Weather Recces

1 Pieter Bomber Attack
15 Fighter Escort

6 Photo/Weather Recces
1 Boiiiber Support

Tl
it'd

)
oKRouen Bridge

VIH and Pi U.S. Bomber j

Command Targets
North Prance

North Prance, Geranny

!i
ro

(on grd.)67A8DC A.P. !l-3

il^

612 6 hhVIII A.P.

)
)

North Prance

French, Dutch, Belgian
Coasts

Transportation and other
Targets North Prance

28 2 Weather Recces

10 Shipping Recces

9 Offensive Patrols
2282 1A.D.G.B.

(on grd.)
I

)1 Offensive Shipping
Recce

10 Pieter Protection

• 2
Shipping Batz, Abeivnach )
Coastal Batteries North )
Prance )

iO

fO
vn

O) ) )



) )))

G.A.P.R.A.F.
U1
VJ1

G^ype of
Operation

LossesLosses

R.A.P.

Claims(3)

Date

19A4

o^
Targets attacked No. A/G

’Reaction’ (2)
No. Vc
Sorties

German

Records(^)
Lossesto

0^
OJ

May
Crossbow Targets, Le Grand
Verderet, Gamaches Rail\ray
Centres, Bmges/St» Miohier,)
Berck sur Her, Bruges,
Gravelines, Cap d’Alprech
Radar Stations, Orival
Bridge, Neufchatel,
Bailly-en-Riviere, Lebiez
Chateaux, Tingry StAjitching )
Station, Gisors, Buchy,
Pomerie Railway Centres

Cambrai, Denain,
Montdidier, Creil
VIII U.S. Air Porce Targets
North Prance

Dcmfront liiel Duiip,

Gonflans, St. Honorine,
Basselt, St. Geiraain,
Rouen Bridges, Juvisy
Railway Centre
VIII and IX U.S. Bomber

Ccmmand Targets
North Prance

)

)
)

)
\

}

)

)

52 Pighter Bomber
Attacks

28

Gontd.

83833 2nd T.A.P. 3
+ 37

5 Pighter Sweeps Vj4

ii-3
2 Pighter Escort
7 Photo/Veather Recces
7 Pieter Bomber Attacks

3it-1,218 11IX A.P.
(7 on
grd.)

21 Pieter Escort

8 Photo/Weather Recces

9

to
VJO



G.A.P.
VJI
CTN I^Tpe of

Operation

iDate

1%4l
Losses Losses

R.A,F. i German
Claii'ns(3) Records (4)

Targets attacked No. A/G !
Sorties *

I No. A/C^ ^
•Reaction’ (2)

I
fo

 Lossest

May
North Prance

French, Dutch and Belgian
Coasts

Transportation and other )
Targets North France
North France

Coastal Batteries Dieppe,
Charleroi, Monceau sur
Sambre Railv/ay Centres

CrossbOTr Targets, Neufchatel,)
Lebiez, Ergnies Chateaux,
Tingry Svitching Station,
Cap d'Alprech, Gravelines/
Ft. St. Phillip Radar
Stations, Gainaches,
Dieppe Rail\’ray Centres
North France

CrossbCT'iT Targets

)

y

5 Weather Recces

12 Shipping Recces
29

6 Offensive Patrols
393 1A.D.G.B.

5 Rodeos

3 Fighter Protection

22 Fighter Bomber
Attacks ^ B

c

lt-3

3

(inc, 1 on
grd.)

568 22nd T.A.F. 19

+ 2».86 Filter Sweeps
2 Fighter Escort
6 Photo/VJeather/

Sliipping Recces
15 Fighter Escoit:

6 Filter Bmber
Attacks

North Prance

VIII and IX U.S. Air

Force Targets

)Calais Gun Positions,
St, Brieuc, Kerlin Bastard,
Vannes, Gael, Lanveoc/
Poulmic Airfields

North France

1,297 1IX A.F, A

O

7 Photo/Weather Recces
to
VO

)) ))



) )))

G.A.F.R.A.P.
ui

of

Operation
;  Losses Losses

R.A.P, German

Claims (3 ) j RecoiTis (4)

CJN Date Targets attacked Ko. VC
‘Reaction’

No. VC
Sorties

1944 Losses

ON I
VjJ '
Ui

May
French, Dutch and Belgian
Coasts

North Prance

Miscellaneous Targets
North France

Ushant, Goulet de Brest,
2 Military Targets Rouen
Area, Bridge Courcelles sur
Seine, Coastal Battery Yer
Crossbow Targets, Cap d’ )
Antifer, Pointe et Raz )
de la Percee, Arrcmanches,)
Abbeville/Vaudrdcourt,
St. Valery/Manneville,
Le Treport Radar Stations,
Lebiez, Neufcliatel
Chateaux Gaxaaches,
Formerie Railway Centres
VIII U.S, Air Force and

Fighter Bomber Targets
North France

10 Shipping Recces30

)3 Weather Recces
3 Offensive Patrols

j 2 Fighter Roadsteads
A Fighter Protection

218 1A.D.G.B.

22 Fighter Bomber
Attacks ^  !i

iQVM

VJl
,'bJ

Ig!
I

7

(on grd.)619 42nd T.A.F.
+ 37

A Filter Escort

5 Photo/Weather Recces

a

!2!
O



G.A.F.VJI
i
I(T\

VO 1 Date

-! 19^44
VjJ

I^e of
Operation

I  Losses
EcA.P,

Claims(3)

Targets attacked Losses

German

Records (4)

No. A/C
Sorties

No. l/C
’Reaction* (2) iLosses

cr\

¥ia.y
)30 7 Fighter Bomber

Attacks
Benecourt, Elboeuf,
St. Pierre de Yauvry,
Courcelles sur Seine,
Conflans, Pont de L* Arche
Bridges, Gamiers Hailvray )
Centre, Cairibrai/Epinoy
Airfield

Paris - ComiDeigne - Laon
VIII and IX U.S. Bomber

Comaand and Filter Banber)
Targets
North Prance

Creil, Soissons, Beaumont )
Bridges

)
)

)

Contd,

1 ,120IX A.P. 85

1 Fighter Sweep
8 Fighter Escort

ca

7 Photo/Weather Recces
5 Fighter Bomber Attacks

vx
:q ov

il 130VIII A.F. 1
ii-a

i
31 5 Weather Recces

9 Shipping Recces

North France

French, Dutch, Belgian
Coasts

North Prance

North France

VIII and IX U.S. Air Force

Targets
North Prance

38A.D. G, B,

12 Rodeos

7 Photo/Weather Recces
7 Fighter Escort

6 Photo/Weather Recces

(2nd T.A.P.) 34 3 + 5

815IX A,P. 1

a
o

ro
vO

o) )



APE=ENDIX NO. 29SECRET

137

SUMMARY OF CLAItS L0SSES<1)

G.A.F.
German

Records (11)

ClaimsAllied Air Forces
Month

U.S.A.A.F.R.A.F.R.A.F. U.S.A.A.F.
f

1943

14January 2729

(3 pilots saved)

1059 27February
(1 pilot saved)

142525March

43 27April 55 5

(1 pilot saved)

6163 647 10May
(1 pilot saved)

4249 6 71 10June

(1 pilot saved)

(iv)116 (40)11 7573July
(1 pilot saved)(5 pilots saved)

44 72 (17)6 8983August
(5 pllots/alrcrew

saved)

91 (29)11 133 3570September
(10 pllots/alrcrew

saved) (2 pilots
saved)

60 (36)4565 18 93October

(5 pilots saved)

36 (48)60 4752 105November

(4 pllots/alrcrew
saved)

32 (62)7641 52 50December

(1 pilot saved) (1 pilot saved)

363 575 (232)743628 179TOTALS

(4 pilots
saved)

(37 pilots/aircrew
saved)

1944

54 80 218 87 (116)71January
(2 pilots saved)

94 41 366 90 (225)February 52

147 (236)43March 55 32 130

176 (343)38 96 258April 75
(1 pilot saved)

164 63 254 176 (413)May 95
(1 pilot saved)

463 1226 676 (1,333)299 291
(4 pilots saved)

(1)
(

Excluding losses not due to enemy action and claims for aircraft probably destroyed.
Includes aircraft destroyed on ground by bombs.
Includes aircraft claimed destroyed over Germart',
Casualties suffered by Luftflotte Reich In operations against Allied daylight raids.

II)
(III)
(IV)

(55692)637 SECRET



SECRET

APPENDIX NO. 301

FIGHTER CCmND/AlR CCFE1K:E GREAT BRITAIN ANTI“SH1PPIN0 SORTIES

JANUARY 19^4? - MAY 19^^

(including Fleet Air Ann mid Tactical Air Force Aircraft under
Fighter Cotomand Control)

No. I A/C
1943 Despatched ' Attacked Losses
Month i (Inc. Recce

No.

(

No. and TonnageBorah
RemarksArmament

Expended
Vessels

Damaged
Vessels j
Sunk iA/C) 2)

I
I

X 250)
X 100)

41 X 250)
12 X 100)

31 X 250)
12 X 100)

11 X 500)
66 X 250)

2 X 500)
62 X 250)
21 X 100)

20 X 500)
105 X 250)
22 X 100)

I
349 5  i;  January { 1

!

236 25 2February

40 1March 251
1 - 90 E-Boat

S.75
829 18Airll 111

1 - 8894 - 815

1,058
f 119 12Hay

1 - 421

138 T.A,F,
came

under

F.C,
control

June 1,137 13
1 - 750

I

July 11 30 X 500
72 X 250
4 X 100

26 X 500)
94 X 250)
2 X 100)
30 X 60 lb
(R.P.)

32 X 500)
156 X 250)
16 X 60 lb

{R.P.)

74 X 500)
132 X 250)
56 X 60 lb
{R.P.)

94 X 500)
54 X 250)
34 X 60 lb
(R.P.)

33 X 250

1,233 79
2 - 4,294

6 Inc.975August 90
3-340 E-Boat

S,121

1,277 13September
1 - 5,4855 -537

i

1,211 177 10October

1 - 6,4082 - 1,2^

1,310 A.E,A.F,
formed

November

(
121 13

3) 1 - 827

4Deoendier 573 29

10,439 104 289 X 500)
853 X 250)
77 X 100)
136 X 60 lb
(R.P.)

Total 1,136 Approx.
158 tons
of bombs

dropped

5 - 17,07618 - 5,005
!

(1) Includes antl-E Boat effort.
Includes direct attack of shipping at sea and In port.
Includes whole effort of A,E,A.F. from November 1943 to March 1944, thereafter
effort of A,D.G,B, alone.
Authority: Fighter Conmand/A,D,G,B, Fonn »Y» Admiralty BR,1337; X,237/48-TSD/FDS,

2)
3)

(55692)639 SECRET



SECRET

AFEBNDIX NO. 30

2

Ho* and Tonnage191A No. BohSj
A/CNo.Despatched

Month i (Ino, Recce
RemarksArmatffint

Expended Vessels Vessels

Damaged
Attacked Losses

A/C) SunkI

61 4 16 X 500

24 X 250
154 X 6o
(R.P.)

98 X 500)
16 X 250)
6 X 60 lb
(R.P.)

22 X 500
36 X 250
8 X 60 lb
(R.P.)

68 X 500)
32 X 250)
72 X 60 lb
(R.P.)

105 X 500)
68 X 250)
64 X 60 lb
(R.P.)

lb

667January

100 7Febniary 533
6022 -

605 36 1March

1 - 4,404

576 4April 57
8502 -

6949Nay 127

3 -3,253

381 309 X 500)
176 X 250)
324 X 60 lb
(R,P.)

Total Approx.
87 tons
of bombs

dropped.

3,330 22

7 - 4,905 1 - 4,404

(55692)64.0 SECRET
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U1
SUMMARY OF NIGHT OFFEtBIYE QPERATIOIB JANUARY TO MAY 19^VJ1

o^

N) No. of

Enemy A/C
ClalmaJ

Destroyed

No. of

Attacks

Carried

No. of

Enemy RemarksNo. of
Sorties

LossesSquadrons A/CDate

OutSeen

19/0

Patrolling of airfields and droppli^ of leaflets by
Bostons. Occasional attacks on railways.

(2 dam.) 153163, 137f 26/j, /*1l, 605, 609.IllJanuary

(98 Intruders
7 Rhubarbs
6 Mlsc. Off. Ops.)

Ranger and nightPatrolling of airfields continued.
Rhubarb operations against transportation commenced.
Intruders penetrate over North West Germany. New
Mosquito II Flights forming.

357137 , 26/^ /jl8, 605, 609,
256, /i09 , 25, 151, 68,
Z)06, m.

215110February
(1 prob.
dest.

2 dam.)
(60 Intruders
27 Rangers
23 Rhubarbs)

Continued patrolling of airfields, dropping of
leaflets.

Mosquitos and Beaafighters with A.I. equipment
removed as well as with Typhoons and Whirlwinds,

Ranger and Rhubarb operations with
3226/|, 605, ill 8, /406, k5&$

25, 141, 263, 409, 151,
25130March

(1 prob,
dest.

1 dam.)

1-9
157,(71 Intruders

33 Rangers
26 Rhubarbs)

As above1444 796, 456, 29, 418, 605,
264, 406, 263, 410, 6o4,
151, 157, 25, 141, 609,
483, 488.

27235April (1 dam.)

(86 Intruders
128 Rangers
21 Rhubarbs

Increased support of Bomber Command operations by
patrolling night fighter bases; these subsequently
became known as operation Flower. Ranger attacks

against transportation.

86 22749151, 605, 418, 609, 23,
410, 157, 456, 96, 307,
488, 264, 215, 102, 400,
168, 141.

395May (1 pilot
re so.)

(8 dam.)

(225 intruders
166 Rangers
4 Rhubarbs)

Serrate operations began on 1i»/15 June; decline In
Ranger operations as Mosquitos required to support
Coastal Command, Nos. 418 and 605 Squadrons now
equipped with Mosquito VI fighter/bombers.

169 412418, 605, 141, 157, 168,
256, F.I.U., 25, 400, 3,
488, 151, 29, 157.

70340Jteae
(1 prob,

dest.

7 dam.)
(265 Intruders
27 Rangers
48 Serrate)

s
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No. of

Attacks

Carried

No. of

Eneiny A/C
Claimed

Destroyed

Ito. of

Enemy

vn
vji No. of

Sorties
RemarksLossescr, SquadronsDate A/CMD

N) OutSeen
I

1943
1

Patrolling and bombing of airfields* Ranger effort
against rallvrays, watenrays and power stations;
Serrate operations continued with success.

196 5858418, 605, 141, 307, 157,
410, 151, 25, 456, ZiOO,
184, 168, 198.

392I  Jhly
(7 dam.) Ii

(277 Intruders
50 Rangers
65 Serrate)

ifehmoud operations began on 22/23rd; Increased
attention paid to targets In Germany In support of
Bomber Command. Slngle-englned fighters (Tyi*ioons
and Mustangs) supplement Intruder and Ranger effort.
Intruders over Berlin. Ranger Flights being equipped
with Mosquito VI fighter-bombers.

Free lance patrols by Intruders over Boriser Ctmmand
target area began on 23/24th with good results.

396 8418, 141, 96, 25, 264, 410,
157, F.I.U., 605, 96, 3,
400, 198, 609, 168, 247,
195, 458, 245, 151, 182,
164, 137.

68 12551August
(2 prob.

dest.

7 dam.)

i

(382 Intrsdors
56 Rangers
12 Mahmouds

101 Serrate)

181 784141, F.I.U. 418, 605, 157,
410, 264, 25, 3, 486, 56,
456, 263, 609, i, 244, 195,
137, 164.

20 i378September
(1 prob,

dest.

2 dam.)

bo
(269 Intruders
7 Rangers
32 Mahmouds
53 Serrate
17 Mlsc. Off. Ois.)

K3
H3

Sharp decline In effectiveness of Intruder and Bomber
Support operations partly due to poor weather and
Increased range of Bomber Command targets.

41 33418, 605, 264, 157, 25,
F.I.U., 400, 414, 141,

50265October
(1 prob.

dest.

3 dam.)

410.

(168 Intruders
10 Rangers
2 Rhubarb

37 tfehrcoud
48 Seri'ate)

Poor results and heavier losses centime.9464, 418, 456, 410, 26i, l,
3, 26, 137, 25, 141, 605,
F.I.U., 56, 195, 609, 665,
271, 197, 486.

101219271; Novenfcer
(1 prob.

dsst/*

5 dam.)
(210 intruder
6 Ranger
4 Rhubarb
23 Mahmoud
28 Serrate

s
Bad weather curtails offensive operations. Operation
Mahmoud discontinued. No. 100 Group Bomber Cesmuand
becomes responsible for Serrate operations.

3 15 115605, 418, 464, 25, 264, 456.December 100
VjJ(1 prob.

dest.

2 dam.)
(95 Intruders
5 Mahmoud)

) )(
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No. of
Attacks
Carried

No. of

Enemy A/C
Claimed

Destroyed

Ul
VJI

No. of
Sorties

RemartcsLossescr\ SquadronsDateVO
N3 out

a^

•F-

ISMi

January
Mosquitos VI of No. 2 Group* previously In Ranger
Flights, take part In Flower operations. No. 2 Group
to become responsible for bombing of night filter
bases.

Geiman night fighters resume Interceptions In bomber
stream,

at maximum range to attack them,
of alrci^t on ground.

Intruders on Flower operations no longer fly
Increased destructi

hLfi2605, 418, 464. 19187
(3 dam, )

(129 Intruders
58 Flowers)

344 17 55418, 605, /t87, 613, 157.230February

on
(9 dam.)

C163 Intruders
14 Rangers
53 Flowers)

Patrolling and bcahlng of airfields In N.W. Germany
continued.

18 5487, 21, 613, 418, 605, 464, 60 111428March
(1 prob.

dest.

15 dam.)

157.

(238 Intruders
8 Rangers

182 Flowers)ii
1^Activity as In previous month.418, 605, 151, 515, 487,

305, 464, 21, 98, 107, 613,
226, 88.

144389 31131in April
(6 prob,

dest.

10 dam.)
(292 Intruders
97 Flowers)

Patrolling and bombing of airfields In N.W. Europe
maintained; together with attacks on trains, barges,
locomotives, motor transport and shining.

162 91444418, 605, 307, 151, 29, 3,
486, 107, 305, 613, 487,
464, 21.

508May
(2 prob.

dest.

16 dam.)
(211 Intruders
233 Flowers
64 Mlsc, Off, Ops.)

84134 2,1316945,020

(3039 Intruders
87 Rhubarbs
732 Rangers
1Cf75 Bomber Support
87 Mlsc. Off. Ops.)

TOTALS
(18 prob,
dest.

100 dam.)

§
Britain Form iT* and AEAF Int/Ops Summaries CA.H.B,/nM/A49/ID) for No. 2 GroupAuthority: Fighter Command/Alr Defence Great

'  Squadrons during April and May 1944.
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SUMMARY OF NIGHT OFFENSIVE. OPERAT10>B JUNE 19^ TO MAY 1945vji
VJi
ON
VD

l\D No. of

Enemy A/C
Claimed

Destroyed
(Inc, A/C
on ground)

No. of No. of
Attacks

Carried

ON A/C
.-P-
VJ

RemarksNo. of

Sorties
Lossesseen

(Inc. A/C
on ground)

Squadrons1 Date

exit

108 72551605» itl8, 29 , 307.
25, 151, Fighter
Interception Unit
(F.I.U.)

1(26June
(4 prob,

dest.

13 dam. +
8 flying

bombs

dest.)

(368 Intruder
58 Bomber Support)

Intruder Sqdns. committed to support of Operation
Overlord (low level sEttack on airfields In nortiiem
France and Low Countries, Including dropping of 250
and 500 lb bombs) and to defence of Great Britain
against the flying bombs. The F.I.U. eicperlmented wltt
A.I, Mks, VIII and X over nom west Europe. On
7 Oct,, It was decided that Nos. 25, 307, i<06, 29 and
) 151 Mosquito Sqdns, should specialise In Bomber Support
) operations. They were to be equipped with A.I. Mk. X
) and backward-looklng A.I,
)

3616 129, 605, 418, 151,
307, F.I.U.

32238July
(8 dam.)

i (All Intruders)
El

67 1721605, 418, 307, 29,
151, F.I.U.

605, 418, 29, 307,
F.I.U.

306August
(2 dam.)

(All Intruders)
517257291September )(1 dam.)

(All Intruders)
)

140 5 )28 15605, 418, 29, 406,
307, F.I.U.

210October
)(1 prob,

dest,

15 dam,)
)(All Intruders)
)

82 3 Nos, 605 and 418 (R.C.A,F.) Sqdns. transferred to No, 2

Group (2nd T.A.F.), Poor weather limited low level
Bomber Support patrols over enemy night fighter bases.
Four night fighter sqdns. equipped with A.I. Mk,X
training for Bomber Support operations. No, 4o6 Sqdn.
trained with long distance patrols to Lorlent,

605, 418, 29, 406,
Fighter Interception
Development Sqdn,

(F.I.D.S.)

312198November

( 36 Intruder/Ranger
162 Bomber Support)

\J4
ro



VJl
VJl
o^ No. of

Eneny A/C
Claimed

Destroyed
(Inc. A/C
on ground)

VO No. of
No. of

Attacks

Carried

tV)
A/C

No. Of

Sorties
RemaiicsSquadrons LossesDate Seen

(Inc. A/C
on ground)

cr\

-P-
ON Out

19UU

6 6 Nos. 151 and ijOS Sqdns., the first to be fitted with
Impxwlsed type of Monica VIII (backward looking A.I.)
to enable them to fly high level Bomber Support sorties.
Bad weather hampers operations.

29, 151, Z|06, 307,
F.I.D.S.

1 30December 103
(2 Air- !
crews 1
saved)

(1 prob,
dest.}(25 Intruder

78 Bomber Support)

418, 605, 29, 151,
406, 307, 25,
F.I.U./F.I.D.S.

635 281,772
(1,474 Intradsrs

298 Bomber Support)

72157Total for

June to

Dec. 1944.
(6 prob.

dest.

39 dam. +
8 flying
bombs)

(2 All-
crevB

saved)
I

li
r\3

1945

14 4 Installation of modified Monica VIII enables high level
as well as low level Bomber Support patrols to be
flown In strength.

406, 25, 29, 151, 21121January
(1 prob,

dest,

1 dam.)

307.
(24 Intruders
97 Bomber Support)

26 6 36381 2 Increased number of high and low level Bomber Support
patrols over north west Germany.

February 29, 25, 307, 151,
(2 dam. )406,

(21 Intruder/Ranger
360 Bomber Support)

Ranger operations (Fighter Experimental Flight) reoonf
menced. Number of attacks on road and rail transport
in north west Germany. Attacks on airfields In
eastem and southern Germany.

307, 406, 456, 151,
29, Central Fighter
Est.(C.F.E.)
FI ghter Experimental
Flight (F.E.F.)

23 5340 107 3March

(1 All-
crew

saved)
( 51 Intruder/Ranger
289 Bomber Support)

a

Kji
ho

)) I



i) ) )

vn
Vn

I  No. of

!  Eneny kjc
I  Claimed
;  Destroyed

(Inc. ATC 1 (Inc. A/C
on ground) i ^n ground)

No, of

A/C
Seen

o^
\o No. of

Attacks

Carried

tV3
No. of

Sorties

I

Squadrons Losses RemarksDate
CTn

•p- out

1

I^9^^5

Jt)06, 29, 307, 151,
456, F.E.F.,

80 26417 133 5 All Intruder Sqdns. take part In Ranger operations.
Large number of^rcraft destroyed and damaged on
ground. Attacks on transportation continued.

April
(1 Air
crew

saved)

{ 1 prob. j
dest,

43 dam.)
(151 Intruder/Ranger
266 Bomber Support)

F.I.D.S.

29, 406. 4 2021May 3
(  1 dam.)to

3/4th) (All Intruders)

+

1,262

(250 Intruder/Ranger
1,012 Bomber Support)

406, 29, 307, 151,
456, 25, F.E.F.,
F.I.D.S C.E.F.*,

164 45 317 10Total for

Jan. to

Kay 1945
( 2 prob. I

dest.

47 dam.)
I

(2 Air
crews

saved) VjJ
i

-j1-3

3,034

(1,724 Intruder/Ranger
1,310 Bomber Support)

605, 418, Zf06, 29,
307, 151, 456, 25,
F.E.F

C.E.F.

F.I.D.S•» •,

321 38Grand Total 117 952

( 8 prob.
dest.

86 dam. +

8 flying
bombs) '

(4 Air
crews

saved)

i

Authority: Air Defence Great Brltaln/Flghter Command Form »Y», 1944-1945.

«
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SECRET

APIEl^IX: ED. 33

PILOTS WITH MORE THAN TVELVE CONFIRM'D VICTORIE OBTAINGD WHILE SEiyilC IN

A.D.G.B, (INCLUDING FIGHTER COMMAMDa 2ND T.A.F., B.A,F,F. AlID
A.A.S.F.) UP TO 30 APRIL igWT)

S C 0 fl B

N^git Total
2' 32"G/Capt, A. G. Malan, DSO & Bar, DPC & Bar

wycdr, L, Flnucane, E60., DFO & Bars (Dec‘d.)
wycdr, R. Stanford Tuck, DSO, DFC & Bars (P/M)
W/Cdr« J» R. D. Braham, DSO & Bar, DPC & Bar
S/Ldr. J. H. Lacey, DPI! & Bar
W/Cdr, J, E. Johnson, DSO & Bar, DFC & Bar
F/Lt, H. S, Lock, DBO., DFC & Bar (Dec'd)
M/Cdr, D. R, S. Bader, EGO & Bar, DFC & Bars (P/W)
wyCdr. M. N. Crossley, DGO., DFC
W/Cdr, R. F. Boyd, ESO., DFC & Bar
W/Cdr. D, E, KIngaby, DSO., DFM & Bars
S/Ldr. H. A. Stephen, DSO, DFC & Bars
S/Ldr. J. E. F. M. DeiiMzay, DSO, DFC & Bar (French)
W/Cdr. A. C, Deere, EGO, DFC & Bar
G/Capt» J. Rankin, DSO & Bar, DFC & Bar
W/Cdr. J. Cunningham, DSO & Bars, DFC 4 Bar
s/Ldr* D. A. P. iisMullen, DFC & Bars
F/Lt. G. Allard, DFC, DFN & Bar (Dec»d.)
S/Ldr. R. G. Dutton, DFC & Bar
F/Lt, K. M. Kuttelwascher, DFC & Bar (Czech)
S/Ldr, H. J, L. Hallowes, DFC, DFM & Bar
S/Ldr, teoKellar, DSO, DFC & Bar (Dec»d.)
W/Cdr, F. R. Carey, DFC & Bar, DF!1
W/Cdr, M, H, Brown, DFC & Bar (Dec»d.)
W/Cdr, C, F, Gray, ESO, DFC & Bars
G/Capt, T, F. D. Morgan, DGO, DPC & Bar
W/Cdr, W. D, David, DFC & Bar
Sgt, J. Frantlsek (Czech) (Dec'd,)
S/Ldr, N. Orton, DPC & Bar (Dec'd,)
W/Cdr, M. L, Robinson, DBO, DFC (Dec'd)
W/Cdr, A. H. Boyd, DSO, DFC & Bars
F/0 W. L, McKnlght, DFC & Bar (Dec'd,)
W/Cdr, W, V. CrawforcKIompton, DSO, DFC & Bars
F/Lt, R, T. Llewellyn, DFM
S/Ldr, J. G. Sanders, DFC
P/0 0. L, Nowell, DFM & Bar
W/Cdr, R, H, Harries, DFC & Bar
S/Ldr, J. W. Villa, DFC & Bar
S/Ldr, W. Urbanowloz, DFC
S/Ldr. R, F. T, Doe, DFC & Bar
F/Lt, D, A, S» Lackay, DFM & Bar
F/Lt, R. P. Stevens, DSO, DFC & Bar (Dec'd,)
S/Ldr, J. Ellis, DFC & Bar
W/Cdr, J, I. Kllmartln, DFC
S/Ldr, F, J. Soper, DFC, DFM (Dec'd.)
S/Ldr. A. McDowell, DFM & Bar
W/Cdr» C, F, Currant, DSO,, DFC & Bar
Vf/Cdr, R, M. Milne, DFC (P/W)
F/Lt, J* A, A, Gibson, DPC
S/Ldr, K. W, Truscott, DFC
S/Ldr, E. R, Thome, DFC, DFM & Bar
G/Capt, G. R, Edge, DFC
G/Capt, J, W, Simpson, DFC & Bar
W/Cdr. J. A, Kent, DFC & Ear, AFC
S/Ldr, R. F, Haml^, AFC, DFM
F/Lt« J. C. Dundas, DFC & Bar (Dec'd,)
S/Ldr. J. C. Freeborn, DPC & Bar
S/Ldr, F. W, Hlgglnson, DPC, DFM
S/Ldr. T, F, Nell, DFC & Bar
S/Ldr. J. Baldwin, DSO, DFC & Bar

30
29i 29i
27 2  29

19 2910

27 27
26(2)26

2Z* 2Zi
22i PPjr

22 22
22 22

22 22

21 21

20 1  21
203 203
20 20

1 19 20
It 19 7/1015 7/lo(^)

19 19
19 19

16 19
1  19

3
18
18i I6i
18 18

17A 17*
1li 6  17i
17 . 17
17 17
17 17
17 17
15 5/6 1  16 5/6
I6i I6i

16^
16 16

5  1611

16 16
155 153
15i 153
15 15
1/f3 1/(i
lUi 1ld

1/4 ia
1/;13 1

lif
2  14
1  14

12

13
14 14
14 14
133r 13i
^3■k 13i
12 1  13
13 13
11 2  13
13 13

113 3
113 3

12-3 12i
123 123
123 123
123 1^

Headquarters,
Air Defence of Great Britain

21st May, 19/(4
ADGB/S,20457/Int,

(Reproduced as Appendix J,26 In
Fighter Cmd., O.R.B., Apperedices,)

(1) These figures cannot be verified with certainty but the list does contain Oie names of the
outstanding fighter pilots,

(2) wing Commander J.E. Johnson was reckoned to be the top scoring R.A.F, pilot at the end of
the rar with a total of 38 claimed victories,

(3) The second and third figures refer to aircraft probably destroyed and damaged respectively.
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